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The Honorable William M. Bulger
President of the Senate
State House, Room 3 30

Boston, Massachusetts 2133

The Honorable Thomas W. McGee
Speaker of the House of Representatives
State House, Room 356
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Dear Mr. President and Mr. Speaker:

We have today delivered to the Clerks of the Senate
and the House the Final Report of the Special Commission
Concerning State and County Buildings. With its submission
the Special Commission comes to an end. It has been a long
and arduous experience, but I speak for all the Commissioners
and their staff, when I say it has truly been a privilege and
a pleasure to have served the General Court and the people of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

With literally my last words as Chairman of the Special
Commission, I wish especially to give public praise to my
fellow commissioners who have given their time and their
talent freely in public service. We have been deeply involved
together now for more than two years. It has been humanly
satisfying as well as professionally rewarding to have been
their Chairman.

In any enterprise as complex as the work of the Special
Commission, one depends on many others. The Commissioners
believe they have had the benefit of the finest professional
investigative and legislative staff to have been assembled in
the history of the Commonwealth. We owe them much. We are in
debt to many others, too, and our "Acknowledgements" of their
help is, we know, insufficient to express our gratitude. But
I wish especially, as we submit our final report to you, to
thank you for your ready availability whenever the need arose.
There have been differences between us, to be sure, but they
never diminished your public responsibility toward the Commission
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The Honorable William M. Bulger
The Honorable Thomas W. McGee
December 31, 1980
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Since it is the last day of 1980, as well as the last
day in the life of the Special Commission, may I wish you
a good new year.

Cordially,.

/ John William Ward
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MEMBERS OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSION

CONCERNING STATE AND COUNTY BUILDINGS

FRANCIS X. BELLOTTI

Francis x. Bellotti was first elected to the Office of Attorney General of

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in November of 1974. He has continued in that

pos it ion, gaining re-election in 1978 by the highest plurality in the history of

the State. His administration has been characterized by his aggressive

prosecution of arson in Suffolk County, state tax evaders and fraudulent Medicaid

providers. The Attorney General's Public Protection Bureau has promulgated

regulations concerning debt collection and used car sales, while actively

enforcing the State's consumer protection laws. Mr. Bellotti previously neld the

office of Lieutenant Governor of Massachusetts from 1963 to 1964.

A graduate of Boston English High School and Tufts University, Frank Bellotti

served as a Lieutenant J.G. during world War II. After completing his tour of

dutv, he studied at Boston College Law School, earning his degree in 1952.

Thereafter, Bellotti became one of the State's outstanding trial attorneys. He

gained the respect of his clients and the legal community, authoring numerous

articles and lecturing on trial preparation and tactics.

Bellotti currently serves as the Chairman of the Criminal History Systems

Board, the Committee on Criminal Justice, the Organized Crime Control Council and

the Committee on Privacy and Consumer Rights.

Bellotti lives in Quincy with his wife Margarita and their twelve children.





FRANCES BURKE

Frances Burke was chosen by the Secretary of State to fill the position on

the SDecial Commission Concerning State and County Buildings reserved for a

person who has never served in the Legislature. She is a Professor at SuffolK

University School of Management.

Burke received her Ph.D. from Boston University in 1974, and has taught at

Boston University, Metropolitan College, Stonehill College and Tufts University.

She has for many years also worked as a management consultant to business,

industry and government.

Burke has served in various appointed and elected capacities within her

field. She is a trustee of Southeastern Massachusetts University in Dartmouth,

Council member of Pi Alpha Alpha of the National Association of Schools of Public

Affairs and Administration, and was recently appointed to Project 87 , a national

interdisciplinary research group preparing for the Bicentennial of the

Constitution. Burke is also an active member of the American Society for Public

Administration, the American Political Science Association, the Association of

State and Local Management Analysts, and the Policy Studies Organization.

In 1977, BurKe received the "President's Award" from the Massachusetts

Chapter, American Society for Public Administration. She also nad received, in

1975, the Puolic Citizen Award from ASPA for distinguished service to the

Commonwealth and the region.





PETER FORBES

Peter Forbes, American Institute of Architects (AIA), was appointed to the

Special Commission as the architect member by State Auditor Thaddeus Buczko.

Forbes is the president of the architectural firm of Peter Forbes and

Associates. In accordance with the dictates of the enabling legislation, Forbes

and his firm have engaged in no state or county work, and work almost exclusively

in the private sector.

Forbes' experience is both as practitioner and theorist. He is head of a

design firm actively engaged in projects in many parts of the country and was

recently the recipient of the "Young Professionals Award" presented annually oy

Building Design & Construction magazine.

He has also been a lecturer in Design, Theory and History at Harvard

Univers tv Graduate School of Design, the Boston Architectural Center, the

University of Virg in ia, Darden School of Business Administration, Yale University

and the University of Michigan. He was a participant and consultant to the

United Nations Conference on Human Settlements, Vancouver, 1976.

Forbes graduated from Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, New Hampshire, the

Universitv of Michigan (Bachelor of Architecture) and Yale University (Master of

Architecture). He is a member of the American Institute of Architects, the

Boston Society of Architects, and is life member in the Society of Architectural

Historians .

He holds the Certificate of the National Council of Architectural

Reqistration Boards, and is a registered architect in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts and additionally in Maine, Rhode Island, New Yotk, Virginia,

Michigan, Nevada, and California.

Forbes is an enthusiastic amateur athlete, actively sailing and competing in

every known racquet sport from squash to the arcane game of Court Tennis.





DANIEL 0. MAHONEY

Daniel 0. Mahoney of Marblehead was appointed to the Commission by tne

Governor upon nomination by the Pres ident-Elect of tne Massachusetts Bar

Association. He is a senior partner in the Boston firm of Palmer and Dodge.

Mahonev has been engaged in the general practice of law with Palmer and Dodge

for 27 years except for his period of military service. His practice has been

principally in the trial of civil cases and in the fields of insurance and nealth

care law. He graduated from Williams College in 1950 and from Harvard Law School

in 1953. He served as First Lieutenant and Captain, Judge Advocate General

Corps, United States Army Reserve from 19 54 througn 1957.

Mahoney is a member of the Massachusetts and American Bar Associations and a

fellow of the Massachusetts Bar Foundation. He is Treasurer of the Massachusetts

Bar Association, Chairman of the Budget and Finance Committee, and a member of

the Executive Committee and Board of Delegates. Mahoney is Trustee and Vice

President of the Salem Hospital, Trustee and President of the Tower School in

Marblehead, and member of the Executive Committee and former President of tne

Williams College Alumni Association of Boston.

Mahoney has served for many years as Secretary and General Counsel to Blue

Shield of Massachusetts, Inc. He has been interested in the development of

prepaid legal services plans and is the principal draftsman of the Massachusetts

statute governing such plans, Chapter 1764 of the General Laws enacted in 1977.

He is married to Nancv Miller Mahoney and has four children.





walter J. McCarthy

Walter J. McCarthy was appointed to the Special Commission as the engineer

member by State Auditor Thaddeus Buczko. Since 1973, ne has Deen Professor of

Civil Engineering at Southeastern Massachusetts University in North Dartmouth.

In that capacity, he guided the implementation of the first program in Construction

Manaaement Engineering in the eastern United States. In 1978 fellow faculty

members honored him with the Sullivan Award as the University's outstanding

teacher .

McCarthy graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of Tecnnology with a B.S.

in Civil Engineering and from Northeastern University with an M.S. in Engineering

Management. He is a registered professional engineer in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts and the State of New York.

He began his career as a field engineer on the construction of MDC sewer

tunnels, served as a design and office engineer on the construction of a reactor

development facility, and was employed as a construction engineer for a puolic

utility and as chief engineer for a construction materials manufacturer. He tnen

served as a construction management consultant for Harbridge House, Inc. where he

specialized in construction procurement and the development and implementation of

planning, scheduling, and control systems for major facilities construction.

In 1968 he became President of George Madsen Construction Company of

Minneapolis. He later also founded and became President of Management and

Construction Services Corp. These firms assumed a leadership role in the

implementation of modern construction management concepts on complex projects and

pioneered fast-track construction and the use of the computer as a construction

management tool

.

He is a member of the Massachusetts Society of Professional Engineers and the

American Institute of Constructors. He is married to the former Janet

Ohrenberger, has three children and resides in Scituate.





JOHN WILLIAM WARD

John William Ward was named Chairman of the Commission oy the Governor of

Massachusetts in May 1978. Mr. Ward had been President of Amherst College until

June 30, 1979 when he announced his resignation. Before becoming President of

the College, Mr. Ward had been a Professor of History and American Studies at

Amherst College. He came to the Faculty of Amherst College in 1964 from

Princeton University where he had been Chairman of the Special Program in

American Civilization and a professor in the Department of History.

Mr. Ward has twice (1958,1968) been a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fellow

and was in 1963 a Fellow of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences

at Stanford. In 1968, he was Fulbright Lecturer in U.S. History at the

University of Reading, England. In 1970, he was selected as Phi Beta Kappa

Distinguished Lecturer to visit several American college campuses. Just before

his election as President of Amherst College in 1971, Mr. Ward was named the

William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor, an honor conferred upon "a scholar-teacher of

distinction whose enthusiasm for learning, commitment to teaching, and interest

in students will make a notable contribution to the undergraduate community."

Mr. Ward is an historian, the author of books and many articles on American

intellectual and cultural history. His books are Andrew Jackson: Symool for an

Age (Oxford, 1955) and Red, White and Blue: Men, Books, and Ideas in American

Culture (Oxford, 1969). He edited, for the John Harvard Library of tne Harvara

University Press, Frederick Grimke, The Nature and Tendency of Free Institutions

(1968), and was co-editor of an eight-volume series, "Documents in American

Civilization" (Anchor Books). He has written introductions to many books and

published more than forty articles in such journals as The American Scnolar
,

American Quarterly
,

The Yale Review . He nas written book reviews for scnolarly

journals and also for The New York Review of Books, The New Yor* Times and The





Washington Pos

t

.

Mr. Ward was born in Boston, December 21, 1922. He attended the Boston Latin

School where he was captain of the football team. He went to Harvard College

which he left at tne end of his freshman year to enlist in the United States

Marine Cotds (1942-1946). As an enlisted Marine, he became corporal, was later

commissioned, served as an officer of the Marine Detachment aboard the flagship

of the Atlantic Fleet, the USS Augusta, and was discharged after the war as a

first lieutenant.

After graduation from Harvard in 1947 as a member of the Class of 1945, Mr.

Ward earned his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Minnesota. From

1952 to 1963, he taught at Princeton University where he was first Professor of

English, then Professor of History and Chairman of the Special Program in

American Civilization. Mr. Ward is a member of the American Historical

Association and the American Studies Association. He is also a Councilor for the

American Antiquarian Society.

LEWIS WEINSTEIN

Lewis H. Weinstein was appointed to the Commission by the Secretary of

State. He is senior partner in the Boston law firm of Foley, Hoag & Eliot,

having been graduated from Harvard College (where he taught mathematics) in 1927,

and Harvard Law School in 1930.

Weinstein taught Trial Advocacy at Harvard Law School for sixteen years and

the Law of Land Use and Planning at MIT for eight years. He has also lectured at

manv other institutions, such as the New England and Practicing Law Institutes

and the National Institute of Trial Advocacy in Boulder, Colorado.

Of his three and a half years in the military service, he was overseas for

almost three vears and, after landing in Normandy, was General Eisenhower's

Liaison Officer to General DeGaulle, and later Chief of the Liaison Section of

the European Theatre of .Operations. He was awarded the Frencn Legion of Honor

and the Croix de Guerre with palm, the Legion of Merit, and other citations.

His legal career included four years as Assistant Corporation Counsel for the
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City of Boston under his late partner, Henry E. Foley, where he worked on cases

claiming re f unds of kickbacks by former Mayor James M. Curley and secret profits

by his City Treasurer, Edmund Dolan. In the former - after a radio appeal -

Curley reoaid the Ci.ty more than $85, 000, and Dolan's surety company repaid the

City about $180,000. His legal career has included not only suostantial

litigation, but he was an active advocate in the fields of urban renewal, local

taxation ''especially of utility, industrial and commercial properties), eminent

domain, utility rate cases and construction litigation (including that brought oy

the Associated General Contractors when he was its general counsel).

Weinstein has been a member of a number of legislative and administrative

commissions (including the State Commission on Deseqreqati on in Public Schools),

and others dealing with ant

i

-discrimination legislation in housing, employment

and education. He has served as counsel for the Massachusetts League of women

Voters, as well as numerous national, industrial and commercial firms, banks,

insurance companies and individuals. He was chairman of tne State Emergency

Housing Commission, wrote the first Massachusetts "snob zoning" and urban

legislation, and also served as chairman of the State Board of Housing and

Massachusetts Housing Council.

He served as the law head of the major Jewish national "umbrella"

organizations: tne Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish

Organizations, the National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council, the

Council of Jewish Federations, and the National Conference of Soviet Jewry, and

in- Boston, among many others, as president of the Hebrew College, Combined Jewish

Philanthropies and Jewish Community Council.

Weinstein is a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation and the American College

of Trial Lawyers, and a member of the American Law Institute.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

In any complex investigation, extending over more than two

years and eight months, innumerable people must give their help

and support if an investigation is to be a success. One of the

most heartening things about the work of the Special Commission

Concerning State and County Buildings has been the ready willing-

ness of so many to assist the Commission. We truly cannot remem-

ber a single instance when the Commission asked for help and was

refused.

There are dangers in acknowledging the help of particular

individuals and organizations. First, one may imply that the

contributions of some people are more important than others.

The work of the Special Commission was truly a collective enter-

prise. Each contributed to the work of the whole, from the firm

but friendly Capitol Police who maintained strict decorum at

public hearings, to Dr . An Wang who provided from his corporation,

pro bono , word-processing equipment and service. Second, one may

forget someone inadvertently, and cause hard feelings. Third, in

the sheer length of the catalogue of names of those to whom one

owes so much, one's thanks may come to seem pro forma, simply

conventional. Not so. The Commission owes much to many. Its
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only regret is that it is physically impossible to thank each

individual directly and personally.

The Commissioners recognized from the start that the single

most important decision they would make over the entire life of

the Commission was the selection of the Chief Counsel. The best

measure of thanks the Commissioners can pay Bancroft ("Nick")

Littlefield, Esq., is to say that it was not only the most im-

portant decision, it was the best decision the Commission made.

With Chief Counsel the Commission recruited the finest legal

and investigative and research staff which has been put together

in the history of the Commonwealth. The attorneys who served

over the life of the Commission as Deputy Chief Counsel were the

first staff members hired after Chief Counsel, and provided re-

markable service in all stages of the Commission's work. They

are: Thomas E. Dwyer, Richard McCarthy, John Pappalardo, Michael

Tabak and Michael Tracy and Associate Counsel Natalea Skvir. Work-

ing together, to be sure, the Commission's staff were organized into

two main groups, an investigative unit and a legislative unit, in

accord with the Commission's mandate to investigate corruption and

to make legislative recommendations for the future. Each unit

required different skills; both were superb:

Lawyers on Investigations:

Thomas E. Dwyer, Executive Director and Deputy Chief
Counsel, Richard McCarthy, Deputy Chief Counsel, John
Pappalardo, Deputy Chief Counsel, Michael Tabak, Deputy
Chief Counsel, Michael Tracy, Deputy Chief Counsel, Natalea
Skvir, Associate Counsel, Investigations, Barbara Milman,
Associate Counsel, Systems and Investigations, Susan Beck,
Associate Counsel, Investigations, Jeffrey Auerhahn,
Associate Counsel, Investigations, John Brophy , Associate
Counsel, Investigations, David O'Connor, Associate Counsel,
Investigations

.
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Lawyers on Legislation:

Jonathan Bockian, Associate Counsel, Systems, Larry
Beeferman, Associate Counsel, Systems, Jane Alper, Associate
Counsel, Systems, Terry Mond , Associate Counsel, Systems
and Investigations.

Behind the legal staff lay the heart of the organization: CPA's,

former IRS and FBI investigators, those who reconstructed what hap-

pened and followed the tortuous trail of paper which finally made

the investigations concrete and particular and so compelling.

Richard Krant, Chief Investigator, Robert McAuliffe,
Senior Financial Investigator, Charles McNally, Senior
Financial Investigator, James O'Neill, Senior Financial Investigator,
Richard Reale, Senior Financial Investigator, Harold Smith,
Senior Financial Investigator, Charles Audette, Financial
Investigator, Howard Dacey, Investigator (assigned by Boston
Police Department) , Joseph Dempsey, Financial Investigator,
James Deveney, Technical Consultant, Al Hoban, State Police
Investigator, Bill Horgan, State Police Investigator, Robert
Jubinville, State Police Investigator, Edward Kelly,
Investigator, George Landry, Investigator, Timothy Leonard,
Financial Investigator, Jerome McCallum, Investigator,
Robert Mel ley, Financial Investigator, Robert Patenaude,
Investigator (assigned by Metropolitan District Commission)

,

Grace Pan, Financial Investigator, James Siracusa, Financial
Investigator, Patrick Ward, Investigator (assigned by Secretary
of the Commonwealth) , Gary Burns, State Police Investigator,
John Connors, Financial Investigator, John Woollett, Technical
Consultant.

Then, the paralegals and editors.

Christine Aposhian, Legal Assistant, Final Report, Dean
Askin, Legal Assistant, Systems, Alison Bell, Legal Assistant,
Investigations, Nancy Brigham, Editor, Final Report, Dirk
Buikema, Legal Assistant, Investigations, Eric Bryant, Legal
Assistant, Investigations, Barbara Buck, Writer/Editor,
Final Report, Donald Burnham, Legal Assistant, Final Report,
Thomas Curley, Legal Assistant, Investigations, Jane Current,
Writer/Editor, Final Report, Mark Demorest, Legal Assistant,
Investigations, Nancy Dolberg, Legal Assistant, Systems,
Andrew deMars, Legal Assistant, Investigations, Betty Krier,
Legal Assistant, Final Report, Mary Lewis, Legal Assistant,
Peter Mitchell, Legal Assistant, Investigations, Julie
Marston, Legal Assistant, Final Report, Jeffrey Oliver,
Legal Assistant, Investigations, Robert Richardson, Legal
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Assistant, Investigations, Richard Read, Legislative
Aide, Campaign Reform, Final Report, Randall Short,
Legal Assistant, Investigations, Thomas Neely, Investi-
gator, Gilbert White, Legal Assistant, Investigations,
Bill Cohn, Production Manager, Final Report, Marcia
Fernald, Editor, Final Report, Ann McCabe , Legal Assist-
ant, Peter Vitale, Legal Assistant (assigned by Attorney
General), Joseph Zelan, Editor, Final Report.

Within the Commission, also were the administrators, secre-

taries and receptionists who, by some miracle, were able to

keep their sanity and their humor under the unremitting demands

placed upon them by a staff always under the pressure of some

new deadline.

Rachel Lapointe, Personnel Officer, Lea Snow,
Financial Administrator, Phyllis Boffitto, Administrative
Secretary, Nancy Earsy, Administrative Director, Donna
DeBenedictis , Administrative Assistant, Roberta Longley,
Office Manager, Denise Milroy, Executive Secretary,
Diane Sousa, Legal Secretary, Eunice Donnelly, Secretary,
John Damtoft, Systems Manager, Leslie Fields, Word Pro-
cessing Supervisor, Maxine LaFosse, Secretary, Gregory
Lippolis, Manager Information Systems, Myra Ten Huisen,
Receptionist, Shirley Thomas, Secretary, Mona Tucker,
Secretary, Claudia Buser, Word Processor, James McGill,
Word Processor, Marjolyn Nieuwkerk, Word Processor, James
Poku, Word Processor, Martha Savio, Programmer, Ana Rosa
Torres, Word Processor, Frances Vinyard, Typist.

Beyond the Commission's own staff, a myriad of groups, rang-

ing from representatives from state agencies to ad hoc volunteer

groups around a particular issue, were of immense help:

Full and Part-Time Auditors Assigned to The Special
Commission From the Office of State Auditor

Thaddeus Buczko

James Allen, Richard Antennucci, Ann Bobbitt, Sal
Camuglia, Albert Carnevala, Alfred Castantini , George
Cordima, Tia Jenkins , Daniel Keeler, Karen Kelleher,
James Kevin Lambert, Vinh Luong, Frank Luzinski, John
Maguire , Walter Martin, William Newell, John Shaughnessy,
Joseph Shea, Lauri Stein
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Resource Groups

Public Construction Procurement Systems Resource Group

Julius Abrams, General Contractor, owner Abrams Construction
Co., former member DSB

Sumner Abrams, Engineer, Director, Physical Plant, Brandeis
Univ., Former member Gov't Center Commission

Urs Gauchat, Architect, Associate Prof. Architecture, Harvard
School of Design

Edgar Gilbert, Engineer, Senior Project Manager, Arthur D.

Little, Inc.
John Kennedy, Engineer, Construction Mgr., Walsh Bros., Inc.
Dr. Raymond E. Levitt, Engineer, Assoc. Prof., Civil Engineering,
MIT Head of Construction Engineering & Project Mgt. Groups,
MIT.

William Murphy, Engineer, former Director Physical Plant, Harvard
University, V.P., N.E. Mutual Life Insurance Co.

Mayer Spivack , Director , Unit of Environmental Analysis & Design,
Harvard Medical School

Campaign Resource Group

Jeffrey Berry, Pete Castagnaro, Dick Cauchi, Charles Doherty,
Director, Office of Campaign & Political Finance, Catherine
Fallon, League of Women Voters, Elizabeth Fay, Common Cause,
John Grace, State Secretary's Office, James Gutensohn, Exec.
Director, Ethics Commission, Scott Harshbarger, Gen. Counsel,
Ethics Commission, Thomas Kiley, First Assistant Attorney
General, Mindy Lubber, Mass PIRG, Francis Lapointe, State
Secretary's Office, John Martilla, Martilla, Paine, Kiley &

Thorne, Julie Perkins, League of Women Voters, Peter Robertson,
State Secretary's Office, Robert Stewart, Hutchins & Wheeler,
Craig Stepnoe , Bill Sullivan, Michael Tatel, Daniel Taylor,
Hill & Barlow, Margaretta Thuma , League of Women Voters

Public Managers Group

Edward Capodilupo, Esq., Contracts Attorney, Mass Port Authority
Anthony Cicere, Engineer, Contracts Administration for the Port

Authority
Stephen Demos, Chief Architect for Dept. Community Affairs
Foster Jacobs, Engineer, Dir. Physical Plant, Southeastern

Mass. Univ.
James Kerr, Chief Engineer, Dept. of Mental Health
Stuart Lesser, Architect, Dir. of Bureau of Bldg. Construction
John J. McGlynn, then Supervisor of Public Records in the State

Secretary's Office
David Nee, Dir. of Development, Dept. of Corrections
Frederic Putnam, Dir. of Devel., Cambridge Housing Authority
John Snedeker , Former Commissioner MDC
James Tierney, Deputy Chief Engineer, Dept. of Public Works
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Edward Vaughn, Deputy Commissioner for Central Services,
Exec. Office of Admin. & Finance

John vonSchlegell, Executive Office of Human
Services

Stephen Weiner, Chief Engineer, Mass Port Authority
Dr. Albert Whitaker, Director, Archives Division, State

Secretary's Office

Construction Industries Council Liaison Committee

Pat Alibrandi, Chairman, Mass CIC Committee; President,
Interstate Electric Service Co.; rep., Associated Builders
& Contractors

Albert Bonfatti , Rep., Associated General Contractors, and
Pres. , Bonfatti Construction Co.

Philip Mitchell, Rep., Construction Industries of Mass.
Leo Reed, Exec. Secretary, Bldg. Trade Employees Assn.
Douglas Cole Smith, Representative, Mass. State Assoc, of
Architects

Committee of the Massachusetts State Association of Architects
Boston Society of Architects, Mass PIRG, Americans for
Democratic Action, League of Women Voters, United States
Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,
Massachusetts Committee on Criminal Justice, Massachusetts State
Police, Capitol Police, Rudy Sibilio and the Staff of the
McCormack Building

Others

Douglas Woodlock,
Hugh Scott

United States Attorney, Edward Harrington
Assistant United States Attorneys

D. Lloyd MacDonald, Michael A. Collora,
Jeremiah T. 0* Sullivan, Kevin J. O'Dea,

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Special Agents in charge, Richard Bates and James Dunn
James Ring, Special Agent

Internal Revenue Service
Brian Bruh , Special Agent

Office of the Attorney General, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Albert Polgar, Paul A. Good, Alexander Gray, Thomas R. Kiley,
Roland Lemois, Edward J. White, Stephen R. Delinsky
Paula Muller Durant, Linda Johnson

Secretary of the Commonwealth, Paul Guzzi
Secretary of the Commonwealth, Michael Joseph Connolly,
Joan Comer, Marcia Molay

State Auditor, Thaddeus Buczko, Robert Ciolek, Peter Gavrilles
State Comptroller, Robert Sheehan, Albina Giardiello, Rene

Salvas, Josephine Towles , Payroll, John O'Connor
Bureau of Building Construction, Stuart Lesser, Director

Robert Garrity, Alphonse Binda, Marie Kelly, Peggy Kent,
William Tibbetts, Bernard Lucey

Department of Public Safety, Dennis Condon, Commissioner,
Frank Tribucco, Commissioner

Bingham, Dana & Gould, John J. Curtin, Jr., Daniel Goldberg
Foley, Hoag & Eliot, Herbert L. Berman, Laurie Burt,

Laurence H. Fordham, Michael B. Keating, Hans F. Loeser,
Arthur G. Telegen, Marc Temin

Palmer & Dodge, Russ V. V. Bradley, Jr., Gaylen D. Kemp
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Federal Bureau of Investigation
Special Agents in charge, Richard Bates and James Dunn
James Ring, Special Agent

Internal Revenue Service
Brian Bruh, Special Agent

Office of the Attorney General, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Albert Polgar, Paul A. Good, Alexander Gray, Thomas R. Kiley,
Roland Lemois, Edward J. White, Stephen R. Delinsky
Paula Muller Durant, Linda Johnson

Secretary of the Commonwealth, Paul Guzzi
Secretary of the Commonwealth, Michael Joseph Connolly,
Joan Comer, Marcia Molay

State Auditor, Thaddeus Buczko, Robert Ciolek, Peter Gavrilles
State Comptroller, Robert Sheehan, Albina Giardiello, Rene

Salvas, Josephine Towles, Payroll, John O'Connor
Bureau of Building Construction, Stuart Lesser, Director

Robert Garrity, Alphonse Binda, Marie Kelly, Peggy Kent,
William Tibbetts , Bernard Lucey

Department of Public Safety, Dennis Condon, Commissioner,
Frank Tribucco, Commissioner

Bingham, Dana & Gould, John J. Curtin, Jr., Daniel Goldberg
Foley, Hoag & Eliot, Herbert L. Berman, Laurie Burt,

Laurence H. Fordham, Michael B. Keating, Hans F. Loeser,
Arthur G. Telegen, Marc Temin

Palmer & Dodge, Russ V. V. Bradley, Jr., Gaylen D. Kemp
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Others (continued)

Wang Laboratories, Dr. An Wang, John Winters
Digital Equipment Corp.
Xerox Corp., Ron LeBlanc
M.I.T., John B. Bidwell, Jean 3onney,Jose Antonio Torres,

Kreon Cyros , Paul Gray, Weston J. Burner, Raymond E. Levitt
Harvard University, Graduate School of Design
Legislative Staffs, Dean Bouffard, Mark Ferber, Paul Menton , Kathleen

Sullivan, Joseph Traynor, Greg Jarboe , Peg Ireland, Caroline
Kuklinski

Helen Patrick, Treasury, James Mandeville, Deputy State Treasurer,
Andy Coffey, Budget Bureau, Margaret Hurley, Personnel Admini-
stration, Tom Donovan, Personnel Administration, John McHugh,
Personnel Administration, Imelda Leung, Group Insurance
Commission, Jay Marshall, L.E.A.A., Washington, D.C., James
M. Collins, Norfolk County Treasurer, Joseph Banville, A&F
Data Processing Dept. , Robert Blakey, Former Chief Counsel,
House Select Committee on Assassinations, Notre Dame Law
School, Andrew Schaffer, Former Chief Counsel N.Y. State
Moreland Commission on Nursing Homes & Residential Facilities,
N.Y.U. , Raymond Quinlan, Physical Plant Staff, U. Mass Med
Center, Worcester, Margo Ruth Roman-Auerhahn, D.V.M. , Joyce
Francine Roman, Karen Morth & Yvonne Torres, Office of Civil
Rights & Urban Affairs, E.P.A. , Marcella Lancoine, Director
of Compliance, Massport, Walter Williams, Director, City of
Boston, Office of Minority Business, Felix Sanchez & Carlton
Dasent, General Counsel, State Office of Minority Business
Assistance, David Harris, Director, State Office of Minority
Business Assistance, Charles Townshend , Deputy Director, NJ
Div. of Buildings & Construction, Joseph Febo, Prequalification
Officer, NJ Div. of Buildings & Construction, Ruth Paven,
General Counsel, Department of Labor & Industries, Ann McDonough,
MBTA Contract Administration Division, Richard Friburger, Mgr

.

of Project Planning, Harvard Univ., Robert Thomas, Mgr. of
Construction Mgt. , Harvard Univ., Harold Goyette, Director
of Planning Office, Harvard Univ., Dan Schodek, Annie Howitt,
Roger McLeod, Dir., Public Sector Div., Mass Commission
Against Discrimination, Herbert Singleton, Equal Opportunity
Officer, Bureau of Bldg. Construction, Russel J. Kennedy,
Captain James Ford, Neil Jansens , Les Brown, Louis Perry,
Clara Freedlender, William Marren, UMass Amherst, Foster
Jacobs, SMU , Robert Pyne, Dept. of Community Affairs,
Marshall Simonds, Former General Counsel, Mass. Crime
Commission, Goodwin, Procter & Hoar, Boston, Mass., Pat
Mathiason, Common Cause, Polly Jackson, League of Women Voters
Albert Anderson, Mass Action, Violet Sieder, Mass Human
Services Coalition, Paul Cruz, Cruz Construction, Robert
McKay, Citizens Housing & Planning Association, Archibald Cox,
Jack Dady, Jr. , Mass Society of Professional Engineers,
Carl Sapers, Hill & Barlow, representing MSAA, James Meyers,
Gadsby & Hannah, Ken Mosakowski, S.C.E.R.A. , Evan Johnston,
S.C.E.R.A. , Philip Perlmutter, Jewish Community Council,
Randy Komisar, Federal Trade Commission

Systems Hearings Witnesses

Louis Porzio, BBC, James Welch, BBC, James Cusack, BBC, Joseph
Glynn, BBC, Harry Spence, Gelardin-Bruner-Cott , Inc., Joseph
Kane, Esq., BHA, Barbara Manford, DCA, Stephen Demos, Chief
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Systems Hearings Witnesses (continued)

Architect, DCA, Foster Jacobs, Dir. Physical Plant, South-
eastern Massachusetts University, John Kennedy, Walsh Bros.,
Inc., Robert Sheehan, Comptroller, Edgar Gilbert, Arthur D.
Little, William Murphy, Vice President, New England Mutual
Life, David L. Flynn, Board of Trustees of State Colleges,
Sumner Abrams , Mayer Spivack , Julius Abrams , Joan Belle Isle,
Bernard Schreiber, David Carlson, Architect, John Larkin
Thompson, President, Blue Shield of Massachusetts, Inc.,
William Porter, Dean, MIT School of Architecture, John T.
Kenny, CCE , R. S. Means Co., Inc., Robert Ciolek, Peter
Gavrilles, Stanley Lupkin, New York City Commissioner of
Investigations, Kurt Muellenberg, GSA Inspector General,
Virginia Enos , Sydney Construction Co., Inc., Helen Moreschi

,

Susan Brophy, Women in Construction Project, John F. Dacey , Jr.,
Executive Director, Mass Society of Professional Engineers

Finally, it is fitting we end with young people, student volunteers,

students on work-study grants , student interns, and paralegals who

volunteered their time; fitting because they represent the future.

If the next generation has the enthusiasm, the interest in public

service, and the capacity for hard work these young people showed, then

there is hope for the future.

Volunteers/Work Study Students, Student

Interns and Volunteer Paralegals

Amherst College
Bill Snedeker

Bentley College
Dino Livolsi, Jeremiah Donovan, Mark Flionis, Michael O'Neil

Boston College
Michael Bodson, Chris Cooper, Caryn Dlott, Rosemary Traini

,

Peter Albert, Mary Ellen Amsler, Samuel Betar , Joseph Bongiorno,
Nora Bottino, Edward Coleman, Curt Devlin, Mark Duzenski,
Michael Fleishman, Robyn Frye , Jill Griesing, Harold Gorach,
James Guerra , Christopher Hart, William Kickman, Thomas McGuire

,

Adel Mrusek, Alison Mitchell, Patricia Murphy, Mark Murphy,
Michael Neuberger, Tracy Ryan, Anthony Scola, Nancy Stoddard,
John O'Neill, Robert Shea, Antonia Tobin, Michael Lawlor,
Gretchen Condon, Cynthia Atkins, Michael Bell, William Delaney,
Stacy Hamilton, Cheryl Kune

Boston College Law School
Alice Kossoff, Sharon Lindley, George Mykulak, Christine
Pendry, Linda Sanderson, Steven Wright, Andrew Alpert , John •

McGivney, Ruth Kaplan, Louise Gessel, James Dalberg, Richard
Convicer, Michael Cohen

Boston State
Patricia Noyes, Francine Salinger
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Boston University
Mark Seiko, Norby Zamora, Derek Young, Gregory Wysocki

,

Joseph Whalen, Joan Wisniewski, Mark Winston, Herlis Robert
Tillman, Mark Spencer, Marie Skinnion, Gene Shwalb, Robert
Stone, John Roback, Merle Pine, Marie Paratore , Carolyn Oliver,
Patricia 1 Byrne, Stephen Montgomery, Charles Lukasik, Michael
Lorigan, Michael Long, Darren Lindsey, Donna Jaszewski, Michael
Hultquist, Susan Gyss, Jane Farrissey, Mary Eng, Jeffrey Davis,
Mark Curry, John Cassidy, David Brodsky, Robert Acquaro

,

Chin, Ivar Leetma, Leigh Savidge, Terrence Burns, Libby
Boucher, Stephen Ferszt, Steven Ng , Karen Fitzgerald

Boston University Law School
Mary Kathleen Yuscavage Clay, Ed Weiner,
Ryan, Mark Reibman, Mark Goidell, Joseph
Steven Adler

Brown University
Annette Eng

Columbia University
Irene Haase

Harvard College
Doris Balaconis, Robert
Susan Blanc, Tom Miett,
Steven Bleiber, Jeffrey

Linda

Gerri Sperling, John
Devlin, Stacey Cannon,

Culbertson, Jeff
Corlis Jean Chan
Blattner, Karrye

Bromberg, John Caragozian, Ellen Collins
Garvey, John Gennari, Felecia Green, Kevin Henderson,
Johnson, Maximino Medina, Kevin McFarren , Nancy Page,

Smith, Mark Tawater,
William Garcia,
Braxton , Howard
Danny Ertel, John

Kevin
Andrea

Present, Kevin Roberts, Emily Rothrock , George
Stuart Smith, Mark Tremallo, Barbara Watson

Harvard Law School
Merril Hirsh, Tim ' Shaughnessy , Daniel Pinkston

Harvard School of Design
Frederick Biehle, Ann Bardeen, Michael
William Scott Clark, Stephen Douglass,
Fernandez, Charles Hanton, Gary Haney,
Johnson, Konrad Kwok, Maureen Melville

Scholomite

Carter, Charles Carlin,
Deborah Fennick, Henry
Lorens Holm, Gary
John Meder, Joseph

Navarro, Ann Pitt, Ronnette Riley, Amy Semmes , Lynne Thorn,

Steven Van Ness, Arthur Vogt, Paul Zemtozov
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Janet Grzywacz, Frederick Smith, Daniel Packer
New England School of Law

Mark Goldrosen, Michael Wise, Patricia Norton, Peter Nadel,
Georgianna McLoughlin, Joseph Maccarone, John Kenney , Linda
Gavin, John Fitzgerald, Robert Filteau, Catherine Stenger,
Melody Edwardson, Bill Cupelo, Colleen Brown, Domenical
Bizzocco, Paul Barrett, Larry Beckenstein

Northeastern University
Douglas Williams, Mark Sattelberger , Stan Tolczko, Jim Bigelo,
Loming Chan, Jerry Gruenbaum, Thomas Keller, Helena Long,
Theodore Siggins

Northeastern University Law School
Cherly Brown

Simmons College
Monica Managami , Becky Houkel

Suffolk University
Francis Earley, Joseph Green, Gina
Gary Serino, Deidra Kulevich, Greg

Tucker, Charles Ajemian,
Riley, Patrick Aiello,

Carla Braxton,
Mary McNeil

Michael Lataille, John Damtoft, Fletcher Bishop,
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Suffolk Law School
Loretta Collins Tremblay, Joseph Rocha, Linda Poulos , Malka
Grinkorn, Charles Floyd, David Darwin, Timothy Dreher , Donald
Crawford, Lisa Cosentino, Marie Capelotti, Eileen Anderson,
David Doyle, Richard Connors

University of Massachusetts
Robert McClelland, William Tagg, Robert Bennett, Dennis
Walsh, Michael Stokes, Robert Hastry, Jay Gerbis , Grace
D'Avalio, Linda Schofield

Wellesley College
Darlene Vale, Theresa Chin, Linda Seamons , Kathy Shandling,
Pamela DeGaff

Wheaton College
Elizabeth Pope

Yale University
Jonathan Khan

Others

Vivian Hi lborn, Elaine Zetes, Kerry Sulkowicz , Paula McDonald,
Patricia Steel, Brian Fern, Pat Leach, Barbara Holt, Roger
Read, Claudia Shape, Mark Warner, Jane Reinhart, Pamela Trimble,
Sharon Howell, Ellen Keefe, Ken Vitagliano, Candice Ahearn

,

Sandra Baldwin, Valerie Robinson, Noreen McHugh





What We Have Learned:

The Costs of Corruption

On April 12, 1978, the Governor of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts signed into law Chapter 5 of the Resolves of 1978,

which created a special commission to investigate allegations of

corruption in the award of state and county building contracts,

and to make recommendations for legislative and administrative

reform. Two years, eight months and eighteen days later, with

the submission of its Final Report to the General Court on De-

cember 31, 1980, the Special Commission comes to an end. The

Commissioners and their Staff are not, by definition, the ones

to judge the worth of the Commission's work. We are the ones,

though, to say we are proud of what we have done, proud enough

to believe we have served the legislature and the people of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts well. Deeper than our pride is

our belief that the end of the Commission is only a beginning,

only one step on the road to an honest and decent public life in

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

We have learned much from the experience of the Commission,

but the single, over-riding thing we have learned is the need

for confidence by the citizens of Massachusetts in the conduct

of their government. The depth of skepticism, sometimes to the

point of outright cynicism, about elected and appointed public

officials should be disturbing to private citizens, not just to

the politicians. It is a measure of the alienation of people

from government and of the erosion of the will to act as citizens

To restore general confidence in public life means constant
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and unceasing attention to the particulars of public life, not

grand pronouncements about the general good and civic virtue.

The Final Report of the Special Commission is an ambitious re-

port, a massive, detailed, narrative and critical history of the

Commission's work which runs to several volumes and thousands

of pages. Few will read it, and those few will probably read

those chapters and sections in which they have a special inter-

est. The Commission knows that. We are not naive. But neither

did we believe that lofty general observations about the

Commission's work would have much weight without the ballast of

a detailed, empirical account of the particulars. To put it ano-

ther way, we wished to leave behind a record, in the full, his-

torical sense of that word, of the particulars of our work.

The particulars are set, however, in a general design:

I. First , what have we learned?

II. Second , what have we proposed to do on the

basis of what we have learned?

III. Third, what do the first two say about politics

and about the future?
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In the award of design contracts for the construction of state

and county buildings, we have learned that —
o Corruption is a way of life in the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts

o Political influence, not professional performance,

is the prime criterion in doing business with the

state

o Shoddy work and debased standards are the norm

o The "system" of administration is inchoate and inferior

CORRUPTION AS A WAY OF LIFE

The final report of the Commission tells in detail a sad

and sordid story. The story is not told with the glee of the

muck-raker. It is told soberly and factually. No member of the

Commission takes pleasure in the telling. The legislature man-

dated the Commission to report on its findings, and we have.

The purpose of the Report is to cause the legislature, and the

general public to whom the legislature and the Commission are

in the last analysis responsible, to take thought, to ask how

our public life may be made better, be carried on in such a way

that it may be possible to be proud to be a citizen of the Com-

monwealth of Massachusetts.

The particular facts of the Commission's long investigation

comprise a general pattern: In the award of contracts for the

construction of state and county buildings, corruption has been

a way of life. For a decade at least, across Republican and
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Democratic administrations alike, the way to get architectural

contracts was to buy them. It was not a matter of few crooks,

some bad apples which spoiled the lot. The pattern is too broad

and pervasive for that easy excuse. There are, to be sure, honest

and hard-working administrators in state agencies, underpaid at

best, struggling to do their work well. There are earnest and

diligent legislators laboring against the inertia of disbelief

that politics can be an honorable calling. In numerical terms,

such people are the majority in public life. But at those

crucial points where money and power come together, the

system has been rotten.

The name of the game is cash. The work of the Special

Commission offers a classic example of the investigation of white

collar crime and political corruption. When bribes are paid or

money is extorted, and the two are opposite sides of a single

coin and hard to distinguish, there has to be cash. Ways to

generate it are legion: "bonus" checks to employees who nego-

tiate them and return the cash; false invoices from suppliers

which appear as a deductible business expense even while the

dollars come back; honoraria for consulting services never per-

formed; fictional business entities through which money is chan-

nelled. Behind every hearing by the Commission lies a tortuous

trail of paper which requires skilled financial investigators

to follow, by painstaking research, the reconstruction of a firm's

records, the examination of bank records, the scrutiny of rolls

of microfilm.

What the Commission learned was the simple fact about
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human nature that people are not intrinsically good or evil,

but that circumstances it.ake them so. One grows into a way of

life, becomes acculturated to it, as the anthropologist would

put it. It is not a case of black and white. Individuals learn

the customs of the country. One engineering consultant to ar-

chitects told the Commission how it happens. At first, he was

asked to buy a few tickets to a fund-raising event at fifty

dollars each, a perfectly legal campaign contribution, so long as

the money came from him and not the corporation. Then as business

grew, the requests grew: a table for ten at a hundred dollars a-

piece, a thousand dollars. Then the moment came when he was asked

for his thousand dollars in cash, not check. The consultant knew

that was illegal, but he rationalized his responsibility away by

saying it was on the other fellow's conscience since he had

told him it was a political "contribution."

At that point, he had crossed the line. He had broken the

law. When the next contract came up, he was told flatly he

had to pay a 10% kickback on the gross price. For this particular

engineer, that was too far. He refused. Never again did he

receive a contract on state work.

But too many crossed that line and stayed on the other

side of it. Too many thought it was clever, the wise thing

to do. So, over time, there grew a fraternity of business-

men and politicians and public officials who, to their mutual

profit, congratulated each other on how smart they were.

Expense accounts, gifts, credit cards, vacations, trips to

the Superbowl: These were the low roads to high liv-
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ing. One bribe-giver described the pattern as the "cultivation"

of people in positions of power, people who could influence an

award of a contract or add to the capital outlay budget so their

work would continue.

Perhaps the most revealing thing in the Commission's hear-

ings, private and public, was that witnesses who were part of

this way of life still could not bring themselves to use the

word "bribe" or "payoff." Constantly, euphemisms such as "con-

tribution" or one's "commitment" to an agreement were the words

chosen. Only when a Commissioner would bluntly ask, you

mean a bribe, a payoff, don't you?, would there be reluctant as-

sent.

But to understand is not to forgive all. Bribes were given.

Extortion was done. The public trust was betrayed. Among those

who had money and the influence to strike the bargain, the state

was for sale.

POLITICAL INFLUENCE IN DOING BUSINESS WITH THE STATE

Beyond direct bribery and outright extortion, beyond illegal

campaign contributions and crooked generation of cash by corpora-

tions, there is the close link between money and contracts through

"legal" campaign contributions. The legality is purely technical.

The way money is raised to run political campaigns is a mixture,

depending on which side of the contribution you stand, of genteel

extortion or discreet bribery. The practices are the same whether

one is a Republican or a Democrat.

One fund-raiser, who rationalized the process with great

skill and effectiveness, described for the Commission with some
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pride his method. A list is made of those who do business with

the state: architects for design services, contractors for con-

struction, engineers for consulting services, lawyers who may

wish to be considered for judicial appointment. One can take

a walk through the Yellow Pages to make up the list. An indi-

vidual receives a call that the Governor would like to meet him.

The innocent feels a flush of pride; the practiced feel for their

pocket-book. The appointment is at a suite of three rooms in

a Boston hotel. The outer room is a large waiting-room where one

discovers one's peers and fellow-practitioners in uncomfortable

numbers; in the second room sits the Governor, usually making

up time over soup and a sandwich; the audience lasts no more than

two or three minutes. In the third room is the fund-raiser who,

with records at hand, reminds the individual of work done in the

past, of profits received on state work, and suggests the time

has come to help the Governor and the party by a maximum contri-

bution. In this particular scenario, one cannot even apologize

for a shortage of money, a cash-flow problem, as businessmen put it,

because there is also in the room a stack of sixty- or ninety-

day bank loan forms ready for a signature if things are tight or

if you have forgotten your checkbook.

What is not said is what is important. No one is so bald

as to suggest if you do not contribute you will not do business

with the state in the future: that would constitute extortion.

No donor is so rude as to extract a promise for state work in

the future: that would be bribery. Instead, there is the tacit

understanding between public servants and private professionals
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that this is how business is done in Massachusetts. A tough

lawyer might argue that a certain state of mind exists which

implies felonious conduct, but one doubts there are prosecu-

tors who would want to argue the case in Massachusetts.

The Governor who played his part in this little scene later

justified the process in public testimony before the Commission

by characterizing those who made large contributions to his elec-

tion as public-spirited citizens who made politics possible!

That was a Democratic Governor. The chief fund-raiser of the

Republican party told one successful and later notorious archi-

tect, "Your involvement in obtaining additional work from this

administration will be directly in relation to the amount of

money you can contribute and the amount of money you raise for

fund-raising activities whenever I request it of you."

Under another administration, a more subtle, less blatant

relationship existed between campaign contributions and the

award of contracts because of the existence of the Designer

Selection Board which, as a professional body, recommended three

architects to the Secretary of Administration and Finance. The

Designer Selection Board was, unknowingly, easily manipulated.

Once the list of three went forward, it was checked by the pa-

tronage officer and the chief fund-raiser against lists of con-

tributors, "friends" of the Administration. Anyone who had not

contributed was assigned for solicitation. Then, the letter from

the Designer Selection Board was walked by a high member of the

Administration who, with a check or a dot, would indicate who

was to receive the contract before the letter was delivered, fi-
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nally, to the Secretary of Administration and Finance who had

the statutory responsibility to make the selection.

With splended irony, a member of the Commission's staff

wrote that "a process based on political contributions and bri-

bery is none the less a process, and it apparently served the

Commonwealth for over a decade, if not considerably longer."

The process degrades both the public official and the contribu-

tor. The test becomes whether one pays, not whether one can

do the best job. Over time, political influence, not profes-

sional performance, comes to be taken for granted as the criterion

for doing state work. The insidious effect, finally, is to lose

sight of standards altogether and to accept shoddy performance

because that is the way business is done in Massachusetts.

SHODDY WORK AND DEBASED STANDARDS

There was a moment during the life of the Special Commission

when, in his office, the Speaker of the House, Mr. Thomas W. Mc-

Gee, said, with angry puzzlement, to the Chairman of the Special

Commission, "Let's allow the guy got the contract because of fa-

voritism. Let's even allow the guy got the contract because he

paid a bribe to get it. But he did get the contract! Why can't

he build a building which stands up, a building which works?"

One answer to the Speaker's cross question is that when

businessmen, in this instance architects and contractors, believe

that to do business with the state means they must buy a contract

through bribes or payoffs, or even generous campaign contribu-

tions on demand, the better of them will refuse to enter the

system and will not do business with the state. The widespread
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perception that the system is corrupt will, like Gresham 1 Law,

drive the good players out of the game. A related answer is that

those who pay tribute, whether through payoffs or required con-

tributions, will cynically make their money back many times over

by inferior work. To the degree the system is corrupt, to the

degree political preference is the major avenue of access to the

system, then to that degree professional standards of performance

will decline and the motive of plunder take their place.

Of all the costs of corruption, the erosion of standards of

performance and an easy tolerance of the shoddy and the meretri-

cious are, literally as well as figuratively, the most costly.

There are two ways to show their presence and their effect: one

is by anecdote, the other, by statistics.

The anecdote concerns a former Secretary of Administration

and Finance, charged with the selection of design firms from a

list sent forward to him by, at that time, the Bureau of Build-

ing Construction. The list, though, first had to be cleared

with the Administration's and the Governor's chief fund-raiser.

Presumably, all the firms listed were qualified to do the job,

but if a "friend" of the Administration who was interested in

the contract was not on the list, it would be sent back with a

question whether that particular firm was not also qualified.

When the list was finally determined, the chief patronage of-

ficer would indicate which firm should receive the award of con-

tract. As the Secretary of Administration and Finance testified,

speaking directly to the Chairman of the Special Commission, "If

I can . . . use the term which was in one of your presentations
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to the legislature which I thought fit our situation precisely,

you said simple favoritism, and I think that is what we tried

to do.

"

Then, under questioning by a member of the Commission, a

professional architect, who asked if it were not presumptuous

to select architects for buildings in which people live and work

as "bonuses for a political contribution," the Secretary respond-

ed, "Well. . . most of the state work can be designed by a compe-

tent but not outstanding designer. . . What you want is somebody

who is competent to do the job and you just don't have time to

search all over the Commonwealth to get the best you can."

The particular Secretary of Administration and Finance was,

as the saying goes, an honorable man. But it is not just that he

could rationalize the award of contracts to political contributors

on the grounds that he was choosing among qualified firms, but

more tellingly he did not think excellence should prevail in

public work anyway. Ordinary competence is all that state work

requires

.

What the Commission learned was that one major consequence

of corruption and political favoritism was an insidious erosion

of standards and the acceptance of work in the public sector which

would not be tolerated in the private sector, and should not be

tolerated in public buildings. The miserable record of public

construction in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is a measure

of contempt for the public realm and a failure to remember the

root meaning of the "Commonwealth, " the shared common life of

all citizens of the state which should be ruled by the highest
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standards, and symbolized, especially in its architecture, by

excellence

.

Cold statistics tell the same story. Since January 1, 1968,

the Commonwealth through its several agencies appropriated more

than seventeen billion dollars, including debt service, for con-

struction projects, an enormous sum which does not include money

spent by cities and towns. The Commission did a study under the

direction of a professor of architecture from the Harvard School

of Design of public buildings in Massachusetts. The results

stagger belief. In the sample of buildings which we examined,

seventy-six percent have significant defects, that is, "a struc-

tural flaw that threatens the safety of building and results

from incompetent design or inferior construction." Major con-

struction projects under the supervision of the Bureau of Build-

ings Construction show a failure rate of 72%, that is, have areas

which are unusable because of errors in design. Since 1968, over

a billion dollars have been wasted because of unnecessary delays

in design and construction, and fifty million dollars have been

spent on plans and designs for buildings which were never built.

The estimated cost to the Commonwealth to repair present defects

in all public buildings is more than two billion dollars .

Beneath the numbers and behind the anecdotes, though, are

human beings, the people whose daily lives are affected: students

in libraries and dormitories and on playing fields, old people

in homes for the elderly, office workers, and many more, let alone

all citizens who through their taxes have paid for shoddy and in-

ferior work.
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THE "SYSTEM" OF ADMINISTRATION

The management of the state's important business is so pri-

mitive that one uses the word "system" only in the loosest sense

of the word. With a professional and persistent staff, the Spe-

cial Commission at the end of its work is not yet confident it

has identified all the construction contracts the state has

executed through its myriad agencies. The Chairman of the Spe-

cial Commission, at a hearing before the joint House and Senate

Committee on State Administration, challenged that Committee to

find out such elementary information as how many buildings the

state owned or leased.

The essential information for effective administration is

simply not there in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. When the

Commission began its- work, it went naturally to the Comptroller's

office since he pays all invoices for the procurement of goods

and services on the assumption it could, through that office's

files, discover all contracts. Not so. The Comptroller's of-

fice had many building contracts, but not all. More importantly,

the historical record on each contract, that is, change orders,

further appropriations, disbursements against the contract, were

kept on separate cards in pencil by two diligent women who were

proud of their files.

From that moment, the Commission had an inkling of the stag-

gering task it had in hand. Ultimately, the Commission had to

reconstruct the universe it was charged to investigate. The Com-

mission had to assemble from a wide variety of sources the data
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on more than 1,400 building contracts so that it could bring

some rational criteria to bear upon an examination of them. One

of the heartening aspects of the Commission's v;ork was the gen-

erous and ready assistance it had, pro bono , from the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology and Southeastern Massachusetts

University, from Digital Corporation and An Wang Laboratories

for computer programming, terminals, and word-processing equip-

ment. Without their splendid help, the Commission could never

have done justice to its mandate.

Further, the Special Commission found no system for estab-

lishing priorities among competing claims for billions of tax

dollars for construction projects, no analysis of needs, no de-

velopment of plans and programs to allow for cost and time con-

trols over a particular project, no presentation of information

which would allow the Governor a comprehensive view of the needs

for capital spending or a member of the legislature to vote intelli-

gently on a capital outlay budget. Small wonder that results

have been what they have.

An essential need in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

is a management information system which will establish at least

the minimal conditions for effective administration. This has

nothing to do with corruption, although it is true that the sys-

tem is so diffuse and incomprehensible that it allows for poli-

tical manipulation and, to that degree, tolerates corruption.

Whether there is a cause and effect relationship can only be a mat-

ter of surmise.
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II

On the basis of what it has learned, the Commission has

made major proposals for legislative change to improve the pos-

sibility of effective administration and to enhance the possi-

bility of honest government. Much of that legislation has been

enacted. It can be further improved and the Commission has of-

fered amendments to do so. Other legislative recommendations by

the Commission still await action. Broadly the bills which the

Commission has drafted are aimed at the four areas just described:

corruption, political influence, shoddy work, and poor administration

To draft legislation is an art, a difficult art, and the

technical language of a statute does not make for the liveliest

prose and the most inspired reading. So, it may be well to des-

cribe the general principles of the Commission's legislative in-

tentions and leave the precise particulars to those who wish to

pursue them through the pages of the Final Report and the General

Laws of the Commonwealth. The Commission's legislation falls

into four general areas: the management of the process of public

construction; the prevention and detection of fraud, waste, and

abuse through an Inspector General's Office; the reform of poli-

tical campaigns and the provision of public financing for elec-

tions; the creation of strong criminal and civil penalties

against commercial bribery and false record-keeping.

In the management of public construction, the intention of

the Commission is to establish a system which is understandable

and, more importantly, a system where responsibility is visible
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and clearly located. From the outset, there must be a "program"

for a building project, that is, a definition of need, the popu-

lation to be served, and an assessment of the time and cost of

construction. With thoughtful planning, a particular project

can be properly placed among the priorities for capital spend-

ing so the legislature may know what it is approving and whether

the appropriation is adequate. There must be supervision from

beginning to end, from preliminary development of a program to

evaluation after the fact. Designers must be chosen on the ba-

sis of their professional qualifications and reasons must be

given why a particular designer is selected. Contractors must

be qualified and their work evaluated.

The Commission was successful in enacting a complete re-

organization of the system of managing public construction in

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, save in one major area, the

provision for filed sub-bids in construction.

Put as simply as possible, the filed sub-bid law works as

follows. When a building project is advertised, the construc-

tion work is divided into categories reserved for different sub-

contractors (masonry, electrical, plumbing, roofing, etc.). The

law in Massachusetts creates seventeen categories of building

work. The designated categories of work are bid first by the

sub-contractors. A week later, the general contractor who, as

the name implies, is to have general responsibility for the pro-

ject, submits his bid, selecting his sub-contractors from those

who have previously "filed sub-bids" on the work. The general

contractor is not bound, by law, to pick the sub-contractor with
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the lowest bid, but to win the contract himself the general con-

tractor must be low bidder. Prudence or common sense will cause

the general contractor to take the sub-contractor whose bid is

lowest; if he does not, he must make up the difference somewhere

else to insure that his own bid is the lowest bid.

The consequence is double. First, the general contractor

has no power to put together a construction team which, from his

own experience and judgment, he wants to have. Quite the contrary,

he must select the lowest filed sub-bids without consideration of

quality and performance if he is to be low bidder himself. Second,

responsibility for performance on the job becomes diffuse to the

point of vanishing. How can the state hold the general contractor

responsible when it has restricted, by legislation, his choice of
I

means and techniques? How can the state judge whether a general

contractor is qualified to do a job and, at the same time, deny

the general contractor the power to select his own team?

Further, the filed sub-bid system and the low-bid require-

ment for the general contractor combine to maximize the proba-

bility that construction work will be poor. The contracts which

were bought outright, or awarded as rewards for political contri-

butions, were design contracts. The Commonwealth has an open

competitive bidding system for the award of construction contracts

.

That seems eminently fair. But, unless the state has a way to

disqualify general contractors because of previous bad performance,

unless it is possible for the general contractor to have real and

not nominal power of supervision, and unless responsibility for

the work is clearly located, then shoddy work will continue.

Price will be the sole criterion for selection of subcontractors
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and general contractors, and they will tend to make their profit

not on stated price but by shading specifications, substituting

inferior material, or by simply coming to believe that public

construction is not worth doing well.

Massachusetts is the only state which has the filed sub-bid

system. Connecticut has something close to it. But in no one of

the other forty -eight states and the Federal Government, and no-

where in the private sector, will one find the filed sub-bid

system. But like the mother watching the parade where her son

is out of step, maybe everybody else is wrong and Massachusetts

is smart enough to employ the best system. The test of that, of

course, would be Massachusetts 1 splendid record in public con-

struction. Other forces are at work, to be sure, but the Com-

mission unanimously and deeply believes the filed sub-bid system

is the single greatest obstacle to the quality and the effective

management of public construction in Massachusetts

.

The Special Commission believes the state should get out

of the business of regulating the relations between the general

contractor and sub-contractors. As the Commission comes to an

end, once again we ask the legislature to abolish filed sub-bids.

To prevent and detect fraud, waste, and abuse in the pro-

curement of goods and services by the Commonwealth of Massachu-

setts, the Commission proposed and the legislature created last

June the Office of the Inspector General. The scope of the In-

spector General's power was narrowed by the legislature and, in

the Commission's judgment, an unwieldy supervisory council was

created to oversee the Inspector General's work. But now, six

months later, the Special Commission is more concerned with
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the inability of the political system to recruit and appoint a

person of integrity and independence to fill that important post.

As a measure of the depth of its concern about the profes-

sional stature of the first incumbent, and its frustration at

not being able to make an effective transition between the Com-

mission and the new Office of Inspector General, the Commission

is filing with its Final Report a bill to change the power of ap-

pointment. As the bill stands, three constitutional officers

(the Governor, the Attorney General and the State Auditor) must

unanimously agree on the person to be appointed. For whatever

reason, they have been unable to agree and to act. The Commis-

sion proposes that the selection be taken out of the political

process and that a majority of the Deans of the several law

schools in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts recommend to the

Governor for his appointment the person to fill the Office of

Inspector General.

The basic concept behind the Office of Inspector General is

that any institution, a corporation, a university, let alone the

institution of government, must build into itself a mechanism

for self-criticism and self -correction. Given the nature of the

institution, there are many different ways to do that, of course.

To prevent and detect (and the emphasis falls as much upon pre-

vention as detection) fraud and waste in the procurement of the

many millions of dollars of goods and services by the Commonwealth,

the Commission designed the Office of Inspector General to be a

neutral, impartial and independent office to fulfill that critical

function.

The legislative intention behind the Office of Inspector
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General is good, but it will be the independence and the profes-

sional competence of the first incumbent who will set the tone,

establish the practices and traditions of the Office and create

the precedents which will influence successive Inspectors General.

Ideally, the Office of Inspector General could create a future

in the political life of Massachusetts where there would never

again be the need for a Special Commission to investigate cor-

ruption and maladministration. That was the great hope of the

Special Commission: to negate the very basis of its own existence.

The bill for campaign reform and the public financing of

elections was the one major piece of the Commission's legislative

package which was not acted upon by the legislature. The Commis-

sion continues to urge its enactment by the legislature because

the Commission continues to believe the present method of finan-

cing political campaigns is one of the major sources of corrup-

tion in the political life of the Commonwealth and the major source

for improper political influence. Wherever power and money come

together, there will be the possibility of corruption, but if

citizens who care about the quality of political life would

accept the need for broad-based public financing of elections,

that would go far in doing away with the venality of politics as

it is currently practiced. If one can give to the local communi-

ty chest, one can surely designate two dollars each year on one's

state income tax form to create a system which frees public ser-

vants from their dependence on contributors who want something

in return and which frees public servants to serve the public

.

Further, the Office of Campaign and Political Finance has

been passive and ineffective. The Special Commission proposes
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a reorganization of that office with an executive director and

legal counsel with an eye toward making it a positive and aggres-

sive force in auditing the receipt and expenditure of funds in

political campaigns, and imposing penalties and sanctions on those

who do not conform to fair campaign practices.

The unholy alliance between private money and public power

is the constant theme all through the Special Commission's in-

vestigative work. The only way to break it is to break it.

Public financing will not usher in the millenium, but it will

change the present rules of the game and encourage greater in-

dependence on the part of elected officials and will induce

others to enter politics who find the present practices of rais-

ing money so personally demeaning.

Finally, the Special Commission learned in its work there

are curious lapses and omissions in the laws of the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts concerning bribery and extortion and false re-

cord-keeping. As the Commission's investigators encountered

false statements in applications, false business records, pat-

terns of cash generation, and instances of outright extortion

of one business firm by another, they also discovered that many

of these nefarious activities are not specifically prohibited by

law in Massachusetts, although all are by federal statute. In

an important bill which received little notice and which passed

with hardly a comment, the Special Commission corrected the le-

gal situation. It may be a small comment on the past that such

things seem not to have been of pressing concern in Massachusetts.
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III

What of the future? What hopes may one have that politi-

cal life in Massachusetts will improve?

It is an ancient tradition in American political life that

when one discovers a wrong, one passes a law to prevent it. The

statute book gets thicker and thicker but public morality seems

not to change in equal proportion. The Resolve which created

the Special Commission gave it two mandates: first, to inves-

tigate corruption and maladministration in the award of contracts

for state and county buildings; second, to make recommendations,

legislative and administrative, to improve the system by which

the state conducts its business. The two mandates are related.

Investigation into the past provided better understanding of the

system in order to suggest ways to improve performance in the

future

.

From the outset, the Commissioners and their Staff thought

that legislative proposals were the more important part of their

work, even though the public was more interested in stories of

particular acts of wrong-doing or the dramatic illustration of

bad buildings. The Commission thought so because it thought

that certain institutional arrangements would favor one kind

of conduct over another. That is to say, the Commission does

not believe that corruption is a simple matter of human nature,

that good people will make bad institutions work, or that bad

people will subvert the best institutions. Rather, if one is

to make government effective and honest, one must recognize a
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dynamic interaction between those in government and the insti-

tutional setting in which they act. Politics is not a world

of good guys and bad guys, a Manichean world of black and white,

but a complex process of ordinary people, by and large, trying

to do their work under circumstances which inevitably affect

how they do their work. One must work at both dimensions: get

good people to become active in politics and make public life

an estimable and honorable calling; and, at the same time, de-

sign the institutional arrangements of government to attract

good people and, more, to make it possible that they can do

their work well.

The most dispiriting question which every Commissioner at

one time or another confronted was the quizzical remark, "But

do you think your work will really make any difference?" The

skepticism implicit in that query may be seen in the nature of

the Commission itself and in public reaction to its work.

When allegations and rumors about the now notorious MBM

contract for the construction of the Boston campus of the

University of Massachusetts began to surface, and especially after

the conviction of two state senators for extortion, tremendous pub-

lic pressure arose for a full and complete investigation of that

contract, particularly, and state contracts generally. With unani-

mity in the House and only one dissenting vote in the Senate,

the legislature created the Special Commission. The Governor

was mandated to select the President of a private college or uni-

versity, or the Dean of a Law School; other constitutional offi-

cers were mandated to select other members of the Commission upon
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the recommendation of appropriate professional organizations

(for example, the Massachusetts Bar Association), or "lay persons"

who had never served in the General Court. The only "political"

member was to be the Attorney General.

The constitution of the Commission, i.e ., the mode of se-

lection of its members, is a clear expression of a distrust of

politics, a lack of trust in the capacity of government itself

to be self-critical and self-corrective. So one turns to inde-

pendent, professional citizens in order to serve the public

good, pro bono publico , as the antique phrase has it. The phrase

has a freer translation, a more popular meaning: to serve pro

bono is also to serve without pay. Skepticism about human nature

runs so deep that it includes the motivations of private indi-

viduals as well as elected officials.

To put it another way, it was thought that an investigation

into fraud and corruption, into white collar crime and malfea-

sance in public office, would have no credibility with the public

unless the body doing the investigation was insulated from the

slightest possiblity of political motive or personal gain. Fur-

ther, if the members of the Commission were not to have a per-

sonal interest, either political or economic, they were also,

as professionals, to exercise their professional and disinterested

intelligence in their common pursuit of the public interest, the

general good.

If one stands back and considers the state government, one

will quickly recognize that all the powers necessary for an in-
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vestigation were potentially at hand: a special investigative

unit headed by a Captain of the State Police attached to the

Governor's Office, the State Auditor, the Attorney General, even

the Post Audit Committee of the Legislature which had already

made an estimable beginning in the investigation of the MBM

contract before the Special Commission came into being. But

these powers were brushed aside because they were established

political powers. It was the health of politics itself which

was at issue in the intense concern that the public trust had

been betrayed. The mood which characterized the establishment

of the Special Commission was, to put it shortly, cynical.

The mood persists. In June 198 0, after public hearings

by the Commission and after the enactment of major legislation,

a private polling organization sampled public opinion about the

Commission. 54% knew nothing or "not very much" about the Com-

mission's work. Of the 46% who knew a "fair amount" (31%) or

a "great deal" (15%) about the Commission, 71% thought the Com-

mission had done a good job and that the time and money spent

by the Commonwealth was "necessary and useful." Yet, among the

very same people who did know the work of the Commission, only

one in three thought its work would correct abuses. Almost 60%

thought things would go on as they always have and there would

be no improvement whatsoever in the future

.

The contradiction, between the opinion of 71% who knew

about the Commission and thought its work necessary and useful,

and the 60% of the same people who thought it would make no differ-

ence, is one indication of the deep frustration felt by citizens who
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attend to public issues and who care about public life. What

can be done about it?

It may come as a surprise to some, since it comes from the

Special Commission, but one answer to the question is to say

that Special Commissions are not a good way to conduct public

life. The existence of a Special Commission symbolizes a per-

vasive attitude that government does not serve the public good,

so a Commission is formed of people outside of government to

act as a force against established ways of doing things.

There are other problems, to be sure, with the creation

of Special Commissions. Who can afford to serve on them? To

satisfy the aroused expectations of the public and carry the

heavy responsibility laid upon them? Clearly, only indepen-

dent professionals with a high degree of control over their

own lives and calendars can consider such service. Further,

such professionals represent a narrow and select sample of the

general population and run the risk of being insulated, by vir-

tue of their own social and economic class, from the very social

and economic pressures which it is the business of politics to

mediate

.

If public life relies upon spasmodic outrage to create

Special Commissions to correct the ills of public life, then

public life is in dire shape, indeed. That is why the Special

Commission created the Office of Inspector General, to build

the capacity for self-correction into government itself. But

the fate of that piece of legislation raises deep disquiet

about the future

.
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It is not just that the political procedure has not been

able to select and appoint an Inspector General, as has already

been described, because of a conflict among the triumvirate who

must make the appointment. There were two specific and import-

ant details which were changed without discussion and without

debate in the bill for Inspector General. The first had been

hotly contested by the Special Commission with the Leadership

in the House, the power of the Inspector General to make refer-

rals to any prosecutorial body, including the U.S. Attorney.

The Commission had its way and the power to refer cases to the

U.S. Attorney was included. At some point in the final passage

of the bill, someone- deleted it. Without debate, without formal

amendment, someone secretly took a pen and crossed it out. As

the bill now stands, the Inspector General is in the preposterous

position of not being able to refer a case to a federal prose-

cutor when he knows a federal law has been violated. It happens

to be a crime not to refer evidence of a federal crime to feder-

al authorities. The Great and General Court of the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts has created a high office in state government

which forbids the incumbent to do that. The other change made

by the legislature, again without discussion, is blatantly self-

protective: the subpoena power of the Inspector General does not

run to the records of a legislative committee. Both changes were

made surreptitiously. By whom, no one knows.

Members of the Commission have often said, in an attempt

at humor, that if one hangs around Beacon Hill one soon becomes

paranoiac. But the humor wears thin. One seriously begins to
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question whether there is the will to make politics in this state

better. The Commission would deduce other examples from its ex-

perience: the long struggle to get adequate funding, let alone

office space, to do its work; the curious attempt to add another

member by the Governor's appointment well into the Commission's

work; the cloud of confusion and half -understood changes in the

Commission's bills during the exhausting final hours of the un-

seemly rush to prorogation.

What the Commission encountered in its work was overt sup-

port and covert resistance. Legislation for reform was finally

passed, to be sure, but only under strong pressure and with grudg-

ing assent. The will of the people finds its voice in the words

and actions of its representatives. That, as the most elemen-

tary textbook has it, is what politics is all about. Those who

hold power are the ones who have the power to change the way busi-

ness is done in Massachusetts.

One may bemoan the apathy, or decry the cynicism, of the

general public. But that, curiously, happens to be the posture

of both the sentimental, disenchanted reformer and the corrupt,

irresponsible politician: the public gets what it deserves. But

if there is a lack of will to make politics better in this state,

let us look where the responsibility starts, to our "leaders,"

the men and women who have been elected to conduct our public

life.

For every member of the Special Commission and its Staff,

the experience has been intense, educational and immensely re-

warding in ways that money, the usual coin of the political

realm, could never measure. The Commission would like to end
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with nothing but positive sentiments and strong words of en-

couragement to the public. It can not. The Commission ends

with words of seasoned skepticism. One needs to be precise:

skepticism, not cynicism. Skepticism means that, whatever one's

doubts, one must act as if one can make a difference. One never

knows where the limits are until one presses against them to

discover whether they are, indeed, limits or simply self -created

excuses not to act, not to try.

It is in that spirit the Special Commission has acted. We

have tried. We held public hearings on our investigations to

show the average citizen that, yes, it is possible to ferret

out the truth and to discover what was done. We used the extra-

ordinary powers which the legislature bestowed upon us profes-

sionally and fairly and responsibly. We have proposed and gained

the enactment of legislation which could improve the conduct of

public business in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

We end, though, as we began. The major lesson to be learned

from the experience of the Commission is that what is- most

needed in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is confidence that we

have the intelligence and the will to create good government. To

say so, of course, is to sound like that scene in Henry IV when

Hotspur boasts, "I can summon monsters from the deep." To which

Prince Hal replies, "So can I. The question is, will they come."

To say we need confidence in government is not to create

confidence in government. That will depend on many things.- It

will depend on the press and television to illuminate and to

criticize the doings of government. It will depend on engaged
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citizens to become informed and to demand good government. But

it will depend most on those elected and appointed officials

whose obligation is to govern well. They must have the will to

act. All the Commissions and all the legislation in the world

can not create that indispensable and necessary condition: the

will and the desire of people in government to serve the people.

The mandate of the Special Commission was to look at

just one aspect of public life, the award of contracts for the

construction of state and county buildings. It took us more

than two years to do our work. It will take more than ten years

to do the rest, to create a climate of opinion where there is

public trust because political leaders manifest the will to

serve the public good.

That is why, with all its work, the Commission is only a

beginning

.
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REPORT CN THE INVESTIGATION OF MEM AND RELATED ENTITIES

CHAPTER I

WHY THE COMMISSION INVESTIGATED

MATTERS RELATING TO MEM

When the Legislature established the Commission in April of 1578, it invested

the Commission with authority to investigate any or all contracts awarded since

January 1, 1966 "related to the construction of state and county buildings."

This broad grant of jurisdiction was enhanced by clarifying amendments enactec in

July 1579 which explained (a) that the Commission could investigate certain

types of contracts awarded before 1566 if they related tc construction contracts

awarded after January 1, 1568 ana (b) that contracts awaroed by the "state"

should be understood to include contracts awarded by "public instrumentalities

established under general or special laws" of the Commonwealth. The Commission

has estimated that these provisions gave the Commission a universe of at least

four thousand (4,000) contracts worth a total of approximately four billion

dollars ( $4 , COO , 000 , 000 ) that the Commission could investigate.

The discretion given to the Commission in determining which of these

contracts tc investigate was almost as broad. The Commission was permitted to

decide for itself which contracts within its jurisdiction to investigate and

which not to investigate -- with one exception. The Legislature mandated that

the Commission investigate "the awarding, implementation anc the subseouent

events concerning the contract between the firm of McKee-Berger-Mansueto , Inc.

and the commonwealth relating to the management of construction of certain

buildings on the Eoston campus of the University of Massachusetts." Not only

was the Commission thus reauired to investigate the MEM-UMass/Boston contract,

but it alsc was reauired to conduct hearings in public and to file a public final

- Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Resolves, c. 5 (1978).

2 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Resolves, c. 11 (1579).

3 See Special Commission Concerninc State and County Euildincs, Interim Peccrt
tc the General Court (January 15, 1979).

L This reguirement was contained in both Chapter 5 of the Resolves of 1976 and
Chaoter 11 of the Resolves of 1979.



report cf its investigation. 5 The Legislature singled out the MEM-UMass/Pcstcn

contract because of serious allegations about that contract that had received

intense publicity and had been the catalyst^ for the Legislature's decision to

create the Commission:

On February 25, 1577, after a four-week trial, two prominent

state senators -- Senate Majority (Democratic) Leader Joseph

J.C. DiCarlo and Republican Senator Ronald C. MacKenzie --

were found guilty by a federal jury of violating the Hobbs Act

ano other feoeral statutes by virtue of accepting tens of

thousands of dollars in cash from M8M in return for altering

the report of a legislative investigation in 1971 into the

MEM-UMass/Ecston contract. 7 DiCarlo and MacKenzie

maintained their innocence through their unsuccessful

c
appeals and insisted, in a new trial motion, that their

trial lawyers had not represented them adequately because the

trial lawyers had failed to counter the Government's claim of

"extortion" with evidence that MEM had voluntarily made

thousands of dollars of similar cash payments to fundraisers

for Governor Francis W. Sargent and to other public officials

more prcminent than DiCarlo ano MacKenzie.^

Id . In circumstances where a need for grand-jury-type secrecy or other
considerations made it appropriate, hearings could be held in private.

£ See the History of the Commission, elsewhere in this Final Report.

7 Judgment and Frobaticn/Commitment Order, United States v. DiCarlo,
MacKenzie , Cr. 76-339-S; "DiCarlo, MacKenzie guilty on all counts," Eoston Globe,
February 25, 1977 (p.m. ed.), at 1.

lee e.g. "MacKenzie, DiCarlo appeal," Eoston Globe, August 24, 1977 (p.m.
ed . ) , at 6. Robert L. Turner, "DiCarlo, MacKenzie may ask new trial," Eoston
Globe, September 24, 1977; Lawrence Collins, "DiCarlo admits takino $11,500 from
N.Y. firm," Eoston Globe, April 8, 1980, at 1.

Defendants' Moticn for a New Trial, filed December 23, 1977, in United
States v. DiCarlo, MacKenzie

,
Cr. Nos. 76-339-1-S, 76-339-2-S (D . Mass . ) . The

motion also singled out a payment or contribution that MEM allegedly made to
Senate President Kevin E. Harrington (made at a time when Harrington was Senate
Majority Leader and was actively seeking to become Senate President). Although
not specifically mentioned in the motion, there also was evidence that ^E^ had
made illegal payments or contributions to the 1970 gubernatorial campaign of
Boston Mayer Kevin H. White, and to Senate Ways & Means Committee Chairman James
A. Kelly, Jr. The allegations regarding some of these payments or contributions
are discussed in Appendix F, infra .



Allegations were reported in the press in 1978 to the effect

that former Governor Endicott Feabody, acting as a private

attorney on behalf of MEM, caused the Joint Legislative

Committee on Post Audit and Oversight to terminate prematurely

an investiaation of the MBM-UMass/Eoston contract in

157: 10 The Post Audit Committee set up a subcommittee

chaired by Rep. Gerald M. Cohen to investigate the

matter, ^ and it soon learned that the parent committee's

chairman (Rep. Gerald Lombard) and staff director (William H.

Finnecan) had taken it upon themselves in January 1978 to

alter notes from 1973 Post Audit Committee meetings in which

the MEM contract had been mentioned. z

During the subseauent widely-publicized hearings of the Pest

Audit Subcommittee in 1978, questions were raised about why a

private project management firm was employed for the

UMass/Eoston project and whether MEM used improper means to

cbtain the contract. Former Lieutenant Governor Donald R.

Dwight -- who had been the Commissioner of Administration 6

Finance in 1969 who chose MEM for the UMass/Boston

contract 1 -- testified to the Fost Audit Subcommittee that

he may have selected MBM based upon a "dart-board theory." 1

lu See e.g. Robert J. Rosenthal, article about the Post Audit Subcommittee
investigation Boston Globe, February 3, 1978.

11 "Sub-Committee Report on M.E.M." issued on August 14, 1978 by the Joint
Legislative Committee on Post Audit and Oversight Subcommittee on the EEC Study
("the Pest Audit Subcommittee"), at 1. The report of the Post Audit Subcommittee
will be cited hereinafter as "P. A. Report."

12 p. A. Report at 2, 96-101.

13 See P. A. Report at 2-3, 12-33.

iA Letter dated December 22, 1969 from (\&F Commissioner Donald P. Dwight to
EEC Director Walter Poitrast announcing selection of MEM as project manager for
the UMass/Eoston project.

15 Testimony of Donald R. Dwiaht, P. A. 3/15/78 at 62. Note: In this report,
"Sp. Comm." and "P. A." and "DiC" and "M/M" refer respectively to transcripts of
testimony before the Special Commission Concerning State and County Buildings;
the Joint Legislative Committee on Fost Audit and Oversight Subcommittee on the
EEC Study ("the Fost Audit Subcommittee"); the federal court in United States v.

DiCarlo, Mackenzie
, Cr. 76-339-S (D. Mass. 1977); and the Superior Court in

Commonwealth v. Masiello, Manzi
, Nos. 019122-7, 018334 (Suffolk Cty. 1979).



When the Commission was established, the Post Audit Subcommittee followed the

legislature's mandate that the Subcommittee conclude its own investigation of MEM

ano make the records of its proceedings available to the Commission. The

Commission thereupon commenced its effort to fulfill its statutory mandate tc

study anc report about the activities of MEM and related entities in

Massachusetts .

1£ Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Resolves, c.5 (1978)



CHAFTER II

CORPORATE OVERVIEW OF MEM

The Format ion and
Early History of MEM

To understand certain significant aspects of the evidence relating to MEM, it

is important to have a basic knowledge of major events in MEM's corporate history

MEM was incorporated in February of 1955 in New York. 1 MEM's three principals

-- President Gerald McKee, Jr., Vice President/Secretary Seymour Eeroer, and Vice

Fresicent/Treasurer Anthony E. Mansueto 2 -- formed MEM upon leaving firms doing

similar work, where they had previously met.-' Eerger headed up MEM's small

technical staff, Mansueto was the major salesman, and McKee assisted in the sales

effort while providing general direction for the new firm.'1 MEM initially

concentrated on construction cost estimating.

One of MEM's first employees was Martin H. Heyman, an electrical

estimator. Another early MEM employee was Jack S. Thcmas, who also joined y?y

7 Pduring 1955. Ivan Soskel came to MEM in I960. Heyman and Soskel later

became salesmen covering the Massachusetts area for MEM, and Thomas later became

manager of MEM's Eoston office.''

J- MEM's certificate of incorporation was executed on February 16, 1955 and
filed with the New York Department of State on February 18, 1555.

2 Testimony of Anthony E. Mansueto, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 33-36.

3 Ld. Also
, testimony of Gerald Mckee, Jr., 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 145-147.

A Id.

5 Testimony of Geralo McKee, Jr., Sp. Comm. 6/26/60 at 19-20.

6 Testimony of Martin H. Heyman, 25 M/M 3/26/79 at 52-53.

7 Testimony of Jack S. Thomas, 10 M/M 2/26/79 at 42.

"McKee-Eerger-Mansueto
, Inc.: New York Office - Personnel Listinc" dated

February 1970.

9 Testimony of Anthony E. Mansueto, P. A. 5/23/78 at 8-9; Heyman testimony, V/^
3/26/75 at 53. McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 20. Testimony of Jack S.
Thcmas, 11 CiC 2/8/77 at t.
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MBM's contracts in 1959 and the 1960s were generally small estimating jobs

for architects. c The size of such contracts typically was under $10,000.

H

In the early and mid-1960s, MEM explored business possibilities outside New

York. z An office was openeo in Chicago which came, by the late 1960s, to

generate most of MEM's sales anc profits. " MEM's efforts in Massachusetts

were less successful. MEM aid obtain a number of small jobs but not enough

tc justify opening a full-scale branch office.

The Unsuccessful Attempt
in 1969 tc "Go Public"

Late in 1968 or early in 1969, MBM decided to embark upon a major expansion.

MEM President McKee had visions of MEM as the leader in a relatively new field

caileo "construction management" or "project management" in which MEM would

provide comprehensive analytical and supervisory services to public agencies and

private companies that planned to have buildings built or renovated. ^

Although this field was not invented by MEM, the use of the full package of

services envisioned was not yet common, particularly by public agencies.

1C "Construction Consultants Fire at One Target: Costs," Engineering
News-Record , September A, 1969, at A.

11 See id . at 6.

1 2 Id. Also, McKee testimony, So. Ccmm. 6/26/80 at 20.

12 Notes of 8/2/79 interview of former MEM Chicago manager James E. Elias by
Special Commission staff, at 1-3.

14 See charts entitled "Partial List of MEM Contracts in Massachusetts -

Fublic & Frivate: 1964-1969" introduced as Exhibit 2A during McKee testimony, Sp

Comm. 6/26/8C at 21. The Commission staff prepared these charts from MEM job
cards and other MEM documents.

15 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 9-10; see testimony of William V.

Masiello, Sp. Comm. 6/24/eO at 4-5.

16 McKee testimony, P. A. 3/22/78 at 11-17

1~ See discussion among Gerald McKee, Jr. and Commissioners Jchn William Ward,
Walter J. McCarthy, and Lewis Weinstein, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 26-30. See also
McKee testimony, id. at 8-11.
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Anticipating success in its new endeavors, MBM moved its offices to larger

quarters at 2 Park Avenue in New York.

I

8 MBM also engaged underwriters to

float a public offering aimed at generating approximately $1 million in new

equity capital .

The prospectuses filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission explained

that $350,000 of this new capital would be used to retire existing short-term

debt. Another $175,000 would finance MBM's new office in Manhattan as well as

on
projected offices in three other cities. MEM's reported profits for 1968

were $90, COO. 21

The proposed public offering never came to be. Although MEM changed

underwriters and incurred expenses approximating $150,000 in connection with the

public offering attempts, MEM was unable to make its public offering.

Critically in need of at least $500,000 to keep afloat, 23 MBM managed to obtain

a $500,000 loan in early 1970. 2A

It was during this period that MEM sought and obtained the UMass/Eoston

o c
contract. MEM was selected in December 1969 for the job, and the formal

18 See Preliminary Prospectus dated March 28, 1969 filed by MEM with the
United States Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), at 5.

15 See Preliminary Prospectuses dated March 28, 1969 and July 25, 1969, filed
by MBM with SEC; Preliminary Prospectus dated November 12, 1969, not filed with
SEC.

20 mbm Preliminary Prospectus datea July 25, 1969, at 5.

21 MEM Preliminary Prospectus dated March 28, 1969, at 6.

22 See letter dated December 23, 1969 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Martin Heyman,
expressing regret at abandonment of public stock offering; minutes of March 16,
1970 special meeting of MBM's board of directors, at 1-2; notes of 6/20/79
interview of Laventhol & horwath auditor Arthur 0. Hirshberg by Special
Commission staff, at 2.

23 See preceding paragraph of text. The Commission has also been told that
MBM was having problems meeting its tax bills. See notes of 7/2/79 interview cf
former MEM bookkeeper Patricia Earilla by Special Commission staff, at 1-2; notes
of 6/20/79 interview of former MEM comptroller Julius H. Beim by Special
Commission staff, at 1. See also minutes of special meeting of MEM's board of
directors, supra n. 22, at 2.

2Zt Minutes of March 16, 1970 special meeting, supra note 22, at 2; minutes of
August 12, 1970 annual meeting of MBM shareholders, at 3.

25 Letter dated December 22, 1969 from A&F Commissioner Donald P. Dwight to
BEC Director Walter Poitrast, announcinc appointment of MBM as project manager
for Project U67-A #2A (UMass/Eoston).
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contract was executed in April 1970. 26 MEM ultimately received approximately

$5.5 million from the contract (and its extensions), 27 which made it more than

ten times larger than MBM's previous largest contract. 28 Indeed, the

UMass/Eoston contract was the second largest contract that MEM ever received

curing the firm's 20-year existence.

The Acquisition
in 1971 of MCM

Despite its success in obtaining the UMass/Boston contract, MBM's financial

picture remained clouded and its desire for expansion continued. In an

attempt to expand internationally 3i and "turn two negatives into a

32positive," MEM in 1971 acquired another company experiencing financial

difficuties: Mauchly Construction Management, Inc. ("MCM").-5 ^ It is necessary

26 See Contract for Consultant Services no. 601 dated April 22, 1970, between
the Bureau of Building Construction and McKee-Eerger-Mansueto , Inc. Date
supplied from approval dated April 22, 1970 by Donald R. Dwight of Memorandum of
Approval #70-80, reouesting approval of contract, including fees for services,
between the EEC and MBM, for project management services on Project U67-A #2A.

27 See chart, "MEM Contracts for Project Managment Services at UMass/Eoston,"
prepared by Special Commission staff from MEM and BEC documents. This chart was
introduced as Exhibit 7 at a hearing of the Commission, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 12.

28 Elias 8/2/79 interview, at 2

29 The largest contract that MBM ever received was an $8 million contract to
supervise the rehabilitation of 250 public schools in Chicago. McKee testimony,
Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 105. The contract was awarded in 1973 and is briefly
discussed in Appendix B, below. Another large contract that MBM received was a $2
million contract received in 1972 for work at the Philadelphia International
Airport. See letter dated June 29, 1972 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to "MBM Directors
and Investors," announcing Philadelphia airport contract. That contract, which
was terminated prior to the airport's completion, is also discussed in Appendix B

30 Pinancial statement of McKee-Berger-Mansueto , Inc. and Subsidiaries, year
ended April 30, 1971, prepared by Laventhol Krekstein Horwath & Horwath, at 3.

Hirshberg 6/20/79 interview, at 2. Notes of 6/21/79 interview of former MBM
Finance Director Andrew H. Serell by Special Commission staff, at 3.

31 Notes of 6/18/79 interview of Gerald McKee, Jr. by Special Commission
staff, at 2-3.

32 Notes of 7/25/79 interview of Peter T. Pallotta by Special Commission
staff , at 3.

3^ Financial statements of Mauchly Construction Management, Inc. from August
1, 1970 to July 31, 1971, prepared by Laventhol Krekstein Horwath & Horwath, at
1-3, 5. Financial statements of McKee-Berger-Mansueto, Inc., year ended April
30, 1972, prepared by Laventhol Krekstein Horwath & Horwath, at 6.
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to give some background information about MCM since some of the activities of MCM

and its key employees are significant to later events involving MEM.

MCM was a direct descendant of Mauchly Associates, Inc., a company founded in

April 1559 by John W. Mauchly 34 Dr. Mauchly was the co-inventcr of the first

all -elect rcnic computer. * Mauchly Associates had been formed to apply seme of

the new techniques meae possible through computer technology

.

"^ One such

application was computerized "critical-path method" ("CPM") scheduling of

construction projects. Although Mauchly Associates became a leader in

CPM,^ Dr. Mauchly's scientific abilities did not succeed in making Mauchly

39Associates a profitable corporation, and it was acquired in 1968 by a

conglomerate -- Scientific Resources Corporation ("SRC"). SRC also came to

have financial problems, ^ and in July 197C, the prcject management division of

SRC (which had been acouireo from Mauchly Associates) was sold to a croup whose

finances were arranged by a prominent Palestinian businessman based in Beirut,

Lebanon: Maurice Khoury. Khoury was a Eeirut- and London-trained

34 "The Mauchly Story," undated flyer prepared by Mauchly Associates, Inc.

35 id.

36 id.

37 id.

38 id.

39 Notes of 8/5/79 interview of former Scientific Rescurces Corporation
("SRC") Vice Fresident Robert K. Stern by Special Commission staff, at 1.

Registration Statement dated February 28, 1969, filed by SRC with SEC, at 16.

40 SRC Registration Statement 2/28/69, at 5

41 Annual Report of Scientific Resources Corporation, year ended September 30,
1970, filed with SEC, at F-3.

42 Letter dated July 24, 1970 from Mauchly Associates Vice President Don A.
Mayerson to Mauchly Construction Management President Daniel J. Shields
concerning an agreement in principle to sell Shields the project management
division of Mauchly Associates, a wholly owned subsidiary of SRC. See also
Fallotta 7/25/79 interview, at 1-2; notes of 1C/9/79 interview of Peter T.

Pallotta by Special Commission staff, at 1; testimony of Daniel J. Shields, Sp.
Comm. 6/2/80 at 5.
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economist. 3 He was also familiar with wealthy Arab businessmen looking to

invest in American firms and with Arab bankers willing to lend money to American

enterprises .

Khoury in early 1971 formed a holding company, International Management

Services, Inc. ("IMS"), which acquired MCM.^ 5 IMS came to have other

subsidiaries, including a fledgling television station in Eahrain (RTV-Eahrain

Ltd), a hotel in Beirut ( Transarabian Hotels), and a consulting firm based in

Beirut (Associated Business Consultants, Ltd).^ 6 In addition to providing

funds to keep MCM operating, IMS sought to utilize MCM ' s abilities in CPM for

clients engaging in construction in the Middle East.

By late 1970 or early 1971, there were reasons why it seemed to make sense

for MBM and MCM to combine forces. From MBM's point of view, MEM was in

financial difficulty and could use the infusion of cash that might be possible

from dealing with Khoury. McKee felt it could be worthwhile to enter the

emerging Arab market and was also impressed with MCM's President, Daniel J.

Shields. Uncer Shields's leadership, MCM had obtained several public

contracts in New York where, despite its being MEM's home base, MEM had never

Li Pbeen very successful. Moreover, MCM had made many proposals -- which were

costly and time-consuming to put together and execute -- for contracts all over

the country, several of which seemed likely to be awarded to MCM 49

4-- Interview of Maurice Khoury on 5/26/80 by Special Commission staff.

44 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 110-111. Serell 6/21/79 interview,
at 2.

45 Memorandum dated April 19, 1971 from MCM Vice President A. B. Zanchettin to
all MCM management personnel "Subject: International Management Services, Inc."

46 ^.d. Also, letter dated February 22, 1973 from IMS Finance Director Andrew
H. Serell to attorney Hartley Chazen, accompanied by corporate chart and brief
Descriptions of companies comprising IMS.

47 McKee 6/18/79 interview, at 2-3.

48 Ld. at 3.

49 _ic[. at 2. Minutes of December 17, 1971 special meeting of the MBM board of
directors, at 3.
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There were advantages in a merger from MCM's and IMS's standpoints, as well.

MBM was holding the "flagship" public project management contract in the United

States -- the UMass/Eoston job -- and MBM seemed from outward appearances to be

large anc prospering, ° in contrast to MCM. ^

Shields and McKee were, in addition, receiving encouragement and advice that

they shoula merge MCM and MBM from a New York businessman named Jerre Sans. Sans

helped bring Shields and McKee together and stood to make a substantial finder's

CO
fee if the acquisition were consummated. "

In May of 1971, Shields and McKee reached what might be termed an "agreement

to agree." 53 By late August or early September of 1971, MEM and MCM had

informally combined forces," and the formal acauisition took effect on

December 31, 1971, when MEM purchased all of the outstanding stock of MCM from

IMS. 55

During 1972, MBM's new MCM subsidiary won a $2 million contract from the

Philadelphia International Airport. MCM's Shields soon became more prominent

in the sales ana manaaement of MBM. 57

50 Memorandum dated August 31, 1971 from Daniel J. Shields to "All Employees
[of MCM, Inc.]" regarding the merger with MEM.

51 Fallotta 7/25/79 interview, at 3.

52 Letter dated July 16, 1971 from Daniel J. Shields to Jerry [ sic ] Sans
confirming finder's fee commitment concerning any MBM-MCM agreement . Sans has
also been known as Gerard Santini.

53 Letter dated May A, 1971 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Dan[iel] Shields
outlining proposed acquisition agreement.

54 Pallotta 7/25/79 interview, at 2.

9/8/71 reads "Mauchly move in."
Desk calendar of Jack S. Thomas at

55 Minutes of December 17, 1971 MBM board of directors special meeting, at
2-5. Financial statements of McKee-Berger-Mansueto , Inc. and Subsidiaries, year
ended April 30, 1972, prepared by Laventhol Krekstein Horwath & Horwath, at 6.

56 See letter dated June 29, 1972 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to "MEM Directors and
Investors" supra n. 29.

57 Notes of 7/24/79 interview of Anthony E. Mansueto by Special Commission
staff , at 6

.
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The Combining in 1972-73
with IMS

In 1972 MBM and IMS (MCM's former parent corporation) took the first steps

toward formal merger by forming a jointly owned company -- McKee

c c
International"' -- to seek project management contracts in the Middle

East. ' A formal merger of IMS and MEM occurred at the end of 1972, and a

restructuring of officerships took place in 1973. 61 Shields became President

of MEM (which included what had been MCM), 62 and McKee moved up to become

Chairman of the Beard of MEM and President of IMS. Khoury remained as IMS's

Chairman 64

By the spring of 1973, the compatibility between McKee and Shields had

dissolved end each was determined to force the other out of the company. Cn

July 15, 1973 at a board meeting held in Beirut, Lebanon, McKee succeeded in

ousting Shields. 66 Shields had come to the meeting thinking that he would

convince the boara to fire McKee, based upon a financial analysis prepared by

Shields and MEM comptroller Peter T. Pallotta which attempted to show that McKee

hao been siphoning off hundreds of thousands of dollars from MEM. McKee, in

turn, attempted to portray Shields as a man with gangster connections

58 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 1C8-109.

50
_I_d' See also notes of 4/3/80 interview of Gerald McKee, Jr. by Special

Commission staff, at 1.

60 See letter dated January 17, 1973, from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Milton Israel
announcing that the December 11, 1972 "agreement and plan of reorganization"
involving MBM and IMS had been closed.

61 Minutes of February 5, 1973 special meetino of MBM's board of directors, at

1, 5.

62 _I_d. See also memorandum (on IMS letterhead) dated February 16, 1973 from
Gerald McKee, Jr. to "All MBM Staff."

6 '
jjj. See also memorandum (on IMS letterhead) dated February 16, 1973 from

Gerala McKee, Jr. to "All IMS/MEM Staff."

64 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 109.

65 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 87-89. Mansueto 10/10/79 interview,
at 4.

6 6 Testimony of Gerald McKee, Jr., 13 M/M 3/2/79 at 160-161.

6 7 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 86-90.
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and as an unstable individual who had convincingly threatened on more than one

occasion to kill McKee 68 McKee, as noted, prevailed at the Eeirut board

meeting, and both Shields and Pallotta were fired.
°

Despite the circumstances of Shields's terrrinat ion , McKee signed an agreement

with Shields in September 1973 calling for Shields to be paid $25,000 per year

7fl
for five years as a "consultant." The agreement contained a modified

non-competition clause, the alleged violation of which was eventually used as a

basis for terminating payments to Shields.

In the meantime, the IMS/MEM financial situation deteriorated as the 1970s

cont inuea 72 MBM fell hundreds of thousands of dollars behind in its

withholding taxes, fell behind in rent and credit card payments,

68 See letter ("Personal & Confidential"), stamped "DRAFT Jun 21 1973 Monasch
& Chazen," to Maurice Khoury . This draft probably was prepared by or for
attorney Hartley J. Chazen.

69 Pallotta learned he was fired on Monday, July 16, 1973. Pallotta 7/25/79
interview, at 5.

7C Consulting Agreement dated September 26, 1973, signed by Gerald McKee, Jr.
(for MBM) and Daniel J. Shields. See minutes of 9/26/73 special meeting of MBM *

s

board of directors, at 1-3.

7 1 Letter dated December 30, 1974 from D[onald] W. Zeioler to Arnold Stream,
Esq., "Subject: Daniel J. Shields." Memorandum ("Confidential") dated April 30,
1975 from "Jerry" [Gerald McKee, Jr.] to Stanley Emerson. See generall y Chapter
X , infra .

72 See Financial Statements of McKee-Eerger-Mansueto , Inc. and Subsidiaries,
years enaed December 31, 1974 and 1973, prepared by Laventhol & Horwath, at 1-2.

7 ^ See memorandum dated February 12, 1976 from "H.J.C." [attorney Hartley J.

Chazen] to "A.C.S." [attorney Arnold C. Stream] re: Lipper-Ghazoul , at 4.

7Z; See , e.g. , letter [undated; probably from 1973] from A. Melvin of Ledisco
Financial Services to International Management Services, Inc., reauiring return
of two Carte Blanche cards (expiration date 3/74), because credit privileges had
been revoked; notes of 7/9/79 interview of Daniel J. Shields by Special
Commission staff, at 5; Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 76-77; minutes of
August 4, 1972 special meeting of MEM's board of directors.
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engaged in check kiting in order to meet payroll, 75 and defaulted on hundreds

of thousands of dollars of borrowings it had made. 76

Since MEM's major project management contracts appear to have been

profitable, 77
it should be explained that MEM's and IMS's financial

7 Rdifficulties appear to have been due to overexpansion
, payment by the

corporation of personal expenses of certain executives, large "advances" and

"loans" to officers that were not repaid, 80 expensive sales proposals, 8 and

unsuccessful investments in foreign operations not related to project
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76 See , e.g ., Complaint, Greater Washington Industrial Investments, Inc. v.

International Management Services, Inc. and McKee-Eerger-Mansuet c , Inc. , 73 C"i

1697 (S.D.N.Y.), filed-April 6, 1975.

77 See , for example, the discussion of the UMass/Boston contract in Chapter
VI, infra.

78 See Hirshberg 6/20/79 interview, at 2

See notes of 8/7/79 interview of Samuel Eeckerman by Special Commission
staff, at 1, 7.

80 See minutes of October 3, 1975
at 4; Hirshberg 6/20/79 interview,
investigator James J. O'Neill, Sp.
aovances to McKee anc Mansueto for
repaid, entered as O'Neill Exhibit

special meeting of MEM's board of directors,
at 2; Testimony of Commission senior financial
Comm. 6/25/80 at 35-37; a chart of loans and
the years 1969-1973 that apparently were not
14, id. at 35.

81 Notes
staff, at

of
2

11/12/79 interview with Seymour Eerger by Special Commission
; Mansueto 7/24/79 interview, at 7.
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management 82

The Separation in 1975
From IMS

In January of 1975, IMS borrowed $150,000 from a company named Spire Capital

Services, Inc. 6 -5 MEM served as collateral for the loan. 8 In April 1975,

IMS defaulted on its obligation to repay the $150,000 and Spire seized the

fl 5collateral (MBM), thereby becoming sole owner of MBM. J McKee continued as

President of MEM. 86 Khoury had no further ascciation with MBM. 87

The Termination of
MEM in 1976-79

Even in its stripped-flown form, MBM could not restore itself to financial

ft ftepuilibrium . °° Damaged by several factors, one of which undoubtedly was

adverse publicity emanating from Massachusetts in the aftermath of the

co
DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial, MEM entered 1978 in severe financial straits.

According to MBM Vice President Eerger, the coup de grace was an unsuccessful

contract application that MBM made in the Middle East in the late 1970s: MEM

spent substantial amounts of money pursuing the contract and was left in an

untenable financial position when the contract was lost.

Toward the end of 1978, McKee, Eerger, and Mansueto went their own ways, and

C 1

MEM became defunct." McKee formed "McKee Associates, Project

82 MBM financial statements, years ended 12/31/74 and 1973, supra n. 72, at
9. Hirshberg 6/20/79 interview, at 2.

8:5 See memorandum from Chazen to Stream, supra n.73, at 16-22; financial
statements of MBM and subsidiaries, years ended December 31, 197& and 1973, supra
no. 72, at 14.

64 Id.

65 Id.

86 id.

8 ' Khoury 5/26/60 interview. See also discussion of the Khoury affidavit in
Chapter V, infra .

88 See memorandum from Chazen to Stream, supra n. 73, at 28.

85 See , e.g ., memorandum to files dated February 1, 1978 from HJC [Hartley J.
Chazen ] , re: Eoston Press Involvement, at A; copies of the memo were sent to
McKee and Mansueto and attorneys Arnold Stream and William Looney.

5C Notes cf 11/12/79 interview of Seymour Eeroer by Special Commission staff,
at 2.

51 McKee testimony, 12 M/M 3/1/79 at 72-73.
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Managers, Inc." 92 Eerger formed "Eerger A Associates, Cost Consultants,

9 3
Inc." Mansueto became the president of Comprehensive Management Services,

Inc., a relatively new project management subsidiary of a larger corporation

based in Detroit, Michican.^

52 See. letterhead of letter dated September 13, 1979 from Gerald McKee, Jr.,

to Arnold Stream.

95 Berger 11/12/79 interview, at 1.

94 Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 33. See letterhead of letter dated
August 23, 1979 from Cathy Palkowski, secretary of Anthony E. Mansueto, to the

Commission .
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CHAPTER III

MBM'S ACTIVITIES

IN MASSACHUSETTS

PRIOR TO 1969

Activities During
the Peabody Administration
(1963-64)

MBM's first concerted attempts to do business in Massachusetts appear to have

occurred in 1963, with MEM's sales efforts being conducted primarily by Anthony

Mansueto. The Commission does not have Mansuetc's diaries from 1963, but it

2 3appears from other MEM records and from testimony'' that MEM's first

significant contact with Massachusetts occurred through dealings with the firm of

Frank R. Masiello, Jr. & Associates, Inc. The Masiello firm apparently was just

one of several architectural firms to which Mansueto sent "blind" letters

soliciting estimating work for MEM. As a result of the letter to the Masiello

firm, a meeting was arranged.

Mansueto went to the Masiello office in Worcester on January 8, 1964.-''

The Masiello firm was the architect for certain work at the Concord

1 MEM apparently had a few small jobs for clients in Massachusetts prior to
1963, according to cards that may be described as "job cards." It is impossible
to tell from these cards what the exact value of such contracts may have been,
but it is likely that the jobs were for $1,000 or less, based upon other
information .

2 See MBM sales department file card for Frank R. Masiello, Jr. & Assoc, Inc.

3 See testimony cf Anthony E. Mansueto, 2 M/M 2/13/79, at 39; Mansueto
testimony, P. A. 5/23/78, at 6; testimony of Frank R. Masiello, Jr., Sp. Comm.
6/16/80 at 4-6.

A Mansueto testimony, supra n. 3.

5 Mansueto pocket diary for 1/8/64; MEM file card for the Masiello firm, supra
n. 2.
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prison, and Mansueto expressed interest in a subcontract to provide estimating

services. Masiello was impressed by Mansueto and pursued the matter by

introducing Mansueto to BBC Director Horace M. Chase on February 6, 1964, at

which time Chase "verbally approved" MBM for estimating work at Concord at a fee

of $1,3CC. 8
In June of 1964, the Masiello firm engaged MEM to do cost

estimating on the Mill Pond Road Housing for the Elderly project for a fee of

$600. S

Mansueto and Frank Masiello quickly developed a close personal

friendship. Although Masiello did not have any large-scale contracts that he

could award to MBM, Masiello agreed to provide introductions for Mansueto to

people who could help MBM obtain contracts in Massachusetts. Masiello was a

donor and fundraiser for then-Governor Endicott Peabody, z
and one of the first

introductions that Masiello provided was to Sherwood J. ("Woody") Tarlow,

Peabocy's chief fundraiser. It was the policy of the Peabody administration

to give preference to firms whose principals contributed to the Peabody

campaign, ana Mansueto was quickly apprised of this. Mansueto's calendar

6 Contract between Commonwealth of Massachusetts and Frank R. Masiello, Jr.,
Project No. P61-1 ,. Title : "Repair Walls and Guard Towers," Location: "M.C.I.

,

Concord .
"

7 MEM file card for the Masiello firm, supra n. 2.

S Mansueto pocket diary for 2/6/64; MEM file card for the Masiello firm, supra
note 2.

9 MEM file card for the Masiello firm, supra n. 2.

10 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 6-7; 7 M/M 2/20/79 at 12.

H Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 8, 14; 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 42. Frank
Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 3/27/80 at 19-20; Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 17-19.

12 Testimony of Peabody finance chairman Sherwood J. Tarlow, Sp. Comm. 4/7/80
at 27-26; Frank Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 21.

Frank Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 7. Tarlow testimony, Sp.
Comm. 4/7/80 at 12.

14 Testimony of Endicott Peabody, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 10-14; testimony of
William A. Waldron, Sp. Comm. 4/9/80 at 23-25, 29-34; Tarlow testimony, Sp. Comm.
4/7/80 at 53, 73-75.

15 Frank Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 7-8.
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16reveals that he was introduced to Tarlow by Masiello on February 25, 1964,

Less than a week later, Mansueto's diaries contain the entries: "Money to

Masiello $1,000" 17 and "Ch[ec]k to Masiello." 18 Mansueto also made entries

mentioning Tarlow and containing telephone numbers for Tarlow. ^

Cn March 15, 1964, Mansueto and his wife -- along with Frank Masiello and his

wife -- attended a birthday party for Governor Peabody on the 11th floor of the

Statler Hilton Hotel (now the Park Plaza) in Boston. ° According to Peabody

campaign records, Mansueto paid $1,000 for tickets. z ^ Hundreds of people

22attended this affair. Mansueto made it a point to be introduced to the

r 23Governor.

Mansuetc had (or, at least, sought) further contact with fundraiser Tarlow in

the ensuing months, judging from Mansueto's calendars. This contact, and

further contact with Frank Masiello, apparently culminated in a meeting involving

Governor Peabody, Mansueto, and Frank Masiello at 2:15 p.m. on June 3, 1964 at

the Governor's fundraising suite in the Statler Hilton Hotel. 25

16 Mansueto pocket aiary for 2/25/64.

I"7 Mansueto pocket diary for February 1964 "next month [ i.e. , March]" page;
Mansueto pocket diary for 3/2/64.

18 Mansueto pocket diary for 3/4/64.

19 Mansueto pocket diaries for 2/64 ("next month" page), 3/4/64.

20 Mansueto pocket diary for 3/15/64. Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 14.

21 Schedule of contributions to Campaign for Elective Office filed by Governor
Peabody Birthday Dinner Committee on March 23, 1964. Mansueto's gross pre-tax
salary in 1964 appears to have been $18,200. See weekly salary listinas contained
on MBM "Pension List" dated June 17, 1965.

22 Mansueto testimony, 7 M/M 2/20/79 at 43.

23 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 14.

2A Mansueto pocket diaries for 3/20/64, 4/27/64, 5/18/64, and June 1964 "next
month" page.

25 Mansueto pocket diary for 6/3/64; Frank Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm.
6/16/80 at 7; testimony of William V. Masiello, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 5. For the
functioning of the fundraising suite in oeneral, see Frank Masiello testimony,
Sp. Comm. 3/27/80 at 24-36.
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Apparently convinced that MBM should establish a presence in Massachusetts,

Mansueto had an "MBM telephone" installed in Masiello's office later in June

1964, 26 and MBM thereafter indicated in its sales material that it had a

location in Worcester. 27

Eusiness in Massachusetts started picking up for MBM. On July 8, 1964, MEM

submitted a proposal for estimating work on the Division of Employment Security

Building being constructed for the Government Center Commission. A $3,500

contract was awarded to MBM on July 12, 1964. 28 MBM also won some other small

contracts in Massachusetts in 1964. '

On September 10, 1964, Governor Peabody lost his bid for renominat ion

.

While the Commission has no evidence that Mansueto thereafter made any further

contributions to the Peabody campaign, Mansueto's diaries for September 14, 16,

and 24, 1964 contain the following entries: "Money for Peabody," "$ for

Feabody," and "1000 - Boston." 31

Unlike Masiello's firm, which was awarded contracts by the Peabody

administration after Peabody lost his renomination bid but before Peabody left

32office, MEM apparently was less successful. In February 1965, shortly after

Peabody vacated the Governor's office, Mansueto lamented in a letter to

Masiello :

33

"Woody Tarlcw - ah, there's a rub. I once had a dream that
Massachusetts would use MBM to some advantage, but I guess those
days are long past ....

26 "Speed letter" dated 6/23/64 from Frank R. Masiello, Jr. to "Tony" [Anthony
E. Mansueto] of MBM; William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 5; Mansueto
testimony, M/M 2/13/79 at 45.

27 See , e.g. , MBM invoice form dated April 25, 1967 which lists the following
locations: New York; Washington, D.C.; Chicago; and Worcester, Mass.

26 MBM Proposal, dated July 8, 1964, for Division of Employment Security
Building, accepted July 12, 1964 by Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott,
architects. See letter dated May 25, 1965 from Joseph P. Richardson to the
Government Center Commission, "Re: Division of Employment Security Buildino," at
2.

29 See charts entitled "Partial List of MBM Contracts in Massachusetts -

Public and Private: 1964-1969," compiled by Commission staff and introduced as
McKee Exhibit 2A, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 21.

30 Peabody lost the September 10, 1964 Democratic gubernatorial primary to his
Lieutenant Governor, Francis X. Belloti. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Public
Document No. 43, Election Stat ist ics-1964 , at 217.

31 Mansueto diaries for 9/16/64, 9/14/64, and 9/24/64.

32 See discussion of Masiello & Associates elsewhere in this Final Report.

Letter dated February 11, 1965 from Anthony E. Mansueto to Frank P.
Masiello, Jr.
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"Advise me Frank. I made quite an investment in the potential
Massachusetts market and came out hurting pretty badly. As I said,
advise me Frank."

Activities
During the Volpe
Administration (1965-68)

As it turned out, Frank Masiello became a donor and fundraiser for the

Republicans in Massachusetts after Republican John A. Volpe became Governor in

1565. Masiello was aware of the influence of Albert P. ("Toots") Manzi, "a

very powerful political figure," in the Volpe administration. Manzi, a

Worcester grocer active in Republican politics, was well known for his

effectiveness in fundraising and his power to influence appointments and contract

awards." Masiello introduced Anthony Mansueto of MEM to Manzi and to other

individuals in the Volpe administration who could be helpful in MPM's attempts to

win public contracts in Massachusetts. Mansueto first met Manzi in October 1967

through an introduction by Frank Masiello, apparently in October 1967.

Mansueto testified that he had several subsequent meetings with Manzi during the

Volpe administration, with some of those meetings taking place in the anteroom to

TO
Governor Volpe's office in the State House. y The testimony about Mansueto's

contact with Manzi finds support in the appointment books that Mansueto

maintained during the period:

- Mansueto's appointment book contains an entry on October 12, 1967

•xq
indicat inc a meetina with Manzi at 11:30 a.m.

34 Frank Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 3/27/80 at 59-60.

Id . at 12-13. Masiello knew of Manzi's influence as early as the first
Volpe administration in 1961-63. Id .

3 ° See , e.g. , the discussion of Manzi's role in the sections on the Joseph P.
Gentile School and A New Campus for Holyoke Community College, in Volume 3 of this
Final Report.

37 Frank Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 17-18; Mansueto pocket diary
for 10/12/67; Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 42.

38 Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 43-44.

35 Mansueto pocket diary for 10/12/67. See also sources cited in note 37,
supra .
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- On February 1, 1968, Mansueto's appointment book shows a home

telephone number for Manzi. 40

- Cn August 20, 1968, Mansueto's book indicates meetings at the

Governor's Office with Manzi and with Dine Patronis (who was an

administrative aide to Governor Volpe).41

- An October 30, 1968 entry indicates that Mansueto had lunch on

that day with Manzi and Masiello in Worcester. Mansueto's

appointment book for October 29, 1968 -- the day before that

Worcester meeting -- contains the notation: "$ for Worcester."

- A November 7, 1968 entry indicates that Mansueto met with

Manzi -- who by then was a member of the Massachusetts Turnpike

Authority -- at the Authority's offices in the Prudential

Center. AA

- Mansueto's appointment book on November 8, 1968 lists telephone

numbers for Manzi at the Turnpike Authority and at the Governor's

office/ 5

These are only seme of the entries mentioning Manzi in Mansueto's 1968

appointment books/ 6

Frank Masiello also apparently introduced Mansueto in 1967 tc Anthony P,

DeFalco, the Vo'lpe administration's Commissioner of Administration and

Finance. ' As A&F Commissioner, DeFalco was responsible for selecting or

4° Mansueto pocket diary for 2/1/68.

41 Mansueto pocket diary for 8/20/68.

42 Mansueto pocket diary for 10/30/68.

43 Mansueto pocket diary for 10/29/68.

44 Mansueto diary for 11/7/68. At some point after September 1967, MEM
prepared an "Experience Brochure" for the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority and
Mansueto appeared before the Authority. It is not clear whether the presentation
occurred on November 7, 1968 or on some other date. See Exhibit 14B, 4 M/M
2/15/79, and Mansueto testimony, 4 M/M 2/15/79 at 140-145.

45 Mansueto pocket diary for 11/8/68.

46 See also Mansueto pocket diaries for 9/5/68 and 10/31/68, for example.

47 See Mansueto pocket diary for 7/14/67. See also letter dated June 22, 1967
from Anthony E. Mansueto to Anthony [P.] DeFalco, concerning an appointment to
acquaint DeFalco with MEM's services.
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approving the selection of architects and many types of consultants for state

projects .

It appears from Mansueto's appointment book that Mansueto first met with

DeFalco at the State House at 3:30 p.m. on September 7, 1967. A5 Another

meeting between Mansueto and DeFalco apparently occurred at 10 a.m. on October 4,

1967. 50 Mansueto met again with DeFalco at the State House on February 1,

1968; Mansueto's diary entry indicates that the meeting was supposed to start at

11:00 a.m. but that DeFalco was "late as usual.*' 5 Mansueto's 1968 appointment

books contain additional entries relating to DeFalco."

Mansueto also apparently met BEC engineer James J. Cusack through Frank

Masiello. 53 In 1968, Cusack was the EEC's Chief Examining Engineer and was

regarded by many people who dealt with the EEC as the brightest technical person

employed by the BEC and a likely successor to then-EEC Director Horace M.

Chase. 5A There are several entries relating to Cusack in Mansueto's 1968

appointment books. 5 In an internal BBC memorandum on September 20, 1968,

Cusack recommended to EBC Director Chase that MBM be selected for a $26,000

contract for CFM work. 56 Chase accepted Cusack's recommendation,' and

*& G.L. c.7 s._30B.

49 Mansueto pocket diary for 9/7/67.

50 Mansueto pocket diary for 10/4/67.

51 Mansueto pocket diary for 2/1/68.

52 Mansueto pocket diaries for 1/24/68, 2/68 ("next mcnth" page), 3/18/68.

53 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 8.

54 When Cusack sought the BBC Directorship in 1969, he was supported by
letters of recommendation by many people in government and in the construction
field, as demonstrated by letters those people sent to the A&F Commissioner
Donald R. Dwight. The Commission found such letters at the State Records Center
in Grafton. See also testimony of James J. Cusack, P. A. 3/21/78 at 102.

55 Mansueto pocket diaries for 8/20/68, 9/68 ("next month") paae, 10/16/68,
11/7/68, 11/25/68, 12/9/68.

56 EEC memorandum dated September 19, 1968 from F. Johnson to "H[orace] M.

Chase via J[ames J.] Cusack" re: Critical Path Method for Project H64-1.
(Cusack's handwritten recommendation at the bottom of the memorandum is dated
9/20/68.)

57 EEC Memorandum of Approval #69-21, dated October 1, 1968, signed by Horace
M. Chase and approved (10/7/68) by A. P. DeFalco.
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the job was awarded to MEM on October 7, 1968 by A&F Commissioner DeFalco.^

These introductions that Frank Masiello made for Mansueto to well-placed

individuals during the Volpe administration seem to have proved useful. On July

24, 1968, Mansueto wrote a memorandum to his assistant, Ivan Soskel, about

"Massachusetts and other considerations."^ In the memorandum, Mansueto said,

in part :

"I spoke to [Frank] Masiello on Monday July 22 and he advised me of the
following :

1. DMJM [an architectural firm] has been requested through our
Massachusetts political friends to use MBM on their new Holyoake [ sic ]

College project. . . . BBC will soon be advised that we are to be the
cost consultants for this project. Frank M. suggests we wait until
after July 29 before we approach EEC on their CPM program, since our
political friends will be talking to the EEC prior to that time. . . .

2. I get the general impression from Frank Masiello that we are being
pushec by the State people and that some of the work that we have got is
net as coincidental as it might seem - people are beino asked to use
MEM. ..."

The CFM program referred to in Mansueto's July 24, 1968 memorandum may have been

the $26,000 job that was awarded to MBM on October 7, 1968. As to the Holyoke

Community College project, that is a subject about which Frank Masiello and

others testified at length before the Commission. According to the testimony,

which is discussed elsewhere in this Final Report, the principal architectural

contracts for the design of a new campus for Holyoke Community College were

awardec starting in 1968 to the Los Angeles, California firm of Daniel Mann

58 id.

55 MBM internal memorandum dated July 24, 1968 from Anthony E. Mansueto to
Ivan Soskel re: "Massachusetts and other considerations."
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Johnson & Mendenhall ("DMJM") in return for DMJM • s agreement — worked out

through Frank Masiello -- that DMJM would give to Manzi tens of thousands of

dollars in cash as "campaign contributions" for Republican campaigns.

Frank Masiello on occasion made direct efforts to help MEM win contracts.

May 24, 1968, Masiello sent a letter to the City Manager of Worcester

recommending that MBM be hired to provide cost estimates for the Elm Park School

(on which Masiello's firm was the architect). MEM received the contract.

According to Frank Masiello's testimony in 1980 to the Commission, Mansueto

was well aware by the late 1960's that public contracts in Massachusetts often

went to those who would pay for them, particularly those who made their

"contributions" in cash. 63 The "preference" given to "contributors" had

existed durinc the Democratic administration of Endicott Peabody as well as

On

during the Republican administrations of Jchn Volpe 64

Having accuired "political friends" in Massachusetts, MEM decided toward the

end of 1968 to open a small sales office in Boston. By having an actual

office in Massachusetts, it was felt that MBM would be less likely to be at a

disadvantage when competing against "Massachusetts firms" for public jobs. 66

60 See the section on A New Campus for Holyoke Community College, elsewhere in
this Final Report.

61 Letter dated May 24, 1968 from Frank R. Masiello, Jr., to Worcester City
Manager Francis J. McGrath re: Elm Park School Cost Control Analysis.

62 "Consultant's Agreement" fcr the Elm Park Replacement School, dated
September 18, 1968, "signed by Nathan Feder for MEM and by Francis J. McGrath for
the City of Worcester.

63 Frank Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 20-21; Sp. Comm. 3/27/80 at
69.

64 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 10; Frank Masiello testimony, Sp.
Comm. 3/27/80 at 8-9, 13-15.

65 See , e.g ., Mansueto pocket diary for 10/30/68; note sheet, containing the
date 12/6/68 and apparently written by Mansueto, re: "Boston."

66 See memorandum dated July 11, 1969 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to "Marty"
[Martin H.] Heyman, re: "Boston Office Operations."
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CHAPTER IV

MBM's PROCUREMENT OF THE

UMASS/BOSTON PROJECT MANAGEMENT CONTRACT

Introduction

In December of 1569, MEM was selected as project manager for the new Eoston

campus of the University of Massachusetts. In April of 1570, a formal

contract document was signed calling for MEM to receive a fixed fee of

approximately $2.3 million and additional fees on a "cost-plus" basis.

Pursuant to this contract (and extension contracts), MEM eventually received more

than $5.4 million in total fees. The UMass/Ecston contract was by far the

largest contract MBM had ever received in terms of fees, being more than ten

times as large as MEM's next largest contract as of 1969.

The UMass/Boston contract also apparently was enormously profitable for MEM.

MBM's own documents reveal that MBM expected more than 50 percent of its

1 MBM was officially designated by A&F Commissioner Donald R. Dwight on
December 22, 1969 for contract U67-4 #2A, the UMass/Boston project management
contract. See letter of appointment dated December 22, 1969, from Donald R.
Dwight to Walter J. Poitrast, Director of the Eureau of Building Construction;
letter of appointment dated December 23, 1969, from Walter J. Poitrast to McKee,
Berger & Mansueto, Inc.
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The total was $5,488,913.65, as determined by Commission staff from the
records of the Office of the Comptroller of the Commonwealth. See Chart: "MEM
Contracts for Project Management Services at UMass/Boston , " introduced as Exhibit
7 at a Commission hearing. Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 12.

MEM's largest contract prior to
for services
accordino to

the UMass/Eoston contract was its contract
on the Franciscan Hospital in Illinois, at a fee of $485,000,
former MBM Vice President James E. Elias. Notes of 8/2/79 interview

of James E. Elias by Special Commission staff, at 2. Elias was manager of the
Chicago branch office of MBM through 1970. See also MBM Preliminary Prospectus
dated 7/25/69, filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, at 10.
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$2.3 million fixed fee to be profit, and the other fees that MEM received on

the contract were computed on a "cost-plus" basis (which would seem automatically

to entail additional profit).

MBM applied for and won the UMass/Eoston contract at a time when MEM appears

to have been desperately in need of receiving a large and lucrative contract. As

of late 1969, MEM had incurred major expenses in anticipation cf floating a

public offering of its stock, yet the public offering had fallen through in

December. 6 Had MBM failed to obtain the UMass/Eoston contract, it might well

have gone out of business in early 1970, according to MBM's outside auditor.

It is not surprising, therefore, that MEM made an all-out effort to obtain the

UMass/Boston contract, as discussed in the following sections of this report.

MBM's Decision in Late 1968
or Early 1969 to Make a Major Effort
to Win Large Public Contracts in Massachusetts

At some point late in 1968 or early in 1969, MBM decided to pursue business

in Massachusetts on a more intensive basis than it had previously done. Instead

of occasional forays into Massachusetts by MEM salesmen such as Anthony Mansueto

and Ivan Soskel, MEM decided to assign one of its employees tc be a resident

full-time salesman for the New Enoland area.

5 MEM's analysis of the $2,295,000 fixed fee identified costs of $1,014,052
and gross profit of $1,280,948. Document headed "U-Mass Eoston Campus 459-004
Summary of Budget" from MBM files, identified by MBM President Gerald McKee, Jr

as produced by~MBM. McKee testimony, Sp . Ccmm. 6/26/80 at 38-40. For further
discussion, see Chapter VI, infra .

6 See discussion in Chapter II, supra .

7 Notes of 6/20/79 interview cf Arthur 0. Hirshbera by Special Commission
staff, at 1.
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Martin Heyman, the person selected to be MBM's Boston "regional manager," had

pjoined MEM as one of the firm's first employees. After working for MEM for

almost a decade as an electrical estimator, Heyman expressed an interest in

c
opening and managing the Eostcn office. He began his sales efforts in January

in 11
1969 ±u anc tcok up residence in Boston in June 1969.

In a memorandum from McKee to Heyman regarding "Boston Office

12Operations," McKee explained the three major reasons behind MEM's decision

to establish a permanent physical presence in Eoston. First, MEM had concluded

that a large segment of important potential sales would be unavailable to

out-of-state firms such as MEM; thus, a local office was necessary in order to

avoid discrimination in contract awards. Second, the presence of a local office

would be reassuring to potential clients. Third, MBM's ability to handle larger

and longer-tenured contracts would be enhanced if MBM had a local office which

could serve as a base of operations and logistic support.

But McKee maae clear in the memorandum that much of the work acouired from

clients in the Eoston area would still be performed from MBM's New York office

and that the new Boston office should be considered "an organic part of the New

York operation" with "[njothing [being] done to set aside or distinguish Eoston

as a separate entity unless absolutely necessary for the orderly administration

of the Eostcn office." 13

Heyman was anxious to prove himself a capable salesman. Thus, he pursued

both public and private work and sent in regular reports of his activities. The

8 "McKee-Berger-Mansueto , Inc., New York Office - Personnel Listing," dated
February 1970, gives Heyman's "seniority date" as 12/4/59. The company was
formed by McKee, Eerger, and Mansueto on February 18, 1959.

9 Notes of 8/21/80 interview of Martin H. Heyman by Special Commission staff,
at 1-2.

1° Notes of 6/26/79 interview of Martin H. Heyman by Special Commission staff,
at 1.

11 Id.

12 Memorandum dated July 11, 1969 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to "Marty" [Martin
H.] Heyman re: "Boston Office Operations."

1 3 Id. at 2.
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14Commission has had access to some of those reports.

In February or March of 1969, Heyman prepared a chart of decision-makers in

the Massachusetts state government. At the top of the chart was the name of

Donald Dwight, Commissioner of Administration and Finance ("A&F"). Dwight had

assumed that position -- which included the responsibility for selecting

designers and certain kinds of consultants for state buildings -- in January

1969. 6 Dwight was appointed to the position as one of the first acts of

Massachusetts ' s new Acting Governor, Francis W. Sargent. Sargent had been

Lieutenant Governor until Governor John A. Volpe accepted a position in the

1 P
Cabinet of the newly elected President Richard M. Nixon/ L

Although Anthony Mansueto had developed a friendship, or at least an

acauaintanceship , with the former A&F Commissioner, Anthony DeFalco,

Mansueto did not know Dwight. At the bottom of Martin Heyman's chart of

Massachusetts state officials, Heyman wrote (apparently to Mansueto): "Can

former Commissioner DeFalco put in a good word .. .with .. .Dwight ... ?" An

additional note indicated that EEC engineer James J. Cusack had agreed to

introduce Heyman to other EEC employees.

MEM's Attempts to Win a

Contract to Provide a

Management Information System for the EEC

MEM did receive a few small contracts from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

14 E.g. , documents headed "Activity Report of Martin Heyman -- Wk. end.
3/227697" "M. Heyman -- Sales Report -- thru A/5/69."

15 Handwritten document headed "State of Massachusetts -- Administration,"
identified and approximately dated by Heyman in 6/26/79 interview, at 4.

16 Testimony of Donald R. Dwight, P. A. 3/15/78, at 14.

1 7 Id. at 13-14.

18 Id. at 11.

I 5 Notes of 10/10/79 interview of Anthony E. Mansueto by Special Commission
staff, at 1; Heyman 6/26/79 interview, at 3.

20 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 78-79,
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in late 1968 and early 1969. zl
In each of these contracts, MEM apparently was

selected by the project architect, and formal approval was then granted by the

EBC 22

The first significant contract that MEM sought directly from the Commonwealth

seems to have been a contract to prepare a management information system for the

EBC. ^ The contract apparently had the potential of being worth hundreds of

thousands of dollars. In a memorandum apparently written in late February or

early March of 1969, Heyman described the scope of the work as being a study of

procedures, administrative techniques, construction budget preparation, and other

matters, as well as consideration of the possibility of introducing electronic

data processing to the BBC. J

Heyman wrote in the memorandum that it "looks like [the] Commissioner of

Admin. & Finance will reauest proposals." Heyman reported that EBC Director

Horace M. Chase had received unsolicited proposals from MEM and from another firm

named Arcon. Heyman said that he had spoken with an individual from A&F who

21 F

Massa
firm
Insti
459
and M

Archi
dated
Horac
engag
on Ho

or example, MEM received a $26, COO contract from the Commonwealth of
chusetts on October 7, 1968 to perform CPM consulting for the architectural
of Desmond & Lord on the New Public Health Laboratory and Power Plant at the
tute of Laboratories in Jamaica Plain. Contract for Consultant Services No.
ated October 7, 1968, Massachusetts State Project No. H64-1, between the EBC
BM. MBM was hired as cost consultant at a fee of $1,500 for Curtis h Davis
tects on a study of updating buildings and utilities at MCI Norfolk. Letter
February 13, 1969 from Peter R. Stark of Curtis & Davis, Architects, to

e M. Chase, re: "Study ... Norfolk Prison ... No. P-68-5R." MBM was also
ed by Daniel Mann Johnson & Mendenhall ("DMJM") for cost estimating services
lyoke Community College, Mass. State Project No. EJ 68-2.

22 See , e.g. , letter dated July 29, 1969 from BBC Director Horace M. Chase
(signed by Acting BEC Director Walter J. Poitrast) to Daniel Mann Johnson &

Mendenhall ("DMJM") approving DMJM's request to employ MEM for estimating on the
Holyoke Community College project.

23 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 8.

2Zl Since the BBC request for proposals on a management information system
dated April 10, 1969 set the anticipated value of'the contract at $40,000 to

$80,000, and since Donald R. Dwight's letter to James D. Fitzgerald dated May 6,

1969 specified that "the proposal for BEC represents a major step down from what
the agency had originally proposed," it may be inferred that the first BBC
proposal was worth well over $100,000. See text accompanying notes 45-47, infra .

25 Undated memorandum identified by Martin H. Heyman (Heyman 6/26/79
interview, at 5) as being in his handwriting, entitled "Management Info. System
for BEC." This document contains handwritten comments by Anthony E. Mansueto, as
well as the notation "Mtg was held we think on this Thurs. 3/13" (which dates the
document as March 1969).
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"promised that we [MBM] will be invited to propose," but Heyman worried: "Is our

invitation only a c[o]urtesy? Is it possible that some less qualified firms will

be proposing? Is a formal reouest necessary?"

Mansueto, upon reading Heyman's memorandum, wrote some comments across the

bottom of the page: "Mtg was held we think on this Thurs. 3/13." He also wrote,

"3/14 - Called Manzi © his office. Wants us to push for prop[osal]. He will

introd[uce us] to Commissioner."

A meeting with A&F Commissioner Donald R. Dwight was, in fact, arranged, and

it took place less than two weeks later. On March 25, 1969, Manzi introduced

Mansueto and Heyman to Dwight, with whom they discussed the management

2 6information system for the EEC. According to Heyman, Dwight was "very

27
cordial and friendly." Immediately following the meeting with Dwight,

O Q
Mansueto and Heyman met with Dwight 's deputy, Charles E. Shepard.

While in Eoston on March 25, 1969, Mansueto had lunch with EEC engineer

99 7
Cusack. Heyman also attended.'' They discussed not only the management

information system but also a market study that MEM proposed to perform for the

EEC.

Mansueto also had a meeting on March 25, 1969, with William Masiello and

Senator James A. Kelly, Jr 32 Heyman apparently did not attend this

26 Affidavit dated August 23, 1980, executed by Martin H. Heyman in Newton,
Massachusetts, at 2. See also Heyman Sales Activity memorandum dated March 28,
1969; Mansueto diaries for 3/25/69, 3/26/69; Mansueto testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at

68, 78-79.

27 Heyman 8/23/80 affidavit, at 2.

28 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 78. Heyman 3/28/69 Sales Activity
memorandum.

2? Mansueto testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 80. Mansueto pocket diary, 3/25/69.

30 Heyman 3/28/69 Sales Activity memorandum.

31 Heyman Sales Activity memorandum.

32 Mansueto monthly calendar at 3/25/69; see Mansueto testimony, P. A. 6/9/78
at 80.
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meeting, * and it is not clear what the purpose of the meeting was.

Martin Heyman continued to work on the management information system and

market survey proposals. On March 26, 1969, Heyman met with Dr. Richard

deNeufville of M.I.T. regarding the management information system 35 DeNeuf v i 1 1

e

was A&F Commissioner Donald Dwight's consultant and adviser on the proposed

management information system contract." On March 31, 1969, Heyman met with

BBC engineer Cusack about the market study, and Heyman also met with BBC Director

Chase about the management information system.

Apparently, MBM concluded that it was making some progress in its efforts to

obtain significant new business in Massachusetts, because on February 24, 1969,

Mansueto had written in his diary: "Decision re: Boston space, etc.

1 o
(Thinking on it),"" and by April 1, 1969, Heyman's report reflected visits to

39
"many bldgs. for Eoston office w/agent." On April 28, 1969 Mansueto

circulated a memorandum announcing that MBM had arranged to lease a small

33 Heyman's sales activity memorandum does not mention a meeting with William
Masiello or Senator Kelly.

34 Mansueto testified that the meeting was probably related to "the continuing
business of extending MBM's name in front of people." Mansueto testimony, P. A.

6/9/76 at 60.

35 Heyman 3/28/69 sales activity memorandum.

3£ See letter dated May 6, 1969 from Dwight to MBTA construction chief James
D. Fitzgerald; memorandum dated May 5, 1969 from Dwight to Deputy A&F
Commissioner Charles E. Shepard.

3 7 Memorandum from M[artin] Heyman to A[nthony] E. Mansueto, "Sales Report -

thru A/5/69."

36 Mansueto pocket diary for 2/2A/69.

39 Heyman A/5/69 Sales Report.
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L\ n
office on Newbury Street in Boston as of May 1, 1569.

On April 10, 1969 the EEC issued a formal request for proposals for the

management information system. 1 Heyman's sales activity report indicates that

two days later, on Saturday, April 12, 1969, Heyman had lunch with "Sam Flaksman,

Secretary to Governor Sargent." In an interview with Commission staff,

Heyman said that Flaksman was a relative of Heyman's mother's cousin and that the

luncheon was purely social. Heyman stated that he listed the luncheon simply to

make his report look more impressive and that Mansueto -- to whom Heyman sent the

report -- never asked for any follow-up. Heyman did follow up with A&F

Commissioner Dwight whom Heyman telephoned on April 14, 1969 regarding the

management information system.

Cn May 2, 1969, however, an objection was raised to the letting of a large

contract for a management information system for the EEC. James D. Fitzgerald, a

former chairman of the Department of Public Works who in 1969 was in charge of

h 5construction for the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, wrote a

letter to A&F Commissioner Dwight calling the proposed BBC contract "a real waste

of the taxpayers money...." Fitzgerald said that a management information system

was already in use in other state agencies and that the proposed expenditure of

$40,000 to $6C,00C "for just an outline of the work to be done" for the BBC was

unnecessary A6

AC Memorandum dated April 28, 1969 from Anthony E. Mansueto to G[erald] McKee,
Jr. and nine others, re: "New Office - Boston."

41 Bureau of Euilding Construction, Reauest for Proposals dated April 10,
1969, for a study of "Automated] D[ata] Processing] implementation."

42 Memorandum from Martin H. Heyman to Anthony E. Mansueto, entitled "Sales
Activity Week of April 7 [1969]."

43 Heyman 6/26/79 interview, at 17.

44 Heyman "Sales Activity Week of April 7" memorandum.

45 Memorandum dated May 5, 1969 from "DRD" [A&F Commissioner Donald R. Dwight]
to "CES" [Deputy A&F Commissioner Charles E. Shepard].

46 Letter dated May 2, 1969 from James D. Fitzgerald to Donald Dwight,
concerning a management information system for the EEC.
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Dwight responded by letter dated May 6, 1969 in which he wrote that "the

proposal for BBC represents a major step down from what the agency had originally

proposed. " A7 Dwight, however, apparently did pass on Fitzgerald's comments to

ceNeufville for evaluation, and the management information system contract
A Q

was eventually scaled down.

It may be that the reduction of the management information system contract

caused MBM to lose interest in it. In any event, MBM in the summer of 1969

became interested in a vastly larger and more lucrative contract -- the contract

to provide project management services for the new Boston campus of the

University of Massachusetts.

The Commonwealth's Decision to Use
an Outsiae Project Management Firm
on the UMass/Bcston Project

In the spring of 1969, the University of Massachusetts was drafting proposed

legislation for the appropriation and the procedures to govern the construction

of its projected new campus in Boston. The idea of a Boston campus for the

University of Massachusetts had originated at least as far back as the Peabody

administration. Legislation had been passed and was signed into law by then

Governor Feabody on June 18, 1964 authorizing a campus in, or in the vicinity of,

Eoston, for the University of Massachusetts. Classes had started at a

temporary site, the former Boston Gas building on Arlington Street, in the fall

of 1965.' After several years of wrangling about the location of the

permanent site for UMass/Boston , the UMass trustees finally bowed to the

political realities in November 1968 and settled on a sanitary landfill

kl Letter dated May 6, 1969 from Donald R. Dwight to James D. Fitzgerald.

AS See id. and Dwight's 5/5/69 memorandum to Shepard, cited in n. 36, supra .

A9 Memorandum of Approval #69-107 dated June 2, 1969 and sioned by Horace M.

Chase, approved by Donald R. Dwight on June 4, 1969, awarded the contract for a

systems and procedure study to Arcon at a fee not to exceed $9,750.

50 Acts of 1964, c.562.

51 Message dated August 6, 1969 from Acting Governor Francis W. Sargent,
introducing H.5616. Journal of the House, August 1969.
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52
area at Columbia Point in Dorchester. A decision was reached to build the

UMass/Boston campus in two phases. Phase I would encompass six buildings and

site development, at a cost (including site acquisition) of $150 million. Phase

II would follow, costing an additional $200 million.

The pressure to build the UMass/Eoston campus as quickly as possible was

intense The Arlington Street facilities were clearly inadeauate,
54 and

the children born during the post-war "baby boom" were just reaching college

age. Construction costs were rising rapidly, so that every month of delay was

likely to result in hundreds of thousands of dollars of higher costs.

UMass/Boston ' s Director of Planning and Development, Francis E. O'Erien, Jr.,

expressea the financial concerns in a memorandum dated June 9, 1969. Discussing

the proposed budget of $150 million for the first phase of the campus

construction, O'Erien wrote: 56

"The $150,000,000 figure was based on the ability of the
Commonwealth to move a large and complex project more rapidly
than it has ever done before, following a design and
construction schedule that would have the doors of phase 1

buildings open in 1972. The usual design and construction
schedule of the Commonwealth would place an opening date of
phase 1 in 1975. The cost, following the 1975 open cate
schedule, would be approximately $195,000,000. The higher
cost is due solely to escalation of construction cost."

O'Brien then complained that inadequate staffing of the BEC (which would handle

the project) and of the university's own planning and development office would

52 Loring Swaim, "Politics of 60
' s the Backdrop for Development of Scandal,"

Lowell Sun, April 10, 1978. UMass internal memorandum dated February 24, 1978,
entitled "Summary of [UMass] Board of Trustees Involvement with Supervision of
Construction at UM/B," at 1.

53 See , e.g. , letter dated July 18, 1969 from UMass Chancellor Francis L.

Broderick to Board of Higher Education Chancellor Richard Millard.

5A Swaim, "Folitics of 60's," supra n. 52.

55 Eroderick 7/18/79 letter to Millard, supra n. 53.

56 Memorandum dated June 9, 1969 from Francis E, O'Brien, Jr. to UMass/Boston
Chancellor Francis L. Broderick, UMass Treasurer Kenneth w. Johnson, and Deputy
A&F Commissioner Charles E. Shepard, re: "UMass/Boston: Columbia Point Site -

Legislation. "
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make the $195 million price tag -- rather than the $150 million total --

inevitable :

"For the Commonwealth to save about $45,000,000 in
capital outlay, it is necessary to staff the planning office
of the University and the office cf the Eureau of Building
Construction to move the project expeditiously. This has not
been done. Reauests for increase in staff of the planning
office have been cut by University administration and by the
executive office of the Commonwealth; the Eureau of Building
Construction does not have positions that may be assigned only
to this project.

"Given the shortage of staff situation, it is auite
unlikely that the 1972~date and the $150,000,000 budget will
be met. It is more likely that the 1975 date and the
$195,000,000 will occur."

On July 2, 1969, UMass President John W. Lederie wrote to UMass/Eoston

Chancellor Francis L. Broderick, reporting that the UMass board of trustees had

voted on June 30, 1969 to seek a capital outlay of $150 million for Phase I of

UMass/Eoston. Lederie noted that the projected 1972 opening date involved an

"extremely tight schedule" and added that "we are accepting a tremendous

challenge to open at Columbia Point in 1972. If we get the support [of the

Governor and Legislature for the $150 million appropriation] we must deliver."

Lederie suggested that the best way to meet the tight schedule would be through

additional staffing of the EEC, with a special commission as an alternative.

Presumably, a special commission would have been structured on the order of the

Government Center Commission (which had been responsible for many of the

58buildings in the Government Center redevelopment), or, perhaps, on the model

of the UMass Building Authority (which had built several buildings at UMass's

Amherst campus but which was restricted, by law, to self-liauidating buildings

such as dormitories and parking garages).

On July 3, 1969, a wording change in the araft legislation was suggested

which would have enabled the university to bypass the EEC and to avoid some of

the delays that might be inherent in establishing a new special commission. In a

57 Letter dated July 2, 1969, from UMass President John W. Lederie to
Chancellor Francis L. Eroderick, confirming his understanding of the June 30,
1969 trustee action.

58 Acts of 1960, c.635.

55 G.L. c.75 Appendix.
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memorandum to UMass/Boston Chancellor Eroderick, planning director O'Erien

proposea three additional paragraphs that "would permit the University to design,

construct and equip the Columbia Point Campus without recourse to the Bureau of

Building Const ruction .

"

ou The draft legislation would have empowered the UMass

board of trustees directly -- without the EEC or any other agency acting as

intermediary -- to hire the necessary architects, engineers, contractors, and

consultants .

It is not entirely clear how the university expected to manage the massive

effort and to achieve the projected time and cost savings. The model of the

UMass Building Authority, which had constructed some dormitories and other

self-amortizing structures on its own, was not truly applicable, since it hao

operated on a much smaller scale than that proposed for the UMass/Boston

campus. 61 Nor does it appear that planning director C'Brien had any thought,

as of July 1965, of engaging a professional project management firm to oversee

the work. 6z Rather, it seems that O'Brien felt that the mere absence of

BBC-imposed bureaucratic delays ana "red tape," coupled with the hiring of a

few professionals from appropriate disciplines, ' would suffice. (Indeed, even

after the project was well underway, O'Erien repeatedly expressed the view that

the university could have managed the project itself, at far less expense

60 Memorandum dated July 3, 1969 from "Frank" [Francis E.] O'Erien [,Jr.] to

Chancellor F[rancis L.] Broderick, "Subject: U. Mass. Columbia Point Campus
Legislation."

61 The largest project undertaken by the UMass/Euilding Authority as of 1969
was the main buildino of the Campus Center in Amherst with a total project cost
of $11,593,945. Table of UMass Building Authority buildings, prepared by Special
Commission staff. By contrast, the UMass/Eoston campus, with a first phase
costing $150 million and additional phases projected to cost more than $200
million more, was to be the largest project ever undertaken by the
Commonwealth. Swaim, "Politics of 60's," supra n. 52.

62 See O'Brien 7/3/69 memorandum to Broderick.

63 Notes of 5/15/79 interview of Francis E. O'Erien, Jr. by Special Commission
staff , at 6

.

64 Notes of 6/13/80 interview of Francis E. O'Erien, Jr. by Special Commission
staff, at 2.
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than the multi-million dollar fee paid to MEM,.) 65 University officials tried

to persuade government officials that the BBC, as then constituted, was incapable

of handling the job with the necessary speed 66 and that the solution was either

to enlarge the BBC staff or, preferably, to turn the job over to the

university 67

On August 6, 1565, Acting Governor Sargent filed an appropriation bill for

the UMass/Boston project 68 Rather than seeking the full $150 million which

65the university felt was necessary for Phase I of the project, Sargent

decided to ask only for $50 million to cover "the initial stages of construction

of the first phase" of UMass/Boston

.

70

The bill introduced by the Governor did not adopt the language which would

have permitted the university to oversee the entire project itself. On the other

hand, it did attempt to respond to the concern that the EEC could not, without

6 - See e.g. , memorandum dated January 15, 1571, from Frank O'Brien to James
Cusack, "Subject: Columbia Point/Schedule of Building Completion Dates," at 2;
memorandum dated April 3, 1572, from O'Brien to [Deputy A&F] Commissioner [Albert
H. ] Zabriskie , at 1 , 5.

66 Eroderick 7/18/65 letter to Millard, supra n. 53, at 1

67 Id . See also letter dated July 25, 1565 frcm Chancellor Francis L.

Eroderick to Governor Francis W. Sargent.

66 Message dated August 6, 1565 from Acting Governor Francis W. Sargent,
introducing H.5616 of 1565, supra n. 51.

65 Eroderick 7/18/65 letter to Millard supra n. 53, at 2

7C Governor's Message accompanying H. 5616 (Aug. 1565), supra n. 51, at 2. It
may be that the decision to seek only $50 million reflected some degree of
agreement with concerns expressed in a letter dated June 6, 1565 from the
Massachusetts Finance Advisory Board to Sargent and to the Ways & Means Committee
chairmen. In that letter, the board members insisted that the Commonwealth's
large borrowings were "courting financial disaster." Specific mention was made
of the $150 million sought for UMass/Boston. Although the Governor sought, and
the legislature appropriated, only $50 million in 1565, an additional
appropriation of $80 million was made the following year.
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augmentation, handle the project expeditiously. The language proposed
by"the Governor in section 8 of the bill was as follows:

"The executive office for administration and finance
shall establish in the bureau of building construction a

special unit to be assigned exclusively to the planning,
development and supervision of construction of the University
of Massachusetts campus as authorized by this act. The
director of building construction may, with the approval of

the commissioner of administration, temporarily assign any
permanent or temporary employee of said bureau or may employ
such additional professional engineers as may be reauired for
the supervision of the project; provided, that the salaries
and expenses of all such employees during the period of such
assignment shall be paid from funds made available by this
act, "as a part of the cost of the development and construction
of the project. No increase in the number of permanent
positions in said bureau shall be allowed on account of this
act."

In other words, a special EBC unit would be recuired to be set up to expedite the

UMass/Boston project, but it would have to be staffed either with present EPC

employees or by hiring new personnel on a temporary basis. Since the EEC's staff

at that time was already far behind in supervising existing projects, and

since this proposed legislation would not permit the BBC to increase its

permanent staff, the bill would obviously leave only one sensible strategy open

to the BEC: to use as few permanent employees as possible en the UMass/Boston

project, with the rest of the special unit's staff coming from temporary hirings

of new personnel. The bill permitted outside consultants to be hired, provided

that the A&F Commissioner approved their fees. z

It is not clear who made the decisions (a) to reject the university's

suggestion that the university itself manage the project; and (b) to prevent the

BEC from expanding its permanent staff in order to handle the UMass/Bcston

project, which was the largest project ever undertaken by the Commonwealth as

71 p,A. Report at 13. See also minutes of June 30, 1969 meeting of UMass
board of trustees, cited in 2/24/78 Summary of Board of Trustees Involvement,
supra n . 52

.

72 H.5616, App. A, section 9, supra n. 51.
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well as a project where time was of the essence. Nor is it clear why these

decisions were made.

The Sargent-filed bill was passed by the Legislature on August 24, 1969. The

provisions about the special EBC unit and the use of consultants were passed

almost exactly as Sargent had proposed. ^ Governor Sargent signed the bill

into law on August 29, 1969. 7A

Although the UMass/Boston appropriation bill encouraged the BBC to use

outsiders to help coordinate and supervise the UMass/Eoston project, the BBC

could have chosen to hire individuals from various specialities rather than to

hire a single project management firm. Exactly how, when, and by whom the

decision was made to use an outside firm is not entirely clear.

Walter J. Foitrast, then the Acting BEC Director, has testified that he

decideo to use outsiders because he wanted to divert as little EEC manpower as

possible from other projects. Poitrast said that the idea to use a single

cutside firm was either suggested to him by UMass/Boston planning director

O'Brien or arrived at jointly during discusssions between Poitrast and

C

'

Erien 76

72 The only chanae was the deletion of the explicit permission for the BBC
director to employ "additional professional engineers." It is not clear why that

language was removed.

7A Acts of 1969, c.898 at 961-962.

75 Testimony of Walter J. Poitrast, P. A. 3/7/78 at 7-8.

76 id. at 8-9.
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Although O'Brien has not testified on that subject, there is documentation

from 1565 that appears to corroborate Poitrast's recollection. Cn August 29,

1965 -- the day on which Acting Governor Sargent signed the UMass/Boston

appropriation bill -- O'Erien wrote to Poitrast (in a letter directed to the

attention of BBC employee Joseph Surette) urging that a "coordinating designer"

be hired "to assure coordination of design of site and buildings, to handle

consultant contracts such as those for borings which all designers will need, and

to keep design and construction on schedule and within the overall

budget...." 77 O'Brien appended a suggested Pequest For Proposals ("RFP").

That document called for wide-ranging services involving many different

disciplines :

"General site development of campus site of approximately 7C

acres. Consists of excavation & rough fill, all utility
mains, main entry road, service and construction roads,
general topographic survey and soil boring data.

"Phase I of the campus consists of six buildings with
ancillary facilities.... Coordination for all University-wide
circulation, services and facilities will be reauired. Also
required will be supervision and coordination of work
progress...."

78
For these multifarious services, O'Brien listed an "estimated construction

cost" of $14, 290, GOO and a total "appropriation allocation" of $15,400,000.

G'Brien's draft was adopted by the Designer Selection Board and incorporated

79
verbatim into the DSB's Request For Proposals issued on September 23, 1969.

77 Letter dated August 29, 1969 from Francis E. O'Brien, Jr. to BBC

Director Walter J. Poitrast (to the attention of Joseph Surette).

78
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MEM's Initial Awareness of the Potential
UMass/Eoston Project Management Contract

It appears that MBM first heard about the potential UMass/Eoston project

management contract late in August of 1969, at a time when the appropriation bill

either had just been passed by the Legislature or was about to be passed by the

80Legislature. This conclusion results from two considerations: (1) documents

written by Heyman in 1969, and (2) the lack of any documentary references --

either in Mansueto's diaries, Heyman's reports, or elsewhere -- indicating

earlier awareness by anyone from MBM of a potential project management contract

for UMass/Eoston

.

The first mention of the UMass/Eoston project contained in any MEM document

available to the Commission appears in an "InQuiry Notice and Contact Report"

dated August 27, 1969 ana filed by Martin Heyman. Heyman submitted such reports

to Mansueto in order to alert the MBM "home office" in New York of significant

p i

new contracts that Heyman had learned about and decided to pursue. Heyman

usually submitted such a report when he made the first contact in reference to a

significant contract; follow-up reporting normally was done by less formal

P c
means .

The August 27, 1969 report reflected a meeting at Eoston's City Hall with

David Weiner, then the assistant director of operations and public services for

the Boston Redevelopment Authority ("ERA"). Although the purpose of Heyman's

meeting with Weiner apparently was to discuss services that MEM could provide for

the BRA, Heyman noted that Weiner "will call Frank O'Brien -- head of planning at

UMass Boston -- for mtg on Columbia Ft. Project."

On September 8, 1969 Heyman met with O'Brien and with O'Brien's assistant,

80 MBM Vice President Anthony Mansueto recalled having heard about the
potential UMass/Eoston project management contract as early as the spring of 1969
(Mansueto testimony, 5 M/M 2/16/79 at 97-98); but his memory appears incorrect,
for the reasons discussed in this section.

el Id. at 152-155.

82 Id. at 155.

82 Inquiry Notice and Contact Report dated August 27, 1969, initialed M.H.H.
[Martin H. Heyman].
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Willard W. Prince. Heyman sent an Inquiry Notice and Contact Report about

this meeting to Mansueto. The wording of the report suggests that Heyman had not

a 5
previously filed such a report about the UMass/Boston project. In the

September 8, 1969 report, Heyman wrote:

"[The] Legislature in providing funds [for the UMass/Boston
project] stipulated that: (1) project must come under supervision
of EBC + (2) that BBC must set aside personnel to work on this
project only, that they may utilize temp, personnel and utilize
outside services.

"UMass would prefer direct control of the prcject. Failing that,
they have requested the BBC to issue RFP's for architects for
the] six bldgs. in Ph[ase] I plus coordinating
arch[ itect ]/eng[ ineer] who will design site utilities, civil,
review arch[ itect ]* s concepts + tie together, and utilize
scheduling, cost control, etc. during design + construction."

In his report, Heyman also explained the possible fee: "Phase I allocation

for coordinating and control eng/arch is 15.3 M [of which the] estimated

construction value to be designed [is] 14.2 M [leaving a] fee remaining [of]

1.1M for Phase I." This relates two numbers contained in the suggested RFP

that O'Erien had sent to Foitrast and Surette of the BBC on August 29, 1969.

O'Brien had listed an "appropriation allocation" of $15,400,000 and an

"estimated construction cost" of $14 , 290 , 000

.

86 After discussing the

UMass/Boston project with O'Brien, Heyman understood the fee for the project

management work, as such, to be approximately $1,110,000 ( i.e. , the difference

between $15,400,000 and $14,290,000); the site development and other related

work would consume the other $14 , 290 , 000

.

87

8Z
* Inquiry notice and contact report dated September 8, 1969, initialed M.H.H.

[Martin H. Heyman], marked "To: A.E.M. [Anthony E. Mansueto]."

85 Heyman testified to the Post Audit Subcommittee that he "ha[d] a feeling
that there was probably an earlier [report]" that he filed about the UMass/Eoston
project. Heyman testimony, P. A. 3/22/78 at 155. He gave no reason for that
"feeling", and perhaps he was thinking about the report he had filed about his
meeting with Weiner -- which was not made available to the Post Audit
Subcommittee, so far as the Commission can determine. Also, despite Heyman's
testimony to the Post Audit Subcommittee (Heyman testimony, P. A. 3/6/78 at 5-6)
that he had many meetings with O'Brien and Prince before the formal RFP was
issued on September 23, 1969, O'Erien and Prince remember only this meeting with
Heyman. Notes of 6/13/80 interview of Francis E. O'Brien, Jr. by Special
Commission staff, at 3. Notes of 5/6/79 interview of Willard W. Prince by
Special Commission staff, at 3.

86 O'Brien 8/29/69 letter to Poitrast supra n. 77.

87 Heyman 8/21/80 interview.
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Thus, UMass/Boston was seeking a "coordinating architect /pro ject manager" --

which it felt could be a single firm -- yet MEM was aualified at most for the

much smaller part of the total contract. ° Unless the "coordinating

architect/project manager" contract were to be divided into two separate

contracts, therefore, MBM would presumably have been ineligible to bid for it on

its own.

There was, however, a way in which MBM could submit a bid for the project

management work, even if the contract were not split into two parts: by

participating in a joint venture with a firm which was capable of doing the

design, engineering, and contracting for the site development, while MBM could do

the project management. MBM had participated in a joint venture in Thailand with

an architectural/engineering firm named Seelye Stevenson Value & Knecht

Q C
("SSVK"), and Heyman suggested a similar joint venture for the UMass/Boston

project. In his September 8, 1969 report to Mansueto, Heyman wrote, in the space

for "follow up or action to be taken," that a "mtg. will be scheduled with Walter

Foitrast cf EBC to determine if RFP will be sent. If so will he entertain a

proposal from us. Presumably MBM/SSVK J/V [joint venture]."

Issuance of the Formal
Reouest for Proposals
by the Designer Selection Board

MBM salesman Heyman met with Acting BBC Director Walter Poitrast on

on
September 18, 1969. According to Heyman's written report of the meeting, the

"project(s) discussed" were:

"Use of a more formal estimating procedure for archts under
BEC commissions with special emphasis on UMass Columbia Point
as a pilot program. He likes the IBA approach.

"Briefly discussed Phase II of the ADF program which we bid in

the spring. He says we are still considered."

88 _I_d. See also n. 78, supra .

89 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 134-135.

90 Inquiry Notice and Contact Report dated September 18, 1969, initialed
M.H.H. [Martin H. Heyman]; see letter dated September 24, 1969 from Martin H.

Heyman to Francis E. O'Erien, Jr., concerning project management.
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Heyman noted that MEM was currently doing work for the BBC 9 ^ and that Poitrast

"says he likes to use outside consultants (unlike his predecessor)." Although

Heyman expressed "doubt [that Poitrast] will make many innovative moves until he

becomes permanent director [of the BBC]," Heyman wrote that "we [MBM] will submit

cualif ications to the Designer Selection Board by Cct. 7 for program [ sic ]

management services on UMass (Columbia Point)."

A project management firm apparently could have been chosen for UMass/Boston

without the participation of the DSE. Poitrast testified to the Post Audit

Subcommittee in 1978 that he could have made a selection (for ratification by the

9 T
A&F Commissioner) without seeking the guidance of the DSE. Poitrast said,

however, that he chose to utilize the DSB because "it was a large contract, a

large responsibility, [and] I had decided that it should go through the

Design[er] Selection Eoard in order to use the expertise of the Eoard in helping

me select ... three firms."

On September 23, 1969 the DSB issued a formal RFP for "coordination and

administration of Phase I of new campus, engineering design and limited

architectural design, bid plans and specifications, and supervision of

9 ^
construction." The description of the scope of work was verbatim what Frank

O'Erien of the UMass/Eoston planning office had suggested on August 29,

1969. 56 The DSB stated that it had not preaualified the category of designer

that might be considered for the project, and it added that it was reserving its

statutory right to recommend to the A&F Commissioner that the contract be

subdivided between a project management firm and an architectural/engineering

firm.

51 Heyman 9/18/69 inquiry notice and contact report.

92 P. A. Report, at 15.

93 Poitrast testimony, P. A. 3/21/78 at 9.

54 id.

55 Cesianer Selection Board List Number 70-1 Item 20, public notice dated
September 23, 1969, at 1.

96 O'Erien 8/29/69 letter to Poitrast.
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97
The RFP called for applications to be received by October 7, 1969,

The day after the RFP was issued, MBM salesman Heyman wrote to Frank O'Brien

of UMass/Boston thanking O'Erien for the ' Brien-Prince-Heyman meeting earlier in

the month and expressing MEM's intention to submit a proposal for the

C Q

UMass/Eoston management contract.

MEM, along with approximately fifty (50) other firms, submitted a

proposal before the October 7, 1969 deadline. On October 8, 1969 the DSE decided

to exercise its option to split the contract into two contracts -- one for

project management, and the other for site development. The site

development contract -- by far the larger of the two -- was awarded on October

27, 1969 to Charles T. Main, Inc. The Commission has not looked into that

contract, and it will not be considered further in this report.

97 DSE List Number 70-1 Item 20, supra n. 95.

98 Heyman 9/24/69 letter to O'Brien supra n. 90.

95 List of firms responding to Project U67-4 #2, Item 20, prepared for

Designer Selection Eoard Meeting of October 15, 1969.

100 see minutes of UMass/Boston Planning and Development Committee meeting of

OctobiTr
-
10, 1969, at 1, containing a report about the October 8, 1969 DSB

meeting. (Minutes of the DSB's 65th regular meeting of October 8, 1969 did not

record this decision.)

101 Letter dated October 27, 1969 from Donald R. Dwight to Walter Poitrast,
concerning the appointment of certain designers.
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MBM's Decision to

Have Former Governor
Endicott Peabody Assist
in MBM's Efforts to
Obtain tne UMass/Boston Contract

The UMass/Boston project management contract was extraordinarily attractive

to MBM. In addition to the large fee, M8M was interested in the visibility ana

orestiqe l
: kely to result from winning this first major project management

contract to be awarded by any governmental agency in the United States. iU"2

MBM's officers recognized that certain realities had to be confronted if MBM

were to have any realistic chance of winning the UMass/Boston contract. First,

although MBM had opened a small office on Newbury Street in Boston, MBM still was

basically a New York company. It recognized that preference mignt well oe given

to Massachusetts firms or firms oerceived as having permanent and substantial

stakes in Massachusetts.^-5 Second, although MBM may have been one of tne

first firms to conceive of linking various services into a single package of

"proiect management services, "104 MBM did not have much of a track record in

providing the full panoply of comprehensive project management services on a

single proiect.- 05 In fact, McKee has testified that "no one had" offered tne

entire oackaae o f services on a single project before the Columbia Point

Dro ; ect . 1° 6 Moreover. MBM was not equipped to handle the UMass/Boston project

with its present staff: it would have to hire most of the employees that would oe

necessary if it won the job.- ^ Finally, MBM was aware of tne political tinge

102 McKee testimony. So. Comm. 6/26/80 at 8.

103 Heyman testimony, P. A. 3/6/78 at 24-25.

104 McKee testimony, P. A. 3/22/78 at 11-17. During McKee's testimony before
the Special Commission, Commissioner Walter J. McCarthy suggested that project
manaaement was already widely used in the private sector as of 1969. See S p

.

Cornm" 6/26/80 at 26-30.

105 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 34.

106 McKee testimony, 6 DiC 2/1/77 at 80-81.

107 See MBM oersonnel listing, corporate headquarters and New YorK office,
dated November 10, 1969: BBC memorandum dated December 17, 1969 from Edmund
McAdam to 0esign[er] Selection Board, concerning tne selection of a project
manaaement consultant for UMass/Boston, at 2.
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to contract awarding in Massachusetts. Frank Masiello had discussed the

political realities with Mansueto and made the necessary political introductions

for Mansueto during both the Peabody administration and the Volpe

admin ist rat ion . 108 g u t although Mansueto had been introduced to Albert

Manzi,109 and although Manzi had been a power in the Volpe administration ,

HO

Manzi's oosition may have been viewed as somewhat tenuous in mia-1969, since

Acting Governor Sargent was replacing many of Volpe's Key people with individuals

closer to Sargent. H

MBM's disadvantages of (a) being from Ne/v York, (b) being small and

relatively inexperienced in the field, and (c) not clearly having top-level

political connections to the Sargent administration were accentuated because of

the nature of the UMass/Boston project management contract. Here */as a contract

in a field that was so newH-2 that even the Designer Selection Board was

unclear about the nature of the services reguired, as indicated in the DSB's

ill-defined Request For Proposals. 1^ The contract promised to De extremely

lucrative, and there was virtually no upper limit on its potential size: it was

not an "architectural" contract, so the statutory table of fees for architects

did not apDlv,H4 nor was it a general -contractor-type "construction" contract,

so the "lowest responsible bidder" law was not applicable . H^ Moreover, tnere

were no established criteria by which performance under the contract by the

winning firm would be measured; it would be responsibility of the architects,

108 See discussion in Chapter III, supra .

109 Id.

110 Id_. See also the section on A New Campus for Holyoke Community College,
elsewhere in this Final Report.

111 Notes of 1/6/80 interview of M. Joseph Stacey by Special Commission staff,
at tx.

112 McKee testimonv, 7 OiC 2/2/77 at 30, 40.

113 See discussion supra .

1U Testimony of Walter J. Poitrast, P. A. 2/15/78 at 122-123.

115 G. L. c . 149 s. 44A.
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engineers, and contractors to design and build the university so that it

Functioned adequately, 116 and the only clearly defined assignment for the

project manager 117 would be to assist in meeting a schedule that virtually

everyone agreed was unattainable 11 ^ -- and for which there would be no penalty

;o the project manager if it were not met. 11 ^ In sum, if there were ever a

:ontract that could be awarded and even have its fee set on a purely

jiscretionarv basis, this was it.

It was in this context that MBM engaged former Governor Endicott Peabody to

issist in MBM ' s efforts to win the UMass/Boston project management contract.

3eabodv knew both Acting Governor Sargent and A&F Commissioner Donald Dwight,

laving appointed both to be Commissioners of the Department of Public Works in

L964.
1 20 He also knew officials at the University of Massachusetts and at the

3BC," the agencies whose votes would be most powerful on tne Designer

Selection Board -- the hurdle that would have to be cleared in order for a firm

:o be among those eligible to be selected by A&F Commissioner Dwight.

It is not completely clear just how MBM and Peabody actually came together in

1969. Frank Masiello told the Commission that he remembered hearing from Peabody

in earlv 1969 that Peabody was representing MBM. ^2 Masiello aated tne

:onversation by reference to Masiello's retaining Peabody for an unrelated matter

in February 1969. ^3 Masiello recalled the conversation as occurring in

rebruary or earlv March 1969 during lunch following a meeting in Peabody's

Washington office. 1^

116 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 4-6.

117 Id. at 5.

118 Poitrast testimony, P. A. 2/15/78 at 113-116.

119 id. at 114.

120 Sarqent testimony, P. A. 6/7/78 at 53-54; Testimony of Donald R. Dwight,
P. A. 3/15/78 at 5-7; Testimony of Endicott Peabody, 8 DiC 2/3/77 at 60; Sp . Comm.
6/19/80. at 101.

121 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 9-13.

122 Notes of 2/7/80 interview of Frank R. Masiello by Special Commission
staff, at 11.

123 Id. at 10-11. Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 21-22.

124 Frank Masiello 2/7/80 interview, at 11-12.
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However, the earliest MBM document available to the Commission making

reference to the Peabody law firm is a memorandum from Anthony Mansueto to Gerald

McKee. dated Julv 1, 1969. 125 In the memo, Mansueto related a telephone

conversation he had had that morning with Jeremiah Lambert. Lamoert was a

Washington. D.C. lawyer whom MBM had engaged in 1968 to help MBM in regard to

federal contracts . 126 Mansueto reported that Lambert was considering joining

the law firm of "Peaoody (former Governor of Massachusetts)" out that Lamoert

"did not know whether he would join this office and would not know for three or

pour weeks." There was no indication in Mansueto's memo whether MBM had already

retained or was planning to retain Peabody personally if Lambert did not join

Peabodv ' s f ; cm.

On Julv 17, 1969, Lambert wrote directly to McKee that "[it] now seems very

likely [that] I [will] join the Peabody firm.... I would expect that I will join

my new firm by August 18, [1969]. "127 Finally, on August 20, 1969, Lamoert

wrote a letter to McKeel28 which said, in part:

"As Tony [Mansueto] and I discussed today, I have completed
arrangements for joining mv new law firm, which will be known
as Peabody, Rivlin, Kelly, Cladouhos and Lambert. I expect to
join the firm officially as of September 1....

"I also mentioned to Tony that Endicott Peabody might be of
great help to MBM, particularly in Massachusetts and with
regard to federal government matters. I would very much hope
that. ..we can continue our relationship after I join my new
firm. "

Lambert did join Peabody's firm on September 1, 1969.129 Approximately

three weeks later, MBM learned that Massachusetts had definitely decided to use

an outside Droject management firm, at a substantial fee, in connection with the

UMass/Boston project. Peabody began working actively to try to help MBM win the

UMass/Boston contract about one week after that.

125 Memorandum dated July 1, 1969 from Anthony E. Mansueto to Gterald] McKee,
[Jr.] re: "Telephone conversation with Jerry Lambert."

126 Testimony of Jeremiah D. Lambert, Sp. Comm. 6/18/80 at 7-9.

127 Letter dated July 17, 1969 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Gerald McKee, [Jr.]

128 Letter dated August 20, 1969 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Gerald McKee, Jr.

129 Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/7/78 at 98.
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The Fee Arrangement
between MBM and the Peabody Firm

Contemporaneous documents-'- -50
- and testimony of Jeremiah Lambert-^!

indicate that MBM's initial agreement with the Peabody law firm (effective

September 1, 19691 called for MBM to pay a retainer of $800 per month, plus

reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses ( e.g . , travel, postage, photocopying)

incurred on MBM's behalf by the Peabody firm. This was a continuation of the fee

arrangement that had existed between MBM and Lambert's prior firm. 132

A special fee agreement was superimposed on top of the $800 monthly retainer,

however, to compensate the Peabody firm for assistance in regard to the

UMass/Boston contract. Although MBM continued to pay a monthly retainer, MBM

also agreed to pay to the Peabody firm a percentage of wnatever MBM ultimately

received f rom the Commonwealth on the UMass/Boston contract. 133 Pursuant to

that agreement, MBM paid $22,500 to the Peabody firm for help in obtaining the

UMass/Boston contract for MBM. 134

The precise fee arrangement between MBM and the Peabody firm was a suoject

that the Post Audit $ubcommittee considered impprtant and was unable to

resolve. 1^5 since the matter has significant ramifications, the Commission

continued the inquirv that the Post Audit Subcommittee had begun into the

matter. Rather than interrupt the present narrative relating to MBM's

acquisition of the UMass/Boston contract, the detailed discussion of the evidence

relating to the Peabody ' s firm's fee is not contained here bur. instead will oe

found in Appendix A following this Final Report on MBM.

130 Statements dated September 30, 1969, October 31, 1969, November 25, 1969,
December 26, 1969 from the Peabody law firm to MBM; memorandum dated Decemoer 26,
1969 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to "Jack" [presumably MBM comptroller Jack
Lifschitz].

131 Testimony of Jeremiah D. Lambert, Sp. Comm. 6/18/80 at 25-28.

132 Id. at 25-26.

133 Memorandum dated February 17, 1970 from "Gov. Peabody" to "Mr. Lambert,"
re: "MBM Fee - University of Massachusetts."

134 Letter dated June 7, 1978 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Charles R. Nesson.

135 See , e.g. , letter dated June 6, 1978 from Charles R. Nesson [counsel to
the Post Audit Subcommittee] to Morris Goldings [counsel to Peabody-Lamoert ]

.
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The October 1, 1969 Meeting of
Peabody and MBM's Officers Regarding
the UMass/Boston Contract

The first meeting of Endicott Peabody with MBM officials regarding the

UMass/Boston contract apparently took place on October 1, 1969 -- one weeK after

the Designer Selection Board issued the Request for Proposals. The Peabody-MBM

meeting took place in New York and was attended by Peabody, Lambert, McKee , and

Mansueto . - 36

McKee described for Peabody the types of work that MBM had done in the past

and was hooing to do in the future. With that background, McKee explained the

significance of the proposed UMass/Boston project management contract and the

opportunity it could represent for MBM. -37 McKee then expressed his concern

that the contract might not be awarded solely on the merits. McKee feared that

MBM might be at a disadvantage because MBM was not well Known in

Massachusetts.^ 8 Accordingly, McKee asked Peabody, a former Governor of

Massachusetts, to speak to people involved with the contract award process to

insure that MBM's application would be taken seriously .- 39

Peabody knew, according to his own testimony, that a firm seeking a state

contract in Massachusetts could enhance its chances by making or pledging to make

significant "contributions" to Doliticians in power. 1A0 This was, in Peabody's

view, perfectly proper and even commendable. But Peabody testified to tne

Commission that he did not discuss this with MBM in 1969 because 1969 was not a

Gubernatorial election year. I*12

136 Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/7/78 at 98.

137 Id. at 98-101.

138 Id. at 100-101.

139 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 26; P. A. 3/7/78 at 101

140 Peabodv testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 10-14.

Ul Id. at 10-11.

142 Id. at 154-156.
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In anv event, Peabody agreed to help MBM in its attempt to win the

UMass/Boston contract. 1^3 On October 2, 1969 -- the day after the New Yotk

session -- Peabody met in Boston with people associated witn UMass and with

officials of the state Bureau of Building Construction ("BBC"). To put those

meetings into oerspective, it may be helpful first to consider the roles of UMass

and the BBC in the contract award process.

The Formal Procedure by Which
the UMass/Boston Project Management
Contract Was to Be Awarded

State building-related contracts in Massachusetts were awarded by three

different procedures in 1969, with the type of contract determining the procedure

applied: (1) For architectural contracts, competing firms were screened by the

state's Designer Selection Board ("DSB") which then chose three finalists and

forwarded those firms' names to the Commissioner of Administration & Finance

f"A&F"l who selected the winner. 144 The winning architect's fee was normally

set bv the rather mechanical process of consulting a statutorily mandated fee

schedu ] e which determined the amount of the fee based upon the type and estimated

construction cost of the building. (2) For construction contracts, a "lowest

resoons'ble bidder" system was used. The detailed plans ana specifications

prepared by the architects were made available to interested contractors who then

submitted bids. Whichever gualified contractor submitted the lowest bid received

the contract. 1^5 (3) Engineers and other consultants were generally selected by

143 Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/7/78 at 101; Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 24

H4 G.L. c. 7 s. 30B.

145 G.L. c. 149 s . 44A.



the BBC, often upon the architects' recommendation. Their fees were negotiated

and had to be aoproved by the A&F Commissioner. 146

Massachusetts had never used project management on a state building project

as of 1969. Thus, there may have been some doubt about which contract-awarding

procedure was aoprooriate for the UMass/Boston project management contract.

Although the BBC apparently could have awarded the contract directly as a

consulting contract, 1- 47 Acting BBC Director Walter J. Poitrast did not make the

selection himself. Instead, the DSB-A&F procedure established for architect

selection was used. 148 Thus, the choice of the UMass/Boston project manager

was made directly by A&F Commissioner Donald R. Dwight from among three finalists

designated bv the DSB.

The Designer Selection Board in 1969 involved seven participants. The

Governor appointed five members, of whom two had to be architects and two

engineers. A sixth participant was the BBC Director who served ex officio and

had a vote. The seventh spot was more fluid, being filled in regard to any

particular contract bv a representative from the "user agency" for the contract

in guestion -- i.e. ,
the agency for which the project was to be built. 149

After the DSB was orovided with a contract description by the BBC, it would

advertise the contract bv means of a Reguest for Proposals ("RFP"), attempt --

without anv staff or budget -- to screen the applicants, and then select three

finalists.

Although the seven DSB participants had egual voting power, 150 they normally

146 G.L. C.29 S.29A.

147 Poitrast testimony, P. A. 3/21/78 at 9,

U8 _Ip\

149 G.L. c. 7 s . 30B.

150 Id.
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did not have equal interest or information. The user agency and the BBC would

have to work with the contract winners and live with the buildings produced.

Accordingly, the user agency and the BBC often took it upon themselves to gather

information about the firms applying for contracts. Since the other DSB members

had no direct stake in the projects and had no support staff to develop detailed

indeoendent data, they normally voted to include at least the first choice of the

B8C and the first choice of the user agency among the three finalists. Indeed,

this was virtually always their practice. 151

Thus the two votes that really "mattered" on the DSB were those of (1) the

use r agencv -- in this case the University of Massachusetts -- and (2) the BBC.

And the DSB "hurdle" had to be surmounted if a firm were to have a chance of

being selected by the A&F Commissioner.

These facts oresented problems for MBM, since MBM was not in a particularly

strong position with either the BBC or the University of Massachusetts. MBM nad

received only a few small cost-estimating contracts through the BBC. 152

Moreover, the only BBC official who had been cultivated to any degree by M8M (via

Mansueto"! was James Cusackl53 and, although it had oeen widely expected that

Cusack would become BBC Director, 154 he had recently lost out to Walter

151 See P. A. Reoort, at 16.

152 See "Partial List of MBM Contracts in Massachusetts - Public & Private
1964-1969," prepared by Commission Staff from MBM job cards, introduced as McKee
Exhibit 2A, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 21.

153 See discussion in Chapter III, supra .

154 Id.
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Poitrast. 155 To make matters even worse for MBM in this regard, Poitrast was

bitter that Frank Masiello had supported Cusack for BBC Director, 156 anc] Frank

Masiello was well known at the BBC as MBM's earlv sponsor. 157 a s f or uMass,

MBM aooarently had not done any prior work for UMass (not even on the Amherst

campus"1

, and when MBM salesman Martin Heyman met on September 8, 1969 with UMass

planning officials Franc's O'Brien and Willard Prince, they simply referred

Heyman to the BBC. 153

Fortunately for MBM, Endicott Peabody knew officials at both the BBC and the

University of Massachusetts, since Peabody had dealt with both institutions when

Peabody was Governor of Massachusetts. And on October 2, 1969 -- the day after

Peabodv's meeting with McKee and Mansueto in New York -- Peabody introduced

Mansueto and Hevman to representatives of UMass and of the BBC.

Peabodv's Earlv Contacts
With UMass Officials

On October 2, 1969, Endicott Peabody introduced MBM's Mansueto and Heyman to

two people connected with the University of Massachusetts. They met over lunch

at Locke-Ober's in Boston. 159 The people connected with UMass were Morris M.

Goldings, counsel to the UMass 8uilding Authority, and Robert D. Gordon, a

155 Poitrast was named Acting Director on September 2, 1969 and Director on
December 5, 1969. See letter dated December 5, 1969 from Donald R. Dwight to
Francis W. Sargent, requesting approval of the appointment of Poitrast as BBC
Di rector .

156 Notes of 1/2/80 interview of William V. Masiello Py Special Commission
staff, at 12; see notes of 5/8/79 interview of Willard W. Prince by Special
Commission staff; Heyman 6/26/79 interview at 4.

15 7 See notes of 7/24/79 interview of Anthony E. Mansueto by Special
Commission staff, at 1.

153 See discussion supra .

159 Mansueto pocket diary 10/2/69; Heyman testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 102.
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trustee of the University who had been appointed to that position oy Peaoody when

Peabody was Governor. 160

During the luncheon meeting on October 2, 1969 Peabody spent some time

speaking on MBM * s behalf. Peabody's performance convinced MBM salesman Heyman

that Peabodv would be a strong advocate for MBM. I 61

Gordon and Goldings were friendly ana said they would make others at UMass

aware of MBM's interest and services. 162 They pointed out, however, that they

would not be directlv involved in the decision-making process. Accordingly, they

suggested that Peabody see William R. ("Roy") Hamilton, Jr., the UMass/Boston

Vice Chancellor who had been designated to serve as the voting representative of

UMass on the Designer Selection Board. 163

Shortlv after the October 2, 1969 lunch, Peabody obtained a copy of tne

minutes of the Seotember 1969 meeting of the UMass Board of Trustees' Committee

on Buildings & Grounds at which the Committee had decided to recommend that

Hamilton be desiqnated as the University's voting representative to the DSB on

matters relating to UMass/Boston. On the top of the first page of the document,

in what aopears to be Peabody's handwriting, is the notation "Roy Hamilton UM

Boston" with a box drawn around it. According to Peabody, these minutes and the

minutes of at least one other such meeting were furnished to him by Rooert

Gordon. 164 Gordon, in an interview with Commission staff, denied giving these

or other internal UMass documents to Peabody. -65

160 Testimony of Endicott Peabody, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 43.

161 Heyman testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 104-105.

162 Notes of 6/26/79 interview of Martin H. Heyman oy Special Commission
staff, at 7-8.

163 Notes of 10/3/78 interview of Morris M. Goldings by Special Commission
staff at 3; Minutes of Meeting of [University of Massachusetts] Committee on

Buildings and Grounds: September 18, 1969, at 2.

164 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 42-43.

165 Notes of 8/9/79 interview of Robert D. Gordon by Special Commission staff,
at 2.
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Peabody sent copies of the minutes to Mansueto. In a cover letter dated

October 7, 1969, Peabody cautioned Mansueto to "treat the minutes as

confidential." 166 Peabodv also wrote:

"I am glad we had lunch together last Wednesday and Thursday.
It was important for you to meet Robert Gordon, a trustee of
the University, and Morris Goldings, who is counsel for the
State College Building Authority and the University of
Massachusetts Building Authority."

The Commission has no evidence o f any direct meetings between Peaoody (or MBM

salesmen) and Hamilton. However, Peabody did have further contact with Gordon

before the award of the UMass/Boston contract to M8M. i67 As discussed below,

UMass eventuallv did give MBM its first-place vote in the D5B balloting for

UMass/Boston project manager.

Peabodv's Earlv Contacts
With BBC Officials

On October 2, 1969 (the same day as the Gordon-Goldings meeting) Endicott

Peabody accompanied MBM salesman Heyman -- and possibly also Mansueto 16 ^

to a meeting with Acting BBC Director Walter Poi trast .

^

6 ^ Heyman had -- just

two weeks earlier -- met with Poitrast and discussed the UMass/Boston

contract. 1
- 70 And Poitrast had already approved MBM for some small estimating

contracts . ^
71

According to Heyman, the meeting began with Peabody explaining to Poitrast

that Peabodv was representing M8M. Peabody then deferred to Heyman (and possibly

166 Letter dated October 7, 1969 from Endicott Peabody to Anthony E. Mansueto.

167 See discussion infra . Gordon told the Commission that he had no
recollection of such contacts. See Gordon 8/9/79 interview at 1, 3.

168 The appointment appeared in Mansueto's pocket diary, with a notation
changing it from 2 PM to 4 PM . Mansueto pocket calendar for 10/2/69. But
neither Mansueto nor the other participants recalled Mansueto's presence.
Mansueto testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 86; Poitrast testimony, P. A. 3/21/78 at 50;
s°e letter dated October 7, 1969 from Endicott Peabody to Anthony E. Mansueto.

169 Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/7/78 at 101; Poitrast testimony, P. A. 3/21/78 at
50.

170 See discussion supra .

171 See discussion suora.
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Mansueto), who engaged in more substantive discussion .

1

7 2

Heyman felt that Peabody's presence served at least one useful purpose:

imparting "stature" and "clout" to MBM.I 73 Heyman further testified that MBM

needed all the help it could get. According to Heyman, it would have been

difficult for MBM to win the UMass/Boston contract on merit alone for three

reasons: CI) the eminence of certain other firms (Turner Construction Company and

Jackson & Morelandl that had applied for the contract; (2) the fact that the

competing firms had been established far longer in Massachusetts; and (3) the

problem of adequately conveying the technical aspects of the services that MBM

was offering. l 7/t

Peabodv had further contact with Poitrast. On October 27, 1969 Peabody spoke

again with Poitrast on MBM's behalf. ^75 Two days later, Peabody wrote a letter

to Poitrast's administrative assistant, Frederick J. Kussman. In addition to

being a 3BC official, Kussman also served as executive secretary of the Designer

Selection Board. •'- 7 ^ Peabodv's letter to Kussman^- 77 began:

"Dear Fred: When I was in Boston last, I attempted to reach
you unsuccessfully. I hope tnat we can get together when I

come to Boston again very shortly."

After mentioning that MBM had "a very impressive record" and was "extremely

anxious" to be considered for the UMass/Boston project, Peabody concluded the

letter by congratulating the BBC for handling an increased workload with a staff

not much larger "than the [staff] which existed when I was Governor." The letter

was signed "Chub Peabody." A blind copy of the letter, signed "Chub," was sent

to Anthony Mansueto, who forwarded copies to Jack Thomas and Martin Heyman. A

copy o p the oriqinal signed letter was also sent to Gerald McKee, who forwarded

copies to Mansueto and Heyman.

On November 13, 1969 Peabody met in Boston with Poitrast and Kussman. I- 78

Peabodv telephoned his partner Jeremiah Lambert after the meeting, and Lambert

thereupon wrote a letter, also on the same day, reporting to MBM President McKee

on Peabodv's meetings with Poitrast and Kussman. The letter stated that Peabody

172 Hevman 8/23/80 affidavit, at 1.

173 Heyman testimony, P. A. 3/6/78 at 23-24.

174 Ijj. at 24-26.

175 Peabodv testimony, P. A. 3/7/78 at 102; Peabody law firm MBM tub card I.

176 Testimony of Frederick J. Kussman, P. A. 3/23/78 at 136.

1 7 7 Letter dated October 29, 1969 from Endicott Peabody to Fredterick J.]
Kussman

.

178 Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/7/78 at 104. Kussman has testified that he did
not meet with Peabody in 1969 regarding MBM. Kussman testimony, P. A. 3/2/78 at
104.
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"understands that MBM is favored as the choice for inhouse consultant [on the

UMass/Boston project]. Chub cautioned that this is a preliminary indication only

and must be confirmed through normal administrative channels, but it is in any

event a verv hopeful sign."l 7 9

Peabodv had further contact with Poitrast and Kussman, as discussed below.

Activities by MBM Officials
Our ; ng October and November 1969

On October 2, 1969 -- the same day as the meetings with Gordon/Goldings and

Poitrast -- Anthonv Mansueto had another meeting in Boston which he apparently

attended without the accompaniment of Peabody or Heyman. This other meeting

ISO
was with Albert P. Manzi, the Republican fundraiser. Manzi, as

discussed elsewhere in this Final Report, helped several firms obtain state

building-related contracts in return for "political contributions" -- or

commitments to make such "contributions" -- by those firms. 181 Mansueto had

met Manzi in 1967 through Frank Masiello and presumably was aware, by 1969, of

Manzi's influence and methods. 182 j n Marcn 1969 Manzi had personally

introduced Mansueto (and Heyman) to A&F Commissioner Donald Dwight in connection

with other work that MBM was then seeking. 183 now that MBM had decided to make

an all-out effort to obtain the UMass/Boston contract -- which would be awarded

ultimately by Dwight -- Mansueto felt it appropriate to see Manzi.

The October 2, 1969 meeting between Mansueto and Manzi took place at Manzi's

office at the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority suite in the Prudential

Center. 184 The Commission was unable to obtain testimony about this meeting

from either Manzi or Mansueto because Manzi asserted his privilege against

179 Letter dated November 13, 1969 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Gerald J. [ sic ]

McKee, Jr.

180 Mansueto pocket calendar, 10/2/69; Mansueto pocket "month-at-a-glance"
calendar and desk calendar for October 1969.

181 See the sections on A New Campus for Holyoke Community College, and the
Joseph P. Gentile School, in Volume 3 of this Final Report.

182 See discussion in Chapter III supra .

183 See discussion supra .

184 See sources cited in n. 180 supra .
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sel f-incr iminat ionl85 ancj Mansueto refused to appear and testify before the

Commission . 186 in 1979, at the Manz i-Masiel lo trial, Mansueto admitted that he

met with Manzi on October 2, 1969 but testified that the meeting concerned

Massachusetts business in general, not UMass speci f ically . 187

After October 2, 1969, Mansueto and Heyman do not appear -- from the

documentary record available to the Commission -- to have had many more contacts

with the BBC, UMass, DSB, or A&F until shortly before the UMass/Boston contract

was awarded. Mansueto's rather detailed diaries, for example, contain merely an

entry for October 17, 1969 reading "discuss Boston" and one for Novemoer 21, 1969

indicating an appointment with BBC Director Poitrast.188 As for Martin Heyman,

he may have had one or two unscheduled and brief meetings with Frank O'Brien and

Willard Prince of the UMass/Boston planning staff, but O'Brien and Prince do not

recall such sessions. 189 Heyman said, in testimony to the Post Audit

Subcommittee, that he had "done [his] homework with [Frederick] Kussman [of the

3BQ]"190 DtJ f provided no specifics. Heyman later revealed, in an affidavit to

the Commission, that he had a telephone conversation in 1969 with Kussman in

which Kussman remarked that MBM had "powerful friends. "191

185 Testimony of Albert P. Manzi, Sp. Comm. 6/9/80 at 8.

186 Se_e Sp. Comm. 6/27/80 at 4-5.

187 Mansueto testimony, 6 M/M 2/20/79 at 32, 35-40. In a separate but perhaps
related matter, one of Mansueto's calendars for October 2, 1969 contained the
entry: "Masiello re K." Mansueto "month-at-a-glance" calendar for October 1969.
The Commission does not know whether the "Masiello" was intended to refer to
Frank Masiello or William Masiello. Nor does the Commission know whether the "K"
referred to the UMass/Boston contract" (since "K" is a common abbreviation for
"contract") or to something or someone else.

188 Mansueto pocket calendar for 10/17/69, 11/21/69.

189 See Heyman 8/23/80 affidavit at 1; notes of 5/15/79 interview of Francis
E. O'Brien, Jr. by Soecial Commission staff, at 6; notes of 6/13/80 interview of
Francis E. O'Brien, Jr. by Special Commission staff, at 3; notes of 5/8/79
interview of Willard W. Prince by Special Commission staff, at 7.

190 Heyman testimony, P. A. 3/6/78 at 18.

191 Heyman 8/23/80 affidavit at 2. Heyman says he called McKee in New York to
report on this conversation, and McKee had Heyman report it directly to Peabody.
Id.
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As for MBM President McKee , he testified that he was not actively involved in

the effort to win the UMass/Boston contract. I 92

The Short-lived Seelye-McKee
Joint Venture Proposal

When MBM submitted its application to the Designer Selection Board on October

6, 1969,^93 it did so as the junior member of a proposed joint venture. mbm

recognized that it was not capable of handling the site development ana utility

work which the DSB had linked with project management in the single Request for

Proposals. 1^^ MBM's proposed joint venture partner was the engineering firm of

Seelye Stevenson Value & Knecht ( "SSV&K" )

.

1 95 SSV&K and MBM had undertaken

joint ventures before, most notably on a United States Air Force construction

proiect in Thailand. 196 Although SSV&K apparently would have handled the

UMass/Boston utility work without help from MBM, it was planned that personnel

from both firms would participate in providing project management services. 1 ^ 7

At some point in October or November 1969, the Seelye firm dropped out of the

proposed joint venture. No contemporaneous document explaining SSV&K's action

has been found. It is possible that the SSV&K-MBM joint venture simply dissolved

when the DSB decided to split what had been one contract into two contracts (with

proiect management being separated from the site and utility work).l 9 ° A

different exolanation was presented to the Commission in testimony by Stanley

Davis, a former SSV&K employee. I 99 Davis's testimony is discussed in Chapter

V, below.

192 McKee testimony, P. A. 3/22/78 at 9-10. McKee did not provide the

Commission with any of his diaries or expense reports from 1969, which might nave
been of interest on this point. The Commission was told that McKee had made such

records available to Federal authorities in 1975, 1976 and/or 1977. Interview of

Arnold Stream by Special Commission staff; Notes of 7/2/79 interview of Ralph
Sealey by Special Commission staff, at 2.

193 See "Chronology of Selection, Appointment, Negotiations and Consummation
of ConTract No. 601, State Project No. U67-4 No. 2A," prepared oy MBM in Feoruary
of 1971. The microfilm of the Seelye-MBM proposal is missing from DSB records.

L94 McKee testimony, P. A. 3/22/78 at 17.

19 5 Id.

196 Testimony of Stanley Davis, Sp. Comm. 5/29/80 at 21-22; McKee testimony,

So. Comm. 6/26/80 at 134-135.

197 See undated document headed "Candidates for University of Massachusetts
Project, Columbia Point," found in MBM's files.

198 See testimony of Earle F. Littleton, P. A. 3/1/78 at 19; McKee testimony,
Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 135.

199 Testimony of Stanley Davis, Sp. Comm. 5/29/80 at 19-25.
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The Interviews of
Five Semi-Finalists
Bv the Designer Selection Board

Although more than fifty firms applied for the UMass/Boston project

management contract, most appeared clearly unqual i

f

ied . 200 indeed, the DS8

solicited additional applications for this reason. 201

In late November of 1969, the DSB decided to interview five of the

firms. 202 Accordingly, the DSB interviewed MBM, Mauchly Associates, and

Jackson & Moreland ("J&M"
,

> on December 3, 1969; and Turner Construction and Carl

Morse. Inc. on December 10, 1969.203

MBM's presentation before the Designer Selection Board took place at 1:45

p.m. on December 3, 1969 and was made by Mansueto and Heyman. According to E.

Edward Rossi, who was present at the meeting, 204 the MBM representatives were

"verv slick" with a "fast sales pitch" and a "Madison Avenue show, complete with

graphics, cards, and charts. "205 According to UMass/Boston Planning Director

Francis 0'8rien, MBM's presentation correctly emphasized the time that could be

saved bv coordination during the pre-cons truct ion stages, an approach that

O'Brien supported and that was not stressed by any of the other firms. 206 The

oresentation bv Jackson & Moreland left Rossi with the impression that the firm

200 Testimony of Earle F. Littleton, P. A. 3/1/78 at 18-19.

201 Id.: Kussman testimony, P. A. 3/2/78 at 170; letter dated May 24, 1972 from
Frederick J. Kussman to Joseph J.C. DiCarlo.

202 P. A. Report at 26, citing minutes of 71st regular meeting of the Designer
Selection Board, NovemOer 26, 1969.

203 P. A. Report at 26.

204 Notes of 9/11/79 interview of E. Edward Rossi by Special Commission staff,
at 4. Rossi attended the meeting as the voting representative from the Division
of State Colleges concerned with other business before tne DSB.

205 Id. at 5.

206 O'Brien 6/13/80 interview, at 3.
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was less eager to win the UMass/Boston project management than to work as

consultant to one or more of the architects -- work wnich might be more lucrative

in J&M's est imat ion . 207 Mauchlv Associates' presentation was made by its Vice

President, Daniel J. Shields, salesman William F. Harding, and Boston operations

manager William D. Regan. 208

At the DSB meeting on December 10, 1969, Turner Construction and Carl Morse

made their presentations. Before the December 10, 1969 meeting concluded, the

DSB directed BBC project engineer Edmund J. McAdam, Jr. to visit and interview

the five firms and to report his recommendations at the DSB meeting to oe nela on

December 17, 1969.209 The DSB planned to select the three finalists at the

December 17, 1969 meeting after hearing McAdam's report. 210

On December 11, 1969 -- the day after the second group of interviews before

the Designer Selection Board -- Endicott Peadody spoke by telephone with

Frederick Kussman (the BBC official who served as executive secretary to the

DSB'). According to a handwritten memorandum about the call that Peabody wrote to

his partner Jeremiah Lambert, Kussman indicated that "MBM Iooks very good." 21 -!-

Peabodv's memo continued: "Recommendation will be made next Wednesday [December

17, 1969] to the [A&F Commissioner's] office and he [A&F Commissioner Donald

Dwight] will make the select ion . "21 2 Also on December 11, 1969 Peabody called

207 Rossi 9/11/79 interview, at 5.

208 Notes of 9/14/79 interview of William D. Regan by Special Commission
staff, at 4.

209 Testimony of Edmund James McAdam, P. A. 3/7/78 at 5-6; minutes of the 74th

regular meeting of the Designer Selection Board, December 17, 1969, at 1.

210 Agenda of 74th regular meeting of the Designer Selection Board, December
17, 1969, supplement.

211 Memorandum from [Endicott] Peabody to [Jeremiah D.] Lambert re:

conversation with Kussman on 12/11/69 concerning MBM.

212 Id.
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Mansueto in New York, 213 perhaps to report this news from Kussman. In

addition, Peabody wrote a letter that day to UMass trustee Robert Gordon, with a

copv to Morris Goldings, saying, "I believe the Board of Review [Designer

Selection Board] and the Bureau of Building Construction is making

McKee-Berger-Mansuet [o ] Number 1 on their list.... I would appreciate any

opportunity you have to look into this. "214

Endicott Peabody's Discovery of,
and Response to, a Conflict of Interest

On December 12, 1969 -- the day after the encouraging comment from Kussman --

Endicott Peabody learned that the Peabody firm was in jeopardy of losing the

large fee that it had expected to receive if MBM won the UMass/Boston contract.

The problem was a conflict of interest. Peabody testified about this matter

before the Post Audit Subcommittee in 197S. The Commission has pursued the

investigation that the Post Audit Subcommittee was conducting on tnis subject.

Peabodv has testified that he first became aware of the conflict of interest

during a telephone conversation on DecemPer 12, 1969 with Albert H.

Zabr iskie . 21 5 Zabriskie was a former mayor (of Newburyport) and former state

legislator who knew, and had campaigned for, Peabody. 216 j n 1969, ZaDriskie

joined the Executive Office of Administration & Finance, serving as Deputy to

Donald Dwight. 2 ^- 7 Dwight, as Commissioner of A&F, was to choose the winner of

the UMass/Boston project management contract.

Peabodv testified that he telephoned Zabriskie on December 12, 1969 to

discuss MBM and the UMass/Boston contract. Peabody asked Zabriskie, auring this

conversation, whether any of MBM's competitors for the contract were being

represented by "lobbyists" (to use Peabody's term). Zabriskie replied that

213 Peabody telephone records.

214 Letter dated December 11, 1969 from Endicott Peabody to Robert D. Gordon.
Peabodv testified to the Commission that he could not recall what he had meant by
asking Gordon to look into the matter. Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at
46.

215 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 94-95.

216 Testimony of Albert H. Zabriskie, Sp. Comm. 4/16/80 at 5.

217 id. at 6-7.
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State Senator Ronald C. MacKenzie was lobbying on behalf of Mauchly

Assoc iates .
218

ZabrisKie was correct that MacKenzie was trying to help Mauchly. 219

Moreover, MacKenzie appeared to have a bright future ahead of him and -- like

Owight -- was a Reoublican.

The reason that Zabriskie knew of MacKenzie's involvement was that MacKenzie

had just introduced Mauchly's top salesmen, Daniel Shields and William Harding,

to Owight. 220 j'-, e Mauchly firm also had the distinctions of (a) naving been

founded by one of the inventors of the electronic digital computer221 and (b)

being a wholly-owned subsidiary of a conglomerate -- Scientific Resources

Corporation ("SRC") -- which was listed on the New York Stock Exchange. 222

Mauchly had submitted its application for the UMass/Boston project management

contract bv a letter dated October 7, 1969 sent on SRC letterhead

stat ionery . 223 As explained in SRC's Registration Statement filed with the

Securities and Exchange Commission on February 28, 1969224 __

"Project management is performed primarily by Mauchly itself.
This computer-based planning, scheduling and control service
employs CPM and related techniques during project design and
construction. Engineering and construction knowledge, supported by
electronic data processing programs and facilities permit the
companv to help its clients to meet project completion deadlines
and achieve timely occupancy....

"Most project management work has been done for public bodies,
colleges and hospitals whose operational requirements often make it

essential that a desired project completion date be met. Because
most of the projects for which the Project Management Division
attempts to sell its services are major and well -publ icized
undertakings, there are often a number of competitors seeking the
same bus iness .

"

218 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 94-95; P. A. 3/7/78 at 104; P. A.

3/29/78 at 20, 46-47; see memorandum for the file dated December 12, 1969 signed
ov Endicott Peabody, concerning McKee-Berger-Mansueto

.

219 See discussion in Chapter X in f ra .

220 Testimonv of Ronald C. MacKenzie, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 15-16; Shields
testimony, So. Comm. 6/2/80 at 14; Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 22-23.

221 See discussion in Chapter II supra .

222 See The Commercial and Financial Chronicle
,

1969.

223 Letter dated October 7, 1969 from William F. Harding to DS8 Chairman Earle
F. Littleton.

224 SRC Registration Statement, filed 2/28/69 with the SEC, at 18.
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Mauchly's ownership by SRC posed the problem for Peabody. Peabody was a

member of SRC's board of directors, 225 so that Peabody's work for MBM

constituted a clear conflict of interest with respect to Peabody's fiduciary

responsibilities to SRC. 226

Although Peabody has testified that he cured the conflict of interest by

suspending his efforts on behalf of MBM, 227 n was no ^- Peaoody's engagement by

MBM on October 1, 1969 that precipitated the conflict of interest. The problem,

rather, occurred when Peabody was elected to the board of directors of SRC on

October 23, 1969228 __ three weeks after Peabody had begun trying to help MBM

win the UMass/Boston contract. Peabody has testified that he had no idea tnat he

was engaged in this conflict of interest until he realized it during the December

12, 1969 conversation with Zabriskie .
22 9

Peabodv has indicated that upon discovering the conflict of interest on

December 12, 1969, Peabody called his partner Lambert and they agreed that

Peabodv should disclose his position immediately to Mauchly and to MBM. 2^

Peabody placed calls on December 12, 1969 to SRC President Thomas Fleming and to

Mauchly Project Management Division President Louis F. Cimino but was unable to

225 Peabodv testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 95.

226 See Peabodv 12/12/69 memorandum for the file.

227 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 92-94; P. A. 3/29/78 at 20.

223 SRC Notice of 3/3/70 Annual Meeting (notice dated 1/30/70), at 3, n. 5,

229 Peabodv testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 94-96.

230 Peabody 12/12/69 memorandum for the file.
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reach either. 231 Peabody then called Mansueto in New York and, according to

Peabodv, "brought him up-to-date on the information I [Peabody] had up to the

point I had learned of the conflict" and told Mansueto that Peabody "could do

nothing more until the matter was worked out sat is factoril y
. "232 According to

a "memorandum for the file" signed by Peabody and dated December 12, 1969,

Mansueto suggested the possibility of a joint venture with Mauchly on the UMass

project, and Peabodv said that he would convey that proposal to Mauchly. 233

Peabody did not SDeak to anyone from SRC or Mauchly until December 16, 1969,234

nor did he notify SRC in writing of the conflict of interest or send a telegram

or letter to MBM confirming his withdrawal from representing MBM. Mansueto,

McKee , Fleming, and Cimino have all denied (or said they had no recollection)

that Peabody told them of the conflict of interest and of his decision to stop

representing MBM. 235

Although Peabodv testified that he did not resume representing MBM until

after the DS3 eliminated Mauchly from consideration on December 17, 1969,236

Peabody had several telephone conversations on December 16, 1969 -- which Peaoody

231 Peabody daily office record, 12/12/69. Peabody had spoken with Fleming
and Cimino, oresumably on other suojects, prior to Peabod/'s election to SRC's
board of directors, according to Peabody telephone records for September and
October 1969.

232 Peabody 12/12/69 memorandum for the file.

233 Id.

234 Id. Peabody telephone records, 12/12/69 - 12/16/69. Peabody daily office
record, 12/12/69 - 12/16/69. Peabody law firm MBM tub card, 12/12/69 - 12/16/69,

235 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 33; McKee testimony, P. A. 3/22/78 at
59; notes of 9/14/79 interview of Thomas T. Fleming by Special Commission staff
at 5: notes of 3/27/80 interview of Louis F. Cimino by Special Commission staff,
at 4.

236 Peabodv testimony, P. A. 3/7/78 at 104-105, 146; P. A. 3/29/78 at 47-48,
133-134; So. Comm. 6/19/80 at 93-96.
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knew was the day before the DSB was going to select tne tnree finalist

firms. 237 one of Peabody's telephone conversations on December 16, 1969 was

with MBM salesman Martin Heyman.238 Peabody jotted down some notes of the

conversat ion : 239

"[Heyman] met today with Ed McAdam -- BBC appointee to be
[internal BBC] project manager [for UMass /Bos ton ]

.

"Frank O'Brien [is UMass /Boston ' s ] Planning Director &

Hamilton [the UMass voting representative to the DSB] leans
heavilv -- get vote of UMass .

"2 most important of 7 votes.

"Tomorrow after lunch the voting -- call to a meeting on
the 22nd. --

"Al Zabriskie."

Also on December 16, 1969, Peabodv called Robert Gordon, the UMass

trustee. 240 Peabodv's notes about this ohone call read:241

"Hamilton thinks J&M [Jackson & Moreland] have an inside
track. Has a vote but going slow on it."

Peabodv also spoke with Anthony Mansueto on December 16, 1969.242

According to Mansueto, they discussed how to deal with an offer that Jackson &

Moreland had made to provide free space for the BBC if J&M were awarded the

(Mass/Boston contract. 243

In addition to the foregoing telephone conversations, Peaoody also spoxe with

MBM President McKee and BBC Director Poitrast on December 16, 1969.244 McKee

237 See text accompanying note 212, supra .

238 Peabodv daily office record, 12/16/69.

239 Memorandum handwritten bv Endicott Peabody.

240 Peabodv daily office record, 12/16/69; Peabody law firm MBM tub card I,

12/16/69. Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 46-47.

241 Memorandum dated 12/16/[1969] handwritten by Endicott Peabody, titled
"Robert Gordon 12/16."

242 Peabody daily office record, 12/16/69.

243 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 13-16.

244 Peabody telephone records, 12/16/69; Peabody law firm MBM tub card I,

12/16/69.
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and Poitrast testified that they do not recall these conversations .
245

Peabody also finally spoke with SRC President Fleming on December 16, 1969.

During that conversation, according to Peabody's testimony, Peabody informed

Fleming of the conflict of interest and of MBM's proposal for a joint

venture. 2^6 Fleming said that he would have to think about trie joint venture

suggestion and get back to Peabody. 247 i n the meantime, prooably during one of

the other teleohone conversations, Peabody wrote: "12/16. MBM . Mauchly a loser

anyway -- too computer based & not field oriented . "248

On December 22, 1969, Fleming called Peabody back and, according to Peabody,

"said there were problems . "249 Fleming might have been referring to Peabody's

conflict of interest or to the proposed joint venture. Peabody replied that it

was already too late: Mauchly had been eliminated from consideration by the DSB

on December 17, 1969, and MBM had been awarded the contract. 250 g u t Peabody

assured Fleming that Peabody had not acted on MBM's behalf from December 12, 1969

Cwhen Peabodv learned of the conflict) until December 18, 1969 (the day after

Mauchly was e 1 1 minated ) .
251 Peabody gave similar assurances in testimony

before the Post Audit Subcommittee and the Commission . 252 He also testified

that his calls on December 16, 1969 to Heyman, Gordon, Mansueto, McKee , and

245 McKee testimony, P. A. 3/22/78 at 59. Poitrast testimony, P. A. 2/23/78 at

60-61.

246 Peabodv daily office record, 12/16/69. Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm.
6/19/80 at 95.

247 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 95.

248 Memorandum dated December 16, [1969] handwritten by Endicott Peabody,
titled "MBM."

249 Memorandum dated Monday, December 22, [1969], 5 pm, handwritten by

Endicott Peabody at the bottom of the Peabody 12/12/69 memorandum for the file

concerning McKee-Berger -Mansueto.

250 Id.

251 Id.

252 Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/7/78 at 104-105, 146; P. A. 3/29/78 at 47-48,
133-134: So. Comm. 6/19/80, at 93-96.
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Poitrast merely involved attempts to find out if the DSB had acted -- so that

Peabody would know whether he could resume his representation of MBM during the

final stage of the contract-award process ( i.e. , the stage in which A&F

Commissioner Dwight would select one of the three finalists as the winner). 253

The DSB's Selection of
Three Finalists on
December 17, 1969

On December 17, 1969 the Designer Selection Board met to select three

finalists for the UMass/Boston project management contract. 254 Those names

were to be forwarded to A&F Commissioner Donald Dwight, who would choose one of

them as winner of the contract.

Before voting, the DSB heard the evaluations of the five semi-finalists that

it had asked BBC engineer Edmund McAdam to make. 255 McAdam had visited the

offices of only three finalists, but he reported on all five of them. One of the

firms that McAdam had not visited was Mauchly,256 ev en though Mauchly's office

was within three blocks of the BBC's office. 257

McAdam told the DSB that Turner Construction could provide the necessary

in-d=pth services. 258 He also reoorted " without any reservation " that Jackson

& Moreland had the necessary gual i

f

icat ions , personnel and facilities in Boston

to perform all the required services on the UMass/Boston project. 259 McAdam

was less enthusiastic about MBM. He expressed the opinion that MBM did not have

253 Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/29/78 at 135.

254 Agenda of 74th regular meeting of the Designer Selection Board, Decemoer
17, 1969, suoplement.

255 Minutes of the 74th regular meeting of the Designer Selection Board,
December 17, 1969, at 1. Memorandum dated December 17, 1969 from E[dmund] McAdam
to the Desiqn[er] Selection Board, concerning the selection of the project
management consultant for UMass/Boston.

256 McAdam 12/17/69 memorandum at 1.

257 Contemooraneous documents show that Mauchly's office was at 15 Court
Square and the BBC's office was at 100 Cambridge Street.

258 McAdam 12/17/69 memorandum at 3.

259 Id . at 2 (emphasis original).
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on its present staff in Boston the professional engineers and architects

necessary for the project. Moreover, MBM's proposed project manager was not a

registered professional engineer, which McAdam said was a requirement for the

position. 260 without having visited Mauchly, McAdam reported that the firm

lacked the necessary in-depth staff in design review and construction although it

aDoeared strong in CPM, the computer scheduling of design ana const ruction . 261

McAdam presented a memorandum to the DSB on December 17, 1969 that recorded

these evaluations . 262 McAdam's memorandum concluded by recommending three

firms in the following order: (1) Jackson & Moreland; (2) Turner Construction;

and (3) MBM.263

The DSB then voted for the three firms that McAdam had recommended . 264

UMass aDDarently gave MBM its first place vote. 265 j_t ^ s no i- c i e ar how the

other six DSB members cast their votes. The names of the three finalist firms

were then forwarded -- in alphabetical order -- to A&F Commissioner Donald

Dwight . 266

Although the identity of the finalists was supposed to be secret until tne

winner was selected, 267 Endicott Peabody has testified that he heard of the

decision the same day, probably from Poitrast or Kussman.268 with Mauchly

eliminated, Peabody decided that he no longer had a conflict of interest so he

"stressed to Mr. Poitrast the qualifications of MBM as compared with the

260 Id_. at 2; McAdam testimony, P. A. 3/7/78 at 19-20.

261 McAdam 12/17/69 memorandum, at 2; McAdam testimony, P. A. 3/7/78 at 31.

262 McAdam 12/17/69 memorandum; Poitrast testimony, P. A. 3/2/78 at 26-27.

263 McAdam testimony, P. A. 3/7/78, at 36; McAdam 12/17/69 memorandum, at 3.

264 Minutes of 12/17/69 DSB meeting, at 2.

265 Willard Prince says that UMass may have voted only for MBM. Notes of
5/8/79 interview of Willard Prince, at 3. William R. Hamilton, Jr. says he has
no recollection of voting only for one firm, but he does recall that MBM was one
of the firms he favored. Hamilton 5/13/79 interview, at 14-16.

266 Letter of transmittal dated December 17, 1969 from Earle F. Littleton to
Donald P. Dwight.

267 Littleton testimony, P. A. 3/1/78 at 39-40.

268 Peabody testimony, So. Comm. 6/19/80 at 93-94. See Peabody daily office
record, 12/17/69: Peabody telephone log, 12/17/69.
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qualifications of the other firms recommended by the Board. "269 More to the

point -- since A&F Commissioner Donald Dwight would be making the final decision

-- Peabody turned his attention to A&F.

The Alleged Meeting of Endicott Peabody
and Deoutv A&F Commissioner
Albert H. Zabriskie on December 18 or 19, 1969

Endicott Peabodv knew Donald Dwight both professionally and personally.

Peabodv , while Governor, had launched Dwight's career in public life oy

appointing Dwight to the Department of Public Works. Beyond this political iink,

Peabody knew Dwight's family. 270 Peabody understood that the selection of the

UMass/Boston project management firm was a matter totally within Dwignt's

discret i on . 271 Peabody also was aware that his own firm would receive a large

fee from MBM if Dwight chose MBM for the UMass/Boston job. 272

Nonetheless, Peabody testified that he had no contact with Dwight, eitner in

person or bv telephone, at any time during the selection process for the

UMass/Boston project management contract. 273 Instead, Peabody stated that he

contented himself with two discussions with Dwight's Deputy Commissioner, Albert

H. Zabriskie. The first of those conversations took place over the telephone on

December 12, 1969; it has been discussed above. The other discussion, according

to Peabodv. took place on the evening of December 18 or 19, 1969 at Zabriskie's

home in Newburyoort .
274

In interviews, Albert Zabriskie has told Commission staff that he recalls no

meetings with Peabody during December 1969.275 However, Zabriskie has also

said that he does not recall other meetings with Peabody about which Peabody

wrote lengthv and detailed contemporaneous memoranda. Members of Zabriskie's

family recall Peabody going to Zabriskie's mother's house around Christmas time,

probablv in 1969, looking for Zaoriskie . 276

269 Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/7/78 at 105.

270 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 101.

271 See discussion suora .

272 See discussion suora and in Appendix A to this Final Report on MBM.

273 Peabodv testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 101, 113, 126.

274 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 143-144.

275 Notes of 3/3/80 and 10/3/80 interviews of Albert H. ZabrisKie by
Commission staff.

276 Id.
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Judging from Peabody's testimony, Peabody's alleged meeting with Zabriskie on

December 18 or 19, 1969 was regarded by Peabody as an important prelude to a

meeting that Peabody intended to set ud with Dwight. 277 Peabody testified that

he flew from Washington, D.C. to Boston on December 18 or 19, 1969 solely to meet

with Zabr isk ie . 278 Rather than inconvenience Zabriskie, Peabody rented a car

and drove to Zabriskie's house, according to Peabody's testimony . 279 During

his conversation with Zabriskie, Peabody tried to explain wny MBM was

"pre-eminent" and better qualified than Turner and Jackson & Moreland, Peabody

test i f ied . 280

According to Peabody's testimony, Peabody received the impressions that

Zabriskie would probably recommend MBM to Dwight and that Dwight would probably

weigh Zabriskie's recommendation heavily. 281 However, Zabriskie did not say

that Dwight had f ully and irrevocably delegated the decision to Zaoriskie, nor

did Zabriskie say that Dwight had already decided to award the contract to MBM,

according to Peabody's test imony . 282 Moreover, Zabriskie was new at A&F.283

and Peabody had no way of knowing whether Dwight would follow what Peabody

believed would be Zabriskie's recommendation. 284

Accordingly, Peabody told Zabriskie that Peabody wanted to speak directly

with Dwight, Peabody tes t i

f

ied . 285 According to Peabody, Zabriskie replied

that it was not necessary for Peabody to talk to Dwight. 286 Peabody testified

that although he knew Dwight personally, and although quite a bit was at stake

for Peabody and for MBM, Peabody decided not to contact Dwight. 287 Peaoody

277 See Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 99.

278 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 98.

279 id. at 106.

280 Id. at 98-99, 108-109.

281 Id. at 99-100, 130-132.

282 Id. at 121, 126.

283 Zabr^ski'e testimony, Sp. Comm. 4/16/80 at 7. He began at A&F on August
25, 1969.

284 Peabody testimony, Sp

285 Id. at 99.

286 Id. at 99-100.

287 id. at 103-104.

Comm. 6/19/80 at 102,
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testified that although he was "fully prepared ... and indeed wanted" to contact

Dwight, he decided not to do so because of a concern that Zabriskie might find

out about such a contact and feel sufficiently "crossed" as somehow to cause

Dwight not to select MBM. 288

288 Id
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The Alleged Meeting of MBM Vice President
Anthony Mansueto and MBM Salesman Martin Heyman
*ith A&F Commissioner Donald Dwiqht on December 19, 1969

Although Endicott Peabody may not have spoken with Donald Dwight, there is

evidence that MBM Vice President Anthony Mansueto and MBM salesman Martin Heyman

did meet with Dwight on December 19, 1969. In particular, Martin Heyman

testified twice and executed an affidavit about the meeting, 289 and the

following is Heyman's account: When Heyman learned on December 17, 1969 that MBM

had been selected as a finalist for the UMass/Boston contract, he suggested to

Mansueto that a meeting be arranged with A&F Commissioner Donald Dwight, since

Dwight would be awarding the contract. 290 Heyman and Mansueto had already met

once with Dwight, when they were introduced to Dwight by Albert Manzi

on March 25, 1969.291 Heyman's suggestion was followed, and it was probaDly

Mansueto who set up the meeting, although Peabody may have arranged it. 292

The meeting took place on Friday, December 19, 1969 and consisted of an informal

presentation and discussion of the project and MBM's capabilities. Only Dwight,

Hevman, and Mansueto were present. 293 Dwight did not ask any incisive

quest i ons , 294 an d Heyman and Mansueto left the meeting feeling let down and

289 See Hevman testimony, P. A. 3/6/78 at 29-33; P. A. 6/9/78 at 23-28; Heyman
8/23/80 affidavit at 1.

290 Heyman testimony, P. A. 3/6/78 at 29.

291 See discussion supra

292 Hevman testimony, P. A. 3/6/78 at 29. It is also possible that there was
no orior appointment, and that Heyman and Mansueto simply walked in. Heyman
testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 23.

293 Hevman testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 26-27; Heyman 8/23/80 affidavit, at 2.

Heyman testified that the meeting occurred on December 18 or 19 and tnat Mansueto
definitely was present. Mansueto was in Boston only on December 19. See

Mansueto pocket diary, 12/18/69 and 12/19/69.

294 Heyman testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 28.
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'uneasy because Commissioner Dwight was not as cordial and friendly as at tne

jrior meeting when Mr. Manzi had introduced us. "295

Mansueto, in testimony before the Post Audit Subcommittee in 1978, said that

le did not recall such a meeting. 296 However, Mansueto's pocket diary shows

pat Mansueto Dlanned to fly to Boston on December 18, 1969. The diary indicates

:hat Mansueto intended to go first to Chicago 3nd then to Boston, returning to

>Jew York early on December 19, 1969, in time for MBM's Christmas party. 297 But

5ad weather in Chicago prevented Mansueto from getting to Boston on December 18,

:969, so he flew to Boston on December 19, 1969, delaying his return to New

fork. 298 Presumably, Mansueto would not have made the detour to Boston unless

^e considered it important.

The Commission wished to guestion Mansueto aoout this matter, particularly in

Light of Endicott Peabody's new testimony about a meeting that Peaoody allegedly

iad with Dwight's deputy (Albert Zabriskie) on December 18 or 19, 1969.

Jn Fortunately , Mansueto refused to appear and testify before the Commiss ion . 299

Endicott Peabody has testified that he did not know of the

Hevman-Mansueto-Dw ight meeting in 1969.300 Peabody acknowledged that ne spoke

with Mansueto and Heyman bv telephone on December 19, 1969 but said that he did

not recall what they discussed . 301

As for Donald Dwight, he testified to the Post Audit Subcommittee in 1978 and

295 Heyman 8/23/80 interview at 2. See Heyman testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at
18-19, 28: P. A. 3/6/78 at 32-33.

296 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 20-22; P. A. 6/9/78 at 79.

297 Mansueto pocket diary, 12/18/69 and 12/19/69.

298 id.

299 See Sp. Comm. 6/27/80 at 4-5.

300 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 125.

301 Id. at 115, 121-122.
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in initial testimony to the Commission in 1980 that he did recall meeting with

MBM officials, including one of the principals [proPaoly Mansueto] on a "courtesy

call" on some occasion before he selected MBM for the UMass/3oston

contract. 302 But he indicated that he did not remember whether that meeting

occurred in December 1969 or at some other time. 303 jh e Commission wished to

question Dwight at length about these matters, but Dwight -- an out-of-state

witness who asked the Commission to extend him the courtesy, as a former

Lieutenant Governor, of not subpoenaing him while he was in the state -- did not

keep his promise to return for full, public testimony . 304

Because of the conflicting testimony about the alleged Peabody-Zaor iskie

meeting and the alleged Dw ight-Mansueto-Heyman meeting, it is difficult to Know

what to make of these alleged meetings. This is particularly true since it is

unclear whether the alleged Peabody-Zabr iskie meeting took place on tne evening

of December 18, 1969 (the night be fore the alleged Dwight-Mansueto-Heyman

meeting 1

) or whether it occurred on the night of December 19, 1969 (some time

a f ter the alleged Dwight-Mansueto-Heyman session).

If Peabody met with Zabriskie on December 18, 1969, it may be that

Zabriskie's suggestion that Peabody avoid direct contact with Dwight caused

Mansueto and Heyman to see Dwight on December 19, 1969. On the other hand, if

Peabodv met Zabriskie on the evening of December 19, 1969, Peabody may have done

so as a result of the Dwight-Mansueto-Heyman meeting earlier in the day which

left Mansueto and Hevman uneasy about MBM ' s chances of winning the contract.

Finally, of course, it may be that one or both of these meetings did not taKe

lace as described by Peabodv and/or Heyman. 305 without being able to question

Mansueto and Dwight fully and under oath, the Commission cannot resolve these

matters .

302 Testimony of Donald R. Dwight, P. A. 3/15/78 at 24, 44-45; Sp. Comm.
4/14/80 at 16.

303 Dwight testimony, P. A. 3/15/78 at 44-45.

304 See statement of Commission Chairman John William Ward, Sp. Comm. 4/i4/80
at 3-5.

305 This raises other possibilities. For example, the Dwight-Heyman -Mansueto
meeting may have occurred on December 19, 1969 as described by Heyman, and
Peabody may thereafter have driven to Newburyport but not found Zabriskie, as
Zabriskie maintains.
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The MBM Christmas Party
in New York on
December 19, 1969

The 1969 MBM Christmas partv in New York was held on Friday, December 19,

1969, beginning at 3 p.m. 306 Anthony Mansueto arrived after tne party had

started, having been in Boston allegedly meeting with A&F Commissioner Dwight

about the UMass/Bostcn contract. 307 According to MBM Vice President Jac*

Thomas, who also was present at the MBM Christmas party in New York, Mansueto

received several telephone calls during the party. 308 Mansueto allegedly tola

Thomas and others that the calls were from Endicott Peaoody, who was in Boston

"keeping close tabs" on the final selection process for the UMass/Bos ton

contract. 309 Peabody allegedly made several calls to report wno was in the

lead and finally told Mansueto that MBM had definitely been awarded the

contract. 310 MBM salesman Ivan Soskel also recallea, in 1980, that he learned

during the MBM 1969 Christmas party that MBM nad won the UMass/Boston

contract. 311 Moreover, Martin Heyman has remembered having heard that MBM won

the contract during a small Christmas party for MBM staff held in Boston on tne

same dav.312 in addition, Anthony Mansueto testified to the Post Audit

Subcommittee that he learned of the contract award during tne 1969 Christmas

partv. 313

Endicott Peabodv's records from 1969 reflect four telephone calls to or from

306 Mansueto pocket diary, 12/19/69; Mansueto December 1969 calendar; JacK S.
Thomas December 1969 calendar.

307 Written statement dated December 14, 1979 and executed by Jack S. Thomas,
concerning the December 19, 1969 MBM Christmas party and the December 22, 1969
kick-off meeting held by the BBC. See discussion supra about the alleged
Dwight-Heyman-Mansueto meeting on December 19, 1969.

308 Thomas statement, suora . n. 307.

309 id.

310 Id.

311 A/30/80 interview of Ivan Soskel by Special Commission staff.

312 Heyman 8/23/80 affidavit, at 2.

313 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 18-19. Mansueto incorrectly
remembered the date of the Christmas party.
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New York and four calls to or from Boston on December 19, 1969 regarding

MBM.314 Some of those calls, according to Peabody, were to Mansueto and

Heyman.315 Peabody testified that his meeting with Dwight's deputy, Albert

Zabn'skie, mav have occurred on Oecemoer 19, 1969 and that he probably reported

the results o f that meeting in a telephone call to Mansueto. 316

The evidence that MBM was selected for the UMass/Boston contract on December

19, 1969 is of interest for several reasons. First, it indicates that Dwight

made the selection of the winner of this large and unprecedented contract with

gre3t haste ('since the earliest that Dwight could have received the names of the

three finalists from the DSB was late in the day on Wednesday, Oecemoer 17,

1969). Second, it raises further questions about what may have transpired during

the alleged meeting of Peabodv with Dwight's deputy Zabriskie, and during the

alleged meeting of Dwight himself with Mansueto and Heyman. Third, it suggests

that MBM mav have been awarded the contract as a result of some high-level,

last -minute bargaining or discussion.

Additional support for the proposition that MBM learned of the contract award

on Friday, December 19, 1969 comes from MBM ' s participation in the UMass/Boston

proiect kick-off meeting held at 10 a.m. on Monday, December 22, 1969. we will

review the evidence about that meeting and then consider Donald Dwight's

testimonv about how he chose MBM for the UMass/Boston contract.

314 December 19 [1969] entry in Endicott Peabody's spiral notebook

315 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 115, 121-122.

316 Id. at 122.
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The "Kick-off Meeting" for
the UMass /Bos ton Project on
Monday Morning, December 22, 1969

On December 11, 1969, Edmund J. McAdam, Jr., BBC project engineer for the

UMass/Boston project, began arranging a UMass/Boston "kick-off meeting" to be

held at the BBC offices on Monday, December 22, 1969 at 10 a.m. McAdam sent

invitations to the architects, the master planner, and the site developer for the

project. 317 n letter of invitation to MBM (or to any of the other finalists

for the project management contract) was located in the files of the BBC, the

university, or MBM. Nonetheless, four MBM staff members attended tne December

22, 1969 kick-off meeting. 313 Although MBM Vice President Antnony Mansueto did

not attend this kick-off meeting, the time and place of the meeting were noted

and crossed out in Mansueto's pocket diary. 319 n representatives of the other

finalist firms for the project management contract attended the meeting. 320

MBM Vice President Jack Thomas recalls attending the meeting and says that he

was informed in advance -- probably on Friday, December 19, 1969 as

317 See, e.g.
,
letter dated December 12, 1969 from Edmund J. McAdam to the

attenTTon oTTrank O'Brien, "Re: Mass State Project U67-4, University of

Massachusetts, Boston, Massachusetts."

318 Signed attendance list at 12/22/69 meeting, headed by the name Walter J,

Poitrast; memorandum dated December 24, 1969 of Jack S. Thomas.

319 Mansueto pocket diary. 12/22/69.

320 See signed attendance list from 12/22/69 meeting.
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a result of the calls from Peabody to Mansueto -- that Thomas and other MBM

emoloyees should go to the kick-off meeting on December 22, 1969.321

Furthermore, according to Thomas, "there was no douot at the [OecemDer 22, 1969J

meeting that MBM had previously been selected as project manager. "322 Martin

Hevman, who also attended the kick-off meeting, also recalls knowing in advance

o^ MBM's selection. 323

End ,- cott Peabody's office record lists two MBM-related telephone

conversations on Sunaay , December 21, 1969, one with Martin Heyman and one with

Dwiqht's deouty, Albert Zabriskie . 324 if MBM did learn on Friday, December 19,

l q 69 about winning the contract, it may have occurred to Heyman that it would

aooear strange for MBM officials to arrive at the December 22, 1969 kick-off

meeting without Dwight having even notified the BBC of the

321 Thomas 12/14/79 written statement concerning the December 19, 1969 MBM
Christmas party and the December 22, 1969 kick-off meeting neld by the BBC.

322 Id.

323 Heyman 8/23/80 affidavit, at 2.

324 Peabodv daily office record, 12/21/69.
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selection. 325

In 1971, when a legislative committee was investigating MBM ' s UMass/Boston

;ontract. MBM submitted a chronology 326 stating that MBM learned of its

selection and attended the kick-off meeting on Tuesday, December 23, 1969.327

rthat aopears to be an earlier draft of the chronology 328 correctly listed the

<ick-of r meeting as occurring on December 22, 1969. MBM apparently did not

submit this earlier draft to the DiCarlo Committee.

Donald Dwight's Selection of MBM
as the Winner of the UMass/Boston
Project Management Contract

Donald Dwight has testified that he had very little material to consult in

making his selection of MBM as the firm to receive the first project management

contract in the history of the Commonwealth . 329 He said that his custom in

awarding architectural contracts was to consider the amount of work each of the

finalist firms had done for the state, the geographical locations of the

325 On
Decembe
Thomas

,

rec ited
provide
not exp
it expl
Dwight *

at 12:1
Endicot
notice
dated 1

with Ma

December 24, 1969, Jack Thomas prepared a file memo describing the
r 22 meeting. Memorandum for the file dated December 24, 1969 of Jack S.

concerning "Job No. 459-004 Construction Management Services." The memo
that it was at this meeting that MBM was informed of its selection to
project management services for the UMass/Boston project. The memo did

lain how MBM representatives came to be present at the meeting. Nor did
ain how the SBC could have known of the selection in order to notify MBM.
s letter notifying the BBC of MBM ' s selection is date-stamped as received
8 p.m. on December 23, 1969 -- the day after the kick-off meeting.
t Peabody wrote notes dated December 22, 1969 indicating that MBM received
o f its selection "15 m[inutes] before [the kick-off] meeting." Memorandum
2/22/[1969] handwritten by Endicott Peabody, concerning a conversation
rt in He vman

.

26 "Chronology of Selection, Appointment, Negotiations and Consummation of
Contract No. 601, State Project No. U67-4 No. 2A," at 2, prepared by MBM in
Februarv 1971, This chronology was an attachment to a letter dated February 18,
1971 from Gerald McKee , Jr. to Senator Joseph J.C. DiCarlo, concerning the
legislative investigation of the MBM contract.

327 There was a meeting on December 23, 1969 between the BBC and MBM. It was
a foilow-uD to the previous day's kick-off meeting. Memorandum for file dated
December 29, 1969 by Jack S. Thomas.

328 "Chronology of Important Milestone Dates concerning the UMass/Boston
Project." found in MBM ' s files.

329 Dwight testimony, Sp. Comm. 4/14/80 at 11.
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job and of the firm, and the rankings by the DSB. 330 He testified that he did

not normallv consider technical information since he felt that any firm selected

as a finalist by the DSB must have been "qualified" for the job. 331 Although

the names of finalist firms were transmitted to the A&F Commissioner in

alDhahetical order ov the DSB -- with the effect that the puolic would not know

how high the OSB had ranked the firm ultimately chosen by tne A&F Commissioner --

Dwight testified that he was sent, under seoarate cover, the actual rankings by

the DSB. 332

Dw'ght testified that if it had been brought to his attention that one of

three finalist firms had made a substantial political contribution to the

Sargent-Dw ight campaign, that fact might have had some influence on his

decision. 333 Dwiqht also acknowledged that Republican fundraiser Albert

Manzi "occasionally" made recommendations to him about firms designated

as finalists by the Designer Selection Board, but Dwight said that he recalled no

specific instances . 334

Dwiaht indicated that he had no specific recollection of why he selected MBM

for the UMass/Boston project management contract. He testified that he had tne

"dominant impression" that MBM had more project management experience than the

other finalists, but he did not recall the source of that impression . 335 Dwight

said that it was possible that Peabody spoke with him on behalf of MBM. 336

330 Id.

331 Id. at 14.

332 Id. at 12-14.

333 Dwight testimony, P. A. 3/15/78 at 83; Sp. Comm. 4/14/80 at 27.

334 Dwight testimony, Sp. Comm. 4/14/80 at 18-19.

335 Dwight testimony, P. A. 3/15/78 at 28-30.

336 Id. at 48.
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Dwight testified: "I concede it is possible but ... [i]t is my best recollection

that I don't recall" whether Peabody spoke to him about the contract. 337

r inally, Dwight testified that if he had been mistaken about having had the

impression that MBM had greater project management experience, it might have been

:hat he chose MBM bv "reiving on ... the dart board theory. "338

Dwiaht's Selection of Haldeman & Goransson
ror One of the UMass/Boston
Architectural Contracts

About two weeks before A&F Commissioner Donald Dwignt selected MBM for the

project management contract at UMass/Boston, he selected the architects for the

six buildings to be constructed on the new campus. 339 one of Dwight's

architectural selections is of some interest and may shed some light on how

Dwight chose MBM two weeks later.

The architectural firms submitting proposals were screened by the Designer

Selection Board in the usual way, and three finalists for each building were

submitted to Dwight f or his decision. One firm, Haldeman & Goransson, was listed

as a finalist for three different buildings -- a major academic building

("College I") and two smaller buildings (the administration building and the

service/maintenance building). No other firm was a finalist for more tnan two

buildings. 340

Haldeman 4 Goransson's success in the DSB came as something of a surprise, at

least to UMass officials. Several weeks before the DSB ' s vote, Willard W.

Pr'nce, an architect on UMass's planning staff, prepared a memo for William R.

("Roy") Hamilton, Jr., the UMass/Boston Vice Chancellor serving as voting

337 ^d. at 44.

338 Dwiqht testimony, P. A. 3/15/78 at 62.

339 See letter dated December 8, 1969 from Donald R. Dwight to Walter
Poitrast, concerning the appointment of six architects for the six UMass/Boston
Buildings .

340 See letters dated November 28, 1969 from DSB Chairman Earle F. Littleton
to D[onald] R. Dwight, re: Mass. State Projects U67-4 #3 through U67-4 #8, List
70-1, items 21 through 26, introduced as O'Brien Exhibits 1A through IF, Sp.
Comm. 6/16/80 at 8.
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representative to the DSB. 341 Prince's memo indicates that the University

regarded Haldeman & Goransson as unqualified for any of the buildings and that

the firm was being considered by the OSB only for the two small bu ildings . 342

However, Prince reported that Haldeman & Goransson seemed to "have some friends

on the [Designer Selection] Board. "343

Once Haldeman & Goransson was selected as a finalist by the DSB, UMass

Planning Director Francis E. O'Brien, Jr. oecame somewhat concerned because

Haldeman & Goransson did not seem to have any reputation and "seemed to be

unknown" to most of the people who were contacted by the University in its

investigation of the various architectural firms. 344 Indeed, O'Brien drafted

(but did not send'1 a letter to Commissioner Dwight345 that read in part:

"It is surprising that Haldeman and Goransson appeared on

the DSB list at all, when one looks at the many firms with
national reputations who expressed an interest in one or more of
the University buildings at Columbia Point. Haldeman and
Goransson have no reputation at all...."

Haldeman & Goransson's success with the DSB was somewhat tenuous: the firm was

ranked third ( i.e. , last among the finalists) in the DSB voting for each of the

buildings for which it was a finalist. 346

On Friday, November 28, 1969 -- two days after the DSB voting -- FredericK J

Kussman, assistant to the 8BC Director, allegedly called David Wallace of the

architectural firm Geometries, which was ranked second by the DSB for the

administration building. Kussman allegedly suggested that if Geometries were

341 Handwritten [October 23, 1969] memorandum from "Will" [Willard W.] Prince
to "Pov" [William R.] Hamilton, re: "Selection of Architects - Columbia Point,"
introduced as Hamilton Exhibit 1, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 5-6.

342 See Hamilton testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/1/80 at 7-8.

343 Prince [10/23/69] memorandum to Hamilton at 2.

344 O'Brien testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 9-10.

345 Handwritten letter dated December 10, 1969 from Francis E. O'Brien, Jr. to

Donald [R.] Dwight, concerning the selection of Haldeman & Goransson as architect
for College I. The letter was not sent.

346 O'Brien testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 11.
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interested in working on the administration building, it should consider a joint

venture with the third-ranked firm, Haldeman & Goransson . 347 Shortly

afterward, Wallace was allegedly called by Haldeman & Goransson's President

Nathan Weiner and a meeting to discuss the matter was arranged for December 1,

1969. Wallace, however, allegedly became uneasy, presumably because it seemed

unusual to suggest a joint venture at that stage -- after the DSB had determined

that each of the finalist firms was qualifiea on its own. 348 Wallace felt

sufficiently uneasy that he telephoned Willard Prince of the UMass planning and

development office. Prince reported the conversation to Planning Director

O'Brien, who thought the proposal from Kussman was "strange," "unusual," and

" i rregular . "349 O'Brien wondered if the call to Wallace might be part of a

pattern. Since O'Brien kne* that Haldeman & Goransson also ranKed thiro on the

supply /ma intenance building, he asked Prince to call J. Timothy Anderson, wnose

firm had been ranked second on that building. Anderson allegedly would neither

confirm nor deny that he nad received similar calls from Kussman and Weiner;

"Anderson would only say that he heard 'something funny' was going on and spent

an uneasy weekend as a result. "350

As a consequence of these events, O'Brien drafted a strongly-worded letter to

Dwight askinq "What the deuce is going on, if any thing?"351 O'Brien decided

not to send the letter as a result of a discussion with Hamilton, who told

347 i_d. at 11-12: draft letter dated December 2, 1969 from Francis E. O'Brien,
Jr. to Donald [R.] Dwight, concerning the proposal by Kussman of a joint
venture. The letter was not sent.

348 O'Brien 12/2/69 draft letter to Dwight; O'Brien testimony, Sp. Comm.
6/16/80 at 12.

349 O'Brien 12/2/69 draft letter to Dwight; O'Brien testimony, Sp. Comm.
6/16/80 at 14.

350 O'Brien 12/2/69 draft letter to Dwight.

351 Id.
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O'Brien that he wouH take up the matter with Dwight in person. 352 when

Hamilton did soeak to Dwight, Dwight allegedly said that he (Dwight) was

surprised at Kussman and that he could not believe that Weiner was involved since

Weiner was a friend of Dwight's. Dwight allegedly assured Hamilton that Dwignt

would select the firm ranked first by the DS3 for each building. 353

Dwight, in fact, did not select Haldeman & Goransson for the administration

building or for the supply /maintenance building. But, in UMass's view, he did

something worse: he chose Haldeman & Goransson for the much larger College I

building, which happened to be the one building that UMass had not checked

about. 354 Hamilton reacted with "certainly a lot of surprise and some dismay"

on learning of the select ion . 355 O'Brien drafted another letter to Dwight,

this one even more "steamy," but he did not send this letter either, apparently

regardinq the cause as lost. 356

The university's fears were borne out, according to Hamilton. Haldeman &

Goransson's College I building presented the university with "perhaps more

problems than any other single building" on the new campus, according to

Hamilton's test i* monv . 357 j|-, e university's planning and development staff "put

in an inordinate amount of time assisting those designers to get the building

design together . " 358 Furthermore, serious operational problems existed with

the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems, with roof leaks, and with

other aspects of the College I building. 359

Dwight's selection of Haldeman & Goransson occurred just two weeks oefore

Dwight selected MBM for the UMass/Boston project management contract.

352 O'Brien testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 15-16.

353 Id. at 16: O'Brien 12/2/69 draft letter to Dwight.

354 Letter dated December 8, 1969 from Donald R. Dwight to Walter Poitrast

355 Hamilton testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 12.

356 O'Brien testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 18.

357 Hamilton testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 12.

358 Id.

359 Id. at 12-13.
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Governor Francis W. Sargent's
Knowledge or Lack of Knowledge
of the Award of the UMass/Boston
Project Management Contract

Endicott Peabody has testified that he met with then Governor Francis W.

Sargent on November 24, 1969 -- approximately one month oefore MBM won the

UMass/Boston contract -- and that Peabody may have mentioned MBM to Sargent and

mav have billed MBM for time Peabody spent in the meeting with Sargent. 360

Peabody did not testify that he did tell Sargent aoout MBM or that he did bill

MBM for such a discussion. Rather, Peabody testified that he "would not have

[had] any reluctance" to do those things, and that he therefore would not rule

out the possibility that he had done so. 361

Francis Sargent has acknowledged, in testimony to the Commission, that he met

with Peabodv "maybe two or three or four times" wnile Sargent was

Governor. 362 According to Sargent363 __

"Usually [Peabody] came in and talked to me about some
absurd appointment somewhere in State government that I

couldn't imagine he would be interested in, or [that] I

would [be interested in], to tell you the truth.

As for discussions about MBM, Sargent test i fied : 364

"I am certain if I had talked with him about that, or if he
had told me that he was representing a firm and wanted to
be sure thev got a contract, I would have remembered that.
I don't remember it, I don't recall it, I don't really
think it could have happened, because I think I would have
remembered it, a former Governor coming in and saying I

represent such and such a firm and want to do this and
that. ... I feel certain I would remember that. But, I

have no recollection whatsoever of any such conversation."

The Commission has no evidence that then-Governor Sargent was involved in any

way in the selection of MBM to receive the UMass/Boston contract.

360 Peabodv testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 147-148; see also daily office
record of Endicott Peabody, 11/24/69; Peabody law firm MBM tub card I, entry for
U/24/69. '

361 Peabodv testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 149.

362 Test ; mony of Francis W. Sargent, Sp. Comm. 12/10/80 at 72.

363 Id.

36/i id.
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MBM Vice President Anthony E. Mansueto's
Testimony About the UMass Boston Contract

Before concluding this chapter, it is necessary to discuss certain aspects of

Anthony Mansueto's testimony about the UMass/Boston contract. Mansueto was

MBM's Vice President in charge of sales in 1969. Mansueto had devoted

considerable effort to developing Massachusetts business for MBM prior to 1969,

and Mansueto has testified that it was he who coordinated MBM's successful

attemot to obtain the UMass/Boston contract. 365 Mansueto's participation in

MBM's efforts to win the UMass/Boston contract has been corrooorated by MBM

President Gerald McKee, Jr . 366

Mansueto was well acquainted with fundraiser Albert Manzi by 1969,367 3u t

Mansueto, in testimony before the Post Audit Subcommittee in 1978,368 swore

that he never discussed the UMass/Boston contract with Manzi prior to MBM's

obtaining the contract. Further, Mansueto testified to the Post Audit

Subcommittee in 1978 that an entry "Manzi-Turnpike " in Mansueto's desk calendar

for December 16, 1969 -- just days before MBM won the UMass/Boston contract --

did not reflect a meeting or conversation with Manzi, but rather was an erroneous

entry that Mansueto's secretary made because she knew that Mansueto was to be in

365 See , e.g. , Mansueto testimony, 9 DiC 2/4/77 at 5-6.

366 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 51-52.

367 See discussion supra , in Chapter III.

368 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 83-85, 95-96.
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Boston and that Mansueto often saw or called Manzi when Mansueto was in

Boston. 369

Further, there is abundant evidence that Mansueto had at least the following

contacts with Endicott Peabody in the pursuit of the UMass/Boston contract:

Mansueto attended the luncheon on October 1, 1969 in New York

with Peabody, Lambert, and McKee at wnich Peabody was asked,

and at which Peabody agreed, to help MBM in MBM ' s efforts to

obtain the UMass/Boston contract. 370

Mansueto attended the October 2, 1969 luncheon in Boston with

Peabodv, Heyman, Gordon, and Goldings at which Peabody

explained why UMass (with which Gordon and Goldings were

affiliated) would benefit from MBM's services on the

UMass/Boston project. 371

Mansueto was sent a letter dated October 7, 1969 in which

Peabody referred to the October 1 and October 2, 1969 luncheon

meetings, discussed a meeting that Peabody had had with BBC

Director Poitrast about MBM's interest in the UMass/Boston

contract, and enclosed minutes of meetings of the UMass

Buildings and Grounds Committee. Peabody also wrote in the

369 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 87.

370 See discussion supra .

371 See discussion supra

.
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letter, "If you [Mansueto] will keep me informed as to the

current status of your negotiations, I will be able to check

on it weekly. "372

Mansueto was sent copies of Peabody's letter dated October 29,

1969 to BBC/DSB official Kussman about MBM ' s interest in the

UMass/Boston contract. 373

Mansueto spoke with Peabody on December 3, 1969 about the

UMass/Boston contract. 374 December 3, 1969 was the day

when MBM made its presentation to the Designer Selection

Board. 375

Mansueto SDOke with Peabody on December 12, 1969 and December

16, 1969 about the UMass/Boston contract. 376 They

discussed Peabody's conflict of interest and inability to

continue representing MBM in regard to obtaining the

UMass/Boston contract, according to Peabody. ^77

Mansueto spoke with Peabody on December 19, 1969 about the

UMass/Boston contract. ^ 7 8 According to Jack Tnomas,

Mansueto reported that Peabody had told Mansueto the status of

MBM's application for the UMass/Boston contract, and finally

the fact that MBM had been awarded the contract. 379

372 Letter dated October 7, 1969 from Endicott Peabody to Anthony E. Mansueto,
concerning contacts to be made on behalf of MBM.

373 A blind copy o f the letter dated October 29, 1969 from Endicott Peabody to
Fred[erick J.] Kussman was designated for Mansueto. Mansueto apparently also was
sent, by McKee, a copy of the letter.

374 Mansueto pocket diary 12/3/69.

37 5 See discussion supra .

376 Peabodv telephone records. See discussion supra . See also Mansueto
testimony, P. A. 5/28/78 at 15.

377 See discussion supra .

378 See discussion supra .

379 Thomas 12/14/79 written statement, concerning the 1969 MBM Christmas party
and the BBC Kick-off meeting.
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Mansueto attended a December 24, 1969 meeting with Peabody

,

McKee , and Lambert in New York. 380 Mansueto was then sent a

copy of a letter dated December 26, 1969 from Lambert which

recounted the agreement discussed at the December 24, 1969

meeting -- that the Peabody firm would receive $17,500 as a

fee "for services rendered in connection with obtaining the

construction management contract with tne University of

Massachusetts. "381

The Commission wished to question Mansueto and obtain his testimony

under oath about these matters, particularly in light of Mansueto's

prior testimony that he "didn't know Governor Peabody was involved" in

MBM's attempt in 1969 to win the UMass/Boston contract;382 that

Peabody gave no assistance whatsoever in securing the UMass/Boston

contract;383 an d that Mansueto called Peabody in 1969 was because

Peabodv "was a friend since 1964 ... a personal friend. "384

The Commission made every attempt to obtain Mansueto's testimony,

but Mansueto refused to appear and testify before the Commission.

Mansueto was advised that his refusal to testify violated tne agreement

that Mansueto (with counsel"* had made in 1978 with the Massachusetts

Attorney General pursuant to which the Commonwealth granted Mansueto

non-prosecution status. 385 Mansueto maintained his refusal to

test 1 f v . 386

380 Mansueto "Month-At -A-Glance" calendar, 12/24/69; Mansueto testimony, P. A.

6/9/78 at 129.

381 Letter dated December 26, 1969 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Gerald J. [ sic ]

McKee, Jr. (cc: Anthony Mansueto) re: "revised fee arrangements."

382 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 27.

383 Mansueto testimony, 8 M/M 2/22/79 at 65. See also Mansueto testimony, 5

M/M 2/16/79 at 49; P. A. 5/23/78 at 25-27, 31.

384 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 101. See also Mansueto testimony, P. A.

5/23/78 at 13-15.

385 Letter dated March 14, 1978 from Massachusetts Attorney General Francis X.

Bellotti to William F. Looney , Jr. and Paul F. Markham, concerning a

non-prosecution agreement for Anthony E. Mansueto.

386 See Sp. Comm. 6/27/80 at 4-5.
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CHAPTER V

EVIDENCE RELATING TO WHETHER MBM OBTAINED
THE UMASS/BOSTON CONTRACT THROUGH A

CORRUPT AGREEMENT

Introduction

Since at least 19 71, people have speculated about whether MBM obtained the

UMass/Boston contract through a corrupt agreement. The Commission, as required by

law, has conducted an intensive investigation into the matter.

The Commission received a considerable body of evidence suggesting that MBM

was awarded the UMass/Boston contract in return for MBM's prior commitment to make

tens of thousands of dollars of illegal cash payments to fundraisers for the

gubernatorial administration then in office. The evidence is essentially of four

types

:

(1) Evidence that it was the practice of the administration to award such
contracts on that basis;

(2) Evidence that MBM officials admitted to others that MBM made such a
commitment, and that a fundraiser for the administration repeatedly
complained that MBM was slow in living up to its commitment on the
Utfass/Boston contract;

(3) Evidence that MBM' generated tens of thousands of dollars in cash for payment
to politicians; and

(4) Evidence that MBM paid tens of thousands of dollars in cash to a
fundraiser for the administration after MBM won the UMass/Boston
contract.

The Commission did not receive direct testimony of such an agreement from any

participant in regard to the MBM-UMass/Boston contract. The man who awarded the

contract to MBM refused to testify and stayed out of Massachusetts in order to avoid

service of process which could have compelled him to testify. The MBM official who

coordinated MBM's efforts to win the contract did the same. The fundraiser alleged

to have exacted and followed up on the commitment spent weeks attempting to persuade

courts to permit him to avoid complying with validly served Commission summons and

then, after losing the legal battle, finally appeared before the Commission and

asserted his constitutional privilege against self-incrimination.

The Commission was mandated by law not only to investigate the award of the

MBM-UMass/Boston contract but also to file a public report of the evidence produced

by the investigation. Accordingly, the present chapter sets forth the four types

of evidence outlined above.

Evidence That Contracts Were Awarded by the Volpe and Sargent
Administrations in Return for Prior Commitments By the Winning
Firms co Make Illegal Cash Payments

In addition to investigating MBM's activities in Massachusetts, the Commission

has investigated ways in which other contracts were awarded by the Commonwealth during
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the time frame applicable to MBM's UMass/Boston contract. Other portions of this

Final Report discuss in depth the evidence from those other investigations. For

present purposes, one of those other cases -- the "DMJM" case -- will be summarized

briefly (and without footnotes) . The DMJM case is related to the MBM case for

reasons that will become apparent. Readers are referred, for further information,

to the detailed treatment of the DMJM case elsewhere in this Final Report and also

to the discussions of the awarding of such contracts as the ones for the Connelly

School and the Gentile School.

DMJM — the architectural firm Daniel Mann Johnson & Mendenhall -- was selected

on July 9, 1968 by A & F Commissioner Anthony P. DeFalco as the winner of a contract

to design a new campus for the Holyoke Community College. DMJM received a "continued

services" contract in October 1972, through the approvals of BBC Director Walter J.

Poitrast, A&F Secretary Robert L. Yasi, and Transportation & Construction Secretary

Alan Altshuler. Pursuant to those contracts, DMJM to date has received approximately

$1.7 million in fees.

According to testimony before the Commission, DMJM was selected for the

contracts as the result of an arrangement that DMJM made with Albert Manzi, a fund-

raiser for Governor John A. Volpe and for Volpe's successor Francis W. Sargent.

Testimony and documentary evidence presented to the Commission indicate that DMJM

gave at least $36,000 in cash to Manzi pursuant to a commitment by DMJM to make

such illegal payments in return for receiving the Holyoke Community College work.

In brief, the evidence is as follows. DMJM was interested in 1968 in receiving

the architectural contract for the new Holyoke Community College campus that was to

be built. As an out-of-state firm, DMJM had been unsuccessful in pursuing other

Massachusetts state contracts and recognized that its chances for the Holyoke

Community College contract would be enhanced if it could link itself with a firm

based in Massachusetts. DMJM's lack of success in seeking Massachusetts state

contracts on its own was not unique; some 97 percent of the finalists selected by

the state's Designer Selection Board for architectural contracts had been Massachusetts

firms.

DMJM asked for assistance from the Worcester architect Frank R. Masiello, Jr.

Masiello was well-connected politically and had been successful in obtaining

Massachusetts state contracts. DMJM offered Masiello consulting contracts in return

for Masiello 's assistance in making the necessary introductions and arrangements

for the Holyoke Community College contract.

Masiello felt that DMJM was clearly qualified for the contract and should be
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able to obtain it on the merits with the aid of introductions to responsible

officials at the Massachusetts Bureau of Building Construction and Office of

Administration & Finance. But shortly after a Masiello-arranged meeting of DMJM

officials with A&F Commissioner Anthony P. DeFalco — who had the legal authority

for awarding the Holyoke Community College contract — Masiello received a telephone

call from Republican fundraiser Albert P. ("Toots") Manzi. Manzi summoned Masiello

to Manzi 's Worcester grocery store. After meeting at the market, Manzi and

Masiello drove to an ice cream stand where Manzi berated Masiello for trying to

help DMJM win the Holyoke Community College contract behind Manzi 's back. Manzi

told Masiello that if DMJM wanted to win the contract, it would have to make a

large political contribution. Masiello testified to the Commission that he

"understood [Manzi] to mean that the political contribution
was a guise of a payment of money to obtain a contract for
which a firm was under consideration..."

Masiello testified further that he had obtained contracts for the Masiello

architectural firm pursuant to such arrangements with Manzi on prior occasions.

Aware of Manzi' s power to influence the award of architectural contracts by

the administration, Masiello advised the DMJM firm that Manzi could control the

fate of the Holyoke Community College contract depending upon whether DMJM would

meet Manzi 's demands. DMJM decided to pay for the contract but asked Masiello to

negotiate with Manzi so that DMJM could pay less than the $70 , 000- $80, 000 that Manzi

had intially demanded. After discussions between Manzi and Masiello, Manzi agreed

to accept $22,000 from DMJM, so long as the money came in cash. The money would be

paid in installments, starting after DMJM received its first fees from the Holyoke

Community College contract. DMJM agree!, and the initial contract was awarded by

A&F Commissioner DeFalco.

For reasons not necessary to detail here, Manzi eventually demanded more

money from DMJM, and successive agreements were reached to increase the total

payments first from $22,000 to $27,000, and then to 5% of DMJM's fees on the project

(for a total of at least $65,000).

The Commission received evidence that DMJM paid at least $36,000 in cash to

Manzi between 1969 and 197 2. The payments were as follows, according to testimony

and documents:

- $5,000 in April 1969, by means of a DMJM check to Masiello,
with the proceeds of the check being delivered in cash by
Masiello 's brother to Manzi at the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority. (Manzi was a member of Turnpike Authority, having
been appointed by Governer Volpe.)
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- $6,000 in the fall of 1970, delivered in $5-bills by DMJM's Barry
Mountain to Manzi at Manzi's market. Masiello's brother later
converted the cash into larger denomination bills, while Manzi
waited in an automobile outside the bank.

- $15,000 on January 17, 1972 in the form of five $3,000 cashier's
checks handed by Mountain to Manzi in the presence of Masiello's
brother.

- $10,000 on November 7, 1972, by means of cash given by DMJM's
Stanley Smith to Masiello's brother to Manzi.

The long hiatuses between these payments angered Manzi, who made dunning

telephone calls to Masiello, threatening to hold Masiello responsible for commitments

not met by DMJM. When Manzi could not reach Masiello, he called Masiello's brother

with similar messages. The pressure became so intense that Masiello's marriage was

jeopardized and Masiello finally moved to Florida.

As discussed in the ensuing sections of this chapter, there is substantial

evidence that the same pattern was followed with regard to MBM and the UMass/Boston

project management contract. Several witnesses testified to the Commission of

hearing from MBM officials and from Manzi that MBM had a commitment to make cash

payments to Manzi in relation to the UMass/Boston contract. MBM officials and other

witnesses testified of dunning telephone calls and heated meetings in which Manzi

demanded that MBM keep its commitments. Moreover, MBM officials and another witness

testified that MBM did in fact pay Manzi tens of thousands of dollars in relation

to the UMass/Boston contract. In addition, the Commission received evidence that

MBM obtained contracts in other states in return for similar commitments.

Before turning to these other types of evidence, it should be mentioned that

MBM received a subcontract from DMJM to provide cost estimating services on the
1

Holyoke Community College project. It should also be noted that on July 24, 1968 —
two weeks after DMJM won the architectural contract for Holyoke Community College --

2

MBM Vice President Mansueto wrote to his assistant:

"I spoke to [Frank ] Masiello on Monday July 22, and he advised me
of the following:

1

See , e.g . , letter dated July 29, 1969 from BBC Director Horace M. Chase
(signed by Acting BBC Director Walter J. Poitrast) to Daniel Mann Johnson
& Mendenhall approving DMJM's request to employ MBM for estimating on the
Holyoke Community College project.

2

MBM internal memorandum dated July 24, 1968 from Anthony E. Mansueto to Ivan
Soskel re: "Massachusetts and other considerations."
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"1. DMJM has been requested through our Massachusetts political
friends to use MBM on their new Holyoake [ sic ] College project...
BBC will soon be advised that we are to be the cost consultants
for this project. Frank M. suggests that we wait until after
July 29 before we approach BBC on their CPM program, since our
political friends will be talking to the BBC prior to that time...

"2. I get the general impression from Frank Masiello that we are
being pushed by the State people and some of the work that we
have got is not as coincidental as it might seem - people are
being asked to use MBM ..."

Beyond the DMJM architectural contract, there is considerable other evidence

that the Commission received of the awarding of contracts by the Volpe and Sargent

administrations as a result of corrupt agreements. Such evidence is discussed

elsewhere in this Final Report.

Evidence that MBM Officials Admitted to Others That MBM
Made A Commitment to Pay Cash to Manzi in Connection
With the UMass/Boston Contract, and that Manzi Repeatedly
Complained that MBM Was Slow in Living Up to Its Commitments
on the UMass/Boston Contract

Several witnesses provided the Commission with testimony that MBM made

a commitment similar to the one just described as to DMJM, and several witnesses

testified that Manzi repeatedly complained that MBM was slow in living up to such

commitments in regard to the UMass/Boston contract. Indeed, two witnesses testified

that Manzi linked MBM with DMJM in Manzi' s complaints about firms that had made,

but were slow in meeting, such commitments.

Testimony of
Frank R. Masiello, Jr.

Frank Masiello testified before the Commission that he introduced MBM Vice
3

President Anthony Mansueto to fundraiser Manzi in October of 1967. At some time

thereafter, according to Masiello, Manzi called Masiello and asked "whether or not

[Mansueto] would be willing to make a political contribution if he was asked and
4

would he follow through on his commitment." Masiello testified that he vouched

for Mansueto, based upon Masiello 's knowledge that "during the days of the Peabody

Administration . . . when [Mansueto] was asked to make political contributions he did
5

in fact make them.

"

6

In May of 1971, according to Masiello's testimony, Masiello was attending

Testimony of Frank R. Masiello, Jr., Sp.Comm. 3/25/80 at 117. See also discussion
in Chapter III, supra .

4 Id.

5
Id.

6 Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 31-33.
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a meeting of the Massachusetts Board of Registration of Architects, of which Masiello

was a member. He received a telephone message to call Manzi at the Governor's office.

He called Manzi there, and Manzi asked Masiello to meet Manzi at a drug store/

luncheonette across the street from the State House. When they met, Manzi complained

that Masiello 's friends at MBM has made a commitment on the Columbia Point [UMass/Boston]

project but that MBM was not living up to the commitment. During the same conversation,

Manzi complained that DMJM, whom Masiello also had vouched for, was not meeting its

8 Q
commitments either. According to Masiello s testimony 7—

" [Manzi] said those deadbeat friends of yours are not living
up to their commitment, and he said if Tony [Mansueto]
persists in going this route, he's going to have some problems
in Massachusetts on his contracts. He said I would like you
to get in touch with him and express to him my feelings and
press upon him how important it is that he live up to the
commitments he's made to us. He says I am under severe
pressure from the Governor's campaign fund committee to get
these funds in, and he says Tony made a commitment and like
your DMJM friends they ought to keep it or he ought to keep it."

Masiello testified that he was personally upset and concerned by this conversation

with Manzi, because Manzi indicated Manzi was holding Masiello personally

responsible for the failure of Masiello 's "friends" — MBM and DMJM — to live
10

up to their commitments.

Therefore, Masiello telephoned Mansueto and relayed Manzi 's message, according

1

1

12
to Masiello 's testimony t Masiello further testified that Mansueto said

"Well, I will take care of the commitment, but we're having
problems internally and I will discuss it when I see you in
person.

"

Masiello testified that he met with Mansueto on the following day at

MBM's New York office. According to Masiello 's testimony

"I went in, and after going through the formalities of hello, how
are you, I think I outlined to him exactly what Manzi told me, that
there had been a commitment that Tony made, a commitment to pay a

sum of money to the Sargent campaign and that it wasn't being
kept. They weren't getting their payments. They were not living
up to the schedule, and Tony admitted yes, he had a commitment he
had made and they were having internal cash flow problems at the time
and just as soon as the matter was resolved they would in turn take
care of it and get caught up with [the commitment]."

Despite this conversation in 1971, however, Masiello received calls in 1972

about MBM still not having met its commitments to Manzi, according to Masiello 's

7 Id. at 33.

8 Id. at 31-32; Sp.Comm. 3/26/80 at 118-119

9 Id., Sp. Coram. 6/16/80 at 31-32.

10 Id. at 34-35.

11 Id. at 32.

12 W.
13 Id. at 35-36.
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14
testimony. Manzi, by this time, was calling Frank Masiello's brother William,

and William was relaying the messages to Frank, according to Frank Masiello's

testimony. For example, in October 19 72, according to Frank Masiello

"Bill [Masiello] was still telling me that Tony [Mansueto] wasn't
or MBM or Tony or both weren't keeping their commitments that
they made to Manzi, and that they were way behind in catching up,
and promises that he had made to me earlier that they would get
caught up in their commitments had never been kept, and Billy was
constantly reminding me of the fact that my friend Mansueto wasn't
keeping his word. .

.

"

And, by December of 1972, according to Frank Masiello's testimony

"I got a very long, loud harassment type of call from Bill jumping
all over me about Mansueto not keeping his word, still wasn't
keeping his word. He was creating problems and straining [Bill's]
relationship with Manzi and that because of that [Bill] was afraid
that the company he bought from me, the contracts might not be
honored and so forth and so on. He was on about having Tony take
care of these commitments."

At around this time, Frank Masiello had additional reason to be upset with Mansueto,

Masiello had given MBM entree to the annual dinner of the Big Brothers in

Washington, D.C. which was attended by many high government officials. MBM was

embarrassing Masiello by being months late in paying for its table at the dinner.

18
Moreover, MBM and the Masiello firm were in a dispute over billings. Masiello

finally wrote Mansueto, on the bottom of a bill that MBM had sent to the Masiello

firm19 —
"Tony: We're still going around on this. By the way do you ever
read my letters carefully? It's a year now and Big Brothers still
haven't received your check for last year though you sent a very
warm promise type letter to me in September promising payment by
Oct. 1, 1972. Bill tells me your performance in Mass. is equally
gratifying . " [Emphasized words were triple-scored in original.]

20Masiello explained, in testimony to the Commission, about the note to Mansueto:

"I guess looking back at it, I guess that was my sarcastic way of
telling Tony that the members of his firm weren't at any time valued
because they couldn't keep a commitment to a charitable organization,
to the Big Brothers, they wouldn't keep a commitment there and from
the phone calls and conversations I had with Bill, it seemed that they
were doing the same thing on the political level as well as on the
charitable level .

"

14
Id. at 38-39, 45.

15 Id. at 46.

16 Id. at 49.

17 Id. at 42-44

18 Id. at 47.

19
MBM Statement dated 10/31/72 to MBM-MAA Florida Prison Study c/o Masiello

20 Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 48-49.
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Testimony of
William V. Masiello

Frank Masiello 's testimony was corroborated by testimony of William V. Masiello

before the Commission. William Masiello testified that Manzi started complaining

21
about MBM and DMJM as early as the fall of 1970:

"It was during the election 1970.... I had reason to go to the
Sargent headquarters on Park Avenue in Worcester.... Mr. Manzi
pulled me aside and indicated to me that both MBM and DMJM were
behind in their commitments. He totally blamed my brother Frank.
He blamed Frank saying that he brought — Frank brought MBM and
DMJM into the Commonwealth and they were both deadbeats .

"

22
According to William Masiello, Manzi said that MBM and DMJM "hadn't fulfilled

their part of the deal that they had made to acquire contracts."

As discussed below, MBM officials admit that they paid Manzi $10,00 in cash

in mid-October of 1970.

In addition to testimony about Manzi' s complaints after MBM won the UMass/

Boston contract, William Masiello testified about a meeting with MBM's Anthony

Mansueto and with Frank Masiello at Nick's Grill in Boston in late 1969 — the year
23

that MBM won the UMass/Boston contract. According to William Masiello 's testimony

"the basic conversation was that Mr. Mansueto — well, MBM was to
pay Toots Manzi five percent of their [fixed] fee for the [u/Mass]
contract. "

During the conversation, it was mentioned that MBM would be paying Manzi in cash

? 4
according to Masiello 's testimony. Further, the word "launder" was mentioned and,

25
according to William —

"[A]fter the meeting I asked Frank [Masiello] when we were alone
what the word laundered meant and he explained to me what the
word meant, covering up cash, how to get money through the
company so it couldn't be detected either by IRS or any of the
other government agencies."

William Masiello also testified about a face-to-face meeting in May of 1972

at which Manzi complained directly to MBM President McKee and MBM Vice President

Mansueto (in Masiello' s presence) about MBM's failure to live up to its "commitments."

Tnat testimony is discussed later in this chapter, along with testimony by McKee and

Mansueto acknowledging that there was such a meeting and that Manzi complained about

MBM not meeting its "commitments."

21
Testimony of William V. Masiello, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 48.

22 Id. , 5/12/80 at 33.

Id. 6/24/80 at 7-8.

24
Id . at 8. Frank Masiello did not testify about such a meeting. Cf . testimony of

Frank Masiello Jr., Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 34.

25 Id. at 8-9.
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Testimony of
Daniel J. Shields

26
Daniel Shields, an MBM official from 1971 to 1973, testified that MBM

President McKee characterized Albert Manzi as a "five percenter," which Shields

understood to mean a person who would receive 5 percent of a contract's value if

27
his efforts helped in winning the contract. Shields further indicated that he

28learned from McKee that Manzi had helped MBM win the UMass/Boston contract.

Testimony of
William F. Harding

29William F. Harding, an MBM salesman from 1971 to 1974, testified that he learned

that Mansueto had made a commitment to a person in Worcester that MBM would make a large

political contribution — probably about $200,000 -- to Governor Sargent's campaign if MBM

were awarded the UMass/Boston contract. Harding was unsure who told him this, although

he suggested that it might have been Shields who might, in turn, have learned it from

McKee. According to Harding, only $40,000 to $50,000 of the promised "contribution" was

32
paid, and the fundraiser was dissatisfied.

Testimony of
Stanley Davis

33Stanley Davis was an employee in 1969 of Seelye Stevenson Value & Knecht, the firm

that made — and then dropped out of -- a joint venture proposal with MBM for the UMass/Bos.i

34
contract. Davis testified to the Commission that he was told by William Knecht, the head

of the Seelye firm in 1969, that payoffs or political contributions in the range of $50,00C

to $150,000 were going to be required to obtain the UMass/Boston contract. Davis said that

he does not recall if he was told that the $50,000 - $150,000 was to be the total payoff

from McKee or Mansueto (Davis did not recall which), and that Knecht 's unwillingness to

participate in such an arrangement caused the Seelye firm to withdraw from the proposed joi

35
venture. The Commission could not obtain Knecht' s testimony, since Knecht died several

years ago.

MBM President McKee disputed Davis's account when McKee testified before the Commissi

McKee said that a former Seelye employee named William Alexander would corroborate McKee '

s

testimony that Seelye withdrew from the venture when, and because, the DSB split the site

.

26
Shields testimony, Sp.Comm. 6/2/80 at 8.

27 Id. at 95-96.

28
Id. at 93-94.

29
See Chapter X, infra .

30 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 26-27, 29.

31
Id. at 27-28.

32
Id_;_ at 28.

' Testimony of Stanley Davis, Sp. Comm. 5/29/80 at 22-23

34
See discussion in Chapter IV, supra .

' Davis testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/29/80 at 24-25.
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36
development work from the project management contract. McKee was asked orally at the

11 38
hearing, by formal letter after the hearing, to provide Mr. Alexander's address so that

the Commission could contact him. McKee never responded to the requests.

It should be noted that Stanley Davis worked briefly for MBM in 1970-71

39
and left due to policy conflicts. On the other hand, Davis was contacted by the

40
Commission in regard to the DiCarlo-MacKenzie case and unexpectedly volunteered

the unrelated information about the Knecht conversation on two occasions, six

41
months apart.

Davis's testimony is, of course, hearsay. It is set forth in recognition of

the Commission' s responsibility under legislative mandate to report fully all

evidence regarding the means by which MBM obtained the UMass/Boston contract. The

Commission, as elsewhere in this report, makes no finding of credibility.

Affidavit of
Maurice Khoury

Maurice Khoury was the Chairman of the Board of International Management
42

Services, MBM's parent company, for several years in the early 1970's. In a

sworn affidavit, dated June 24, 1980, Khoury stated that McKee told him "that large

amounts of money had to be paid to government officials in order for MBM ... to

receive or retain particular contracts." Khoury stated that McKee told him that

large payments of this nature were required "for obtaining or retaining a contract

at or for the University of Massachusetts Boston campus. On one occasion, for

example, Mr. McKee told [Khoury] that $20,000 was necessary for that purpose."

Khoury added that he provided off-the-books cash for payments of this type at

McKee ' s request. Khoury' s affidavit and McKee ' s denials are considered at length

later in this chapter.

Evidence That MBM Generated
Tens of Thousands of Dollars in Cash

For Payment to Politicians

The Commission received considerable evidence, much of it from testimony by

MBM officials and from documents found in MBM's files, that MBM generated tens of

McKee testimony, Sp. Coram. 6/26/80 at 135.

37
Id. at 143-144.

3 8
Letter dated June 26, 1980 from Bancroft Littlef ield, Jr. to James F. Ryan, counsel to
McKee

.

39 Davis testimony, Sp.Comm. 5/29/80 at 6.

40 See discussion in Chapter VII, infra .

41 Notes of Stanley Davis interview 12/11/79 by Commission staff, at 1,3; 5/28/80 Davis intervie

42 Affidavit dated June 24, 1980 executed by Maurice Khoury in Beirut, Lebanon, at 1.

43 Id.
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thousands of dollars in cash for payment to politicians. It is important to review

that evidence in some detail in order to have a basis for evaluating testimony by

McKee and Mansueto that MBM was not in the practice of making payments to politicians

44
or political fundraisers and that MBM did not make a commitment prior to

obtaining the UMass/Boston contract — or any other contract anywhere else — that

45MBM would make such payments xn return for being awarded the contract.

Cash Generation and
Questionable Accounting Practices
By MBM

The Commission's analysis of the available books and records of MBM reveals

at least eight (8) different methods by which MBM concealed the true nature of

payments that MBM officials have admitted went to politicians or political fundraisers.

Those methods will be summarized briefly here, each with a specific example of its

use. In several cases, more complete discussion can be found elsewhere in this

Report. Here, then, are brief descriptions of the eight methods:

1. MBM made a corporate check payable directly to a political figure. An

example is MBM corporate check #1812 for $2,000 made payable in October 1970 to then State
46Senator Kevin B. Harrington.

2. MBM made a corporate check payable to an intermediary, who then endorsed

the check to a political figure or political campaign. For example, MBM $2,000

corporate check #1822 in October 1970 was made payable to William Masiello, who

endorsed the check to Senator James A. Kelly, Jr., who in turn endorsed the check

to the Kevin White for Governor Committee. 47 MBM intended this money to go to
48the White campaign.

3. By prior agreement, bills incurred for services for political figure, a

political campaign, or a political committee were sent directly to the corporation,

which paid them as if the services had been rendered to the corporation. Thus,

in 1972, MBM's wholly-owned subsidiary, MCM, used corporate checks to pay invoices

submitted to MCM by the Philadelphia Letter Shop, Inc. for printing that was
49

actually done for the Philadelphia Democratic City Committee.

44 McKee testimony, 6 Die 2/1/77 at 51-52; Sp.Comm. 6/26/80 at 97-98. Mansueto
testimony, 9 DiC 2/4/77 at 100.

45 McKee testimony, Sp.Comm. 6/26/80 at 14-18, 76-79, 122. Mansueto testimony,
P. A. 5/23/78 at 110.

46 See discussion of this check infra and in P. A. Report at 60-79.

47 See discussion of this check infra and in P. A. Report at 60-72.

48 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 53-55.

49 McKee testified that he learned about these indirect political payments in 1973
McKee testimony, 6 DiC 2/1/77 at 184-185.
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4. A corporate check was falsely identified on the company's books as a loan

to an officer, while the proceeds of the check were actually transmitted to a

political figure. For example, MBM check #2817 dated January 20, 1972 for $5,000

was made payable to cash and charged on MBM's books as a loan to McKee. The

proceeds of this check were given by McKee to Massachusetts State Senator Ronald
50

C. MacKenzie.

5. A corporate check was falsely identified on thecompany 's books as an

advance to an officer, with the proceeds of the check being transmitted to a

political figure or political campaign. The alleged October 16, 1970 payment of

$10,000 to Manzi for the Sargent campaign was cash generated by MBM corporate check

51
#1820 identified as an advance to Mansueto.

6

.

A corporate check payable to cash was given to an intermediary who

negotiated the check and then wrote his personal check to a political figure or

political campaign. MBM corporate check #2325 for $1,000 dated April 21, 1971

payable to cash was deposited at the direction of Endicott Peabody into Peabody's

personal bank account in Washington, D.C. Peabody then wrote a personal check for

$1,0 00 to buy tickets on MBM's behalf to a testimonial "brunch" for David M. Bartley,
52

then Speaker of the Massachusetts House of Representatives.

7. A corporate check of a company affiliate or subsidiary was made payable

to cash with the cash given to a political figure or campaign. Half of MBM's

$10,000 cash payment to Masiello for Manzi on May 23, 1972 was composed of the

proceeds of a $5,000 check payable to cash, written on the account of Equipment
53

Development, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of MBM.

8. A company employee submitted a false expense report on the instruction of

his superiors, was "reimbursed" by the company, and then used the reimbursement to

cover personal checks or furnish cash to political figures. Former MCM comptroller

Peter T. Pallota provided evidence to the Commission that he filed false expense

reports in 1972 and used the "reimbursements" to generate cash which was given
54

to certain political figures in accordance with directions from his superiors.

In each of the foregoing methods, corporate funds were conveyed to
55

politicians or political campaigns. Such contributions have been illegal in

56
Massachusetts since 1946."

50 See discussion infra .

51 See discussion later in this chapter.

52 See discussion infra in Chapter VII.

53 See discussion later in this chapter.

54 Notes of 7/25/79 interview of Peter T. Pallotta by Special Commision staff, at 1

55 For further discussion , see O'Neill testimony, Sp.Comm. 6/25/80.

56 See G.L. , c. 55 §. 8.
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57
MBM had a ledger account entitled "Political Contributions." The Commission,

58
despite intensive investigation, did not find a single entry in that account,

even though MBM's check vouchers for some of the political payments admitted by
59

MBM officials contained the notation: "Political Contribution."

Another method for generating cash was alleged by Maurice Khoury, the

Chairman of the Board of MBM's parent corporation for several years in the 1970s.

That procedure is discussed later in this chapter. Before turning to it, some

general comments about MBM's financial records are in order.

The bookkeeping and accounting procedures that MBM used for the purpose of

disguising political payments were, in some instances, extremely complicated. A

brief discussion of them would be confusing, and an extended discussion is probably

not of much interest to the general reader. Suffice it to say that payments that

actually went to Massachusetts State Senators Joseph J.C. DiCarlo and Ronald C.

MacKenzie, for example, gave rise to complex and convoluted entries resulting in

charges to MBM affiliates in the Middle East. Readers interested in a more detailed

analysis are referred to the testimony before the Commission of a senior financial

analyst from the Commission's staff who studied the available books and records

of MBM and MBM's affiliates.

For present purposes, the following observations may be helpful. MBM had

several wholly-owned subsidiaries and one foreign affiliate that it owned in

conjunction with MBM's parent company,, International Management Services, Inc. (IMS). IMS,

in turn, had other wholly-owned subsidiaries overseas. A chart creDared by- the

Commission illustrates the corporate structure.

57 McKee testimony, 6 DiC 2/1/77 at 64-70. See also O'Neill Exhibit 5, a page
from MBM's Table of Accounts, Sp.Comm. 6/25/80 at 15.

58 Testimony of Commission financial investigator James J. O'Neill, Sp.Comm.
6/25/80 at 19.

59 See , e.g. , vouchers for voided MBM check #1813 dated 10/19/70 for $2,000
payable to Kevin White, and for voided MBM check #1821 dated 10/19/70 for
$4,000 payable to William Masiello, introduced as William Masiello Exhibits
9 and 11, Sp.Comm. 6/25/80 at 30, 32.

60 See testimony of James J. O'Neill, Sp . Comm. 6/25/80.

61 Chart prepared by Special Commission staff from MBM corporate documents. IMS did
not formally acquire MBM until December 1972, but this arrangement existed d£ facto ,

if not de jure, at least as of April 1972.
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The Commission, after considerable effort, managed to identify nearly fifty

different bank accounts used by MEM and its affiliates during the period 1969

62through 1973, and it is entirely likely that additional accounts

existed. Although the Commission scrutinized more than 10,000 MEM checks,

there are thousands more that were not available to the Commission .

^

Similarly, many of the books and records of MBM and its affiliates were not

available to the Commission. 65
In addition, the Commission was unable tc

obtain complete personal banking records of McKee and Mansueto. Thus, the

Commission could not determine how McKee and Mansueto had disposed of more than

$200,000 in unrepaid "loans" and "advances" that they had received from MBM. 67

Thus, there may have been instances of cash generation by MBM that were

undetectable from the limited records available to the Commission. And, indeed,

there were several leads that financial analysts for the Commission followed but

lacked evidence to reach a final determination about 68

In an attempt to convince the Commission that there were no other generations

of cash used for political payments, MEM President McKee had several meetings

with Commission staff and wrote a letter in which he said:

"I think the records and documents which you have seen,
butressed by testimony from the many people responsible for
the financial and accounting work at MEM, demonstrate that a

scenario of laundering through these transactions is not
credible. I call your attention again to the fact that MBM
certified audits exist for the periods in Question. "

62 See chart entitled "Partial List of Bank Accounts of MBM and Affiliated
Companies, 1969-1973," introduced as O'Neill Exhibit 2, Sp. Comm. 6/25/80 at 13.

63 O'Neill testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/25/80 at 13.

6^ It may well be that the checks no longer exist.

65 O'Neill testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/25/80 at 13.

6 ^ They furnished some, but not all, of the records. See letter dated August
23, 1975 from Mansueto's secretary Cathy Palkowski tc the Commission; letter
dated April 2, 19e0 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to National Eenk of North America.
Their banks apparently no longer have the records, not even on microfilm.

67 From 1969 through 1972, McKee received $188,041.12 and Mansueto received
$29,579.57 of "loans" which were not repaid and/or "advances" which could not be
linked by Commission staff with particular travel or entertainment expenses. See
chart introduced as O'Neill exhibit 14, Sp. Comm. 6/25/80 at 35, and O'Neill
testimony, id . at 32-37.

6£ The Commission is not suggesting that any payments to politicians were made
in connection with a series of $6,600 and $7,500 checks that attracted attention
in the public press some years ago. The Commission investigated those checks
intensively end found no evidence linking those checks to illegal political
payments. See O'Neill testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/25/8C, at 45-49.

^ McKee interviews with Commission staff on Auoust 30, 1979, February 5, 1980
and April 3, 1980.

70 Letter dated August 25, 1980 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to the Commission
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The Commission sought corroboration of this from Arthur 0. Hirshberg, the

certified public accountant with Laventhol & Horwath who had been involved with

the yearly audits of MBM back at least to 1969. Hirshberg disagreed with McKee's

letter and summarized his disagreement in a memorandum which Hirshberg submitted

to the Commission on Laventhol & Horwath's behalf. The memorandum began by

citing relevant sections of the Codification of Statements on Auditing Standards

issued by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants' Auditing

Standards Board (AU Section). Here are some of the sections as ouoted by

Hirshberg

:

"The financial statements [are] the representations of

management. The transactions which should be reflected in the accounts
and in the financial statements are matters within the direct knowledge
and control of management. The auditor's knowledge of such transactions
is limited to that acquired through his examination. Accordingly, the
fairness of the representations made through financial statements is an

implicit and integral part of management's responsibility."

"[T]he auditor's examination, based on the concept of selective
testing of the data being examined, is subject to the inherent risk that

material errors or irregularities, if they exist, will not be

detected. .. .Certain acts, such as collusion between client personnel and
third parties or among management or employees of the client, may result
in misrepresentations being made to the auditor or in the presentation
to the auditor of falsified records or documents that appear truthful
and genuine .

"

The Laventhol & Horwath memorandum concluded with the following comments:

"It follows from the above that an auditor's unoualified opinion on

financial statements does not imply that every iterr in the financial
statements has been verified in detail. The unqualified opinion is on

the fair presentation of the financial statements taken as a whole. The
details, accuracy and authenticity of the financial records and the

financial statements themselves remain the responsibility of management.

"It should be further noted that Laventhol & Horwath in no instance
gave an unqualified opinion on the financial statements of

McKee-Berger-Mansueto , Inc. and Subsidiaries for the years ended April

30, 1972, December 31, 1973 and December 31, 1974."

7i Memorandum dated June 17, I960 from Arthur 0. Hirshberg to the Comrrissior
concerning auditino standards.



Alleged Cash Generation
for MBM by Maurice Khoury
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MBM during the 1970s was affiliated with -- and for several years was a

wholly-owned subsidiary of -- International Management Services, Inc.

("IMS"). z Because the Commission did not have access tc the books and records

of IMS and of IMS subsidiaries which might have generated cash for use by MBM,

the Commission sought to locate IMS's Chairman of the Board, Maurice Khoury.

Khoury is a native Palestinian who was educated in universities in London and

Beirut. Commission staff located Khoury in Beirut and interviewed him in

London in May 1980. Khoury then executed s sworn affidavit for the Commission,

since he was unable to come to the United States to testify.

According to Khoury's sworn affidavit, "[MBM President] McKee ... on

numerous occasions told me [Khoury] that large amounts of money had to be paid to

government officials in order for MBM and/or MCM to receive or retain particular

contracts." Khoury swore that McKee had told him about "large payments to

government officials in return for obtaining or retaining a contract at or for

the University of Massachusetts Boston campus. On one occasion ... McKee told me

[Khoury] that $20,000 was necessary for that purpose." Furthermore, Khoury

asserted, "McKee told me [Khoury] that large payments -- I believe of $100,000 or

$150,000 -- had to be made to public officials in order for MBM to obtain or

retain a contract with or for the Chicago Board of Education. I believe that Mr.

McKee said that $50,000 had to be paid in advance of obtaining the contract and

the rest later." In addition, according tc Khoury, McKee had discussed with him

"payments to public officials in connection with obtaining or retaining an MCM

contract regarding the Philadelphia International Airport."

Khoury's affidavit also included allegations about the sources of funds for

the political payments that MBM was making. According to Khoury, "on many

occasions Mr. McKee told me [Khoury] that political payments ... had to be maoe

in cash and could not be reflected on the books of account of MBM or MCM."

Furthermore, Khoury stated that "McKee said it was necessary -- if MBM or MCM

were to obtain or retain those contracts -- that I [Khoury] supply cash or cash

equivalents to him [McKee] that would not be recorded on the MBM or ^C^ books."

According to Khoury, he complied with McKee's reouests and instructions to make

funds available to McKee by employing at least two different methods:

72 See discussion in Chapter II, supra .

73 Khoury 5/26/80 interview.

7/
* Affidavit dated June 24, I960, executed by Maurice Khoury in Beirut,

Lebanon.
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"One method consisted of my writing a check on one of my

personal bank accounts and making it payable to Mr. McKee
as an individual. Mr. McKee told me that such sums were
understood not to be personal loans but rather to be means
by which political payments could be effectuated. Another
procedure involved me -- whether personally or through a

company with which I was affiliated such as Associated
Business Consultants ("ABC") -- making cash or cash
equivalents (such as bank checks) available to Mr. McKee
which would not be processed through any bank account of
MBM or MCM and would not be reflected on MBM or MCM books
of account."

Khoury stated that the procedures making funds available to McKee "often involved

many thousands of dollars -- even tens of thousands of dollars in a single

transaction," and that some of these transactions occurred in 1972 and 1973.

Finally, Khoury said that "[t]o disguise further some [of these] transactions,

Mr. McKee requested that I [Khoury] execute certain documents such as loan or

borrowing agreements which did net accurately reflect the nature of the

transaction."

In testimony before the Commission, MEM President McKee agreed with many of

the statements made by Khoury in his affidavit. McKee admitted that from 1971

through 1973 he and Khoury talked "fairly continuously" about their "mutual

business." Those discussions between McKee and Khoury took place in New

York, Lebanon, Algeria, and Kuwait, among other places. McKee conceded that

Khoury obtained large sums of money for IMS, MBM, and their affiliates both in

equity investments and in loans -- sums in the hundreds of thousands of

dollars 76 McKee also agreed that Khoury on occasion made checks or wire

transfers payable to McKee personally, payments that were not reflected on MEM's

books; however, McKee claimed that these were for expense advances cr for McKee

79
to deposit in Khoury's account. In addition, McKee admitted that it was

"possible" that he and Khoury executed loan agreements which did not accurately

pnreflect the nature of the transactions. McKee further testified that it was

"ouite likely" that he had tcld Khoury that he [^c\<ee~\ had made large "payments

... to public officials in the United States in cash," since McKee had indeed

maoe such payments and testified to them previously 81

75 id.

76 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/8C at 110

77 id.

7£ Id. at 110-112.

79 Id. at 112-113.

80 id. at 124-125.

61 Id. at 114.
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McKee denied, however, that he had told Khoury about any such payments other

than the ones McKee had previously testified about since, according to McKee,

there were no other political payments. McKee specifically denied having

told Khoury that large payments had to be made to public officials in order for

M6M to obtain or retain a contract with or for the Chicago Eoard of Education,

ft 3
because "in fact no such payments were reguired to be made."

McKee further denied that any of the money that was transferred by Khoury to

McKee personally or to any of MEM's affiliated companies was used for political

purposes or to make payments or contributions to political figures in the United

States. He also denied having told Khoury that any of the funds being

transferred by Khoury to the United States were being used to pay political

ficures in connection with contracts 85 McKee further denied havino had

discussions with Khoury to the effect that the political contributions had to be

p c
made in cash which would not be reflected on the company's books.

The Commission asked McKee whether he would submit to a polygraph ("lie

detector") examination. McKee said he would, and a mutually-agreed-upon examiner

87
gave the test, using mutually-agreed-upon questions. The examiner was a

former FEI examiner now in private practice. In order to determine whether

McKee was lying in denying the substance of Khoury's allegations, McKee was asked

the following ouestions:

"Dio Khoury make checks or money payable to you [McKee]
personally, to pay for contracts in the United States?"

"Die Khoury make money or its eouivalent available to you that
did not reflect on MBM ' s books, to buy contracts?"

"Did you reouest money from Khoury to buy contracts?"

McKee was tested on these ouestions, answering "No" to all of them. In the

opinion of the examiner, McKee's answers were untrue 89

82 Id. at 115.

83 Id. at 116-117.

64 Id. at 113-117.

S5 id. at 117.

££ Id. at 123-124.

87 See letter dated July 12, 198C from Commission attorneys Michael L. Tabak
and A. John Pappalardo to McKee's attorney James F. Pyan, concerning McKee's
polygraph examinations.

88 "Qualifications of Edward J. McGrath," dated October 22, 1980.

85 Report dated June 9, 1980 of polygraph examination extended to Gerald McKee
[Jr.] on June 6, 1980, prepared by Edward J. McGrath, staff examiner for

Scientific Security—Raymond S. August, Inc., at 3.
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The Commission recognizes that polygraph examination is an art and that its

results are generally not admissible in courts of law. On the other hand, the

Commission used the same polygraph examiner with other witnesses. and found the

examiner's conclusions generally to be supported by extrinsic evidence developed

by the Commission. The Commission reaches no credibility determination and notes

that McKee later took a polygraph examination that he passed. The examination

was administered by an examiner engaged by McKee without the Commission's

knowledge. The examiner was not briefed by the Commission and the Questions were

en
not the same as in the first examination. u

In the course of its investigation, the Commission came upon evidence of

MBM activities in states other than Massachusetts that tends to corroborate

allegations in Khoury's affidavit. That evidence is discussed in Appendix B tc

this MBM Report.

90 After learning that he had not "passed" the polygraph test administered by
the mutually-agreed-upon examiner, McKee allegedly told the examiner that McKee
believed the examiner was incompetent and that McKee was going to ask a former
FBI agent to recommend a competent examiner. Several days later McKee informeo
the Commission that a polygraph examiner in New York had found McKee tc be
telling the truth. See report dated June 24, 1980 of polygraph examination
extended to Gerald McKee, Jr. by Victor C. Kaufman, New York Lie Detection
Laboratories; letter dated June 25, I960 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Special
Commission Chairman John William Wara, concerning the results of McKee's
polygraph examinations. The Commission then offered tc make available to McKee's
New York examiner the "charts" from -- and all the underlying information that
had been available tc -- the mutually-agreed-upon examiner in Boston. Letter
dated July 12, 1980 from Commission attorneys Michael L. Tabak and A. John
Fappalardo tc McKee's attorney James F. Ryan, concerning McKee's polygraph
examinations. McKee did not act upon the Commission's offer.
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Evidence That MBM Paid at Least $30,000 in Cash
to Republican Fundraiser Albert Manzi After MBM

Won the UMass/Boston Contract

MBM officials have testified that they made two $10,000 cash payments to Republican

fundraiser Albert Manzi after MBM won the UMass/Boston contract. The testimony of the MBM

witnesses about those payments is supplemented by new evidence about the circumstances

surrounding those payments and by evidence of at least one more $10,000 cash payment by MBM

to Manzi.

The October 16, 1970 Payment to
Fundraiser Albert P. Manzi

91Although MBM commenced work on the UMass/Boston project in December 1969, the

92MBM-UMass/Boston contract was not actually signed until April 22, 1970. Thus, MBM did not

receive any payments from the Commonwealth under the fixed fee portion of its contract until

93April 29, 1970. Once the payments from the Commonwealth started, their fixed-fee component

94
ran on the order of $109,000 per month.

Anthony Mansueto's appointment calendars for 1970 contain notes to call or visit Republic!

fundraiser Albert Manzi on April 21, April 23, April 27, May 6, June 18, June 22, June 25,

95
July 2, July 6, July 13, July 14, July 22, August 10, and August 11. Mansueto's calendar

for August 17, 1970 carries the entry: "How handle Manzi." It also says, "Call Masiello,"
96

at a telephone number identified as "Senator Kelly's office." Mansueto's diary

97
indicates a contact with Manzi again on September 11, 1970. On September 16, 1970 Mansueto'

9 8
pocket calendar says, "Manzi - call FM" [perhaps referring to Frank Masiello].

99
On September 29, 1970, Mansueto's diary contains the entry: "Prog Pol Cont - SB." Thi

entry may reflect a discussion with MBM Comptroller Samuel Beckerman about political

contributions. On the same date, Mansueto's diary also says: "Boston. . .Calls : B. Masiello

& Manzi re 10/13 (10/14? ) I'

100 On October 9 and October 12, 1970, Mansueto's pocket calendar

q i

MBM officials attended meetings with the BBC on December 22 and 23, 1969. See discussion
in Chapter IV supra.

See Memorandum of Approval #70-80 dated April 22, 1970, signed by Donald R. Dwight.

1

Comptroller's cards for BBC Project 601, contract No. U67-4#2A, for MBM's project
management services at UMass/Boston. Payments for reimbursables started on February
25, 1970.

94 M.
' Mansueto pocket calendar, 4/21/70, 4/23/70, 4/27/70, 5/6/70, 6/18/70, 6/22/70, 6/25/70
7/2/70, 7/6/70, 7/13/70, 7/14/70, 7/22/70, 8/10/70, 8/11/70.

96
Id. 8/17/70

97 ". 9/11/70.

98
H- 9/16/70.

" M. 9/29/70.

100
Id.
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contains entries reading: "GM-Boston," which may reflect discussions with MBM

President Gerald McKee, Jr. about Boston.

On October 11 and October 12, 1970 there are entries saying, "Call Bill Masiello"

in? • •

and "Calls: Bill M. re 10/13 Boston." As discussed earlier in this chapter, William

Masiello has testified that in the Fall of 1970, Albert Manzi confronted Masiello at Sargent

campaign headquarters in Worcester and complained that Masiello' s brother Frank had brought two

"deadbeats" — MBM and DMJM -- into Massachusetts. Manzi said that MBM and DMJM were behind in

commitments that they had made to acquire contracts, according to William Masiello 's

testimony.

On October 13, 1970, Mansueto went to Boston. He had an appointment with Manzi

scheduled for 2 p.m. Mansueto' s pocket calendar for October 13, 1970 also reflects a

telephone call to Endicott Peabody about political contributions.

Although Mansueto refused to appear before the Commission, he did testify before the

Post Audit Subcommittee in 1978. Mansueto said that Manzi was demanding a large "contribution"

from MBM in 1970 for the Sargent-Dwight campaign and that Mansueto called Peabody to ask

10 8 109
his advice. Mansueto told Peabody that Manzi had said that MBM's "dues were due."

Peabody ' s response, according to Mansueto, was that "the only place that people in politics

could get any campaign funds from [was] from other people who worked for the Commonwealth..."

Thus, Mansueto testified, Peabody recommended giving a "contribution" to the Sargent-Dwight

campaign. Peabody added that a "contribution" should also be given to the Democrats and

112
that the amounts should not be "extravagant," according to Mansueto.

101
Id. 10/9/70, 10/12/70.

102
Id. 10/11/70, 10/12/70.

103
Id. 10/13/70.

104
Id.

105
Id.

See Sp. Comm. 6/27/80 at 4-5.

107
Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 43-44

108
Id. at 44.

109
Id.

110
Id.

111
1^.

112
Id.
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Endicott Peabody has also testified about that telephone conversation. Peabody

recalled that Mansueto said that the solicitation came from "the Republicans" and

that Mansueto may have told him that $10,000 was being demanded. ^-

Peabody also testified that he asked Mansueto whether the pressure was coming

from Manzi , and that Mansueto replied that the pressure was indeed coming from

Manzi. Although Peabody was the one who first mentioned Manzi 's name in that

conversation, Peabody testified that he did not know -- until he heard Mansueto'

s

answer in that conversation on October 13, 1970 — that Mansueto knew Manzi . H°

Indeed, Peabody testified that he was unaware in 1969 when he was trying to help MBM

• 117
with the UMass/Boston contract, that anyone at MBM knew Manzi.

Peabody, an attorney, testified that he did not warn Mansueto that personal

contributions larger than $3,000 — and corporate contributions of any amount — were

illegal, although Peabody knew they were illegal. 119 Nor, according to Peabody,

did he find out what MBM finally decided to do about Manzi. 120

The MBM officials involved have since testified — (1) that MBM decided to give the

full $10,000 that Manzi sought; 121
(2) that MBM regarded this as a voluntary contri-

bution, not an extortion; (3) that the $10,000 came from MBM corporate funds; 123

(4) that the payment was not charged to MBM's existing "political contributions" account124

but instead was disguised as an advance to an MBM officer125 which was then written

113Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/29/78 at 22-23, 89.

114 id. at 92-93 .

115
—
Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 208.

116 Id. at 155.

117 id.

118 Peabody testimony, P.A. 3/29/78 at 90-91, 97.

119
Id. at 90, 98; Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 160.

1 20
Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/29/78 at 23; Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 168.

121
McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 52-53; Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 43.

122
McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 17, 53.

123 McKee testimony, 6 DiC 2/1/77 at 57. MBM-Boston check #1820, dated October 16, 1970

for $10,000 payable to Anthony E. Mansueto, was allegedly used.

124 Testimony of Commission financial investigator James J. O'Neill, Sp. Comm. 6/25/80
at 19.

' MBM Cash Disbursements Book entry for check #1820; O'Neill testimony, Sp. Comm.
6/25/80 at 30.
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126
off through the "selling, general and administrative expense" account; and (5) that

this $10,000 voluntary contribution to the campaign of Governor Francis Sargent and

Lieutenant Governor Donald Dwight was delivered in cash within a brown paper package °

which was transported from downtown Boston to Worcester where it was handed quickly to

Albert Manzi in the back of Manzi's grocery store. 129 As discussed in Chapter VII below,

Peabody allegedly did learn in February 1971 of this October 1970 payment to Manzi, and

MBM -- allegedly upon Peabody ' s suggestion -- then put the $10,000 check which had

generated the cash into a safe deposit vault so that it was no longer located in MBM's office

with MBM's other books and records.

Even after MBM made the $10,000 cash payment to Manzi in October 1970, Manzi

continued to press MBM for additional payments, according to Mansueto. When Mansueto

pleaded MBM's poverty and satisfaction of its obligations, Manzi allegedly informed

131Mansueto, "You don't just give once."

The Alleged MBM Payment to Manzi in
February 19 72

In February 1972, MBM generated $21,500 in cash within the space of three days.

Of that amount, $11,500 was produced from three checks made payable to MBM official

Daniel J. Shields and cashed by MBM President McKee ' s father (who worked in the MBM

office). -* 2 The other $10,000 resulted from a check payable to cash which was

"17 3cashed by MBM comptroller Andrew Serell.

MBM officials testified at the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial in 1977 that $10,000 in cash

was given to MacKenzie (to share with DiCarlo) on February 18, 1972. No mention was

made at the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial of the other $11,500 even though the FBI was aware

of it and had been told in 1974 that it had gone to Boston for DiCarlo and MacKenzie.

126
Transcript of MBM Accountant's Workpaper for fiscal year ended 4/30/71.

12 Heyman testimony, 25 M/M 3/26/79 at 57.

128
Id. at 59.

129
Id. at 67-70.

130 , „Written statement dated June 12, 1980 executed by Jack S. Thomas in London, England,
at 1-2.

131
Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 72.

132Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 67-70.

133
McKee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 53-54.

134
Id. at 52-56. see discussion in Chapter \7TI, infra .

135
FBI Airtel dated February 7, 1975 from Special Agent in Charge (SAC) of the Philadelphia
office to the SAC of the New York office, re: NY FBI file no. 166-3647. See discussion
in Chapter VIII, infra.
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In testimony before the Commission in 1980 MacKenzie admitted receiving cash

from MBM in February 1972 but said the amount was only $8,000 of which $4,000 went

136
to DiCarlo. Testimony by MBM officials William F. Harding and Daniel J. Shields

tended to corroborate MacKenzie. Shields also testified that he kept $2,500 of

the cash that was generated in February 1972 since it was due to him, and that an-

138
other $1,000 went to a BBC official. These amounts ($8,000 + $2,500 + $1,000)

total $11,500 -- the amount generated by checks to Shields.

As for the other $10,000, the Commission heard testimony that it went to Albert

Manzi. William Masiello testified that he was given the money in cash by MBM and

139
that he delivered it to Manzi at Manzi' s home in Paxton. Masiello said the

transaction occurred in February 1972, the month that Masiello' s brother reacquired

140Masiello & Associates from another firm.

That the $10,000 cashed by Andrew Serell was for Manzi may be supported by

entries in Anthony Mansueto's calendars. On January 31, 1972 Mansueto's calendar

141
says: " URGENT Andy S (10M - 10 days) then call Bill M. ..." And on February 2,

1972 Mansueto's calendar says: "Bill Masiello - re Toots sore. OK - but won't do

142
anything if & until he gets 10M. " Mansueto admitted, in testimony at the

Manzi-Masiello trial, that the January 31 and February 2, 1972 entries in his

calendars reflected conversations about a Manzi demand for another $10,000 in cash

14 3from MBM. Mansueto testified, however, that he succeeded in putting Manzi off

for another three months.

136 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 42-45.

137
Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 67-70; Harding testimony, Sp. Comm.
6/4/80 at 47.

138 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 69-70.

139 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 49-50.

140
Id.

141
Mansueto desk calendar, 1/31/72.

14 2 Mansueto pocket calendar, 2/2/72.

143 Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 95-98, 139.
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The May 18, 1972 Parker House Meeting
and MBM's May 23, 1972 Payment
to William V. Masiello for Manz i

144
During May of 1972, MBM generated another $20,000 in cash. MBM witnesses

testified that $10,000 of that money went to Ronald MacKenzie, to be shared with
145

Joseph DiCarlo. MacKenzie admitted to the Commission that he received this

$10,000 and gave $5,000 of it to DiCarlo, and DiCarlo admitted receiving $5,000

146
in May 19 72 from MBM via MacKenzie. Thus, there is no dispute about this payment.

As for the other $10,000 in cash that MBM generated in May of 1972, the MBM

witnesses testified that the money was intended for Albert Manzi and was given to

147William V. Masiello to deliver to Manzi. Masiello agreed, testifying that he

received the $10,000 in cash from MBM in Boston and passed it in turn to Manzi in

a parking lot in Marlborough. -^8

As to why MBM was giving this additional $10,000 to Manzi, there is some

disagreement. To set the context, it should be noted that on May 4, 1972, MBM

reactivated a formal proposal to provide project management for Phase II of the

14 9UMass/Boston project. Since the contract that MBM had obtained in December 1969

covered only Phase I of the UMass/Boston project, 150 mbm was now applying for Phase

II. MBM's Phase II proposal sought a fixed fee of approximately $2 million, as well

as certain other payments on a "reimbursable" basis.

144
MBM check #3549 dated 5/12/72 for $10,000 payable to cash; MBM-Boston check #3130
dated 5/23/72 for $5,000 payable to cash; EDI check #171 dated 5/23/72 for $5,000
payable to cash.

145
McKee testimony, 5 Die 1/31/77 at 56-63; Thomas testimony, 11 DiC 2/8/77 at 68-83.

146
MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 48-50; DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm.
6/3/80 at 116.

147
McKee testimony 12 M/M 3/1/79 at 72; 13 M/M 3/2/79 at 66-72; Sp. Comm. 6/26/80
at 82-83; Thomas testimony, 10 M/M 2/26/79 at 77-81.

148
William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 62-64.

149
Draft Consultant Contract for Project Management Services, Massachusetts State
Project No. U67-4 Phase II, between the Bureau of Building Construction and MBM;
certification dated May 4, 1972 by Seymour Berger authorizing Jack S. Thomas to
tender proposals and execute contracts on behalf of MBM. See also Draft Memorandum
of Approval #72-84 dated May 4, 1972 from Walter J. Poitrast to Alan Altshuler
(Secretary of Transportation and Construction) and Robert L. Yasi (Secretary of
Administration and Finance) concerning continued services of project management
consultant for Phase II and extended services of MBM as project manager for Phase i.
See also letter dated December 29, 1971 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Walter J. Poitrast,

150
'

See discussion in Chapter IV supra .

Draft Consultant Contract for Phase II of UMass/Boston, at 12.
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MBM had reason to believe that the BBC would support MBM's proposal, since BBC

Director Poitrast's administrative assistant, Frederick Kussman, had helped MBM draft

the proposal. MBM also had reason to believe that A&F would be favorably disposed

toward the proposal, since Deputy A&F Commission Albert Zabriskie had already expressed

his support to MBM for Phase II. -^ The only obvious problems for MBM concerning

Phase II were that (1) there was a chance that outside project management would not be

used for Phase II, and (2) there was a chance that the University's plans for Phase II

would be scrapped altogether, with the UMass/Boston campus not going beyond the

buildings constructed under Phase I. 154 MBM was aware of these problems and, accordingly,

incorporated in its proposed contract a provision that MBM would be paid $1,050,000
155

even if Phase II did not go forward. In addition to trying to see to it that Phase

II would proceed and that MBM would receive a Phase II contract, MBM also in May 1972

was seeking an extension of its Phase I contract worth several hundred thousand dollars.

On May 5, 1972, MBM Vice President Mansueto's pocket calendar contained a note

reminding Mansueto to set up a meeting for May 11, 1972 in Boston for McKee , Mansueto,

Manzi, and William Masiello. 157 Mansueto has testified that he called William Masiello

on May 8, 1972 to set up the meeting. The meeting was scheduled, but it then had

159
to be postponed for a week, because Mansueto's wife took ill on May 11, 1972.

152
Notes of January 31, 1977 interview of Frederick J. Kussman [by DiCarlo Defense
Team attorney William R. DiMento] , at 1. See also manuscript draft consultant
Contract for Project Management Services, Mass. State Project No. U67-4 Phase II,

part of which is in Frederick J. Kussman 's handwriting.

153
See "confidential" memorandum dated January 28, 1972 from C. Ronald Rabin to

Gerald McKee and Jack Thomas, concerning a telephone conversation with Albert
H. Zabriskie on January 27, 1972.

154
Indeed, that is what eventually happened.

155
Draft Consultant Contract for Phase II of UMass/Boston, at 12.

156
Draft Consultant Contract for Project Management Services, Massachusetts State
Project No. U67-4 Phase I between the BBC and MBM, effective date to be June 1,

1972 for extension of services through November 1, 1973. See also draft 5/4/72
Memorandum of Approval #72-84, at 1.

157
Mansueto pocket calendar, 5/5/72.

158
Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 16 3.

159
Id. at 165-169; 7 M/M 2/20/79 at 107; Mansueto pocket calendar, 5/11/72, and
hTs desk calendar, 5/11/72.

156
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On May 18, 1972 McKee and Mansueto flew to Boston. 160 They went to the Parker

3 61
House, where they met with William Masiello and with Albert Manzi . There is no

dispute among McKee, Mansueto, and Masiello about many aspects of what transpired that

day at the Parker House. They agree that a meeting took place involving McKee, Mansueto,

Masiello, and Manzi. 16 They agree that Manzi complained that MBM was not meeting

its "commitments" 163 and that MBM would be severely damaged in Massachusetts — even

run off the UMass/Boston Phase I job prematurely -- unless MBM came up with thousands

164
of dollars in cash, fast. They agree that five days after this Parker House meeting,

MBM gave $10,000 in cash to Masiello to deliver to Manzi. 16

Masiello supplied some additional detail about the Parker House meeting of May

18, 19 72. He said that Manzi, to make his point about MBM being behind in its "commitments"

took out an adding machine tape which showed that MBM had already received $3.5 million

on the UMass/Boston contract. Masiello said he thought that Manzi had gotten the tape

16 7from the State Comptroller's office. That was supported by testimony from M. Jospph

Stacey and Albina Giardiello -- respectively the State Comptroller in 1972 and one of

his employees — who testified that an adding machine tape was prepared for Manzi in

16 8
1972 showing MBM's receipts under the UMass/Boston contract. Stacey added that

Manzi never sought such information about any other firm or contract. MBM President

Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 173.

161
McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 72; Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 184.

162
McKee testimony, 12 M/M 3/1/79 at 60-62; Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 181, 183;
William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 54.

163
McKee testimony, 12 M/M 3/1/79 at 6 3-64; Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 73-74; Mansueto testimony
2 M/M 2/13/79 at 191-192; William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 56-57.

164
McKee testimony, 12 M/M 3/1/79 at 64; Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 73-74; Mansueto testimony,
2 M/M 2/13/79 at 192-194 .

165McKee testimony, 13 M/M 3/2/79 at 66-72; Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 82-83; William Masiello
testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 62-63;
Thomas testimony, 9 M/M 2/23/79 at 76-94.

166
William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 55.

167
Id. at 47, 55.

168
Testimony of M. Joseph Stacey, Sp. Comm. 6/25/80 at 12-14; testimony of Albina
Giardiello, Sp. Comm. 6/25/80 at 14-17.

16 9 Stacey testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/25/80 at 15.
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McKee, in testimony before the Commission, agreed that Manzi may have shown such an

adding machine tape at the Parker House Meeting.

Masiello added that Manzi also took out a second sheet of paper which listed the

payments that MBM had made to Manzi up to that point. '^ Masiello said that Manzi

compared the MBM fee receipts with the MBM "contributions" and pointed out that MBM was

far short of its commitment. McKee denied this in testimony before the Commission.

Masiello also testified that there was no question but that Manzi was seeking the

money for the Sargent campaign-^- '^ ancj that Manzi wanted the money soon because he was

holding a fundraising party in Worcester for Sargent on May 21, 1972. 175 Manzi apparently

falsely reported illegal corporate money as ticket sales from private individuals on

176other occasions.

McKee, Mansueto, and Masiello all agree that the Parker House meeting with Manzi

was brief. According to Masiello, Manzi left first, and McKee and Mansueto then dis-

cussed a related matter with Masiello.

^

7 Masiello has testified that McKee said that

he was confident that MEM would receive the UMass/Boston Phase II contract if there were

to be such a contract, but that he was concerned that Phase II, or project management in

i 7n
McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 74.

William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 55-56.

172
Ii-

173
McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 74.

174
William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 56, 61.

175
Id. at 56.

176
See Stacey testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/5/80 at 6-17; DMJM investigation portion of
this report.

William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 57-60.
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1 78
Phase II, might never come to pass. Therefore, according to Masiello, McKee asked

Masiello to speak to Masiello' s friend, State Senate Ways & Means Committee Chairman

James A. Kelly, Jr., about mandating by law that outside project management be used

for Phase II of UMass/Boston. 179 Masiello further testified that he replied to McKee

that he (Masiello) was not willing to help MBM out, even though McKee offered to give

1 on
Masiello a six-figure amount (i.e., $100,000 or more) for his efforts. xou

In the foregoing discussion, no mention has been made of Albert Manzi's testimony.

Manzi testified in 1979 in Massachusetts Superior Court while on trial as a defendent

181
to a criminal indictment in this matter. He was acquitted. When asked to testify

to the same matters before the Commission in 1980, Manzi refused, citing his privilege

18 2against self-incrimination. Since Manzi was apparently protected by the Constitution's

double jeopardy clause from a new state prosecution for the same alleged offense and

since the federal statute of limitations had presumably run, it is unclear what Manzi's

basis was for asserting the privilege against self-incrimination. The Commission

observes that some witnesses assert the privilege against self-incrimination when they

are concerned that truthful answers would be admissions of prior perjury. Accordingly,

it seems unproductive to review Manzi's prior testimony at length. In brief, Manzi

testified that he did meet McKee and Mansueto at the Parker House in May 1972, but

18 3that no one else — including Masiello -- was present. Further, Manzi said that

there was no discussion of political contributions or other payments by MBM, because

Manzi did not believe in bringing up the subject to people such as McKee and Mansueto

184whom Manzi did not believe would be giving "with an open heart." Finally, Manzi

185denied receiving $10,000 cash at any time from MBM. As discussed in Chapter IX,

some of Manzi's trial testimony tracked testimony by Masiello at the same trial --

18 6testimony that Masiello has now admitted was perjurious.

178 Masiello testimony, 23 M/M 3/22/79 at 82-84.

179
Id. at 84; Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 58-59.

18 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 59-60; 23 M/M 3/22/79 at 84-85.

181
Commonwealth v. Masiello, Manzi , Cr. Nos . 019122-7, 018334 (Suffolk Cty. 1979)
Manzi testimony 18 M/M 3/14/79, 19 M/M 3/15/79.

18 2
Manzi testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/9/80 at 6, 8.

18 3
Testimony of Albert P. Manzi, 18 M/M 3/14/79 at 52-57.

184
Manzi testimony, 19 M/M 3/15/79 at 32.

18 5
Manzi testimony, 18 M/M 3/14/79 at 77-78.

18 6
William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/12/80 at 67-69; Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 52-5!
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McKee and Mansueto attempted at the Manzi-Masiello trial to portray the May 18, 1972

meeting as an extortion. Judge Joseph R. Nolan, who heard the case without a jury, found

Manzi and Masiello not guilty of an extortion (or of campaign law violations) . For a

further discussion of the trial, see Chapter IX, below.

Before concluding this section, it should be noted that MBM generated additional cash

during months in which Anthony Mansueto has testified that Manzi was making dunning phone

187
calls to him. The cash generated includes $5,000 in October 1971, another $5,000 in

November 1971, and still another $5,000 in January 1972 which MBM officials have testified

went to Ronald MacKenzie (to share with Joseph DiCarlo) , but which MacKenzie denies having

received. For a discussion of those payments, see Chapter VII, below.

Conclusion

There is substantial evidence consistent with the allegation that MBM obtained the

UMass/Boston contract as a result of a prior corrupt agreement to make illegal cash paymenl

through Albert Manzi in return for the contract. Additional evidence of attempts by MBM

to use political clout and/or corrupt means to obtain contracts and to attain other ends

is set forth in Appendices B, C, D, E, and F.

Of the people most likely to have direct knowledge of such a corrupt agreement, Albe]

Manzi refused to testify before the Commission, asserting his privilege against self-

incrimination. Donald Dwight (who awarded the contract) refused to appear and testify

fully before the Commission. At a preliminary private hearing, Dwight — an out-of-state

witness -- asked the Commission to forbear from placing him under summons. The Commission

credited Dwight 's promise that he would return for full, public testimony and honored

Dwight 's request that he be extended the courtesy, as a former Lieutenant Governor, of beiiF

permitted to appear and testify without having been summoned. Anthony Mansueto also

refused to appear and testify.

Without testimony from at least one of these individuals that MBM obtained the

UMass/Boston contract in return for a prior commitment to make illegal cash payments

through Manzi, the Commission does not feel it appropriate to make a formal finding of

fact that MBM bought the UMass/Boston contract.

Mansueto testimony 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 71-78, 119
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There is, however, abundant evidence from MBM witnesses and documents, as well as from

other sources discussed above, that MBM attempted to win contracts in Massachusetts by

political means and that MBM engaged in a pattern of making voluntary illegal cash

payments to politicians and fundraisers who MBM believed could influence contract awards

and legislation in MBM's favor.
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CHAPTER VI

THE TERMS OF MBM'S UMASS/BOSTON CONTRACT,

MBM'S ANTICIPATED PROFIT,

AND MBM'S PERFORMANCE ON THE CONTRACT

Terms of the Contract

Although MBM was awarded the UMass/Boston construction management jod on

December 22, 1969, the terms of the contract were yet to be determined. The BBC

had never entered into such a contract before and therefore left it to MBM to

make a proposal as the basis for the negotiations.

On January 8, 1970, MBM Boston Regional Manager Jack Thomas wrote a memo

advising the other MBM officials that a delay in maKing a proposal would produce

a concomitant delay in the signing of the contract which in turn would cause a

delay in MBM's reimbursement for such out-of-pocket expenses as the rental of

office space and the purchase of office equipment. 2 MBM was experiencing

substantial cash flow problems at the time,^ so MBM submitted its first

proposal on February 4, 1970.^

MBM's first proposal called for MBM to receive two types of fees: (1) a

"fixed" fee of $1,455,000 covering certain personnel and services that MBM would

provide: and (2) a "reimbursable" fee to compensate MBM on a cost-plus-specified-

percentaae-markup basis for other personnel and services. There was no limit on

the amount MBM could receive under the reimbursable section. The MBM proposal

also stated that if the UMass/Boston Phase I project was not completed Dy

SeotemDer 30, 1972, MBM's fee would be subject to adjustment ( i.e. , enlargement)

An MBM internal memorandum^ summarizes discussions that MBM then had with

Frederick Kussman (who was administrative assistant to BBC Director Waiter

Poitrast'. According to the memorandum --

1 P. A. Report at 34.

2 Memorandum dated January 8, 1970 from J[acK] S. T[homas] to G[erald] McKee,
Jr., A[nthony] E. M[ansueto], M[itchell] Gordon, C. R[onald] Raoin, ana M L artinj
H. Heyman, "Subject: 459-004, University of Massachusetts, Boston."

3 Testimony of Gerald McKee, Jr., Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 85; see letter dated
February 26, 1970 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Gerald McKee, Jr., concerning fees
owed to the Peabodv firm by MBM.

4 Proposal submitted bv MBM to the BBC on Feoruary 4, 1970 in regard to the
UMass/Boston project.

5 Undated, unsigned memorandum entitled "Important Points from Meeting witn
Kussman," found in MBM's files.
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"[Kussman] said because of internal problems, we cannot have
design review in reimbursables . We therefore agreed to put
the 5-man design review group in the [fixed] fee.... We
[also] agreed to change the scope paragraph to say [that the
UMass/Boston Phase I project would be] 'substantially
completed by the end of 1972.' [Kussman] said this gives him
the protection he wants."

Based upon such conversations with the BBC, 6 MBM submitted a revised

Drooosal which shifted design review services to the fixed fee portion of the

contract, extended MBM ' s services through December 31, 1972, and correspondingly

increased MBM • s fixed fee to $1,725,000.7 unlike the original proposal, the

second proposal did not state the fixed fee in dollar terms. Instead, it said

that MBM would receive a fixed fee equal to 1.15 percent of the total

UMass/Boston Phase I project cost and that the total project cost would be

estimated for this Durpose as being $150 million. (Multiplication reveals that

1.15 percent of $150 million equals $1,725,000 -- MBM's proposed fixed fee.) As

to whv the amount of the fixed fee was stated in this fashion, the MBM internal

memorandum says that

"[Kussman] commented that the public liked percentages more
than lump sums .

"

The BBC did not accept this second proposed contract from MBM. 8 a major

reason why the second proposal was rejected (according to a contemporaneous

memorandum from Endicott Peabody, summarizing a conversation that Peaoody had

with Jack Thomas') was that the second proposal still included in the

reimbursables section certain salaries for MBM employees that were embarrassingly

high in the BBC's view. 9 By shifting those salaries into the lump sum fixed

fee section -- where the salaries would not become a matter of puDlic record --

the embarrassment could be avoided. Accordingly, MBM's third proposal made tnat

change, increasing MBM's proposed fixed fee to 1.6 percent of estimated

construction cost -- an amount equal to $2. A million. 10

The MBM third proposal was submitted on March 19, 1970. Altnough quick

6 Poitrast testimony, cited in P. A. Report at 37-38.

7 Proposal submitted by MBM to the BBC sometime between February h and Marcn
19. 1970 in reaard to the UMass/Boston project. See memorandum dated March 3,
1970 from Jack S. Thomas to Gerald McKee , Jr. concerning changes in tne proposed
MBM UMass/Boston contract.

8 Memorandum dated April 15, 1970 from Gov. [Endicott] Peaoody to Mr.
[Jeremiah D.] Lambert, re: "MBM."

9 16.

10 ProDosal submitted by MBM to the BBC on March 19, 1970 in regard to the
UMass/Boston project.
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approval was expected,! 1 the proposal had not been accepted by April 15, 1970,

when Endicott Peabody wrote the following memorandum : 1

2

"I was in Boston on Tuesday, April 14. I called [Deputy
A&F] Commissioner Zabriskie to find out whether the MBM
contract had been signed. I was surprised to hear nim say
that the contract called for an awful lot of money. He felt
the contract would be all right if MBM lowered its fee. I

asked him if I could see the contract. He said that Walter
Poitrast, Director of the Bureau of Building Construction had
it. I then called Jack Thomas at MBM in Boston. He was
surprised that the contract had been bucked back to Poitrast.
He understood it was on the Commissioner's desk for
signature. I chastised him for not keeping us informed as to
the progress of the contract, and asked him if he wanted our
help at the present time. He said yes. I called Poitrast who
was somewhat embarrassed. He said the fee was a little nigh
-- at 1.6% of the total cost. He thought it would get through
more quickly if it was shaved to 1.5%.

"Briefly, the contract is in two parts: (a) reimpursa-
bles, and (b) fee. In other words a cost plus fixed
Dercentage. The construction cost for the University of
Massachusetts building will be $150 million. On this basis a

1.6% will total $2. A million. If MBM shaves it .1% they will
have to reduce their fee $150,000 which is a lot of money.

"Subsequently, I learned from Thomas that the initial
proposal was for a fee at 1.16%. However, certain persons
were listed on the reimbursables side of the contract which
made it embarrassing to Poitrast to have their salaries
publiclv known. They were then transferred to the fee side
and the fee increased from 1.16% to 1.6%. However, in

addition to the actual cost of the salaries there was a 40%
add on which would not have been the case had it been cnarged
to reimbursables. As a result, MBM actually stood to gain an
additional $75,000 by transferring these men from the cost
reimbursables to the fee side. So MBM could shave their fee
to 1.55% and be no worse off."

Peabodv then attempted to work out a compromise on the fixed fee, and

agreement was reached on April 17, 1970 that the fixed fee would be 1.53 percent

(equallinq $2 , 295 , 000) . 1 3 Peabody wrote a memorandum 1 ^ explaining how this

came about :

"[T]he Commonwealth took the position that MBM snould charge
no more than 1.5%. After conversing with Zabriskie and
Poitrast, I proposed 1.53%. This saved [MBMj at least
$45,000. The net result was that the MBM fee was no more than
$10,000 o

p f their initial proposal. This was because on

Schedule B they had a 20% add on, whereas on Schedule A tney
had a 40% add on. Certain fees were taken from Schedule B

and added to Schedule A with a consequent increase in fee of
20%. Since this was only a bookkeeping change, and there was
no increase in costs, there was no loss in making this
addition to Sch. A only 20% as opposed to 40%. McKee himself
agreed that MBM was 'netting out at 1.53% at the same figure
that they had originally proposed.'"

11 Memorandum dated April 2, 1970, from Gov. [Endicott] PeaOody to Mr.
[Jeremiah D. ] Lambert, concerning MBM contract negotiations.

12 Memorandum dated April 15. 1970 from Gov. [Endicott] Peabody to Mr.
[Jeremiah D. ] Lambert, re: "MBM".

Memorandum dated April 17, 1970, from JacK S. Thomas to Walter [J.]
Poitrast .

14 Peabody 4/15/70 memorandum to Lambert.
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The documents discussed above, about MBM's proposals, were not available to

the Post Audit Subcommittee, whose final report expressed puzzlement at wny the

BBC would have rejected MBM's initial proposals -- which emDodied lower fixed

fees -- and accepted the final proposal at the higher fixed fee. 15 As just

discussed, the answer, briefly, is that MBM's total fee did not change much from

one proposal to the next, and the fixed fee increased mainly because certain

items were being removed from the reimbursable portion of the contract and placed

in the fixed fee section for the reasons mentioned above. 16

The agreement of 1.53 percent between Peabody, Zabriskie, and Poitrast still

had to be ratified by A&F Commissioner Donald Dwight. Dwight apparently had

expressed concern about the size of the fee to Poitrast and directed Poitrast to

speak with Leo Demarsh of the Department of Public Wcrksl"7 (of wnicn Dwignt nad

been a commissioner until 1969). Poitrast had sent a memorandum to Dwignt on

April 14, 197018 (when MBM was still seeking a 1.6 percent fixed fee) reporting

that

"Leo told me that the only services that PuDlic Works is
using is in the review area, that they have not as yet any in
the supervision area. The cost for the review services on a

per diem basis is running about 20% of the design fee.

"If we relate this percentage to our design fees, we
would be paying better than 1.2% for just review. MBM is then
onlv charging .4% above this for full administrative services
plus supervision after construction has started. It appears,
based on Public Works costs, that this contract is well witnin
a reasonable percentage for the service."

Poitrast did not mention in the memorandum that MBM's 1.6 percent (later reauced

to 1.53 percent) fee was only part of the total fee that MBM was seeking. MBM

was, of course, seeking a cost-plus-percentage-markup reimbursaoles fee, which

was included in all of MBM's proposals, included in the final contract, and which

generated more than $1,000,000 in revenues to MBM above and beyond the fixed

fpp 19

15 P. A. Report at 34-47

16 Hartley J. Chazen, an attorney who had been with the Monascn & Chazen law
firm in 1970 when that firm helped MBM draft its proposals, told Commission staff
in an interview, and wrote a letter to the Commission repeating, that he recalled
MBM having substantially reduced its fee requests as a result of hard bargaining
by the BBC. See letter dated August 28, 1979 from Hartley J. Cnazen to
Commission staff. The documents discussed aDove do not corroborate Mr. Chazen's
memory. Several of those documents were not availaole to the Commission at the
time, being suoolied later by the Peabody law firm.

17 Memorandum dated April 14, 1970 from w[alter] J. Poitrast to D[onald] R.
Dwight, re: "Mass. State Project U67-4 -- University of Massachusetts -- Columbia
Point Management Fees."

18 id.

19 Comptroller's cards.
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Nor did Poitrast mention the reimbursables fee in an April 21, 1970

memorandum recommending to Dwight that MBM's final proposal be accepted. 20

Moreover, Poitrast's memoranda failed to make plain that MBM's 1.53 percent fixed

fee would not be reduced even if the actual project cost turned out to be less

than the estimated project cost of $150 million. For that matter, Poitrast's

memoranda did not point out that the $150 million project cost, upon which MBM's

1.53 percent fee was to be calculated, included costs of acpuiring the site and

other expenses as to which MBM had no supervisory or other role to play. 21 it

should be noted in this regard that in 1978 the Governor's counsel, Max Volterra,

recommended that because the UMass/Boston Phase I project had been scaled down to

substantially less than $150 million, MBM should either be called upon to

renegotiate its fee or be subjected to suit by the Commonwealth. The Commission

is not aware that either alternative was pursued, but such action would have been

largelv meaningless since MBM's financial position apparently would have made it

impossible for the Commonwealth to demand or recover any monies from MBM. 22

Dwight approved MBM's contract on April 22, 1970. 23

MBM's Ant icipated Profit

In the course o f its investigation, the Commission found an internal MBM

document, written around April of 1970, analyzing MBM's projected profit from tne

fixed fee portion of the UMass/Boston contract. 24 It would seem to have been

unnecessary for MBM to analyze whether MBM would make a profit on the

reimbursables portion of the contract, since the reimbursables section called for

M9M to recoup its costs and to receive a percentage marK-up on top of those

costs. Thus, it is not surprising that the MBM profit analysis concerned itself

onlv with MBM's $2,295,000 fixed fee.

As to the $2,295,000 fixed fee, the analysis showed all the costs tnat MBM

expected to incur in relation to the fixed fee. After subtracting tnose costs,

the analysis arrived at a "Gross Profit" figure of $1,280,948 -- which is

approximately a 56 percent profit. The "Gross Profit" would have oeen even

20 Memorandum of Approval #70-80 dated April 21, 1970 from Walter J. Poitrast
to Donald R. Dwight, regarding the "Rate of Compensation" for "Mass. State
Proiect U67-4 #2A - University of Mass. ColumDia Point - Boston."

21 See P. A. Report at 43-45.

22 See discussion of MBM's financial situation in Chapter II supra .

23 Approval of Donald R. Dwight dated April 22, 1970 of Memorandum of Approval
#70-80.

24 Document headed, "UMass Boston Campus 459-004, Summary of Budget," found in

MBM files. Undated but probably prepared after the contract was signed on April

22, 1970.
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higher if MBM had not treated as expenses such items as "Public Relations"

($90,000), "Legal Fees" ($40,000), and "Financing" ($25,000). MBM also treated

as an expense the "Value of On-Line Systems & Procedures" which would be used on

the project, Dresumably at no additional cost to MBM ($190,370).

In testimony at the Manzi-Masiello trial in 1979, MBM President Gerald McKee,

Jr. said that MBM's profit on the UMass/Boston contract was only

$200,000-$250, 000. 25 i n 1980, when McKee appeared before the Commission, he

was shown the document just discussed, and McKee said that the "Gross Profit"

figure really was only a probable cash flow to MBM from the project, not

reflecting associated overhead costs that should properly have been deducted to

aet MBM's net profit on the project. 26 it should be noted, however, that the

document included $94,675 as costs of services that other MBM offices would

provide to the UMass/Boston project. It is true, though, that the document made

no allowance for sales expenses. Such expenses, and perhaps certain other ones,

could reasonably be used to reduce "Gross Profit" to "Net Profit." Nonetheless,

for a service company, those expenses might be expected to be somewhat limited.

Moreover, MBM's projected fixed-fee gross profit of $1,280,948 did not include

whatever profit MBM may have made on the reimbursable portion of the April 22,

1970 contract, and did not include whatever profit MBM may have made on tne

$803,142 extension contract of December 27, 1972, the $57,636 extension contract

of 1973, and the $47,862 "delay claim" contract of 1972.

MBM's Performance

MBM officials have maintained that MBM brought the UMass/Boston project to

completion on time, within budget, and without major defects. 27 while the

project clearly was more successful in these respects than many other projects

studied by the Commission , 28 MBM's performance was criticized by UMass

officials during the course of the project, as discussed Delow. A balanced

assessment would seem to be that MBM did provide valuable services on the

project, but that MBM's performance was not flawless and could have been provided

at a lower fee

.

25 McKee testimony, M/M 3/1/79 at 28-29.

26 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 38-40.

27 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 3-6.

28 See , e.g.
, statistics and discussion elsewhere in this Final Report
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The major reason why an outside firm such as MBM was used on the UMass/Boston

Droiect was that the BBC simply lacked the staffing to expedite tne project. 29

Since the state could have hired employees directly rather than using MBM, MBM '

s

laroer fee would not seem to be justified unless MBM provided some sort of

expertise unavailable to the BBC. While MBM officials maintain that they did so,

UMass was less impressed at the time. For example, in a January 15, 1971

memorandum , 30 UMass Planning Director Francis E. O'Brien, Jr. wrote to James J.

Cusack, the BBC's UMass/Boston project engineer:

"That the format of [MBM's] schedule is a computer output has
no value whatsoever. We are looking for results -- how much
time is the firm saving -- and I, as one, see none. On this
basis, how do we justify the three to four million dollars the
management service is costing the Commonwealth?"

O'Brien and his assistant Willard Prince did make a "strong recommendation

that project management be continued" from Phase I to Phase II of tne

UMass/Boston project, according to the minutes of the Designer Selection Board

meet ; nq of February 17, 1972. 31 But this recommendation was apparently maae

more because O'Brien wanted to insure that the Phase II management would not be

left to the short-staffed BBC than because he was impressed with MBM. For

example, on April 3, 1972 O'Brien wrote a memorandum to Deputy A&F Commissioner

Zabriskie32 that included the following:

"The Commonwealth is now considering the desirability of using
project management for Phase II....

"I would say that project management as project management v ia

03 [the employment of a consultant] is not necessary on Phase
II, since it has proved of little value in Phase I in building
program, budget or schedule: but the state does need more
skilled people on the job tnan it is accustomed to put on a

job, and these people might well be hired under 03....

"If Phase I at Columbia Point were a one-shot, short term
operation, consultants [such as MBM] make sense. As a long
term operation, stretching over ten years, it does not.
Consultants charge two to two and a half times what the state
would pav people on 01 [permanent employees] or 02 [temporary
employees ] . . . .

"We do know that the consultant's schedule did not work.
February o f 1971, the management consultant, witnout
discussion with the University, in advertisements for
construction of the buildings, promulgated a new schedule
which added, not the four months attrioutable to tne metnane
study, but nearly a year. Updated schedules indicate that
even that schedule will not be met....

29 See discussion in Chapter IV supra .

30 Memorandum dated January 15, 1971 from "Frank" [Francis E.] O'Brien [Jr.]
to James [J.] Cusack, re: "Columbia Point /Schedule of Completion Dates," at 2.

31 Minutes of the 88tn Reaular Meeting of the Designer Selection Board,
February 17, 1972, at 1.

32 Memorandum dated April 3, 1972 from F[rancis E.] O'Brien to A[loert H. ]

Zabriskie, re: "Phase Ila design and construction staffing and organization."
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"The construction, if it takes as long as now projected, will
fall right on the average for non-resident ial /non-commerc ial
structures of the same size order.... Tne state is paying the
management consultants for high order skills and getting
average performance....

"Nevertheless, the management consultants did do things that
are worth something to the state. Just the added personnel
made review of the enormous volume of documents
manageable .... The bid documents -- as shown by the low spread
of bids when multiple bids were received -- were of nigh
quality .... In these matters and many others the staff hired
through 03 was worth what the state paid....

"To summarize, and at the same time to clear up the earlier
contradiction, I would suggest that the state hire people, not
management consultants. Hire skilled man-hours, not computers
and overhead. Hire the people, put them in the charge of
someone in the state -- the BBC or the University -- and get
the job done at, let's say, one-third of what the Phase I

management consultants have charged....

"The Commonwealth could get damned good value, for far less
money, by hiring what it really needs -- skilled people -- and
not hiring 'project management,' something it does not need,
or at least has not needed on Phase I at Columbia Point."

Others at the university also found fault with aspects of MBM's performance.

William Meehan and Willard Prince, two university staff memDers who worked at the

project office during Phase I, composed a memorandum^ in which they noted the

following :

"BBC and MBM were responsible for approval of the scope of
work to be performed or modified, and for the resulting
charges or credits.... In numerous cases, tne University's
staff raised objections to materials, methods, and costs
involved in change orders, and in the acceptance of various
designs and equipment to be installed in the project. In most
cases the University's recommendations were followed, but in
some cases they were disregarded: some serious deficiencies in
the final design may be attributed to this disregard."

Some design-related problems with which the University was especially concerned

were the ventilation, heating, and cooling problems in the College I building and

the failure of the saltwater cooling system. 34

Moreover, it cannot be said without qualification that the UMass/Boston Pnase

I project was built on time or within budget. The project was supposed to De

substantially completed with opening set for late 1972,35 put the campus was

not fullv readv for occupancy until January 1974.36 Part of the delay may have

resulted from methane studies ordered by the Legislature , 37 but O'Brien did not

33 Quoted in 2/24/78 UMass memorandum at 3-4.

34 id_. at 4.

35 MBM-BBC Contract no. 601, at 17.

36 2/24/78 UMass memorandum, at 4.

37 Acts of 1970, c.633. See also discussion of MBM's delay claim in Appendi:
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believe that the full delay could be attributed to the methane studies. 38

Moreover, UMass officials seem to feel that the time savings on the project were

due more to O'Brien's work than to MBM's.39 As to the budget, the Legislature

was unwilling to appropriate the full $150 million sought by the University . ^0

After appropriating $130 million, the Legislature had to De asked to aad another

$5 million due to overruns. 41 Moreover, the original budget haa contemplated a

new MBTA subway stop but that stop was never built.

When interviewed by Commission staff in 1979 and 1980, UMass/Boston officials

generally expressed satisfaction with the way the project was built and tne way

MBM performed as part of tne process. 42 The question remains whether O'Brien

was correct in believing in 1971 and 1972 that MBM ' s participation provided

needed staffing but that the same results could have been obtained at far lower

cost to the Commonwealth.

38 O'Brien A/3/72 memorandum to Zabriskie, supra n.32.

39 Interview o r William R. Hamilton, Jr. by Commission staff.

40 Section 9 of Chapter 898 of the Acts of 1969; Chapter 633 of the Acts of

1970.

41 State Auditor's Report No. 78-7-S-25, at 16-17.

42 willard Prince 5/8/79 interview by Commission staff at 3; Francis E.

O'Brien, Jr. 5/15/79 interview by Commission staff at 5; William ("Roy")
Hamilton. Jr. interview by Commission staff.
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CHAPTER VII

CHALLENGES TO MEM'S UMASS/BOSTON CONTRACT

The UMass/Boston project management contract which MBM had sought with such

fervor became a source of contention and concern almost as soon as it was awarded

to MBM. Indeed, a bill was filed in the Legislature less than six weeks after

MBM won the contract -- and before the contract terms had even been negotiated --

to prevent MBM from handling the UMass/Boston project management. Although that

bill did not pass, MBM faced an even more severe challenge less than a year

later, when a series of scathing newspaper articles led to the formation of a

legislative committee to investigate MBM's UMass/Boston contract. MBM felt so

threatened that the firm paid tens of thousands of dollars in cash to avoid an

unfavorable final report from the legislative committee. Less than a year after

those payments concluded, another investigation by a legislative auditor caused

concern to MBM. Finally, MBM received much unfavorable publicity from the

DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial and the Post Audit Subcommittee hearings in 1977 and

1978. As a result, the very contract which had catapulted MBM into a leading

position in the burgeoning project management field contributed to MBM's ultimate

demise .

The present chapter considers the pre-1974 challenges to MEM's UMass/Boston

contract. The DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial and its aftermath are discussed in Chapter

VIII, and the Manzi-Masiello trial and its aftermath are reviewed in Chapter IX.

The Post Audit Subcommittee filed a report about its own activities in 1978, and

MBM's ultimate collapse is sketched briefly in Chapter II of the present report.

The Bill Filed by
Representative Thomas F. Fallon

in 1970

The UMass/Boston project management contract was viewed by some BBC employees

as a challenge, if not an affront, to the BBC. The contract had the effect of

removing the largest public building project in the history of the Commonwealth

from the BBC's full control and placing it, instead, in the hands of a relatively

inexperienced firm from New York. At least part of the decision to hire an

outside firm such as MBM appeared to have been the responsibility of the new BBC

1 See discussion in Chapter IV supra
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Director, Walter J. Poitrast, and antagonism over Poitrast's selection as EEC

Director may have played a part in some EEC employees' opposition to the decision

to use an outside firm at UMass/Boston.

James J. Cusack, Poitrast's unsuccessful rival for the BBC Directorship,

lost no time in trying to restore the UMass/Boston project to full EBC

management. He drafted a bill to delete the statutory provisions which had

permittee the EBC to hire an outside project management firm for UMass/Eoston

.

The Cusack bill, moreover, would have required that only BBC personnel be used in

the UMass/Boston project management team. Further, presumably tc forestall

Poitrast from engaging MBM officers as "temporary BBC personnel," the Cusack bill

would have required that all engineering personnel associated with the

UMass/Boston project be registered architects and/or registered engineers. As

Cusack was aware, neither McKee, nor Berger, nor Mansueto, nor MB^ Regional

Manager Jack Thomas, nor MBM Project Manager C. Ronald Rabin was a registered

architect or engineer.

Cusack asked State Rep. Thomas F. Fallon (D-Clinton) to file the bill that

c
Cusack had drafted. Fallon, who knew Cusack and considered the bill to be

2 Id.

3 The Commission has copies of many letters recommending Cusack for the EEC
Directorship in 1969.

* "An Act Relative to Personnel for the Design Review and Supervision of
Construction of a Campus for the University of Massachusetts in Boston,"
typescript draft [the Fallon bill], filed by Rep. Thomas F. Fallon, February 2,

1970. Journal of the House, February 2, 1970, at 127.

5 See Chapter IV, supra , for a discussion of those provisions.

6 Id.

7 Id.

8 Notes of 5/1/79 interview James J. Cusack by Special Commission staff, at 6.

5 Notes of 3/28/80 interview of Representative Thomas F. Fallon by Special
Commission staff, at 1.
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,10reasonable, filed the bill on February 2, 1970-1 -- less than six weeks after

MBM had won the UMass/Boston contract, and before the terms of the contract had

even been neaotiated. 11

The Fallon bill was "late-filed" -- that is, it was filed after the normal

1

2

deadline for consideration during the 1570 legislative session. In order to

be admitted for consideration on the merits, a petition for admission of the

late-filed bill had to be approved by the House Rules Committee. Most

late-filed bills do not clear that hurdle. Nonetheless, when MBM learned of the

Fallon bill, it decided to take no chances. Endicott Peabody spoke to House

Speaker David M. Bartley about the petition regarding the Fallon bill.

Peabody then wrote a note dated February 19, 1970 to his partner Lambert, in

which Peabody said: "I have temporarily forestalled a threat to knock out MBM by

leoislation .

..15

Peabody expanded upon this news in a letter to McKee 16

"I spoke to Speaker Bartley and he is going to bury the

legislation in the Joint Rules Committee, and will not

report it out. When I next go to Boston, around March 1, I

will talk to him about it."

McKee responded by a letter which said:

10 Journal of the House, February 2, 1570, at 127.

11 See discussion of the contract negotiations in Chapter VI,

supra . The contract was formally awarded to MBM on December 22,

1565 and signed on April 22, 1570.

12 The normal filing deadline was the first Wednesday of the
previous December. Commonwealth at Massachusetts, Rules of the
Senate, House of Representatives, and Joint Rules ,

Joint Rule 12.

13 Id.

14 Peabooy testimony, P. A. 3/25/78 at 22.

15 Handwritten note dated Thursday, February 15 [1570] at the
bottom of memorandum dated February 17, 1970 from Gov. [Endicott]
Peabody to Mr. [Jeremiah] Lambert, re: "MBM Fee - University of

Massachusetts .

"

1 6 Letter dated February 19, 1970 from Endicott Peabody to Gerald
McKee, Jr.

1 7 Letter dated February 24, 1970 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to
Endicott Peabody.
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"I was delighted at the notice that the proposed
legislation will not be reported out. I do not know how
much of the background of this matter you know, but [EBC
Director Poitrast's assistant] Fred Kussman or I will be
happy to fill you in before you talk to Speaker Bartley."

18Peabody's time records reflect a call to Bartley on March 11, 1970,

Feabody has testified that he telephoned Bartley on that day to make sure that

1 9
the Fallon bill was not reported out of the Rules Committee. The bill did,

in fact, die in the Rules Committee.

Although the Fallon bill had been withheld from consideration on the merits

by the Legislature for 1970, there was no guarantee that the Fallon bill or some

similar bill would not be filed in a timely fashion for the 1971 legislative

session. As previously noted, one of the reouirements that the Fallon bill would

have imposed was that engineering functions on the UMass/Boston project be

performed only by registered engineers or registered architects. None of the top

MEM officials on the project or in MBM's New York office would have Qualified on

that basis, as mentioned above. Moreover, McKee for one was not convinced that

he could pass an engineering examination, at least not without taking substantial

20
time away from MEM business in order to study for the examination.

MEM decioed in 1970 to seek a Massachusetts engineering license for the

t irm 21 MBM had obtained an engineering license in New York in 1967 by

22
acquiring a defunct firm that possessed an engineering license. " For

Massachusetts, however, it was necessary to designate someone as MBM's "chief

enoineer" and have that individual's personal engineering license serve as the

basis for the firm's obtainino an enaineering license 23

18 Peabody law firm MEM tub card IV, entry for 3/11/70.

I 5 Feabody testimony, F.A. 3/29/78 at 132. When Commission staff interviewed
David Bartley in 1979, Eartley said that he had no recollection of Peabody's
having contacted him in 1970 about the Fallon bill. Notes of 10/16/79 interview
of David M. Bartley by Special Commission staff, at 2.

20 Letter dated December 1, 1970 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Jeremiah D.

Lambert, re: "Engineering License in Massachusetts."

21 See letter dated November 27, 1970 from MBM attorney Hartley J. Chazen to

Jeremiah D. Lambert, concerning a Massachusetts engineering license.

22 MBM SEC Registration Statement, Amendment 1, filed July 25, 196S, at 3.

2 3 G.L. c.112 s.eiF(f). See also letter dated December 7, 1970 frcrr Jeremiah
D. Lambert to Gerald J. [sic] McKee, Jr.
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Stanley Davis, who worked for MBM in 1970, testified to the Commission that

he was asked to apply for a Massachusetts engineering license which would serve

as the basis for an MBM Massachusetts engineering license. Davis was both a

25
registered architect and a registered engineer. Davis testified that he

refused to participate in such an exercise, since he was not actually working on

the UMass/Boston project and since he was not acting, even in New York, as "chief

engineer .
"

Another MBM employee who was a registered engineer was Paul Spindel. z

Spindel was the head of MBM's computer operations and was not, according to

28Spindel, actively spending much time working as an engineer. He also was

based in New York, working on the UMass/Boston project only one or two days per

month 29 Spindel agreed to accept the title of "chief engineer" and to obtain

a Massachusetts engineering license. He was assisted in his application by

the Peabody firm. 31 Spindel left MBM in 1971.
32 Spindel says that he left

because he became uncomfortable with MBM's methods of operation. 33

24 Davis testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/29/80 at 9.

25 Davis 12/11/79 interview, at 5.

26 Davis testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/29/80 at 9. See also Davis 12/11/79
interview, at 1.

27 Notes of 11/11/79 interview of Paul D. Spindel by Special Commission staff,
at 1.

28 id.

2 * Id.

30 Id.

31 Letter dated February 10, 1971 from Paul D. Spindel's secretary Joanna
Raymond to Jeremiah D. Lambert, concerning Spindel's background and professional
qualifications; letter dated February 18, 1971 from Peabody law firm attorney
Roger M. Golden to Amos E. Kent, Chairman of the Board of Registration of
Professional Engineers, making an application on behalf of Paul D. Spindel "to
practice professional engineering" in Massachusetts; letter dated February 25,
1971 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Paul D. Spindel, enclosing a temporary
registration permit to practice engineering in Massachusetts; letter dated March
3, 1971 from Paul D. Spindel to Jeremiah D. Lambert, thanking him for his help in
obtaining MBM's temporary permit.

32 Spindel 11/11/79 interview at 1.

33 Id.
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The Newspaper Articles in 1971

Criticizing MBM's

UMass/Boston Contract

Scarcely a year after the Fallon bill was disposed of, MBM faced a new and

more serious challenge. It began with a series of newspaper articles by a

syndicated columnist named Wendell Woodman, whose articles were carried in many

newspapers outside of Boston. The articles were highly critical of MBM's

UMass/Boston contract. Since the articles led to the formation of the

DiCarlo-Sirianni committee -- starting the chain of events which led to the

DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial, the Post Audit hearings, and the creation of the

Commission -- the Commission attempted to determine what inspired Woodman to

write about MBM in the first place.

The answer, it seems, is twofold. First, Woodman had long been concerned

with UMass/Boston and, in particular, with the safety of the Columbia Point

site. Woodman was convinced that there was a serious risk that the entire

UMass/Boston campus might explode as a result of methane gas deposits under the

surface of the land-filled Columbia Point site. Woodman was not alone in this

concern, since the Legislature ordered methane studies in 1970 before permitting

UMass/Boston construction to proceed 35 Although the methane consultants

36concludeo that the problem was manageable, Woodman was not persuaded. Thus,

-in
any means to slow or halt the UMass/Boston project seemed worthwhile.

34 ..
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dell H. Woodman, "UMass Trustees Knew of Methane Concentrations at
a Point," New England News Service Release dated July 16, 1970, and
ia Point Out as Campus Site, Watertown Land Is Bought," New England
rvice Release dated July 17, 1970. See al so notes of 10/11/79 interview
ell H. Woodman by Special Commission staff, at 1.

s of 1970, c. 633, approved August 7, 1970.

dman, "Shavings by Woodman," 4/1/77 at 3.

dman 10/11/79 interview, at 3.
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Second, Woodman found a willing researcher in another individual who had his

own reasons for wanting to see articles critical of MEM. William F. McDermott,

an MDC employee who had been appointments secretary to Governor John A. Volpe and

a campaign and staff assistant to Republican United States Representative

38 39Margaret Heckler, wanteo to do anything he could to hurt MEM. His

motivation was personal: the woman he had been seeing had left him for a man who

a n
had a high position on MEM's project management team. Since the woman also

worked for MEM as a secretary, McDermott had additional reason for wanting to

harm MBM. 42

The foregoing information was derived from interviews with Woodman,

McDermott, and the woman friend. The Commission considered the possibility that

McDermott may have had some political motivation -- such as helping Albert Manzi

(whom McDermott knew from the Volpe governorship) put pressure on MEM. The

Commission could find no evidence to support or refute such a political

consideration. McDermott agreed to be polygraphed on the subject by a

mutually-agreed-upon examiner, and the examiner concluded, after administering

the tests, that McDermott was telling the truth about having been motivated only

by revenge against his former woman friend hb

36 Notes of 9/28/79 interview of William F. McDermott by Special Commission
staff, at 1.

39 id. at 2.

4° Notes of 5/22/80 interview of McDermott's woman friend, at 1. McDermott
5/23/8C interview at 3.

41 MEM New England Regional Office Personnel List.

42 McDermott 9/26/79 interview, at 2.

43 Id. at 2-3.

44 Report oated June 2, 1980 of polygraph examination extended to William F.

McDermott on June 2, 1980, prepared by Eoward J. McGrath, staff examiner for
Scientific Security -- Raymond S. August, Inc. The polygraph examination
included the following Questions: "Did you withhold from the Special Commission
the true reason you gave that MEM contract to Woodman?" "Did you lie to the
Special Commission Attorneys about the real reason you gave Woodman that MEM
contract?" "Did you give Woodman that MBM contract, because a political figure
asked you tc oo so?" The examiner concluded that the examination supported the
truthfulness of McDermott's "no" answers to these Questions.
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McDermott obtained a copy of the MBM-UMass/Eoston contract on January 2e,

1971 from the State Comptroller's office. 5 According to McDermott, one of the

Comptroller's assistants commented at the time that it was "about time that

someone looked at that contract." McDermott began to prepare a "research

dossier" containing information about MEM. MBM somehow obtained a copy of

Zip According to notes of a 1975

49

this "black book" before the end of 1971

interview of MBM Vice President Jack Thomas by an MBM lawyer,

"Peabody's old driver, Eddie Carroll ... stole book for
Peabody and sent it to Jack Thomas."

50
Carroll denied that, when questioned by Commission staff. McDermott wanted

his former woman friend to feel that he was in a key position in regard to MBM's

fate, so he sent her advance copies of the Woodman articles. Thus, MBM was

able to start reacting even before the articles appeared in print. Before a

discussion on MBM's response to the articles, it is worthwhile to consider what

the articles said.

The Woodman articles comprised a five-part series entitled "Let Me Call You

Sweetheart .

"

5z Their theme was that MBM had obtained an unprecedented and

outrageous sweetheart contract for work at UMass/Boston. In the first article,

Woodman charoed that the contract had been "necotiated (or not neootiated)

45 Memorandum dated January 28, 1971, from Tina Giardiello to M. Joseph
Stacey, Comptroller.

46 McDermott 9/28/79 interview at 2.

kl _Id . ; Woodman 10/11/79 interview at 7.

4£ Notes of 4/10/75 interview of Jack S. Thomas by attorney Robert G. Smith of
Monasch Chazen & Stream.

49 id. MBM voluntarily waived any attorney-client privilege on this and other
matteTs before the attorney made the records available tc the Commission. See
letter dated September 13, 1979 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Arnold C. Stream,
waiving attorney-client privilege.

5C Notes of 7/31/79 interview of Edward C. Carroll by Special Commission
staff, at 4-5.

51 Interview of McDermott's woman friend.

52 Wendell H. Woodman, five-part series entitled "Let Me Call You Sweetheart,"
New Enoland News Service release, February 8-12, 1971.
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under circumstances that may generously be described as suspicious" and that an

analysis of the contract indicated that "there was collusion between the BEC and

[MBM], and possibly conspiracy." The article added that "one expert"

[unidentified] had described the contract's fee schedule as "unconscionable."

Additional charges were contained in the succeeding articles, and the final

one 5 ^ concluded with the following recommendations:

"First, the BBC should terminate the contract.

"The Attorney General should consider what action the
Commonwealth might take to investigate the possibility of
collusion or, at worst, criminal conspiracy involved in the
awarding of the contract.

"It would be in order for the Legislature to investigate
how such a preposterous contract could have been agreed to

by a state agency, and whether the BBC has been guilty of
misfeasance in delegating its responsibilities to a

consultant exempted from liability.

"It would also be in order for the Commissioner of
Administration to figure out how this gravy-boat contract
will upset current budget estimates for phase I

construction costs."

Although the Woodman articles were inaccurate in some respects, MEM was upset

and very concerned about the articles. MBM had advance copies of the articles,

from McDermott, and even before the first article appeared in print McKee called

Endicott Peabody's partner Jeremiah Lambert and -- according to Lambert's

contemporaneous memorandum to Peabody --

"Jerry [McKee] wants us to call him back right away with
advice as to steps which might be taken to blunt the effect
of the articles. He mentioned contacting Governor Sargent;
I told him you and I would discuss the matter and get right
back to him."

On February 8, 1971, the date that the first Woodman article was published,

Lambert wrote another memorandum to Peabody, reporting on a telephone

conversation that Lambert had had that day with McKee's assistant, L. Bradford

53 woodman, "Let Me Call You Sweetheart - I. The back to end contract," New
England News Service release, February 8-12, 1971.

54 Woodman, "Let Me Call You Sweetheart - V. A commentary," New England News
Service release, February 8-12, 1971.

55 Memorandum dated February 5, 1971 from J.D.L. [Jeremiah D. Lambert] to E.P,

[Endicctt Peabody].
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Perkins. 6 According to Lambert's memorandum -

"Brad Perkins . . . said Jerry McKee is very concerned and
wishes to respond [to the Woodman articles]....

"I told Brad your initial reaction, as someone seasoned in
Massachusetts politics, was not to respond immediately,
since that would tend to heighten the controversy rather
than muffle it. I did mention, however, that it would be
worthwhile for MBM to prepare a point-by-point rebuttal for
possible use in discussions with state officials and
legislators -- prior to any attempt at public rebuttal.

"... Erad ... said that he felt Woodman's points could be
easily enough overcome....

"... I realize that you may be sensitive to the political
overtones of your involvement in the contract's going to
MEM but do hope you can intervene as necessary."

It should be noted that the Woodman articles made no mention of Peabody.

For that matter, Peabody's assistance to MBM in obtaining the contract was denied

by McKee during the 1977 DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial 5 (although it was mentioned
CO tQ

by Peabody); denied by Mansueto at the Post Audit hearings of 1978; and

denieo again by Mansueto at the 1979 Manzi-Masiello trial even though McKee,

Peabody, and MEM salesman Martin Heyman had testified at length at the 1978 Post

Audit hearings about Peabody's having helped MBM win the UMass/Boston

contract 61

On February 8, 1971, Peabody responded to Lambert with a handwritten

,62memoranoum saying

"I will be delighted to work + help on the rebuttal, since I

know a lot first hand. But my name in print would just put

more kerosene on the fire so I'll work with you + NYC + Boston
but from here [Washington, D.C., where Peabody's office was
located]."

56 Memorandum dated February 6, 1971 from J.D.L. [Jeremiah D. Lambert] to E.F.

[Endicott Peabody].

57 McKee testimony, 6 DiC 2/1/77 at 3-4, 9-11, 136-137.

58 Peabody testimony, 7 DiC 2/2/77 at 157; 8 DiC 2/3/77 at 31-32.

59 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 25-27, 39-40; P. A. 6/9/78 at 100.

60 Mansueto testimony, 5 M/M 2/16/78 at 49; 8 M/M 2/21/79 at 65.

61 McKee testimony, F.A. 3/22/78 at 18-28. Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/7/78 at

98-107 and passim . Heyman testimony P. A. 3/6/78 at 17-19, 23-26.

62 Handwritten memorandum dated February 8, 1971 from "Chub" [Endicott
Peabody] to "Jerry" [Jeremiah D. Lambert].
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On February 9, 1971, Peabody met in New York with McKee, Thomas, and McKee's

New York lawyer. According to Peabody's memorandum about the meeting 63 --

"McKee is exceedingly concerned that the series will have an

adverse effect on [MBM's] future in and out of Massachusetts
and was anxious to take some action. Alternatives considered
were :

"1. Notify the newspaper editors of libel action.

"2. Obtain an article or a series of articles describing
the real services MEM is providing and the saving of
substantial sums of money to the Commonwealth,

"3. Going to the Governor or the Lt. Governor and taking
joint action which might involve 1 and 2 above,

"4. Rebutting fully and in detail the columns of
Woodman ....

"... I recommended that [McKee] should go to a Boston
consultant with a first rate public relations firm.... After
some consideration I recommended John C. Dowd, St., who is

head of one of the oldest firms in Boston and has recently
been public relations counsel tc the Kennedys and their
campaigns and to John Vclpe in his last campaign for
Governor.... Further, I suggested I would be willing to
arrange a meeting for them with Lt . Governor Dwight who was
Commissioner of Administration and had approved the MBM
contract on April 27 [ sic ] , 1970. Dwight has the additional
benefit of being a newspaperman in his own right and would
probably have good judgment as to how the matter should be
handled. As for myself I suggested that I would be happy to
help further in any way and that tc my knowledge MBM had
nothing to be ashamed of...."

MBM apparently never did bring the libel action. The Commission does not

know whether there was a meeting with Dwight. MBM did prepare a written

rebuttal, and it did engage the Dowd firm.

It was at about this time that, according to Jack Thomas, Peabody was told

generally about MBM's other problems in Massachusetts and specifically about the

MBM corporate checks from October 1970 to Senate President Kevin Harrington and

(via William Masiello and James Kelly) to the gubernatorial campaign of Kevin

63 Memorandum dated February 10, 1971 to Mr. [Jeremiah] Lambert from Governor
[Endicott] Peabody.

64 See letter dated February 18, 1971 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Joseph
DiCarlo, Ralph sirianni, ano William Hogan, with attached documents prepared in

rebuttal to Woodman's articles.

65 Letter dated February 12, 1971 from John C. Dowd and Roger Dowd to MEM.
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White. 6 According to Thomas, MBM was advised at that time, perhaps by

Peabody, that such corporate contributions were illegal and that the checks

should be removed from MBM's office and placed in a safe deposit box. Thomas

also has recalled that either at this meeting or shortly thereafter Peabody was

told of MBM's $10,000 cash payment to Manzi in October 1970, and that Peabody

said that the MBM check which had generated the cash should go to a safe deposit

box. DC When the Commission questioned Peabody about these matters in 1980,

Peabody acknowledged that he had recommended that the Harrington and

Masiello-Kelly-White checks be placed in a safe deposit box outside of MBM's

/TO
office, and Peabody said that he recalled the discussion of those checks

having occurred in New York on February 9, 1971. But, he testified that he

was not aware that corporate checks were involved, and that he had suggested

removal of the checks simply "because of the [bizarreness] of the

contributions. . . .
"

the Manzi payment during February 1971

MBM hired the Dowd firm on February 10, 1971, at a fee of $25,000 per year,

to provide public relations representation in connection with MBM's UMass/Boston

contract. Dowd quickly went to work on MBM's behalf. According to a

He also said that he believed that he did not learn of

72

66 written statement dated June 12, 1980 executed by Jack S. Thomas in London,
England, at 1.

67 Id.

66 Id. at 1-2.

69 Peabody testimony, Special Commission 6/19/80 at 166-167.

70 Id. at 168.

71 Id. at 159-160.

72 id. s t 164, 167-168.

73 Dowd 2/12/71 letter to MBM. The Dowd firm was never paid in full by MBM.
Shortly after MBM learned that the DiCarlo-Sirianni report would not be critical
of MBM, the firm decided that it would be unnecessary to continue using -- or

paying — the Dowd firm. See letter dated October 19, 1971 from Kay Lowenthal,
on McKee's stationery, to Jack S. Thomas, concerning the termination of the Dowd
contract. John C. Dowd died in July 1971 and apparently left no notes or
memoranda about his representation of MBM.
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memorandum dated February 10, 1971 and apparently written by William

McDermott, Dowd telephoned Eoston Herald publisher John Herbert regarding the

unfavorable publicity MBM had been getting -- and requested that the Herald run

what McDermott labelled "a puff piece." The reason why Dowd called Herbert,

according to McDermott's memorandum, is that Herald reporter Thomas C. Gallagher

had called BEC Director Walter Poitrast regarding a story that Gallagher was

going to write about MBM, and Poitrast had reported Gallagher's call to MEM, who

called Dowd. Dowd's alleged call apparently came too late, because the Gallagher

story ran on the Herald ' s editorial page the following day.

The Gallagher article stated that there were "estimates that [MBM] would

ultimately reap fees in excess of $30,000,000 by the time the entire university

complex is finished." Gallagher reported, further, that three state legislators

had drafted an order calling for a legislative investigation of MBM's

UMass/Boston contract.

We turn now to a consideration of that order and the legislative

investigation that resulted.

The Investigation in 1971
by a Special Legislative Committee

Chaired by Senator Joseph J.C. DiCarlo
and Representative Ralph L. Sirianni, Jr

The Filing of an Order
by DiCarlo, Sirianni, and
Represenati ve William F. Hogan
Calling for an Investigation
of MBM T

s UMass/Boston Contract

Wendell Woodman anc William McDermott had not left to chance whether there

would be a legislative investigation of the MBM contract. They had not only

sought to provoke legislative action through the "Sweetheart" series, but they

had also attempted to recruit the legislators to head up the investigation. Even

before the first Woodman article appeareo in print, Woodman and McDermott met

with Representative Ralph L. Sirianni, Jr. to suggest a legislative investigation

of the MBM contract. After persuading Sirianni of the merits of such an

7Z
* Handwritten memorandum dated February 10 [1971] heaoed "Gallagher,"

probably in the handwritino of William F. McDermott. McDermott 9/2£/79 interview
at 2.

75 Thomas C. Gallaaher, "Concerninq Consultants," Boston Herald Traveler,
February 11, 1971, at 16.

76 Testimony of Ralph L. Sirianni, 17 DiC 2/16/77 at E-9. Woodman 10/11/79
interview at 5.
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investigation, Woodman and McDermott, accompanied by Sirianni, met with

Sirianni's friend, Senator Joseph J.C. DiCarlo, to ask him to co-sign the bill

("order") calling for such an investigation. 77

DiCarlo, only 35 years old, was in his first term as a State Senator, having

previously served in the State House of Representatives along with Sirianni.

'

e

DiCarlo had supported Kevin Harrington in the January 1971 contest for State

7 CSenate President — the Commonwealth's highest legislative position -- and

Harrington's success augured well for DiCarlc. According to DiCarlo, Harrington

hao promised DiCarlo late in 1970 that DiCarlo would be brought along ouickly,

first as Chairman of the Senate Committee on Counties, then as Senate Majority

Whip ("Assistant Majority Leader"), then as Senate Majority Leader, and finally

-- in just a few years -- as Harrington's successor as Senate President 80
In

January 1971, DiCarlo was named Chairman of the Committee on Counties, and before

1971 was out, DiCarlo became Senate Majority Whip. It was clear in the

Legislature that DiCarlo's star was in the ascendant.

DiCarlo agreed to co-sign the order calling for a legislative investigation

£2
of MEM's UMass/Boston contract. The proposed order was also co-signed by

Rep. William F. Hogan (D-Everett), whose desk at the State House was in the same

area as Sirianni's.

The proposed order, filed on February 11, 1971, called for a special

leaislative committee to be established for the exclusive purpose of

investigating MBM ' s UMass/Boston contract

i ntensi f i ed threat .

64 MBM reacted quickly to this

77 Sirianni testimony, 17 DiC 2/16/77 at 7.

78 Sirianni testimony, 17 DiC 2/16/77 at 5.

75 DiCarlo 12/6/78 interview at 1.

60 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 50; DiCarlo 12/6/76 interview at 1.

81 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 90, 92.

82 Sirianni testimony, 17 DiC 2/16/77 at 7; DiCarlo 12/8/78 interview at 2.

63 Notes of 10/24/79 interview of Ralph E. Sirianni, Jr. by Special Commission
staff, at 1.

8 ^ House Order 5086; Journal of the House of Representatives, 1971, at 764.
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The February 1971
Meeting at DICarlo's Home

On February 12, 1971 Endicott Peabody came to Eoston and billed MBM for 12

hours of work. 85 His billing record for MBM for February 12, 1971 says:

"Boston -- all day conference -- Speaker -- Zabriskie -- DiCarlo." Peabody

testified that he did not meet DiCarlc on February 12, 1971, although he tried to

make contact with DiCarlo. 87 Peabody's billing record may reflect a discussion

on that date about DiCarlc.

Peabody and DiCarlo did, however, meet at DiCarlo's house in Revere later in

February of 1971 88 The meeting apparently took place on Sunday, February 21,

1971 89 DiCarlo recalls the meeting as having taken place on that date 90

and Peabody has agreed that the meeting may have occurred then.-- -1
A Hertz car

rental agreement signed by Peabody is dated February 21, 1971 and contains

mileage (33 miles) consistent with a round-trip drive between the rental site

(Logan Airport) and DiCarlo's home (in Revere). Also tending to support February

21, 1971 as the date of the meeting is the possibility that the meeting

85 Peabody daily office record, 2/12 [1971].

86 id.

87 Peabody testimony, 8 CiC 2/3/77 at 71, 100.

68 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 4/7/80 at 29; Peabody testimony, 7 DiC 2/2/77
at 171-182.

85 See Hertz car rental agreement dated February 21, 1971, signed by Endicott
Peabody, for a car rental at Logan Airport. See further discussion below.

90 DiCarlo 12/8/78 interview at 3.

91 Peabody testimony, 7 DiC 2/2/77 at 181-182; 8 DiC 2/3/77 at 106. DiCarlo
has repeatedly insisteo that Peabody testified that the meeting occurred on
February 18, 1971 -- and that that constituted perjury. See , e.g. , DiCarlo
12/8/78 interview at 4-5. Peabody clearly stated that the meeting occurred
either on February 21, 1971 o_r on February 18, 1971. See , e.g. Peabody
testimony, 7 DiC 2/2/77 at 181-182; 8 DiC 2/3/77 at 106. MBM President Gerald
McKee, Jr., unlike Peabody, did mention only February 18, 1971 as the date of the
meeting. McKee testimony, 6 DiC 2/1/77 at 138. But even if McKee was mistaken
about the date, there is evidence, discussed below, that McKee was in the Boston
area on February 21, 1971 and thus could have been present at DiCarlo's house on
February 21, 1971.
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rrsy have been arranged by Senate President Kevin Harrington •, ^ Peabody's MBM

time record for February 1571 lists a contact with Harrington only on February

20, 1S71. 93

There is great disagreement between DiCarlo and Peabody, however, about what

DiCarlo said at the meeting and whether MBM President McKee was present.

According to DiCarlo, DiCarlo treated Peabody with great deference when they met

on February 21, 1571, and Peabody merely exchanged pleasantries with DiCarlo's

family and left off some information about MBM. Peabody testified, by

contrast, that DiCarlo used vulgarities and told Peabody that it would just be

too bad if MBM got hurt, but that DiCarlo intended to advance his own political

ambitions by conducting hearings that would embarrass Donald Dwight 55 Peabody

testified that McKee was present at the DiCarlo-Peabody meeting 56 McKee

testified consistently with Peabody's testimony, adding that DiCarlo's attitude

57
and manner made McKee fearful for MBM's future.

DiCarlo has claimed that Peabody and McKee committed perjury not only in

describing what DiCarlo said on February 21, 1571, but also in saying that McKee

90
was present. DiCarlo says that Peabody and McKee lied in order to enable the

prosecutor at the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial to get the damaging Peabody-McKee

oo
testimony about the February 21, 1571 meeting admitted into evidence."

It is true that Judge Skinner ruled, at the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial, that the

McKee-Peabody testimony about the February 1571 meeting at DiCarlo's house was

admissible only to show McKee's "state of mind" regarding the alleged extortion

92 Peabody testimony, 8 DiC 2/3/77 at 55-96.

53 Peabody law firm MBM tub cards XIV and XV, for February 1971.

94 DiCarlo 12/6/78 interview at 3-4.

55 Peabooy testimony, 7 DiC 2/2/77 at 175-177; 2/3/77 at 62.

56 Peabody testimony, 7 DiC 2/2/77 at 171-175.

57 McKee testimony, 3 DiC 1/26/77 at 126-132, 4 DiC 1/27/77 at 4.

98 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 4/7/8C at 29; DiCarlo 12/8/78 interview at 3-5

55 DiCarlo 12/8/78 interview at 4-5.
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that later took place. °0 Thus, if McKee had not testified that he was present

at the February 1571 meeting, all (Feabody's) testimony about the meeting would

have been inadmissible.

Eut there are several reasons to doubt DiCarlc's assertions about what

happened on February 21, 1971. First, DiCarlo has repeatedly insisted that McKee

was not in Massachusetts on February 21, 1971 and thus could not have come to

l r iDiCarlc's house that day. But DiCarlo has offered no proof that McKee was

anywhere else on that day, and the Commission has found MBM, telephone records

which show a telephone call made from Hyde Park, Massachusetts on February 21,

i no
1971 and charged to McKee's personal telephone credit card. Second, DiCarlo

has claimed that Peabody and McKee were lying about DiCarlo saying that he wanted

to run for Lieutenant Governor against Donald Dwight. ^ DiCarlo has insisted

that everyone knew in 1971 that DiCarlo was aiming toward becoming Senate

President and had no interest in the Lieutenant Governorship. But the

Commission has found newspaper articles by several reporters who wrote, in 1971,

that DiCarlo was thinking of running for Lieutenant Governor against

Dwight. Moreover, both former Rep. J. Hilary Rockett (in an interview) and

William V. Masiello (in testimony) told the Commission that DiCarlo had told them

in 1971 that he was planning to run fcr Lieutenant Governor. Third,

Peabody's contemporaneous handwritten notes (contained in a spiral steno

100 Instruction of the Court, 4 DiC 1/27/77 at 4.

101 Defendants' Motion for a New Trial, United States v. DiCarlo, MacKenzie , at 5

DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Coiran. 4/7/80 at 29.

102 ^ibm telephone records.

103 DiCarlo 12/8/78 interview at 5.

104 id,

105 See , e.g. , Thomas C. Gallaoher article, Boston Herald Traveler, May 13,
1971.

106 Notes of 10/17/79 interview of former Representative 3. Hilary Rockett by
Special Commission staff, at 1; William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at
43.
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support the Peabody-McKee version of the conversation:

"Eall game -- not going to play. Next step -- Regret.

"Play it straight. Do something. Consider effect of having
press conference. Making available to press. Try Dowd.

"Mid[dlesex] Court House --

"DiCarlo everything he can do to hurt us. Know the
[contract] was straight. More than counterpunch.

"Jerry McKee.

"How when — What Reason[?]

"Letters to the Editor."

Finally, it must be observed that it would appear to be far more in DiCarlo's

interest than in Peabody's or McKee's to lie about the February 21, 1971

meeting. And DiCarlo's admissions to the Commission that he accepted cash from

MBM demonstrate that DiCarlo has been willing to lie in the past about MEM --

such as in DiCarlo's 1977 post-conviction speech to the State Senate in which

1 no
DiCarlo insisted that he had not taken one cent from MBM.-100

Changes in the Wording of the
Order Calling for an Investigation
of MEM's UMass/Boston Contract

Having failed to dissuade DiCarlo from investigating MBM's UMass/Eoston

contract, Peabody pursued efforts that he had already commenced tc alter the

language of the proposed legislation establishing an investigative committee.

Peabody attempted to persuade Representative Paul Murphy, chairman of the Joint

1 no
Rules Committee, to delete the legislation's specific mention of MBM. -"-'-" As

Peabody explained to the Commission, MBM believed that MEM's competitors would be

able to use the legislation, as originally drafted, to hurt MBM's business in

other states. Thus, Peabody wanted all references to MBM eliminated, with

107 Memorandum undated (but after February 16, 1971) in Peabody's spiral steno
pad.

108 Journal of the Senate, 1977, I, at 338. See also what appears to be a

transcript of DiCarlo's speech, Boston Globe, March 28, 1977 (P.M. edition).

109 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 177; Feabody law firm MBM tut card
XV, entry for 2/16/71.

110 Peabooy testimony, Sp. Comrr. 6/19/8C at 177.
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descriptive or generic terms substituted. ** Peabody's effort in this regard

proved successful. When the Masschusetts House of Representatives adopted the

112
legislation on March 1, 1971, all specific mention of MBM was gone.

The House then referred the legislation to the State Senate, and on March 2,

1971 the State Senate referred it to the Senate Ways and Means Committee.

The Senate Ways and Means Committee was chaired by James A. Kelly, Jr., at whose

suggestion MBM had made $2,00C contributions to Kevin Harrington and (indirectly)

to Kevin White in October 1970. 11A MBM thus had reason to hope that the

DiCarlo-Sirianni-Hogan legislation could be scuttled in committee, which is what

had happened to the Fallon bill (in a different committee) the year before.

MBM's Discussions with
Kelly about the
DiCarlo-Sirianni-Hocan Legislation

James A. Kelly, Jr. had, like DiCarlo, gained his chairmanship as a result of

1 1 c

supporting Kevin Harrington's bid for the Senate Presidency. " As head of the

Senate Ways & Means Committee, Kelly had the opportunity to play a major role in

influencing legislation that could affect the profits of private companies. 116

Kelly had no fondness for Endicott Peabody dating back to Peabody's days as

Governor. Thus, it was left to MBM Vice President Anthony Mansueto to deal

with Kelly.

Mansueto had met with Kelly on February 23, 1971 in reference to the DiCarlO'

HI Id.

11^ See House of Representatives Order 5086, dated March 1, 1971; Journal of
the House of Representatives, 1971, I at 822.

113 Journal of the Senate, 1971, I at 749.

114 See discussion of these checks in Chapter V supra .

115 Kelly testimony, P. A. 5/12/78 at 54 ; William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm,
6/24/80 at 17.

H£ See the sections on Kelly and the Masiello brothers, in Volume 5 of this
Final Report.

II"7 DiCarlo 12/8/78 interview, at 6-7.
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Sirianni-Hogan legislation. 1 -18 The meeting took place at Sablone's Restaurant

in East Boston, and William Masiello and lobbyist Charles Kougeas were also

119present (according to Masiello's testimony). During the course of the

discussion, Masiello has testified, Mansueto wanted to know what the $4,000 of

contributions that MBM had made at Kelly's request in October 1970 would "buy"

l ?nMEM in regard to the DiCarlo-Sirianni-Hogan legislation.^ Mansueto and

Masiello both agree that Kelly said that he would look into the

DiCarlo-Sirianni-Hogan legislation and meet with Mansueto in Florida during March

of 1971. 121 Mansueto and Masiello also have testified that Kelly said that MEM

should not use Peabody on the DiCarlo-Sirianni-Hogan legislation and/or

l ??investigation .

x

Mansueto telephoned Peabody after the meeting, and Peabody wrote a

1 23memorandum -1 about the conversation. According to the memorandum, Kelly had

made the following points at the luncheon meeting with Mansueto:

"1. Why are we upset? They did not start it. Someone
spoke to Woodman. They are trying to control it but it is a

problem. Some people don't want UMass to happen. DiCarlo has
ambitions. By seeino DiCarlo ourselves we made it difficult for
Kelly.

"2. I [Peabody] should not be in the case openly....
People say I have political ambitions and they don't trust me
and I should stay out of the case. MBM should hire a Eoston
attorney.... He [Kelly] will call Mansueto and tell him who is
best for them.

116 Mansueto pocket calendar, 2/25/71; William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm.
6/24/80 at 37-38.

115 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 36; notes of 4/26/79
interview of William R. DiMento by Special Commission staff; Mansueto pocket
calendar, 2/25/71.

1 2C Id. at 38.

1 21 Id.; Mansueto testimony, 9 DiC 2/4/77 at 18, 39-40. Kelly has denied
this. Kelly testimony, P. A. 5/12/78 at 61-83, 102.

122 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 38; Mansueto testimony, 9

DiC 2/4/77 at 39.

123 Memorandum dated February 25, 1971 from Endicott Peabody to Jeremiah D.

Lambert

.
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"3. There will be a private investigation of the matter.
MEM will probably be called. Provided MEM works closely with
him, they will go on and he can see $10 million in fees --

possibly the Worcester Center."

The reference to the "Worcester Center" probably has to do with UMass/Worcester

and the bill that Kelly filed in October of 1970 apparently for the purpose of

helping MEM obtain a contract at UMass/Worcester. Peabody's memorandum

concluded

:

"Mansueto feels that he, McKee ano I should sit down next
week and appraise the situation in light of the then
circumstances .

"

As previously mentioned, the DiCarlo-Sirianni -Hogan legislation was referred

to Kelly's Ways & Means Committee on March 2, 1971. It was still pending there

on March 16, 1971 when Mansueto flew to West Palm Beach, Florida, " where

Kelly was staying. 26
In a memorandum dated March 16, 1971, Peabody's partner

Jeremiah Lambert wrote to Peabody:-1

"I spoke to Jerry [McKee] a few minutes ago (4:15 P.M.). He

indicates that Tony may have other good reasons to be in

Florida when Kelly is there; and, at risk of exacerbating the
situation, he believes, as does Tony, that Tony should see
Kelly. Jerry remains firm in his view that we should continue
to represent MBM. He said Tony will note simply that our
firm, and yourself, have been in on this matter from the
beginning and should not be dropped now. I detect no lack of
confidence in you or us.

"Jerry suggests that Thursday would be better for a meeting
than Friday -- either here or in New York. I'd like to
confirm a Thursday date. What is your preference as to time
and location?"

Peabody responded to Lambert with a hano written n o t e :
1 2 8

"My advice not to see him is that Kelly will only make him
feel worse. At some point you have to go your own way --

politely and we have passed that point."

On March 17, 1971 Mansueto met with Kelly in Florida. Mansueto

has said that William Masiello was present, which both Kelly and

124 See discussion in Appendix C of MEM's attempt to win s project management
contract at the UMass/Worcester Medical School.

125 Mansueto testimony, 9 DiC 2/4/77 at 43.

126 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/76 at 63-66.

127 Memorandum dateo March 16, 1971 from J.D.L. [Jeremiah C. Lambert] tc E.F.
[Endicott Peabody], with Peabody's handwritten response. Emphasis omitted.

126 id.

129 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 62.
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Masiello have denieo. Masiello has shown the Commission some gasoline charge

slips which are dated March 16 and 17, 1971, signed by Masiello, and imprinted as

being from gas stations in Massachusetts .
I-51 Thus, Masiello has some support

for his statement that he was not present at the March 17, 1971 meeting in

Florida with Mansueto and Kelly.

According to Mansueto's testimony at the DiCsrlo-MacKenzie trial, Kelly said

at the March 17, 1971 meeting that MEM could obtain favorable treatment from

DiCarlo if MBM would come up with $100,000 to help DiCarlo put his children

throuoh school 132 Mansueto testified that he was shocked at this

demand/reouest , and that he telephoned McKee, who rejected the demand/reouest out

of hand. Mansueto further testified that rather than break off

relations with Kelly, he temporized, saying: "For Chrissake, ... I can't do this

1 1 c
by myself." Mansueto also testified that he told Kelly words to the effect:

"Holy Hoses, Jim, we are not a bottomless barrel."

Mansueto testified, in addition, that Kelly threw in a reauest for himself --

namely, that MEM hire Kelly as an accountant (as the Masiello firm had

done). 137

DiCarlo, in interviews with Commission staff, has insisted that he had no

discussions with Kelly about getting money from MBM in regaro to the proposed

legislative investigation. 136 Indeed, DiCarlo has sucgestec that if Kelly made

130 Mansuetc testimony, 9 DiC 2/4/77 at 46; P. A. 5/23/78 at £6; William
Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 39-41; Kelly testimony, P. A. 5/12/78 at

84.

131 William Masiello testimony, Special Commission 6/24/8C at 39-41.

132 Mansueto testimony, 9 DiC 2/4/77 at 47-48.

133 id. at 46-49.

134 id. at 48.

135 _id. at 49.

136 id.

137 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/13/80 at 56.

136 DiCarlo 12/8/78 interview.
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any demand or request for $100,000 on March 17, 1971, Kelly was doing so

on his own account, not DiCarl o ' s .
^9

It should be noted in this connection that Kelly not only had the power on

his own to scuttle the DiCarlo-Sirianni-Hogan legislation (which was in Kelly's

committee) on March 17, 1971, but that Kelly also was being asked by MEM to push

for passage of a bill that Kelly had filed in October 1970 which would have

assisted MBM in its efforts to win a large contract at UMass/Worcester .

In any event, Mansueto has testified that he saw Kelly about a week after the

March 17, 1971 meeting, 1Zl ^ and MBM records reveal short telephone calls to

Kelly's State House office on March 23 and March 24, 1971. 142 Whatever

negotiations there may have been apparently broke down; on March 25, 1971 Kelly's

committee issued a report calling for adoption of the DiCarlo-Sirianni-Hogan

order. 1A3 On March 29, 1971, the full State Senate adopted the order,
1AZt

completing the legislative process to establish a special committee to

investigate MBM ' s UMass/Boston contract.

The Selection of Members
for the Committee

With the legislation having been passed to establish a special legislative

committee tc investigate MBM's UMass/Boston contract, MBM turned its attention to

the selection of members for the committee. Peabody had already spoken with

1 46Kevin Harrington, according to Peabody's testimony. As Senate

President, Harrington was to name the three Senate members of the

139 id„

140 See discussion of MBM's attempt tc win the project management contract at
uMass/Wcrcester in Appendix C.

1^1 Manuseto testimony, P. A. 5/23/76 at 71.

142 mbm telephone records.

143 Journal of the Senate, 1971, at 904.

144 _id. at 915.

145 Although the wording of the order had been changed, as discussed above,
the order still clearly called for an investigation of MBM's UMass/Boston
contract. MBM simply was not mentioned by name.

146 Peabody testimony, e DiC 2/3/77 at 95-96.
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special committee. 1 ^ 7 On March 31, 1971, Harrington appointed DiCarlo as

Senate Chairman of the committee, and Harrington also named George Kenneally and

Robert Cawley to the committee

.

1Ae

All three senators appointed by Harrington to the committee were Democrats.

The failure to appoint even a single Republican was criticized as unprecedented

by the Republicans, who immediately started pressing for legislation to reouire

that the committee be enlarged to include a fourth senate member who would have

] 45
to be a Republican. The proposed order to accomplish this change died

quietly in the House.

As to the three Democratic senators who were chosen, DiCarlo had, of course,

sponsored the order creating the committee. DiCarlo, however, was on the

threshold of political power, and his rise was dependent upon Kevin

Harrington. George Kenneally had been Peabody's Suffolk County Coordinator

in Peabody's 1964 gubernatorial primary campaign. During the course of the

DiCarlo committee's investigation, Feabody wrote the following in a note to

himself: "Kenneally last night - Primary goal to protect EP."-l5/ ( Note : "EP"

is how Endicott Peabody was often referred to in internal Peabody law firm

memoranda.) Robert Cawley also was friendly to PeaboOy. "

I* 7 House Order 5086

1*2 Journal of the Senate, 1971, at 940-941.

149 Proposed order filed by Senator David Locke, adopted by the Senate April

1, 1971. Journal of the Senate, 1971, at 947.

1 50 DiCarlo 12/8/76 interview, at 1.

151 Notes of 10/25/79 interview of George V. Kenneally by Special Commission
sta f f , at 1 -2

.

1 52 hanawritten memorandum dated 5/12 [1971] of Endicott Peabody, concerning
what appears to have been a telephone conversation with Jack Thomas.

153 Kenneally 10/25/79 interview at 3. Cawley stated that he had only a

political relationship with Peabody. Notes of 10/23/79 interview of Robert L.

Cawley by Special Commission staff, at 1.
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The House members of the special committee to investigate MEM's UMass/Boston

contract had not yet been appointed. Their selection was the prerogative of

House Speaker David M. Bartley, whose role in regard to the Fallon bill a year

earlier has been discussed above.

In an interview with Commission staff, Bartley said that Peabody had

contacted Bartley in February 1971 to try to persuade Bartley to ouash the

DiCarlo-Sirianni-Hogan legislation. 5 Peabody's MBM billing records indicate

a meeting with Bartley on February 12, 1971 1 ''" -- the day after the

DiCarlo-Sirianni-Hogan legislation had been filed. And a Wendell Woodman news

article published on February 22, 1971 reported that Eartley was "under

tremendous pressure [from Peabody] to scuttle [the] investigation."

Peabody, in testimony before the Commission, acknowledged contacting Bartley in

[February] 1971 but said that their conversation was about changing the wording

157
of the DiCarlo-Sirianni-Hogan legislation to remove MBM's name.

In any event, when the time came for Bartley to name the House members to the

committee, Bartley took Peabody's concerns into account, according to

Bartley. 5E
In particular, Bartley has said that he chose Representative Paul

Menton because Menton -- whom Bartley described as a lawyer and former FEI man of

integrity -- was friendly to Peabody. 159 By choosing Menton, Bartley felt that

Peabody's client (MBM) would be assured of getting "a fair shake

believes that Peabody may have specifically asked that Menton be

,.160 Bartley

154 Notes of 10/16/79 interview of David M. Eartley by Special Commission
sta f f , at 4 .

155 Peabody law firm MBM tub card XV, entry for 2/12/71.

1 56 Wendell H. Woodman, "Probe Order Is Stalled", New England News Service
release dated February 19, 1971, at 1.

157 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/6C at 175-176, 181-182.

156 Bartley 10/16/79 interview at 4.

155 _io. at 4-5.

160 i d . at 5.
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appointed, or that Peabody may have asked for "a friend on the committee , for

fairness," or that Menton may have asked to be appointed, as Peabody's

f riend .

*

61 Similarly, Bartley has said that his decision not to appoint

William Hogan to the committee -- even though hogan had been one of the original

] 62
signers of the order -- may have been made at Peabody's reguest. in

testimony to the Commission, Peabody said that he did not discuss the membership

of the committee with Eartley. Peabody's contemporaneous records indicate

interest in the membership, however, although they refer to Bartley's deputy

16 3
(Rep. Paul Murphy) rather than tc Bartley. Although Bartley, unlike

Harrington, did appoint one Republican to the committee, the Republican chosen -•

J. Hilary Rockett (P- Marblehead) -- was closer tc the Democrats on many matters

1 6 A
than to the Republicans, according to Rockett. . The other House members

were Sirianni, who had co-signed the original order and was named House

chairman; J. Laurence Golden (D-Framingham) ; and James Hart

(D-Dorchester)

.

166

MEM's Purchase of Tickets
for House Speaker Bartley's "Brunch"

Bartley announced his selection of House members for the DiCarlo-Si rianni

Committee on April 13, 1971. As it happened, Bartley was having a testimonial

"brunch" on April 25, 1971. According to a newspaper article from April 16,

161 id.

162 Id. at 4-5.

163 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 174-175. See also memorandum
dated April 5, 1971, from Gov. [Endicott] to Peabody tc Mr. [Jeremiah D.]
Lambert, "Subject: MBM"; letter dated April 13, 1971 from Endicott Peabody to
Gerald McKee, Jr.

164 M tes of 10/17/79 interview of J. Hilary Rockett ( P-Marblehead ) -- by

Special Commission staff, at 1.

1 65 Journal of the House of Representatives, 1971 at 1216.

166 i d .
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1971, most of the $100 tickets to the "Brunch for Bartley" were being purchased

bv "State House lobby ists . "167 it is impossible to verify that report. No

records were kept to identify the purchasers of the more than $100,000 of tickets

sold for the "brunch" because, according to Bartley, the law did not require such

16 8
records for "private testimonials." Bartley told Commission staff that perhaps 25

169
or 30 gifts of $1,000 were made to this testimonial. Bartlev did not recall one of

170
those gifts as having come from MBM or Endicott Peabody. Peabody, however, has testi-

fied that he paid $1,000 for tickets to the "Bartley Brunch" -- and that the money came

from MBM.

MBM learned of the "Bartley Brunch" from Peabody .

1

^2 Peabody's files

contain a handwritten note from Peabody to his partner Jeremiah Lambert, to whicn

was attached the April 16, 1971 newspaper article about the "Brunch for

Bartley." The note from Peabody to Lamoert said:

"Jerry [Lambert] - I will need to ' hear ' from Tony [Mansueto]
or Jerry [McKee] about this - this week. I wrote Tony but no
call. - Chub." [Emphasis in original.]

MBM did come up with $1,000 for the "Bartley Brunch," and the procedure usea

to pay for the tickets was descrioed in a contemporaneous memorandum from MBM's

Boston Regional Manager Jack Thomas to McKee. " The memorandum, dated April

30, 1971 and labelled "CONFIDENTIAL," is on the "Subject: Speaker Bartley's

Brunch." The memorandum says:

"As vou know, we agreed to purchase ten tickets to a recent
fund-raising affair for the Speaker of the House of
Representatives of Massachusetts at a price of $100.00 per

167 Thomas C. Gallagher, "A 'Brunch' for Bartley," Boston Herald Traveler,
April 16, 1971, at 16.

168 Bartlev 10/16/79 interview at 5-6.

169 id. at 6.

170 Id.

171 Peabody testimony, Special Commission 6/19/80 at 187-179, 193-194.

172 i_d. at 187; written statement dated June 12, 1980 of Jack S. Thomas
executed in London, England, at 2.

173 "Confidential" memorandum dated April 30, 1971 from Jack S. Tnomas to G.

McKee, Jr.
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ticket. In anticipation of this, I prepared a check (#3235)
in the amount of $1,000.00 and handed this check to Endicott
Peabody with the Payee not indicated.

"I understand from Chub Peabody that the fund raisers
preferred to have one of his checks. He, therefore, deposited
our check in his own account, and purchased the tickets with
his own check. I believe that our check was made payable to
'cash' prior to deposit.

"We will carry this $1,000.00 as a special advance to me on
our records .

"

The check was in fact made out to cash,!'7 '11 deposited into Peabody's personal

bank account in Washington, D.C.,!"7 ^ an d charged on MBM's books as a "special

advance to Thomas, l 7 ^ Because of a loophole in the law as to "private

testimonials," this procedure -- which would have been illegal for a "political

contribution" -- may have been legal for the "Bartley brunch." when asked why

this procedure was employed, Peabody testi f ied :

*

77

"Well, I ha[d] been representing MBM by that time for two
years in Boston. I was well known in the State House as tneir
representative. I believe that were the checK to come from me
directly to Bartley that I could do more on some future
occasion for MBM should that occasion occur. In reflection I

don't think it made a particular world o f difference, I think
what was important was the $1,000.00 check."

The Investigation
Conducted by the
Pi Car lo-S ] r

i

ann i Committee

In testimony before the Commission in 1980, 178 Joseph DiCarlo defended the

Derformance and final report of the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee:

"The report that was filed by me was an honest, innocent
report as such, as a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, ... I wish
to refute, negate, and outright deny that that report was a

whitewash as it so often has been labelled."

DiCarlo explained: 1 ' 9

17/i MBM-Boston check #3235 dated April 21, 1970 payable to cash.

175 Affidavit dated April 19, 1978 executed by Endicott Peabody in wasnington,
D.C. , at 2-3.

176 See Thomas A/30/71 confidental memorandum to McKee.

177 Peabody testimony, Special Commission 6/19/80 at 189.

178 DiCarlo testimony, Special Commission A/7/80 at 10.

179 id. at 11.
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At the time of the [DiCarlo-5i rianni ] Committee's
investigation, I had no handle, no handle whatsoever on the
subject matter of the contract or its performance with regard
to MBM. We were without staff, without legal aid, and
with [out] expertise of any kind at all."

DiCarlo maintained that the DiCar lo-Sir ianni Committee was incapable of doing a

thorough investigation of MBM, that the Di Car lo-Sirianni Committee was incapable

of writing a report that could have threatened MBM, and that the thousands of

dollars of cash that DiCarlo accepted from MBM constituted merely campaign

contributions, willingly made oy a generous firm to an honest state senator. 180

The Commission, however, received evidence inconsistent with DiCarlo's

account. The evidence indicates that substantial information critical of MBM and

of the MBM-UMass/Boston contract was available to DiCarlo, that the first draft

of the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee report was detrimental to MBM, and that the

report was watered down as a result of MBM's agreement to give cash to DiCarlo.

The information available to the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee is considered in the

present section, and the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee's report is discussed in a

later section .

There were at least five sources that DiCarlo could have mined for

information critical of MBM and of MBM's UMass/Boston contract. First, there

were BBC employees such as James J. Cusack who were unhappy witn the general

concept of an outside project manager for state projects and with the specific

contract and performance involving MBM. Cusack had taKen his concerns to

Representative Thomas Fallon in 1970, 181 had written memoranda to BBC Director

Poitrast criticizing MBM's per f ormance ,
182 ancj had discussed the failings of

MBM and the MBM-UMass/Boston contract with Woodman, McDermott, and

Sirianni.183 Criticisms expressed by Cusack might well have been taken

seriously, since Cusack -- as the BBC's Project Engineer for the UMass/Boston

180 Id. at 7, 10-12.

181 See discussion of the Fallon Pill at the beginning of the present chapter

182 See , e.g . , memorandum dated February 1, 19 71 from James J. Cusack to
Walter J. Poitrast and others, enclosing a copy of MBM's UMass/Boston Status
Report No. 16. See also Thomas testimony, 9 M/M 2/23/79 at 50-51.

183 Sirianni testimony, 17 DiC 2/16/77 at 35; P. A. 3/1/578 at 88-94.
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project -- was in a position to have first-hand knowledge of MBM's performance.

Moreover, Cusack was widelv regarded as a skilled and knowledgeable BBC employee,

having been recommended for the BBC Directorship by many individuals in the

construction field and in government, including DiCarlo's mentor, Kevin

Harrington . 1 84

A second source o f presumably informed criticism was a disgruntled MBM

employee named Stanley Davis. Davis had been hired as manager of MBM's New York

office, 185 DU t Davis and MBM had decided upon a parting of ways. 186 when

Davis learned of the DiCarlo-Siriann i investigation of MBM, Davis telephoned

DiCarlo to arrange a meeting to assist in DiCarlo's investigation of MBM. 18?

Davis met with DiCarlo in the State House early in May of 1971.188 According

to Davis, DiCarlo took Davis to an attic-like area under the dome of the State

House so that they could converse in privacy. 185 Davis says that he spent

several hours discussing the MBM-UMass/3oston contract with DiCarlo, and that

Davis left with DiCarlo a heavily annotated copy of the contract, replete with

specific cr it icisms . 190 Moreover, Davis has testified that he had information

which suggested that MBM may have been engaged in double-bi lling . 191 According

to Davis, DiCarlo seemed sincerely intent on conducting a serious investigation

of MBM and of overturning MBM's UMass/Boston contract. I 92 DiCarlo, in

testimony before the Commission ,
193 admitted that he had met with Davis out

184 Letter dated June 11, 1969 from Kevin B. Harrington to A & F Commissioner
Donald R. Dwight, recommending James J. CusacK for the position of BBC Director

185 Davis testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/29/80 at 5.

186 id. at 6.

187 id. at 14.

188 £d.

189 id. at 14-15.

190 Id. at 15.

191 Id. at 6-7.

192 Id. at 15.

193 DiCarlo testimony. SDecial Commission 6/3/80 at 108.
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said that he could not recall what transpired during his May 1971 meeting with

Dav is :

"I could not describe it and the only way that my memory tells
me that I had a meeting with him, again, is a result of what I

read the other day [in the newspaper] of his testimony here
before this Commission."

A third source of information was one of the members of the DiCarlo-Sir ianni

Committee: Representative J. Laurence Golden. Golden had asked to De appointed

to the committee because a friend who was in the construction field had urged

Golden to applv for membership on the committee .

l

9 ^ The friend, Walter

Sullivan, had told Golden that MBM was engaging in unetnical practices with

regard to awarding certain subcontracts on the UMass/Boston project. 1^5

Sullivan provided Golden with specific criticisms which Golden snared with the

DiCarlo-Sirianni Committeel 96 and with the press.

I

97

A fourth source was State Auditor Thaddeus Buczko. On March 23, 1971, Buczko

had filed an audit report which criticized of MBM's UMass/Boston contract .

-

1- 98

According to the analvsis of the contract by the State Auditor's office -- i99

"[t]he Department of the State Auditor is concerned that
the agreement between the Bureau of Building Construction and
McKee, Berger and Mansueto , Inc. is an open end agreement that
in addition to the fixed fee of 1.53% tne Bureau will be
billed for all salary expenses plus 20% and reimbursement at

actual cost plus 5% for such subcontracts as McKee, Berger and
Mansueto, Inc. may be required to enter into under Section N

with no apparent financial limit on these additional costs.
It is also not clear whether the required consultants and/or
subcontractors under Section N would be hired without the
prior approval of the Bureau of Building Construction.

1 9 A Testimony of J. Laurence Golden, Special Commission, 5/29/80 at 4-6.

195 16. at 4-8.

196 Id. at 10-13.

197 See Wendell H. woodman, "State House Report: Golden hours coming,"
Marlborough Enterprise - Sun, June 9, 1971; Thomas C. Gallagher, "Job Award unoer
Fire," Boston Herald Traveler, June 15, 1971.

198 Office of the State Auditor, Report on the Examination of the Accounts of
the Bureau of Building Construction from July 1, 1969 to July 1, 1970, No. 71-S-2.

199 Id. at 18-18a.
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"The Department of the State Auditor also wishes to point
out that the work assigned to McKee, Berger and Mansueto, Inc.
is the type of work that the Bureau was created to perform.
It would appear that the [staff of the] Bureau of Building
Construction should have been increased to perform this work
and to bring their regular work to a more current basis. The
costs of such an expansion would be considerably less than the
cost of the existing contract with this private corporation."

Buczko appeared before the DiCar lo-Sirianni Committee on July 29, 1971 and

reiterated his cr iticisms . 200

A fifth possible source was UMass/Boston itself. The UMass/Boston planning

and develooment director, Francis E. O'Brien, Jr., was concerned that the project

not be sidetracked by any type of delay, 201 taut he was also critical of MBM ' s

performance in certain respects. 202

Not only were these sources of information not tapped fully, but the

DiCar lo-Sirianni Committee rejected the suggestion of one of its members --

Golden -- that the very award of the contract to MBM be investigated . 203 Paul

Menton has told Commission staff that Golden wanted to look into wny MBM was

selected for the UMass/Boston project management contract, but that the other

members of the DiCarlo-Si r ianni Committee said that the only proper guestion for

their review was the alleged open-endedness of MBM's contract. 204 Golden

testified that he agreed with the decision not to investigate how MBM won the

contract and instead to look only at the legality of the terms of the contract,

because it was pointed out to him that the terms of the oroer estaolishing the

DiCa rlo-Si r ianni Committee permitted only such a narrow investiga t ion . 205

200 Statement by State Auditor Tnaddeus Buczko at the July 29, 1971 public
hearing of the DiCarlo-Si r ianni Committee, in House No. 5006, Report of the Joint
Special Committee [ DiCar lo-Sirianni Committee] Relative to the Construction of
the University of Massachusetts, Boston at Columbia Point, dated January 10, 1971
[ sic ; should say 1972] at 15-17.

201 O'Brien 5/15/79 interview at 5-7. See also discussion in Chapter IV

supra .

202 See discussion in Chapter VI supra .

203 Golden testimony. Special Commission 5/29/80 at 12-16.

204 Notes of 10/18/79 interview of Paul C. Menton by Special Commission staff,
at 2.

205 Golden testimony, Special Commission 5/29/80 at 12-16.
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The terms of the order, 206 however, were quite broad, "authoriz [ ing ] and

directt ing ] " the DiCarlo-Si r ianni Committee to

"investigate and study all aspects of the contract ..., the
necessity for such a contract, the total amount to be received
by the consultant and contractor under the terms of said
contract, the experience of such firm in handling this large a

project, and other such matters relative thereto which the
committee deems relevant and proper."

The DiCar lo-Si rianni Committee's decision to have a narrowly-focused

investigation apparently was not made until sometime after the committee had

begun its hearings. 207

Although the committee was meeting in executive session, 208 MBM was

learning about what was going on through Peabody , who in turn was receiving

information from such sources as Deputy A&F Commissioner Zabriskie, BBC official

Kussman, Senator Kenneally, and Representative Menton, according to

contemporaneous documents

.

2 °9 Information was also being obtained by the Dowd

firm. 210

On the basis of the information from these sources, there appeared -- at

least in Mav and June of 1971 -- to be reasons for MBM to be concerned about the

DiCarlo-Si rianni Committee's work. For example, Peabody wrote notes, aated May

18, 1971, which appear to reflect information that he obtained from ZaDriSKie

about the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee's May 18, 1971 meeting: 211

"Quite a meeting.

"Pointed questions -- Professional background] of Thomas + otners who signed
the [contract].

206 House Order 5086.

207 See news articles from June 1971 about Golden, cited above.

208 DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee Report, at 8-9.

209 See , e.g.
,
memorandum dated 5/18 [1971] headed "MBM, Zabriskie,"

handwritten by Endicott Peabody; memorandum undated [but probably 5/18/71] headed
" Walter Poitrast and Kussman," handwritten by Endicott Peabody; letter dated May
20, 1971 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Gerald J. [sic] McKee , Jr.

210 See , e.g. , Report on the Session of the Special Committee
[DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee] Investigating U. Mass. Boston - held at Room 480,
State House, May 18, 1971, identified by Roger Dowd as having been prepared by an

employee of the Dowd agency; notes of A/23/80 interview of Roger Dowd oy Special
Commission staff, at 3.

211 Peabody 5/18 [1971] memorandum headed "MBM - Zabriskie."
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"This firm [MBM] tried to go on board. Refiled 3 times
of assets available. B[an]k[ rupltcy . what to sell.

Questioned because

"Sirianni loaded for bear...."

The mention of "board" probably referred to MBM ' s three unsuccessful attempts in

1969 -- right before winning the UMass/Boston job -- to "go public. "212 (The

New York Stock Exchange is often referred to as "the Big Board.")

The DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee held a public hearing on July 29, 1971.213

Anticipating that the July 29, 1971 session would be the committee's last

hearing, 214 Jeremiah Lambert wrote a memorandum on July 27, 1971 to

Peabodv, 215 which said, in part, that

"Jerrv [McKee] agrees that Phase II is critically important
and wishes, of course, to avoid je[o ]p[a jrdizing its award to
MBM through any adverse investigative committee findings or
pronouncements. In this connection, he also suggested the
possibility that a friendly committee member might be asked to
comment individually as to MBM's performance or, what is the
same thing, the BBC's wisdom in employing the project manager
concept . This would tie in with the newspaper publicity
envisaged, mentioned above."

The last sentence guoted refers to previous discussion in the memorandum of MBM's

attempts to obtain favorable newspaper coverage.

In what mav have been an attempt to avoid another unfavoraDle newspaper

article, Endicott Peabodv met on July 28, 1971 with Wendell Woodman216 __ W hose

articles in February 1971 had led to the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee. PeaDody's

friend Edward Carroll set up the meeting2-i- 1 and was also present, ^18 Du ^

212 See discussion in Chapter II supra .

213 DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee Report, at 9.

214 See letter dated July 27, 1971 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Gerald J. [ sic ]

McKee, Jr.

215 Memorandum dated July 27, 1971 from J.D.L. [Jeremiah D. Lambert] to E.P.
[Endicott Peabody].

216 Peabody daily office record, 7/28/71; Peabody law firm MBM tub card 25,
entry for 7/28/71.

217 Notes of 2/25/80 interview of Edward C. Carroll by Special Commission
staff, at 1.

218 Id.
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Carroll says that he walked away from the table when Peabody and Woodman began

talking. 219 According to Woodman, Peabody and Dowd had been engaging in a

counter-offensive in reaction to Woodman's articles. 220 woodman claims that

their efforts caused Woodman to have his column cancelled in dozens of newspapers

around the state. 221 Notwithstanding the July 28, 1971 meeting between Peabody

and Woodman, Woodman syndicated another article that was unfavorable for MBM on

Julv 30, 1971.222

There appears to be no official transcript of the July 29, 1971

DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee public hearing. However, the Peabody firm prepared a

memorandum for files, dated July 30, 1971, which appears to be a partial

quasi-transcript . 223 Both that document and Woodman's July 30, 1971 article

about the session indicate that Auditor Buczko remained critical of MBM's

UMass/Boston contract. 224 p or example, according to Woodman's article --

"Buczko was the most critical of the contract. He called
it 'dangerous,' and accused the BBC of 'abrogating its powers
and responsibilities.'"

The Peabody firm document225 showed Buczko as recommending that the state

"tmjake sure that the people entrusted with the responsibility
are well versed in the field. Must safeguard to insure the
taxpayers' rights are protected."

The Peabody firm document then commented: "This was a direct slam at MBM."

219 id.

220 Woodman 10/11/79 interview.

221
1A- See "List of newspapers ... that cancelled their subscri pti on [s ] [to

New England News Service] after February 1971," Woodman Research Dossier on MBM

UMass Contract.

222 "State Auditor blasts management contract," New England News Service
release, Julv 30, 1971.

223 Memorandum for files dated Julv 30, 1971, on the letterhead of Peaboay law
firm.

224 "State Auditor blasts management contract," at 1.

225 Peabody law firm 7/30/71 memorandum for files.
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The Peabody firm document reflected Rep. Sirianni criticizing the contract,

although not MBM's performance : 226

" Sirianni : What are we going to do with the contract we
have? We are paying possibly two times on a flat rate plus
5%. I think the contract should be terminated. I don't have
reason to say we don't have competent work. Evidently, the
MBM performance is of a very high nature."

Woodman's article also reported that

"Rep. Sirianni termed the contract 'siopDy' and 'ridiculous'
and suggested that it be terminated and renegotiated ...."

The Woodman article made no mention of DiCarlo's attitude, and the Peabody

firm document recorded DiCarlo comments which are somewhat difficult to

categorize as favorable or unfavorable toward MBM. 227 j ne document does

indicate that BBC official Kussman and A&F Commissioner Charles Shepard spoke in

favor of the contract. 228
\^ c ^ ee also defended the contract. 229

The First Draft
of the DiCarlo-Sirianni
Committee Report

MBM was very concerned, over the next several months, about what the

DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee's final report would say. It channeled some of this

concern into early attempts to inspire favorable language from the committee.

Bv July 30, 1971 -- the dav after the public hearing -- MBM had assisted

Frederick Kussman o " the BBC in preparing a draft230 f a letter that Kussman

would send to the committee giving s further defense of the contract. By August

2, 1971, work was well underway on a brief that MBM would suomit to the Committee,

and on August 6, 1971 Jeremiah Lambert sent the completed draft of the brief to

231

226 Id.

Some o f the statements may have been a result of DiCarlo's simply
repeating what a previous witness had said before DiCarlo asKed his own question

228 Peabody law firm 7/30/71 memorandum for files.

229 Id.

230 Memorandum dated July 30, 1971 from Jack S. Thomas to "Chub" [Endicott
Peabodv], and attachment, 8 Dage draft letter concerning contract 601, project
U67-£#2A, signed by Frederick Kussman.

231 Outl-ne of brief on MBM, dated August 2, 1971.
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McKee for his review. 252 Lambert enclosed, along with the draft brief, a copy

of s. 75 __ the bill that Senator Kelly had introduced in October 1970 to permit

the BBC to appoint temporary consultants to expedite projects. 255 The bill was

still pending in Kelly's Senate Ways & Means Committee, and Lambert wrote to

McKee 25A that

"We believe this legislation is very important to MBM since it
would appear to provide some real protection against a

recurrence of the present investigative assault. We think tne
legislation should be pushed."

Lambert's comment coincided with Peabody's view, expressed in a handwritten

note, 235 that

"We should get on top of this bill + not just leave it to
chance .

"

In a letter dated August 12, 1971, BBC official Frederick Kussman urged Senate

President Harrington to push for passage of S. 75. 25 ^ Under a cover letter

dated August 14, 1971, Endicott Peabody sent to Peabody's friend Edward Carroll a

copy of Kussman's letter to Harrington about S. 75. Peabody wrote to

Carroll :
237

"I enclose a copy of a letter from Fred Kussman on Senate Bill
75 concerning which we talked on the telephone. Hope
something can be done with it.

"I also enclose a copv of the brief which we filed with
all members of the Committee on August 12. It is in very
simple outline form, and can be helpful in the writing of the
majority report. I much appreciate your interest."

Carroll has testified that he has no memory of doing anything specific with the

232 Letter dated August 6, 1971, from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Gerald [J.]
MuKee , Jr.

233 See discussion of the Kelly bill in Appendix C.

234 Lambert 8/6/71 letter to McKee.

235 Memorandum, undated [but probably from August 6-10, 1971], handwritten by
Endicott Peabody in his spiral steno pad.

236 Letter dated August 12, 1971 from Frederick J. Kussman to Senate President
Kevin B. Harrington, advocating the passage of S. 75.

237 Letter dated August 14, 1971 from Endicott Peabody to Edward Carroll.
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contents of that mailing, 2 38 and Carroll has told Commission staff 259 that he

has no idea what Peabody meant when Peabody wrote "Hope something can De done

with it;" "the brief ... can be helpful in the writing of the majority report;"

and "I much appreciate your interest."

At the same time that BBC official Kussman -- with assistance from MBM -- was

writing the letter under Kussman's own name to the DiCarlo-Si rianni Committee

defending the contract that Kussman and Poitrast had negotiated with MBM, and at

the same time that Kussman was writing a letter under his own name to Senate

President Harrington about 5. 75 and making a copy of that letter available to

MBM and/or MBM ' s attorney Peabody, Kussman was agreeing to perform another role

-- that of secretly drafting the final report for the DiCarlo-Sir ianni Committee,

the report which would assess the contract that Kussman and BBC Director Poitrast

had negotiated with MBM. This information comes from testimony of Kussman, as

well as from testimony of DiCarlo and William Masiello.

T he testimony is that DiCarlo mentioned to his friend Masiello that DiCarlo

was uncertain how to write a final report on MBM ' s contract and what to write in

such a report 2^ -- and tnat Kussman mentioned to his friend Masiello that

Kussman was concerned about DiCarlo embarrassing himself and the BBC by writing

an insu f

f

icient 1 v knowledgeable and informed report 2^ -- and that Masiello

then solved everyone's problem by arranging for Kussman to write the report

secretly for DiCarlo. 2 ^ 2 In Masiello's view, the "everyone" included MBM,

since Masiello has said that he told MBM Vice President Mansueto in mid-August

1971 that Masiello had arranged for Kussman to write the DiCarlo-Sir ianni

Committee report, and that Masiello asked MBM to show its gratitude by

2 38 Testimony of Edward [C] Car[r]ol[l], P. A. A/10/78 at 10-12, 17.

239 Carroll 2/25/80 interview at 1-3.

240 William Masiello testimony, Special Commission 6/24/80 at 43-44; DiCarlo
testimony, SDecial Commission 6/3/80 at 111-112, 120.

241 Kussman testimony, 20 DiC 2/2/77.

242 William Masiello testimony, Special Commission 6/24/80 at 43-44.
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giving Masiello some money for his assistance .
2 ^3

Kussman has testified that he did not draft the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee

report during hours when Kussman was supposed to be working for the BBC.

Instead, Kussman says that he wrote the report during his vacation, which

occurred between mid-August 1971 and early September of 1971.244

When the FBI and United States Attorney's Office were preparing for the

DiCar lo-MacKenz ie trial in 1975 and 1976, they asked Kussman for any documents

that he had that related to the case. 2A5 He did not at that time give to tnem,

or tell them about, a copy that he had retained of the draft report that he had

prepared for the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee. 2 ^ 6 When Kussman appeared as a

defense witness at the DiCar lo-MacKenzie trial and produced the copy of tne draft

report, the Assistant United States Attorney prosecuting the case indicated that

he was upset that Kussman had not made the draft available previously to the

Government

.

2 4 7 Since the Government had already rested its case before the

draft became available and with the Government apparently not having been told

that there had been such a draft, 2Zt8 there was little emphasis upon the

contents o f the Kussman draft during the DiCarlo-MacKenz ie trial. 2 ^" There is

reason to believe that the document in question is in fact a copy of the original

draft o f the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee report because, in addition to Kussman's

testimony vouching that it is a copy of the original draft, there is

243 id. at 44-45.

244 Kussman testimony, 20 DiC 2/22/77 at 139-140.

245 Id. at 148-149.

246 J_d. at 149.

247 Bench conference, 20 DiC 2/22/77 at 52-55, 62-63.

248 See bench conference, 20 DiC 2/22/77 at 54.

249 See Kussman testimony, 20 DiC 2/22/77 at 135-149,
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testimony by MBM salesman Martin Heyman250 that there was an early draft of tne

DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee report along the lines of the document in question.

This first draft of the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee report by BBC official

Kussman absolved the BBC of any wrongdoing in deciding to use an outside project

management firm for UMass/Boston and in negotiating the contract with MBM. 25i

But, although the draft found nothing to criticize with the BBC's behavior, it

reached other conclusions that were highly detrimental to MBM. In particular,

although it concluded that while the use of an outside project management firm

mav have been acceptable for the initial stages of Phase I of the UMass/Boston

contract, it said that the proper policy for the rest of Pnase I, for all of

Phase II, and for all future state projects (with rare exceptions) would be to

have project management functions performed exclusively by the BBC. The language

on th^'s point in the first draft of the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee report (as

prepared by Kussman) included the following : 252

"We can find no previous history of an agency of tne
Commonwealth entering into a project management service
contract for a Drdject of the size of Columbia Point. That
the Bureau made an apparent sound decision to employ experts
to meet the construction timetable does not and should not be
considered as a precedent for their continued use on this or
any other project except in the most extenuating
circumstances. The personnel growth of the Bureau has
obviously not Kept pace with the expanding capital outlay
Drogram of the Commonwealth. The expertise appears to De
available at the Bureau of Building Construction to nandle all
save the most ambitious crash construction programs which are
the exception and not the rule. The need to supplement the
Bureau of Building Construction staff wnich was present in
August of 1969 does not justify the continuation of consultant
services beyond the present contract termination date of
December 31, 1972.

"If section 8 of Chapter 898 of the Acts of 1969 is determined
to be so restrictive as to prohibit the hiring of temporary
employees from the ranks of our vast unemployed this committee
strongly recommends the establishment of excess quota 03
positions so as to prepare now to have an orderly transition
in December of 1972, from project management services to state
employees services, under the direction of the unit employees

250 Heyman testimony, P. A. 3/6/78 at 56-60; P. A. 3/22/78 at 164-167, 169.

251 Typescript draft, Report of the Special Joint Committee to Investigate and
Study a Consultant Service Contract, University of Massachusetts, Columbia Point
Boston [Kussman draft], Defendant's Exhibit 55 at the DiCarlo-McKenz ie trial and
Introductory Exhibit 10, Special Commission 5/28/80 at 20.

252 Id. at 6, 8.
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currently assigned from the Bureau of Building Construction
home office to this project."

This draft was extremely unfavorable for MBM because, although no wrong-doing was

cited, the Commonwealth was (in the draft) rejecting the very concept of the use

of outside firms such as MBM to perform project management on state projects.

Moreover, this draft would pose imminent financial harm to MBM since MBM was

shortly to apply 25;5 for extensions of its UMass/Boston Phase I project

management contract -- extensions worth more than $1 million to MBM 2 5A __ ancj

since MBM was also about to apply255 f or a contract for Phase II of the

UMass/Boston project, which MBM regarded as potentially more lucrative even than

MBM's Phase I contract.

253 Letter dated December 29, 1971 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Walter J.

Poitrast, submitting a proposal for furnishing construction management services
for Phase II of the UMass/Boston project.

254 See chart, "MBM Contracts for Project Management Services at UMass/Boston,"
introductory Exhibit 7, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80.

255 Letter dated December 29, 1971 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Walter J.

Poitrast, requesting an extension of MBM's project management services beyond the
present contract termination date of December 31, 1972.
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The Intercession of
Senator Ronald C. Mackenzie
and the Changing of the
DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee Report

During the hiatus between the conclusion of the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee

hearings (on July 29, 1971) and the completion by Frederick Kussman of the first

draft of the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee report (on September 6, 1971, according

to Kussman), c MBM was in the process of acauiring its old competitor, Mauchly

Construction Management, Inc. ("MCM"). 257
On August 30, 1971 MBM President

McKee wrote to Endicott Peabody about the planned acquisition of MCM and about

McKee's continuing concerns regarding the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee:

"Dear Chub:

"Much to my dismay, a state of peaceful auiet has not yet
been reached in Boston on the Columbia Point project. Jack
Thomas tells me that television crews were at the site last
Thursday ano that commentary, including an interview with
Joseph DiCarlo, was featureo on the 6:00 news. Apparently
having exhausted the mileage in the absurc assertion that the
contract was entirely profit, the forces of antagonism are now
clamoring about the alleged impropriety. This suggests
several things, all unpleasant:

"1. That the committee report may question the legality of
the contract and/or request a review of it by the
attorney general or others.

"2. That the forces motivating the recent problems with the
press and with DiCarlo's committee are still operative.

"3. That Senator DiCarlo still believes there is some
advantage in a posture of criticism of us and our
contract .

"Thomas has asked Roger Dowd [John C. Dowd ' s son] tc see
if he can find out why this snake -- though apparently
scotched -- will not die.

"We have agreed to acquire Mauchly Construction
Management Company who, as you know, have been building a

reputation and obtaining work in Boston under the sponsorship
primarily of Senator Mac[K]enzie. Daniel Shields, the
president of Mauchly, on Tuesday and Wednesday of last week
met with Dwight , Zabriskie, Poitrast, and ( mirabile dictu )

256 Kussman testimony, 20 DiC 2/22/77 at 39.

257 See discussion in Chapter II supra .

25£ Letter dated August 30, 1971 from Gerald McKee, Jr. tc Endicott Peabody
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Senator DiCarlo. The Dwight and DiCarlo meetings were also
attended by Senator Mac[K]enzie. The state representatives
were very pleased with the prospective acau[i jsition and I

believe we should meet at an early date to discuss how the
joint operation might obtain work, particularly project
management or other services, at the Worcester Medical
Center. ..."

McKee met with MacKenzie -- along with Shields and Thomas -- on September 10,

1971 in Boston, according to a contemporaneous calendar of Jack Thomas's

260Thomas then sent a letter, dated September 15, 1971, to MacKenzie

letter said, in part:

"Pursuant to our conversation last week, I am enclosing a

copy of the statement issued to the Investigating Committee
by Mr. Buczko, together with drafts of two (2) proposed
responses which we have never issued. There is nc plan at

the present time to react openly to all of the
misstatements contained in Mr. Euczko's report.

259

The

"My scheduled luncheon with a representative of the MBTA
was postponed. However, I expect it to be rescheduled in

the next few days, and I will keep you informed of
developments in this regard."

The letter indicates that MBM intended to continue MCM's practice of utilizing

261
MacKenzie to provide assistance in obtaining public contracts. MCM had been

paying finder's fees when outside assistance resulted in contracts being

won." The letter also suggests that MacKenzie was being made more familiar

with MBM's position concerning the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee investigation.

(MacKenzie, of course, was not a member of the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee.)

In the meantime, MBM was still relying upon Endicott Peabody in regard to the

DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee. On September 20, 1971 Peabody sent a letter to his

partner Lambert, with a copy to MBM Vice President Jack Thomas, reporting on work

that Peabody had done for MBM in Boston on September 16 and 17, 1971

Feabody's letter said, in part:

263

259 Thomas desk calendar, at 9/10/71.

260 Letter dated September 15, 1971 from Jack S. Thomas to Ronald C. MacKenzie,

261 See discussion in Chapter IV supra and in Chapter X infra .

262 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 10-18; see Chapter X infra .

263 Memorandum oated September 20, 1971 from Endicott Peabody to Mr. [Jeremiah
Lambert ]

.
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"I talked to Paul Menton [a member of the DiCarlo-Sirianni
Committee] who states that the report will not be written
until after prorogation October 15, but that one must be
written before December 1st. He believes that it will discuss
the Project Management contract as a new type of contract.
Since this is so, and there has been no action for a year or
two, the procedures should be reviewed before issuing another,
based on our experience.

"He also felt that the University of Massachusetts might
be interested in this report and we should activate them some
way

.

"He said Sirianni and Golden might give us some trouble
in the report but only on the minority side. He stated that
if the majority report indicated it was an open-ended
contract, he would write a strong dissent. Senator Kenneally
told Ed Carroll the same.

"It may be difficult for Senator DiCarlo to write a

report passing around the compliments because he is very
sensitive to Woodman's columns in his District."

Peabody sent a somewhat similar, but less detailed, letter directly to McKee

about a week later.

In late September or early October of 1971, perhaps shortly after receiving

the letter from Peabody, McKee decided that MEM should turn to MacKenzie to see

if he could learn more about the report that the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee would

be issuing. McKee asked MCM Vice President William Harding to speak to

26

6

26 7MacKenzie about the report. Harding did so, ano MacKenzie soon

reported back that he had read the draft report in DiCarlo's office and did not

2 f P
find "anything greatly harmful" to MEM. cc McKee then asked Harding to see if

MacKenzie could borrow the draft report from DiCarlo so that MEM could look it

269
over before it was issued. McKee kept the Peabody firm apprised of at least

26A Letter dated September 27, 1971 fron- Endicott Peabody to Gerald McKee, Jr

265 McKee testimony, 4 DiC 1/27/77 at 60-61.

266 id. at 73-74.

267 Id. at 74; Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 36.

268 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 22.

269 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 36
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some of these developments, as indicated in a memorandum dated October A, 1971

from Jeremiah Lambert to Endicott Peabody 270 The memorandum said

Lambert

"In a telephone conversation today Jerry McKee mentioned
that it now appears that the committee report will be
submitted to MBM in draft for final editing prior to its
issuance. This report comes through Mauchly's political
friend in Massachusetts and is somewhat different from the
information you received from K[e jnneal [1 ]y

.

"In view of this, it will probably be best not to spend
time preparing a draft report. If you want to inouire
further, you might do well to talk to Jack Thomas, although
the best posture for the moment could instead be to do
nothing until further notice."

Feabody's concern at this news was expressed in a handwritten note to

271

"I sense a desire by the Mauchly group to move in and
supplant us in dealing with the Commonwealth. I'm not
persuaoed this is for the good of the client. Maybe we

should confer rather than let McKee evaluate the info he

receives + make the decisions which could well be mistaken
on this basis."

Lambert wrote another memorandum to Peabody dated October 8, 1971 272

"I spoke to Jerry McKee today. He believes that the
[D]iCarlo committee report will be out soon and that MBM
may have a chance to review it in draft. This information
comes through M[a]cKenzie.

"Meanwhile, Jerry wants to know whether you have heard
anything else from K[e ]nneal [ 1 ]y . He will call you shortly
to bring you up to date."

The first MEM $5,000 check whose proceeds allegedly went in cash to MecKenzie

273
(to split with DiCarlc) bore the date October 8, 1971

contains the entry

Anthony Mansueto's

pocket calendar for October 8, 1971'

•-GM - RE MASS = WRONG."

Daniel Shields of MBM has recalled Mansueto as being upset about Gerald McKee's

270 Memorandum dated October 4, 1971, from "J.D.L." [Jeremiah D. Lambert] to
"E.P." [Endicott Peabody].

271 Handwritten note by Endicott Peabody on Lambert 10M/71 memorandum to
Peabody

.

272 Memorandum dated October 8, 1971, from "J.D.L." [Jeremiah D. Lambert] tc

"Chub" [Endicott Peabody].

273 y.BM-Eoston check #2699 dated October 8, 1971 for $5,000 payable tc cash.

274 Mansueto pocket diary, 10/8/71.
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27 5decision tc pay Mackenzie and DiCarlo. It is possible that Mansueto's

October 8, 1971 entry reflects that concern, although there is testimony that the

decision to pay DiCarlo and Mackenzie was net made until later 276

277
In a handwritten note to Lambert dated October 10, 1971, Peabody wrote

"I spoke to Thomas on Friday. He had heard some -- I'm
from Missouri. Do you want M[a]cKenzie supplanting us?

"However, I did nothing on the memo for Kenneally --

which I think we should do -- at least in part.

"I think there is a need for someone in Boston to be
watching out daily for MBM's interests and to keep in touch
with me -- on legislation, on reports, etc...."

On October 13, 1971 Mackenzie borrowed the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee draft

2 78
report from DiCarlo. It is unclear whether MBM had seen a previous draft of

the report. In interviews with the Commission, William Masiello said that he was

not sure about it, but that he may have given a copy of the Kussman draft tc

279
Mansueto in August or September of 1971. Martin Heyman of MBM testified tc

the Post Audit Subcommittee that he recalled seeing an early, unfavorable draft

on Jack Thomas's desk at MBM. 260

In any event, Mackenzie took the report early on the morning of October 16,

1571 to the Sheraton Boston hotel, where McKee, Shields, and Harding were

waiting. •*• McKee reviewed the draft and prepared several pages of suggested

275 Shields 2/24/80 interview at 4.

276 See discussion below.

277 Memorandum dated October 10, 1971 from "Chub" [Endicott Peabody] tc

"Jerry" [Jeremiah D. Lambert].

278 Mackenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/8C at 24. DiCarlo testimony, So. Comm
4/7/80 at 17.

^79 William Masiello interview with Commission staff.

280 Heyman testimony, P. A. 3/22/78 at 164-166.

281 Mackenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 24-27; Shields testimony, Sp.

Comm. 6/2/80 at 29-30; Hardinc testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 36-37; cf. Thomas
testimony, 11 DiC 2/8/77 at 37-41.
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282chances and additions, which MacKenzie was then asked to submit to DiCarlo

According to MacKenzie and Harding, there was a discussion between them on

October 14, 1971 — after MacKenzie was handed the suggested changes -- about

MEM's giving substantial "political contributions" to DiCarlo and MacKenzie in

connection with having those changes made in the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee

report. Harding has testified that MacKenzie brought up the subject and that the

2P 3amount mentioned was $40,000. MacKenzie has testified that Harding made the

overture and talked in terms of $20,000. There is also, as discussed above,

evidence suggesting that some sort of agreement, at least a preliminary

agreement, may have been made as early as October 4 or October 8, 1971.

In any event, Harding and MacKenzie have both testified that MacKenzie said

he would tell DiCarlo about MBM's willingness to make the "contributions" and

that MacKenzie would find out whether DiCarlo would make the changes that MEM

souoht 285 MacKenzie and DiCarlo, in turn, have both testified that when

MacKenzie showed the suggested changes to DiCarlo, DiCarlo felt that McKee had

286gone too far in asking for overly laudatory language about MEM

287
testified as follows about what next happened:

"I did mention the fact to Senator DiCarlo [that] if it

could be worked out and any of these things might be
acceptable[ , ] MEM was willing to give us some considerable
cont ributionf s ] over the years. ...

"Senator DiCarlo asked me what [
'
]considerable[ ' ] was and I

repeated what Harding said, that should be at least $20,000
in contributions.

MacKenzie

282 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 25-26.

283 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 39.

284 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/26/80 at 27-28.

285 Hardinq testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 39-41; MacKenzie testimony, Sp
Comm. 5/28/80 at 27-29.

286 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 29; DiCarlo testimony, Sp.
Comm. 4/7/80 at 11-12, 30-31.

287 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 30.
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"Senator DiCarlo at the same time... said that any
contributions that were received, he said it would be split
fifty-fifty and he also said that hopefully I hope they
understood it would be better to make them in cash."

MacKenzie reported back to Harding that the changes that McKee had proposed

were too self-servinc and that McKee would have to tone them down 288

op qSubsequent changes proposed by MBM were accepted by DiCarlo. Jack Thomas of

MBM has testified that the second set of proposed changes (the set that DiCarlo

accepted) was given to Harding later on the same day, October 14, 1971, for

290delivery to MacKenzie.

Endicott Peabody has testified that MBM officials did not inform him of their

decision to pay DiCarlo and MacKenzie for changes in the DiCarlo-Sirianni
OQ I

Committee report. x Peabody wrote a letter to McKee dated October 18,

1971 252 which said, in part:

"Following your telephone call last Friday [October 15, 1971],
I was in touch with several parties in Massachusetts with
respect to the proposed BBC budget which might eliminate
consideration of a Project Manager for Phase II, and possibly
for the balance of Phase I.

"
. . . [R ]ecardless of what has been reouested in the budget, the

BBC will be perfectly free to hire a Project Manager for Phase
II (with termination rights of course) as soon as it is
necessary to do so. I had assurance from the Commissioner's
Office which supervises the EEC on this point.

"What will be of great importance is the final report of the
DiCarlo Committee. If the report recommends the termination
of the Project Manager contract, the EEC might feel pressured
to follow its recommendations. This is a marked switch from
its earlier position when it insisted on its executive
prerogatives. Accordingly, every effort should be made to

insure that the report is favorable with regard to the
continuation of a Project Manager contract at Columbia Point.

"In this area, I must voice my concern. As Counsel, we have

been responsible for the legislative investigation and have

been willing to exercise this responsibility. On your own

initiative, while cousulting us after the fact, you have

288 Id.

239
j_d. at 31-32; DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/7/80 at 12, 30-31.

290 Thomas testimony, 11 DiC 2/8/77 at 41-43, 47-43.

291 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 220-222.

292 Letter dated October 18, 1971 from Endicott Peabody to Gerald McKee, Jr.,

concerning MBM's new assistance in regard to the investigation of the

DiCarlo-Siriani Comittee.
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brought new assistance into this area. We do not say it won't
be effective; we do feel, however, that since the over-all
direction of this matter appears to have been taken out of our
hands, we cannot control events and results. An adverse
result would distress us as much as it would distress you, in
view of our time and commitment in this matter.

"I am going to be in Boston at the end of this week, and
will be in consultation with you and Jack Thomas at that time."

Peabody came to Boston on October 22, 1971 and wrote the following report about

79 "5

his activities:

"I met with Senator Kenneally and he practically
assured me that the final report of the Committee would not
contain any recommendation suggesting that the BBC take
over the project management of Columbia Point, either for
the remainder of Phase I or Phase II. Indeed, an effort is

being made to obtain a positive recommendation.

"Ed Carroll informed me that he is sure that Senator
DiCarlo will write a helpful report. From his prior and
present relationship with Senator DiCarlo, we have a good
basis for reliance on this statement.

"Jack Thomas accompanied me to the State House during
which time I also talked to the Speaker and the Whip.

"Time is now of the essence since it would be
desirable to execute Phase II as soon as the Legislature
prorogues which is anticipated not later than November 15.

"Attached is a clipping picked up by Jack Thomas,
which suggests that DiCarlo is going our way."

294
The attachment was a news article, which said, in part:

"The bill to increase the funding authorization for the
[Middlesex County] courthouse to some $44.5 million is now in
the Joint Rules Committee. It will not get out, says Rules
Vice Chairman Sen. Joseph DiCarlo, D-Revere, without a

provision for a consultant on the site to supervise the rest
of the construction.

"DiCarlo pointed to the University of Massachusetts
Columbia Point construction project as a prime example of cost
savings by use of a consultant...."

The news article noted, however, that --

"The contract with McKee-Mansueto [ sic ] for consultant
management services at UMass is, according to the state
auditor's office an example of nearly everything a

consultant's contract should not be.

"In fact, the contract came under such heavy criticism
that it is now the subject of a legislative
investigation . . . .

"

The article did not mention that the chairman of the committee investigating

MBM ' s contract was DiCarlo.

29 3 Memorandum dated October 26, 1972 from Gov. [Endicott] Peabody to Mr. Jeremiah D. Lamber
"Re: MBM - visit to State House in Boston, Friday, Oct. 22."

294
Shelly Cohen, "Do Consultants Save Money," otherwise unidentified newspaper article,
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As discussed in Appendix D to the present Final Report, there is testimony

that DiCarlo's advocacy of project management in general -- and of MBM in

particular — fcr the Middlesex County Courthouse was related to MBM's

undertaking to make cash "contributions" to DiCarlo. That testimony has

29 6
been denied by DiCarlo and McKee.

As to the reference in Peabody's memorandum to Edward Carroll's "prior and

present relationship with Senator DiCarlo," a memorandum dated October 31, 1971

007
by Peabody^ says:

"Ed Carroll is hiring Senator DiCarlo's brother as a

Court Officer on the Boston Juvenile Court beginning
Wednesday, November 3.

"He believes that the final report will be issued
following proro[gu]e and will be favorable...."

The DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee's final report was filed on November 10,

95 P
1971. The language that would have barred MBM from obtaining extension

29°
contracts on Phase I of UMass/Boston was deleted. MBM subsequently did

obtain such contracts, pursuant to which MBM received more than $1,000,000 in

fees.'' The language that would have barred MBM from obtaining a Phase II

project management contract was also eliminated. MBM's continued pursuit of

Phase II is discussed in Chapter V of the present Final Report.

295 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/8C at 78-85. See also discussion of

MBM's attempts to win a project management contract for the Middlesex County
Courthouse in Appendix D to this Final Report on MBM.

2$£ DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 98-102; McKee 11/20/79 interview.

297 Memorandum dated October 31, 1971 from Gov. [Endicott] Peabody to Mr.

[Jeremiah D.] Lambert, "Subject: MEM."

29£ Testimony of House of Representatives Clerk Wallace C. Mills, 20 DiC
2/22/77 at 180.

295 Typescript Report of the Special Joint Committee [DiCarlo-Sirianni
Committee] to Investigate and Study a Consultant Service Contract, University of

Massachusetts, Columbia Point, Boston, November [10], 1971, at 42, 50.

300 See chart entitled "MBM Contracts for Project Management Services at

UMass/Boston, " introduced as Exhibit 7, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80.

301 Typescript 11/[10]/71 DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee Report, at 42, 50.
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The new language submitted by MBM to DiCarlo (through MacKenzie) was included in

the report. 302

MEM had advance notice that the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee's final report

would be favorable. Jack Thomas obtained a copy of the "Recommendations" and

"Conclusions" sections that would be included, and he sent copies to McKee and

Feabody with the notations: "Rec'd from Ed Carroll 11/5/71;" "Looks like this

will be it.!!:" 303 Thomas then prepared a draft, dated November 9, 1971 -- the

day before the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee report was filed -- of a proposed

letter to clients, guoting favorable language from the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee

report. 3 Thomas sent a copy to Peabody, who wrote to Lambert:

"Jerry - Let's talk - We did a job for them + Carroll did too!
- Chub."

Peabody ' s partner Lambert wrote a memorandum dated November 16, 1971 to McKee

306and Thomas

"Ed Carroll called yesterday. He confirmed that the final
legislative committee report on the U/Mass consulting
contract with MEM has now been issued and that it is

favorable. He will send us a complete copy of the report
shortly .

"Ed indicated that Wendell Woodman will probably write one
last article on the matter before it is finally dropped.

"Ed expressed considerable optimism about (a) MEM's chances
of getting Phase II on a consulting basis and (b) recovery
of its claim. He suggested that Phase II would probably be

awarded around the first of the year. The claim could then
be pressed. He thought it could be submitted separately
and need not become part of the Phase II price negotiations

"The legislation which would have authorized EEC to add to

its inhouse staff to meet Phase II reguirements has been
scuttled in committee, according to Carroll."

302 Typescript 11/[10]/71 DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee Report, at 51-52.

303 Typescript document headed "Recommmendat ions ,
" with the notation, "Rec'd

from Ed Carroll 11/5/71. JST [presumably Jack S. Thomas]."

304 See memorandum dated November 18, 1971 from Jack S. Thomas to Gerald
McKee, Jr., with copies to Endicott Peabody and Roger Dowd.

305 Handwritten notation by Endicott Peabody on Thomas 11/18/71 memorandum to
McKee.

306 Memorandum dated November 16, 1971 from "J.D.L." [Jeremiah D. Lambert] to

Gerald McKee, Jr. and Jack S. Thomas, "Re: U/Mass Legislative Report. "
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The "claim" referred to above is probably the "delay 'claim" discussed in Appendix

E to the present Final Report.

In testimony before the Post Audit Subcommittee in 1976, Edward Carroll

denied that he had done work for Endicott Peabody, contacted people for Peabody,

or communicated with Peabody regarding state business 307 Carrcll testified

that he did not recall contacting any of the members of the DiCarlo-Sirianni

Committee in 1571 about the committee's investioation .

308
In interviews with

Commission staff in 1979 and 1980, Carroll stated that he never did anything

specifically on MBM's behalf at the suggestion of Peabody or anyone else.

When shown many of the documents discussed in this Final Report that mention

Carroll, Carroll not only denied the substance of those reports but suggested

that Peabody may have falsified such documents to justify larger fees for the

Peabody firm. 310

On November 23, 1971 Peabody and Lambert met with N'cKee in New York to

discuss the UMass/Boston project and other matters. In a letter to McKee

312reflecting on the meeting, Peabody wrote:

"I am glad you and I and Jerry Lambert had an opportunity
to sit down in your office and discuss the Columbia Point
contracts and other matters. While time was too short for
a full discussion, I felt we came to a better meeting of

the minds which will enable us to operate cooperatively for
MEK's benefit in the future.

"As I told you, I completely support the idea of

marshal [ 1 ]inc all our assets and using them where necessary
to achieve satisfactory solutions. What has dismayed me

has been the failure to communicate directly any new moves
which are being undertaken, and which may create a

307 Car[r]ol[l] testimony, P. A. 4/10/78 at 6-7.

3G£ icL a t 9-10. In a letter to the Post Audit Committee dated June 22, 1578,
however, Carroll modified some of the categorical denials that he had made uncer
oath. He admitted that "from time to time, I did keep [Peabody] advised as to

some matters in the public field and check matters out for him about
legislation." Letter dated June 22, 1978 from Edward Carroll to the Joint
Legislative Committee on Post Audit and Oversight. He left others of his denials
unchanged, such as his denial of contacting elected officials on behalf of

Peabody to help Peabody in reference to any of Peabody's activities. Car[r]ol[l]
testimony, F.A. 4/10/78 at 7.

305 Carroll 7/31/79 interview, at 2-5; 2/25/80 interview at 1-3.

310 Carroll 7/31/79 interview at 2-3.

31

1

Peabooy law firm MB^ tub caro 31, entries for 11/23/71.

312 Letter dateo November 26, 1971 from Endicott Peabody to Gerald McKee, Jr.
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competitive situation between ourselves and others. This
is damaging and not conducive to a successful all-around
solution. Accordingly, I would appreciate your keeping us
informed of any moves you are making with respect to the
Columbia Point contracts and other matters in which we are
involved so that we can serve you efficiently and
effectively .

"

As discussed below, Ronald MacKenzie has testified that he received the first

payment from MPM in relation to the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee report on January

20, 1972. Gerald McKee delivered the cash to MacKenzie who thereafter gave half

to DiCarlo.

Endicott Peabody's MBM billing record for January 24, 1972 reads: "DiCarlo +

-z I -I

Carroll + McKee." Peabody testified at the Post Audit Subcommittee hearing

in 1976, 31A and before the Commission in 1980,
315 that he did not learn that

MBM was paying DiCarlo until after reading a newspaper article about the matter

in 1975.

313 Peabody daily office record, 1/24/72.

314 Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/29/78 at 84-85.

315 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 213,
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Payments Made by MBM
to DiCarlc and Mackenzie

In testimony before the Commission in 1980, former State Senators DiCarlo and

Mackenzie admitted receiving thousands of dollars in cash from MBM. 319 The

receipt of that money, as well as the payment of that money, was illegal. 320

Except for one payment of a few hundred dollars that was made directly to

DiCarlo, all of the MBM payments were made to Mackenzie, out of DiCarlo's

presence. Mackenzie then met with DiCarlo in the State House to split the

payments .

The payments to Mackenzie were made by Jack Tnomas, William Harding, and

Gerald Mckee , Jr. of MBM. Thomas's detailed testimony about the amount, date,

and method of delivery is corroborated fully by Mackenzie, as discussed below.

Harding's testimony at the DiCarlo-Mackenz ie trial about deliveries to Mackenzie

was vague. Harding acknowledged delivering "envelopes" but he was not sure when

he delivered them or what (at least in amount) was in them. That information was

supDlied through the testimony of Mckee, who also testified about one payment

that Mckee made directly to Mackenzie.

Mckee's testimony about amounts and dates on which MBM gave cash to Harding

for Mackenzie has been disputed by Mackenzie, and Harding has testified to the

Commission that his memory coincides more with Mackenzie's than with Mckee's.

Moreover, Mckee's testimony about how much cash Mckee himself handed to Mackenzie

has been disputed bv Mackenzie.

319 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 4/7/80 at 12-13, 24-27; Sp. Comm. 6/3/60 at
116. Mackenzie testimony, Sp . Comm. 5/28/80 at 40-41, 43-44, 49-51.

320 Rece ipt of the money not only violated the Hoods Act, as discussed in
Chapter VIII below and for which DiCarlo and Mackenzie were convicted, but it
also violated state campaign finance laws. G.l. c.55 s.13. Payment of cash to
politicians such as DiCarlo and Mackenzie is illegal, G.L. c.55 s.9. as is
payment of such a large amount, G.L. c.55 s.7, as is payment by a corporation,
G.L. c.55 s.8. It is illegal to have made the payments even if the payments were
made in reSDonse to an extortion. G.L. c.55 s.ll. The MBM witnesses were given
Federal non-prosecution agreements in return for their testimony against DiCarlo
and Mackenzie at the DiCarlo-Mackenz ie trial. Letter dated May 2, 1975 from
United States Attorney James N. Gabriel to Arnold Stream, concerning a

non-Drosecut ion agreement for Gerald R. [ sic ] Mckee [Jr.]. Letter dated June 24,
1975 from United States Attorney James N. Gabriel to Arnold Stream, concerning a

non-orosecution agreement for Anthony E. Mansueto and JacK S. Thomas.
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It is difficult to fathom why MacKenzie would lie about the amount that he

received from MBM. Unlike DiCarlo, whose admission of accepting MBM money was

grudging and unspeci f ic , 321 MacKenzie's testimony about the receipt, sharing,

and personal use of the MBM cash was embarrassingly graphic. After years of

denying even to his immediate family and closest friends that he had taken MBM

cash, 322 w hat possible benefit could MacKenzie expect to receive from stating

that he received onlv $23,000 if the true amount had been $40,000?

In any event, before a discussion the various alleged and admitted payments,

it is important to emphasize that there is no dispute that MBM generated $48,000

in cash between October 1971 and May 1972. •52 -5 The only question is what

happened to the $25,000 of that $48,000 total that MacKenzie says did not go to

him. There is evidence consistent with some or all of that $25,000 in MBM cash

having gone to other people for other illegal purposes. That evidence is

summarized briefly in the following discussion of MBM cash generations from

October 1971 through May 1972 that were alleged to have gone to MacKenzie to

share with DiCarlo.

The October-1971 $5000 Cash Generation . On October 8, 1971, MBM

wire-transferred $6,000 from its New York bank to its Boston bank. 324 An MBM

check dated October 8, 1971, and drawn on MBM ' s Boston bank account was made out

to "Cash" in tne amount of $5,000,325 j ne C hecK was cashed by MBM bookkeeper

Sylvester Novell ine , 326 on instructions from MBM Regional Manager Jack

Thomas. ^27 ^ j- ne DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial, Jack Tnomas testified that he Kept

321 See DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 4/7/80 at 12, 14, 28.

322 MacKenzie had admitted taking small contributions, in the hundreds of
dollars, from Harding on occasion. MacKenzie had insisted that none of tnose
small oayments were related in any way to the DiCar lo-Sirianni Committee.

323 $40,000 of the $48,000 was identified at the DiCar lo-MacKenzie trial ana
alleged to have gone to MacKenzie (to share with DiCarlo). The other $8,000 was
not mentioned in the DiCar lo-MacKenzie indictments but has since Deen alleged to
have gone to MacKenzie (to share with DiCarlo). MBM generated additional cash in
the same period which is not relevant to the present discussion.

324 McKee testimony, 4 DiC 1/27/77 at 80, 83, 93.

325 MBM-Boston check #2699 dated October 8, 1971, payable to cash.

326 Testimony of MBM Boston accountant Sylvester R. Novelline, 13 DiC 2/10/77
at 100.

327 Tnomas testimony, 11 DiC 2/8/77 at 24.
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the $5,000 in cash in a sealed envelope locked in his office over the Columbus

Dav weekend and that he gave the envelope to Harding on Monday, Octooer 11,

1971.328 McKee testified that the money was wire-transferred to Boston for

Harding to give to Mackenzie . 329 Harding testified that his expense report

showed him to have met with Mackenzie on October 11, 1971 and that on various

occasions, Dossibly but not definitely October 11, 1971, Harding handed envelopes

to Mackenzie .
330

In testimony before the Commission in 1980, however, Harding testified that

his best recollection was that no money went to Mackenzie in relation to the

DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee report until after the report was filed. ^1 jne

report was not filed until November 10, 1971332 ancj no ^ printed until January

10, 1972.333

Ronald Mackenzie, in testimony before the Commission, said that he did not

receive any money from MBM in relation to the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee report

in October 1971 or at any other time during 1971. Moreover, Mackenzie testifiea

and offered other evidence that on October 11, 1971 he was in Dennisport,

Massachusetts, at the summer home of Russell Dodds and was not in Boston to

receive an envelooe from Harding. 334

There is evidence suggesting that the $5,000 might nave gone to Aloert Manzi

rather than to Mackenzie. In particular, Anthony Mansueto has testified tnat

Manzi called him in October 1971 seeking a "contr ibut ion . "335 j ne Commission

does not have complete telephone records for that period. From the partial

328 _j_d. at 25-26.

329 Mckee testimony, 4 DiC 1/27/77 at 63-84.

330 Harding testimony, 12B DiC 2/9/77 at 23-32.

331 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 42.

332 Mills testimony, 20 DiC 2/22/77 at 180.

333 House No. 5006, DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee Report, dated January 10, 1971
[ i.e. 1972].

334 Mackenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 54-55. See Defendants' Motion
for a New Trial, United States v. DiCarlo, Mackenzie ,

Cr. Nos. 76-339-1, -2-S (D,

Mass. November 9 , 1 Q 77 ) . Exhibit FT s tatement of Frank J. and Marion M. Kearns;
Exhibit I, statement of Joan A. Dodds; Exhibit J, statement of Linda Dodds
Murdock: Exhibit k, statement o f David F. and Serena Mackenzie.

335 Mansueto testimony 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 71-72.
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records available, the only documented telephone call between Manzi s office and

MBM was on October 14, 1971.336 Mansueto says that he successfully put Manzi

off on that occasion.

In sum, it is difficult to resolve what happened to the $5,000 in cash that

MBM generated in October 1971.

The November 1971 $5000 Cash Generation . On November 19, 1971 an MBM check

for $5,000 was cashed. 337 At the DiCar lo-MacKenzie trial, MBM President McKee

testified that the money was given to William Harding to deliver to

MacKenzie. 33 ^ Harding testified that his expense report listed a lunch with

MacKenzie on November 20, 1971 and that Harding at various times gave envelopes

to MacKenzie, with November 20, 1971 possibly being one of those times. 33 ^

MacKenzie, in testimony before the Commission, denied receiving MBM casn in

November 1971 ..340 Further, MacKenzie provided documentary evidence indicating

that he was in San Diego, California on November 20, 1971, not returning to

Massachusetts until the following day .^^

There is evidence indicating that the $5,000 in MBM cash from November 1971

may have gone to Albert Manzi rather than to MacKenzie. Anthony Mansueto has

testified that he had a telephone conversation with Manzi on November 8, 1971 in

which Manzi sought money from MBM.-5^ Mansueto also has testified that Manzi's

call was followed up by William Masiello who called Mansueto late in NovemDer or

early in December of 1971 to press Manzi's demands

.

^^ Mansueto's pocket

336 Massachusetts Turnpike Authority telephone records.

337 mbm check #2417 dated November 19, 1971 for $5,000, payable to cash.

338 McKee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 9.

339 Harding testimony, 12B DiC 2/9/77 at 34-40.

340 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 55.

341 Entry dated November 20, 1971 in the diary of MacKenzie's father-in-law,
Beresford F. Proctor. See also Statement of James J. Kane, ExhiDit L to
Defendants' Motion for a New Trial, United States v. DiCarlo, MacKenzie .

342 Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 72-78, 119.

343 id. at 117.
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di^ry344 contains an entry reflecting a call from Bill Masiello on November 19,

1971. Mansueto testified that he successfully put off Manzi and Masiello's

demands for another six months. 345

The January 1972 Payment from McKee to Mackenzie . Ronald Mackenzie testified

to the Commission that he did receive MBM cash in relation to the

DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee report, that he shared the cash with DiCarlo, and that

the first of these MBM payments was handed to Mackenzie by MBM President Gerald

McKee, Jr. in January 1972 at the Point After Lounge in Boston. 346 Mackenzie

testified that the amount of that payment by Mckee was $5,000. 347

Mackenzie's testimony corroborates testimony by Mckee at the

DiCarlo-Mackenzie trial that Mckee flew to Boston on January 20, 1972 and went to

the Point After Lounge in Boston where Mckee handed cash to Mackenz ie . 348

However, Mckee testified that the amount involved was $10,000 -- not $5,000,349

There is no question that MBM generated $10,000 in cash on January 20, 1972.

However, two different procedures were involved. An MBM check for $5,000 was

cashed at MBM's New York bank on January 20, 1972.350 The other $5,000 was

generated by a wire transfer -- from the same bank account at the same bank in

New York351 __ to MBM's Boston bank, where a $5,000 check was then drawn and

cashed .
352

Mckee testified at the DiCarlo-Mackenzie trial that he carried the New York

344 Mansueto pocket diary 11/17/71 entry re: 11/19/71.

345 Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 117, and passim .

346 Mackenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 39-42.

347 _id- at 41.

348 Mckee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 33-36, 40-45.

349 Id. at 44.

350 MBM check #2817 dated January 20, 1972 for $5,000 payable to cash.

351 Testimony of Andrew H. Serell, 13 DiC 2/10/77 at 153.

352 Mckee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 34. MBM-Boston check #2937 dated
January 20, 1972 for $5,000 payable to cash.
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$5,000 cash on the airplane from New York to Boston, 353 an d that the Boston

$5,000 cash was brought to McKee at the Point After Lounge, 354 where he

combined it with the New York $5,000 and handed the total of $10,000 to

MacKenz ie . 355

When Commission staff asked McKee to explain why he would have carried $5,000

with him but had the other $5,000 wire transferred up, McKee had no explanation.

Moreover, there was no testimony by anyone at the DiCar lo-MacKenzie trial,

and no statement by McKee in any Commission interviews, that MacKenzie or DiCarlo

was unsatisified with the $5,000 McKee had brought up so that another $5,000 had

to be wired up. If such a scenario had occurred, one mignt expect that McKee

would have remembered it. Nor was there any suggestion by McKee that $5,000 was

first wire-transferred ud, but that MacKenzie or DiCarlo then aemanded another

$5,000 so that McKee had to fly up with it (such as because it was too late for

another wire transfer).

After discussing this matter with Commission staff, McKee agreed to a

polvgraph examination on the issue, to be administered by a mutually-agreed-upon

examiner. 356 ^ the polygraph examination, McKee again denied that $5,000 of

the $10,000 generated on January 20, 1972 went elsewhere than to MacKenz ie . 357

The examiner, after reviewing the polygraph charts, concluded that McKee was not

telling the truth. 358 After McKee was told that he had failed the test on tne

January 1972 payment issue, McKee remarked that he did not regard that issue as

353 McKee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 33-34.

354 id. at 34, 43.

355 T_d. at 43-44.

356 See letter dated May 19, 1980 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Edward [J.]
McGrath, concerning suggested guestions for polygraph examination.

357 ReDort dated June 9, 1980 of polygraph examination extended to Gerald
McKee, Jr., prepared by Edward J. McGrath, staff examiner for Scientific Security
- Ravmonri S. August, Inc., at 3.

358 j^d. As discussed elsewhere in this report, polygraph results are not
generally admissible as evidence in court, and the Commission is familiar witn
the limitations of such examinations.
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being Darticuiarly significant. 559 It should also be noted that in 1975 when

McKee first discussed the January 1972 payment with McKee's lawyers, McKee said

the amount involved was $5,000 -- according to the notes of one of McKee's

lawyers .
5 ^0

Two other aspects of the January 1972 payment to MacKenzie shoula be

discussed. One relates to Mackenzie's testimony that the January 1972 payment

was tne first he had received from MBM. The second relates to why McKee

delivered the Davment himself, instead of sending someone else.

McKee testified at the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial that when McKee met with

MacKenzie at the Point After Lounge on January 20, 1972, MacKenzie appeared

"uneasy" and "embarrassed" 56 ^ and that after McKee handed the cash to

MacKenzie 56 ^ __

"[MacKenzie] said he'd better be careful driving home. It
would make a very unpleasant splash in the news headlines --

Senator in car crash with $10,000 cash."

One might expect that if MacKenzie had already received $5,000 cash payments from

MBM in October 1971 and November 1971 that MacKenzie would not be "uneasy,"

"embarrassed," or making such comments in January 1972.

The fact that McKee delivered the money himself -- which is admitted by botn

McKee and MacKenzie -- is also worth noting. Of all the casn payments that MBM

has admitted or is alleged to have made in or out of Massachusetts, the January

20, 1972 payment to MacKenzie is the only payment for which McKee has said tnat

he was, or for which he has been alleged to have been, the courier.

There are various possibilities as to wby McKee made tnis payment himself.

One possibility is that it was the first payment to MacKenzie (to share with

DiCarlo'i, and McKee felt that he should make this payment himself. Another

possibility is that no one else was available to make the payment. A thira

possibility is that McKee had to make the payment in order to patch up a

359 McKee interview with Commission staff.

360 See memorandum dated April 29, 1975 from RGS [Monasch Chazen & Stream
attorney Robert G. Smith] to ACS [Arnold C. Stream], re: "MBM Commonwealtn
matter ,

" at 3.

361 McKee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 43.

362 Id. at 45.
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deteriorated relationship between MBM s normal emissaries -- Shields and Harding

-- with MacKenzie and DiCarlo. There is evidence tending to support the third

possibility, in conjunction with the first possibility. That evidence is

supplied by testimony of Daniel Shields and Joseph DiCarlo, testimony that was

given before the Commission and that had not been forthcoming at the

DiCarlo-MacKenz ie trial.

Shields testified to the Commission that a meeting involving Shields,

Harding, DiCarlo, and MacKenzie took place in a lounge/restaurant in Boston,

probablv on January 16 or 17, 1972. 363 Shields dated the meeting by reference

to (a) his memory of the chronology of events, (b) reference to expense

reports, 364 anCj ( c ) his memory that DiCarlo's hand was bandaged. 365 The

Commission, in checking Shields's account, found evidence that DiCarlo broke nis

hand on December 24, 1971366 a nd that DiCarlo's hand was bandaged for most of

Januarv 1972.367

Shields testified that DiCarlo lambasted MBM for not having made any of the

payments that McKee had promised. 368 The discussion got so heated, Snields

testified, 369 that Shields eventually --

"got eguallv belligerent and I asked [DiCarlo] if he wanted
the money that was in my pocket.... [DiCarlo then] said that
would do for starters."

Shields testified that, after adjourning to the men's room with Harding, Shields

and Harding returned to the table, whereupon Shields passed several hundred

dollars under the table to DiCarlo. According to Shields's testimony 370 --

363 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 46-48.

364 Shields's American Express card receipts for the Sheraton-Boston on
January 16, 1972 and for Charley's Eating and Drinking Saloon on January 17, 1972.

365 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 53.

366 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 116-117.

367 William R. DiMento 9/5/79 interview.

368 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 53-56.

369 j_d. at 56.

370 Id. at 59.
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"Senator DiCarlo [then] counted [the money] and asked me what
this was.... I said that is what I had in my pocket....
[DiCarlo] said it [ i.e. , the small amount of money, in
comparison with what DiCarlo was owed by MBM] was an
insult.... I believe I responded I tnought it was more than ne
was worth .

"

When the Commission called DiCarlo to testify, he indicated that he did not

dispute Shields's account . 371

Shields further testified that after this acrimonious meeting with DiCarlo,

Shields informed McKee what had happened. 372 According to Shields, McKee

responded that he would take care of the situation . 373 if the

DiCarlo-Shields-MacKenzie-Harding meeting did occur on January 16 or 17, 1972,

that might explain why McKee came to Boston with money for MacKenzie (to share

with DiCarlo) on January 20, 1972.

As to the $5,000 cash that MacKenzie admits having gotten from McKee on

Januarv 20, 1972, MacKenzie testified to the Commission that he (MacKenzie) tooK

$2,500 of the monev, put it into a plain white envelope, and handed it to DiCarlo

in DiCarlo's State House office on January 21, 1972.374

Endicott Peabody testified to the Commission ,
375

and at the Post Audit SuDcommittee hearing, 376 tnat MBM told Peabody notning

about the payments to DiCarlo and MacKenzie. Peabody's MBM billing record for

January 24, 1972 reads:

"DiCarlo + Carroll + McKee 2.0 [hours]."

When asked about the entry by the Commission, Peabody test i fied : 377

371 D'Carlo was called before Shields had testified. However, as DiCarlo
acknowledged, DiCarlo had been informed by Commission staff of Shields's expected
testimony. DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. A/7/80 at 25-27. DiCarlo was called
again to testify on the dav after Shields had testified. DiCarlo testified that
he had no memory of such a meeting with Shields but, DiCarlo added, "I'm not
saying that it didn't occur." DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 118;
117-119.

372 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 59-60.

373 Id. at 60.

374 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 41.

375 Peabodv testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 231.

376 Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/29/78 at 85-86.

377 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 214.
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"It appears from the daily office record that I put down one hour
and corrected that to two hours. So, that it may be that on that
date I spoke to DiCarlo and Carroll or spoke to Carroll about
DiCarlo or the report. I have no idea what I spoke to them about.
I have no memory. Later spoke to McKee or talked with him."

The February 1972 Payment from Harding to MacKenzie . Ronald MacKenzie

testified to the Commission that William Harding gave $8,000 in MBM cash to

MacKenzie in the men's room at the Parker House restaurant during February of

1972. 378 MacKenzie said that Harding mentioned that he was a bit short and

that Harding wanted to know if he could keep $400 of the $8,000,379 MacKenzie

testified that he agreed to let Harding have $400, and that when MacKenzie got

ready to share the money with DiCarlo, MacKenzie gave DiCarlo his full $4,000 --

with MacKenzie keeping just $3,600 for himsel f . 380 MacKenzie said that he

handed DiCarlo $4,000 in MBM cash in a portion of the State House that MacKenzie

described as the Senate "locker room. "381

At the DiCarlo-MacKenz ie trial, MBM President McKee testified that Harding

was given $10,000 in cash in February 1972 to give to MacKenz ie . 382 McKee

identified a $10,000 MBM check as the source of the cash. 383 as explained in

more detail in Chapter V of this Final Report, there is evidence indicating that

the proceeds of the $10,000 check identified by McKee actually went to AlDert

Manzi, via William Masiello. The money for MacKenzie apparently came from other

cash generations performed by MBM in February 1972 and discussed in Chapter V.

The May 1972 Payment from Jack Thomas to MacKenzie . In testimony before the

Commission ,
384 Ronald MacKenzie agreed, essentially in full, with MBM Vice

378 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 42-43.

379 _ld. at 43.

380 16_. at 44.

381 Id.

382 McKee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 52-54.

383 MBM check #2987 dated 2/16/72 for $10,000 payable to cash

384 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 48-49.
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President Jack Thomas's testimony at the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial-5 ^ 5 about

$10,000 in MBM cash that Thomas said he gave to MacKenzie on May 12, 1972. The

cash was handed to MacKenzie at MBM's office on Boylston Street, Thomas and

MacKenzie agree.

MacKenzie further testified that he had never befcre handled $10,000 in cash

and that, when he gave $5,000 of the cash to DiCarlo in the Senate locker room on

TO C
the following day, MacKenzie remarked:

"Here's five big ones, Joe, from these guys."

DiCarlo's Visit to
MBM's New York Office

This discussion of the DiCarlo-MacKenzie activities in regard to MBM

concludes with consideration of a meeting that took place in New York between

DiCarlo, MacKenzie and McKee. Testimony at the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial about

this meeting was hotly contested and was significant in the Government's case,

particularly against DiCarlo.

In brief, the testimony at the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial was that DiCarlo and

MacKenzie went to New York, met with McKee in MEM's office, went for drinks with

some other MBM employees, and then had dinner at the Gaslight Club in New York

3F 7with McKee and Shields. According to the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial testimony,

DiCarlo complained at the Gaslight Club about MBM's lateness in making payments

and said that if MBM would be prompt in meeting its commitments, DiCarlo could be

3P P
of great assistance to MBM in Massachusetts.

At the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial, the DiCarlo-MacKenzie defense team tried to

attack the testimony of the New York meeting by demonstrating that the meeting

3£5 Thomas testimony, 11 DiC 2/E/77 at 74-83.

366 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 40, 49-50.

367 McKee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 73-78, 83-86; Shields testimony, 15 DiC
2/14/77 at 87-93.

388 McKee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 75-76, £3-85; Shields testimony, 15 DiC
2/14/77 at 93.
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could not have occurred on the date and time that the MBM witnesses said it

did.^ 85 After DiCarlo and Mackenzie were convicted, they continued to argue

that the meetino could not have occurred when the MBM witnesses said it

did !90 Moreover, they argued that proof that the meeting occurred on some

other date should entitle them to a new trial, since they claimed that Judge

Skinner had instructed the jury that it had to acauit DiCarlo unless the jury

found that the meeting occurred on July 6, 1972 -- as the MBM witnesses had said

391— and not on any other date.

Before a discussion about when the meeting occurred, several observations are in

order. First, there is now no dispute that DiCarlo and Mackenzie did visit MBM's

office and thereafter go to the Gaslight Club.' Second, Mckee, Shields, and

Mackenzie have all testified that DiCarlo complained on that occasion about MBM

not paying promptly. ^^ DiCarlo has not disputed this.'' Third, in

reviewing the transcript of Judge Skinner's charge to the jury, the Commission

can find no clear instruction that the jury had to acouit unless it found the New

York visit to have occurred on July 6, 1972 and on no other date . Fourth, the

testimony about the meeting would make as much sense, sno be equally as damaging

to DiCarlo, if the meeting had occurred in March cr April of 1972, which is when

39 5
DiCarlo and Mackenzie believe that it occurred. Indeed, the testimony would

be as damaging even if the meeting took place on some entirely different date.

389 see Final Arguments of Defense Counsel, DiC 2/24/77 at 36-43.

39C see Defendants' Motion for a New Trial, United States v. DiCarlo,
Mackenzie , at 3 , 6 - 9 .

391 see United States v. DiCarlo, Mackenzie
,

575 F. 2d 952, 960-61 (1st Cir.
1978)

.

392 Mackenzie acknowledged his presence at Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 45-48.
DiCarlo acknowledged his presence at Sp. Comm. 4/7/80 at 29.

353 Mckee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 75-76; Shields testimony, 15 DiC 2/14/77
at 93; Mackenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 47-48.

394 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 4/7/80 at 29.

395 Mackenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 45-46.
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Nonetheless, because of DiCarlo's heavy emphasis on the incorrectness of the

date of the meeting, the Commission did spend considerable time trying to

determine when the meeting occurred. After intensive investigation, no

definitive answer is possible. Assuming that the New York visit did involve a

stop at the Gaslight Club (as all the witnesses testified), and assuming that the

bill was paid by a charge to Shields's account (since Shields apparently was the

396only one who had a "key" admitting him to the club), and assuming that the

microfilm of Gaslight Club receipts made available to the Commission is a

complete and accurate record of all such receipts for the period in ouestion, the

only reasonable possibilities for the date of the New York visit are October 16,

1971; December 29, 1971; May 2, 1972; and July 6, 1972. Those are the dates on

which there were Shields Gaslight Club receipts involving enough "guests" at the

table, as reflected on the receipts. Shields, MacKenzie, and DiCarlo all

recalled the New York visit as occurrinc Purine cold weather. 397
Their

recollect iens were seconded by William Harding and by Harding's then-fiancee, who

•2CO
met with DiCarlo and MacKenzie on the day of the New York visit. ^ That seemed

to rule out the May 2, 1972 and July 6, 1972 dates.

As to October 16, 1971, DiCarlo's appointment calendar indicates that DiCarlo

served as toastmaster at a Sons of Italy banquet in Cambridge, Massachusetts on

that date. The appointment calendar indicates that the banouet was

scheduled to start at 6:30 p.m. DiCarlo could not have been in New York

that night if he were present at the Sons of Italy banouet. The Commission

contacted organizers of the banouet who confirmed, from their memory, that

256 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/8C at 76-77; 15 CiC 2/14/77 at 91.

'57 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 73; MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm.
5/28/80 at 46; DiCarlo 12/8/78 interview at 9.

258 Affioavit of William Harding and affidavit of Salme Harding, Exhibits W

and X to Defendants' Motion for a New Trial, United States v. DiCarlc, MacKenzie

255 DiCarlo office appointment calendar, at 10/16/71.

400 id.
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DiCarlo did serve as toastmaster, as he had been scheduled to do. Thus, October

16, 1971 is unlikely as the date of the New York visit.

There is more reason to believe that the New York visit occurred on December

25, 1571. Shields's recollection is that the precise agreement between DiCarlo

and McKee about how much cash would be paid to DiCarlo (through MacKenzie) was

made during DiCarlo's New York visit. If that is so, and if the first

payment was not made until January 1972, then December 25, 1571 would be a

logical date for the New York visit.

Moreover, Shields told Commission staff that Shields had a vague recollection

of having seen DiCarlo at the Gaslight Club with DiCarlo's hand bandaged or his

arm in a sling, and of DiCarlo's not joining the others in drinks because of

doctor's orders to avoid drinking while taking the pain-killers for his recently

injured hand. 402 Since DiCarlo broke his hand on December 24, 1971,
A03 and

since the cast apparently came off about a week thereafter, there is

additional reason to believe that the New York visit occurred on December 29,

1971. Moreover, the attorney who interviewed MBM President Gerald McKee, Jr. in

1975 recalled in an interview in 1575 with Commission staff that McKee had

mentioned that DiCarlo had a bandaged hand at the Gaslight Club. And McKee

told Commission staff that he had a vague recollection of DiCarlo's having a

bandaged hand at the Gaslight Club. A0£

MacKenzie and DiCarlo, however, have told Commission staff that they are firm

in their recollections that the New York meeting took place in March cr April of

1572 407 Moreover, MacKenzie told Commission staff that he is sure that

401 Shielos testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/8C at 75; Shields 2/24/60 interview at 7,

402 Shields 2/24/80 interview at 7.

403 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 116-117.

404 William R. DiMento 5/5/75 interview.

405 Notes of 11/6/75 interview of Robert G. Smith by Special Commission staff

406 McKee 5/5/75 interview.

407 MacKenzie 4/2/80 interview at 6; DiCarlc 12/8/78 interview at 5.
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DiCarlo's hand was not bandaged during the New York visit. z* 08 Thus, this

Question retrains unresolved. ^
The proceedings before, curing, and after the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial are

discussed in Chapter VIII of this Final Report. Before concluding the present

chapter, we turn to one more challenge that MEM faced in regard to its

UMass/Eoston contract.

The Investigation in 1972-73 by Auditor Joseph A. Davey
of the Post Audit Eureau

Scarcely six months after MBM had made its final DiCarlo-MacKenzie payment,

MEM learned that it was faced with still another challenge to its UMass/Eoston

contract. An auditor named Joseph A. Davey, who had formerly worked for the

State Auditor's office and whc in 1972 was working for the Joint Legislative

Committee on Post Audit and Oversight's Post Audit Eureau, was looking with

k l ?
a critical eye into various aspects of MEM's UMass/Boston contract.

Davey's investigation never resulted in any final or public report, and

questions were raised in 1977 about whether Davey's investigation had been

improperly halted because of political pressure exerted on MEM's behalf.

Since Davey had died in 1975, he was not available to answer the Questions.

408 MacKenzie 4/2/80 interview at 5.

409 DiCarlo told Commission staff that he
having stayeo at the Warwick Hotel in New
added that MBM had paid the bill. DiCarlo
12/25/71 expense report. The Commission c

files for the Warwick Hotel. The slip was
someone else stayed at the Warwick Hotel o

charge slip contained the wrong date, and
or December 15, 1971 when he went (apparen
New York with MBM officials. Mackenzie te
Or, perhaps the receipt should have said D

and MacKenzie. The hotel apparently disca
no way tc reach a conclusive determination

The Commission also found airline ticket c

Boston to New York dated December 29, 1971
dated December 30, 1971, charged to the Am
but bearing signatures that were obviously
bear the notation "OK" and initials; the
consistent with DiCarlo's having charged t

produce his normal signature because of an

recalled DiCarlo and Mackenzie
York on the night in question. He
12/8/78 interview at 9. Harding

ould find only one charge slip in MBM's
datec December 25, 1971. Perhaps

n December 25, 1971. Or perhaps the
perhaps MacKenzie stayed at the Warwick
tly without DiCarlo) to the 21 Clut in
stimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 33-36.
ecember 29, 197] end was for DiCarlo
rded its records long age, so there is
from among these alternatives.

redit card receipts for a flight from
and for a flight from New York to Boston

erican Express account of Joseph DiCarlo
not his normal signature. Both slips

necessity for approval of the charges is

he tickets, but having been unable to

i n jured hand .

410 Testimony of William Finnegan, Sp. Ccmrr. 5/29/80 at 11.

411 Id. at 10.

412 p. a. Report at 92.

413 id. at 92.

414 iq. s t 96.
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The Post Audit Committee established a special subcommittee , chaired by Rep.

Gerald M. Cohen (D-Andover) to investigate the matter. The Post Audit

Subcommittee held four months of public and private hearings, culminating in a

final report which was filed on August 14, 1978. The Subcommittee's work

was concluded and its files were forwarded to the Commission as a result of the

legislation which established the Commission. i7

The Commission's Final Report will not review at length the matters covered

by the Post Audit Subcommittee in its report. However, a brief summary is

necessary in order to gain a full perspective on MBM matters and since there is

some new evidence that relates to the matters reviewed by the Post Audit

Subcommittee

.

Perhaps the most startling new testimony has been given by William H.

Finnegan, the staff director of the Post Audit Bureau in 1972-7?. During the

Post Audit Subcommittee hearings in 1578 Finnegan's superior, Post Audit

Committee Chairman Gerald Lombard (D-Fitchburg) , testified that Finnegan had told

Lombard about a meeting that Finnegan had had with Senator Joseph DiCarlo in

418 When Finnegan testified to the Post Audit Subcommittee in

419

regard to MBK

1978, he denied having had such a meeting with DiCarlo

In testimony before the Commission in 1980, however, Finnegan testified that

DiCarlo summoned Finnegan to DiCarlo's office late in 1972. According to

Finnegan's testimony, DiCarlo expressed concern about Post Audit Bureau auditor

Davey's investigation into the MBM-UMass/Boston contract. Finnegan further

testified that DiCarlo instructed Finnegan to tell Post Audit Chairman Lombard

that DiCarlo felt that there should not be a new report about MPM contract

415 Id. at 1.

416 Joint Committee on Fost Audit and Oversioht, Subcommittee Report on
M.B.M., dated August 14, 1978.

41"7 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Resolves, c. 5 (1978), at 4.

*18 Testimony of Gerald Lombard, P. A. 3/15/78 at 166-167.

415 Finnegan testimony, P. A. 3/20/78 at 123-124.

420 Finnegan testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/29/80 at 16.

421 ig. s t 16-17.
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since DiCarlc had already investigated it and did not "want to be embarrassed by

any subseouent legislative action on that subject." z Finnegan testified that

he relayed DiCarlo's message to Lombard, who replied that since DiCarlo was

likely to become Senate Majority Leader, his wishes should be respected and the

investigation by Davey should be discontinued. DiCarlo, in testimony to the

Commission, denied that he had such a meeting with Finnegan.

Although Finnegan has said that he told Davey not to pursue the MEM matter,

Finnegan testified that Davey was an independent person who decided without

authorization to continue looking into MEM. ^25 MEM learned that Davey was

pursuing the matter and decided to take further action.

On November 24, 1972, Jeremiah Lambert -- Endicott Peabody's partner -- wrote

to MBM President McKee that Peabody had learned from Frederick Kussman of the EEC

that the Post Audit Committee was looking into the MBM-UMass/Boston

contract 426
Lambert asked whether McKee wanted the Peabody firm -

"to find out what specific issues have been raised as to MEM's
performance to date so that these can be dealt with if they
stand in the way cf extension of Fhase I and payment of the
oelay claim."

McKee apparently answered affirmatively, because Peabody thereafter telephoned

Post Audit Eureau Director Finneaan ano reouested a meeting.

A meeting between Peabody anc Finnegan took place on January 29, 197 , 428

422 id. at 17.

423 Id. at 16.

^ h DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 4/7/80 at 28-29.

425 Finnegan testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/29/80 at 16.

^26 Letter dated November 24, 1972 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to GeraJd McKee,

Jr. Lambert referreo to the committee as "the standing legislative Committee on

Investigation. "

427 Finnegan testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/25/80 at 21.

428 Peabody law firm MBM tub card 48.
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Finnegan was sent a memorandum dated January 29, 1973 by auditor Davey. ^ The

memorandum, with exhibits, reviewed MEM's UMass/Boston contract. The memorandum

said, in part:

"An examination of the contract ... for Project Management
Services University of Massachusetts - Columbia Point ...

indicates that a [fixed] fee of 1.53% of $150,000,000 was paid
to this firm for project manaoement services for Phase I (fee
2,295,000).

"Examination of the budget summary sheet for Phase I, as of
December 1, 1972, indicates total project estimated cost of
$134,289,953.50.

"[I]t appears that the project estimated costs should be
reduced by $14,350,000 to arrive at the project costs under
the direction of the project manager.

"From the foregoing it appears as though the fixed fee should
have been based on approximately $120,000,000 instead of the
$150,000,000 appearing in the fixed fee contract of
[McKee-Berger-]Mansueto, Inc. ..."

In essence, Davey was suggesting that MBM may have been overpaid more than

$450,000 on the Phase I fixed fee (since the difference between $150 million and

$120 million is $30 million, and 1.53% of $30 million eauals $459,000).

About a week after Peabody's January 29, 1973 lunch with Finnegan at Jimmy's

Harborside restaurant/ 30 Peabody wrote a
" PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL " letter to

McKee -5 -1 which said, in part:
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the present time a former Assistant
is looking at the University of
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"He provided me with the following information:

" - The Auditcr [presumably Buczkc] is preparing an
attack on the UMass project in South Boston. MBM will be
included. Apparently, he is still licking his wounds over
what happened in the legislative investigation [presumably by
the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee] last year.

" - Davey is examining the methane gas problem which was
raised by the legislature. Finnegan hopes that MBM did all
that was required to be done by it during the 6-month delay
period ... .

429 Interoffice memo dated January 29, 1973 from J. A. Davey to W.H. Finnegan.

430 Finnegan testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/29/80 at 25.

431 Letter dated February 7, 1973 from Endicott Peabody to Gerald McKee, Jr.
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" - A complaint has been made that there was no supervision by MBM
with respect to two items which were specifically included in its
contract. Finnegan was vague about this. Perhaps we can find out more
about it later.

" - Renegotiation of the MBM contract may be reouested on the
grounds that the contract actually cost less than first estimated and
the fee should be based on the lower cost.

"I expect to be in Boston at least once a week during the next
several weeks and will communicate with Jack Thomas when there. Some
followup of this letter is called for. While I am sending a copy to
Jack Thomas, I expect both you and him not to disclose it to others."

In a letter dated February 9, 1973 ^cKee responded to Peabody, "^ saying --

"I appreciate the information contained in your February 7th
letter and feel better about the U/Mass audit now that you are
following it up for us. I am sure Jack Thomas will be meeting
with you and will provide you with whatever you need to be
effective for us."

Both Peabody and Finnegan have testified that there was nc follow-up by

Peabody/ 33

Nc report ever emerged from the Post Audit Bureau, however. ' According

tc Finnegan, Davey became ill and left the Bureau, and no further wcrk regarding

MBM was dene because Davey had not been supposed tc investigate MEN"s contract in

4 3 c

the first place.

During the 197E Pest Audit Subcommittee hearings, there was speculation that

Davey had been fired as a result of the Peabody-Finnegan meeting. However,

Finnegan has presented the Commission with a hand-written letter dated November

28, 1573 frctr Davey to Finnegan in which Davey indicated appreciation that

4 37Finnegar had offered Davey further work with the Pest Audit Bureau.

432 Letter dateo February 9, 1973 from Geralc Mckee, Jr. to Endicott Peabody.

433 Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/29/78 at 69, 76; Finneoan testimony, Sp. Comm.
5/29/80 at 29.

434 F.A. Report at 92, 95-96.

435 Finnegan testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/29/80 at 33-34; P. A. 3/20/78 at 60-61.

436 p. a. Report at 95-96.

^37 Letter dated November 28, 1973 from Joseph A. Davey to William H. Finnegar.
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In 1978, after the first accusations appeared in print that the Post Audit

Bureau had quashed Davey's investigation, Finnegan -- with Lombard's approval -•

had notes of Post Audit Committee meetings from 1973 altered to eliminate

references to MBM and/or a UMass investigation. "^ Later, Finnegan and Lombard

decided that their alteration of the notes should be disclosed. After Lombard

told the Post Audit Committee about the deletions, Finnegan was discharged and

lx
, 9

Lombard eventually resigned his chairmanship.

438 p. a. Report at 96-97.

439 p. a. Report at 97-101
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CHAPTER VIII

THE INVESTIGATION, PROSECUTION, APPEALS, AND

PCST-TPIAL MOTIONS OF JOSEPH DiCARLO AND RONALD MackENZIE

In 1977, Massachusetts State Senate Majority Leader Joseph J.C. DiCarlo

(D-Revere) and Massachusetts State Senator Ronald C. Mackenzie (R-Eurlington )

were tried and convicted of federal felonies in connection with MEM. Their

defenses at trial, and particularly their post-trial motions, raised rrany

Questions in the press and among the public, leading in large part to the

creation of the Commission.

Chapter VII of this Final Report considered the evidence that the Commission

discovered concerning the substance of the activities in 1571 and 1972 of DiCarlo

and Mackenzie which gave rise to the 1977 trial. The present chapter sets forth

the evidence concerning the federal investigation, trial, and post-trial

proceecings involving DiCarlo and Mackenzie.

The Investigations of MEM in Philadelphia
Which Led to the First Allegations
About DiCarlo and Mackenzie

MBM President Gerald Mckee, Jr. has testified that the DiCarlo-Mackenzie case

resulted from Mckee's decision, as a matter of conscience and

public-spiri tedness , to tell prosecuting authorities about the "extortion" of MFM

by DiCarlo and Mackenzie in 1971 and 1972. Mckee first gave information about

2the DiCarlo-Mackenzie "extortion" in late 1974 to federal officials from

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Since one of the Commission's major

responsibilities was to investigate charges by DiCarlo and Mackenzie that they

were innocent and had been convicteo largely through perjured testimony by

Mckee, the Commission felt that it was necessary to lock into the facts

surrounding Mckee's cecision in 1974 to tell authorities abcut DiCarlo and

Mackenzie.

i Mckee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 11-12.

2 Id-

3 Mckee testimony, 14 M/M 3/7/79 at 124-125.

^ Defendants' Motion for a New Trial, United States v. CiCerlr, Mackenzie
,

Cr. 76-339-1-S, 76-339-2-S (D. Mass., November 9, 1977) , at 5-6, e.
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McKee was talking tc federal authorities from Philadelphia in 1974 because

those officials were investigating allegations that MBM, through its wholly owned

subsidiary MCM, had illegally obtained a contract with the Philadelphia

International Airport. The Philadelphia FBI investigation had apparently

started in 1972; Philadelphia Mayor Frank Fizzo disclosed to the press on

December 12, 1972 that a federal grand jury was investigating Philadelphia

airport contracts. On December 22, 1972 Fizzo called for a city investigation

of kickback charges related to the airport contracts, and a year later -- in

December 1973 -- a Philadelphia Special Investigating Grand Jury called upon the

newly-elected district attorney to investigate and prosecute certain public

officials and certain officials of the Philadelphia Democratic City Committee for

pestablishing "a system of political blackmail" in Philadelphia. The special

grand jury, whose presentment was made public, reported that it had heard

testimony that MBM's wholly-owned subsidiary MCM had obtained a contract at the

Philadelphia airport through political figures who appeared to have beer

motivated by potential "political contributions ,,10

5 McKee testimony, 14 M/M 3/7/79 at 124-125.

£ Gene Harris and S. Fobert Jacobs, "Fizzo Discloses U.S. Grand Jury Is

Probing Airport Contracts," Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, December 12, 1972.

7 Gene Harris, "Fizzo Orders Probe of Kickback Charoes," Philadelphia Eveninc
Bulletin, December 23, 1972.

8 Philadelphia Special Investigating Grand Jury, June Term 1972, Twelfth
Presentment, at 3.

9 See Joseph F. Daughen, "Jury Wants Top Phila. Democrats Prosecuted fcr
Political Blackmail," Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, December 27, 1973.

1G Philadelphia Special Investigating Grand Jury, June Term 1972, Twelfth
Presentment, at 1-2, 8, 15-16. The special grand jury heard testimony that
illegal kickbacks in exchange for the award of city design and engineering
contracts were demanded and received by John O'Shea (treasurer of the Democratic
City Committee and president of the Thomas J. LaBrum Associates public relations
firm) and by Leon Nurock (an optometrist active in fundraising for the Democratic
City Committee). O'Shea, his firm, and Nurock all received substantial amounts
of money from MBM/MCM for "consulting services." By May of 1972, when MCM
arranged to have a share of the Philadelphia airport contract through a joint
venture, MCM had paid Nurock a total of $24,5CC. Through 1973, according to
checks available to the Commission, MBM/MCM paid Nurock $47,250 in consulting
fees and $10,547.91 in expenses. MBM also paid LaErum Associates at least
$6,619.15 in 1973-74, and John O'Shea at least $8,0CC in the same years,
according tc checks available to the Commission. For further discussion see
Appendix E to the present Final Peport .
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The evidence accumulated by the special city grand jury was turned over tc

the FEI and to a newly created state-funded special prosecutor. Py 1974,

MEM activities were being investigated by the United States Internal Revenue

Service as well as the FBI and the Philadelphia United States Attorney's

Office 12

On October 28, 1974, McKee spoke to an FBI agent from Philadelphia about

DiCarlo and Mackenzie. McKee has said, as previously noted, that he brouph

up the subject voluntarily and without prompting. The Philadelphia FEI

agent, Klaus Rohr, in testimony at a hearing in 1978, agreed that McKee had

volunteered the Boston information. A former Assistant United States

Attorney in Philadelphia, Richard Galli, told Commission staff that he was also

present at the meeting and that McKee brought up the DiCarlo-MacKenzie matter out

of the blue. 16

Arnold C. Stream, who served as McKee's attorney in 1974, told Commission

staff (pursuant to a waiver of attorney-client privilege by McKee) that

Stream had advised McKee in 1974 to disclose the DiCarlo-MacKenzie matter and

testify about it to the Philadelphia federal grand jury. Stream explained that by

this procedure McKee's activities in regard tc DiCarlo and MacKenzie would be

encompassec within the immunity agreement that Stream had negotiated for

McKee 16

11 See Jeff Nesmith, "Phillips Says He Can't Prosecute Firm Eecause U.S. Probers
Had the Evidence," Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, June 25, 1975.

12 See United States Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service,
document receipt dated March 25, 1974, for the return of four checks to MCM,
Inc.; undated list of books and records of MCM for the calendar year ended
December 31, 1973 submitted to IRS; letter dated November 19, 1974 from MEM
treasurer Donald W. Ziegler to FEI Special Agent Klaus C. Pchr, concerning
certain 1972 MEM checks; memorandum dated December 6, 1974 from Donald Ziegler tc
MEM comptroller Stanley Emerson, concerning a subpoena for ^B^ bank statements
and canceled checks for 1972 and 1973 issued by the U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Pennsylvania.

13 hearing on Motion for Production of Witness Statement, United States v.

DiCarlo, MacKenzie (D. Mass., September 6, 1978), at 4.

1* McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 11-12.

15 Testimony of Klaus C. Rohr, 9/6/78 Hearing on Motion for Production of
Witness Statement, at 24-25.

1£ Notes of 10/2C/78 interview of Richard Galli by Special Commission staff,
at 1.

1 7 Letter dated September 13, 1979 from Gerald McKee, Jr. tc attorney Arnold
C. Stream, waiving attorney-client privilege.

18 Notes cf 9/28/79 interview of Arnold C. Stream by Special Commission staff,
at 1. See 16 U.S.C. s.1952 (Hobbs Act).
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The Forwarding of the
DiCarlo-MacKenzie Allegations
to the Boston Office of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Federal authorities in Philadelphia did not forward the October 1974

DiCarlo-MacKenzie information from McKee until February 1975, after McKee had

1 9
completed his testimony to the federal grand jury in Philadelphia. * The

Philadelphia FBI did not send the information directly to the Boston FBI office.

Instead, it referred the information to the New York FBI office, commenting

that --

"No leads are being se[n]t out, and it is being left to
the discretion of the Office of Origin tc advise Eoston
recarding this information after it has been verified in New
York. "

The "Airtel" from Philadelphia FBI Special Agent Rohr that communicated the

21DiCarlo-MacKenzie story was date-stamped as received by the New York FBI on

February 10, 1975. It was eventually forwarded to the Boston FEI and

date-stamped as received there on February 24, 1575. According to Pohr's

testimony, Rohr had drafted the Airtel within fcur days of the October 28, 1574

22McKee interview.

The Rohr Airtel contained a version of the DiCarlo-MacKenzie story that is

sharply different from the testimony that was eventually presented at the

DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial. The Airtel said, in part:

"Shortly after becinning work on [the UMass/Boston]
contract, ... the Presioent of MBM, Mr. GERALD VZ KEE, was
approached by a Representative of Massachusetts Leoislature,
Senator MC KENSIE [ s_ic ] . This individual told MC KEE that MBM
would have to pay $100,000 tc stay on the contract at the
University of Massachusetts. MC KEE refused to make this
payment. Shortly thereafter, a Commonwealth of Massachusetts
hearino into the contract was initiated by Senator JOSEPH
DICARLO.

1 ? Rohr testimony, 5/6/78 Hearing on Motion for Production of Witness
Statement, at 30-31.

20 FBI Airtel dated February 7, 1575 from Special Aoent in Cheroe ("SAC") of
the Philadelphia FEI office to the SAC of the New York FBI office, re: N.Y. FEI
file no. 166-3647.

21 Id.

22 Rohr testimony, 5/6/78 Hearinc on Motion for Production of Witness
Statement, at 25.
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"Toward the end of the hearings, MC KEE received word
from DI CARLO that the outcome of the hearings could be
favorable or unfavorable for MBM, depending on what kind of
money MEM was willino to pay. At this time, MR. DANIEL
SHIELDS, a Vice-President of MBM , contacted a RUSSELL DOBBS
[ sic ] , an insurance aoent in Boston, Mass., as well as
Massachusetts Senator~MC KENSIE. Through MC KENSIE and DOBBS,
as well as SHIELDS, a deal was arranged whereby MBM would pay
$40,000 to $50,000 in order to have the hearings come out
favorable for MEM. A deal to this end was arranged, and the
Senate hearings concluded by exonerating MBM of any wrongdoing
in the contract with University of Massachusetts. The
enclosed Mauchly Construction Manaoement checks reflect
partial payent of $13,500 to Senators MC KENSIE and DI CARLO
from MBM. Additional funds were taken from another company
known as MBM Developers, Inc., and delivered to Massachusetts."

This account differed so drastically from the trial testimony that it might

have been a subject for intensive cross-examination by the defense. But it was

not made available to the defense prior to, or during, the trial. It was made

available more than a year after the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial 23 The Government

then took the position that the Airtel would not have been producible under the

y h 2 5Jencks Act, and Judge Skinner, after a hearing, agreed. In addition, the

United States Attorney's office said that the Boston FEI had not forwarded the

Airtel to the United States Attorney's Office until August 22, 1578 -- more than

a year after the trial -- although the Boston FEI agents who had worked en

the ease with the Boston United States Attorney's Office had seen the Airtel in

157 c 27

McKee, when shown the Rohr Airtel by the Commission, said that he had not

op
given that account to Rohr. It is not clear ho* Rohr came up with "Dobbs's"

(Dodds's) name or why Rohr singled out the MCM checks.

23 See letter datec August 24, 1576 from United States Attorney Edward F.

Harrincton (by Assistant United States Attorney Alar C. Rose), to Honorable
WalterJ. Skinner, re: Defendants' Motion for Production of Witness Statement,
filed July 20, 1978 in United States v. DiCarlo, Mackenzie .

2* It at 2

25 Statement of Judge Walter J. Skinner, at 5/6/78 Hearing on Motion for
Production of Witness Statement, at 48-50.

26 Harrington (by Rose) 8/24/78 letter to Judge Skinner, at 2.

27 Representation by Assistant United States Attorney Alan D. Rose, at 5/6/78
Hearing on Motion for Production of Witness Statement, at 56-55, of what the FEI

agents were prepared to testify.

28 McKee 6/18/75 interview at 5; 8/30/75 interview at 3.
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The First Knowledge
Ey DiCarlo and Mackenzie
That They Were Eeing Investigated

In 1578, FEI Special Agent Klaus Rohr said that he had not taken

contemporaneous notes of McKee's initial statement about DiCarlo and Mackenzie

because Rohr had considered Massachusetts matters tc be beyond the scope of his

investigation. ' However, in testimony to the Commission in I960, Ronald

MacKenzie said that he first learned that there might be a federal investigation

of himself and DiCarlo when, in late 1974, William Harding called MacKenzie and

said that he (Harding) had been asked, at the end of Questioning before a

Philadelphia grand jury, whether he knew two Massachusetts senators named DiCarlo

and Mackenzie. MacKenzie told the Commission that he told DiCarlo about

Harding's call, a fact which DiCarlo also recalled.

DiCarlo and MacKenzie apparently did not become seriously concerned about a

federal investigation of their 1971-72 activities regarding MEM until they

32
learned that the Boston FEI was actively investigating the matter.'' DiCarlc

testified to the Commission that he learned of the Boston FEI investigation in

the late spring or early summer of 1975. According to DiCarlo, he was called out

of a meeting at the reouest of Senate President Kevin E. Harrington, who told

DiCarlo that DiCarlo was the subject of a federal investigation.""^ DiCarlc

testified that Harrington said he had learned this information from Thomas M.

Joyce, a lobbyist. DiCarlo did not testify about how Joyce may have learned of

the federal investigation.

DiCarlo testified that after receiving the initial news from Harrington,

DiCarlo and Harrington met with Joyce to discuss the matter further. DiCarlc

decided to accept their aovice and utilize the services of attorney Walter J.

29 Rohr testimony, 9/6/76 Hearing on Motion for Production of Witness
Statement, at 25.

30 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 3.

33 lo. at 4; DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 8-9.

32 MacKenzie testimony, Sp . Comm. 6/3/80 st 4 ; DiCarlc testimony, Sp. Comm
6/3/80 at 4-7.

33 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 4-6; notes of 12/8/78 interview of
Joseph J. C. DiCarlo by Special Commission staff, at 13; DiCarlo 4/26/79
interview at 17.
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34Hurley, M Joyce's law partner. DiCarlo and Mackenzie thereafter met to discuss

the situation and, upon the advice of Hurley and Harrington (according to

DiCarlo), DiCarlo persuaded Mackenzie to retain attorney Robert V. Mulkern

instead of the attorney whom Mackenzie initially planned to engage.''

Although DiCarlo and Mackenzie were not identified by name, a newspaper

article 36 on June 12, 1975 spread the word that --

"[t]wo prominent Massachusetts politicians are reportedly
under investigation by the Federal Bureau of Investigation for
allegedly accepting a bribe from a New York construction
management firm in connection with the construction of the
University of Massachusetts Boston campus.

"According to knowledgeable sources, attorneys for Mckee,
Berger & Mansueto (MBM) have told the FBI that company
officials paid the politicians to whitewash a legislative
investigation of a contract they had with the state."

This Boston Globe news story by David Farrell appeared eleven days before Mckee

and Mansueto had their first interviews with the Boston FBI (or, at least, before

the date of the first available Boston FBI interview reports regarding Mckee and

Mansueto) .

Events Leading tc the
DiCarlo-Mackenzie Indictments

For the balance of 1975, DiCarlo remained concerned and met frecuently with

Harrington, Joyce, anc Hurley. The FBI, in the meantime, was having

difficulty putting together a prosecutable case. The case essentially had come

down to a "one-on-one" contest, so far as DiCarlo was concerned: The only

testimony linking DiCarlo directly to MBM money was Mckee's account of DiCarlo's

somewhat oblique statements at the Gaslight Club in New York in 1972. If

DiCarlo, as expected, were to testify ana deny Mckee's account, a conviction

woulc be something less than a certainty. The FEI tried to get Daniel Shields to

corroborate Mckee's testimony, but Shields would not cooperate.

34 DiCarlo 4/26/79 interview at 17.

35 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 17-19; Mackenzie testimony, 6/4/8C
at 4-5.

26 David Farrell, "2 Investiaated in Whitewash of UMass Probe," Boston Globe,
June 12, 1975.

27 See report dated 6/27/75 of interviews of Gerald P. [ sic ] Mckee, Jr. and
Anthony [E.] Mansueto conducted by FEI Special Agent Fcbert E. Sheehan or 6/23/75

3£ DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 10-14.

39 Shielos 8/16/75 interview at 8; DiCarlc 4/26/79 interview at 3.
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By the beginning of 1976, thus, there did not appear to be a prosecutable

case, and DiCarlo and Mackenzie have both testified that they were relieved to

learn of that fact from Harrington and/or Joyce. In interviews with

Commission staff, Harrington and Joyce denied that they had any source of "inside

information" in the FEI, the United States Attorney's Office, or the Justice

Department.

Later in 1976, the status of the case changed. Shields came to agree with

McKee that DiCarlo had come to New York in 1972, gone to the Gaslight Club, and

made statements reflecting annoyance that MEM had been late in meeting monetary

commitments.

Armed with this corroboration from Shields, the United States Attorney's

Office sought and obtained indictments of DiCarlo and Mackenzie for violations of

the Hobbs Act and other related crimes. ^ The indictments were returned on

August 12, 1976.

The indictments mentioned a "John Doe" -- later identified to be State Senate

Ways & Means Committee Chairman James A. kelly, Jr. -- as an unindicted

4 c

co-conspirator. That apparently did net come as a complete surprise to

kelly, since he allegedly told DiCarlo in advance about the forthcoming

indictments .

he

40 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 11, 13; Mackenzie testimony, Sp.
Comm. 6/4/80 at 5-6.

41 Notes of 4/24/79 interview of Thomas Joyce by Special Commission staff, at

7; interview of kevin E. Harrington by Special Commission staff.

42 Shielos testimony 15 DiC 2/14/77 at e9-94, 141-144, 153-156.

43 indictment, United States v. Joseph J.C. DiCarlo and Ronald C. Mackenzie
,

Cr. no. 76-339-S (D. Mass. August 12, 1976) for violation of 16 U.S.C. s.1951
(Hobbs Act), conspiracy to commit extortion and extortion; violation of 18 U.S.C
s.371, conspiracy to violate the Travel Act; and violation of 18 U. S . C . ss . 1952
and 2, interstate travel to aid in unlawful activity.

44 Opening statement by Assistant United States Attorney Edward J. Lee,
reproduced'at 25 DiC 1/25/77 at 3.

45 Indictment, United States v. DiCarlo, Mackenzie , at 4, 9.

46 DiCarlc testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/8C at 21.
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The DiCarlo-Mackenzie Trial

The DiCarlo-Mackenzie trial before Federal District Judge Walter J. Skinner

and a jury began on January 25, 1977 and lasted for 21 trial days. The major

witnesses were MBM President Mckee (who testified for five days); MEM

Vice Presidents Hansueto (two days), Thomas (two days), and Shields (one day); MBM

salesman Harding (two days); and attorney Endicott Peabody (two days).

McKee, Thomas, and Harding all testified about delivering envelopes

containing cash to Mackenzie. Financial records and testimony showed how MEM

generated cash on the relevant dates. Harding and McKee testified that

Mackenzie was given the cash because Mackenzie had said that it was DiCarlo's

price for issuing a legislative investigative report that would not harm

MBM.^ 5 The MBM witnesses testified that $40,000 was given to Mackenzie in that

connection

.

50

The evidence presented against DiCarlo was considerably less compelling.

There were no witnesses who testified about giving money directly to DiCarlo.

Nor dia any witnesses testify about conversations directly with DiCarlo in which

DiCarlo demanded or agreed to accept any money. No one even testified about

discussions directly with DiCarlo about altering the legislative report.

47 Mckee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 56-83; Thomas testimony, 11 DiC 2/8/77
at 70; Harding testimony, 12E DiC 2/9/77 at 23-24, 39-40, 46-48.

48 Testimony of former MBM accountant Sylvester Novelline, 13 DiC 2/10/77 at

100-125; testimony of former MBM comptroller Andrew Serell, 13 DiC 2/10/77
145-171; various exhibits.

49 Hardinc testimony, 12B DiC 2/9/77 at 21; 13 DiC 2/10/77 at 3, 23; McKee
testimony , "4 DiC 1/27/77 at 74, 79.

50 s e e McKee testimony, 4 DiC 1/27/77 at 80-114; 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 8-83, 86.
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Essentially the only testimony that linked DiCarlo to the case was (1) the

testimony of McKee and Peabody about a meeting at DiCarlo's house in February

1971; (2) testimony by Mansueto about a meeting with State Senator James A.

Kelly, Jr. in Florida on March 17, 1971; and (3) testimony by McKee and Shields

about a trip that DiCarlo made to New York in 1972.

As to the February 1971 meeting, McKee and Peabody testified that they went

to DiCarlo's house to try to avert a legislative investigation of MBM's

UMass/Boston contract or, at least, to assure MBM a fair hearing. They

testified that DiCarlo was harsh and unsympathetic, expressing an intention to

use the projected investigation to hurt Lieutenant Governor Donald R. Dwight
>
who

had awarded the contract to MBM and whom, according to McKee and Peabody, DiCarlo

52
said he regarded as a political rival.

Mansueto testified that he met with Senator Kelly in West Palm Beach, Florida

on March 17, 1971, and that Kelly said that DiCarlo would not hurt MBM if DiCarlo

were given $10C,000 53 DiCarlo was not alleoed to have been present

Finally, McKee and Shields testified that DiCarlo came to New York (with

MacKenzie) on July 6, 1972 -- two months after MBM had completed the final

c 4
installment on the $40,000 of payments to buy off DiCarlo.'' They testified

that DiCarlo complained that MBM had been slow in making payments and that if MBM

55
wanted DiCarlo's help in the future, MEM would have to be more prompt."^

51 McKee testimony, 3 DiC 1/26/77 at 126-134; 6 DiC 2/1/77 at 136-159. Peabody
testimony 7 DiC 2/2/77 at 171-162; 8 DiC 2/3/77 at 79-82, 88.

52 Mckee testimony, 3 DiC 1/26/77 at 132; Peabody testimony, 7 DiC 2/2/77 at

175-177.

53 Mansuetc testimony, 9 DiC 2/4/77 at 43-50.

54 McKee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 73-78, 83-86; Shields testimony, 15 DiC
2/14/77 at 87-93.

55 McKee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 76, 83-85; Shields testimony, 15 DiC
2/14/77 at 93.
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These three types of testimony against DiCarlo were even more attenuated than

they appear here, since Judge Skinner instructed the jury that the first two

types of testimony could not be considered for their truth, but only to determine

whether Mckee had reason to be in an extortion-induced fearful state of mind when

he authorized the alleged cash payments for DiCarlo. ° As to the alleged July

6, 1972 meeting in New York, the defense presented witnesses in an attempt to

persuade the jury that DiCarlo and Mackenzie could not have been in New York at

the time that Mckee and Shields had testified.

The government did not present evidence of dramatic changes in the

DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee report about MBM. The government attempted to show

that a page of self-serving statements drafted by McKee was added to the report,

but the government did not mention any damaging language in an earlier draft that

CO
was removed on account of payments for DiCarlo.

DiCarlo and Mackenzie elected not to testify in their own defense. Mackenzie

has indicated to the Commission that if he had testified at the DiCarl o-MacKenzie

trial, he would have admitted helping MBM in various ways and accepting small

contributions at various times from MBM -- but he would have denied receiving
c c

$40,000 or having participated in an extortion of MBM. DiCarlo's trial lawyer

has told Commission staff (pursuant to a waiver of attorney-client privilege by

DiCarlo) that he believed that Mackenzie's intended testimony at the

DiCarlo-Mackenzie trial would have resulted in both defendants being convicted,

and that DiCarlo had to agree not to testify if Mackenzie were to agree not

56 Instructions by the Court, 4 DiC 1/27/77 at 47-46, 76-77; 13 DiC 2/J4/75 at
43; 17 DiC 2/16/77 at 162-164.

Testimony of former Massachusetts Senate parliamentarian Norman L. Pidceon,
15 DiC 2/18/77 at 26-46; testimony of former State Senator John J. Conte, 21 DiC
2/23/77 at 45 ff; testimony of former New York City taxi driver Lloyd Georoe
Murray, 21 DiC 2/23/77 at 10 ff.

58 After the government completed its case in chief, a defense witness,
Frederick kussman, presented what he said was an earlier draft of the report.
See 20 DiC 2/22/77 at 135-145. The government, which had not seen that draft
prior to the trial, did not emphasize the language in that draft which could have
been harmful to MBM.

55 Mackenzie interview.

60 Release and waiver of attorney-client privilege dated April 12, 1575,
executed by Joseph J.C. DiCarlo, and directed to attorneys Walter J. Hurley and
Thomas M. Joyce.
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61to testify. DiCarlo's decision not to testify was, according to attorney

Hurley, completely voluntary on DiCarlo's part and made with considerable relief

by DiCarlo. 62

Although the defense placed great emphasis on evidence tending to show that a

Gaslight Club meeting in New York could not have occurred on July 6, 1972,

the judge's charge to the jury did not clearly preclude the defendants from being

found guilty if the jury concluded that a meeting of the type described took

place on some other date. Moreover, the judge instructed the jury that it

did not have to find a classic extortion -- i.e. , Mckee having been put in fear

by DiCarlo -- in order to find DiCarlo and Mackenzie guilty of Hobbs Act

violations. The judge explained that the word "extortion" as used in the Hobbs

Act is a term of art which is defined by the statute to include not only a

classic extortion but also a public official's acceptance of money to which the

official is not legally entitled, with the payments occurring in connection with

the official's use of his public office. 65

The jury found DiCarlo and Mackenzie guilty on all eight counts on which each

had been indicted. DiCarlo and Mackenzie each received a sentence cf one

year in prison and a $5,00C fine. Mackenzie resigned from the State Senate

following his conviction, end DiCarlo -- who reportedly "said that 2,000 years

61 Hurley 4/24/79 interview at 5-6.

62 DiCarlc has told Commission staff that he was eaoer to testify. DiCarlo
12/8/76 interview at 12.

63 See Final Arguments of Defense Counsel, DiC 2724/77 at 36-43.

6h Charge to the jury, 23 DiC 2/24/77 at 78-60.

65 Id. at 65-77. See 18 U.S.C. s . 1951 (b ) ( 2 )

.

66 See docket sheets, United States v. DiCarlo, Mackenzie Cr. no. 76-339-1,
2-S.

67 Judgment and Commitment Order, United States v. DiCarlo
,

Cr. no. 76-339-S
(D. Mass., 1977), filed March 29, 1977 ; Judament and Commitment Order, United
States v. Mackenzie , Cr. no. 76-339-S (D. Mass., 1977), filed March 29, 1977.
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CD
ago another innocent man was wrongfully convicted" -- was expelled aft er

69refusing to resign from the State Senate

Post-Trial Proceedings
And Allegations

Although the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial generated considerable publicity, it was

nothing compared to what resulted from post-trial proceedings and allegations

initiated by the convicted state senators. During the trial, the only

politicians whose names were mentioned prominently were DiCarlo, MacKenzie, and

unindicted co-conspirator Kelly. After the trial, however, the names of Senate

President Kevin Harrington, Eoston Mayor Kevin White, and former Governor Francis

Sargent became linked, directly or indirectly, with MEM. Some of the major

allegations are considered in this section of the Commission's Report.

Senators DiCarlo and MecKenzie were found guilty by the federal jury on

February 25, 1977. p The convictions were appealed, primarily upon the

argument that DiCarlc's actions in connection with the DiCarlo-Sirianni

legislative investigative committee were not prosecutable by virtue of

"legislative privilege." The panel of the United States Court of Appeals for

the First Circuit unanimously rejected the "privilege" argument and affirmed the

79
Di Carlo-MacKenzie convictions with an opinion issued on November 11, 1911.

Even before their direct appeal had been denied, DiCarlo and MacKenzie

jointly filed a new trial motion. 7 -5 The motion, filed on November 9, 1977

before the trial judge (Judge Skinner), was accompanied by affidavits containing,

66 David Farrell, "The Sad Case of Joe DiCarlo," Eoston Globe, April 13, 1980.

£5 is. DiCarlo resigned as Senate Majority Leader on February 26, 1977.
MacKenzie resigned from the Senate on March 31, 1577. Journal of the Senate,
1577, I, at 337. DiCarlo was expelled from the Senate on April 4, 1977. Journal
of the Senate, 1977, I, at 347.

7C See docket sheets, United States v. DiCarlo, MacKenzie , Cr. no. 76-339-1,
2-S.

71 Defendants' Appeal from Conviction, United States v. DiCarlo, Mackenzie ,

nos. 77-1165, 77-1166.

72 United State v. DiCarlo, MacKenzie , 565 F . 2d 802 (1st Cir. 1977). The
United State Supreme Court denied certiorari on March 20, 1978, as reported
at 435 U.S. 924 (1978) .

Defendants' Motion for a New Trial, United States v. DiCarlo, Mackenzie
,

Cr. nos. 76-339-1, 2-S (D. Mass. November 9, 1577).
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Ikamong other things, allegations relating to Harrington and Sargent.' The

papers were impounded by the court.

On December 23, 1977 the impoundment order was lifted and the motion papers,

including the affidavits, thereafter were made public. 7 ° The motion was filed

for DiCarlo and Mackenzie by their new attorneys, Francis J. DiMento and Earle C.

Cooley. The motion charged that DiCarlo's and Mackenzie's trial lawyers had had

conflicts of interest, resulting in inadequate defenses being presented for

DiCarlo and Mackenzie 77

78Specifically, the motion said, in part:

"The conflict of interests and inadeauate defense appear from
the following facts:

"Attorney Walter J. Hurley, trial counsel for the
defendant DiCarlo, was and is employed by, or associated in
the practice of law with, Attorney Thomas M. Joyce. Mr. Joyce
was and is the attorney, political advisor and close friend
and associate of former Governor Francis W. Sargent and Senate
President kevin E. Harrington.

"At the insistence cf Messrs. Hurley and Joyce, the
defendant Mackenzie was persuaded not to retain Attorney Earle
C. Cooley as trial counsel, but to retain instead Attorney
Robert V. Mulkern, who would follow the leadership of Mr.
Hurley and Mr. Joyce.

"During the course of the trial, evidence developed which
indicated that MBM, the alleged victim cf the crimes charged
to the defendants, had made cash payments to Senate President
Harrington and, through Albert P. Manzi and/or William V.

Masiello, to former Governor Sargent (a) after the award cf
Phase I of the contract to MBM, (b) during MEM's performance
of Phase I, (c) during a period when MBM sought and obtained
contract modifications and (d) prior to the award of Phase II
of the contract, which MBM was actively seeking.

7Z) The new trial motion referred specifically to an impounded lobby conference
in which a June 26, 1975 FEI interview of Jack Thomas was presented. Thomas had
revealed an MBM payment of $2,00C to kevin Harrington in October 1970, and MBM
payments of $10,000 in October 1970 and $10,000 in May 1972 to Albert Manzi, a

fundraiser for Governor Sargent. 6 DiC 2/1/77 at 29-49. See also affidavit
dated November k, 1977 executed by William R. DiMento, Exhibit G to the New Trial
Motion .

75 Motion for Impoundment, United States v. DiCarlo, Mackenzie nos. 77-1165,
77-1166 (1st Cir. November 9, 1977).

76 See docket sheets, Unitec States v. DiCarlo ,
no. 76-339-1-S; docket sheets,

Unitec States v. Mackenzie
, no. 76-339-2-S. The allegations contained in the

metier, papers were made in a hearing on the motion in open court en December 23,
1977. The motion papers were apparently net made public until December 2S

,

1977. See article by Robert J. Rosenthal, Eoston Globe, December 30, 1977 at 1.

77

2.

76

Defendants' Motion for a New Trial, United States CiCarle , Mackenzie
,

at

Id. at Citations and outline captions omitted.
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"It therefore became immediately apparent, especially in
view of all the other circumstances and evidence in the case,
that defense counsel, in order to properly and effectively
advance their political contribution-defense, should develop
evidence not merely that MBM was the willing victim of the
defendants 1 alleged extortionate scheme but that MBM had, in
fact, corruptly purchased the award of Phase I of the
contract, protection during its performance and the reasonable
likelihood of an award of Phase II, by payments to Harrington
and to Sargent through Manzi and Masiello; and that any
alleged payments to or in behalf of the defendants were
political contributions that could not have been induced by
fear or under color of official rights, since MBM knew that
its interests in the UMass. project were already fully secured
by the payments previously made to Sargent and Harrington.

"In spite of the trial court's expressed willingness to
permit such evidence and trial counsels' assurances to the
defendants that such evidence would be used, trial counsel did
not in fact exploit the evidence, but instead merely elicited
from MBM's officers and employees that political contributions
had been made to unidentified recipients in Massachusetts
during the years 1970 and 1972...."

Eeyond the allegations that MBM had made cash payments to Harrington and

Sargent, the new trial motion further alleged that DiCarlo's and MacKenzie's

trial lawyers had "failed and refused" to offer "[e]vidence that Attorney

Endicctt Peabody was not at the Revere home of defendant DiCarlo on Thursday,

February 18, 1971, in the company of Gerald A. [ sic ] McKee, as alleged, but

rather visited the DiCarlo home alone on Sunday, February 21, 1971." In essence,

this aspect of the DiCarlo-MacKenzie post-trial motion was accusing former

Governor Peabody ano MBM President McKee of perjury, since each one's testimony

had prominently included mention of the other's being oresent at DiCarlo's home at

the February 1971 meeting. * The testimony of the meeting was allowed by Judge

on
Skinner only on the issue of McKee's state of mind cu -- yet the new trial

motion was saying that McKee had not even been at the meeting.

The new trial motion further alleoed that --

"During the course of the investigation of this case and
prior to trial, it was brought to the attention of defense
counsel that William V. Masiello, if called as a witness on
behalf of the defendants, would testify that, in August of
1971, Anthony Mansueto, a principal of MBM and a government
witness at the trial, told Masiello that he, Mansueto, had
just paid $120,000 in cash to former Governor Endicott

79 See e.c. , McKee testimony, 3 DiC 1/26/77 at 126-134; 6 DiC 2/1/77 at

138-140, 145-146, 152; Peabody testimony, 7 DiC 2/2/77 at 171-181; 8 DiC 2/3/77
at 79-80.

6C See 3 DiC 1/26/77 at 125.
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Peabody, who was also a witness for the government at the
trial

.

"If called by the defendants, Masiello would have further
testified that he received a draft copy of the
[DiCarlo-Sirianni ] Committee report from its author, Frederick
Kussman, delivered the original to the defendant DiCarlo and
covertly delivered a copy to Mansueto; and that the delivery
to Mansueto occurred in September, 1971, notwithstanding
testimony of Gerald McKee that he first received a draft copy
of the report on October 14, 1971, from the defendant
Mackenzie

.

"Although the foregoing information was brought to the
attention of both defense counsel, Masiello was not timely
called as a witness by either defense counsel. ... When
defense counsel argued to the court the unavailability of
Masiello, the trial court and the prosecutor both offered to
use the resources of the government to obtain Masiello's
appearance at the trial as a witness for the defense. Defense
counsel, however, did not accept the offer of assistance. ..."

The new trial motion contained additional allegations, as well.

Before discussing the disposition of the DiCarlo-MacKenzie new trial motion,

it may be useful to consider briefly the substance of the allegations that were

contained in the motion. As to alleged MBM payments to Harrington and tc

Manzi/Masiello for Sargent, those are discussed in Appendix F to this Final

Report. The only alleged payment to Harrington was, as discussed, made by check,

not in cash £1 The charge that Peabccy went alone to DiCarlo's house has been

reviewed in Chapter VII. As discussed, there is evidence tending to support

Peabody's and McKee's testimony that McKee was present along with Peabody, and

the Commission is not aware of any evidence, other than DiCarlo's testimony, that

p i
McKee did not atteno the February 1971 meeting. The Commission makes no

credibility determination.

As to the "$120,000 allegation" involving Peabody, the Commission

e l See discussion in Appendix F to this Final Report.

62 See discussion in Chapter VII supra .

e - DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 4/7/6C at 29. DiCarlo told the Commission
that members of his immediate family would have agreed with his testimony.
DiCarlo 12/6/76 interview at 4. DiCarlo also presented the Commission with
evidence tending to show that Peabody's description of DiCarlo's house described
the house net as it was in 1971, but as it was after remodeling in 1974. Such
evidence is of little or no value in determining whether McKee was present in
February 1971 (although DiCarlo argued that it reflected Peabody's lack of
credibility in general). DiCarlo has admitted that Peabody, at least, was at

DiCarlo's house'in February 1971. DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 4/7/6C at 29.
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investigated that matter intensively, including successfully litigating in the

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court the guestion of whether Peabody could be

compelled to produce all of his records related to MBM Massachusetts

activities. The Commission spent months reviewing all available MEM

financial records and correspondence, and the Commission conducted numerous

interviews related to that allegation. The Commission found nc evidence to

support the allegation that Peabody was given $120,000 or any other amount in

cash in 1971 or at any other time by MEM. Moreover, William Masiello denied, in

testimony before the Commission, that he had heard such a thing from Mansueto or

told such a thing to the DiCarlo investigator who filed the only affidavit on the

p c

subject in connection with the DiCarlo-MacKenzie new trial motion.

As to Masiello's alleged unavailability to the defense during the

DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial, Judge Skinner offered to ask the FBI to try to locate

86Masiello for the defense, and the defense counsel demurred. In 1980 Masiello

acknowleoged , in testimony to the Commission, that he had "duck[ed] a subpoena"

to testify at the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial. Masiello did not explain why he

ducked the subpoena, but he testified that shortly after the DiCarlo-MacKenzie

trial concluded he was offered $50,000 in cash by State Senator James A. Kelly,

Jr. and Worcester Civic Center Commissioner Peter Consiclio to move out of

£4 Ward v. Peabody
,
Supreme Judicial Court S-2072. In litigating the matter

before the Commission and in the courts, Commission counsel was reouired to set
forth the allegations under investigation to which the documents cculd possibly
be relevant. Commission counsel clearly and properly identified the allegations
ss allegations. See , e . g

,

, Sp. Comm. 11/9/79 at 54; transcript of oral argument
in Ward'v. Peabody 12/4/79 at 2C-21.

85 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 44-46. When Endicctt
Peabody appeared before the Commission, he asked the Commission to "clear" him,
then and there, of the $120,000 allegation. Opening statement by Endicctt
Peabody, Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/18/80 at 4-10. The Commission could not
do so because it had not concluded its investigation of the matter and, in
particular, was awaiting testimony from Mansueto. Mansuetc was scheduled tc
testify before the Commission on June 25, 1980; he declined to appear. See Sp.
Comm. 6/27/6C at 4-5. The Commission, moreover, is not in a position to "clear"
someone on an issue of this nature. As stated in the text, the Commission found
no evidence to support the $120,000 allegation.

£ £ See bench conference, 20 DiC 2/22/77 at 102-105.

87 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/13/80 at 98.
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Massachusetts so that he would not be amenable to subpoenas. 88

The DiCarlo-MacKenzie motion for a new trial was denied by District Judge

Skinner on January 17, 1978. es Judge Skinner, who rejected DiCarlo's and

MacKenzie's reouest for an evidentiary hearing on the motion, 50 took --

"judicial notice of the fact that [the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial
lawyers] Hurley and Mulkern are attorneys of good reputation;
that Hurley in particular is a specialist in the defense of
criminal cases in both state and federal courts, and has had
particular experience in cases charging public officials with
corrupt acts, including Hobbs Act cases; and that Hurley and
Mulkern have previously worked as co-counsel in the defense of
criminal cases.... These matters were called tc the attention
of present defense counsel [DiMento and Cooley], who agreed as
to the accuracy of the above.

"Defense counsel [Hurley and Mulkern] statea [in bench
conferences during the trial] that they considered the
ouestion of MBM's [alleged political contribution] activities
important but that the names [of the alleged recipients]
weren't important. The Assistant United States Attorney made
it clear that if the matter were pursued, it was likely that
the names of the alleged payees would be brought out 'in order
to make the record clear from the government's point of
view .

' ...

"Thereafter defense counsel pressed the ouestion of MBM's
political contributions at every stage of the
cross-examination of MBM's witnesses, at great length and in
great detail. At any point, the names of Harrington and Manzi
could have come out through the witnesses or on redirect
examination .

"... Present counsel say that it was also incumbent en [trial]
counsel tc bring out the names of Harrington, Sargent, Kelley
[ sic ] and White as recipients of payments. The defendants'
directions [to their trial counsel] were not so explicit. I

find that reasonable attorneys could differ with present
counsel as to the unmixed blessings which would accrue to the
defendants if they themselves attempted to involve other
well-known political figures in the case....

"Defendants also say that trial counsel should have made
greater attempts tc find the ubicuitous Masiello and put him
on the stand. In my vie*

, given that Masiello was trying to
avoid testimony, and would be reluctant and possibly hostile,
... prudent counsel might well consider that to expose him to
cross-examination by the United States Attorney would be
foolhardy ....

88 Id. at 96-100

and Order on Motion for a

Mass., January 17, 1978).
New Trial, United States v. DiCarlo85 Memorandum

Mackenzie , ( D

.

50 The reouest was made and argued at pages 2 through 5 of Defendants'
Memorandum (filed December 22, 1977) in Support of Motion for New Trial. Judge
Skinner noteo the denial at pace 3 and pages 6-7 of his Memorandum and Order or
Motion for a New Trial (January 17, 1978)7
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"...It was my observation that the defense [at trial] was
conducted by counsel with ingenuity and vigor. Every
reasonable motion was presented and objection taken.
Interrogation and argument were forceful, thorough and skilled.

"Upon a complete review of the record, I am satisfied
that the defendants were well represented [at trial] by able
and loyal counsel."

Judge Skinner rejected the other arguments raised by DiCarlo and MacKenzie in the

new trial motion. Judge Skinner neither discussed ncr (as previously mentioned)

held an evidentiary hearing about the $120,000 allegation involving Peabody.

Judge Skinner also denied DiCarlo's and Mackenzie's motion for bail and stay of

execution, and he ordered them surrendered for imprisonment forthwith. 91

DiCarlo and MacKenzie began serving their prison sentences on the following

c 2
day. They sought a stay of execution of the sentence, and their motion for

stay was unanimously denied by the panel of United States Court of Appeals for

the First Circuit on January 26, 1978 (with an unpublished opinion).^

DiCarlo and MacKenzie appealed the denial of their new trial motion, and the

panel of the United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit unanimously

9 haffirmed the judgment by Judge Skinner.'' The appeals court, in its

opinion,-"' noted that --

"Defendants [DiCarlo and MacKenzie] selected Hurley
precisely because Joyce had political connections. Such
connections are not simplistic, but extend in many
directions. The least defendants could expect was the
possibility of some interface. The least that, in turn, could
be expected of defendants would be to make their own decisions
when some such matters surfaced. Defendants were in no
respect naive or unsophisticated. Nothing was concealed from
them, including the fact that day after day the trial was
proceeding without their counsel disclosing the names to the
jury. They do not excite our sympathy when, having lost their
case, they malign their counsel, and say they were put upon.
Defendants have failed to allege or establish a real conflict
of interest or any actual prejudice."

51 Memorandum and Order on Motion for a New Trial, United States V. DiCarlo,
Mackenzie (D. Mass. January 17, 1978) at 12.

92 See Alan Sheehan article, Boston Globe, January 18, 1978, at 1.

93 Memorandum and Order, United States v. DiCarlo, MacKenzie
,

no. 77-1165,
77-1166, 78-1026 (1st Cir. January 24 , 1978).

54 United States DiCarlo, MacKenzie
,

575 F.2d 952 (1st Cir. 1978)

95 id. at 557-58,
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The appeals court rejected in a footnote DiCarlo's and MacKenzie's argument

about the failure to procure Masiello to testify at their trial:

"Defendants also complain of their counsels' failure to
'accept the government's offer to locate one William Masiello
and secure his presence at the trial.... Quite apart from the
fact that Masiellc's purported testimony was supplied only by
a hearsay affidavit, the court found that he would have been a

dangerous witness ('foolhardy') for the defendants to call.
We agree with the court that the failure to call Masiello in
no way prejudiced the defendants."

The First Circuit also found no merit in the other arguments that DiCarlo and

MacKenzie had advanced in their new trial motion. No mention was made of the

$120,000 allegation.

DiCarlo and MacKenzie sought review, by the Supreme Court of the United

c 7States, of the First Circuit's judgment regarding the new trial motion.' Such

review was denied en October 2, 1978. °

Although DiCarlo's and MacKenzie's direct appeal and new trial motion met

with no legal success, they generated an avalanche of press coverage and demands

for investigations. There also were allegations in the press in January and

February 1978 to the effect that the legislature's Joint Legislative Committee on

Post Audit and Oversight had abruptly terminated an investigation of MBM's

UMass/Boston contract in 1973 as a result of pressure from Endicott

Peabcdy. GD Those allegations led to the formation of a subcommittee rf the

Post Audit and Oversight Committee to investigate that Question and related

matters. 101 Chaired by Rep. Gerald M. Cohen (D-Andover), the Post Audit

Subcommittee held 24 days of hearings (some private) and attracted considerable

press coverage. In the meantime, independent investigations relating to MBM were

56 _Id . at 956, n . 3 (citations omitted).

97 Petition for Writ cf Certiorari, DiCarlo, MacKenzie v. Unitec States , no
77-1797, filed June 19, 1978.

9£ Notification of denial of certiorari by United States Supreme Court,
October 2, 1978, DiCarlo, MacKenzie v. United States

,
no. 77-1797.

95 See , e.g. Boston Globe articles daily from December 23, 1977.

l° u See article by Robert J. Rosenthal and Robert L. Turner, Boston Globe,
January 19, 1978, at 1; excerpts of the report by Post Audit Eureau auditor
Joseph A. Davey published in Boston Sunday Globe, January 22, 1578; Robert J

Rosenthal article, Boston Globe, February 3, 1978.

101 p. A. Report at 1 -A . See also article by Robert J. Rosenthal, Boston
Globe, February 1, 1978, aFT.
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being conducted by the State Attorney General, the State Auditor, and the

Governor's Legal Counsel. 102
In April of 1978, legislation was enacted

establishing the present Commission to conduct a comprehensive investigation of

matters related to MEM, with the Commission being given discretionary

jurisdiction to investigate other matters as well.

Attempts to Induce Mackenzie
Not to Implicate DiCarlo

In testimony before the Commission, Ronald Mackenzie stated that on three

occasions -- first, before the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial; secondly, after the trial

and convictions, in connection with a new-trial motion; and, thirdly, shortly

before Mackenzie was to testify before this Commission -- Joseph DiCarlo

attempted to induce Mackenzie to commit perjury in regard to accepting cash from

MBM and/or sharing MBM cash with DiCarlo. Further, Mackenzie testified that

DiCarlo offered inducements -- ranging from cash for Mackenzie to a job for

Mackenzie's wife if Mackenzie were convicted -- to try to persuade Mackenzie to

commit such perjury. Mackenzie's testimony on these matters, except that

concerning the offer of a cash inducement, was corroborated in large part by

DiCarlo in testimony tc the Commission. The testimony regarding each of the

three occasions will be considered in turn.

The First Occasion . According to both DiCarlo and Mackenzie, there was a

private meeting of DiCarlo and Mackenzie shortly after the indictments were

handed down by the federal grand jury in 1976. DiCarlo and Mackenzie agree

that the discussion included the observations that the indictment contained no

allegation that anyone frorr MEM had given money directly tc DiCarlo -- and

1C2 The Attorney General's investigation was announced January 5, 1978. See
article by Robert L. Turner and Robert J. Rosenthal, Eoston Globe, January 6,
1578 at 1. The State Auditor's investigation apparently began on January 23,
1978. See Robert J. Rosenthal article /Boston Globe, January 23, 1978 at 5. The
investigation by the Governor's chief counsel Max Volterra began on January 20,
1976, according to Volterra, ouoted in an article by Robert J. Rosenthal, Boston
Globe, January~24, 1978 at 3.

1G3 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Resolves, c.5 (1978).

104 Mackenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 7-8. DiCarlo testimony, Sp.
Comm. 6/3/80 at 38.
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that the only theory reflected by the indictment as to how money could have gone

from MBM to DiCarlo was through the intermediation of Mackenzie (who was charged

in the indictment with having received cash for DiCarlo from MBM

officials). ^ DiCarlo had reason to be concerned that Mackenzie might elect

to avoid trial by becoming a government witness and testifying about handing MBM

cash to DiCarlo, because -- as both DiCarlo and Mackenzie testified to the

Commission -- (1) DiCarlo knew that Mackenzie had in fact handed MBM cash to

DiCarlo, and (2) DiCarlo knew that Mackenzie had been visited earlier in

1976 by two FBI agents who had offered Mackenzie immunity in return for

Mackenzie's testimony against DiCarlo. And it is, of course, obvious that

DiCarlo's chances of avoiding conviction would have been enhanced if Mackenzie

had admitted receiving cash from MBM but had denied giving any of the MBM cash to

DiCarlo.

Thus, according to Mackenzie's testimony to the Commission, DiCarlo asked --

and offered to pay -- Mackenzie to give false testimony at the DiCarlo-Mackenzie

trial to the effect that Mackenzie did not give to DiCarlo any of the cash that

TOPMackenzie had received from MBM.-LL<- Mackenzie told the Commission that DiCarlo

offered not only a "significant ... lump sum of money" for such perjured

testimony, but also "some job security for [Mackenzie's] f amily .
MJ- U7

DiCarlo, as previously mentioned, admitted to the Commission that he and

Mackenzie discussed the fact that Mackenzie was the only person who could provide

testimony, consistent with the indictments, about handing MBM cash to DiCarlo.

105 Mackenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 7-6; DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm.
6/3/80 at 39, 41-42.

106 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 36, 116; Mackenzie testimony, Sp.
Comm. 5/28/80 at 41-42, 44-45, 49-50.

107 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/8C at 31-33; Mackenzie testimony, Sp.
Comm. 6/4/80 at 6-7.

108 Mackenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 7-8.

109 id. st 8.

HO DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm 6/3/80 at 41-42.
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111
Further, DiCarlo admitted before the Commission'

1 '1
'' that he had

discussed with Senate President Harrington the fact that only Mackenzie could put

MEM money into DiCarlo's hands and that

"if it were to come about that Senator Mackenzie were to be
convicted and I not, that I would imagine like it might have
been within the Senate or amongst ourselves that Senator
Mackenzie's wife would have some type of a job or something to
be able to live off while Senator Mackenzie -- if he were and
I not convicted.... If he had gone away a job would have been
provided in order to support his family or whatever."

DiCarlo testified to the Commission, however, that he did not offer

Mackenzie money or a promise of a job for Mackenzie's wife if Mackenzie would

testify at the DiCarlo-Mackenzie trial that Mackenzie had never given MBM cash to

DiCarlo 112

The Second Occasion . After DiCarlo and Mackenzie were tried and found

guilty, there was a private conversation between DiCarlo and Mackenzie about the

11"*
projected joint new-trial motion. ly According to both DiCarlo and Mackenzie,

DiCarlo and Mackenzie discussed the possiblility of Mackenzie's executing an

affidavit, which DiCarlo knew would be false, stating that Mackenzie had given no

MEM cash to DiCarlo. Further, both DiCarlc and Mackenzie testified that

Mackenzie die execute such a perjured affidavit, in DiCarlo's State House

Office. DiCarlo testified that he took custody of the false

af fidavit . H® DiCarlo testified, further, that he had given the false

Mackenzie affidavit to attorney Francis DiMento. DiCarlo told the

Commission that he would not willingly instruct DiMento to produce the false

affidavit lie When the Commission indicated that it would consider issuinc a

HI _Id. at kii-h€, 49; see also 64-67.

H 2 Id. at 39-41.

H2 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 70; Mackenzie testimony, Sp. Corrm.

6/4/8C at 9.

114 Mackenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 9-10; DiCarlo testimony, Sp.
Comm. 6/3/80 at 70-76.

115 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 78, 85-86; Mackenzie testimony, Sp
Comrr. 6/4/80 at 10.

H£ DiCarlc testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 87.

117 Id.

118 Id. at 89.
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summons for the document, attorney DiMento said that his best memory was that the

false affidavit had been destroyed after Mackenzie's attorney had learned about

it 119

The Third Occasion . Mackenzie testified that in approximately March of 1980,

he had a private meeting with DiCarlo at which time DiCarlo informed Mackenzie

that DiCarlo had decided to tell the truth to the Commission. 20 MacKenzie

said that DiCarlo called MacKenzie a few days after that meeting and asked for

another meeting, at which DiCarlo said that he had changed his mind about his

proposed testimony to the Commission because he (DiCarlo) could not bring himself

to admit that he had taken as much as $11,500 from MBM.-1 ^-1 Further, Mackenzie

said that DiCarlo offered to pay MacKenzie if Mackenzie would falsely testify to

the Commission that MacKenzie had given only "a rather insignificant amount" of

MBM cash to DiCarlo. 122

DiCarlo admitted, in testimony before the Commission in June of 1980, that he

had two meetings with Mackenzie in the spring of 1980 concerning testimony before

the Commission. ^ DiCarlo admitted that, during the first of these two

meetings with Mackenzie, he had told Mackenzie that he had decided to "admit

having received money" from Mackenzie. DiCarlo's testimony about the second

meeting is confusing. DiCarlo admitted that he told Mackenzie that he (DiCarlo)

could not state that he had received a substantial amount of money from MPM, but

he denied that he offered Mackenzie money if Mackenzie would misrepresent the

12 5amount of money that he had given DiCarlo.

After the spring 1980 meetings with Mackenzie, DiCarlo did testify tc the

1 2 6Commission that he had accepted $11,500 in MEM cash from Mackenzie. DiCarlo

119 Statement of attorney Francis J. DiMento, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 89

120 Mackenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 10.

121 id. at 10-11.

122 id. s t 11.

1 23 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 79-81.

124 id. a t 62.

125 id_. at 82-64.

126 id. at 116.
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was testifying pursuant to an immunity order which DiCarlo had unsuccessfully

127 123
opposed in Supreme Judicial Court. DiCarlo testified:

"I have been told by my counsel that Mr. Mackenzie has stated
that $11,500.00 had been given to me by him. Without that
information from my attorney, Mr. Chairman, I would have
testified to substantially less than that figure."

DiCarlo further testified that "not one penny of that [MBM cash] went into my

pocket. "*** DiCarlo explained that he used the funds "as expenses for the

conduct of my political office and political organization" including paid

political advertisements in local newspapers for organizations such as the United

Fund, heart Fund, Boy Scout Week, and Girl Scout Week; and to sponsor a Little

League baseball team, a youth peewee hockey team, and to buy spiritual

bouquets

.

to have been dishonest" to accept the money from MBM,

Thus, DiCarlo testified, "I didn't then nor do I now consider it

131

127 see Sp. Comm. 4/7/6C at 4-5.

128 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. A/7/80 at 12,

129 id. a t 12, 14.

130 id. at 13-14.

131 id. at 13.
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CHAPTER IX

THE MANZI-MASIELLC TRIAL IN 1979

In April of 1978, Albert P. ("Toots") Manzi and William V. Masiello were

indicted by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts on charges related to MBM. After a

month-long non-jury trial in 1979, Manzi and Masiello were acouitted. During the

following year, Masiello admitted -- in testimony before the Commission -- that

he had perjured himself when he testified at the Manzi-Masiello trial. Masiello

added that Manzi had also committed perjury. The present chapter discusses the

Manzi-Masiello trial in light of the additional information available to the

Commission

.

Events Preceding
the Manzi-Masiello Trial

In 1975, during interviews with the FBI, MBM officials told of illegal cash

payments that they had maoe in 1970 and 1972 to Albert P. Manzi. 1

The MBM officials said that the 1970 payment was voluntary, but that the 1972

payment was extorteo from them.^ The United States Attorney's Office in

Massachusetts did not pursue the matter. Instead, it forwarded the information,

in 1977, to the Massachusetts State Attorney General's Office.''

On January 11, 1978 the First Assistant Attorney General reportedly stated

that the Attorney General's Office was investigating MEM's alleged 1972 payment

of $1C,00C in cash to Masiello for Manzi It was unclear to

1 Report dated 6/27/75 of interview of Gerald R. [sic] McKee, Jr. conducted on
6/23/75 by FEI Special Agent Robert E. Sheehan; report dated 6/27/75 of interview
of Anthony [E.] Mansueto'conducted on 6/23/75 by FBI Special Agent Robert E.
Sheehan; report dated 6/30/75 of interview of Jack S. Thomas conducted on 6/26/75
by FEI Special Agent Robert E. Sheehan.

2 McKee 6/23/75 FEI interview; Mansueto 6/23/75 FEI interview.

See letter dated January 24, 157E from Massachusetts Attorney General
Francis X. Bellotti to United States Attorney Edward F. Harrington. Attorney
General Bellotti was auoted in the Boston Globe as saying that he was given
access to the information and documents by federal prosecutors in the spring of
1977. Article by Robert L. Turner and Robert J. Rosenthal, Boston Globe,
January 6, 1978, at 1.

4 Article by Robert J. Rosenthal, Boston Globe, January 12, 1973.
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some members of the press at the time whether the "targets"

of the investigation were MBM officials or Manzi and Masiello. On January 17,

1976 s Massachusetts state grand jury indicted MBM and MEM President Gerald

McKee, Jr. for alleged tax violations unrelated to the Manzi -Masi el 1

o

matter. Shortly thereafter, the press reported that the Attorney General was

suggesting that a special commission be created to investigate matters relating

to MBM, including how MBM obtained the UMass/Boston contract. 7

After further investigation of the 1572 transaction, the Attorney General

concluded that it would be appropriate to give non-prosecution agreements to MEM

officials in return for their cooperation in various matters, including the

investigation and trial of the alleged extortion of MEM in 1972 by Manzi and

p
Masiello. The formal non-prosecution letter, dated March 14, 1976, stated

that the non-prosecution status for MEM officials W as

"predicated upon the assumption that Gerald P. [ sic ] McKee,
Jr., Anthony Mansueto, Jack Thomas and any other past or
present employee of McKee, Berger and Mansueto voluntarily
furnish representatives of the Attorney General's Office
complete cooperation in securing documents, witnesses, and all

- See , e.g. , Carol Surkin, "State House Watch: Why Won't Bellctti Go After
Pels?" Eoston Globe, January 22, 1976, Focus section.

6 Indictment, Commonwealth v. Gerald McKee, Jr. , Cr. no. 016679 (Super. Ct.
January 17, 19761 for 17 counts of wage withholding tax violations, G.L. C.62E,
s.llC; Incictrrent, Commonwealth v. McKee, Eerper 6 Mansueto Inc. [sic] , Cr. no
016706 (Super. Ct. January 17, 1976) for 17 counts of wage withholding tax
violations, G.L. c.62E, s.llC.

>ee e . c article by Robert L. Turner, Boston Globe, January 31, 1978

£ Letter dated March 14, 1976 from Massachusetts Attorney General Francis X.

Eellotti to William F. Looney, Jr. end Paul F. Markham, concerning a

non-prosecution agreement for Gerald F. [ sic ] McKee, Jr., Anthony Mansueto, Jack
Thomas , etal

.
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other related fratters and provide corrplete and truthful
information concerning the a f orerrent ioned incidents and
willingly appear and testify truthfully at any grand jury
proceedings and at any future trials and at any and all other
official proceedings in a manner consistent with preserving
the integrity of the Attorney General's ongoing criminal
investigation. "

On April 28, 1578, Manzi and Masiello were indicted by a state grand jury for

actions in connection with MBM s alleged $10,000 payment to Masiello for Manzi in

c
May of 1972. They were charged with having extorted the money, in violation

of G.L. c.265 s.25. In addition, they were charged with illegally soliciting or

receiving money for political purposes, in violation of G.L. c.55 s.ll.

On May 2, 1978 a hearing was held in Superior Court, before Judge John T.

Ronan, at which the Commonwealth sought to have a $10,000 bail reauirement

imposed on Manzi and Masiello. An assistant attorney general explained :
^ c

"[B]ail is being reouested in this case for the
defendants Manzi and Masiello, because the facts underlying
the indictments have national implications....

"The Commonwealth intends to introduce facts at the trial
of the defendants that will demonstrate a joint criminal
enterprise on the part of Manzi and Masiello in 1572 to raise
five hundred thousand dollars in cash for the purpose of
delivering the money to former President Richard M. Nixon,
either shortly before the Republican National Convention, or
at the convention in order to influence Nixon's decision in

substituting the then Secretary of Transportation John A.

Volpe as the Republican vice presidential candidate, instead
of the then vice president Spiro Agnew.

"In order to raise a portion of this $500,000 the firm of
McKee, Eerger and Mansueto and its key principals were
extorted by the defendants...."

Indictment, Commonwealth v. Albert Manzi and William V. Masiello
,

Cr. no.
018334 (Super. Ct. April 28, 1576) for violation of G.L. c.55 s.ll, illegal
political contributions; Indictment, Commonwealth v. Albert Manzi

,
Cr. no.

019125-019127 (Super. Ct. April 28, 1976) for 3 counts of violation of G.L. c.2£5
s.25, extortion; Indictment, Commonwealth v. William V. Masiello

,
Cr. no.

019122-019124 (Super. Ct . April 26, 1578) for 3 counts of violation of C.L. c.265
s.25, extortion.

10 Arraionment proceedincs, May 2, 1578, Commonwealth v. Masiello, Manzi
,

at
3-4.
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Judge Ronan denied the request that bail be imposed. ** Trial before Judge

Joseph R. Nolan began on February 12, 1979. * 2

The Trial and Acquittals

The Manzi-Masiello trial was heard by Judge Nolan without a jury; the

defendants chose to be tried by the judge rather than by a jury. The case

consumed 26 trial days, including seven days of testimony by Anthony Mansueto (a

former MEM Vice President working, in 1979, for a different firm in Detroit), ^

four days of testimony by Gerald McKee, Jr. (MBM President), and two days of

testimony by Jack S. Thomas (a former MBM Vice President working in 1979 for a

different firm in Kuwait).

The critical questions in the Manzi-Masiello trial were (1) what happened at

the Parker House on May 18, 1972, and (2) what was the disposition of $10,000 in

cash that MBM generated on May 23, 1972. Those topics have been discussed at

some length in Chapter V, above. For present purposes, it should be sufficient

to note that Anthony Mansueto testified at the Manzi-Masiello trial that he

received a series of telephone calls from Manzi and Masiello reauestinp -- and

ther demanding -- cash from MBM in satisfaction of "commitments" that MBM had to

fulfill. 16

Masiello 17

Jack Thomas said that he received calls of the same nature from

Gerald McKee, Jr. said that he did not receive any such calls

11 Id. at 6, e.

12 Commonwealth v. Masiello, Manzi, 1 M/M 2/12/79 at 3.

13 Statements in open court by William V. Masiello and Albert F. Manzi, 1 ^/V
2/12/79 at 7-8.

1 A Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 33.

15 Thomas testimony, 9 M/M 2/23/79 at 30.

1£ Mansueto testimony, 2 ^/^ 2/13/79 at 64-67, 71-74, 77-62, 105-106, 109,
113-131, 136-137, 139-160.

17 Thomas testimony, 9 M/M 2/23/79 at 56-67.
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directly, but that Mansueto and Thomas reported to McKee about the calls they had

received. McKee and Mansueto testified that a meeting took place on May IE,

1972 at the Parker House's downstairs restaurant where Manzi heatedly told McKee

and Mansueto that unless MEM met its "commitments," by paying $25,000 in cash,

Manzi would see to it that MEM was thrown off the UMass/Boston project and out of

1 9Massachusetts altogether. McKee and Mansueto testified that Masiello, who

was present during the entire discussion, indicated that MEM should pay the

money 20 McKee and Mansueto further testified that after the meeting they

decided to give $10,000 to Manzi 21 Jack Thomas testified that he procured the

$10,000 in cash and handed it, in an envelope, to William Masiello while Masiello

sat in an automobile at Copley Sguare on May 23, 1972.

Although McKee and Mansueto testified in detail about the Parker House

meeting -- even to the point of who sat where around the table -- they said that

they were unable to recall or explain why Mansueto had written on a Parker House

credit card charge slip for the same day the names or initials of McKee,

Mansueto, Masiello, and EEC official Frederick Kussman. z
The serial number on

that charge slip was only one digit away from the one on the charge slip on which

Mansueto hao written the names or initials of McKee, Mansueto, Masiello, and Manzi
. 24

18 McKee testimony, 12 M/M 3/1/79 at 40-41.

15 McKee testimony, 12 M/M 3/1/79 at 63-66; Mansueto testimony, 2 V/V 2/13/79
at 191-199. The prosecution presented evidence that EBC Project Engineer James
J. Cusack had provided Manzi with information critical of MEM's performance at

UMass/Boston and that Manzi mentioned, at the Parker House meeting, that he could
use Cusack against MEM.

20 McKee testimony, 12 M/M 3/1/79 at 65; Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at

197.

21 McKee testimony 12 H/V 3/1/79 at 72; Mansueto testimony, 3 M/M 2/14/79 at

14, 23-24.

22 Thomas testimony, 9 M/M 2/23/79 at 76-94.

23 Mansueto testimony, 4 M/M 2/15/79 at 179-180; McKee testimony, 13 ^/^
3/6/79 at 100-101.

24 Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 177-178; exhibits
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Moreover, although Mansueto testified that Manzi had said that MEM's

"commitment" was to contribute toward a $500,000 cash "kitty" which would be

given to President Nixon to induce Nixon to substitute former Governor John A.

Volpe for Spiro T. Agnew as Nixon's 1972 Vice Presidential running mate, no

other witness at the trial testified that Manzi had said such a thing, 26 and

Volpe took the stand to deny that he had authorized or had knowledge of such a

fund. z In addition, Mansueto's testimony about what the money ultimately was

for had to be considered in light of other evidence -- not mentioned by Mansueto

or McKee -- that Manzi, a fundraiser for then-Governor Francis W. Sargent, was

holding a fundraising event for Sargent on May 21, 1972_23

Both of the defendants testified in their own defense. Manzi testified that

he had met with McKee and Mansueto at the Parker House downstairs restaurant in

the spring of 1972 but that Masiello was not present at any time during the

meet i no 29 Manzi described the meetinc as innocuous -- no more than an

exchange of pleasantries 30 Masiello testified that he had met with McKee

25 Mansueto testimony, 2 M/M 2/13/79 at 123.

26 McKee testified at the trial that Mansueto had told him that the money
Manzi was seeking was for the $500,000 cash "kitty" (McKee testimony, 12 M/M
3/1/75 at 57), and McKee specifically testified to the Commission that Manzi had
not told McKee at the May 18, 1972 meeting or at any other time that the money
was for Volpe (McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 75).

27 Testimony of John A. Volpe, 20 ^/V J/16/79 at 178-179.

2 £ See memoranourr dated May 16, 1972 from "Appointments" to Governor [Francis
W. Saroent], re: Schedule for Sunday, May 21, 1980; Manzi testimony, 16 M/M
3/14/79 at 63-65; testimony of Francis k. Sargent, 21 ^/V 3/19/79 at 25; cf

.

Mansueto testimony, 6 M/M 2/20/75 at 65-51.

29 Manzi testimony, 16 V/V 3/14/79 at 53-54, 57.

30 id. at 56; 19 M/M 3/15/75 at 69.
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and Mansueto at the Parker House downstairs restaurant in May of 1972 but that

Manzi was not present at any time during the meeting. ^ Masiello denied having

received any money from Jack Thomas of MEM on May 23, 1972 Manzi denied

33ever receiving any money -- directly or indirectly -- from MEM

The prosecution attempted to demonstrate that Manzi had said, in a pretrial

interview attended by e member of the Boston Police, that there had been a

meeting involving the foursome of McKee, Mansueto, Manzi, and Masiello in the

spring of 1972 34 Moreover, the prosecution presented evidence to try to show

that Masiello had attempted to get another witness to go along with a false alibi

for Masiello for May 16, 1972. 35 To rebut Masiello's alibi for May 23, 1972,

the prosecution called some of the individuals whom Masiello claimed to have been

36
with on May 23, 1972 -- and those witnesses denied Masiello's account.

The prosecution attempted to demonstrate that Manzi was a powerful fundraiser

who used persistence, demands, and threats in order to come up with illegal cash

"contributions." 3 Manzi, by contrast, portrayed himself as someone who did no

31 Masiello testimony, 23 M/M 3/22/79 at 59-60, 95, 139.

32 16. at 134.

33 Manzi testimony, 18 M/M 3/14/79 at 77-79.

34 Testimony of Robert H. Costello, 15 M/M 3/6/79 at 85, 90. Costello is a

Eoston police detective assigned tc the Attorney General's office.

35 Testimony of Donald Feldman, 23 M/M 3/22/79 at 26-32; Masiello testimony,
24 M/M 3/23/79 at 147-153.

3£ Masiello testimony, 23 M/M 3/22/79 at 129-130; 24 M/M 3/24/79 at 136-139,
153-158, 166-174; testimony of John M. Flynn, 26 ¥/\^ 3/27/79 at 111-113;
testimony of Philio Philbin, 25 M/M J/76/19 at 28-38; testimony of Edmund F.

LaFlume, 26 M/M 3/27/79 at 119-120.

37 See generally testimony of Mansueto and McKee. For Manzi's success as
fundraiser and political coordinator, see , e . c

.

, Volpe testimony, 20 ^/V J/16/7?
at 145, 157; 21 M/M 3/19/79 at 3; Sargent testimony, 21 W/h' 3/19/79 at 37-40.
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more than occasionally try to sell some tickets to fundraising affairs for worthy

politicians and as someone whose philosophy of fundraising was 38

"[D]on't try to push a ticket on anybody unless they wanted to

buv it.

"The only way that we wanted [people] to buy tickets was that
they had to give with an open heart."

Having heard all of the evidence, Judge Nolan announced from the bench on

March 28, 1579 that he had a reasonable doubt and therefore that he found both

Manzi and Masiello not guilty of extortion and not guilty of illegally

soliciting/receiving money for political purposes.

Masiello's Admission to the Commission
that Masiello Committed Perjury at the
Manzi-Masiello Trial; Masiello's Allegation
That Manzi Also Committed Perjury at the
Manzi-Masiello Trial; Related Allegations

Masiello's troubles were not over simply because he escaped conviction at the

Manzi-Masiello trial. Masiello was subjected to subpoenas and investigations by

39
the feceral government and by the Commission. After extensive negotiations,

immunity-for-truthf ul-testimony arrangements were worked out with Masiello by the

Commission 40

Having been granted immunity, Masiello admitted that he had received $10,000

in cash from MBM's Jack Thomas on May 23, 1972 in exactly the manner that Thomas

had testified at the Manzi-Masiello trial. 4 Masiello further admitted that he

was present along with Manzi at the Parker House on May IE, 1972. Masiello

said that Manzi had indeed demanded cash from MEM at that meeting, but Masiello

added that Manzi hao maOe plain that the cash was for the Sargent-Dwicht campaign

anc that the "commitments" on which MBM was behind were commitments to give cash

"contributions" related to the amount that MBM received under the UMass/Boston

contract Masiello's testimony on this and related matters is recounted in

Chapter V, above

36 Manzi testimony, 19 M/M 3/15/79 at 32-33.

39 Notes of 1/2/80 interview of William V. Masiello by Special Commission staff, at 7

40 Croer Concerninc Grant of Immunity tc Williair V. Masiello pursuant to

Chapter 11 of the Resolves of 1979, Supreme Judicial Court, NF . 79-507, December
19, 1979. See Sp. Comm. 5/12/80 at 6.

41 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/6C at 62-64.

42 iti. a t 52-54.

43 ig. £ t 55-57.
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Masiello also told the Commission in an interview that Manzi had lied at the

Manzi-Masiello trial about the May 18, 1972 meeting at the Parker House, about

not having received MBM cash through Masiello, and about other matters.^ 4

Moreover, Masiello said that an agreement had been worked out, before the

Manzi-Masiello trial, by Masiello and Manzi -- through an intermediary -- that

Masiello and Manzi would each deny that the other had been present at the Parker

House when McKee and Mansueto were there in May of 1972, even though they both

knew that such denials were false.

The Commission attempted to persuade Manzi, through his attorneys, to tell

the truth in exchange for immunity. No agreement was reached, and Manzi was not

granted State immunity. Manzi was "summoned" to appear and testify before the

Commission, but Manzi refused to appear, citing ill health. The Commission

brought suit to enforce the summons, and the Court found -- in accordance with

the report of a Court-appointed physician -- that Manzi was physically capable of

testifying. 6 Manzi appeared before the Commission on June 9, I960 and

asserted his privilege against self-incrimination. In so doing, Manzi

refused to answer even those guestions that he had answered under oath at the

Manzi-Masiello trial 48

44 Notes of 1/2/80 interview of William V. Masiello by Special Commission
staff , at 3.

45 id. at 3-4.

46 Order, Ward v. Manzi , June 4, 1980 (Super. Ct.; Erady, J.).

47 Manzi testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/9/80 at 6-9.

46 Id. at 6, 8.
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CHAPTER X

ACTIVITIES IN MASSACHUSETTS OF WILLIAM F. HARDING

AND DANIEL J. SHIELDS AT TIMES WHEN THEY WERE NOT

WORKING FOR MBM

In this chapter, evidence is summarized concerning activites in Massachusetts

of William F. Harding and Daniel J. Shields at times when they were not working for

MBM. As has previously been discussed in this Report, Harding and Shields joined

MBM in late August or early September of 19 71 when the firm that Harding and Shields

had been affiliated with — Mauchly Construction Management, Inc. — was acauired

by MBM. Shields became President of MBM in February 19 73, with McKee moving up to

Chairman of the Board of MBM and President of MBM's parent company, International

Management Services, Inc. On July 15, 1973, Shields was discharged by MBM. Harding

remained with MBM until July 6, 1974, at which time he was discharged. In late 1974,

Harding and Shields helped to organize a new firm, Project Construction ""anaaerrent

,

2
Inc. ("PCM"), which obtained several public contracts in Essex County, Massachusetts."

Why The Commission Has Investigated
The Activities in Massachusetts of
Harding and Shields at Times When

Harding and Shields Were Not Working for MBM

As discussed in Chapter I of this Report, the Commission was mandated to investi-

gate matters relating to MBM, particularly in relation to MBM's UMass/Boston contract.

The Commission was given discretion to determine which other matters to investigate,

so long as those matters concerned state or county building-related contracts awarded

on or after January 1, 1968.

There are several reasons why the Commission elected to investigate activities of

Harding and Shields at times when those gentlemen were not working for MBM. First,

although the Legislature did not specifically mandate such an investigation, several

legislators — including the two sponsors of the Resolve which established the Com-

mission — indicated that they felt this was a matter that the Commission should look

into. During the hearing before the Legislature's Joint Committee on the Judiciary

regarding the creation of the Commission, Rep. Francis Hatch (R-Beverly) , the House

See Chapter II supra .

2
See discussion infra.

3
See the more complete discussion in Chapter I supra .
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4
Minority Leader, stated:

"MBM's first cousin, PBM [sic , should read "PCM,"] has been [in] my
home county of Essex County- We never built the courthouse, but the
county treasurer went to court successfully to fight their hiring [.]

[Q]uery, how did they get in there. What were the ramifications.
These are the kind of questions that I hope the Blue Ribbon . . .

Commission will address because it is perfectly clear that it needs
special talent. It needs investigative help. It needs a lot of
time by people who presently aren't equipped to do it, and I here and
now salute Rep. Cohen [Chairman of the Post Audit Subcommittee inves-
tigating MBM ] . He has done yeoman work, but I think he would be the
first to admit that he is not prepared to embark on the kind of inves-
tigatory process that is needed, and that is why I hope very much that
your committee will act favorably and speedily on this proposal."

Representative Philip Johnston (D-Marshfield) , one of the sponsors of the Resolve

establishing the Commission, stated at the same hearing:

"If the commission is to determine whether or not payoffs are routine
within our building and construction program, it must have the authority
to examine contracts other than the MBM contract. Questions have been
raised about a number of other state and county contracts, including
the Essex County courthouse

And Representative Andrew H. Card, Jr. (R-Holbrook) , the other original sponsor

of the Resolve, said:

"I do not think the scope of the legislation should be drafted in a more
limiting fashion than this is right now. The reason for this is there are
other construction projects which I know of, which I think should be reviewed
and investigated.

"One project would be in Essex county, the Essex County Courthouse project ...."

In addition to these statements by members of the Legislature, there was considerable

public interest in the means that PCM utilized to obtain contracts in Essex County, as

7
evidenced by articles in several newspapers.

Finally, in order to comply with its mandate to investigate MBM's activities in

Massachusetts, the Commission felt that it was important to learn as much as possible

about MBM. In view of MBM President McKee ' s statements during interviews with Com-

mission staff that MBM had not been a politically oriented firm except during the period

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Hearing before the Joint Committee on the Judiciarv
re: the creation of a Blue Ribbon Commission as proposed in House Bill No. 4632,
held March 23, 1978, at 109.

5
Id. at 60.

6
Id. at 76.

See Bill Wasserman,"A History of Corruption," North Shore Sunday, June 8, 1980.
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p
when Shields and Harding were associated with MBM, it seemed necessary to look into

Shields 's and Harding '.s activities so that the actions of McKee and Mansueto could be

distinguished. In previous chapters of this Report the evidence available to the

Commission about McKee and Mansueto has been discussed at length. In the present

chapter, the Commission reports the evidence presented to it concerning Harding and

Shields.

Activities of Harding and Shields
in Massachusetts

Prior to Joining MBM

William Harding and Daniel Shields began working for MBM in the fall of 19 71,

when the company with which they had been affiliated — Mauchly Construction "anage-

9
ment, Inc. (MCM) — was acquired by MBM. Harding had joined the predecessor of MCM —
Mauchly Associates, Inc. -- in 1965 or 1966, and Shields came to Mauchly in November,

11 12
1963. By 1969, Harding was Vice President for Marketing & Sales, ' and Shields was

Senior Vice President of Mauchly. When Mauchly was divested by its parent company

14
in mid-1970, Shields became President of the spun-off company (MCM). Mauchly and

MCM were frequently in financial difficulty, making the pursuit of new business a high

*. 15
priority.

Mauchly/MCM won several public contracts in Massachusetts prior to 196 8. Among

those were contracts for critical path method ("CPM") computerised construction sche-

duling work on projects at UMass/Amherst , including the administration building, the

graduate research center, the first and second additions to Bartlett Hall, and the

McKee 6/18/79 interviev; at 6-7; McKee 8/30/79 interview at 1-2; see memorandum dated
June 4, 1973 from Brad (L. Bradford) Perkins to Gerald McKee , Jr., concernina goals
and trends within MBM, at 1-2, 4, 6.

o
See discussion in Chapter II supra .

10
See SRC Technology Group Change of Status Form dated Nov. 21, 1969 for William F. Hardina,

Indicating that he was hired in May 1966; ledger sheet found in Mauchly Associates files
indicating that he was hired in October 196 5.

Mauchly Associates Payroll Information Form for Daniel J. Shields, startina date Nov. 10, 1?(

Harding 11/21/69 Change of Status Form.

' Organization chart dated Oct. 1969, attached to interoffice communication dated Sept. 29, 19f

from Project Management Division of Mauchly Associates.

Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 8.

15
See , e.g ., interview of Robert K. Stern by Special Commission staff,, at 1. See also
financial statement of Mauchly Construction Management, Inc. from August 1, 1970 to
July 31, 1971, prepared by Laventhol Krekstein Horwath & Horwath, at 1-3, 5.
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16

In 1966 (prior to the DMJM contract) , Mauchly did CPM work on Holyoke Community

17
College, and the firm began working on the medical school project at UMass/Worcester

18
in 1967, being awarded a series of contracts eventually worth more than $160,000.

The Commission has not investigated the pre-196 8 contracts.

From 1968 until its acquisition by MBM in 1971, Mauchly/MO1 won additional nublic

contracts in Massachusetts. Mauchly was awarded CPM contracts for phases I-VI of

19
the Treatment, Training and Research Center in 196 8. Mauchly had at least two sub-

contracts from MBM, one for CPM updating on the Newton High School and one on the new

20public health laboratory and boiler plant in Jamaica Plain. Starting in 1969,

16

17

19

20

Letter dated April 21, 1965 from BBC Director Horace M. Chase to Mauchly Associates,
announcing the award of a consulting contract for CPM services on Mass. State Project
B63-1, Administration Building, University of Massachusetts, at an estimated contract
value of $18,300; letter dated January 18, 196 7 from BBC Director Horace M. Chase
to Mauchly Associates, announcing the appointment of Mauchly as CPM consultant on
Mass. State Project No. U-63-4 #1, addition to Machmer Hall, UMass/Amherst , at an
estimated contract value of $16,300;- letter dated January 23, 1967 from Horace M.
Chase to Mauchly Associates, announcing the appointment of Mauchly as CPM consul-
tant on Mass. State Project No. U64-2, first addition to Bartlett Hall, classroom,
laboratory and office building, UMass/Amherst, at an estimated contract value of
$16,350; letter dated August 2, 1967 from Horace M. Chase to Mauchly Associates,
announcing the appointment of Mauchly as CPM consultant on Mass. State Project
No. U64-3, graduate research building, UMass/Amherst, at an estimated contract value
of $38,000; letter dated July 25, 1968 from Horace M. Chase to Mauchly Associates,
announcing the appointment of Mauchly as CPM Consultant on "ass. State Project No.
U64-2 #2, second addition to Bartlett Hall, at an estimated contract value of $19,875

Letter dated August 15, 1966 from Horace M. Chase to Mauchly Associates, announcing
the appointment of Mauchly as CPM consultants on Mass. State Project EJ64-1 #3,
renovation of main building, Holyoke Regional Community College, with an expected
contract value of $11,480.

Letter dated April 7, 1967 from Horace M. Chase to Mauchly Associates, awarding a
contract for CPM consultant services on Mass. State Project U66-3, clinical science
building and 400-bed hospital, UMass/Worcester, expected contract value of $24,770.
Contract No. 442 dated September 16, 1968 between the BBC and Mauchly Associates,
for CPM consultant services on phases I-V of the UMass/Worcester M.edical School
Project, with an expected contract value of $125,325.

Contract #422 between the BBC and Mauchly Associates dated August 29, 1968 for CPM
consultant services on Mass. State Project M-64-15, Treatment, Training and Research
Center, Boston, expected contract value $49,145.

See , e.g ., Mauchly invoice #1112 dated October 29, 1971 for CPM undatinas on
Newton High School, MBM #470-022; Mauchly invoice ^1111 dated October 2<^ , l c 71
for CPM updatings on New Public Health Laboratorv Buildina (Jamaica Plain)

,

MBM # 470-020.
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Mauchly/MCM won a series of contracts from the Massachusetts

Port Authority including a contract for planning, scheduling, and coordination of

construction activities and tenant relocations for the Logan International Airport's

temporary South Terminal; similar contracts for the permanent South Terminal; a

design management contract for South Terminal; a cost consulting contract for South

21
Terminal; and a cost consulting contract for the Volpe International Terminal.

22
These Massport contracts were worth a total of approximately $175,000. At about

the time of the acquisition by MBM, MCM sought a contract at Massport that MCM

23
thought would be worth approximately $800,000, but MCM/MBM' s application for the

24
contract was not accepted. In 19 70, MCM obtained a contract from the city of

25
Boston Public Facilities Department for work at Boston City Hospital.

22

23

24

25

Proposal dated August 27, 1969 from William F. Harding for Mauchly Associates to
Massport Executive Director Edward J. King, for planning, scheduling and coordina-
tion of construction activities and tenant relocations for South Terminal Temporary
Facilities, Logan Airport, expected value of $22,025, signed and accepted by
Edward J. King, September 10, 1969. Proposal dated November 4, 19 6 9 for planning,
scheduling and coordination of design activities, South Terminal Project, Logan
Airport, expected value of $9,405, signed and accepted by Edward J. Kinq, Jan. 29, 191
Proposal dated June 12, 1970 for design management services on the South Terminal
Project, Logan Airport, expected value of $26,600, verbal approval given July 10, 19 7,

signed and accepted by Edward J. King, August 17, 1970. Proposal dated July 13, 1970
with supplement dated July 23, 1970 for cost consulting servicing the International
Terminal, Logan Airport, expected value of $25,000, verbal approval July 27, 1970,
work authorization signed by Massport Chief Engineer T.H. Kuhn on August 29,
1970. Proposal dated July 15, 1970, for cost consulting on the South
Terminal Project, Logan Airport, expected value of $24,500, signed
and accepted by Edward J. King on October 16, 1970. Proposal dated
June 30, 1970, resubmitted September 8, 1970 for planning, scheduling and coordinaticj
of construction, South Terminal Project, Logan Airport, expected contract value of
$69,040, verbal approval by T.H. Kuhn on December 29, 1970.

There may have been additional contracts; Massport' s records were poorly organized, ai

most of the information presented in the preceding footnote comes from correspondence
and copies of Massport checks found in Mauchly 's files.

Mauchly proposal submitted in December 19 71 for project manaaement services on the
new South Terminal, Logan Airport, expected contract value $800,000,

Testimony of Daniel Shields, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 (private) at 8-9; testimony -of William
Hardina, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 (private) at 13; interview of Thomas H. Kuhn by Commission I

staff, 2/14/80 at 7-8.

See letter dated September 8, 1970 from Robert T. Kenny (Boston Public Facilities
Director) to Hon. Kevin H. White re: MCM contract for scheduling and coordinating corfj

truction activities for the residential and parkina facilities at Boston City Hospitc.
Mauchlv/MCM received other contracts from the Department of Public Facilities, include
1968 contracts for work at the District 11 Police Station and at the John Marshall Sc*
in Dorchester. See letter dated Nov. 13, 1968 from Director Malcolm E. Dudley to
Hon. Kevin H. White reaardino those contracts.
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Mauchly' s sales efforts in Massachusetts during the late 1960s and early 1970s

2 6
were handled mainly by William Harding, with assistance as needed from Daniel Shields.

In Massachusetts, as in other states, Mauchly/MCM was often assisted in its sales efforts

by non-employees who received "finder's fees" when their activities led to the acquisition of

27
contracts. These non-employees in several instances were people who knew government officials

28
who could be helpful in Mauchly/MCM' s pursuit of public contracts. Mauchly/MCM'

s

principal "finder" in Massachusetts was an insurance salesman named Russell E. Dodds

,

29
who lived across the street from William Harding in Concord. Dodds worked for the

same insurance agency as State Senator Ronald C. MacKenzie, and Dodds and MacKenzie

31considered themselves close friends. Dodds introduced Harding to MacKenzie in 196 8 or

32
1969, and MacKenzie was receptive to Harding's discussions of CPM and to the request

33that he provide introductions for Mauchly.

In the fall of 1969, a formal agreement was executed between Mauchly and "Russell E.

Dodds Associates." The agreement provided:

"Pursuant to our recent conferences regarding your firm's
association with Mauchly Associates, Inc., this is to confirm
our agreement to compensate Russell E. Dodds Associates for
its efforts on behalf of Mauchly Associates, Inc. 's Project
Management Division for obtaining new contracts."

"We agree to compensate your firm, on a mutually agreed
upon percentage basis of the contract amount to us on each
contract involving our services on which your firm aided
Mauchly Associates in obtaining the contract."

The agreement between Mauchlv and "Dodds Associates" did not specify what percentage

the "finder's fees" would be. According to Harding, the reason for the lack of speci-

ficity was that the percentage would vary with the size of contracts won. For certain

2 6
Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 (private) at 405.

27
Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 13-15.

28
Id . at 14; Harding interviews by Commission staff; Shields interviews by Commission staff.

29 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 9, 19.

Testimony of Ronald MacKenzie, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 10.

31
Id. ; testimony of Russell E. Dodds, Sp. Comm. 3/28/80 (private) at 5.

32
MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 12-14; Hardina testimonv, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80

at 11.

33
MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 5/28/80 at 12-15; Hardina testimonv, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80

at 22-23.

Letter dated October 3, 1969 from William F. Hardina (for Mauchly ^ssocates) to Russell E. Dodds
(for Russell E. Dodds Associates), with Dodds ' s sianature indicatina acceptance. See Harding testi-
mony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 19; Dodds testimony, Sp. Comm, 12/19/80 (private) at 13-14.
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contracts, a "finder's fee" as high as five percent would be awarded, but in other cases

35
it might have to be less.

MacKenzie was successful in providing introductions for Mauchly/MCM which resulted in

public contracts, and "finder's fees" ranging from $500 to $2,500 were paid by Mauchly/MCM

"Russell E. Dodds Associates." According to Dodds , the "finder's fees" were shared

37
with MacKenzie. MacKenzie says that he received money from Dodds that Dodds said had

come from Mauchly, but that the money was paid in satisfaction of other debts that Dodds

38
owed to MacKenzie.

Harding and MacKenzie had a friendly relationship which continued after MCM was

39
acquired by MBM. ' MacKenzie apparently first got involved in the DiCarlo situation

as a means of helping Harding impress Harding's new employer (MBM). * Even after

41
the DiCarlo-MacKenzie "extortion" of MBM, MBM continued to trv to obtain contracts

42
through introductions by MacKenzie.

Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 13.

36
Dodds testimony, Sp. Comm. 3/28/80 at 5-6; 12/19/80 at 5-10; Harding testimony, Sp.

Comm. 6/5/80 at 11-12; Shields testimony, Sp . Comm. 6/5/80 (private) at 6-8; checks
including $500 MCM check #1015 dated 10/9/70 on account at O'Hare International Bank,

111.; $500 MCM check #1565 dated 3/17/71 on account at the same bank; $500 MCM
check #174 dated 5/14/71 on account at Chase Manhattan Bank, New York.

37 Dodds testimony, Sp. Comm. 3/28/80 at 6; 12/19/80 at 8-10.

38 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm. 12/19/80 (private) at 7, 13-15.

39 MacKenzie testimony, Sp. Comm.. 5/28/80 at 7; see Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80

at 3 5 and passim .

£0
Id.

:1
See discussion in Chapters VII and VIII, supra .

42
See memorandum dated August 15, 19 7 2 from Jack S. Thomas to G. McKee

,
Jr. re: Lahey

Clinic; cf. memorandum dated September 4, 19 74 from Thomas to McKee re- St. Thomas Airoort
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Efforts bv Harding and Shields to Win Public Contracts
Through Essex County Commissioner Daniel J. Burke

While working for Mauchly/MCM, William Harding pursued public contracts from

Essex County, Massachusetts. Harding's pursuit of Essex County contracts

continued after MCM was acquired by MBM. Indeed, Harding's attempts to win Essex

County work continued even after Harding left MBM in 1974. The present section

discusses the evidence presented to the Commission concerning these Essex County

contracts .

Initial Contacts
Between Harding and Burke

William Harding of Mauchly/MCM first met Essex County Commissioner Daniel J.

Burke in 1969 or 1970. *^ Burke was an attorney who had been elected to

four-vear terms as an Essex County Commissioner in 1960, 1964, and 1968.

^

Burke was subsequently re-elected to an additional four-year term in 1972. He

was unsuccessful in his 1976 re-election campaign. ^^

Burke has testified that he recalls being introduced to Harding Dy Paul

Gaudet. ^ 6 Gaudet was an Essex County employee (Assistant Dog Officer) who

acted in some respects as an assistant to Burke. Harding is not sure wnether

he met Burke directlv or throuoh Gaudet.
43

43 Harding testimony, Sp . Comm. 6/4/80 at 56. Testimony of Daniel Burke, Sp.
Comm. 3/12/80 at 7.

44 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, P.D. 43 Massachusetts Election Statistics
,

vols, for 1960, 1964, 1968.

45 Id. . vols, for 1972. 1976.

46 Burke testimony. Sp. Comm. 3/12/80 at 6-7.

47 Alan wh^te, "He Blew Whistle on County." Lawrence Eagle Tribune, June 8,
1980. Burke testimony, Sd . Comm. 3/12/80 at 7; testimony of Daniel Shields, Sp
Comm. 6/5/80 at 5-6: testimony of William Harding, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 55.
Gaudet's wife Barbara served as campaign treasurer for Burke. See endorsement
stamp on check dated November 26, 1973~to "Daniel J. Burke Committee," cited
infra , and account application papers for "Daniel Burke Committee" in files of
Essex Countv Bank and St. Jean's Credit Union.

48 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 52, 54.
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Harding met quite often with Burke, according to Harding's testimony and

contemporaneous expense reports. ^ 9 Harding also contriPuted to various

fund-raising events for Burke. 50

Harding was anxious to win contracts related to construction projects that

Ess°x Countv was contemplating .
51 However, it was not until 1973 -- while

Harding was working for MBM -- that Essex County reached the stage of preparing

for work on those projects. 52 mbm was interested in working for Essex

County
;
53 an d Harding pursued the potential contracts for MBM. 54

Harding's focus apparently changed, however, in mid-July 1973. On July 15,

1973 Harding's friend Daniel J. Shields was fired by MBM. On July 16, 1973 Peter

T. Pallotta -- who, like Harding and Shields, had joined MBM from Mauchly/MCM --

49 i_d- at 56; Burke testimony, Sp. Comm. 3/12/80 at 16-17. Harding expense
reports for 1970-1974 indicate that he met 39 times with Burke and/or Gaudet.

50 Harding testimony. Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 56: BurKe testimony, Sp. Comm.
3/12/80 at 22-24, 29-30, 38. See expense vouchers. See Harding MCM expense
report for 12/17/71 "Entertainment & Dinner - Essex County Commissioners: $250.00,

51 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 57.

52 Shields testimony, So. Comm. 6/5/80 at 9-10.

53 See letter dated September 27, 1971 from Endicott Peaboay to Gerald McKee,
Jr.. concernina MBM contract prospects including Essex County Court House project
management contract: handwritten memoranda dated September 9, 1971 and December
1971 by Endicott Peabody, concerning Essex County Court House and the Mauchly
firm, then a subsidiary of MBM; memorandum dated September 20, 1971 from Endicott
Peabody to his law partner Jeremiah D. Lambert, concerning matters including the
Essex Countv Court House bill; letter dated November 26, 1971 from Endicott
peabodv to Gerald McKee, Jr. concerning contract opportunities, including Essex
Countv Court House.

54 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 66.
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also was fired by MBM.55 Because of Harding's close association with Shields

and Pallotta, Harding had reason to believe that his job at MBM also was in

jeoDardv.56 Accordingly, Harding stepped up his activity in regard to the

potential Essex County contracts, but he did so with an eye toward having the

contracts awarded to a new company that he and Shields would form. 57

The MacKenzie-Tully Bill

One of the first matters that had to be resolved if Essex County were to be

able to hire a private firm as construction consultant or project manager was the

legal authority of the county to engage such a firm. A bill to permit counties

to hire such firms was filed in the Massachusetts State Senate on July 31, 1973

bv Senators Ronald C. MacKenzie and B. Joseph Tully. 58 According to MacKenzie,

William Harding had asked MacKenzie to file the bill, and MacKenzie did so as an

accommodation, with MacKenzie asking Tully to co-sponsor the bill since Tully was

a member of the majority party and was Chairman of the Senate Committee on

Count ies . 59

The bill was late-filed. That is, it was filed after tne normal deadline for

filing legislation for the session 60 In order to be admitted for

consideration on the merits, approval had to be granted by the Joint Committee on

Rules. 61 The MacKenzi e-Tul 1 y bill was approved on August 14, 1973, by action

55 See ChaDter II supra .

56 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 58.

57 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 58.

58 Petition to accompany Senate Bill No. 1872, to authorize county
commissioners to hire management consultants, filed July 13, 1973.

59 Notes of 5/14/80 interview of Ronald C. MacKenzie by Special Commission
staff, at 1.

60 The normal filing deadline is the first Wednesday in December.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Rules of the Senate, House of Representatives, anc
Joint Rules , Joint Rule 12.

61 Id . To suspend Rule 12, in addition to approval of Joint Committee on
Rules, the vote of f our-fifths of the members of each brancn is needed.
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of the Joint Rules Committee, which was chaired by then-Senate Majority Leader

Joseph J.C. DiCarlo.62

According to William Harding's contemporaneous expense report, Harding had

dinner on Julv 24, 1973 with MacKenzie and DiCarlo. 65 But neither Harding, nor

MacKenzie, nor DiCarlo recalled sucn a meeting when asked about it by Commission

staff.

The MacKenzie-Tully bill was enacted by both houses on October 1, 1973 and

signed into law October 15, 1973. The emergency preamble on the bill made it

effective immediately.

Burke's Agreement to Help
Harding and Shields
Obtain Essex County Contracts

William Harding met several times with Daniel Burke during 1973. 6Z*

According to Harding. Burke became so impressed with Harding's aDilities and

experience that Burke promised to do what he could to nelp Harding win Essex

Countv contracts. 65 Harding has further testified that BurKe's understanding

with Harding was personal to Harding -- that is, that Burke was not offering to help

MBM (Harding's firm) get contracts; rather, Burke was intent on helping Harding

ft fi

receive contracts, regardless of what company Harding might be affiliated with.

Harding's testimony on this point has been corroborated by Daniel Shields.

62 Report of Joint Rules Committee, dated August 14, 1973.

63 Harding weeklv expense report for period ending July 28, 1973.

64 See Harding expense reports entries for 4/3/73; 6/12/73; 7/25/73; 9/3/73
among others .

65 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 57, 66-67.

66 16. at 66-67.

67 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 18.
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In testimony to the Commission, Daniel Burke agreed with Harding and Shields

that he had conversations with Harding and Shields which culminated in Burke's

deciding that project management was a good idea for Essex County and that Burke

would support Harding's and Shields's firm for the Essex County project. 68

Burke testified that there was no guid pro quo for his support of the

Harding/Shields firm, but he added*59 that Harding and Shields

"probably made all kinds of promises to the finance people in
my campaign and to me formally in discussions, but at no time
was it ever tied to them acquiring a contract.... I believe my
indication of support [for their firm] was before they even
started on anything else, but there was,never any ['] you
don't get the contract unless you give me X amount of money
[*] or ['] vou have to contribute X amount. ['] There was never
anything of that.

"They always seemed to be generous type people, but at no
time did I initiate a question of you are not doing anything
unless you guarant[ee] that you do such and such. Never
happened .

"

Shields, in testimony to the Commission, confirmed tnat there were

discussions about "political contributions" to BurKe. 7 ^ Shields testified that

it was agreed that Burke would be given $25,000 in "campaign contributions" --

wHh $7,000 going to Burke "up front" ( i.e. , before any contracts were awarded)

and the balance over the term of the contracts that a Harding/Shields firm would

receive from Essex County. 71 Shields testified that this arrangement was

worked out by Harding. 7 ^

Harding's memory was less specific, but Harding recalled in testimony before

the Commission that money was to be paid to BurKe and Gaudet ." As Harding

exDlained, "[We] were appreciative of [Burke's] efforts and we wanted to help

him, no question about that." 7 ^ Gaudet was entitled to money, according to

Harding, because Harding believed that Gaudet "was also very influential in

swayina the County Commissioners on tne construction manaqement views. "^

68 Burke testimony. Sp. Comm. 3/12/80 at 39.

Burke testimony, Sp. Comm. 3/12/80 at 38-40.

70 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 18.

71 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 18-20.

72 Id.

73 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 71-72,

in J_d. at 98.

75 Id. at 75.
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The Formation of PCM

Daniel Burke's undertaking to help Harding/Shields obtain Essex County

contracts came at a time when Shields was a man without a company -- having been

fired by MBM on July 15, 1973 -- and Harding was on tenuous ground with MBM. 7(=

Accordingly, Harding and Shields decided to take steps to have the Essex County

contracts awarded to a company other than MBM.

The following arrangement was utilized: A new company named Project

Construction Management, Inc. ("PCM") was established by Shields and another

former MBM employee named Jerry J. Campana. 77 PCM had no operating staff. 78

It was merely a sales organization .
7 ^ Shields attempted to keep his

participation in PCM off the public record, because Shields did not want to

ieopardize a severance/"consult ing" agreement that he had finally reached with

MBM whereby Shields was to be paid $25,000 per year for five years -- but.wnich

contained a type of non-competition clause. ^0 Harding apparently also did not

want to be publicly associated with PCM, since Harding was still working for

MBM. 81

Indeed. Harding was collecting expense reimoursements from MBM for Harding's

76 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 58; Shields testimony, Sp. Comm.
6/5/80 at 8, 10.

77 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 11, 13.

78 Id. at 13.

79 id.

80 Id . at 8, 13-14; Harding testimony. Sp. Comm. 6M/80 at 67-68. See also
ChaDter II supra .

81 Shields testimony, So. Comm. 6/5/80 at 9-10, 12.
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sales efforts on the very Essex County projects that would be going to PCM. 82

Since PCM had no operating staff, it was arranged that the actual work for

Essex County would be done by a relatively new and small firm named Slaydek

Construction Services, Inc. 83 The name "Slaydek" combines portions of tne

names of its two principals: Roy Slayton (an investor) and Adek Apfelbaum

(another former MBM employee). 84

Although Slaydek was going to do all of the actual work for Essex County, it

apparently was agreed, according to documents in the Commission's possession,

that PCM would receive 40 percent of all monies received from Essex County

contracts, and Slaydek would receive the other 60 percent. 85 The $25,000 which

Shields testified was going to go to Burke was to be advanced in the first

instance bv Slaydek, according to Shields, 86 and apparently it was then going

to be deducted from PCM ' s 40 percent share of contract proceeds. 87

The decision to form PCM was made sometime late in 1973, and the firm's

certificate of incorporation -- dated December 28, 1973— was filed in Delaware

on January 3, 1974.88 pq^ neglected to register 3S a foreign corporation in

Massachusetts until October 18, 1974.89 Tne effects of that oversight are

considered below.

82 See . for example . 1973 expense reports cited in footnotes 63-64.

83 Shields testimony. Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 17. Harding testimony, Sp. Comm.
6/4/80 at 64.

84 id. at 59.

85 See Memorandum of Understanding between P. CM. Inc., and SlaydeK
Construction Services, Inc., dated March 27, 1975.

86 Shields testimony. Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 20. 22.

87 See Memorandum of Understanding between P. CM. Inc., and Slaydek
Construction Services, Inc., dated Marcn 27, 1975, at 2 (paragraph p).

88 Certificate of Incorporation of P. CM., Inc., dated December 28, 1973 and
filed in Delaware January 3, 1974.

89 Commonwealth of Massachusetts Foreign Corporation Certificate dated October
18, 1974.
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The BBC's Position Regarding
Use of PCM by - Essex County

Even after the MacKenzie-Tully bill was enacted (permitting counties to hire

construction consultants), and even after Harding/Shields convinced Burke to

"sponsor" or advocate PCM, there was still a roadblock to PCM's obtaining Essex

County contracts. Early in 1974, Robert D. SanClemente -- an engineer on the

staff of the state Bureau of Building Construction ("BBC") -- learned that Essex

County was thinking of hiring PCM as project manager for Essex County

projects. 9u" SanClemente disapproved of the hiring of an outside project

manager, since SanClemente understood that the BBC was required by law to provide

most or all of the services that a project manager would provide. 91

Harding and Shields attempted to allay such concern by engaging an attorney

to appear before the Essex County Commissioners to explain that the County did

have the legal authority to hire a consulting or project management firm such as

PCM. 92
i n Feoruarv 1974 PCM obtained the services of Francis X. Bellotti, wno

appeared before the County Commissioners on February 5, 1974 ana made a brief

presentation addressed primarily to tne question of the county's authority. 9 -5

Although the hiring of a firm such as PCM may have been legal, SanClemente

felt it was inappropriate, and SanClemete conveyed this concern to Malcolm

MacPhail, counsel for the BBC. 9Z| SanClemente tnen wrote a memorandum to his

90 Testimony of Robert SanClemente, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 5, 9. See minutes of
Essex County Commission, February 5, 1974.

9 1 SanClemente testimony, Sd. Comm. 6/4/80 at 10.

92 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 36-37.

93 Francis X. Bellotti is the duly elected Attorney General of the
Commonwealth and a memoer of the Special Commission. Attorney General Bellotti
cooperated fullv with the Commission's investigation of PCM, submitting to
interviews and making available all of his former law firm's files on PCM.
Further, he recused himself from all votes and meetings of the Commission having
to do with PCM. At the t^.me he was employed by PCM, Bellotti was a lawyer in
private practice. His office represented PCM on this single matter from FeDruary
to November 12, 1974, when Bellotti withdrew his representation.
Bellotti's office never received a fee from PCM, and both Shields and Harding
told the Commission that Bellotti was never informed of PCM's commitment to make
campaion contributions to Burke. Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 38;
Harding interview 7/11/79 at 2; 6/3/80 at 9; letter dated November 11, 1974 from

Francis X. Bellotti and Martin S. Cosqrove to W. Barry MacDonald, Essex County
Attorney, withdrawing representation of PCM; letter dated November 12, 1974 from
Francis X. Bellotti and Martin S. Cosgrove to Project Construction Management, Inc.,
withdrawing representation.

94 SanClemente testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 10
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supervisor, Arthur Poulos, summarizinq MacPhail 's advice. 5 In the memorandum,

SanClemente said that MacPhail had informed SanClemente that county officials did have

the right to hire management consultants, but that MacPhail had

"warned that the County Officials should be made aware that
any consultant will be the responsibil i [ t ]y of the County
Officials and the terms of any such contract should not be
allowed to duplicate or interfere with the duties of the
Director of Building Construction or the appointed
designer.... [A] Management Consultant's work may duplicate
or conflict with the Director's responsibility.

"It is the duty of the Director of Building Construction to
control and supervise all building construction projects under
his jurisdiction by virtue of Cnapter 6A, Sections 22 thru
30. The Bureau must review and aoprove plans and
specifications for the construction of such Puildings to see
that documents are clear and complete and permit execution of
the project with economy and efficiency. In the construction
phase the Bureau has full responsibility of inspection,
supervision, and final acceptance of a project.

"It is my understanding that the Essex County Commissioners
intend to enter into a contract with a Management Consultant
for project No. CE5-1 and No. CES-2.

"I will be meeting with the Commissioners on Marcn 19, 1974
and will inform them of the above information unless otherwise
directed .

"

SanClemente apparently was left unsatisfied by whatever response he may nave

received from the Essex County Commissioners on March 19, 1974, because he

drafted a letter which Arthur Poulos sent to the Essex County Commissioners^

acknowledging that the County had the legal authority to hire a management

consultant but --

"recommend

[

ing ] that you [ i.e. ,
the County Commissioners J do

not enter into a contract with a management consultant firm
for the following reasons:

95 Bureau of Building Construction Inter-office Memorandum dated Marcn 7, 1974
from Robert SanClemente to Arthur Poulos, re: conversation with Malcolm MacPhail,
counsel for B.B.C. on March 7, 1974.

96 L°tter f rom Arthur Poulos to Essex County Commission Chairman Edward H.

Cahill re: Mass. State project CES 73-1 & CES 73-2, First District Court in Salem
& District Court of Peabody. The letter is completely typewritten, except for a

handwritten date ''March 28, 1974). It is not clear when or by whom the date was
written on the letter. See also Poulos testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 17;
SanClemente testimony, Sp . Comm. 6/4/80 at 11.
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"1. It is the function of the Bureau of Building Construction
to provide engineering expertise, coordination and overview in
all phases of these projects. These services are provided oy
an experienced, trained staff consisting of engineers,
technicians and contract administrators. ... We feel a large
portion of a management consultant's services will Pe provided
by the Bureau.

"2. The cost of a mangement consultant will come out of the
project funds and in essence will reduce the size and cost of
the court houses. Using an unconfirmed figure of 3% for the
consultant's fee this would represent about ... the size of
one small court room. ...

"3. The Bureau has the utmost of confidence in the abilities
of the project designers....

"4. It is conceivable that the addition of another
independent firm could result in a longer design and review
period. The management consultant [' ]s advice and
recommendations must undergo time consumming [ sic ] reviews and
evaluations by the designer and the Bureau.

"You are reminded that if a management consultant firm is
hired they will be responsible for making recommendations or
providing advice to only the County. According to the terms
of the design contracts we feel the appointed designers are
under no obligation to review or implement anv recommendations
made by an outside consultant.

Despite having taken this strong position against the use of a project

manager, Poulos sent another letter just a few weeks later expressing a very

different view. In a letter dated May 1, 1974 and addressed to Daniel

Burke. 97 Poulos wrote:

"Your letter of April 24, 1974 requests an interpretation of
the official Dosition of the Bureau of Building Construction
in regard to the services of Construction Management firms.

"Please be advised that the Bureau of Building Construction
has in many instances employed the services of Constructon
Managers to assist in expeditious adherence to accelerated
design and construction schedules. We have found the services
of Construction Management to be quite worthwhile in the many
projects utilizing them. ...

"In the case of Essex County wnich does not have a large
technical staff the concept of Construction Management may
have some merit Darticularly in view of the number of projects
Dresently oeing designed in Essex County. The advi[c]e
provided and the computer scheduling of the numerous and
varied projects oresentlv under design in Essex County could
be most helpful to the officials of Essex County.

"The Bureau of Building Construction does not feel that the
employment of a Construction Management Team would be in
conflict with our agency, and we are willing to cooperate and
work in concert with any group selected.

97 Letter dated May 1, 1974 from Arthur Poulos to Daniel J. BurKe.
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"We hope this communication might clear any confusion
surrounding the BBC policy regarding the use of Construction
Management firms and if further information is desired, please
feel free to call upon us."

Although Poulos's letter said that it was answering an April 24, 1974 letter

from Burke, neither Poulos nor anyone else in the BBC was able to locate such a

letter from Burke, when requested to do so by the Commission . 98 Indeed, Poulos

testified that the file on the whole project could not be located. 99 As

previously noted, the first "Poulos letter" had been drafted by SanClemente and

sent out with Poulos's knowledge and approval. The second "Poulos letter" was

not drafted or even reviewed bv SanClemente before it was sent out, according to

SanClemente, even though SanClemente was the BBC employee specifically assigned

to the Essex County projects. 100

When Poulos was asked whether he discussed the subject matter of the second

"Poulos letter" with anyone else at the BBC before writing the letter, he

replied: "I may have discussed it with the director, that would have been

consistent with what I would do in a case such as this .
"-1- 01 The BBC Director

at that time was Walter J. Poitrast. 1° 2

There was additional testimony to the Commission suggesting that Poitrast

might have had something to do with the second "Poulos letter." William Harding

(of MBM/PCM^ testified: 11^

"I worked on th[e] possibility of making sure I got a letter
from the Bureau of Building Construction saying in effect to
Essex Countv that they thought it would be wise for them to
have a construction manager on this site. ...

"I would assume [I discussed this subject with Mr. Poitrast].
I assume he probably was the one asked, but I don't remember."

98 Poulos testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 18.

99 id. at 19.

100 SanClemente testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 13.

101 Poulos testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 25.

102 Id. at 8.

103 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 63, 78. Harding went on to
indicate that it was possible that he had spoken with Poulos on tne suoject, but
that he had no memory of having done so.
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Essex County Contracts
Awarded to PCM

PCM received several contracts from Essex County. Before describing those

contracts, however, it is necessary to discuss a purported contract from Essex

County that was apparently used as the basis for obtaining one or more bank loans

for PCM, even though -- according to testimony -- the purported contract was not

a real contract.

The purported contract was not able to be found anywhere in the official

records of Essex Countv. It came to the Commission's attention when it was

located in the loan records of a bank which had loaned money to PCM. iuZt

The purported contract is dated December 7, 1973 and contains what purport to

be the signatures of Daniel J. Burke (for Essex County) and Jerry J. Campana (for

PCM).1° 5 The document would appear to be a contract by which Essex County

engaged PCM as construction manager for a Centralized Correctional Institution in

Middleton. It recites that the budgeted construction cost of the project is

$16,000,000 and the PCM fee for "basic services" is to be 3.5% of construction

cost. I- 06 Simple mathematics reveals that PCM ' s fee -- at 3.5 percent of $16

million -- would have amounted to approximately $500,000.

According to the testimony of Daniel Shields, Burke agreed to sign this

document to enable PCM to obtain financing from banks .

I

1-17 Although Shields

described the document as a "sample contract ,

"108 there does not appear to be

anything in the document to indicate that it was merely a "sample," nor do tne

loan records of the bank in question indicate that the bank was informed that the

document was merely a "sample contract . "109 j ne commission has no evidence and

no reason to believe that any of the Essex County Commissioners other than Burke

knew of this purported contract.

104 New England Merchants National Bank records concerning March 1974 loan
negot iat ions

.

105 Document headed "Agreement between: Essex County. Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and P.M.C. [ sic ] Inc.," dated December 7, 1973.

106 l_d. at 1, 21. The purported agreement specifies that PCM would also oe
paid on a cost-plus basis for job site management costs, transportation costs,
and other out-of-pocket costs. j_d. at 21, 25, 26.

107 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 34.

108 Id.

109 New Enaland Merchants National Bank records.
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There were several contracts, however, that were approved unanimously Dy tne

Essex County Commissioners for PCM, and those contracts were intended to oe

genuine . 1 10 The first of these were voted at the meeting of tne Essex County

Commissioners held on February 5, 1974. Tne minutes of tnat meetinglll record

that

"Upon motion of Mr. Bur^e, duly seconded, it was
unanimously VOTED:

"To appoint Project Construction Management Inc. ... as
the Construction Manager for the County of Essex for the new
Salem District Courthouse, Peabody District Courthouse, and
proposed Jail Complex building projects, subject to the
approval of the Architect, the Bureau of Building
Construction, and negotiations as to the fee to be charged,
. . . and subject to the final approval of the Essex County
Commissioners .

"Upon motion of Mr. Burke, duly seconaed, it was
unanimously VOTED:

"To bring to the attention of the Board of Trustees for
the Essex Agricultural 4 Technical Institute, the availability
of this type of management construction service for their new
high school and other new buildings under consideration."

Further, according to the minutes of the Essex County Commissioners' meeting of

May 7, 1974:11?

"Upon motion of Mr. Burke, duly seconded, it was
unanimously VOTED:

"That Project Construction Management Inc. ... be
aDpointed as the construction management firm for Esse/
County, specifically for the Peabody District Courthouse, the
First District Courthouse for Salem, and other construction
projects as they are approve[d], for the lump sum fee of
3-1/2% of the total project contract."

Formal contracts were executed within a month of tne Ma y 7, 1974 vote. Tne

r ees that P CM was to receive under these and other contracts f rom Essex Cour

would be in the hundreds of thousands -- if not millions -- o

f

110 See following discussion in text of formal motions. See also Decision
and Order for Judgment , Dj ff

/
/

. g^r-^e (Super. Ct., Essex Co., Oct. 20, 1976)
at 1-3.

'

111 Minutes of 2/5/74 meeting of Essex County Commissioners.

112 Id. 'or 5/7/74.

Agreement oetween Essex County. Commonwealth of Massacnusetts and P. CM.
Inc., dated June 4, .974 ana signed oy Commissioners Danie. I. i. rke, Edward H.

Cahill, and Katherine M. Donovan and, for PCM, A[dek] Apfeioaum.
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dollars.^ 14

Payments to Burke
By" PCM Officials

As previously mentioned, Daniel Shields testified to the Commission that

there was an agreement pursuant to which PCM officials would furnish $25,000 in

"camDaign contributions" -- $7,000 "up front" -- to Burke in connection with

Burke's assistance in PCM's attempts to procure contracts from Essex County.

Shields further testified that since PCM was a new company with no other

contracts and no assets, and since neither Shields nor Harding was personally in

the financial condition to be able to make such "contributions," tne funds would

come from Slaydek. 115 The money would then follow a convoluted path: first,

it would go to Shields and Campana. They, in turn, would write out personal

checks to Harding. Then, Harding would write out checks to funnel the money to

Burke's campaign. H6

The Commission located microfilms of checKS and deposit slips evidencing the

transfer of funds from Shields /Campana to Harding to the Burke Committee. As

shalL be seen, some of the transfers from Harding to the Burke Committee were not

made directly.

The first series of checks started with a check dated November 19, 1973 for

$4,000 from Shields tc Harding. 117 (Shields had previously obtained tne $4,000

from Slavdek . U18 Harding deposited the $4,000 Shields check to Harding's bank

114 See , e.g. , Contract dated January 28, 1975 between PCM and Essex County.

115 Shields testimony, So. Comm. 6/5/80 at 19-20, 22.

116 Id. at 21-22.

117 cneck number 598 dated November 19, 1973 for $4,000 to tne order of
William F. Harding, drawn on the personal account of Dianne E. Snields, signed by
Daniel J. Shields. See Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 23.

118 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 23.
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account on November 20, 1973. H 9 Harding then wrote a check dated NovemDer 26,

1973 for $2,000 payable to the Daniel J. Burke Committee, 120 and that check was

deDOSited on November 27, 1973 into the Burke campaign account by Barbara

Gaudet. 121 Barbara Gaudet, in addition to being the wife of Burke's associate

Paul Gaudet, was campaign treasurer for Burke. 122 Harding also wrote out a

$1,000 check payable to Paul Gaudet. 12:5 That check was dated November 20, 1973

and was cashed the following day at the Lynn Five Cent Savings Bank. 12A Tnis

money may have been intended for Burke. 2 ^

The next series of transfers occurred in December of 1973 and January of

1974. By check dated December 28, 1973, Jerry Campana transferred $5,000 to

119 Check is endorsed "William F. Harding." Harding identified the signature
as his own. Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 84.

120 Check number 379 dated November 26, 1973 for $2,000 to the order of Daniel
J. Burke Committee, drawn on the personal account of William F. Harding. Harding
identified the signature as his own. Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 74,
85.

121 The check is endorsed with the stamp "For Deposit Only, D. Burke
Committee. Barbara Gaudet, Treas." The banK recorded that the check was
processed November 27, 1973.

122 id.

123 Check number 370 dated November 20, 1978 for $1,000 to the order of Paul
Gaudet on the personal account of William F. Harding. at 74. Harding identified
the signature as his own. See Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 74, 85.

124 The check is endorsed "Paul C. Gaudet". Tne bank processed the check
November 21, 1973.

125 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 24.
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Harding. 1- 26 Harding deposited the check. 127 On December 28, 1973, a check

for $3,000 from Harding to "Cash" (dated Decemoer 24, 1973) was deposited to the

Burke Committee account by Barbara Gaudet. 128 On January 5, 1974, a Harding

check for $1,000 to "Cash" (check dated December 24, 1973) was negotiated Dy Paul

Gaudet at the State Street Bank & Trust Company. 129

The checks actually going to Burke's committee and to or through Gaudet

during these first two rounds of transactions total $7,000 -- precisely the

amount that Shields testified was to be "up front" money. 130 It should be

noted that Shields told Commission staff about this figure before the Commission

staff had heard of (or obtained) the financial records that tend to corroborate

it. 131

PCM received its first official approvals from Essex County on February 5,

1974, as previously discussed. Shields made a $2,000 check payable to Harding

dated February 9, 1974, and Harding deposited the check in his bank account. 1 -' 2

126 Check number 950 dated December 28, 1973 for $5,000 to the order of
William F. Harding, drawn on the personal account of J.J. Campana and Joan
Campana, signed by J.J. Campana. See Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 76.

127 The check is endorsed "William F. Harding." Harding identified the
signature as his own. _lrj . at 86.

128 Check number 410 dated December 24, 1973 for $3,000 to the order of
"Cash," drawn on the personal account of William F. Harding. The Dank processed
the check on December 28, 1973. Harding identified tne signature as his own.
Id. at 86.

129 Check number 409 dated December 24, 1973 for $1,000 to the order of
"Cash," drawn on the personal account of William F. Harding. The cnecK is

endorsed "Paul C. Gaudet." Essex County Bank processed the check on January 5,

1974. Harding identified the signature as his own. I_d. at 86.

130 Shields testimony, Sp . Comm. 6/5/80 at 20.

1 Shields interview.

132 Check number 160 dated February 9, 1974 for $2,000 to tne order of William
r

. Harding, drawn on the personal account of Daniel J. Snields. Snields
identified the signature as his own. Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 29.

The check was processed by Harding's bank on February 11, 1974. Harding
acknowledged receipt of this payment. Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 77,
90.
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Harding, in turn, made a $2,000 check payable to Paul Gaudet. !33 That check,

dated February 15, 1974 was endorsed by Gaudet.

No subsequent payments to Burke and/or Gaudet were found by the Commission or

testified about by the witnesses. The fact that there apparently were no further

payments may be related to the fact, to be discussed in the following section,

that PCM never got paid for any of the work it did for Essex County. 1 -54 Before

turning to PCM ' s problems in receiving payment, it should be mentioned that

Daniel Burke's salary as Chairman of the Essex County Commissioners in 1973 was

$8, 799. 73. 1? 5 It should also be noted that the legal limit on personal

contributions in Massachusetts was $3,000 in 1973 and $1,000 in 1974. 136

Direct or indirect corporate contributions in any amount were i llegal .
^^7

The Refusal bv
Essex County Treasurer
Thomas F. Duffy
To Pay PCM | s Invoices

PCM, as discussed above, had no operating staff and was not equipped to

perform directly the services called for under the contract between PCM and Essex

County. Instead, PCM in effect subcontracted the work out to Slaydek

Construction Services. Slaydek thereupon did perform some work for Essex County

133 Check number 448 dated February 15, 1974 for $2,000 to the order of Paul
C. Gaudet, drawn on the personal account of William F. Harding. Harding
identified the signature as his own. _l_d. , at 90.

134 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 82-83. Shields testimony, Sp.
Comm. 6/5/80 at 45.

135 G.L. c.34 s.5.

136 Acts of 1962, c.444: Acts of 1973, c.1173.

137 Acts of 1946, c.537 s.10.
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on the various projects, primarily through Adek Apfelbaum . 1 38 pcm then

submitted invoices to the county for payment. 139 jhe County Commissioners

aDproved the bill for payment,

l

4u but County Treasurer Thomas F. Duffy refused

to pay the bills. 141

There was at least one technical basis for refusing payment. PCM had

neglected to register in Massachusetts as a foreign corporation, 142 and that

failure permitted the Treasurer to avoid suit for the fees that otherwise might

have been due. 14 3 Jo remedy the omission, PCM filed a foreign corporation

certificate on October 18, 1974. 1A4 In order to have a contract that was

executed after PCM registered as a foreign corporation, one (and perhaps more) of

the original 1974 contracts was (were) retyped and executed on January 28,

1975. 1Zt5 PCM then submitted invoices under that (those) contract(s), and

Treasurer Duffy again refused payemnt. 14 ^

The matter came to a head when Duffy filed a petition for a declaratory

judgment in Superior Court, to determine the legality of an order of payment to

138 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/5/80 at 44.

139 id. See , e.g. , copies of PCM invoices dated June 25, August 12, August
13, and October 10, 1974.

140 See Decision and Order for Judgment , Duffy - v . Burxe , at 1.

141 Roland Corneau, "Duffy refuses to pay N.Y. firm," Salem Evening News,
November 4, 1974 at 1. Harding testimony, Sp . Comm. 6/4/80 at 82-83.

142 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 80-81.

143 g.L. c. 181 s. 9 See letter dated November 19, 1974 from Essex County
Attorney W. Barrv MacDonald to Essex Countv Commissioners Chairman Edward H.

Cahill re: validity of 6/4/74 contract between Essex County and PCM.

144 Foreign Corporation Certificate dated OctoDer 18, 1974, filed by Project
Construction Management, Inc. See Harding testimony, Sp . Comm. 6/4/80 at 81.

^5 Minutes of Essex County Commissioners, January 28, 1975. Document headed
"Basic Services," dated January 28, 1975, signed by Commissioners Daniel J.

Burke, Katherine M. Donovan, and Edward H. Cahill, and for PCM, William F.

Harding and John Malesko.

146 "Agreed Statement of Facts" in Decision and Order for Judgment, Tnomas F.

Duf f v v. Daniel Burke petals (Super. Ct . Essex Co., No. 2631, 1976) at 5.
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PCM made by the Essex County Commissioners. Justice Francis J. Good ruled 14

on October 20, 1976 that --

"The contract of January 28, 1975, between [the Essex

County] Commissioners and P. CM., Inc., is null and void and

of no legal consequence and there is no sum due from the

county nor the Treasurer to said P. CM., Inc., for services
rendered in reliance upon saio contract."

In reaching this ruling, Justice Good explained : 1 4e

"[A]s far as I have been able to determine, PCM has never
undertaken to assume the authority to control or supervise tne
construction of this courthouse. They have been present as an
extra cog in the scene of the construction and at no time have
they asserted authority to change, add or subtract something
to the contract with the expectation that anyone had to pay
attention to them.

"... I find that PCM
receiving a fee of uo

.is having a free ride on the way
to receiving a fee of uo to 3% of the total cost of the
construction contract.... PCM's advice and/or
suggest ions ... serve no useful purpose and play no part in the
construction project at all and are completely superfluous.

"Indeed, I find, as well, that at its best, PCM's
activity amounts to a needless and wasteful duplication of
time and expense with reference to the consultant wotk
performed by the Architect hired Dy the [BBC] Director for and
in behalf of the B. B. C . . .

"... PCM has no authority to act at all. I am unaole to
sav that the taxpayers' interests would be served and their
money saved by this astonishing conduct of the Commissioners
in their efforts to add to the cost of the courthouse the cost
of the services of PCM to the Commissioners with reference to
a contract [i.e., the architectural contract between the BBC
and the architect] to which neither [i.e., PCM or the
Commissioners] is a party and neither has any rights or
obligations thereunder."

PCM appealed the judgment of Justice Good but lost the appeal
149

Thus , even

though PCM apparently did some work on the project, which even BBC engineer

SanClemente conceded was of some value ,

^->0

147 Decision and Order for Judgment, Tnomas F. Duffy v. Daniel Burke, et al

148 Id. at 9-10, 12-13.

149 Interview of Adek Apfelbaum by Commission staff.

150 Testimony of Robert SanClemente, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 16-17.

at 14
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PCM never received a penny from Essex County. 151

Moreover, the PCM contracts were costly to both Shields and Harding in other

ways. MBM President McKee learned of the contracts and Shields's role in PCM

and promptly terminated the severance/"consulting" payments from MBM to

Shields. 152 And Harding -- who had charged Essex County sales trips for PCM

to Harding's MBM expense account -- was discharged by MBM. 153

151 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6M/80 at 83.

152 See Memorandum ("Confidential") dated April 30, 1975 from "Jerry" [Gerald
McKee, Jr.] to MBM officer Stanley Emerson. Letter dated December 30, 1974 from
D.W. Zeigler to Arnold Stream, Esq. re: Daniel J. Shields.

153 See MBM payroll ledger card for William F. Harding.
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CHAPTER XI

CONCLUSION

The Commission believes that certain witnesses failed to testify truthfully

in matters before it, before the Post Audit Subcommittee, before the Superior

Court in the Manzi-Masiello trial, and before the United States District Court in

the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial. The Commission has decided, however, as a matter of

policy, not to make formal referrals for prosecution on any of these potential

perjury cases.

It is the sense of the Commission that the MBM case must come to an end.

While false testimony may have been given within unexpired limitations periods,

it relates to events that occurred far beyond any applicable limitations period,

and the Commission believes that the matter should be put to rest rather than

rehashed indefinitely. It is hoped that the exposure of the pattern of abuses,

as well as the changes that have been made in the contract-awarding process,

will deter others from engaging in such activities. The evidence is clear enough,

the facts are set forth fully in this Report, the inferences are left to the reader

The public policy in bringing the MBM affair to an end outweighs the

benefits of further proceedings, in the Commission's view.
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APPENDIX A

THE FEE ARRANGEMENT
EETWEEN MBM AND THE PEABODY FIRM

Contemporaneous documents and testimony of Jeremiah Lambert indicate

that MBM ' s initial agreement with the Peabody law firm (effective September 1,

1569) called for MEM to pay a retainer of $800 per month, plus reimbursement of

out-of-pocket expenses ( e.g . , travel, postage, photocopying) incurred on MEM's

behalf by the Peabody firm. This was a continuation of the fee arrangement that
7

had existed between MBM and Lambert's prior firm, Drew & Lambert.''

A special fee agreement was superimposed on top of the $800 monthly retainer,

however, to compensate the Peabody firm for former Governor Peabody's assistance

in regard to the UMass/Boston contract. Although MBM continued to pay a monthly

retainer, MBM also apparently agreed that if Peabody's services helped MBM to

obtain the UMass/Boston contract, MBM would pay to the Peabody firm a percentage

of whatever MBM ultimately received from the Commonwealth on the UMass/Boston

contract .

At first, MBM- apparently agreed to pay 1 percent of its contract proceeds to

the Peabody firm. At some time in December 1969, however, the percentage

apparently was negotiated down to 1/2 of 1 percent.

Since the precise fee arrangement has been the subject of considerable

dispute and has important ramifications, it seems appropriate to discuss it in

some detail. After a consideration of the fee arrangement itself, an explanation

will be given of its significance.

The Percentaoe Fee Acreement. The documentary evidence that MEM and the— — -

Peabooy firm had a percentage arrangement regarding the UMass/Boston contract is

rather extensive. MEM was formally selected to receive the UMass/Boston project

1 Statements dated September 30, 1969, October 31, 1969, November 25, 1969,
December 26, 1969 from the Peabody law firm to MBM; memorandum dated December 26,
1969 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to "Jack" [presumably MBM comptroller Jack
Lifschitz ]

.

2 Testimony of Jeremiah D. Lambert, Sp. Comm. 6/18/80 at 25-28.

3 Id. at 25-26.

4 Memorandum dated February 17, 1970 from "Gov. Peabody" to "Mr. Lambert," re:
"MEM Fee - University of Massachusetts."

5 id.

6 Id . See also letter dated December 26, 1965 frcm Jeremiah D. Lambert to
Gerald J. [ sic ] McKee, Jr. and other documents discussed below.
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management job on December 22, 1969. Two days later, Peabody, Lambert, and

MBM officials met in New York. Fart of the substance of that meeting was

recorded in a letter which Lambert wrote to McKee to "summarize our understanding

o
of the revised fee arrangements we discussed on [December 24, 1969]."' The

letter said, in pertinent part:

"For services rendered in connection with obtaining the
construction management contract with the University of

Massachusetts, the [Peabody] firm is to receive a lump sum fee
of $17,500 upon MBM s execution of a final contract document,
based or, the presently anticipated size of the contract .

"

[Emphasis added .

J

An MBM memorandum apparently sent by McKee to MBM comptroller Jack Lifschitz in

January 1970*° elaborated on the fee agreement:

"The fee arrangement as set forth in Lambert's letter of
December 26th correctly represents our agreement with his firm.

" Note . The $17,500 lump sum fee assumes a total contract
value of $3,500,000 and should be scaled down if, as now
appears, the project will be somewhat less than this amount."

A fee of $17,500 would, of course, equal 1/2 of 1 percent cf a contract value

of $3,500,000. Other documents support the view that this percentage basis was

used

.

For example, in February 1970 Peabody wrote a memorandum to his partner

Lambert, discussing the fee:

"As I remember, we agreed that a fee equal to 1 percent
of the gross on this matter would be reasonable, but we were
willing to take one-half percent in view of the continuing
retainer .

"I understand that the proposal of MBM ... [to the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts for a total contract value of]

$3.5 million, is acceptable. Indeed, it may now be a

contract. Thus our fee will be $17,500.00 or close to it.

"In view of the fact that MBM is currently receiving
compensation under the contract, whether or not it has been
sicnec, I think they should start making payments this month
toward that fee. I certainly could use my share and I am sure

you could use yours."

7 Letter aated December 22, 1969 from A&F Commissioner Donald P. Dwight to EEC

Director Walter Poitrast, announcing award of Project U67-4 #2A (project
management services for UMass/Boston) to MBM.

8 December 24, 1969 entries for attorneys "EP" [Endicott Peabody] and "JDL"

[Jeremiah C. Lambert] on MBM tub card II of the Peabody law firm. The Peabody

law firm called its clients' ledger records "tub cards." Peabody testimony, P. A,

3/7/76 at 112.

5 Letter dated December 26, 1969 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Gerald J. [ sic ]

McKee, Jr. re: "revised fee arrangements."

1D Memorandum dated January IS, 1970 to Jack Lifschitz re: Peabody firm's fee

for UMass/Boston work.

11 Peabody 2/17/70 memorandum to Lambert.
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If Peabody's recitation of the fee arrangement was correct, then it would

appear that the original agreement on a figure of 1 percent must have been

reached before MBM was awarded the contract, since the final agreement on a

figure of 1/2 of 1 percent was apparently reached no later than December 24,

1969 -- just two days after MEM was formally awarded the contract.

Lambert took up Peabody's suggestion that MBM be pressed to start paying the

"UMass fee" immediately. In a letter dated February 26, 1970 to McKee,

Lambert wrote, in pertinent part:

"[T]here is the matter of the lump sum fee which you, Chub and
I discussed in late December with respect tc the University of
Massachusetts contract. Since this contract appears to be
moving forward, we are hopeful that we can receive all or a

substantial portion of the agreed amount, which was estimated
to be $17,500." [Emphasis added.]

On May 14, 1970, Lambert wrote another letter to McKee, to "confirm our

recent discussion with you regarding our fee in respect of the University of

Massachusetts contract." According to this letter by Lambert:

"1. We will receive $17,500 in three monthly installments
commencing May, 1970. (We have already received the first of
these.

)

"2. We will also receive an incremental fee calculated by
multiplying MBM ' s actual contract proceeds (i.e., fee and
reimbursables ) by 1/2 percent less $7,500 (thus in effect
putting us $10,000 ahead), with payment of incremental fee
amounts to be made quarterly."

12 in testimony before the Commission, Lambert stated that he took no steps in
1970 to tell Peabody that Peabody's understanding as expressed in the above

Lambert testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/18/80 at 54-56.memorandum was incorrect

13
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The reason for this arrangement appeared in a handwritten note from Peabody to

Lambert, 6 apparently Peabody's comments on a draft of this May 14 letter; the

note read, in pertinent part:

"What McKee said was that they wanted to keep $10,000
ahead on fees.

"For example assuming he paid us $10,000 now and on
July 1 $7,500 worth of fees had been accrued based on
amounts paid by the Commonwealth $7,500 would be due us."

McKee responded by a letter to Lambert 17 which contained McKee's

"recollection of our agreement for the U/Mass fee." McKee said that he was "not

sure that it is really any different from your May 14th letter, but if it is I

should like to discuss it with you." According to McKee, the agreement was as

follows :

"1. Your fee will be 1/2% of all contract proceeds.

"2. We will pay, on account of this, a total of $17,500 in
three monthly payments.

"3. When proceeds reach $1,500,000 you will have been paid
$7,500, representing 1/2 of 1% of proceeds plus a

'retainer' of $10,000 applicable against future proceeds
payments

.

"4. Each month subsequent to the date when proceeds reach
$1,500,000, you will be paid 1/2% of the month's proceeds.

"5. The 'retainers' will be liquidated at the end of the
UMass involvement such that total payments to you will
not have been more than 1/2 of 1%."

Lambert apparently agreed with McKee's summary, since Lambert referred to it

in a November 23, 1970 letter to MBM comptroller Samuel N. Beckerman. e
In

that letter Lambert acknowledged that the Peabody firm had been paid the

installments totalling $17,50C and reminded Beckermsn that the Peabody firm was

to receive additional amounts, eoual to 1/2 of 1 percent of each month's proceeds

that MBM was receivinc frorr the Commonwealth fcr the UMess/Ecston contract.

1£ Handwritten memorandum undated [but on or before May 14, 1970] from "Chub"
[Endicott Peabody] to "Jerry" [Jeremiah D. Lambert], concerning fees.

I? Letter dated August 14, 1970 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to J[eremiah] D.
Lambert re: "UMass fee," at 1-2.

18 Letter dated November 23, 1970 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Samuel N.

Beckerman. (Beckerman had succeeded Jack Lifschitz as MBM comptroller.)
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Lambert asked Beckerman to "advise me where matters stand and whether any further

payment is now due[.]" Eeckerman replied that MBM ' s accrued receipts on the

contract stood at $1,267,363. He concluded, " I t will be seen therefore, that at

the present time, no additional fees are yet payable, since the contract proceeds

1 9
have not yet exceeded $1.5 million. v±

It soon became clear that MBM would receive more than $3,500,000 from the

Commonwealth for the UMass/Boston contract, and Lambert quickly saw to it that

the Peabody firm would receive its 1/2 of 1 percent of this larger amount.

Accordinc to a March 24, 1571 memorandum 20

"1. The present U/Mass fee arrangements contemplate an
aggregate fee equal to 1/2 of 1 percent of total contract
proceeds. Predicated on $4.5 million of such proceeds, PRC&L
[the Peabody law firm]'s fee will be $22,500. Of this amount,
$17,500 has already been paid. PRC&L is therefore to submit
an invoice in the amount of $5,000 after 4/30/71 to cover the
excess

.

"5. As to item 1 above, Phase II proceeds -- and the fee
which may be due to PRC&L in respect thereof -- will be
handled by gentlemen's agreement, i.e. , if there is a Phase
II, PRC&L fee will be adjusted to reflect additional proceeds
to MBM on presently understood proportional or percentage
basis, expressed eventually as fixed fee."

On May 5, 1571, Lambert sent a letter to McKee reminding McKee that the

additional $5,000 had been agreed upon, and enclosing a statement covering

21 22it. That amount was paid in 1572.

Despite these contemporaneous documents, Messrs. Lambert and Peabody later

denied that there was a percentage arrangement between MBM and the Peabody firm.

For example, on May 25, 1578, Lambert wrote a letter to Charles R. Nesson, counsel

19 Letter aated December 15, 1570, from Samuel N. Eeckerman to Jeremiah D.

Lambert

.

20 "Memorandum of Discussions Between GM [presumably Gerald McKee, Jr.] and
JDL [presumably Jeremiah D. Lambert], 3/24/71."

21 Letter dated May 5, 1571 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Gerald J. [ sic ] McKee,
Jr. with enclosures.

22 Lambert testified that the $5,000 payment in question was received in
January 1972. Lambert testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 73. There is some
ambiguity about the total fee paid by MBM to the Peabody law firm. Peabody
testified in 1578 that his firm had been paid $27,500. Peabody testimony, P. A.

3/7/78 at 110. Furthermore, a letter dated June 26, 1572 from Jeremiah D.

Lambert to Andrew H. Serell states that as of May 31, 1572 MBM still owed the
Peabody firm the $5,000 "UMass fee," as well as other accrued fees.



to the Post Audit Subcommittee, regarding the fees received by the Peabody law

23
firm from MBM in connection with the UMass/Boston contract. In that letter,

Lambert wrote that he had "discussed this letter with Governor Peabody, who

concurs in its findings." Although the letter went on at considerable length, at

no point did it make any mention of a percentage arrangement.

Nesson was not satisfied with Lambert's "findings," as he made clear in a letter

dated June 6, 1978 from Nesson to Peabody 's/Lambert ' s lawyer, Morris M.

Goldinas 24 Nesson wrote, in part:

"I am in receipt of Mr. Lambert's letter of May 25, 1978,
and do not consider it a satisfactory response to the
inquiries which were made of you.

"You will recall that my inquiry stem[m]ed from an entry
on one of Governor Peabody's tub sheets which indicated that
in calculating a monthly fee, Governor Peabody apparently
included a dollar amount described as 'U. Mass fee.' I wanted
to know whether that represented a portion of a larger fixed
fee or of a percentage fee.

"In a subsequent meeting with you, you indicated that Mr.
Lambert and Governor Peabody had consulted their records and
that there had been at one time a percentage fee arrangement
with MBM with respect to the U. Mass project. You indicated
further that it was the intention of Mr. Lambert and Governor
Peabody to describe that arrangement in a letter to the
Committee

.

"The letter which has been provided to the Committee
obviously ooes not contain any such description or
explanation. You have indicated to me that the reason for
this is that when the letter of explanation was shown to
Gerald McKee, he objected to Mr. Lambert and Governor Peabody
providing the explanation to the Post Audit Committee, basing
his objection on attorney-client privilege.

"Mr. McKee, on behalf of MBM, has clearly waived the
privilege...."

Nesson's letter prompted a letter dated June 7, 1978 from Lambert to Nesson

Lambert wrote, in pertinent part:

^ Letter dated May 25, 1978 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Charles R. Nesson.

2A Letter dated June 6, 1978 from Charles R, Nesson to Morris [M.] Goldings

25 Letter dated June 7, 1978 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Charles R. Nesson.
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"Our counsel, Morris Goldings, has transmitted to us the text
of your letter dated June 6, 1978, in response to my letter
dated May 25, 1978.

"I have since had an opportunity to discuss this matter
briefly by telephone with Mr. McKee.... He emphasizes that he
is not seeking to assert attorney-client privilege to deny the
Committee information expressly concerning U/Mass fees paid by
MBM to this firm. . .

.

"Our fee arrangements with MBM were subject to continuing
discussions over a period of almost one year. In late
December, 1969, after MBM had been selected by the Designer
Selection Board but before [MBM] had entered into the U/Mass
contract, our arrangements with MBM contemplated a lump sum
fee of $17,500 for all legal services related to contract
formation. Subseguent discussions concerned the manner in
which this fee was to be paid and the possibility of adjusting
it upward to take into account MBM's revenues actually
received under the contract. At those discussions, it was
agreed that in no event was our fee to exceed 1/2% of MBM's
contract revenues .

"In fact, payments of the U/Mass fee were made in the
following amounts and on the following dates:

"$5,833.00 May 5, 1970

"$5,833.00 June 2, 1970

"$5,834.00 July 6, 1970

"$5,000.00 January 22, 1972

" The total amount actually received in respect of the U/Mass
fee was thus $22,500. That amount was not in fact determined
as a percentage of MBM's contract revenues ; nor did it exceed
the percentage limitation previously noted. As paid, it
reflected nothing more nor less than a negotiated and
liauidated amount for our legal services in connection with
the formation of the U/Mass contract." [Emphasis added.]

In addition to Lambert's written denials of a percentage-based arrangement,

Lambert also denied in testimony to the Commission in 1980 that there was an

agreement, prior to MBM's selection as UMass/Boston project manager, such that

the Peabody firm's fee would vary depending upon, or be calculated as a

percentage of, MBM's actual receipts from the UMass/Eoston project, Former

Governor Peabody then indicated that he had not paid much attention (in 1969-72)

to the fee arrangement and that he would defer to the substance of Lambert's

testimony before the Commission.

26 Lambert testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/18/80 at 35-37, 40-44, 51-55, 60-62, 66.

27 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/8C at 29.
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Moreover, former Governor Peabody went to considerable effort to try to deny

to the Commission the documents quoted from above as well as many other

documents. Peabody was asked, both orally on March 26, 1979 and May 16,

op
1979, D and in writing on June 13, 1979, to produce the documents

29voluntarily. When he refused, the Commission issued a summons specifically

covering those documents.'' Former Governor Feabody refused to comply with the

summons, and instituted a court proceeding in which he attempted to ouash the

summons and, indeed, to obtain a court ruling that the Commission could not

continue any of its investigations. The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

unanimously rejected Peabody's arguments and ordered him to produce the documents

32
to the Commission forthwith.

Before a discussion of the significance of the Peabody firm's receiving a

percentage fee, it may be worthwhile to consider whether the Peabody firm's UMass

fee was contingent in nature.

The Contingent Nature of the Fee . Mr. Lambert has testified that the fee

arrangement with MBM was "in no sense contingent."

In the context of attorney and client, the term "contingent fee" has been

defined as an arrangement between attorney and client whereby the attorney agrees

26 File memorandum dated April 3, 1979 by Commission attorney Michael L. Tabak
re: "Telephone Conference with Morris Goldings, Eso." Letter dated June 13, 1979
from Commission attorneys Michael L. Tabak and A. John Pappalardo to Endicott
Feabody and Jeremiah D. Lambert with attachment.

29 Tabak and Pappalardo 6/13/79 letter to Peabody and Lambert.

30 Massachusetts Special Commission Concerning State and County Buildings,
Summons to Endicott Peabody, dated and served October 12, 1979.

51 Motion to Quash or Limit Summons, and Reouest for Hearing Thereon, In the

Matter of Endicott Feabody, filed with Commonwealth of Massachusetts Special
Commission Concerning State and County Buildings, on October 22, 1979.

32 were v. Feabody No. SJC-2072 (Mass., February 14, 1980). (Croer that the

summons be enforced.)

33 Lambert testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/16/80 at 98-101, 108.
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to represent the client with the attorney's compensation to be a percentage of

the amount received by the client. Since the Peaboby firm's agreement with

MBM was that the Peabody firm would be paid 1/2 of 1 percent of whatever MBM

received on the UMass/Boston contract, it would seem clear that the Peabody firm

had a contingent fee arrangement with MBM.

Not only was the amount of the Peabody firm's fee contingent, but it appears

that a contingency determined whether the Peabody firm would receive any fee at

all (other than its normal retainer) for helping MBM with the UMass/Eoston

contract: it appears that the Peabody firm would receive a large "UMass fee" if

its efforts helped MBM win the job, but it would receive nothing above its normal

monthly retainer if MBM did not win the UMass/Boston contract.

Both Peabody and Lambert denied that the Peabody firm would have received

nothing above its normal monthly retainer if MBM did not win the UMass/Boston

contract. They did not, however, direct the Commission to any documents or

other evidence supporting their testimony on this point.

But there are reasons to believe that the Peabody firm would have received

only its normal monthly fee -- and nothing extra -- if MBM had not won the

contract. For example, there were other contracts in Massachusetts that Peabody

tried to help MBM obtain during the period 197C-1972, while the percentage

arrangement was still continuing with respect to the UMass/Boston contract and

was still expected to apply if MBM obtained Phase II of the UMass/Boston job. In

no instance where MBM failed to obtain a contract, did the Peabody firm bill for

or receive payment above the normal monthly retainer, so far as the Commission

can determine. Moreover, as to the UMass/Boston job, the numerous MBM-Peabody

documents which discussed fees were auite specific, and they made no mention of

any extra fee that the Peabody firm would receive, above its normal monthly

retainer, if MBM failed to win the contract.

34 See Elack's Law Dictionary (5th ed.) at 553.

35 Lambert testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/18/80 at 101-102; Peabody testimony, Sp
Comm. 6/19/80 at 34-35.
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If MBM had not won the UMass/Boston contract, any extra payment for Peabody's

work should have been minimal. Peabody devoted only 31 hours of billable time to

all MBM matters during the three-month period in which MBM was trying to win the

UMass/Boston job. Since Peabody's billing rate to MBM was no more than $50

per hour at the time, Peabody's services in trying to obtain the UMass/Boston

contract for MBM would have been worth at most $1550. Of course, the normal

monthly retainers paid by MBM to the Peabody firm would have covered much or all

of that.

In contrast, when MBM won the UMass/Boston contract, the Peabody firm

received a special $22,500 fee. The extra $22,500 that the Peabody firm received

for helping MBM obtain the contract is equivalent to $725 per hour for the time

Peabody spent on the matter — approximately fifteen (15) times Peabody's regular

38
rate as a lawyer.

The Significance of the Pee Arrangement . Why did Messrs. Lambert and Peabody

go to such lengths tc deny (1) that their fee was to be determined on a

percentage basis and (2) that their fee was contingent? The Commission expresses

no views as to the reasoning or motivation of Peabody or Lambert. There are,

however, some additional documents that are interesting in this regard --

documents that the Commission obtained pursuant tc court order, after former

Governor Peabody's objections to the Commission's summons were overruled by the

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court.

36 Peabody law firm MEM tub cards I and II, fcr period 10/1/69 through
12/22/65.

^ 7 Lambert testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/1S/8C at 71.

3£ This calculation chanoes little even if it is assumed that Lambert spent

some time in regard to obtaining the UMass/Boston contract fcr MEM. Of course,
there is no reason tc assume that Lambert did spend much time on the matter.
Cf. Lambert testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/18/80 at 64.
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The first document is dated February 10, 1971 -- less than a week after MBM

and the Peabody firm became aware of a series of news articles criticizing MBM's

UMass/Boston contract and calling for a legislative investigation. 39 The

document is a memorandum u from Jeremiah Lambert to an attorney named Rooer M.

Golden who worked for the Peabody law firm. Identified as being "Re: MBM,"

Lambert's memorandum said:

"This will confirm my request that you investigate the
applicable Massachusetts law concerning disclosure by a

contractor with the Commonwealth of the identity of persons
with a 'financial interest' in the contract.

"You should seek to find an answer to the question whether
fees paid to counsel for the contractor in connection with
negotiating and arranging the contract constitute a 'financial
interest 1 subject to disclosure and should distinguish, if
such a distinction is indicated by law, between lump sum fees
and fees which are expressed, either in whole or in part, as a

function of the contract amount.

"Check also periodical literature which may deal with the
Massachusetts statute or any related statutory provision as
well as the equivalent provisions of Federal procurement law
with respect to contingent fees and the payment of fees for
the obtaining of a Government contract.

"Please prepare a concise memorandum of your finding for the
Governor and for me."

Lambert sent a copy of this memorandum to former Governor Peabody.

Golden researched the matter and sent a memorandum dated February 16, 1971 to

Lambert "Re: Fee Arrangement with MBM." Golden began by auoting a

Massachusetts statute:^

"No contract to provide consultant services shall be
awarded by the Commonwealth, or by any department, board,
commission or other agency acting in its behalf, unless the
person signing such contact on behalf of the party contracting
to provide such services files with the comptroller a

statement under the penalties of perjury setting forth the
names and adcresses of all persons having a financial interest
therein not including, however, any person whose only
financial interest therein consists of the holding of one per
cent or less of the capital stock of a corporation contracting
to provide such services." [Emphasis added.]

39 See Chapter VII.

4° Memorandum dated February 10, 1971 from " J.D.L." [Jeremiah D. Lambert] to
"R.M.G." [Roger M. Golden] re: MBM.

41 Memorandum dated February 16, 1971 from "RMG" [Roger M. Gclden] tc "JDL"
[Jeremiah D. Lambert], re: "Fee Arrangement with MBM."

A2 G.L. c.7 S.14A.
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Golden reported that he could find no legislative history for this disclosure

statute and no cases in point. He did, however, find a formal opinion by the

Massachusetts Attorney General in 1964 stating that, irrespective of the size of

the corporation involved, or of the difficulties of obtaining the information

required, the provisions of the statute " must be complied with in every case ."

[Emphasis added. ]^ 3

Golden did not mention in his final written memorandum to Lambert that the

Attorney General's Opinion also said: "Clearly, the object of the [statutory]

provision is the identification of parties financially interested in the contract

who otherwise might remain anonymous .... [W ]here an agreement exists for the

payment of an agent's fee or commission in connection with the contract,

disclosure of this fact would be necessary ." [Emphasis added.]

Golden did suggest that the Peabody firm consider "adopting the position that

we do have a 'financial interest' in the contract in auestion." But, Golden

hastened to observe, "this approach must of course be balanced against any

Detrimental effects from being listed as such a person within the meaning of [the

statute]." Thus, Golden appears to have been saying that it would be prudent

from a strictly legal point of view for the Peabody firm to agree to be listed as

having a financial interest in MEM's UMass/Boston contract, but that the Peabody

firm should consider from a practical point of view whether it wanted to be

identified as having a financial interest in a contract that might soon come

under investigation by a Massachusetts legislative committee.

The Peabody firm, having considered Golden's memorandum, did not make or

cause any disclosure of having a financial interest in the MBM-Mass/Boston

42 Golden 2/16/71 memorandum to Lambert, at 2, summarizing 1963-64 Op. PG 222.

44 1563-1964 Op. AG 222, Application of Chapter 644 of the Acts of 1563,
specifically the term "financial interest."

4^ Golden 2/16/71 memorandum to Lambert, at 6.

46 Id.

47 Lambert testified that he read and considered the memorandum. Lambert
testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/18/80 at 89. In Lambert's February 10, 1971 memorandum of

instructions to Golden, Lambert said that the Golden memorandum was to be for
Lambert and Peabody. Lambert 2/10/71 memorandum to Golden.
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48contract .'

Golden's memorandum considered not only whether the fee arrangement between

the Peabody firm and MBM had to be disclosed but also whether the fee arrangement

AC
was illegal unoer Massachusetts law. Golden noted that "Federal procurement

law is Quite clear in its general prohibition against a contingent fee

arrangement in connection with obtaining a government contract. 10 U.S.C.A.

s. 306(b) provides:

"'Each contract negotiated under section 2304 of this
title shall contain a warranty, determined to be suitable by
the head of the agency, that the contractor has employed or
retained no person or selling agency to solicit or obtain the
contract under an understanding or agreement for a commission,
percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee , except a bona fide
employee or established commercial or selling agency
maintained by him to obtain business. If a contractor breaks
such a warranty the United States may annul the contract
without liability or may deduct the commission, percentage,
brokerage, or contingent fee from the contract price or
consideration.'" [Emphasis added.]

"And," Golden continued, "it has been held that this prohibition is founded upon

'strong national policy.' Acme Process Equipment Co. v. United States
,

347 F . 2d

538, 552 (Ct. CI. 1965), mot. den. 351 F.2d 656 (Ct. CI. 1965).

"

50 Thus,

Golden pointed out, "the Question is whether Massachusetts, in the absence of its

own statutory provisions, has adopted the federal law, and therefore whether a

contingent fee arrangement in connection with solicitation of a public contract

c -I

is against public policy in the Commonwealth.'"'

After some analytical discussion, Golden concluded that "the rule in

Massachusetts would seem to be that a contingent fee arrangement is not per se

illegal. It is merely one factor to be considered in determining whether a given

4& It may be noted in this connection that MBM's UMass/Eoston project
management contract was specifically determined to be a consultant contract
requiring compliance with G.L. c.7 S.14A. See letter dated October 6, 1971 from
Assistant Attorney General Frederick J. Sheehan to Senator Joseph J. C. DiCarlc,
concerning the approval of the MBM-BEC contract no. 601 as to form; this letter
appears in Commonwealth of Massachusetts, House No. 5006 dated January 10, 1971
[ i.e . 1972], Report of the Joint Special Committee [DiCarlo-Siri anni Committee]
relative to the construction of the University of Massachusetts, Boston at
Columbia Point, at 40-41.

49 Golden 2/16/71 memorandum to Lambert, at 2-6 .

50 lti^ at 3.

51 Id. at 4.
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contract is consistent with the public policy of the Commonwealth." 52

There is at least one other circumstance which may have some relationship to

the denial by Lambert and Peabody that their fee was a percentage fee or a

contingent fee. During the course of the 1971 DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee

investigation into MBM, which is discussed in Chapter VII above, it became

apparent that McKee or other MBM officials might be required to testify before

the DiCarlo-Sirianni legislative investigating committee.

A letter dated June 11, 1971 from Lambert to McKee, 54 obtained by the

Commission pursuant to summons and court order, says:

"As you requested today, I am enclosing a form of response to
the hypothetical question you posed concerning fee
arrangements .

"

Entitled "Response to Hypothetical Question Posed by Investigative Committee

Concerning Fee Arrangements Eetween PRC&L [the Peabody law firm] and MBM," this

document -- apparently written or approved by Lambert -- suggested that McKee

testify as follows (in pertinent part) if called upon to do so by the

DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee:

"Our [MBM's] present arrangements with the [Peabody] firm
provide for the payment of a monthly retainer for general
representation. These arrangements have been in effect for
some time and commenced before the date of award of the
subject contract [the UMass/Boston contract]. In recognition
of the [Peabody] firm's work on behalf of MBM (in connection
with the subject contract and otherwise), payments in excess
of the basic retainer have been made from time to time.
However, such payments were in no sense contingent; and the
extra amounts paid have been determined in the context of a

continuing relationship between attorney and client."

Of course, as discussed above, the monthly retainer paid in 1969 was only $800,

while the UMass/Boston fee was $22,500; Peabody's usual hourly billing rate was

$50 or less, while the hourly billing rate implicit in the Feebody firm's UMass

52 id. at 5.

53 McKee did, in fact, testify to the DiCarlo-Sirianni committee on July 29,
1971.

54 Letter dated June 11, 1971 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Gerald J. [ sic ]

McKee, Jr. enclosing memorandum entitled "Response to Hypothetical Question Posed
by Investigative Committee Concerning Fee Arrangements Between PRC&L and MBM."
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fee was on the order of $725; and the Peabody firm's fee -- having been

calculated as 1/2 of 1 percent of MBM's revenues -- would seem at least "in

[some] sense contingent."

Lambert presumably anticipated, when he sent the proposed answer to McKee,

that McKee would be giving the answer while under oath, subject to the pains and

penalties of perjury.

When Lambert was asked about the fee arrangement in his appearance before the

Commission, he concluded by stating: 5 ^
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55 G.L. c.3 s.27.

56 Lambert testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/18/8C at 128-129,
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APPENDIX B

EVIDENCE BEARING ON
MBM'S ACTIVITIES IN

OTHER STATES

MBM President Gerald McKee, Jr. testified in federal court at the

DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial in 1977. McKee said that MBM had paid $40,000 to DiCarlo

and Mackenzie, and McKee described (without naming names of the recipients) that

MBM had also given $10,000 to Manzi in October 1970; another $10,000 to Manzi in

May 1972; $2,000 to Kevin Harrington and $2,000 to the Kevin White gubernatorial

campaign in October 1970; $1,000 to James A. Kelly, Jr. in January 1972; and

$2,000 to Frederick Kussman in January 1972. McKee gave explanations for

these payments ( e.g. , some were extorted from MBM; others were tantamount to

small gifts to friends) but emphasized that no quid pro ouos were involved.

McKee then swore, under oath, that these were the only political payments

that MBM made in Massachusetts during the years 1969 through 1972, and that MBM

did not make any political payments anywhere else in the country during those

years

.

In 1976, at the Post Audit Subcommittee hearings, McKee testified that he

could not "put [his] finger on why [MBM] felt it was necessary to [make such

payments in Massachusetts]," particularly since, in his words, MBM "managed tc

avoid it in every other state in which [MBM] worked. 1"

In 1975, at the Manzi-Masiello trial in Massachusetts Superior Court, McKee

was asked about testimony that MBM salesman William F. Harding had giver at the

DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial to the effect that Harding had transported cash from MBM

throughout the United States as political contributions. McKee swore, under

oath, that Harding's testimony was untrue.^

1 McKee testimony, 6 DiC 2/1/77 at 52-53, 55-56.

2 McKee testimony, 6 DiC 2/1/77 at 56. McKee did say that MBM's wholly-owned
subsidiary MCM made $7,000 or $8,000 in indirect political payments in

Philadelphia in 1972, but McKee claimed that he had not known about those
payments until 1973, at which time he said he fired the responsible individuals
McKee testimony, 6 DiC 2/1/77 at 183-185; P. A. 3/22/78 at 108.

3 McKee testimony, P. A. 3/22/78 at 107-108.

* Harding testimony, 13 DiC. 2/10/77 at 65-66.

5 McKee testimony, 12 M/M 3/1/79 at 119-121.
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McKee's testimony was echoed by MBM by Vice President Anthony Mansueto, who

swcre that MBM did not use political influence to obtain contracts and that

"[MEM] never did and we never will. ..hire any political people for

contracts." Mansueto stated, under oath, that Massachusetts was the first

place where he encountered the practice of politicians raising money from people

doing business with the state -- a practice which Mansueto said he first learned

about from Endicott Peabody in 1970 -- and Mansueto testified that MBM never made

any political contributions outside Massachusetts.

In order to evaluate this and other testimony by McKee and Mansueto

(particularly the testimony that MBM did not obtain the UMass/Eoston contract in

return for a commitment to make cash payments to the Sargent

campaign/administration), it is necessary to consider the evidence that tends to

contradict these categorical denials. Such evidence of activities in states

other than Massachusetts is important also in terms of deciding whether it is

McKee or Maurice Khoury who has told the truth about whether MBM had a nationwide

policy of making cash payments tc political people in return for public

contracts. In addition, evidence of MBM's activities in other states may shed

some light on how MBM operated in Massachusetts in regard to the UMass/Eoston

contract and other contracts.

The Commission has obtained some concrete information about MBM activities in

Pennsylvania, Illinois, Louisiana, and Maryland. That evidence is summarized in

the following sections. The Commission heard uncorroborated allegations about

MBM's activities in some other states, but that information is not being

discussed in this Report because of its less certain nature.

Pennsylvania . In 1571, MBM acauired Mauchly Construction Management, Inc.

("MCM"), as has been discussed previously in this report.' MCM had applied for

a $1.5 million contract at the Philadelphia International

6 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 6/9/78 at 117; P. A. 5/23/78 at 110.

7 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 44, 74, 118.

8 Other testimony includes McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 14-18, 97-102; 6

DiC 2/1/77 at 187-189. Mansueto testimony, 9 DiC 2/4/77 at IOC; 10 DiC 2/7/77 at
77-76, 117-118.

° See discussion in Chapter II supra .
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10Airport, u and MCM continued to press for the contract even after MCM had been

acquired by MEM. 1

MCM's application for the Philadelphia International Airport contract was

being supported by Dr. Leon C. Nurock. Nurock, in addition to being an

optometrist, was an active fundraiser for the Philadelphia Democratic City

Committee

.

lz Nurock had been put on MCM's payroll as a "consultant" and had

received at least $7,000 from MCM in 1570. ' MCM did receive some preliminary

contracts from the airport, and MCM's March 17, 1971 check to Nurock

contained the notation: "Dec. fee - airport job."

When MCM was being acquired by MBM later in 1971, MCM President Shields

introduced MBM President McKee to Nurock and to other such "consultants" from

other states, so that McKee could determine whether to continue paying for those

"consultants'" services. McKee and McKee's wife visited Nurock and Nurock's

wife in New Hope, Pennsylvania, and McKee decided to continue utilizing

1 pNurock's services.

10 See Mauchly Construction Management Proposal Listing, Pennysl vania , undated
but probably summer 1971.

H See MBM Monthly Marketing/Sales Summary dateo January 15, 1572, addendum
for Mauchly Construction Management, at 4

.

12 Notes of 7/26/75 interview of Leon C. Nurock by Special Commission staff,
at 1.

1- MCM checks dated 8/17/70 for $2,000, 9/14/70 for $1,000, 10/14/70 for
$1,000, 10/16/70 for $2,000, and 12/3/7C for $1,000, all payable to Dr. Leon C.

Nurock

.

14 MCM Job No. PMO-223 for construction management services valued at
$126, 40C, awarded in June of 157C, with supplement valued at $8, IOC awarded in
November 1570; MCM Job No. PMO-256 for cost control services valued at $16,305,
awarded December 1570.

15 MCM check #1564 dated March 17, 1571 for $1,000 payable to Dr. [Leon C.l
Nurock

.

1£ Interview of Daniel J. Shields by Special Commission staff 3/5/80.

1~ Notes of 6/18/79 interview of Gerald McKee, Jr. by Special Commission
staff, at 6.

Id . Nurock 7/26/75 interview, at 1-2; Shields 7/21/75 interview, at 3.
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A Philadelphia Special Investigating Grand Jury looked into Nurock's

activities in regard to the Philadelphia International Airport and made a

detailed presentment which was made public. 9 According to that special grand

jury, Nurock was the agent and "right-hand man" of Philadelphia Democratic City

Committee Chairman Peter Camiel. As such, Nurock allegedly saw to it that

the airport construction management contract, which was awarded in May 1972 to

Meridian Engineering, Inc., was converted into a joint venture of Meridian and

21MCM. At a meeting at which the terms of the joint venture were allegedly

worked out, Nurock allegedly indicated by holding up five fingers that a five

percent kickback would be due 22 This meeting allegedly occurred in June 1972,

well after MCM was acouired by MBM 23 No indictment was ever returned aoainst

Nurock, so far as the Commission knows, despite the recommendation of the special

investigating grand jury.

In 1972, during all of which MCM was a wholly-owned subsidiary of MBM, Nurock

received $25,500 in "consulting fees" and $8,649.06 in "expense reimbursements"

25from MCM. -" MCM also made three payments in 1972 to the Philadelphia Letter

Shop, Inc. -- totalling $7,387.50 -- for expenses apparently incurred by the

19 Philadelphia Special Investigating Grand Jury, June Term 1972, Twelfth
Presentment, made public December 27, 1973. See Joseph R. Daughen, "Jury Wants
Top Phila. Democrats Prosecuted for Political Blackmail," Philadelphia Eveninc
Bulletin, December 27, 1973.

20 Philadelphia Special Investigating Grand Jury, June Term 1972, Twelfth
Presentment, at 15, citing testimony given under a grant of immunity by Thomas A,

Graham, chairman of the board of Meridian Engineering, Inc.

21
J^c.

22 Jjj. at 15, citing testimony of Graham.

2 3 Id.

24 Id. at 23-24, 31; Nurock 7/26/79 interview, at 1.

25 KCM check dated 1/19/72 for $2,000; checks for $750 each dated 1/5/72,
1/19/72, 2/18/72, 2/29/72, 3/16/72, 3/29/72; checks for $1,000 each dated
4/12/72, 4/22/72, 5/10/72, 5/25/72, 6/9/72, 6/20/72, 7/6/72, 7/19/72, 8/2/72,
8/16/72, 8/30/72, 9/14/72, 9/28/72, 10/13/72, 10/27/72, 11/8/72, 11/22/72,
12/8/72, 12/22/72; all checks payable to Dr. Leon C. Nurock.
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Philadelphia Democratic City Committee. ° The foregoing payments were all made

by MCM checks.

In addition to these payments made directly by check, other payments

allegedly were made in cash. According to MCM Comptroller Peter T. Pallotta, one

such payment was $5,000 in cash which was generated by an MEM check signed by

McKee in August 1972. 27 Pallotta said that he (Pallotta) delivered the cash to

Nurock at the 30th Street train station in Philadelphia, and that the cash was

allegedly to be used to meet the payroll of the Philadelphia Democratic City

op
Committee

.

On July 15, 1973, MCM President Daniel Shields — who had become MEM

President in February 1973 (as McKee moved up to become President of MBM s parent

company, IMS) — was fired.'' Thereafter, Nurock and McKee met on October

3, 1973 to discuss Nurock's continuing relationship with MEM. 1 According to

Nurock, McKee was fully cognizant of the details of Nurock's previous arrangement

with MBM/MCM and did not seem surprised at the amount of money already paid or

owed to Nurock. z

McKee wrote a memorandum for files dated October 4, 1973. The memorandum

set forth the commitments that allegedly had been made to Nurock previously.

According to McKee's memorandum, Nurock had said that he had been promised $2,000

per month from June 1970 through December 1971; $1,500 per month throughout 1972;

26 MCM check #420 dated November 27, 1972 for $1,557.50; #421 oated
November 27, 1972 for $3,180; #422 dated November 27, 1972 for $2,650; all
payable to the Philadelphia Letter Shop, Inc. See also McKee testimony, 6 DiC
2/1/77 at 163-165.

27 mbm check #4075 dated Auoust 17, 1972 for $5,000 payable to cash, signed by

Gerald McKee, Jr. Notes of 7/25/7S interview of Peter T. Pallctta by Special
Commission staff, at 19.

26 Pallctta 7/25/79 interview, at 19; confidential information made available
to the Special Commission.

29 See discussion in Chapter II supra .

30 See discussion in Chapter II supra .

31 See Memorandum to files dated October 4, 1973, signed G. McK. [Gerald
McKee, Jr.], re: "Meeting with Dr. Leon Nurock [on October 3, 1973], at 1.

32 Nurock 7/26/79 interview, at 2.

33 McKee 10/4/73 memorandum for files.
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and $2,000 per month, plus expenses, for 1973. On top of those amounts, MBM had

been paying $500 per month rent on Nurock's New Hope, Pennsylvania home since

November 1972. Nurock allegedly had said that MBM was behind in its payments to

him 34

In a letter dated October 9, 1973, McKee acknowledged to Nurock that MBM owed

Nurock $40,000 for "past services." McKee proposed a payment schedule to

cover those old amounts. In addition, McKee proposed that Nurock continue to

work as an MBM "consultant" at a fee of $1,500 per month plus expenses (which

would be pegged at $500 per month). It appears that Nurock accepted this

38offer by signing a copy of the letter. Some payments were made pursuant to

39this agreement.

Nurock apparently offered to be of help outside Philadelphia, as well as

within Philadelphia, and McKee apparently was interested. For example, the

Commission found a memorandum dated December 10, 1973 and apparently sent by

AH
McKee to MEM Vice President salesman James A. Haney, Jr. According to the

memorandum, "Nurock mentioned that he might be able to arrange a meeting with

[Eoston Mayor] Kevin White." On December 28, 1973, McKee wrote to Nurock that

McKee and Haney were enthusiastic about meeting White and that Haney would be in

touch with Nurock about arranging the meeting. In 1979, in an interview with

Commission staff, Haney not only denied meeting White but denied ever having seen

the above-described documents or discussinc their substance with McKee.

34 Id. at 1.

35 Letter dated October 9, 1973 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Dr. Leon Nurock,
concerning Nurock's consulting services for MBM.

36 Id.

37 Id.

3£ Id.

35 Commission staff analysis of MPM/MCM payments to Leon C. Nurock.

40 Memorandum dated December 10, 1973 from "G." [Gerald McKee, Jr.] to Jim
[James A.] Haney, Jr., concerning a possible meeting with Kevin White.

41 Letter dated December 26, 1573 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Dr. Leon Nurock.

42 Notes of 6/19/79 interview of James A. Haney, Jr. by Special Commission
staff, at 1.
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Nurock, however, told Commission staff that he did remember a reouest by McKee to

meet White, and Nurock said that he asked an intermediary to arrange the

meeting. Nurock said he did not know whether the meeting ever took

i 44place, and the intermediary denied having set up such a meeting or being

4 5asked to set up such a meeting.

The Commission does not know whether such a meeting took place or whether

White was ever contacted on behalf of MBM. It is documented, however, that MBM

won two no-bid CPM contracts (worth a total of $43,175) from the City of

Boston. 6 MBM's proposals for those contracts were apparently accepted by

Boston Public Facilities Director Robert J. Vey on December 23, 1974, as

ratified by White's signature on July 23, 1975 approving a letter-reouest from

Vey that the contracts be awarded to MBM without public advertising, "[i]n view

48
of the professional and technical nature of the services to be performed."

Mayor White was not asked to testify before the Commission because there was

some ooubt whether the Commission had jurisdiction to take testimony concerning

49these contracts. The information is presented here to illustrate the kinds

of services that McKee souoht from Nurock. The information is also of interest

43 Nurock 7/26/79 interview, at 2-3.

44 Id. at 3.

45 Notes of 8/1/79 telephone interview.

46 MBM Job No 2-5002-502, CPM services in connection with the construction of

the athletic wing of Mettapan Elementary School and the physical education
building at Charlestown High School.

47 See letter dated January 7, 1975 from MBM Vice President Kris R. Neilson to
Robert J. Vey.

4E Letter dated June 19, 1975 from Robert J. Vey to Kevin H. White, re:

"Critical Path Method (CPM) Services at Charlestown High School and Mattapan
Elementary School," with approval signed by Kevin H. White, dated July 23, 1975

45 Mayor White testified in 1978 that he did not know whether the City of
Boston hao done business with MBM. Testimony of Kevin H. White, P. A. 4/3/78 at

19.
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in light of McKee's testimony that he was so shocked by the way business was done

in Massachusetts with regard to public contracts that he directed in 1973 that

MBM stop seeking additional public work in Massachusetts.

Illinois . MBM started obtaining public work in Illinois as early as 1962.

According to James E. Elias, MBM's Chicago manager at the time, firms with public

contracts in Chicago were expected to buy tickets to political fundraising

5 ]events, and MBM did so. The Commission did not have access to many checks

from MBM's Chicago bank accounts, but it did come upon one MBM corporate check

for $1,000 dated April 23, 1970 and payable to the Democratic Party of Cook

County. z According to James Elias, that check represented payment for ten

$100 seats to a fundraiser for Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley, and MBM made other

similar contributions during the 1960's and 1970's. Elias said that on the

first occasion when he was approached for such a contribution, he discussed it

with McKee, who approved the payment.

In 1972, MBM actively pursued a contract tc provide project management for s

five-year Chicago Board of Education program to rehabilitate 250 public school

buildinas 55 The project management contract, which MBM won in 1973, was worth

$8 million and was the largest contract that MBM ever received anywhere 56

50 Mckee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 11.

51 Notes of 8/2/79 interview of James E. Elias by Special Commission staff, at
7.

52 MBM-Chicago check #8029 dated April 23, 1970 for $1,000 payable to the
Democratic Party of Cook County.

53 James Elias 8/2/75 interview at 7.

54 Id . See also notes of 3/25/80 interview of James Elias's brother, Frank C.

Elias, by Special Commission staff, at 5-6. Frank Elias was an MBM salesman who
worked in MBM's Chicago office and other MEM offices.

55 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 105-106; RonalO Koziol, "Claim Bribe
Made for School Contract," Chicago Tribune, June 28, 1980, at 3.

56 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 105.
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Leaving no stone unturned in their attempt to win the contract, MBM officials

Mansueto and Shields met on November 20, 1972 with Chicago Mayor Richard

Daley. 57 They were allegedly accompanied and introduced to Daley by John

O'Shea, the Treasurer of the Philadelphia Democratic City Committee. 58

Although Mansueto and Shields told Commission staff that the introduction to

Daley was very brief and not even a formal meeting, ° MEM apparently felt

otherwise in 1972. According to a 1973 memorandum by McKee, Leon Nurock pointed

out to McKee in 1973 that MBM had previously agreed "to pay O'Shea $2,000 per

month for as long as the Chicago contract continued." That arrangement may

be corroborated by a letter dated October 2, 1972 from McKee to O'Shea,

confirming that MBM was engaging O'Shea's public relations firm to do advertising

and public relations work for MBM at a fee of $2,000 per month. MBM

62subsequently made payments to O'Shea and to his firm.

The foregoing evidence should be considered in conjunction with Maurice

Khoury's sworn statement that McKee told Khoury that MBM had to pay $100,000 or

$150,000 to public officials for MBM to obtain or retain the Chicago school

57 Mansueto pocket calendar, 11/20/72, contains the notation "300 p. Mtc w/
Mayor Daley re Chic E of E Rehab Prog."

56 Id.

5 ^ Notes of 7/24/79 interview of Anthony E. Mansueto by Special Commission
staff, at 6; Shields interview.

60 McKee 10/4/73 memorandum to files, at 2.

61 Letter dated October 2, 1972 from Gerald McKee, Jr. tc John J. O'Shea,
concerning public relations services from MBM.

62 MEM checks #5807 dated 5/16/73 for $2,119.15; #6698 dated 10/4/73 for
$4,000; #7092 dated 11/13/73 for $1,00C; #7399 dated 12/17/73 for $500; #7742
dated 1/30/74 for $500; #8453 datec 3/26/74 for $500; for s total of $8,615.15
all payable to Thomas J. LaErum Associates, Inc., C'Shea's public relations
firm. In aocition, MEM checks #6851 dated 10/31/73, #7221 dated 11/21/73, #7741
dated 1/30/74, and #8454 dated 3/26/74 each for $2,000 payable tc John O'Shea.
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contract. 3
It should also be noted that Chicago newspapers have reported that

MBM won the $8 million contract despite the fact that other firms had submitted

proposals with lower budgets -- in one case $2.4 million less than MBM*s.
6Z|

The contract was terminated early by the Chicago School Eoard, costing MEM $3

million in fees and constituting the first step towards MBM's eventual

demise, according to McKee. 66

Louisiana . MBM sought and obtained some significant contracts in Louisiana

in the 1970s. 67
A "consultant" who allegedly was helpful to MBM in Louisiana

was J. Marshall Brown, a Louisiana businessman who allegedly was a fundraiser for

Louisiana Governor John McKeithen 68

Brown was a "consultant" to MCM before it merged with MBM. 6 " According to

MCM/MBM salesman William Harding, Brown was introduced to McKee,

63 Khoury 6/24/80 affidavit, at 1.

64 See Larry Weintraub, "Bribe Charoed in School Pact," Chicaoo Sun-Times,
June 2S, 1980, at 56.

65 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 105; Koziol, "Claim Eribe Made."

66 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 105.

67
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e.g. , agreement dated February 1, 1973 between Tulane University and
construction management services on the Tulane University Medical Center,
tc be worth about $770,000. The contract was canceled as of May 31,

e letter dated May 23, 1974 from Tulane Chancellor John J. Walsh to MEM.
agreement dated December 20, 1973 between Southern Baptist Hospital and

construction management services on a hospital, medical office building,
facility, and apartment building, at an expected fee of about $340,000.
ract was canceled in October 1974 because of the Hospital's difficulties
ning financing; see letter dated October 25, 1974 from Southern Eaptist
Executive Director Raymond C. Wilson to MBM Regional Manager Robert J.

68 Hardinc testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/8C at 14. See United Stat es v. Prown, 587
F.2d 187 (1979).

69 Brown's firm, Gulf State Public Relations Co., was doing consulting work
for Mauchly in 1970, at a time when Mauchly was actively seeking the project
management contract for the proposed Louisiana Expressway. See MCM Monthly
Prospect Report, Outstandino Proposals, June and July 1971, at 8. See also MCM
check dated 11/10/70 for $1,000 payable to Gulf State Public Relations Co.,
bearino the notation "October services."
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and McKee approved the continuation of the arrangement with Brown

the Commission did not have access to New Orleans bank records of MBM, ^ it did

find checks totalling $6,750 to Brown from MBM in 1972-73, and checks totalling

$4,700 to Brown's public relations firm from MBM/MCM in 1970-73 72

An expense account receipt of Daniel Shields's indicates that Shields, McKee,

and Brown had dinner together in New Orleans on October 31, 1972. 5 Shields

received a $2,500 advance from MOM by check dated October 30, 1972. Shields

made out a personal check dated November 1, 1972 to "The McKeithen

Campaign." 7 ^ The check was for $2,000. In 1972 McKeithen ran an independent

campaign for the United States Senate.

Maryland . In 1970, MBM was seeking public contracts in Prince George's

County, Maryland. They apparently were subcontracts on jobs for which the

Masiello firm was architect. The sales effort for MBM was apparently

performed by Anthony Mansueto.

70 Harding testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/4/80 at 16

' 7 1 The Commission does not know for a fact that MEM's New Orleans office had a

New Orleans bank account. It probably did, since Harding had a personal bank
account in New Orleans. See Harding personal check #194 dated 7/6/73 for
$35,000, discussed in Chapter II.

72 MCM checks dated 10/27/72, 11/6/72, and 1/17/73, and MBM checks dated
8/12/72, 9/28/72 and 2/16/73 each for $500; MBM checks dated 7/19/72 for $1,500,
and 9/14/73 for $900; MBM checks dated 10/24/73, 11/13/73, and 12/14/73 for $45C
each; for a total of $6,750, all payable to J. Marshall Brown. The last four
checks were jointly payable to Gulf State Public Relations Co. The checks
payable to Gulf State Public Relations Co. were the followino: MCM check dated
11/10/70 for $1,000, MBM checks dated 1/19/72 for $500, 2/23/72 for $500, 4/5/72
for $500, 7/19/72 for $500, and 7/26/73 for $1,700, for a total of $4,700.

7 ^ Shields expense account record for period October 16 - November 3, 1572.

7Zi MCM check #345 dated 10/3C/72 for $2500 payable tc D.J. Shields, endorsed
for deposit by Daniel J. Shielos.

75 Daniel J. Shields personal check dated November 1, 1972 for $2,0C0 payable
to the McKeithen campaign.

76 See MBM Job No. 270-117, Final Estimate for the proposed detention center,
Prince George's County, Maryland, awaroed December 29, 1970. MEM Job Card.

77 See , e.g. , letter dated November 5, 1970 from Anthony E. Mansueto to Frank
Masiellc, re: "Proposed Detention Center, Prince Georges County-Maryland."
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78Mansueto received a $2,000 MBM check dated October 15, 1970. /ij Mansueto's

pocket diary for October 16, 1970 contained the entry: "2000 in AEM [Anthony E

Mansueto] acct for PGC [Prince George's County]." 79 Mansueto made out a

personal check dated October 28, 1970 for $2,000 payable to cash 60
It appears

from a later memorandum by Mansueto that the cash went to Frank Aluisi, a Prince

George's County Commissioner. ^ Mansueto received another $2,000 MEM check

dated October 29, 1970. 82 The check requisition form bore the notation: "Arvid

Eddy (Frank Francois) Prince George['s] County." 83 Mansueto made out another

$2,000 personal check dated October 28, 1970 payable to "Arvid Eddy -

Treasurer." Based upon the MBM check requisition form, it would appear that

Eddy was the campaign treasurer for Frank Francois, a Prince George's County

Commissioner. ^

The MBM checks to Mansueto were treated on MBM's books as advances to

Mansueto. When Mansueto thereafter was sent an audit confirmation reauest

about his advance account, he responded with a memorandum labelled " PERSONAL AND

CONFIDENTIAL " in which he objected tc the balance shown in his "advance"

78 MBM check #7735 dated 10/15/70 for $2,000 payable to Anthony Mansueto,
recorded as an advance.

75 Mansueto pocket calendar, 10/16/70.

80 Anthony E. Mansueto personal check #191 dated October 28, 1970 for $2,000
payable to cash.

e l Memorandum (" PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL ") dated January 16, 1973 from
Anthony E. Mansueto to Andy ["Andrew] Serell, concerning Mansueto's advance
account .

62 MEM check #7808 dated 10/29/70 for $2,000 payable to Anthony E. Mansueto;
recorded as an advance.

£3 Requisition from for MBM check #7808 dated 10/29/70 for $2,000 payable to
Anthony E. Mansueto.

64

Arvid Eody - Treasurer
Mansueto personal check #190 dated October 28, 1970 for $2,000 payable to

65 Repuisition form for MBM check #7806 dated 10/29/70 for $2,000 payable to
Anthony E. Mansueto.

S6 ^bm Cash Disbursements Book shows the checks charoed to advances to
officers.
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87account. c/ Mansueto said that the balance in the account included

"disbursements for political and other contributions which
were paid by me personally in the interest of the company and
for which I received no credit ... .Obviously , I do not believe
I should be charged for something I did in behalf of the
company.

"

As exhibits to the memorandum, Mansueto attached several of his personal checks

p p
to politicians, including the ones for Francois and Aluisi.

On the same date as the Mansueto checks for Francois and Aluisi, Mansueto

apparently invited Francois and Aluisi to attend a dinner in Washington,

eg
D.C. The table arranged by Mansueto also included, according to Mansueto's

pocket calendar, Frank Masiello, Barry Locke, and John A. Volpe, along with two

people connected with the United States Postal Service and one person employed by

the DMJM architectural firm 90

£7 Mansueto 1/16/73 PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL memorandum to Serell.

ee id.

£° Mansueto pocket calendar, 10/28/70. The event was the annual dinner of the
Eig Erothers of the National Capital Area.

90 Mansueto pocket calendar, page opposite 12/10/70.
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APPENDIX C

MEM'S ATTEMPT TO WIN A

PROJECT MANAGEMENT CONTRACT
FOR THE UMASS/WORCESTER MEDICAL SCHOOL

In considering why the UMass/Bcston project management contract was awarded

to MBM in December 1969, it may be useful to consider steps that WEV took a few

months later in an attempt to win a similar contract for the UMass/Worcester

Medical School. Although the Commonwealth ultimately decided not to use an

outside project manager for UMass/Worcester, an analysis of MEM's sales approach

may sheo further light on MBM's actions in obtaining the UMass/Boston contract.

MBM began its efforts to obtain the project management contract for the

UMass/Worcester Medical School project in June of 1970, barely two months after

MBM's UMass/Boston contract had been signed. MBM Vice President Jack Thomas

wrote letters to BBC Director Walter Poitrast and A&F Commissioner Donald Dwight

requesting that MBM be considered for appointment as project manager for

UMass/Worcester. Thomas sent copies of these letters to Anthony Mansueto, and

Mansueto in turn forwarded copies to Endicctt Peabody.

Peabody's partner Jeremiah Lambert sent a letter to Mansueto dated June 26,

1970 which saio, in part:

"We are fully prepared to assist MEM in connection with the
Worcester Medical project and are not presently burdened by
any conflict of interest. Chub [Peabody] will go forward
at the appropriate time just as he did on the University of
Massachusetts project.

When Lambert appeared before the Commission in 1980 and was asked what "the

appropriate time" had been in regard to the UMass/Boston project, he said the

phrase was just a figure of speech.^

Deputy A&F Commissioner Albert Zabriskie had certain responsibilities with

regard to UMass/Worcester, and Peabody apparently talked with Zabriskie several

1 Letter dated June 19, 1970 from Jack S. Thomas to Walter J. Poitrast; letter
dated June 23, 1970 from Jack S. Thomas to Donald R. Dwight.

2 Letter dated June 26, 1970 from Jeremiah D. Lambert to Anthony E. Mansueto.

3 Lambert testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/18/80 at 125-126.
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times in July 1970. Peabody apparently met with Zabriskie in Boston on

September 21, 1970 and again on October 7, 1970 with regard to UMass/Worcester

.

In preparation for the October 7, 1970 trip to Eoston, Peabody jotted the

following entry in his spiral notebook: "MBM a) Interest in Worcester (call

Gordon)." "Gordon" presumably was UMass Trustee Robert D. Gordon, whom

Peabody had contacted when MEN* was seeking the UMass/Eoston contract. Peabody

p
also wrote the name "Toot Mazzani" on the same page of the spiral notebook.

The Commission does not know who "Toot Mazzani" may have been, but it perhaps

should be noted that Anthony Mansueto had apparently been in contact with

Republican fundraiser Albert ("Toots") Manzi in reference to UMass/Worcester

and that MBM officials have testified that MEM made a voluntary $10,000 cash

payment to Manzi on October 16, 1970, c
' about which Peabody was consulted in

advance

.

On October 9, 1970 Peadody wrote a memo to his partner Jeremiah Lambert about

Deabooy's October 7 meeting with Zabriskie concerning UMass/Worcester 12

According to the memo, Zabriskie was going to recommend use of an outside project

manager to the new A&F Commissioner, Charles E. Shepard, even though "Shepard

4 Peabody law firm MEM tub card VII, entries for 7/20-21/7C, 7/23/70.

5 Id. , MEN tub cards IX and X, entries for 9/21/70, 10/7/7C.

6 Memorandum headed "Boston Oct. 6 & 7th [1970]," Peabody spiral notebook.

7 See discussion in Chapter IV supra .

£ Peabody spiral notebook, "Boston Oct. 6 & 7th."

5 See, e.o. , Mansueto pocket calendar, 7/6/70, 8/10/70, 10/13/70.

10 McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/6C at 53.. Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/76
at 116-115.

11 Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 44. Peabody testimony, P. A. 3/29/78 at

22-23, 89, 92-93; Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 156, 164, 167, 206.

i2 Memorandum datec October 9, 197C from Gov. [Endicott] Peabody to Mr.
[Jeremiah D.] Lambert, concerning MEM.

Shepard became Acting A&F Commissioner on August 12, 1970 when Donald
Dwight resigned to run for Lieutenant Governor. Shepard was named Commissioner
when Acting Governor Francis Sargent took office as Governor in January 1971.
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is opposed to this form of operation." Peabody continued, "It is very

possible [that] the matter will be decided by former Commissioner Dwight, now a

candidate for Lieutenant Governor, and he is very partial to MBM."

As previously discussed, MBM officals have testified that on October 16, 1970

MBM delivered $10,000 in cash in a brown paper bag to Manzi for the

Sargent-Dwight campaign. * On October 13, 1970, when Mansueto discussed the

payment with Endicott Peabody, Mansueto's pocket calendar made reference not only

to that discussion about the payment but also to UMass/Worcester.

On October 22, 1970 Mansueto wrote the following memorandum: "Re: Worcester

Medical Center. Received call from Bill Masiello. Project ours after election

per Zabriskie." Mansueto apparently relayed this intelligence to Jack

Thomas, because on October 27, 1970 Thomas sent a memc to other MBM

executives reporting that —
"Tony [Mansueto]'s latest information indicates that funds
($700,000) are available for management services [on the
UMass/Worcester project], and that MBM is 'in' once the decision
is made to hire a consultant. No activity expected until after
election day."

Despite these optimistic reports, there apparently was some ouestion about

whether a project management firm could be hired for the UMass/Worcester project

under then-existing law. It will be recalled that, for UMass/ Boston , a special

provision was incorporated into the UMass/Boston appropriation authorization to

permit outside project management. e To accomplish the same purpose for

UMass/Worcester, MBM apparently prevailed upon State Senator James A.

Kelly, Jr. to file a bill authorizing the BEC "to appoint temporary

consultants to expedite projects." 1 The Kelly bill, S. 75, was filed on

I* See discussion in Chapter V, supra .

i5 Mansueto pocket calendar, 10/13/70.

16 Memorandum [to files?] dated October 22, 1970 from Anthony E. Mansueto,
"Re: Worcester Medical Center."

I"7 ConfiOential memorandum dated October 27, 1970 from Jack S. Thomas to
Gerald McKee, Jr. concerning three projects "pending."

16 See Acts of 1969, c. 896, and discussion in Chapter IV supra .

On March 15, 1971 Jack Thomas wrote a memorandum to McKee, Mansueto, and
Peabody attaching a copy of the bill (S.75) and remarking that Thomas thought
that the bill had been "aimed at getting us onto the UMass/Worcester project."
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October 28, 1970. 20 Two weeks earlier, MEM had given to KelJy a $2,000 check

for the Kevin H. White gubernatorial campaign*-1 (for which Kelly had been

raising funds) 22 ana MEM had made out a $2,000 check for State Senate Majority

Leaoer Kevin E. Harrington"^ (whom Kelly was actively supporting for Senate

President 24
)

.

On October 29, 1970 Mansueto spoke with Peabody, J and on November 2, 1970

Peabody spoke with Zabriskie. On November 3, 1970 Peabody wrote tc Mansueto

about his conversation with Zabriskie on November 2. According to Peabody's

summary, Zabriskie said nothing would happen on the UMass/Worcester project until

after election day but that "the blue-print which [Zabriskie] earlier tcld me

about and which we discussed, is going forward „27

Shortly after election day, Peabody again spoke with Zabriskie 28
In a

memorandum summarizing a November 9, 1970 conversation with Zabriskie,

2 Journal of the Senate.

21 MBM-Eoston check #1822 dated October 19, 197C for $2,000 payable tc William
Masiello, endorsed to Kelly, who endorsed it to the Kevin White for Governor
Committee

.

22 Kelly testimony, P. A. 5/12/78 at 55.

22 MEM-Boston check y/1812 dated October 19, 1970 for $2,000, payable tc Kevin
Harrington .

24 Kelly testimony, P. A. 5/12/78 at 54. When Harrington won the contested
Senate President race, he named Kelly chairman of the Ways & Means Committee.
See discussion of these checks in Appendix F i nf ra and in P. A. Report at 60-79.

25 Peabody telephone records, 10/29/70.

26 id. H/2/70.

27 Letter datec November 3, 1970 from Endicott Peabody to Anthony E. Mansueto.

26 Peabody telephone records, 11/9/70.

29 Memorandum dated November 9, 1970 from EF [Encicctt Peabody] to JDL
[Jeremiah D. Lambert], "Re: MEM - UMass/Medical School," introduced as Peabody
Exhibit 15, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 202.
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Feabody reported that

"there is a 'highly' placed Massachusetts official who has
some firm ideas as to what should be done about this matter
and who is bound to be influential in the decision. I

[Peabody] think we are well thought of by that official, and I

am going to call again just before Thanksgiving to see what
action is being contemplated. I will stay on top of this."

When Peabody testified in 1980 before the Commission, he was asked about this

30memorandum. He said he could not recall who the "highly placed official" was.

On November 19, 1970 UMass/Worcester Associate Dean John Stockwell wrote a

letter expressing pleasure that a full-time construction managememt team was

going to be established for the UMass/Worcester project. On December 8 and 9,

1970 Peabody was in Boston. On December 11, 1970 he sent a letter to

Mansueto reporting that in several conversations with A&F [presumably with

Zabriskie] Peabody had ascertained that MEM was still "being highly considered"

for the medical school, although, Peabody added, "There is still a Question as to

whether a Project Manager has been authorized, but I believe this can be resolved

* u.1 33favorably .

Feabody recommended that Mansueto attend a cocktail party on December 22,

1970 in Boston at which Zabriskie would be present. Peabody went on in the

letter to say:

"I trust you will keep me informed of all that goes on in
Massachusetts. Having experienced the jungle cf politics in
that state, I think I can tell you where all the pitfalls are.
There is a great deal of work in that state outside cf the
University of Massachusetts, and if you call us in advance, we
can help you."

As an example, Peabody said:

30 Peabody testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/19/80 at 203-204.

31 Letter dated November 19, 1970 from John F. Stockwell to Walter J.

Poitrast. Presumably, Stockwell was referring tc an outside construction
management team; the EEC was still understaffed and thus incapable of fielding a

full-time construction management team consisting solely of EEC employees.

32 Peabody law firm MEM tub card XII.

23 Letter dated December 11, 1970 from Endicott Peabody to Anthony E.
Mansueto, at 1.
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"I air sorry you missed out on a Logan Airport matter. I

still have two appointees of mine on the Port Authority and they
might have been of some help had they known of my interest."

Peabody and Mansueto continued to pursue the UMass/Worcester contract. On

December 15, 1970 -- a day on which Mansueto was in Palm Eeach, Florida --

Mansueto's pocket calendar contained the entry: "Worcester Med. Ctr. - Kelly

back."-5 And on January 6, 1971, Peabody again spoke with Zabriskie about

UM ass/Worcester. 35

Unfortunately for MBM, a series of newspaper articles appeared early in

February of 1971 severely criticizing MBM's existing project management contract

at UMass/Boston. The articles led to the creation of the legislative

committee, chaireo by Senator DiCarlo and Representative Sirianni, to look into

the contract." These events apparently made it politically impossible for MEM

to receive any more Massachusetts state contracts for a while. Eut in late

August 1971, when MEM began to have reason to believe that it might emerge from

the DiCarlo-Sirianni Committee unscathed, MEM again displayed interest in getting

work at UMass/Worcester . MBM President McKee wrote a letter to Peabody on August

30, 1971 stating that MBM was about to acauire an old rival, Mauchly Construction

Management ("MCM" -- formerly part of Mauchly Associates) and expressing hope

that the combined MEM-MCM forces could win a project management contract at

36UMass/Worcester. Although no project management contract as such ever was

awarded for UMass/Worcester, MCM had already performed some CPM work at

UMass/Worcester, and MCM received additional work there after being acouired by

MBM.""

34 Mansuetc pocket calendar, 12/15/7C.

See memorandum dated January 6, 1971 from E.P. [Endicott Peabody] to J.D.L.
[Jeremiah D. Lambert], re: "MEM/University of Massachusetts at Worcester."

36 See discussion in Chapter VII infra .

37 See discussion in Chapter VII infra .

38 Letter dated August 30, 1971 from Gerald McKee, Jr. tc Endicott Peabody.

39 Commission staff analysis of MBM and MCM contracts in Massachusetts.
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APPENDIX D

MBM'S ATTEMPTS TO WIN
CONTRACTS REGARDING THE

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COURTHOUSE

Another demonstration of methods that MEM used in seeking contracts is

provided by the Middlesex County Courthouse. MBM ' s attempts to obtain work

there began in January 1970, less than one month after MEM won the UMass/Boston

contract. The courthouse project had started years earlier and was experiencing

severe difficulties. The county commissioners decided to look for a

construction consultant, and MEM was interested. MBM conveyed its interest to

Endicott Peabody, and Peabody promptly contacted all three county

commissioners and their counsel. Peabody soon reported that he had

"commitments from all three commissioners" to accept MBM's proposal to provide

initial consulting services for a fee of approximately $30,000. MBM was in

fact awarded that initial contract on February 24, 1970, resulting in a fee to

MBM of $33,960 for less than two months' work which apparently was done in large

part by Jack S. Thomas. The major services that MBM provided for the $33,960 fee

seem to have been a simple CPM schedule and an 11-page letter whose primary

recommendation was that the commissioners enaaae e construction

1 See , e.g. , Sareen P. Gerson, "County Courthouse--f rom Beginning tc Today,"
Lexington Minuteman, March 18, 1971, supplement.

2 a copy of the commissioners' resolve was found in MBM's Middlesex County
Courthouse file, but there appears to be no record of it in the commissioner's
minutes

.

2 Memorandum headed "County Court House and Jail," undated but probably
January 26, 1970; Peabocy spiral notebook.

4 Peabody law firm MBM tub card III, entries for #1/29/70, 2/2/70, 2/9/7C,
2/10/70. Letter cated January 30, 1970 from Endicott Peabooy to Gerald J. [ sic ]

McKee, Jr., re: Middlesex County Courthouse.

5 Draft memorandum dated February 11, 1970 from Governor [Endicott] Peabody to
J[eremiah] D. Lambert, concerning the Middlesex County Courthouse, at 1.

£ See letter dated April 21, 1970 from Jack S. Thomas for MBM to Middlesex
County Commissioners, concerning Middlesex County Superior Courthouse,
Conclusions and Recommendations, at 1.
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manager for the project. Apparently seeing no conflict of

interest, MEM began a two-year campaign to win such a construction management

contract, which MBM expected to be far more lucrative than its initial consulting

contract .

^

Feabody was eager to assist MBM in its attempt to win the Middlesex County

Courthouse construction management contract, believing that his efforts had been

c
instrumental in producing the initial contract and that successful efforts of

this nature should be rewarded above and beyond the normal retainer (as with the

UMass/Boston contract) 10 As it happened, however, the project came under

criticism, and the Massachusetts Legislature in August 197C refused to provide

any additional funds for the courthouse project.

The State Senate's Committee on Counties came under the chairmanship, in

January 1971, of Joseph J.C. DiCarlo. Less than a month later, DiCarlo

co-sponsored an order calling for a legislative investigation of MBM's

UMass/Eoston project management contract, and DiCarlo soon thereafter was

appointed Senate Chairman of the resulting special investigative committee.

As discussed mere fully in Chapter VII, DiCarlo was eventually paid mere than ten

thousanc collars in cash by MEM. In return, DiCarlo produced a favorable

committee report for MBM, enabling MBM to win over $1 million worth cf extension

contracts of the UMass/Boston project. In addition, DiCarlo allegedly agreed to

help MBM win the Middlesex County Courthouse construction management contract

that MBM had lone been seekina.

~ Thoires 4/21/70 letter to Middlesex County Commissioners , at 7-10.

6 Peabocy 2/11/70 craft memorandum to Lambert indicates that the management
contract fee was anticipated to be $100,000 or more.

5 See memorandum dated May 7, 1970 from Gov. [Endicott] Peabody to Mr.
[Jeremiah D.] Lambert, concerning MBM-Middlesex County contract.

l u See Peabooy 2/11/70 draft memorandum to Lambert, and memorandum dated May 6

[197uT
-
from "Chub" [Endicott Peabody] to "Jerry" [Jeremiah D. Lambert],

concerning the fee arrangement for the Middlesex County contract.

11 Se_e "House Kills $8. 5m for Courthouse," Boston Globe, August 22, 1970.

12 See discussion in Chapter VII infra .

1
' See discussion in Chapter VII ir f re .
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Since DiCarlo swore under oath that he did not take any steps to help MBM win

the Middlesex County contract, it is appropriate to summarize some of the

evidence on the matter. In late August of 1971, DiCarlo apparently was

introduceo by his colleague, Senator Ronald C. MacKenzie, to Daniel J. Shields

and William F. Harding of MBM. i5 Not long after this meeting, the first

concrete arrangements were made which led to DiCarlo's alteration of the

legislative report about MBM's UMass/Boston contract in return for money from

MBM. i6 Within a week of this August 1571 meeting, DiCarlo was quoted in the

press as favoring an independent consultant for the Middlesex County Courthouse

project. *' By October 1971, DiCarlo -- who had ascended to the Senate

1 £chairmanship of the Joint Rules Committee -- was quoted in several press

reports as saying that he would not permit consideration by the Legislature of

any bill to fund the completion of the courthouse unless the bill reouired the

retention of an outside consultant to oversee the work. Moreover, DiCarlo

was reported in the press to have a specific firm in mind: MBM. 20 In

testimony before the Commission in 1980, DiCarlo flatly denied these press

accounts from 1571, adding the observation that sometimes the press makes

mistakes. While that observation is undoubtedly true, it is also true that

iA DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 98-102.

15 See letter dated August 30, 1971 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Endicott
Peabody, concerning meetings with Massachusetts officials. Shields and Harding
had been President and Vice President of Mauchly Construction Management, Inc.,
which was then in the process of being acquired by MBM. Shields and Harding saw
DiCarlo on behalf of the MBM/MCM combined firm.

16 See discussion in Chapter VII infra .

1 7 Shelly Cohen, "Bail-out for Courthouse," Medford Mercury and ether papers,
September 1, 1971.

1£ Kenneth Sweeney, "$21 million figure on Mbsx. Courthouse bill; DiCarlc
wants more info," Lexington Middleman and other papers, October 21, 1971.

15 Id. ; Shelly Cohen, "DiCarlo eyes safeguards," Medford Mercury and other
papers, October 7-12, 1971.

20 Shelly Cohen, "County Courthouse gains signatures," South Middlesex Daily
News ( Framingham ) , October 31, 1971.

21 DiCarlo testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/3/80 at 101-102.
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the articles were by several reporters -- at least some of whom are well

respected -- and they appeared over several months without any challenge at the

time from DiCarlo.

Daniel Shields provided the Commission with an explanation of why DiCarlo was

solicitous of MBM with regard to the Middlesex County Courthouse project.

According to Shields's testimony, DiCarlo was to be paid in cash by MBM for

23DiCarlo's assistance on the Courthouse project. DiCarlo eventually did let

the courthouse bill through the Rules Committee without the construction

management requirement, 2 ^ but Shields explained that DiCarlo's change of

attitude resulted from a disagreement between DiCarlo and McKee about whether the

cash payment to DiCarlo for the courthouse assistance was to be part of -- or was

to be in addition to -- the amount that DiCarlo was being paid for altering the

2 5legislative report on MBM's UMass/Boston contract.

MBM President Gerald McKee, Jr. has denied that MBM ever discussed paying

DiCarlo in return for help that DiCarlo might render in MBM's attempts to win the

Middlesex County Courthouse contract or other contracts. However, McKee and

others testified at the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial that DiCarlc said, during a

meeting in New York after DiCarlo's report on the UMass/Eoston contract had beer

completed, that DiCarlo would not help MBM win other contracts unless MPM paid

26
hi it promptly.

22 These articles were among those sent to DiCarlo's office by his clipping
service.

23 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/80 at 7E-85.

24 The funding authorization bill for the courthouse was passed by the
Legislature on January 31, 1972 as Acts of 1572, c.4.

25 Shields testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2/8C at 81-85.

26 McKee testimony, 5 DiC 1/31/77 at 73-86; Shields testimony, 15 DiC 2/14/77
at 89-94, 143.
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Although MBM never did receive the construction management contract that it

sought for the Middlesex County Courthouse, it did receive a contract in February

1572 to act as expert witness for the Middlesex County Commissioners in

litigation over problems in the courthouse construction project 27 That

contract, which was apparently never noted in the minutes of the Middlesex County

Commissioners' meetings, generated almost $100,000 in fees for MEM 28

27 See letter dated February 11, 1972 from Middlesex County Commissioners'
counsel R. Robert Popec to Chairman John F. Dever, recommending the approval of
MBM's proposed contract; Proposal dated February 3, 1572 from MEM to Middlesex
County Commissioners, concerning construction consulting services.

26 Special Commission staff analysis of payments to MEM for work on the
Middlesex County Courthouse. See also Shelly Cohen, "County signs no limit
contract with consultants," South Middlesex Daily News ( Framinoham ) , February 18,
1572.
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APPENDIX E

MEM'S SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS
REGARDING ITS "DELAY CLAIM" IN 1972

The UMass/Boston project was built on a sanitary land-fill . The nature of the

site made it less expensive for the Commonwealth to acouire than other land would

have been, but it also increased the development costs somewhat. Moreover, one

characteristic of sanitary land-fills is that they may have subsurface deposits

of methane gas. This was the case at the UMass/Boston site, and it was a fact of

which the UMass/Boston planners had been aware and which they apparently took

into account in their planning. Nonetheless, some individuals -- including at

least one newspaper columnist -- became convinced that "lethal methane gas" on

the UMass/Eoston site was potentially explosive. As a result of their

concern, they persuaded the Legislature in August 1570 to suspend certain

construction activities on the UMass/Boston site.^ The suspension lasted for

about five months while inaependent studies were conducted about the methane gas

situation and what to do about it.

Although certain construction activities were thus delayed, other design and

review activities continued. Indeed, enough activity continued that BBC Project

Director James Cusack later concluded that the methane studies had not

substantially delayed completion of the projectf 3

1 See, e.g. , Wendell Woodman, "UMass Trustees Knew of Methane Concentrations at

Columbia Point," New England News Service Release dated Julyl6, 1970, and

"Columbia Point Gut as Campus Site, Watertown Land Is Bought," New England

News Service Release dated July 17, 1970. Notes of 10/11/79 interview of

Wendell H. Woodman by Special Commission staff, at 1.

2 Acts of 1970, c.633, apprcved August 7, 1570. Section 2, item 6C71-66 of
Chapter £33 suspended building construction.

3 Memorandum dateo December 14, 1572 from EPC Project Director James J

tc EEC Director Walter J. Poitrast, opposing MBM ' s delay claim.
Cusack
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Nonetheless, MEM decided that it was entitled to a "delay clairr" for the

"extra expenses" it incurred as a result of the legislatively imposed delay on

the project. Why MBM should have been entitled to any extra compensation is

unclear. Under the fixed fee portion of MEM's contract, the salaries of

specified MBM employees were being paid in full. Since MBM was subseouently

granted extensions to its contract, those salaries presumably were fully covered

for the entire period of those employees' tenure on the project. As to MEM

employees not covered under the fixed fee portion of MBM's contract, they were

covered under the "reimbursable" section of the contract, pursuant to which MEM

was reimbursed in full for the salary expenses and given a 2C percent mark-up

(presumably for profit) as well. In any event, in February 1972, MBM filed a

"delay claim" in the amount of $95,700. This amount apparently was determined

by doubling MBM's supposed additional salary expenses from the delay.

Although MBM pressed for approval of the delay claim, it was still not approved

as of November 1972.

MEM's financial situation by November 1972 was precarious, perhaps even

4 See Contract for Consultant Services no. 601, Massachusetts State Proiect
no. U67-4 #2A, between the EEC and MEM, at 13.

5 See Contract for Consultant Services no. 601, Massachusetts State Proiect
no. U67-4 #2A, between the BBC and MEM, at 17.

6 Letter dated February 16, 1972 from Jack S. Thomas to BBC Director, Walter
J. Poitrast, concerning a request for additional payment due to project delay.

7 Id. at 3.

8 See memorandum dated November 3, 1972 from Jack S. Thomas to G[erald]
McKee, Jr., concerning Phase I extension and the delay claim.
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c
desperate. In order to come up with funds to pay such basic expenses as

electricity, telephone, photocopying, and security, MBM felt it imperative that

the delay claim be approved post haste .
° MEM's Boston manager, Jack Thomas,

urged MBM President McKee to reduce MBM's delay claim from twice direct salary

expense ($95,700) to either direct salary expense plus 20 percent ($57,000) or

just direct salary expense ($48,000), without a markup in order to expedite

approval. * Furthermore, MEM considered prompt approval of the delay claim to

be so urgent that Thomas and McKee asked former Governor Peabody to fly to Boston

to participate in a sort of summit meeting with the responsible state

officials. 12

It seemed clear to MBM that the key person in the decision-making process

would be Frederick J. Kussman, the administrative assistant to BBC Director

Walter Poitrast. Kussman was generally responsible for fiscal matters within the

EEC, and he had been helpful to MBM in the past. In particular, he had

helped MEM to draft MBM's proposal to the BBC for Phase II of the UMass/Boston

project; 1 he hao apparently chosen net to penalize MEM or declare it in breach

of its UMass/Boston Phase I contract when MBM improperly retained for its own use

funds that it was supposed to pass on to subcontractors; and he had prepared the

first draft of the DiCarlo-Sirianni committee report which, even if it were not

9 Id. at 2; see also McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 85.

10 Thomas 11/3/72 memorandum tn McKee, at 1-2.

11 _I_d- !t should be noted that "direct salary expense" included not only the
actual salary, but also applicable Social Security, state unemployment, federal
unemployment, group insurance, vacations, paid holidays, and sick leave.

12 See letter dated November 2, 1972 from Jack S. Thomas tc Encicett Peabody,
concerning a meeting on November 9, 1972 about the delay claim.

13 See notes of 12/14/79 interview of Jack S. Thomas by Special Commission
staff, at £.

14 Id. at 15.
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as favorable as MBM wanted, at least did not conclude that MBM's UMass/Boston

contract was illegal or excessive or was to be terminated immediately. McKee

described Kussman as "MEM's interface with BBC for all contractual matters" and

as a "strong advocate" of MEM's work and of construction management in

general. In return, MEM had been good to Kussman. For example, in January

1972, MBM gave $2,000 in cash to kussman, according to Jack Thomas. And on

November 6, 1972, Thomas asked McKee's permission for MBM to underwrite Kussman's

1 pattendance at a conference in Puerto Rico scheduled for December 1972.

On November 9, 1972 a conference on the delay claim took place in Boston

among Peabody, Thomas, Kussman, Poitrast, Zabriskie, Assistant Transportation

Secretary William Najam, A&F engineer Philip Dick (who had recently left MBM '

s

payroll) 1 and MBM project manager C. Ronald Rabin. MBM seems to have proposed

20that the delay claim be settled for $57,000, but no firm agreement was

21
reached at the meeting.

1^ See discussion in Chapter VII infra .

16 Notes of 2/15/80 interview of Gerald McKee, Jr. by Special Commission
staff, at 1.

17 Thomas testimony, 12A DiC 2/9/77 at 27; Thomas 12/14/79 written statement
at 2. Thomas said that he went with William Masiello to Kussman's home, that Thomas
gave the cash to Masiello to give to Kussman, and that Thomas had no reason to
believe that Masiello did not follow through as agreed.

18 Memorandum dated November 6, 1S72 from Jack S. Thomas to G[erald] McKee,
Jr. The Commission has no evidence on whether Kussman went to the conference or
on whether MBM paid anything in that connection.

19 Notes of 2/5/80 interview of Philip Dick by Special Commission staff, at
1. It is not clear whether Dick was ever really an MBM employee as such, or
whether he was put on MBM ' s payroll as an accommodation to BBC project engineer
James J. Cusack who wanted Dick to work on the project. Dick had previously been
employed by the state Department of Mental Health.

/u See letter dated November 15, 1972 from Endicott Peabody to Jack S. Thomas.

21 Id.
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After the meeting, according to Thomas, there was a discussion between Thomas

and McKee about how to get the delay claim resolved promptly in MEM's favor. 22

According to Thomas, McKee instructed Thomas to offer money to Kussman in return

2 "3

for Kussman's expediting the resolution of the delay claim in MBM's favor.

Thomas, who currently lives and works in Kuwait, did not come to the United

States to testify before the Commission. But in the London interview in 1579

with Commission staff at which this topic was discusseo, it was Thomas who

volunteered the information; the Commission had not asked Thomas anything about

the delay claim. Thomas explained that he had not previously revealed the

information because he had not wanted to hurt Kussman, whom Thomas regarded as

one of the few capable individuals within the BBC. Despite his feeling for

Kussman, Thomas was willing to swear to his account, and he executed a written

statement repeating it.

When McKee was shown Thomas's written statement and a transcript of Thomas's

25
oral statement on the matter, McKee pronounced it untrue. Shortly thereafter,

McKee met with Thomas in the Middle East and expressed his views tc Thomas on the

subject. 2 ^ Nonetheless, Thomas stuck to his account, insisting that what he

had told the Commission staff was what he remembered. Since Thomas had worked

with and apparently been close to McKee for some twenty years, £ Thomas

22 written statement dated December 14, 1575 executed by Jack S. Thomas in

London, England, concerning the delay claim, at 1.

23 id.

24 Thomas 12/14/75 interview; Thomas 12/14/75 written statement.

25 ycKee 2/15/80 interview at 2-3.

26 See McKee testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 87-65.

27 Thomas testimony, 10 M/M 2/26/75 at 42.
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apparently felt very strongly that this account was true. 2 ^

In any event, according to Thomas, Kussman accepted MBM's offer of money in

return for expediting the delay claim, and it was agreed that $2,000 would be the

29payment to Kussman. ? The Commission wished to Question Kussman about this and

other matters, but Kussman asserted his privilege against

self-incrimination.

An American Express receipt in MBM's files indicates that Thomas met with

Kussman at the Point After lounge in Boston on November 13, 1972. As it happens,

the BBC's approval (by what appears to be a signature stamp of Deputy Director

George T. Rushton -- a signature stamp which Kussman presumably was authorized to

use) of MBM's delay claim is dated November 13, 1972.' The claim ouickly was

approved, in turn, by A&F and by the Office of Transportation 4

Construction, l and on November 16, 1972 Kussman signed a reservation of funds

form in regard to the delay claim. 33 The Commonwealth's check to MBM was dated

November 30, 1972.34

26 McKee said that perhaps Thomas had misunderstood an instruction to "let
Freddie keep half" -- by which McKee would have meant that MBM would compromise
its delay claim by 50 percent, benefitting the BBC. McKee 2/15/80 interview, at
3. One may wonder how Thomas, who had worked so long for McKee, could have so
misunderstood such an instruction.

25 Thomas 12/14/79 written statement, at 1.

30 Testimony of Frederick J. Kussman, Sp. Comrr. A/25/79 at 4-24.

31 Memorandum of Approval #73-36, dated November 13, 1972 from Walter J.
Poitrast (signed by George T. Rushton) to the Secretaries of Administration and
of Transportation and Construction, concerning MBM's compensation claim for
methane gas delay.

3^ Memorandum of Approval #73-36, approved by Secretary cf Transportation and
Construction Alan Altshuler on November 15, 1972, and by Secretary of
Administration William I. Co*in on November 20, 1972.

33 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, reservation of funds form dated 11/16/72,
for claim for additional compensation ... payable to MBM.

34 Commonwealth of Massachusetts check #316535 dated 11/30/72 payable to MBM.
The claim was settled for $47,862.15 -- MBM's "direct salary expense."
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MBM soon began its payments to Kussman. The first payment -- for $1,000 --

was made by a check dated December IS, 1972 on the account of Equipment

Development, Inc. ("EDI"), a wholly-owned subsidiary of MEM." The check was

signed by Thomas who -- in addition to being MEM's Eoston manager -- was

President of EDI. The address of EDI shown en the check was the same as that of

MBS" s Eoston office. The next payment to Kussman was by an EDI check dated March

9, 1973 for $500. 36
A third payment, for $250, was apparently made in 1974 by

means of a check on an MBM bank account in Puerto Rico; in 1974, Thomas was

managing MEM work in Puerto Rico, and he allegedly made his third payment when

Kussman -- accompanied by William Masiello -- visited MBM's Puerto Rico

office. According to Thomas, these payments totalling $1,750 were made solely

3P
on account of Kussman's having expedited MEM's UMass/Boston delay claim.

39
Kussman admitted in 1977 that he had received the payments, but he gave a

very different explanation about why he was entitled to the money. At an

administrative hearing in 1977, Kussman testified under oath that the $1,750 was

payment for his acting as a consultant for EDI in connection with a project in

Chicago, Illinois. Kussman testified that he had no idea that EDI was

related to MBM, although he knew that EDI's President, Thomas, was the MEM

35 EDI check #195 dated December 19, 1972 for $1000 payable to Frederick J.

Kussman.

36 EDI check #206 dated March 9, 1973 for $500 payable to Frederick J. Kussman

37 Thomas 12/14/79 written statement, at 2.

3£ Id.

39 in the matter of Frederick J. Kussman, administrative hearing before Marie
Jackson, hearing officer.

40 ip. at 2-23 to 2-27.
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Vice President in charge of MBM's Boston office. Ai Kussman apparently tcok the

administrative hearing seriously. At Kussman's behest, MBM President McKee wrote

a letter supporting Kussman's position. Kussman was found by the hearing

officer to have engaged in no wrong-doing with regard to the money from

EDI/MBM.* 3

Kussman's testimony and McKee's letter to the administrative hearing were

both knowingly untrue, according to Thomas. The only work that Kussman ever

did for MBM in Chicago, Thomas said, was to provide a helpful recommendation for

MBM when MBM applied for the largest contract that MBM was ever to receive, the

$8 million Chicago School Board contract. 5 EDI had absolutely nothing to do

with that or any other Chicago job, according to Thomas, and Kussman was given

only expenses and perhaps a per diem for his help in Chicago, Thomas said.* 6

As for McKee's letter, Thomas said that McKee sent him a copy of it, suggesting

that Thomas also send a letter supporting Kussman, but Thomas refused to submit

an untrue letter ana therefore sent nothino for the administrative hearino.* 7

41 Id. at 2-23 to 2-24, 2-27.

42 Letter dated March 9, 1977 from Gerald McKee, Jr. to Frederick J. Kussman,
concerning Kussman's work for EDI.

43 Report of Hearino Officer Desicnee, Matter of Frederick J. Kussman, 9/7/77
at 6-9.

44 Thomas 12/14/79 interview, at 16; Thomas 12/14/79 written statement, at 2.

45 Thomas 12/14/79 written statement, at 2.

46 Id. ; Thomas 12/14/79 interview, at 14.

47 Thomas 12/14/79.
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APPENDIX F

MBM'S FEE FOR WORK AT THE
WORCESTER COUNTY JAIL

In early 1970 the Worcester architectural firm of Masiello & Associates had a

contract for work regarding the Worcester County Jail. Masiello, in turn,

recommended to the Worcester County Commissioners on March 25, 1970 that MEM be

hired to do cost control work on the jail. On March 31, 1970 the Commissioners

authorized Masiello & Associates to hire MBM as cost control consultant for a fee

not to exceed $20,000. 2

In November 1971 MBM Vice President Jack Thomas sent a memorandum to MBM Vice

President Anthony Mansueto about MBM ' s fee for work on the Worcester County

Jail."' The memorandum says:

"The fee for the Worcester County Jail was slightly over
$19,000. Our costs S 2 1/2 DSE, plus out-of-pocket
expenses amounted to $9,000. It appears that the Fee you
established was about right -- all things considered."

This memorandum suggests that MBM received an extremely lucrative fee on this

public project, with a profit margin similar to what MBM expected to make on the

UMass/Boston contract. The cryptic language in the memorandum raises

questions about why a $10,000 profit on a $19,000 county contract should have

been "about rioht -- all thinos considered."

1 See proposal dated March 25, 1970 from MBM to Masiello and Associates, "Re:

Jail Facility, Worcester County."

2 Letter dated March 31, 1970 from Paul X. Tivnan, Chairman of the Worcester
County Commissioners, to Masiello & Associates, authorizing the hiring of MBM.

3 Memorandum dated November 22, 1971 from Jack S. Thomas to A[nthony] E.

Mansueto, concerning the Worcester County Jail.

4 See undated MBM document, "UMass Boston Campus, 459-004, Summery of Budget,"
introduced as Mck'ee Exhibit 7, Sp. Comm. 6/26/80 at 38; see also discussion in

Chapter VI.

Inaeec, one might conclude that MEM's normal profit was emcompassed within
the 2 1/2 multiplier of direct salary expense, since that is the basis that MBM

used for its total fee for other projects. See , e.g. ,
Thomas 11/3/72 memorandum

to McKee concerning Phase 1 extension and the delay claim. It is unclear why
Thomas said that the total fee was "slightly over $19,000" since other documents
indicate that MBM was paid exactly $20,00C for work on the Worcester County jail,
as outlined later in the text. Perhaps MBM had two contracts in relation to the
jail.
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One possible reason why a $10,000 excess fee would have been "about right" --

all things considered" is that between October and November of 1971, MBM had had

to generate $10,000 in cash, apparently for political payments in

Massachusetts. Another explanation of where the extra money may have gone was

provided to the Commission in testimony by William Masiello.

According to Masiello, he had a dinner meeting with Anthony Mansueto during

the summer of 1970 at which MBM's billings on the Worcester County Jail project

were discussed. 7 Masiello testified that at that dinner he suggested to

Mansueto that MBM falsely inflate by $4,000 an invoice that it was about to

submit; Masiello pledged that he would approve the invoice for payment by

Worcester County.

According to Masiello, he proposed that the $4,000 be given as political

contributions to two fundraising projects that Masiello was working on for

Senator James A. Kelly, Jr. Those projects were Boston Mayor Kevin H. White's

gubernatorial campaign and State Senate Majority Leader Kevin E. Harrington's
c

attempt to become Senate President.'' Kelly was a key supporter of Harrington

and expected to be named to the powerful post of Senate Ways & Means Chairman if

Harrington became Senate President. Kelly was also playing an active rcle in

White's campaign tc become Governor.

According to Masiello, Mansueto agreed to this proposal to inflate MBM's bill

and make the contributions, 1 ^ and on August 31, 1970, MBM submitted an invoice

to Masiello & Associates for $11,071.85 which included, according to Masiello,

£ See discussion in Chapter VII.

7 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Ccmm. 6/24/80 at 15-16

e William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comrr. 6/24/60 at 16-17,

9 Id. at 17.

10 Id.; Kelly testimony, P. A. 5/12/78 at 54.

11 Kelly testimony, P. A. 5/12/78 at 55.

12 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/8C at 18.
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$4,000 for work not performed. Masiello approved the invoice end submitted it to

the Worcester County Commissioners on September 21, 1970.

Payment to MBM was made by a check dated October 2, 1970. Masiello testified

that he personally delivered the check to Mansueto in Kelly's presence, on the

evening of October 13, 1970. 1A

On the following day (October 14, 1970) Kelly and Masiello met with Mansueto

at MBM's Boston office. At one time or another, this meeting has been testified

about by all of the participants. They agree that contributions to

Harrington and to the White campaign were discussed and that, as a result of

those conversations, MBM corporate checks were made payable to Harrington and to

the White campaign. 6 Each of those checks was for $2,000.

According to Masiello, the Harrington check was taken by Kelly and Masiello

to the State House, where Kelly went into Harrington's inner office to leave off

the check 18 The check was endorsed and cashed at Harrinaton's bank in

Salem
1'

1977 20

Unfortunately for Harrington, the check came to light late in

The check was illegal on its face, since the law prohibits

13
id.- at 18-20; MBM invoice no. 6121 dated August 31, 1970 to Masiello &

Associates, "Re: Schematic Estimate, Worcester County Jail Facility," in the
amount of $11,071.85. Letter dated September 21, 1970 frorr William V. Masiello
to Worcester County Commissioners, "Re: Worcester County Jail."

1A William Masiello testimony, Sp. Co mm. 6/24/80 at 22-23; Check #1018 on the
account of Worcester County Prison Colony Loan Act of 1969, dated October 2,

1970, payable to MBM in the amount of $11,071.85.

15 Mansueto testimony, F.A. 5/23/76 at 52-56; Kelly testimony, P. A. 5/12/78
at 22-31, 43-51; William Masiello testimony, 24 y/^ 3/23/79 at 67-9C; Sp. Comm,
6/24/60 at 25-32.

1£ Mansueto testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 54-55; Kelly testimony, F.A. 5/12/78
at 33, 43-45; William Masiello testimony, 24 M/M 3/23/79 at 83-86; Sp. Comrr

.

6/24/80 at 25-27.

17 MBM-Boston check #1812 dated October 19, 1970 for $200C, payable to Kevin
Harrington. MBM-Boston check #1813 dated October 19, 1970 for $2000 payable to

Kevin White; check #1813 was voided -- see below.

16 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/8C at 27.

19 Affidavit dated May 12, 1978 executed by Salem Savings Bank Vice President
George W. Olson, at 1-2; this affidavit was Appendix 39 to F.A. Report.

2u Information about this check and other MBM political payments in
Massachusetts was made public with the release (on December 29, 1977) of the
impounded bench conference that had occurred in the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial on
February 1, 1977. See Chapter VIII.
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the giving of corporate funds to politicians and the receipt of such funds

Harrington reportedly had been planning to run for Governor in 1978, and he

denied at the Post Audit Subcommittee hearings in 1978 that he had received or

22cashed the check. His testimony was questioned, since the endorsement

appeared to be his signature and since it seemed unlikely that anyone else could

have been mistaken for Harrington -- who is approximately 7 feet tall -- at

9 3Harrington's bank in Salem. J A handwriting analyst engaged by the Post Audit

Subcommittee concluded that the endorsement on the check was, in the analyst's

expert opinion, Harrington's handwriting .

2A Harrington thereafter did not run

for governor and did not seek re-election to the State Senate.

The MBM corporate check to White could have been eoually embarrassing, except

that White's fundraisers recognized the problem posed by a corporate check and

consequently refused to accept the check, according to Masiello. 25 MBM voided

the check and made out a new one, payable to Masiello. This substitute check

might, on its face, have seemed a legitimate payment of a business expense,

although it was not, according to both Masiello and MBM witnesses. "^ Masiello

testified that, on Kelly's instructions, Masiello endorsed the check over to

21 G.L. c.55 s.8.

22 Testimony of Senate President Kevin B. Harrington, P. A. A/11/78 at 6, 22,
et passim .

23 see_ P. A. Report at 72-79.

2Zt P. A. Report at 73-74; F.A. Report, Appendix 40, Report on the Signature of
Kevin Harrington dated June 5, 1978 from handwriting expert Elizabeth McCarthy to
Representative Gerald Cohen, Chairman of the Post Audit Subcommittee.

25 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/2A/8C at 28-29.

26 16. at 29; Mansuetc testimony, P. A. 5/23/78 at 53-55; McKee testimony, P. A.
3/22/78 at 87-89, 99, 101, 103.
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27Kelly, and Kelly in turn endorsed it to the White campaign. " In theory, the

endorsements turned it into a personal contribution by either Kelly or Masiello,

(It was apparently reported as a contribution by Kelly.) Baseo upon the

foregoing testimony, it was an illegal, laundered corporate contribution from

MBM 29

Although MBM's contract authorized a fee of up to $20,000 MBM had only billed

for $11,071.85. According to Masiello's testimony, the remaining $6,928.15 was

claimed by means of a fraudulent invoice by MBM, with the proceeds to go $5,000

to Masiello and the balance to MBM 30 Masiello testified to the Commission

31
~
l 2

that Mansueto agreed to this idea, so MEM submitted the invoice,^ Masiello

approved it,
33 and the $8,928.15 was paid to MBM on June 8, 1971

34 MBM

never paid Masiello his $5,000 share, according to Masiello's testimony. 35

27 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/80 at 29.

2£ ee P. A. Report, Appendix 36, Citizens' Research Foundation Listing of
PoliTTcal Contributions of $500 or More in 1970, edited by Herbert E. Alexander
and Katherine C. Fischer, entry for contributions filed in Massachusetts, James
A. Kelly, Jr.

25 P. A. Report at 67-65. In addition to being illegal on MPM's part, it would
have been illegal for the White campaign to have accepted the check if it

recognized that it was really a launoered corporate contribution from ^^V rather
than a bona fide personal contribution frorr Kelly or Masiellc. G.L. c.55 ss.8, 10,

30 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/60 at 32-33.

31 Id.

32 mbm statement to Frank P. Masiello, Jr. anc Associates refereneino invoice
y/6272 dated 12/31/70 and #8424 datec 3/22/71 in the amount of $8928.15 for job
no. 445-C35.

33 Letter catec May 26, 1971 from William V. Masiellc tc Worcester County
Commissioners, concerning the approval of an invoice from MEM.

3^ Check #1025 on the account of Worcester County Prison Colony Loan Act of

1565, catea June 6, 1571 payable tc MBM in the amount of $8926.15.

35 William Masiello testimony, Sp. Comm. 6/24/8C at 33-35.
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A NEW CAMPUS FCR hOLYCKE COMMUNITY CCLLEGE

On March 25, I960, Frank R. Masiello, Jr., became the first witness to

testify in public before the Special Commission about corruption in the award of

cesign contracts for state projects. That day, he testified that the Los Angeles

architectural firm of Daniel, Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall (known in the trade as

"DMJM") agreed to pay a large sum of money to Republican fundraiser Albert P.

"Toots" Manzi to secure a multi-millicn-dollar contract to design a new campus

for Holyoke Community College in Holyoke, Massachusetts. So far, the

construction contracts on the project have cost the Commonwealth over $26

million, and the Commonwealth has paid OMJM approximately $1.7 million in

architectural fees.

Frank Masiello testified about the Holyoke Community College project for more

than two days. Seventeen other witnesses, including William V. Masiello, later

testified before the Commission about the project. Albert Manzi appeared before

the Commission, but exercised his constitutional privileges against

self-incrimination and refused to answer questions. The Commission reauested

that officials of DMJM appear and testify, but they refused. They could not be

compelled to do so since they were outside the Commonwealth beyond the

Commission's power to subpoena.

The following integrates the testimony of those witnesses, as well as other

information obtained by the Commission, into a single account of the award of the

design contract for the Holyoke Community College (HCC) project and of the

subsequent design and construction of the project. Information has been selected

for inclusion in this account to answer the main question, "How did Daniel, Mann,

Johnson, Mendenhall obtain the contracts to design Phase I and Phase II of the

HCC project?"

The following account is a detailed one. The Special Commission chose to

investigate this project more deeply than any other except the M6M UMass/Boston

construction management contract. It did so for several reasons. The HCC

project was a major one, in taxpayers' dollars and in its importance to the

people of western Massachusetts. The first contract was let in 1968, the

earliest year within the Commission's mandata, and parts of the projet are still

under construction today. Many witnesses and documents were available to give

the Commission information on this project; the investigation did not have to

rely on evidence from only one or two witnesses. There were striking parallels

between the evidence of crime in the award of this contract and such evidence in

the award of others—especially the MBM contract. The similarities in timing,

people, and events between the DMJM and MBM contracts appear to be remarkably
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ciose.

For -those reasons, the Commission heard extensive evidence about the sele of

the HCC design contract by Toots Manzi to CMJM. In doing so, the Commission also

wantea to test the memories of the witnesses before it. The following account

reflects the particularity of the Commission's investigation.

EACKGRGUNO CF THE HOLYOKE PROJECT

On the afternoon of January 4, 1968, the main building of Holyoke Community

College burned down. The building had housed Holyoke High School from 1898 to

1964, then had been renovated at a cost of over $800,000 to the Commonwealth and

had become the new home of the community college.* The renovation project was

completed only a few months before the fire. After the fire, the college

continued to operate in its annex building ano in borrowed rooms throughout the

city

.

The residents of Holyoke feared that the Massachusetts Board of Regional

Community Colleges (ERCC) would decide not to rebuild Holyoke Community College,

but instead close down HCC and expand Springfield Technical Community College to

serve the Holyoke area as well.

A few days after the fire, Holyoke Mayor William Taupier, Holyoke Community

College President George Frost, State Representative David Bartley, and others

met with Theodore Chase, Chairman of the BRCC, and other state officials to

discuss the future of the college. Although no decisions were made at the

meeting, the desire of the residents of Holyoke to rebuild the college was

expressed both at the metting and through a letter-writing campaign to Governor

Volpe and Chairman Chase. At its next meeting on January 12, 1968, following

a presentation by a delegation from Holyoke, the ERCC voted unanimously to allow

HCC to remain in Holyoke. 2

At the BRCC meeting on February 9, 1968, Holyoke Community College was again

prominent on the agenda. First, Chairman Chase reported that Senate President

Maurice Donahue (of Holyoke), House Ways 4 Means Committee Chairman Anthony

Scibelli (of Springfield), and Representative David Eartley (of Holyoke) had

assured him that money for construction of a new Holyoke Community College campus

"would be forthcoming, over and above money needed for the other colleges."

Second, the boaro vdted preliminarily to choose the property offered by the City

BBC project EJ 64-1 #3. Architect: Perry, Shaw, Hepburn. Contractor:
Carpenter, Inc. Construction contract award price: $791,087. Source: BEC
project progress records.
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of Holyoke as the site for the new campus for building purposes. Finally, the

Eoaro voted to recuest the Governor to file a special message with the

Legislature asking for a capital outlay appropriation of SI, 100, COO for Holyoke

Community College (specifically, for the envelopment of a master plan for a

college to serve 4,500 stucents, preparation of working plans and specifications

for a first phase to accommodate 2,500 students, and preparation of the site).

Chase wrote a letter to Governor Volpe on February 12, 1968, in which he

thankea the Governor for his personal interest in the "tragedy" at Holyoke

Community College. He conveyed the Board's request for $1.1 million, and

informed him that land would be donated by the City of Holyoke. It was not until

nearly a month after Chase's letter to the Governor was actually sent that the

ERCC voted on March 8, 1968 to accept the site from the City of Holyoke and to

authorize the Chairman to reouest that the Governor send a special capital outlay

reauest to the Legislature 4

Governor Volpe submitted his special capital outlay reauest for Holyoke

Community College to the Legislature on April 2, 1968. His reauest was

identical to that of the BRCC: $1,100,000 for preparation of a master plan,

preparation of plans for site preparation and Phase I, and construction expenses

for a site preparation contract, "provided that land is granted free to the

Commonwealth by the City of Holyoke."

The special capital outlay bill was reported favorably out of the House Ways

and Means Committee on April 24, 1968 with one major amenament — that the $1.1

million be usea only for preparation of plans, and not for the preparation of the

site. Under suspension of the rules of the House, the bill was read three times

that day, passed to be engrossed, and sent up to the Senate for concurrence.

On May 2, the bill was passed to be engrossed. The bill was enacted by both

chambers on May 8, 1968, and Governor Volpe signed the bill into law on May 14,

1968. The bill contained an emergency preamble, so that it became law as soon

as Governor Volpe signed it, only six weeks after he submitted his special

capital outlay request.

The appropriation of $1.1 million insured that Holyoke Community College

would survive, and that it would have a new facility within a few years. In the

meantime, the City of Holyoke began to plan a temporary building to house the

college until 1972, when the new campus was expected to be ready for occupancy.

In March 1968, George Mallis Associates of Springfield was hired to design a

conventional school building which could be adapted for other uses in the

future. A construction contract was later awarded to Fontaine Eros. Construction

Co. of Springfield. The estimated $600,000 to $700,000 cost of the project was

financed from the $1.5 million in insurance proceeds from the fire which had
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destroyed the main community college building. The interim building was

Q

completed in January 1969, and used by the college until 1974.

THE DMJM/MASIELLO RELATIONSHIP

CMJM's Interest in Massachusetts

Daniel, Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall, a California-based firm and the eventual

architects of Holyoke Community College, had for some time been actively pursuing

a contract to design a community college in Massachusetts before it received the

Holyoke contract. However, that contract was the first fruit of its efforts in
»

the state.

According to Frank Masiello, DMJM had a very broad clipping service, and

through the clipping service OMJM learned that several community college projects

were being planned in Massachusetts. OMJM felt confident that an out-of-state

firm could win such a contract because one of its major competitors in

California, Ernest J. Kump Associates, had received a contract in 1966 to design

a new campus for Greenfield Community College.

Representatives of OMJM, particularly Stanley Smith and Bruce Ounsmore, made

a number of trips to Massachusetts to solicit work for OMJM. They approached

officials of the BRCC, including President William Owyer and Executive Director

John Costello, to express interest in obtaining a design contract from the

Commonwealth. They may also have visited officials of local community colleges.

Costello and Dwyer were already familiar with OMJM; they had seen exhibits by

OMJM at conventions of the American Association of Junior Colleges. OMJM

displayed models and photographs of community colleges designed by the firm,

distributed literature, and even took people on a tour of a DMJM-designed college

if one were located nearby. Costello remembers meeting Smith at those

conventions and Dwyer similarly remembers meeting Dunsmore.

Daniel, Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall was one of 78 firms to apply for a contract

to design a new campus for Mt . Wachusett Community College in Gardner,

Massachusetts following public advertisement of the project by the Oesigner

Selection Board in October 1967. n The BRCC itself favored OMJM for the

project: it voted on March 8, 1968 to recommend that DMJM be named one of the

three finalists for the Mt. Wachusett project. 12 DMJM was nominated as a

finalist for the project (EJ 68-1R) by the Designer Selection Board, but the

contract was awarded to Hugh Stubbins Associates of Cambridge, Massachusetts by

the Commissioner of Administration and Finance (A&F), Anthony P. DeFalco, on

March 25, 1968. 13 Stubbins won out over The Architects Collaborative, another

Cambridge firm, and DMJM.



On March 13, 1968, DMJM was chosen by the Designer Selection Board to be one

of seven semi-finalists for another eaucation project: BBC Project U68-4.R, a

study for the Life Sciences Building at the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst. CMJM was not named a finalist for this project by the Designer

Selection Board. -

DMJM was handicapped by being an out-of-state firm. Nearly all design

contracts awarded by the A4F Commissioner since the creation of the Designer

Selection Board had been awarded to Massachusetts firms. Ninety seven percent of

finalists for the 87 projects awarded from the creation of the Board in late 1966

through the award of the Holyoke project in July 1968 were Massachusetts firms.

During that period only four out-of-state firms were nominated as finalists for

projects (DMJM twice), although many out-of-state firms submitted applications

for projects.

It was clearly a disadvantage to be an out-of-state firm seeking a design

contract from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, even though the out-of-state

firms were chosen for the contract by the Commissioner en three of the five

occasions on which they were nominated.

"An Architect Who Was Politically Connected"

In late April or early May 1968, Frank Masiello received a telephone call

from Stanley Smith of DMJM. The two men had never met, so Smith identified

himself as Vice-President of DMJM in charge of its educational facilities project

development. He told Masiello that DMJM was interested in designing a community

college for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, but he did not mention a specific

project. Smith suggested that DMJM and Masiello's firm might be able to form an

association to pursue a contract, with DMJM providing expertise in the design of

community colleges and Masiello 4 Healy providing expertise in "doing business

with the Bureau of Building Construction." They agreed to meet later to discuss

further the possibility of jointly pursuing a design contract. 16

Why did Stanley Smith call Frank Masiello? Masiello believes that someone

suggested that DMJM associate with a "Massachusetts architect who was politically

connected," and thereby overcome the disadvantage of being an out-of-state

firm. 17 Smith was surely aware that Frank Masiello was "connected" since he

knew that Masiello had been successful in obtaining state design contracts. He

told Masiello that one of the reasons he was calling was that Masiello 4 Healy

had "a lot of ... projects with the Commonwealth"-10

The then Deputy Director of the Bureau of Building Construction, Walter J.

Poitrast, remembers an inquiry from Stanley Smith as to whether Masiello 4 Healy

would be acceptable to the BBC as a consultant for construction supervision on a
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project. 15

why aid Smith choose Masiello & Healy over all the other architectural firms

in the state? One reason must have been previous association between the two

firms. They first became associated in 1964, when they jointly pursueo a

contract to design an electronics research laboratory in Cambridge for the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. They also jointly sought several

2C
other projects over the years, but were never successful in obtaining one.

At one point, OMJM used Masiello 4 Healy's Boston office as its Massachusetts

21
aadress and had its name paintea on the door.

In the spring of 1968, soon after their phone conversation, Stanley Smith and

Frank Masiello met at the Statler Hilton Hotel in Park Sauare, Boston. Masiello

testified that they went downstairs to the cocktail lounge at Trader Vic's and

had a couple of cocktails before dinner. Over dinner, they discussed strategy

for obtaining a contract to design a community college. The meeting lasted

22
between two and two-and-a-half hours.

Smith told Masiello that "he and his people ... had been to various parts of

the state interviewing the people connected with the community college program

including John Costello." He said they had also talked with "people in the

legislative area," "members of the architectural selection committees" and

officials of the BBC. 23 Despite these efforts, Smith said, DMJM had not been

successful in obtaining a design contract from the Commonwealth.

Masiello's Strategy to win a Contract

Frank Masiello explained the designer selection process to Smith, then

suggested the following two-pronged strategy to obtain a contract: (1) set up an

unofficial interview with the BEC at which DMJM and Masiello could present their

qualifications to design a community college; and (2)meet with AAF Commissioner

DeFalco for the same purpose.

This strategy was pursued as follows:

(1) Frank Masiello believed he could set up the interview with the BBC

officials since he was friendly with them as a result of his many state

contracts. The interview would have two purposes: (A) to increase DMJM's

chances of being interviewed by the Oesigner Selection Board for a community

college project; and (B) to try to win the vote of the BBC Director who was a

member of the Board.

(A) Frank Masiello testified, "I was aware that the Designer Selection Board

woula have one or two of its members consult with high-level staff members of the

Bureau of Building Construction ... to [screen] the applicants and [cut] the

number of applicants to a few that would eventually be considered for interviews,
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and then the Designer Selection Eoard would further cut the list of applicants to

a few that they were interviewing, usually anywhere from four to six firms."

Frederick J. Kussman, then Executive Secretary of the Designer Selection Eoaro,

was icentified as one of the EBC officials involved in the preliminary screening

of applicants for design contracts. Ey making Kussman, and other EEC officals

involved in the screening process, aware of DMJM's oualif ications , the firm's

chances of being interviewed by the DSB would be increased.

(B) Masiello testified: "I told Mr. Smith that the Director of the Bureau of

Building Construction, then Horace Chase, had a vote Con the Cesigner Selection

Board], and in his absence ... Mr. Poitrast ... hac the vote for the Bureau."

winning even one of the seven votes on the DSB could make the difference between

being nominated or not being nominated as a finalist for a project, particularly

since the Designer Selection Board used a weighted voting system which assigned

greater importance to a first-place vote than to lower-priority votes. The vote

of the BEC Director, combined with the connections OMJM had already established

with the Board of Regional Community Colleges, would put DMJM in a very

advantageous position.

(2) AAF Commissioner DeFalco would actually choose the designer for a

project from a list of three names submitted to him by the Designer Selection

Eoard. Masiello felt he could set up the meeting because DeFalco knew him to be

an active supporter of Governor Volpe, as well as an architect with a lot of

state contracts. 2A Masiello believed that "having Smith and other

representatives of [DMJM] go up to the Commissioner's office with someone from

our firm would stick in Mr. DeFalco's memory, the fact that we were a

Massachusetts firm associated with an out-of-state firm." Smith said that

Masiello's strategy seemed to be "a fine approach."

"Payment of Money in Consideration for Cbtaining Contracts"

Masiello also told Smith that OMJM might be expected to make a "political

contribution" in order to receive a design contract, even though his strategy of

introducing DMJM to top officials of the BBC and to the Commissioner of A&F was

intended to obviate the need for such a contribution. Masiello testified, "I

explained to him [that] normally a political contribution was a contribution of

money to a political party to elect a person who was seeking public office. Eut,

in this particular case, I indicated to him that the word political contribution

was more of a guise, and it was payment of money in consideration for obtaining

contracts .

"

Masiello told Smith that Albert P. "Toots" Manzi, a powerful political figure

in Worcester, a member of the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority, and a chief
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fundraiser for the Volpe administration, might approach them for a contribution.

He saia, "I knew if Toots [got] wind of the fact that we were attempting to get a

project without going through him, that in all probability if we didn't make a

political contribution . .-. the possibility of getting a contract would be slim or

virtually impossible." He explained Manzi's power to Smith: "I knew that if

anyone was seeking any jobs or seeking some form of patronage, that Toots Manzi

... would ... get the job done...." Furthermore he said Manzi "pretty much came

and went as he wanted at the State House."

Masiello told Smith that he was familiar with Manzi because he had previously

given "contributions" to Manzi in order to receive state contracts. Masiello

said that he called the payments "contributions" because "Mr. Manzi was always

referring to payments of money as political contributions for the campaign,

whether there was a campaign going on or not."

According to Masiello, Smith said that DMJM "didn't want to be involved in

making contributions when at all possible [but] he stated that DMJM would

consider the possibility if and when it arose." Masiello said, "it didn't appear

that [Smith] was particularly alarmed [about] the fact that the possibility of a

political contribution might be a consideration in acouiring a contract because

he had told me that this had happened to their firm throughout the world on other

projects. "

When discussing Masiello i Healy's role in any project which DMJM might

acquire in Massachusetts, Smith and Masiello decided that Masiello 4 Healy would

"assist [DMJM] in the programming and master planning of the project....

Secondly, if there were more than one building in the complex ... we would do the

construction drawings and some of the design on one of the buildings. Then, much

later on, we would handle the majority of the contract administration" and

"liaison" with state agencies. 25

A short time after the meeting with Smith at Trader Vic's, Masiello called

Horace Chase to arrange an interview for DMJM with the B8C. It took place in

April or May, 1968 at the BBC offices in the Saltonstall State Office Building.

Masiello attended the meeting along with Smith and Bruce Dunsmore. The BBC

was represented by Horace Chase, Walter Poitrast, Fred Kussman, James Cusack, and

possibly two or three others. Masiello testified: "DMJM made an extensive pitch

as to their ability in the area of community college and university

development." The firm made an oral and slide presentation "supported by

brochures which they had prepared specifically for this occasion."

Masiello described the reaction of the BBC officials as "auite

favorable." 26 He asked if OMJM could be considered for a project — even

though it was an out-of-state firm. "The general consensus [among the BBC
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officials] was yes, because it was not unusual when jobs of this size were

involved, and especially because DMJM was coupled with a Massachusetts firm." 27

Either the same day as the BBC interview, or the next day, Frank Masiello

took Smith and Ounsmore to meet Commissioner DeFalco.

The four men met briefly in OeFalco's State House office. Masiello explained

to DeFalco that DMJM was an out-of-state firm interested in designing a community

college for the Commonwealth, and that Masiello 4 Healy, a Massachusetts firm,

would play an important role in any project awarded to DMJM. He also told

DeFalco that DMJM had made a presentation to the BBC of its Qualifications for

such a project. ^ 8

DeFalco, when asked by the Commission, said he did not recall any such

meeting with Smith, Dunsmore and Masiello. However, he tesfified: "While I was

the Commissioner of Administration & Finance I operated as much as possible on an

29open-door policy. Those who wanted to see me for any reason saw me."

THE SELECTION PROCESS - OFFICIAL AND UNOFFICIAL

Commissioner OeFalco referred the Holyoke Community College project to the

Oesigner Selection Board on May 21, 1963. The project was designated BBC project

EJ 68-2 at that time, and the estimated construction cost for the entire project

was set at $9 million. °

The OSB advertised the Holyoke project on May 23, 1968, but it already knew

that many architects were interested in obtaining the contract. Architects had

begun to write letters to the Board indicating their interest in the project as

early as March, 1968. Daniel, Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall of Los Angeles,

California, and Masiello 4 Healy of Worcester, Massachusetts were among the 76

firms which submitted applications for the project. 31

DMJM's application was submitted by Bruce Dunsmore from its Washington, OC

office. He stated that DMJM had recently established an office in Cambridge,

Massachusetts at 201 Alewife Brook Parkway. However, research by the Commission

found that a shoe store is now located at the address; in 1968, it was a branch

bank. It does not appear that OMJM ever had an office at that address.

While the OSB solicited applications from designers, Holyoke Community

College established its own architect selection committee. The Committee was

chaired by Donald Owight, then a Holyoke newspaper publisher; the secretary of

the committee was Alberta Settle of East Longmeadow.
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A Call From Toots Manzi

In late May or early Curie, 1968, Frank Masiello received a telephone call

from Albert P. "Toots" Manzi at his office at 791 Main Street in Worcester.

Manzi told Masiello that he knew he was pursuing the Hclyoke Community College

project with a firm from California. Manzi asked Masiello to come down to

Manzi's Market on Shrewsbury Street in Worcester to discuss it. Masiello knew

where the market was located because he had gone there numerous times to discuss

political contributions with Manzi.

Masiello testified that he was "Quite disappointed that [Manzi] found out

that DMJM and [Masiello & Healy] were after the project, because I hoped that we

could obtain a contract of this magnitude based purely on merit and

Qualifications, rather than a political contribution being a necessity."

Immediately after finishing his phone conversation with Manzi, Masiello

called Stanley Smith at OMJM's offices in Los Agngeles and told him the

"disturbing news" of the call from Manzi. He told Smith that Manzi might ask

them for a "political contribution." Smith again said that DMJM wanted to avoid

making a contribution, but he did not rule it out entirely. He told Masiello to

go ahead and find out what Manzi wanted, then to call Smith back and let him know

what haa happened at the meeting.

In the early afternoon, Masiello drove to Manzi's Market. He recalled the

incident in detail in his testimony before the Commission. The trip took only

about ten minutes, when he entered the store, Manzi was working behind the meat

counter. He asked Masiello to wait for a few minutes while he served a

customer. When he finished, Manzi suggested that they go for a ride because he

felt like having an ice cream cone. They drove towards West Boylston in

Masiello's car, along Route 12 through West Boylston, then a short distance to

the left along another road. They drove to the Pinecroft Dairy, which was

located in a large open area — somewhat like a town sauare. Masiello pulled

into the parking lot and parked under a large tree. The two men walked to the

window and purchased chocolate ice cream cones. They ate them while leaning

against Masiello's car, in the shade of the tree.

Until then their conversation had been general; then Manzi asked Masiello how

interested he and DMJM were in obtaining the Holyoke Community College contract.

Masiello replied that they were Quite interested in the project.

"He Would Completely Wash His Hands cf Me"

Manzi told Masiello that he was upset with him for going in to see

Commissioner OeFalco and BBC Director Chase without consulting with Manzi first.

He told Masiello that "He would completely wash his hands of [me] and anything he
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haa to do with [me]," if Masiello continued to try to go around him.

Masiello was surprised that Manzi knew about the meetings with DeFalco and

the BBC officials, but he felt certain he knew how Manzi found out. Masiello

testified that Manzi "had a lot of people that owed him their jobs in various

departments in the State House, and there wasn't much that went on in the State

House that Mr. Manzi wasn't immediately apprised of by his people."'

Manzi told Masiello that he- was keeping DMJM alive on the Holyoke project

because of its association with Masiello's firm. He said that because of his

efforts DMJM was one of a few firms being seriously considered for the Holyoke

project. Manzi then said that if DMJM were successful in obtaining the contract

because of his help, a political contribution to the administration of about

$70,000 to $80,000 would be expected. A contribution of that magnitude would

have taken approximately 10% of the architectural fees on the $9 million Holyoke

Community College project. (Architectural fees are calculated as a percentage of

the estimated construction cost or, later, the actual construction cost of a

project. The fees on a $9 million project would have been approximately $700,000

to $800,000.)

Masiello "understood him to mean that the political contribution was a guise

of a payment of money to obtain a contract for which a firm was under

consideration." In fact, Masiello testified he began using the euphemism after

first hearing it from Manzi.

Masiello said, "I was quite taken aback ... because I had no idea he was

looking for ... that kind of political contribution." He told Manzi that he

wasn't pleased to have to make a political contribution for the project,

especially since he felt that DMJM was well qualified to design the prdject. He

also felt that, "the amount of money that he was asking for the contract was just

outrageous. There wasn't any way any architectural firm could hope to pay out

that [much] money" and still make a profit on the job.

What Manzi Required

Manzi said that OMJM must agree to make a political contribution or it would

not be awarded the contract — even if OMJM were nominated as a finalist on the

project by the Designer Selection Board. On the basis of his previous

experiences with Manzi, Masiello was sure that Manzi could block the selection of

DMJM if it did not contribute.

Masiello told Manzi that he did not have any authority to commit DMJM to a

political contribution. He said that even if DMJM were willing to make a

contribution, it would be a small one, certainly not as much as $70,000. When

asked how much he thought DMJM would be willing to contribute Masiello replied,
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Isss than $5, COO. Manzi said that wouldn't be enough to obtain the contract

because he was unaer a lot of pressure to raise money for political activities.

Manzi also said that contributions from CMJM would have to be made in cash.

Frank Masiello asked if a contribution could be made by check payable to a

political entity, but Manzi said he did not think checks would be acceptable.

Finally, Manzi asked Masiello, point-blank, if he thought OMJM would be

willing to make a contribution to get the contract. Masiello promised to call

CMJM and find out, then let Manzi know. Manzi said that time was running short,

because a decision on the award of the contract would have to be made ouickly.

He warned that DMJM should not wait too long to make a decision.

The conversation then shifted to another topic. Manzi reminded Masiello that

he still owed him money for another project. The two men soon drove back to

Manzi's Market; after dropping Manzi off there, Masiello returned to his office.

The entire meeting, from the time Masiello arrived at the market until he dropped

Manzi off again, lasted about one hour.^'

Masiello called Stanley Smith in Los Angeles and told him about the

conversation with Manzi. Masiello testified, "I told him that Manzi had told me

that the only way that OMJM ... could be considered would be if a political

contribution was part of the consideration; and if a political contribution was

offered, [then] in all probability a contract would be forthcoming." Smith was

auite taken aback by Manzi's demand for $70,000 to $80,000. He told Masiello

that he did not want to discuss the possible deal over the telephone, and he

asked Masiello to fly out to discuss it with him.

Masiello's Trip to California

Within a day or two, Frank Masiello and his wife flew out to California.

They stayed at the Ambassador Hotel, at 3^00 wilshire Boulevard in Los Angeles,

not far from DMJM's offices which were then at 3325 Wilshire Eoulevard.

Masiello recalls his the trip to California as in the early part of June,

1968 because he remembers people in Los Angeles remarking, "how congested and

confused the area was right after [the] assassination of Robert Kennedy [on June

5, 1968] for a day or two, onlookers going to see the site of the assassination."

The day after he arrived in California, Masiello went to see Smith. DMJM's

offices occupied several floors of the building, including one devoted to

military projects and one devoted to educational facilities projects. Masiello

waited in the lobby, looking at a world map with all of DMJM's offices identified

on it, until Smith came to get him.

Smith and Masiello met alone briefly, then they went to meet DMJM's chief

fiscal officer and Smith's superior, Tevfik "Tef" Xutay. Frank Masiello had met
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Kutay in 1964 when CMJM, and Masiello & Healy had pursued the NASA project in

Cambridge.

Masiello began by telling Kutay, "[I was ] embarrassed ... that I haa been

caught like a little kid with his hands in the cookie jar when Manzi ... found

out that I had attempted to ... get assigned a contract ... without his being

involved or having knowleage of it." Then he described, in detail, what had

occurred at his meeting with Manzi. He told Smith and Kutay that Manzi had taken

credit for keeping OMJM in consideration for the Holyoke Community College

project because of its association with Masiello & Healy, and that Manzi said he

would stop pushing CMJM unless they agreed to make a political contribution of

$70,000 to $80,000 in cash. He told them he believed Manzi had the power to keep

CMJM from winning the contract.

Masiello said, "When I mentioned the figure of $70,000 to $80,000 to Kutay, I

almost sensed he was about to go into shock.... I don't believe he had ever heard

of that kind of a number associated with political contributions." Smith and

Kutay believec OMJM was as well, or better, Qualified as any other firm that

might be consiaered, and had "a lot of friends in Massachusetts" as well. They

felt their connections with President Frost of Holyoke Community College, John

Costello of the BRCC, members of the Holyoke Community College architect

selection committee, and other state and local officials ought to be sufficient

to ensure DMJM's selection, despite Manzi. Kutay said, "Our firm just isn't

interested in getting involved in political contributions."

Masiello reiterated that DMJM could not win the contract without securing the

assistance of Manzi through a substantial campaign contribution. Then Smith or

Kutay suggested that Masiello might reopen negotiations with Manzi and move him

off his position of asking for $70,000 to $80,000. They first said they would

like to contribute less than $5,000. They then discussed, at some length, what

OMJM would do if Manzi would not accept $5,000, and decided that OMJM might be

willing to contribute as much as $22,000. But they did not decide to agree to

make a contribution.

Smith and Kutay also said they would feel more comfortable about making

"legal" campaign contributions through personal checks from various officers of

the firm payable to political committees, rather than making cash contributions.

Masiello said he thought it might be possible to give checks, but he knew, from

his own past experience, that Manzi preferred cash.

Masiello's Guidelines: No Money Up Front

Masiello also suggested two guidelines for any deal: (1) that payments on

the commitment not begin until OMJM began receiving it fees on the project; and
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(2) that the amounts paid to Manzi be pro-rated to the amounts received by DMJM.

He told the* that he suggested the guidelines because he had, in the past, mace

political contributions for contracts "up front," and, when the contract never

really cot moving, there wasn't anyone who was going to give his money back.

At one point, Kutay said he had to make a private telephone call. Smith and

Masiello left Kutay's office, and Smith took him to meet Harry Clausen. Clausen

was introduced as the person who would be the project manager if CMJM were

selected for the Hclyoke Community College project. Smith left Masiello and

Clausen alone. Masiello said, "I presume [he] went back and had a further

discussion with Tef Kutay." He was gone for 20-30 minutes before he came and

brought Masiello back to Kutay's office.

After their private conversation, Smith and Kutay tele Masiello that they

still felt that, if at all possible, DMJM should avoid making a political

contribution to get the contract. But they asked Masiello to talk to Manzi when

he got back to Worcester and see how serious he was about wanting such a large

amount. After Masiello talked to Manzi, he would report back to DMJM and a final

decision would be made on the campaign contribution.

After Frank Masiello's meeting with Smith and Kutay, he and his wife returned

to Worcester. He called Toots Manzi and told him that he had gone to California

to talk to the officials of DMJM. He asked to come down and discuss the Holyoke

project with him again. Manzi agreed, and asked Masiello to come down to his

market, within a few minutes, Masiello did so. In his testimony he recounted

the meeting in detail.

When he arrived at the market, Manzi was preparing meat for display. He was

wearing a blue sweater and a white apron, his customary attire around the store.

Manzi took Masiello into the back room. "It was a large storage room that was

piled with boxes of different types of foodstuff [s] and wine and beer They

had a lot of cartons stacked two or three high, and it seems to me we just leaned

against one of those low stacks."

Masiello's Negotiations with Manzi

Masiello told Manzi that he had no firm decision from DMJM about a political

contribution to obtain the Holyoke contract. Manzi responded that not much time

was left before the DSB would notify the architects who had been selected to be

interviewed for the project. Manzi said that DMJM must decide ouickly whether it

wanted to be considered for the contract. He reminded Masiello that other firms

were in the running, and that OMJM would not be selected unless it contributed.

Masiello then told Manzi that the main problem was the amount of money he was

asking for the contract: $70,000 was "way out of the Question," but a $3,000
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contribution might be possible, Manzi reiterated that he was under "a lot of

pressure to secure a lot of money for the upcoming political activities of the

aaministration , " so he wouldn't be able to get "his people" to go along with such

a nominal amount. He suggestea a contribution of 5% of the architectural fees on

the project (or about $35, GOO to $40,000), but Masiello said that was still out

of the Question.

They continued to negotiate. Masiello said, "I kept coming up from the five

and going towards the twenty and he kept coming down from the seventy to ... the

$30,000, $40,000 range." Finally, Masiello said that if OMJM decided to make a

contribution at all, he doubted that they would consider anything more than

$20,000 to $22,000. Manzi said he didn't think that was enough for the project,

and that he didn't believe he could convince "his people" that the contract award

should be made for that sum of money. If they did accept the $20,000 to $22,000

offer, he would expect the contribution to be increased proportionately in the

event that the fees on the project increased later on. Furthermore, he stated,

payments must be made in cash. The meeting ended without any final decision.^

Masiello returned to his office at 791 Main Street and placed a telephone

call to Smith. He told Smith that Manzi had moved from his position of wanting

$70,000 to $80,000, and that he might accept $20,000 to $22,000 for the contract

— but in cash rather than by check. Masiello emphasized the need for a speedy

decision, since the OSB would soon choose the firms to be interviewed for the

project. Smith told him that he was still not sure that OMJM wanted to get

involved in making a contribution, but said he would check on it and get back to

him.

Later that same day or the next day, Smith called Masiello to tell him that

OMJM had decided to make a contribution — for the lowest amount that Masiello

could negotiate with Manzi.

The Mechanics of Making the Contribution

Smith and Masiello discussed the mechanics of a deal with Manzi. They agreed

to follow Masiello's two original guidelines: to begin making payments to Manzi

only after OMJM began to receive fees from the Commonwealth, and to make each

payment to Manzi in proportion to the amount received frcm the Commonwealth.

Smith suggested that the contributions be made through Masiello & Healy in

the guise of architectural fees. Masiello would invoice OMJM for fees from time

to time, then generate cash to make payments to Manzi. When Masiello said that

he did not want to be involved in the payments, Smith offered to give Masiello 4

Healy additional money to take care of the extra corporate income tax liability

caused by the fake fees from DMJM. Masiello still said no. He gave two reasons
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for his decision: (1) he wanted to avoid problems with the Internal Revenue

Service and (2) he "didn't want to be in the middle if anything didn't work out

between Manzi and CMJM."

Even though Smith agreed not to funnel payments through Masiello 4 Heaiy,

that firm was going to be held responsible for a portion of the commitment tc

Manzi. DMJM would generate the necessary cash, but Masiello & Healy's pro rata

share of the payments would be deducted from its fee from DMJM on the project.

If Masiello 4 Healy received 10% of DMJM's total fee, then an amount eaual to 1055

of the total payments to Manzi would be deducted from Masiello & Healy's fee.

Finally, Masiello suggested that Manzi and Smith meet to get to know each

other and finalize the arrangement. Masiello told Smith that he wanted to make

sure a direct line of communication was established between Smith and Manzi.

Masiello was about to move to Florida and did not want to be relied upon as a

go-between. Smith agreed to meet with Manzi.

Shortly after his discussion with Smith, Masiello called Manzi, then went to

Manzi's market. It was the middle of the afternoon and the market was not busy.

Manzi was cutting meat at the end of the meat counter when Masiello came in; he

continued to work during their conversation.

Masiello Comes to Terms with Manzi

Manzi asked Masiello if he had heard from DMJM, and Masiello replied that he

had. Masiello told him that DMJM had decided to make a political contribution,

but that they still had to decide the amount of the contribution. After some

negotiation, Manzi agreed to accept $22,000 for the contract.

Masiello told Manzi that, if the architectural fees on the project turned out

to be less than expected, the campaign contribution should be reduced

proportionately. Manzi retorted that he felt it would only be fair to increase

the campaign contribution if the architectural fees turned out to be greater than

expected. Masiello told Manzi he would have to discuss that with the DMJM people,

Masiello then told Manzi that DMJM would start to make payments on the

commitment only after it started receiving fees from the Commonwealth on the

project, and, furthermore, that the payments would be in proportion to the amount

received by DMJM. Manzi didn't like those conditions, and he said he would have

to discuss them with "some people."

Manzi then informed Masiello that OMJM was going to be interviewed for the

Holyoke Community College project by the Designer Selection Board. He said they

would shortly receive a notice to that effect from the DSB.

Masiello asked Manzi if he would be willing to meet with Stanley Smith. He

argued that it would be in his best interest to meet some representative of DMJM
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in case Masiello moved to Florida and was no longer available to mediate

conflicts between Manzi and DMJM. Manzi was reluctant to meet with Smith at

first. Masiello testified, "I guess Manzi initially wanted to be isolated from

any airect contact with the DMJM people." After further discussion, Manzi agreed

to meet with Smith. Masiello told Manzi he would let him know when Smith would
•to

next be in Masssachusetts .
°

Masiello called Smith to inform him of the success of his meeting with

Manzi. He told him that OMJM was going to be interviewed by the OSE, and that

Manzi had agreed to the $22,000 figure for the award of the contract. Smith

thought that was fine. Masiello also told Smith that Manzi had agreed, albeit

after some convincing by Masiello, to meet with Smith when he came to

39Massachusetts .

At its 46th meeting (on June 12, 1968) the DSB chose four firms to be

interviewed for the Holyoke Community College project on June 26, 1968: Daniel,

Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall; Gruzen and Partners of New York; Alderman and MacNeish

of West Springfield, Massachusetts; and Oeeter, Ritchey, and Sippel of

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The selection of the firms to be interviewed was the

only item of new business conducted that day. The minutes of the meeting

describe the selection process:

Mr. George Frost, President of Holyoke Community College, and
his assistant, Mr. William McManus, accompanied Mr. William
Owyer voting representative of the Regional Community College
Board to the DSB meeting. Utilizing agreed-upon criteria,
applications from seventy-one (71) firms were considered.
Tentative finalists were scheduled for interviewing with a

specific interest to be directed to how said firms intended to
staff their Boston office and furnish the Commonwealth with the
time of the principals experience with projects of this
nature. 4

Some time after June 12, 1968, the DSB notified the four firms selected

to be interviewed. From the information currently available, it appears

that, unless Manzi had advance notice of the firms which the DSB was going to

choose for interviews, the meeting between Manzi and Masiello took place

shortly after June 12, 1968. 41

THE ACQUISITION OF THE CONTRACT

Stanley Smith came to Boston a day or two before the scheduled interview

with the DSB. He had two purposes for arriving early: to rehearse DMJM's

presentation to the DSB, and to meet with Toots Manzi and finalize the

$22,000 deal for the contract to design a new campus for Holyoke Community

College.
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Stanley Smith ana William Heinkel were to represent DMJM before the OSE

en June 26, 1968. The two men, along with Frank Masiello, rehearsea their

presentation several times beforehand. The first run-through took over an

hour, but they were able to modify the presentation to make it fit into the

allotted half-hour.

SMITH MEETS MANZI ANO MAKES THE DEAL

Masiello introduced Smith to Manzi at a meeting in Boston in the early

evening, "just after normal business hours." Just the three of them were

present. Masiello remembers the meeting vividly because Smith mispronounced

Manzi's nickname, as if it rhymed with "Boots." Masiello got the meeting

startea by describing the role that both DMJM and Manzi would play on the

Holyoke project. He said that OMJM had agreed to pay Manzi not more than

$22,Q0C in cash over a period of time

—

with the payments beginning when OMJM

received its first fees on the project from the Commonwealth, and continuing

thereafter in proportion to the fees received by OMJM.

On his part, Manzi would see to it that OMJM was selected as the designer

for the project as long as OMJM made the list of three firms nominated by the

OSB; but Manzi made it clear that it was DMJM's responsibility to make a good

presentation to the Board. He said he could not ensure DMJM's selection as a
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finalist by the DSB. In addition, Manzi would see to it that any necessary

funding for construction or further design work at Holyoke Community College

would be included in the Governor's proposed capital outlay budget. However,

Manzi said he could not control what happened to the capital outlay budget in

the legislature.

Smith said that DMJM would reduce the amount it was to pay Manzi if the

fees paid to DMJM on the project were less than anticipated. Manzi said

that, if the project expanded and DMJM received more fees, then it would only

be fair for it to pay additional money as campaign contributions. Smith was

noncommittal, according to Masiello. Manzi's suggestions "didn't seem to sit

too well, but he didn't say yes and he didn't say no. The possibility was

left open."

Manzi was not happy that the payments were not going to begin until DMJM

began receiving fees on the project, or that the payments were going to be

spread out over time. Smith flatly stated that DMJM would not pay any money

up front — no matter how small the amount.

Smith asked if it would be possible to make the payments to Manzi by

check, to make them legal contributions. Manzi said that it was impossible

because they needed cash for upcoming campaign activities.

MANZI RECOMMENOS MBM

Manzi asked Smith which firms OMJM was planning to hire as consultants if

they received the contract. Smith mentioned Masiello 4 Healy as its local

architectural consultant. He mentioned other firms as possible consultants

for cost control, landscape architecture, etc. Manzi asked Smith if he was

familiar with a cost estimating firm called McKee-Berger-Mansueto (MEM).

Smith said that OMJM had worked with MBM on many projects. In fact, DMJM was

one of MEM's larger clients. He told Manzi that DMJM was considering using

MEM on the Holyoke project even before Manzi suggested the firm.

Why did Manzi suggest MEM to DMJM as a consultant for the Holyoke

project? According to Masiello's testimony, Manzi knew MEM Vice President

Anthony E. Mansueto. Manzi had first been introduced to Mansueto by Masiello

on the seventh day of the 1967 world Series between the Boston Red Sox and

the St. Louis Cardinals. At the end of their conversation, Mansueto had

given Manzi one of his business cards and asked him if it would be all right

for him to come to Manzi's office to discuss possible work for MEM with the

Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. Manzi said he would be happy to talk to

him.
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Some time after the initial meeting between vansueto and vanzi, but prior

to the meeting between Manzi and Smith, Manzi called Frank Masiello to ask

his opinion of vansueto. Masiello said he thought Mansuetc *as an "OK guy."

Manzi asked if Mansueto would be willing to make a contribution, and if he

would live up to a commitment if one were made. Masiello replied that he

thought he would. He recalled that he and Mansueto had each purchased two

tickets to a $500 per plate dinner early in the Peabody administration, so he

"wasn't unfamiliar with making political contributions

.

" AA

THE OSB INTERVIEW
»

Stanley Smith anc William Heinkel of OMJM made the first presentation to

the DSB in Room 2108 of the Saltonstall State Office Building on June 26,

1965. OMJM was scheduled to appear first among the four firms before the

Board — from 1:15 to 1:45 PM. Present were the five appointed Board

members: Chairman Earle Littleton, Robert Meserve, Stanley Porter, William

Pulsifer and Leo Whelan, as well as BBC Director Horace Chase and BRCC

President William Owyer. At least Chase and Dwyer were already familiar with

OMJM, thanks to the firm's legwork in Massachusetts. Fred Kussman, the

Executive Secretary of the OSB, took the minutes. 5

Frank Masiello was at the DSB meeting as an observer. He described the

interview: Smith identified the participants of the design team and

describee each one's role in the project. Smith told the Board that Masiello

& Healy would take part in programming and planning and in preparation of

construction documents, and would do the majority of the construction

supervision. He told them that DMJM planned to hire MEM as its cost

consultant on the project. He then gave the Board a timetable for the

pro ject--f rom programming ana master planning through construction

supervision. Finally, he made a slide presentation showing other DMJM

projects. Approximately five to ten of the allotted thirty minutes were

still remaining when Smith finished his presentation, and the DSB members

asked Smith a variety of ouestions about how DMJM would handle the project.

The role of local firms and the availability of OMJM personnel on the project

were major ouestions. 4

Following interviews with the three other firms, the DSB voted to

nominate three finalists for the Holyoke Community College project: Alderman

and MacNeish; Daniel, Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall; and Deeter, Ritchey and

Sippel. 47 The DSB notified Commissioner DeFalco of its choices in a letter

signed by Chairman Earle F. Littleton and dated June 28, 1S68. 48
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Shortly after 5:CC p.m. on the day of the interview, Frank Vasiello

called the EEC and spoke to either George Rushton or Fred Kussman. Rushton

was an assistant to Director Chase. Vasiello found out that CMJM had been

nominated as a finalist for the Holyoke project by the OSE.

THE COMMISSIONER'S SELECTION

Cn July 9, 1968, Commissioner DeFalco notified EEC Director Horace Chase

that he had selected Daniel, Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall to design the Holyoke

Community College project. He made his choice of DMJM official by writing

"CK APD" next to the name of the firm on the letter he received from Earle

Littleton listing the three finalists for the project. " u

CeFalco testified before the Commission about his procedures for awarding

design contracts, including the Holyoke project in particular. The following

excerpts have been selected from the transcript to represent and summarize

his testimony on Holyoke:

Q. How did you go about selecting the design firms to whom
contracts were awaraed during your term as Commissioner?

A. I would randomly select a firm from the listing of three that
were presented to me.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

And what do you mean by saying you would randomly select a firm?

without having any system of keeping track of my selections, I

would not pick the same position [on the list] each time. 51

Except that you may not remember the firm concerning which you
were contacted, I am asking you whether at any time during the
time you were Commissioner, if someone from the Governor's
office contacted you with respect to the award of any design
contract?

It is certainly possible, but I don't recall any. 52

Sir, did Albert "Toots" Manzi ever communicate with you
concerning the award of a design contract to any design firm?

Not that I can recall. I had little or no contact with Toots
Manzi while I was Administration Commissioner .*3

You indicated in an earlier response that on occasion you might
see a name on the list sent to you by the DS8 with which you
were familiar?

Yes.

And if that happened, that might affect your selection in that
particular case?

Yes. 54

Is it your answer, sir, that you selected [Daniel, Mann,
Johnson, Mendenhall] through a random selection process?

Yes, it is.

Sir, did anyone communicate with you concerning the award of
this particular contract?

A. My best recollection is no. 55
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Former Commissioner DeFalco's testimony raises several auesticns: (1) OeFslco

admitted that previous knowledge of a design firm nominated by the Designer

Selection Board might influence his selection of a designer for a project. As

was mentioned above, CeFalco testified, in 1980, that he did not recall a meeting

between himself, Stanley Smith, Frank Masiello, and Bruce Dunsmore in 1968. Yet

Frank Masiello recalls DeFalco mentioning the meeting to him during a plane trip

some years later. 56 Did the meeting with the OMJM representatives plant the

firm's name in DeFalco's memory long enough to influence his selection of the

firm for the project? (2) Oid Toots Manzi influence DeFalco's selection of DMJM,

and, if so, how did he do it? The Commission has no evidence of any direct or

indirect communication between DeFalco and Manzi regarding the Holyoke Community

College project, although the rest of the evidence surrounding the award of the

contract certainly suggests that such a communication occurred.

Horace Chase of the BBC and Arthur Mann of DMJM executed a contract for the

design of the Holyoke Community College project, dated July 9, 1968—the same day

that Commissioner DeFalco awarded the contract to DMJM.' 7
It is not usual—

indeed it is highly unusual— for a contract to be executed on the same day it is

awarded. After the BEC is informed by the A4F Commissioner of his choice of a

firm to design a project, it must notify the designer (usually by mail) of the

award of the contract, and arrange for execution of the contract. That process

takes more than one day to complete. Anthony DeFalco could not explain why

DMJM's contract was executed on July 9, 1968. He said "Anything done in one day

by the Commonwealth would surprise me."

Frank Masiello testified that he received a telephone call from Toots Manzi

informing him that DMJM was about to be selected for the Holyoke Community

College project. The phone call from Manzi was the first notification received

by Masiello that DMJM was going to win the contract. Masiello then called

Stanley Smith and told him the good news. Smith was elated. 9

According to Masiello, Stanley Smith and Harry Clausen came to Boston on July

9, 1968. They must have received advance notification of the award of the

contract to DMJM in order to travel to Boston and still be able to pick up the

contract on the very day it was awarded. That theory is supported by the fact

that the BBC's official letter of notification to DMJM is undated, perhaps to

conceal the fact that DMJM had already executed its contract with the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts prior to official notification that it had been

awarded the project.

That evening, Smith and Clausen bought cocktails and dinner at Locke-Ober's

for Frank Masiello and several BBC plan examiners to celebrate the award of the

contract. The BBC personnel were James Cusack , Walter Flaherty, and Joseph
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Frank Masiello does not recall Arthur Mann being present in Eoston on July 9

to execute the contract. It is likely that Horace Chase executed the Contract on

behalf of the BBC on that date, and that Smith took the contract back to Los

Angeles, where Arthur Mann later executed it on behalf of DMJM.

Also on July 9, 1968 (according to a document found in the files of MEM),

Frank Masiello spoke on the telephone to MEM Vice President Seymour Eerger, who

passed the message along to Anthony Mansueto. Masiello informed Eerger that DMJM

haa approved M8M as its cost consultant on "their $9 million Massachusetts

project if they get it." 63

About two weeks later, Masiello spoke by telephone with Mansueto. Mansueto

described their conversation in an internal memorandum to MEM employee Ivan

Soskel , which read in part: "DMJM has been requested through our Massachusetts

political friends to use MEM on their new Holyoake [sic] College project."^
4

Masiello testified that when he spoke to Mansueto he was referring to the

meeting between Stanley Smith and Toots Manzi at which OMJM was asked to hire MEM

on the Holyoke project. In his memo to Soskel, Mansueto continued: "I get

the general impression from Frank Masiello that we are being pushed by the state

people and that some of the work that we have got is not as coincidental as it

might seem — people are being asked to use MBM." Masiello said he made that

remark sarcastically after Mansueto boasted about how well MBM was doing in

Massachusetts. He told Mansueto not only that Manzi had pushed for MBM on the

Holyoke project, but also that BBC officials were recommenaing MBM to architects

as a cost control consultant. 67

However, DMJM did not submit MEM's name to the EEC for approval until June,

1969, and did not submit Masiello's name until February, 1970. In a Commission

interview, Masiello said that he thought DMJM felt it did not need him anymore

once it won the contract, and that DMJM was constantly trying to reduce his

firm's role in the project. 68

THE PROJECT EEGINS

DMJM began to prepare the master plan for the new Holyoke Community College

campus shortly after it received the contract, and worked on the plan for nearly

a year. The completed master plan was submitted to the BBC on June 13, 1969 and

approved by the Bureau on August 7, 1969. Besides the development of the master

plan, many other significant events occurred during that first year of the

project.
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Frank Masiello moved to Florida in late August or early Septemcer, 1968,

although he leasea an apartment in Worcester and continued to spend a

consiaerable amount of time in Massachusetts for the next four years. Frank's

brother, William V. Masiello, began to take a more active role in the management

of the firm. At about the same, Edward Healy left the firm to go into business

with his father. The name of the firm was then changed from Masiello 4 Healy to

Masiello 4 Associates.

In 1569, Frank Masiello sold his firm to Kassuba Development Corp. of

Florida. He continued as President of the firm under Kassuba while Masiello 4

Associates served as an in-house architect for its parent company. Frank

Masiello would purchase Masiello & Associates back from Kassuba in early 1972,

then sell it to his brother William in late 1972.

Manzi's Weekly Calls to Masiello

Accoraing to Frank Masiello, one of the major factors in his decision to

leave Massachusetts was pressure from Toots Manzi to raise funds and to keep his

"political contribution" commitments to Manzi. Masiello testified that, from

1965 on, Manzi called him at home every Sunday morning between 10:30 and 11:30.

Manzi usually called again on Monday evening or Tuesday if Masiello didn't report

back to him on the results of his fundraising efforts. Masiello described

Manzi's manner during those frequent calls: "I remember him as always being calm

and businesslike, but extremely persistent ... and when he thought you might not

be putting your best efforts forward, he would increase the pressure even more."

The calls put a great strain on Masiello, and led to personal and marital

problems. One of the purposes of his move to Florida was to escape Manzi's phone

calls, but it did not work. Manzi found out the unlisted telephone number of

Masiello's apartment in Worcester and called him there when he was in town.

Manzi also called William Masiello when Frank was out of town, and asked him to

relay messages to Frank. °

within five or six weeks after OMJM received the Holyoke contract, but before

Masiello moved to Florida, Manzi began to mention OMJM in his weekly phone

calls. He told Masiello that he was under a lot of pressure from the Governor's

office to raise funds, and asked if it might be possible for DMJM to start making

payments en its commitment — even though OMJM had not yet received any fees from

the Commonwealth. He was not pleased when Masiello reminded him that the

agreement had been for OMJM to begin making payments only after it began

receiving fees. Masiello said, "I don't think he ever heard that part of the

conversation when we were negotiating the contributions with him and Smith „71
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As often as he could after Manzi called, Masiello would call Stanley Smith in

Los Angeles and tell him about the pressure Manzi was putting on him. Smith

refusea to consider making any payments until DMJM received some fees from the

Commonwealth, insisting that Manzi knew what the arrangement was at the outset.

On a few occasions, when the pressure frcm Manzi was particularly heavy,

Masiello asked Smith to call Manzi directly and explain DMJM's position.

Masiello believes that Smith did call Manzi because the pressure from Manzi eased

for a while at the time the calls would ordinarily have been made.

In November, 1968, both Frank Masiello and Anthony Mansueto attended a

convention of the Society of American Registered Architects in Los Angeles. It

was held at the Ambassador Hotel, just across the street from DMJM's offices.

Mansueto spoke at the convention on how to detect fraud and corruption in public

contracts through cost control, and Stanley Smith spoke on how to acquire

government contracts.

While he was in Los Angeles, Masiello spoke to Stanley Smith and Tevfik Kutay

about Masiello 4 Associates' role in the Holyoke project. He was unhappy that he

didn't have a contract with DMJM defining that role, and felt he was getting the

"runaround" from DMJM. Smith and Kutay assured him that he would receive a draft

contract within a few days. But Masiello already knew he would be unhappy with

the terms of the contract. It became clear at the meeting that Stanley Smith had

a much more limited conception of Masiello 4 Associates' role in the project than

Frank Masiello did. Smith said that Masiello 4 Associates would have major

responsibility for supervision of the construction contract, but would not be

involved in programming and master planning, or in preparation of the plans and

specifications. No agreement was actually signed until May, 1969.

Masiello also told Smith and Kutay that "Manzi's constant telephone barrages,

week after week, were a problem." They reiterated that DMJM would not begin

making payments to Manzi until it received its first fees on the project.

However, they did say that they expected to begin receiving fees shortly, and

could then make a payment on the $22,000 commitment. 73

Anthony Mansueto also met with DMJM officials during the convention

(according to entries in his diary), presumably to define MEM's role in the

Holyoke Community College project. He met with Harry Clausen on October 31,

1968, ana perhaps November 13, 1968, and with Bruce Dunsmore on November 14, 1968

After the convention ended, Masiello informed Manzi that DMJM was still not

willing to make a payment to him. So the phone calls from Manzi to Frank and

William Masiello continued. Frank Masiello testified, "If he couldn't reach me,

he would then bother my brother, Billy, and then Bill would get on the phone and

locate me wherever I happened to be ... and lay on me the good words that Manzi
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he maintained there, Manzi also called him at the Saltonstall State Office

Building in Boston while he was attending a meeting of the Massachusetts Board of

Registration in Architecture there. The pressure from Manzi bothered him so much

that he sometimes stayec in a hotel in Boston rather than go to his apartment in

Worcester where he would receive a phone call from Manzi.

Cne new theme developed in Manzi's telephone calls after the convention: he

sometimes told Masiello that he was going to hold him responsible for every

dollar of the commitment, which both DMJM and MEM had made to him, because

Masiello had brought both DMJM and VBM into the state and was instrumental in

bringing them together with Manzi. Masiello declared that he refused to be held

responsible for someone else's actions. (The discussicn of political

contributions by MEM to Manzi in connection with its contract for construction

management at the Boston campus of the University of Massachusetts is presented

elsewhere in this report in the chapters en MEM.)

DMJM'S FIRST PAYMENT TO MANZI

Manzi Monitors for Payments to DMJM

In April, 1969, Manzi called Frank Masiello and said that DMJM had just

received a check from the Commonwealth. He was ouite upset that DMJM had not

made arrangements to make a payment to him. Masiello said: "He made it very

clear to me that there were a lot of things he could do to prohibit the contract

or the payments from moving forward in a normal, orderly process" if OMJM did not

satisfy him. Manzi also stated he would not make any efforts to place funds for

Holyoke Community College into the capital outlay budget if DMJM did not

contribute. Masiello told Manzi that he would call Smith and find out what was

happening, then call him back. 75

OMJM submitted its first invoice to the Commonwealth for its work on the

Holyoke project on April 10, 1969. The invoice was in the amount of

$8, 976. 15. 76 Since it normally takes the Commonwealth two or three weeks to

process an invoice, DMJM probably received its first payment on the project

around the end of April, 1969.

How did Albert Manzi find out about the payment to DMJM? Information on

payments on public contracts is available to the public through the office of the

State Comptroller. M. Joseph Stacey, who served as comptroller from 1966 through

February, 1973, testified that Manzi himself reauested information ten times on

payments to MEM pursuant to its contract to manage the construction of the new

UMass/Eoston campus. Stacey does not recall Manzi reauesting such information on
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ether projects, but Manzi could have reauested information on the Holyoke

project from employees of the comptroller or from the BBC.

Manzi's call to Masiello was not without precedent. Masiello testified that

Manzi would sometimes, "call me up and tell me he knew I had a payment in the B6C

and that we were cue to be paid." In seme cases, Manzi even carried checks for

M asiello 4 Associates from the comptroller's office in Boston to Worcester. When

Frank or William Masiello came to pick up the check from him, Manzi took

•70

advantage of the opportunity to remind them of their commitments to him.

As a result of his conversation with Manzi, Frank Masiello called Stanley

Smith to ask him if it was true that DMJM had received a payment on the Holyoke

project and not maae a payment to Manzi. Smith replied that DMJM had invoiced

the Commonwealth for a small amount, but had not yet even received the check. He

was surprised that Manzi had found out about the payment so soon.

Masiello suggested to Smith that DMJM make a payment to Manzi to prevent him

from causing the job to be delayed or payments to be held up. Masiello was also

concerned about the continuing pressure from Manzi, so he told Smith, "I think

you are just going to have to make up your mind that this man just isn't going to

get off my back or your back. He is going to be insisting until he starts seeing

some payments on the commitment." Smith was unconvinced and remained noncommital

about making a payment to Manzi.

Masiello later called Smith again, but Smith was not there so he spoke to

Tevfik Kutay instead. He told Kutay what Manzi had said about causing delays in

the project or in payments to DMJM and not pushing for further funding for the

project if DMJM would not contribute. Kutay said that Smith had told him about

Masiello's previous phone call, so he was aware of the pressure Masiello was

under. He promised that OMJM would make its first payment to Manzi in the very

79
near future. 7

DMJM's $5,000 Check

Masiello expected DMJM to make a cash payment directly to Manzi. Instead, in

late April, 1969, Masiello received an "unpleasant surprise" in the mailbox of

his Florida apartment: a corporate check from DMJM in the amount of $5,000,

payable to him. The DMJM letterhead envelope contained no letter of explanation,

only the check wrapped in a piece of paper.

Masiello, however, needed no letter of explanation. He testified, "I knew

exactly what they were attempting to do. They were attempting to make me, cr our

firm, a conduit." He called Kutay to tell him that Masiello was not going to be

a conduit for payments to Manzi. He insisted that payments be made in cash to

Manzi by representatives of DMJM. Kutay replied, "There isn't any way we can get
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that amount of cash, and you have been so persistent in trying to get a payment

out of us for Manzi, and he's been harassing you, please do' it just this once. I

just don't see any way of getting the money to Massachusetts to relieve the

pressure that you're under." Masiello relented and agreed to make the payment to

Manzi that time — but never again 80

How the Check was Cashed

Frank Masiello arranged to have his brother, William, cash the check and

deliver the proceeds to Manzi. 81 William Masiello testified that "Frank called

me into his office and asked me to cash a, check from DMJM." 8 '' Thus, it appears

that the $5,0C0 check was handed from Frank to William Masiello during one of

Frank's frequent trips to Massachusetts.

Both Frank and William Masiello remember Frank endorsing the check on the

back, placing it inside a plain envelope, and writing "Toots" on the outside of

the envelope. Frank handed the envelope to William and asked him to cash the

check and deliver the $5, COO cash to Manzi. When William asked Frank where he

should cash the check, Frank said he would call Sherwood "Woody" Tarlow,

President of the Capitol Bank and Trust Company in Boston, and ask him to cash

the check. He chose Tarlow's Bank for two reasons: (1) He knew Tarlow from

Tarlow's days as a fundraiser for former Governor Endicott Peabody. Masiello

believed that Tarlow would understand when he said he needed to cash the check to

make a political contribution, and he wouldn't have to explain his actions

further. (2) Tarlow's Bank was located at 679 Beacon Street, near the Prudential

Center where the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority had its offices. Manzi was a

member of the Turnpike Authority, and spent a couple of days a week at its

offices in Boston. The $5,000 payment could be delivered to him there.

Frank Masiello called Tarlow and asked permission for William to cash a

$5,000 check at his bank. Tarlow asked what the check was for and Masiello

replied, "a political contribution." Tarlow told Frank to have William come into

the bank with the check. Tarlow instructed him to have William see one of the

g c
bank officers if Tarlow was not there when he arrived. J

According to William Masiello, Frank Masiello told him that he had talked to

Tarlow and arranged for William to cash the check at the Capitol Bank and Trust

Company. William Masiello took the check to the bank, where Tarlow authorized it

by signing his name on the back. Masiello took the check to a teller named Fred

Young, whom Masiello knew from the Worcester area. Masiello gave Young the check

and received $5,000 cash in return. When he put the cash back into the envelope

from which he had taken the check, Masiello recalls that Young noticed the word

"Toots" on the envelope and said, "Some young lady is going to be very lucky."
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Masiello left with the cash. e6

Sherwood Tarlow appearea before the Special Commission and was asked about

the call from Frank Masiello and the cashing of the $3,000 check at his Eank. He

testified as follows:

"I am sure it occurred because, if Frank Masiello had called me
at that time, I would have been more than pleased to have cashed
such a check. He had an ongoing relationship, up to '69 or '70,
with our bank in a small way, by way of being a borrower, etc.,
so, even though I don't recall the exact circumstances, I know I

would have, at the time, cashed such a check*.

Q. It would have been logical for him to have said( the check was for)
a political contribution?

A. Absolutely.
Q. You would have cashed the check?
A. Surely. 87

The Delivery to Manzi: "Is That All?"

William Masiello testified that he took the $5,000 from the bank to the

Prudential Center. He said he must have arranged in advance to meet Manzi in the

Turnpike Authority's office, but cannot recall doing so. Manzi was alone in his

office when Masiello arrived. He handed Manzi the envelope containing the cash,

but Manzi did not open it. It was a brief meeting; the only conversation between

the two men concerned the beautiful view of the Charles River from Manzi's office

89
high up in the Prudential Tower.

Frank Masiello testified that William Masiello later told him that Tarlow was

not there when he took the check to the bank. He also testified that William

later told him that Manzi looked at the money in the envelope and said, "Is that

all? When are they going to make the next payment?"

William Masiello later told his brother that he thought the check from DMJM

would come back to haunt him. * Both Masiellos have commented to Commission

staff that this remark turned out to be prophetic.

On May 22, 1969, Frank Masiello executed a preliminary agreement with DMJM

defining Masiello 4 Associates' role in the Holyoke project. The agreement did

not say much more than Stanley Smith had said the previous November: Masiello A

Associates' services would fall into three areas: architectural construction

supervision; some of the construction supervision in the areas designed by

structural, mechanical, or electrical engineers; and general consulting services,

including liaison with the client and the 8EC. The firm would be paid a lump-sum

fee, to be negotiated later, for architectural construction supervision, and

922-1/2 times the hourly rate of employees for their services on the project.

About two weeks later, Ivan Soskel of M6M executed a contract with DMJM for

cost estimating services on the Holyoke project. The DMJM/MBM contract was much

more detailed and comprehensive than the OMJM/Masiello agreement. After the
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execution of the contract, DMJM reouested the SEC to approve mem as a consultant

on the Holyoke project. Horace Chase, Director of the BBC, approved the hiring

of MEM on July 29, 1969. 53

PREPARATION OF PLANS ANO SPECIFICATIONS

The BBC approved the master plan which OMJM prepared for Holyoke Community

College on August 7, 1969. Armed with data on expected enrollments, program

objectives, space needs, etc., the firm soon began the long process of developing

plans and specifications. Harry Clausen came to Massachusetts several times for

meetings with officials at Holyoke Community College or the SEC, but the actual

oesign work was performed in Los Angeles.

A letter from Clausen to HCC President George Frost, dated December 3, 1969,

contained one curious passage: "Could you set up a meeting for me with someone

in Can O'Connell's organization en Wednesday morning, say at 10:30 a.m., to talk

about local bidding and construction practices." Caniel O'Connell's Sons,

Inc., was the general contractor on two of the construction projects at Holycke

Community College, and was paid in excess of $17 million by the Commonwealth on

the two projects. However, the first of those contracts was not awarded until

January, 1972, more than two years after the scheduled meeting with Clausen. 5

The letter raises two questions: (1) Why did Clausen want to meet with a

representative of O'Connell? Was it just a coincidence that the same firm later

won two construction contracts at Holyoke? (2) Why didn't Clausen just speak to

a representative of Masiello A Associates to obtain the same information? After

all, helping DMJM to overcome the disadvantage of being an out-of-state firm was

Masiello's role in the project as it was originally conceived; explaining the

peculiarities of local laws and methods certainly falls under that heading. The

proposed meeting between Clausen and O'Connell indicates that Frank Masiello was

correct in believing that DMJM was trying to reduce the role of his firm in the

Holyoke project.

At this time, Frank Masiello was speaking to DMJM about two problems: (1)

the lack of a specific contract between Masiello 4 Associates and DMJM for the

Holyoke project; and (2) the renewed pressure from Manzi for another payment on

the $22,000 commitment. Masiello said that Msnzi just "couldn't ... understand

why DMJM was reluctant to come forward and make these payments as ouickly as

possible. " 96
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The Masiello-CMJM Contract Dispute

On February 27, 1970, Harry Clausen requested the EEC to approve the hiring

of Masiello 4 Associates as a consultant "to furnish local architectural liaison

services," even though no more specific agreement had been reached en Masiello's

07
role in the project. The reauest was approved by the EEC on March 25, 1970.

Cespite much correspondence and face-to-face negotiation with OMJM, no

agreement satisfactory to Masiello 4 Associates was reached during 1970. Frank

Masiello received a proposed letter of agreement from Arthur Mann, Executive Vice

President of OMJM, dated April 10, 1970. He signed the agreement on April 15,

1970, but did not return it to OMJM. 98 Masiello testified, "I came across the

letter, just quickly looked at it, and then I signed it. [But], for some reason

or another, a flag went up in my brain and I decided to read it once again after

I signed it.... I realized this still wasn't defining what our role would be."

According to Masiello, his major objections to the proposal were: (1) the lack of

a clear definition of his firm's role in the project or of its compensation; and

(2) a clause which appeared to make Masiello 4 Associates liable for errors made

by OMJM on the project. He called Smith and told him he was not going to return

99
the agreement. Masiello asked to meet with Smith to discuss the contract.

Masiello tried to meet with Smith during May, 1970, but was unable to do so.

A letter from Smith to Masiello, dated May 28, I960, reads, "I am sorry I was not

able to see you at the time of your visit here." The rest of the letter

indicates that the two firms were still far from agreeing on the terms of a

contract. Smith reminded Masiello that the project was not a Joint venture;

Masiello 4 Associates was^ only a consultant to OMJM. He reassured Masiello that

the liability clause of the contract made Masiello 4 Associates responsible only

for errors made by its own personnel, but he did not define M 4 A's role in the

project much more closely than it had been earlier. He said he hoped that

Masiello 4 Associates would perform 50-75% of the construction supervision at

Holyoke for a fee of $50,000 to $100,000, but emphasized that the figure was only

an estimate, not a guarantee.* 00 Frank Masiello was disappcinted with the

offer: he had expected his firm to do all the construction supervision on the

project, and perform other services as well.

Masiello and Smith met at the Palm Beach (Florida) International Airport in

early June, 1970. Smith called Masiello at his office and said he had a little

time before his flight left. He asked Masiello to come to the airport and

discuss their contract for the Holyoke project.

Masiello told Smith he was not satisfied wth DMJM's contract effer because he

felt it was too vague. They discussed the matter, but could not reach any

agreement. They also failed to reach agreement on another project. Masiello
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testified that he had been pursuing a project in Maryland in which he had invited

DMJM to participate. When he subseauently learned that DMJM had been awarded the

contract — with no mention of Masiello 4 Associates' involvement — Masiello was

irate. He wanted some role in the project or compensation from CMJM, but Smith

would give him no assurances.

CMJM's Differences with Manzi

Smith told Masiello that he had learned (from Joseph Glynn of the EEC,

John Costello of the ERCC, and George Frost of Holyoke Community College) that

the Governor's capital outlay budget included only $2,778,000 for site

preparation work at Holyoke Community College. Now that DMJM was well into the

design of the new campus, Smith was concerned that the legislature might not

appropriate construction funds for the whole project. He wondered why Manzi was

not fulfilling his part of the commitment, to make sure that construction funds

were included in the Governor's budget.

Masiello told Smith that Manzi had told him he had not pushed for funding for

the project because DMJM wasn't making payments rapidly enough. Masiello

suggested that another payment to Manzi might convince Manzi to work harder on

behalf of DMJM. Masiello also hoped that another payment would relieve the

pressure on William Masiello, who was now taking the brunt of Manzi's phone

calls. (According to 8EC records, DMJM had received only about $30,000 in fees

to that point. The $5,000 paid to Manzi in 1969 had taken 17% of the fees paid.)

Smith asked if Frank Masiello would monitor the progress of the capital

outlay bucget for him. He wanted to know what was happening so DMJM could use

its "friends in Masachusetts" to try to get additional funds fdr the Holyoke

project inserted into the capital outlay budget. Masiello said he was kept in

Florida by his business. He suggested that Smith contact William Masiello.

Masiello suggested a meeting with other officials from DMJM to try to resolve

their contract difficulties once and fdr all, and to arrange another payment to

Manzi. Smith agreed to set up a meeting.

As a result of this meeting with Frank Masiello, Smith wrote a letter to

William v. Masiello on June 11, 1970. He told Masiello that he had planned to

call on him in Boston, but was called back to Los Angeles unexpectedly. The body

of the letter reao:

I did want to discuss with you some of the aspects of the legislative action
on Holyoke, since most of the information that I have had is a reflection of
what I have heard from your brother Frank, what we have heard from Joe Glynn
of EEC and also from Jchn Costello and also from George Frost of Holyoke.
The consensus is that $2,700,000 is presently in the Governor's budget for
Holyoke, and I understand that the budget totals $239,000,000. Costello
believes that $75,000,000 of those funds are "weak" in that they will
probably come off the final budget due to improper timing, etc., and the
$22,00C,C00 for the funding of the first increment of Holyoke will end up in
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the final appropriation.

I fina this hard to believe, inasmuch as I do not believe that Dr. Dwyer,
head of the Community College system has this project established as his
first priority. It may be that he believes that George Frost's contacts with
both the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House is sufficiently
strong that he can lobby this through on his own. I doubt it.

The consensus here is that the appropriation will probably be a compromise,
and that say approximately half of the project will be funded for the first
increment

.

I would appreciate you either dropping a line or giving me a phone call as
you develop any more information that would be of interest to us here
regarding the project. 102

Stanley Smith's letter indicates that he was well informed on the progress of

the legislation in Massachusetts, but that he needed someone outside of state

government, like William Masiello, to provide him unbiased information on the

capital outlay budget. Smith was undoubtedly aware of Masiello's political

connections. Masiello's access to inside information would be another reason for

Smith to seek Masiello's opinions and advice.

The Masiello-CMJM Meeting in Washington in June, 1970

In late May or early June, 1970, the meeting which Frank Masiello had

requested took place at DMJM's office in Washington, D.C. Present at the meeting

were Frank Masiello, Stanley Smith, Tevfik Kutay, William Heinkel of DMJM's

Washington office, and Barry Mountain of OMJM. Although Frank Masiello had met

Mountain before, he had never had any business dealings with him. Mountain was

introduced as the manager of international projects and liaison officer on

government contracts for DMJM.

Stanley Smith began the meeting by setting out the agenda — discussion of

(1) the Maryland project, (2) a contract for Masiello & Associates on the Holyoke

project, and (3) a second payment to Manzi.

The manager of CMJM's Washington office, William Heinkel, admitted that he

had not been fair to Masiello 4 Associates in the pursuit of the Maryland

project. Masiello testified, "His apology didn't do a whole lot of good because

they were already well into the project."

The topic switched to Holyoke before the Maryland Question was resolved, and

Heinkel was excused from the meeting. Masiello said, "He [Heinkel] ... was not

aware of DMJM's involvement in contributions in Massachusetts. I believe they

were attempting to keep this from him." Frank Masiello told the CMJM officials

that he ana his brother were still under a lot of pressure from Manzi to get DMJM

to make another payment to him. He also told them that "Manzi was starting to

make noises about wanting to get ... a larger sum of money paid in the guise of

political contributions." Masiello expressed his hope that OMJM would soon make

a second payment to Manzi, but without using Masiello & Associates as a conduit
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for the payment. Finally, Masiello stated that he wanted to resolve the conflict

over his firm's role in the project.

According to Masiello, there was a lot of heated discussion between himself

and Smith. Kutay made occasional comments, while Mountain sat and listened.

After a while, Mountain said, "Look, this isn't getting us anyplace. Let's get

this matter resolved once anc for all.... Let's come to an amicable solution

that is agreeable to Frank." The men decided that Masiello 4 Associates would be

paid a $9,000 consulting fee en the Maryland project. Masiello & Associates

would receive about $100,000 for doing all the construction supervision at

holyoke Community College. It would also be compensated for the work that it had

already performed en the project, and would become involved in other areas on a

per diem basis .

The group then discussed the payments to Manzi. Mountain said that he was

taking over for Kutay as the official in charge of the Holyoke project. He said

he would see to it that payments to Manzi would be made more quickly. Masiello

saia that he wanted to stop acting as a go-between in the Manzi/DMJM conflict.

He suggested a face-to-face meeting between Mountain and Manzi. Mountain agreec,

and the meeting was tentatively scheduled for July, when Masiello would be in

103
Boston anyway — for a meeting at the BBC on the Holyoke project.

The Sonesta Hotel Meeting in July, 1970

On July 8, 1970, the evening before the meeting at the BBC on the preliminary

cost estimates for the Holyoke project, Mountain, Smith, Manzi and Masiello met

at the Sonesta Hotel at Logan Airport. Manzi was displeased that OMJM had made

only one $5,000 payment to him in the two years since the contract was awarded.

He told Smith and Mountain that the approval of plans or invoices could be

delayed, thus delaying payments to OMJM. He also told them that, if Phase II of

the project were ever funded, DMJM's continued services would have to be approved

by A&F. Manzi said they should not expect assistance from him in obtaining that

approval if DMJM were not up to date on its commitment to him.

Smith complained that Manzi had not added construction funds for the Holyoke

project to the Governor's capital outlay budget. Manzi said that OMJM had not

kept its part of the aeal, and reiterated that he was not going to assist OMJM

until it did. Finally, Manzi stated that he wanted OMJM to pay him $30,00C to

$40,000 (instead of $22,000) because he had learnea that the cost of the project

was going to be much higher than the initial $9 million estimates. Smith told

Manzi that the construction cost was not going to be as high as he thought, but

Manzi indicated he did not really believe him. Smith suggested that they go up

to his room and look at the cost estimates which MBM had prepared for the meeting



the next day. Smith took the documents from his briefcase and explained the

figures to Manzi.

According to a document dated July 2, 1970, the entire project was going to

cost about $23 million to construct. In order to keep the project within a $20

million budget, DMJM proposed removing one of the buildings ("C" Building) from

the construction contract, thus reducing the estimated construction cost to

slightly over $19 million. 104

Manzi was satisfied that Smith was telling him the truth about the magnitude

of the project, but he still wanted DMJM to make a larger contribution to him.

He told Smith and Mountain that he was under constant pressure to raise funds for

the upcoming campaign. After some negotiation, Manzi, Mountain and Smith agreed

to increase the contribution from $22,000 to $27,000. Mountain told Manzi that

it was very difficult to get cash out of the company, and asked if Manzi would

accept checks rather than cash. Manzi said he wanted only cash. Mountain then

told Manzi that he would get together cash for a second payment, and personally

1C5
deliver it to Manzi in a short time.

The EEC Meeting on Costs

The meeting at the EEC on the cost estimates for the Holyoke project took

place on July 9, 1970. Present were Joseph Glynn of the EEC, Frank Masiello and

Louis Domian of Masiello 4 Associates, Stanley Smith and Harry Clausen of DMJM,

and representatives of Holyoke Community College, the Board of Regional Community

Colleges, MEM, the landscape architecture firm of Currier, Anderson 4 Geda, and

Jack Ryan, an aide to House Speaker David Bartley. As a result of the

meeting, certain changes were made in the plans for the new campus which

increased the estimated construction cost from $19.2 million to $19. A million,

but still kept it within the $20 million budget. 107

On that same day, the House Ways and Means Committee reported out its version

of the capital outlay budget. Item 8071-68 of that bill was an appropriation of

$23,700,000 for preparation of the site and construction of the new campus for

Holyoke Community College. 1 The appropriation was for construction of the

entire campus, not just Phase I, but it matched, almost exactly, DMJM's estimate

for the total cost of construction for Phase I ($23,670,590). The Senate Ways

and Means Committee reported out its version of the capital outlay budget on July

21, 1970. It amended the Holyoke item so that the $23,700,000 was to be used

only for the construction of Phase I. The Conference Committee on the capital

outlay budget adopted the Senate's version of the Holyoke item, and the bill was

enacted on July 29, 1970. Governor Sargent signed the bill into law on August 7,

1970. 109
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DMJM ' s continued services for preparation of working plans and specification

ana construction supervision on Phase I of the Holyoke Community College project

were recommended by BBC Director waiter Poitrast on September 4, 1970, ana

approved by A&F Commissioner Charles Shepard on September 17, 1970. 110

Now that construction funds had been appropriated for the project, it became

more important to Frank Masiello that he obtain a contract from CMJM ensuring his

firm's participation in it. He wrote a letter to Smith on August 6, 1970 stating

that he had not returned the April 10 contract to DMJM because he was unhappy

with certain provisions of it. Furthermore, he stated that he had not received a

reply to an earlier letter he had written to Smith about the terms of the

contract. 111 Smith wrote back to Masiello on August 19, 1970. He said he had

just returned from Korea to find Masiello's letter waiting for him. (CMJM had an

office in Seoul, Korea at that time.) He told Masiello that he hao replied to

his earlier letter ano asked to meet with Masiello in Eoston on August 30 or 31,

1121970. According to Frank Masiello, that meeting with Smith never took

place. 113

On September 18, 1970, Kutay sent a letter to Frank Masiello to confirm the

arrangements made on the Holyoke and Maryland projects in Washington in June.

The letter stated that certain portions of the work on the Maryland project would

be assigned to Masiello 4 Associates, and also that Frank Masiello would be paid

a consulting fee of $750 per month, for a period not to exceed 12 months, for his

"personal services" on the HoJyoke project. 114 Masiello signed the agreement

on September 25, 1970, and returned it to Kutay on September 29, 1970. 115

However, in a private interview with the Commission's staff, Frank Masiello

stated that the $750 per month consulting fee was actually compensation from OMJM

for its taking the Maryland project away from his firm. He was told that DMJM

charged the consulting fee to the Holyoke project to verify the expense to its

accounting department. 116

THE SECONO DELIVERY TO MANZI

Despite the assurances from Barry Mountain that a second payment would be

made to him soon, Toots Manzi continued his phone calls to Frank and William

Masiello after the July 8, 1970 meeting. DMJM had still not made a payment to

Manzi by the end of the summer, so the pressure continued.

In late September or early October, 1970, Barry Mountain called Frank

Masiello and said, "I have got something that Manzi has been looking for."

Mountain asked Masiello if he would be in Worcester on a certain date, and

Masiello said he would. Mountain told him he would come to Worcester with the
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payment. Masiello did not tell Manzi that Mountain was coming because he "felt

that, if Mountain didn't show ... it would look like I was giving another excuse

to Manzi on DMJM's promises."

Mountain arrivea at Masiello's office late one afternoon. Masiello testified

that it was a cola day, so Mountain was wearing a trench coat when he arrived.

After some small talk, Mountain told Masiello that his briefcase contained $6,000

in cash for Manzi. He apologized that the money was in five dollar bills.

Mountain said the money had come from DMJM's office in Seoul, Korea because it

was difficult to get cash out of the company. He said he felt the small

denominations allowed CMJM "to get the money into the country without raising any

eyebrows .

"

Masiello then called Manzi and told him that Mountain was in Worcester with

"a pleasant surprise for him." Manzi told them to come down to the market. When

Mountain and Masiello entered the market, Manzi was standing at the end of the

meat counter near the scales. He asked them to wait for a few minutes while he

helped a customer. Mountain and Masiello walked around the market while they

waited; Mountain commented that the market had the best selection of Italian

foodstuffs he had ever seen. In about five minutes, the three men went into the

storage area in the back of the market.

"What in Hell am I Going to Do with Five-Oollar eills?"

Mountain opened his briefcase and showed Manzi the money. The briefcase was

a slim, dark attache case with a handle on top and snaps on each side of it. The

money was banded with bank wrappers. When he saw the denomination, Manzi said,

"What in hell am I going to do with five-dollar bills?" Mountain explained that

he had difficulty getting cash out of the company. He said he had not taken time

to convert the money into larger denominations because he knew Manzi wanted the

money as soon as possible. Manzi put the money into a brown grocery bag and left

the bag leaning against a grocery cart in the back room.

Manzi told Mountain that he was sure that the Governor would appreciate

receiving the money because his campaign was well under way. Manzi said he hoped

that DMJM would make an additional payment before the campaign ended, because he

was under a lot of pressure to raise funds for TV spots, newspaper advertising,

etc. Mountain again told Manzi that it was difficult to get cash out of the

firm, but said he would do his best to make a third payment as soon as

possible. 117

The second payment to Manzi raised the total amount paid to him by DMJM to

$11,000. As of late September or early October, 1970, DMJM had received about

$190,000 in fees from the Commonwealth on the Holyoke Community College
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197-0, it could not have received that payment before Mountain delivered the

five-dollar bills to Manzi. Therefore, the $11,000 paid to Manzi by OMJM took

5.636 of the fees the firm had received on the Holyoke project to that point.

About a week after Mountain delivered the payment to Manzi, Frank Masiello

remembers receiving a call either from Albert Manzi or from his brother, William

Masiello. He was told that the payment delivered by Mountain was actually less

than $6,000. Masiello called Earry Mountain. Mountain said he knew there was

$6,000 because he had counted the money himself, and he suggested that they have

Manzi count the money in front of them next time. 15 The discussion went no

further after Mountain said he was sure there was $6,000 in the briefcase.

William Masiello testified before the Special Commission that, some time

later, Frank Masiello called him into his office and asked him to go down to

Manzi's market ana help Manzi convert $5,000 in five-dollar bills from OMJM into

120
larger denominations. Frank Masiello does not recall that conversation. He

only remembers learning about his brother's participation in the conversion of

the five-dollar bills after the fact. 121

The discrepancy between the amount of money that Mountain said he delivered

to Manzi ($6,000) and the amount of money that William Masiello remembered

helping Manzi convert into larger denominations ($5,000) can be explained. There

is no reason to assume that Manzi had all the five-dollar bills converted. Some

of the bills could have been spent before William Masiello became involved in the

transaction, some of them could have been held and not converted at all. Another

possibility is that Manzi was right when he claimed that the delivery had come up

short of $6,000.

William Masiello drove to Manzi's Market and met Toots Manzi there. They

drove together in Manzi's car to the Milbury branch of the Blackstone Valley

National Bank (now the Old Colony Bank). Masiello does not recall what Manzi

said about how he had come into possession of the five-dollar bills. He does

recall, however, that the money was in bank wrappers with oriental writing on

them. While Manzi waited in the car, Masiello took the five-dollar bills in to

one of the bank tellers. The teller used a machine to count the money, then gave

Masiello $5,000 in larger denominations. Masiello returned to the car and handed

Manzi an envelope containing the cash. Manzi drove back to the market where

Masiello returned to his own car and drove away.

Some time later, Frank Masiello visited the Milbury branch of the Blackstone

Valley National Bank. An officer of the bank told Frank that his brother,

William, had come into the bank a few days before with bundles of five-dollar

bills. The officer asked, "Where on earth did he get all those five-dollar
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bills?" Frank Masiello said he did not know. 123

Manzi's Pressure Continues

The phone calls frcm Manzi to Frank and William Masiello asking for a payment

from DMJM resumed shortly after the second installment was delivered. Frank

Masiello testified, "Bill called me auite freauently and told me how Toots was,

again, pressing him [to get] DMJM to make payments." Frank Masiello could not

pass the pressure along to DMJM. He said that his contacts with Smith were

infrequent at this time, and that Mountain was difficult to reach because he

traveled extensively, so "weeks would go, by [when] it would be virtually

impossible to get either one of them on the telephone. "^

"Oeadbeats"

In his public testimony before the Commission, William Masiello described one

particular meeting with Manzi. In October, 1970, the two men met in Governor

Sargent's campaign headquarters on Park Avenue in Worcester. A number of people

were in the office stuffing ana addressing envelopes for a Sargent fundraising

event, so Masiello and Manzi went off in a corner and had a private

conversation. Manzi told Masiello that the two firms which his brother, Frank,

had brought to Manzi — MEM and OMJM — were deadbeats; they hadn't fulfilled

their parts of the commitments they made to Manzi in order to acquire contracts.

Manzi inaicated that both firms had paid him some money, but had fallen behind in

their payments to him. He said he was holding Frank Masiello responsibible for

DMJM's and MEM's failure to make payments to him.

After the conversation, William Masiello called Frank in Florida. He told

him what Manzi had said. Frank replied that he had paid money to Manzi for the

Joseph Gentile School contract, then the contract was cancelled. *- J It was

because of that bad experience with the Gentile project that Masiello had

insisted that DMJM make payments to Manzi only as it received fees from the

Commonwealth. Manzi 's pressure did not bring about another payment from DMJM

during the remainder of 1970 or most of 1971.

By December, 1970, the design of the project had progressed far enough for

DMJM to construct a model of the project. The plans for the first construction

contract (EJ 68-2 #1) were nearing completion, and the preliminary plans for the

second contract (EJ 68-2 #2) had been approved by the EBC. Stanley Smith sent

photographs of the model to HCC President George Frost, Speaker of the House

Oavid Bartley, Lieutenant Governor-Elect Donald Dwight, and BRCC Presiaent

William Dwyer. 126
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Frank Masiello purchased a table of tickets for a Big Brothers fundraising

dinner held in Washington, O.C. on December 10, 1970. The ten tickets ccst

$2,000. Among the guests Masiello invited to the dinner were Barry Mountain of

CMJM and Anthony Mansueto of MEM. 127 After the dinner, Mountain and Masiello

changed from formal clothes into street clothes and went to a bar not far from

the Sheraton Hotel where the dinner had been held. There they discussed the

Holyoke project. Mountain told Masiello that he and Smith were preparing a

contract proposal, including a specific fee for Masiello & Associates' work on

the project. He was hopeful that Smith would resolve the contract dispute after

he returned from a trip overseas.

Masiello then told Mountain that he and his brother were getting a lot of

pressure from Manzi for CMJM to make another payment tc him, and reminded

Mountain of his promise to Manzi that he would make a third payment very soon.

Mountain said that it would be easier to make a payment soon if Manzi would

accept a check. Masiello said, "Manzi doesn't want checks, he wants cash." He

asked Mountain to please make another payment to Manzi. Mountain said he should

be able to do so very shortly. Masiello reminded Mountain, as a parting thought,

that his firm had gone for 2-1/2 years without a contract for the Holyoke

project. He said he wanted to resolve that issue soon.

Ouring their conversation at the bar, Mountain informed Masiello that DMJM

was granting him a leave of absence to work in President Nixon's 1972 re-election

campaign. 128

The Project Goes Forward

Despite Mountain's assurances that Masiello & Associates would soon receive a

contract with DMJM for the Holyoke project, and that a payment would soon be made

to Manzi, neither event occurred during the first nine months of 1971. The

pressure from Manzi on William and Frank Masiello for another payment from DMJM

continued, as did Frank Masiello's pressure on DMJM for a contract for his firm.

In March, 1971, Masiello 4 Associates submitted an invoice to DMJM in the

amount of $5,180 for work performed under "Task Order No. 1." Frank

Masiello testified that employees of his firm, including himself, had reviewed

plans, attendea meetings, etc., for DMJM on a per diem basis. Stanley Smith

wrote back to Masiello in April, 1971 asking for a list of the firm's employees

and the hours they worked on the project. He also informed the firm that the

upper limit for payment on the project was $5,000.*'* In May, 1971, Masiello

told Smith that his firm had still not received $5,000 from DMJM. 132 Later

correspondence does not mention the $5,000 debt, so it appears that DMJM

eventually paid Masiello 4 Associates that amount.
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The first construction contract for the Holyoke Community College project was

awarded en March 26, 1971. The 0. Federico Company won the site preparation

contract (EBC contract EJ 68-2 #1) with a bid of $1,333,000, and soon began to

blast, excavate and grade the rocky site in preparation for construction of

buildings on it. The landscaping firm of Currier, Anderson 4 Geda supervised the

project as a consultant to DMJM, instead of Masiello & Associates. The amount of

ledge removed by the contractor was much greater than expected: by April 1973,

when the project was finally accepted by the BBC on behalf of the Commonwealth,

the construction cost had increased to over $1.8 million. DMJM received

approximately $129,000 in fees and $13,000 in reimbursables on the site work

contract.
*"

"I am Under a Lot of Pressure from My People"

On May 13 or 14, 1971, Frank Masiello met with Toots Manzi in Boston.

Masiello attended a meeting of the Board of Registration in Architecture, and

received a message from the Secretary of the Board to call Manzi at the State

House. When he reached Manzi, Manzi asked when he was planning to go to lunch.

Masiello said he didn't normally eat lunch, but Manzi told Masiello it was

imperative that they meet, so the two men met at a small luncheonette around the

corner from the State House. Sandwiches and coffee were served in the front of

the shop and a small pharmacy was located in the rear.

Manzi was waiting for Masiello when he arrived. Manzi told him that he was

Gisturbed about the repeated failure of MBM and 0MJM to make payments to him. He

said, "I am under a lot of pressure from my people. It is making it sound like I

can't produce what I say I can, and you are just going to have to get in touch

with them. You are going to have to impress on them the seriousness of the

situation." Manzi said he would hold Masiello responsible for both commitments

if they were not fulfilled by MBM and DMJM. 134

Masiello attempted to get in touch with Barry Mountain, but learned that he

was out of the country. He spoke to Stanley Smith who said he would have

Mountain contact Masiello when he returned. Masiello suggested that Mountain

contact Manzi directly instead.^ 35

Failing to hear from Mountain, Masiello wrote a letter to Smith which

contained the following line: "I would appreciate it very much if you would have

Earry Mountain get in touch with me regarding the unfinished business we have

been discussing for several months. 36 He testified that "unfinished

business" referred to "DMJM's failing to pay Manzi as they had agreed to. "

On June 3 and a, 1971, Frank and William Masiello met separately with 0MJM

officials in Washington concerning the Holyoke project. Frank Masiello testified
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that he met with Smith and yountain at the Hayse-Adams Hotel on the evening of

June 3. Masiello 4 Associates' expense records indicate that Frank Masiello also

met with Barry Mountain at the Robin Hood Restaurant in Washington, DC en June u,

1971. x "° Masiello told the DMJM people that the pressure from Manzi was very

distracting, but that it would stop if DMJM fulfilled its commitment to Manzi.

Smith said that he wanted to make sure DMJM would be selected to design Phase II

of the Holyoke project if funds were appropriated by the Legislature. Masiello

told him, "If you don't get your skirts cleaned with Manzi, there isn't any way

Manzi is going to let you continue on with a second design contract.... I am sure

he will do everything he can to block it." Mountain then said he would go to

Boston with a payment very shortly, and meet Masiello and Manzi there. Masiello

said he didn't want to be involved in another payment to Manzi. He stated, "You

know the way to Massachusetts. You know the way to Manzi's grocery store. You

can hanale it without any assistance from me or from Bill."

Masiello initiated a discussion of his firm's role in the Holyoke project.

He told Mountain and Smith that his firm had gone so long without a contract that

he was losing interest in the project. He wanted a final resolution of the

conflict — his firm would either take an active role in the project or get out

of it entirely. The threat did not work; the subject was dropped without a final

resolution. Masiello said, "We had a few cocktails together, and everyone

pretended ... [the discussion] never happened.

"

i5

William Masiello testified that he met with Barry Mountain at DMJM's

Washington office and asked Mountain when he was going to take care of DMJM's

commitment to Manzi. ° Frank Masiello testified that William Masiello told

him that he had gotten Mountain (and perhaps Smith as well) to agree to make a

"substantial payment of money to Manzi in the not so distant future," and to give

Masiello 4 Associates a contract defining its role in the Holyoke project.

During the trip to Washington, William and Frank Masiello also apparently met

with DMJM officials concerning a proposed joint venture to design a U.S. Post

Office bulk mail facility in Springfield, Massachusetts. Masiello 4 Associates*

expense records indicate that William Masiello met with Stanley Smith of DMJM and

Robert Isaacs, Deputy Assistant Postmaster General, on June 3, 1971. That same

day, William and Frank Masiello also met with Barry Mountain and Robert Isaacs.

On June 29, 1971, joint venture applications for the Post Office project were

submitted to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and to Robert Isaacs by S. Kenneth

Johnson of DMJM and Frank Masiello. A3 The submission of that application

indicates that relations between the two firms, though strained by Masiello 4

Associates* three years without a contract on the Holyoke project, had not broken

down completely. In August, 1971, Stanley Smith even proposed that he and Frank
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Masiello meet to discuss the possibility of jointly pursuing projects in the

correctional field 144

DMJM'S THIRD DELIVERY TO MANZI

On July 12, 1971 (shortly after the meetings among Frank Masiello, William

Masiello, Barry Mountain, and Stanley Smith in Washington) William Masiello,

Barry Mountain, and Toots Manzi met at the Sonesta Hotel at Logan Airport.* 45

John Wackell, an employee of Masiello 4 Associates, testified that he drove

William Masiello from Worcester to Boston that day. He and Masiello picked up

Mountain at Logan Airport. Wackell then dropped off Masiello and Mountain at a

hotel near the airport, he testified, and returned to Worcester. 46

The California Cashier's Checks

Evidence before the Commission suggests that a third payment was made by DMJM

to Manzi at that meeting. On June 28, 1971 — about two weeks before the meeting

at the airport — three cashier's checks were purchased at a branch (#314) of the

Crocker Citizens National Bank at 3265 wilshire Boulevard in Los Angeles. At

that time, DMJM ' s main office was at 3325 wilshire Boulevard in Los Angeles. The

checks were drawn in the amounts of $2,000, $1,500, and $1,500, and made payable

to the Sargent Reception Committee. 48

On September 14, 1971, the checks were deposited into an account of the

Sargent Reception Committee at the Guaranty Bank 4 Trust Company in Worcester

(account number 4-338-1359) .* 49 According to Paul A. Hogan, the Treasurer of

the Sargent Reception Committee, that account was controlled by Toots Manzi.

Hogan testified that his job was to pick up from Manzi the checks and cash to be

deposited and to prepare the deposit slip. He also prepared the contribution

report reauired to be filed with the Secretary of the Commonwealth. When a

cashier's check was included in the deposit, Manzi gave Hogan the name or names

of the contributor(s) .
15°

The contributions deposited on September 14, 1971 were reported to the

Secretary's office in the names of the following individuals: Edmund DelPrete,

Anthony Tomasiello, Arthur Manzi, Charles W. Robinson, Anthony Penney, and three

persons named Ames, Berry, and Sykes.* 5 *

Several of those individuals testified before the Special Commission. Edmund

DelPrete was credited with a $1,000 contribution. He testified that he made a

small contribution, less than $1,000, to the Sargent Reception Committee, but not

through Victor Zuchero. He did not make a contribution in the form of a

cashier's check issued by a California bank.* 52
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Anthony Tomasiello was also credited with a $1,0C0 contribution to the

Sargent Reception Committee. He said he cashed a $1,000 personal check, ana used

the cash to purchase ten tickets to the reception from Toots Manzi. However, no

cash was deposited into the account in Tomasiello ' s name.-" Only $85 in cash

was deposited into the account in its entire history, and none that day. 5A

Charles Robinson testified that he never made a contribution to the Sargent

Reception Committee in the form of a cashier's check issued by a California bank,

even though he was listed as making such a contribution to the Committee. >5

In fact, his attorney, Samuel Berman contributed $500, using Robinson's name.

Anthony Penney testified that he made a $200 cash contribution to Albert

Manzi for the Sargent Reception Committee, but no cash was deposited into the

account in his name. He was credited with a $200 contribution that was reported

as part of one of the California cashier's checks.

None of the five individuals who appeared before the Special Commission made

the contributions which the Sargent Reception Committee reported they had made.

In each case, they did make cash contributions which were neither deposited in

the Worcester bank account nor reported by the Committee.

On September 17, 1971, the House ways and Means Committee reported out its

version of the capital outlay budget. No appropriations for Holyoke Community

College had appeared in the Governor's proposed budget, but the House added to it

two items for Holyoke: $5 million for construction of the fine arts and

administration building (the **C" building which had been removed from the main

construction contract); and $1 million for preparation of plans and

specifications for Phase II of the project. The capital outlay budget, including

the two appropriations for Holyoke Community College, was enacted by the House

and Senate on October 13, 1971. The bill was signed into law by Governor Sargent

on November 3, 1971. 157

Masiello's Continuing Contract Dispute with OMJM

At the same time that the capital outlay budget was working its way through

the legislature, OMJM sent Frank Masiello a proposed contract for his firm's

services on the Holyoke project. The agreement, dated October 7, 1971, would

have paid Masiello & Associates $62,000 for construction supervision on contract

EJ 68-2 #2 (A, S, 0, £ and F buildings). 158

When he read the contract, Frank Masiello noticed that some of its terms

differed from the verbal agreements he felt he had reached with DMJM. The

construction of the five buildings at Holyoke Community College was expected to

take about 18 months. Frank Masiello had expected his firm to be offered $90,000

to $105,000 for supervising that construction, not $62,000. 159 William
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Masiello testified that he had expected the firm to be offered $240,000 for those

services. ° —

Frank Masiello felt that DMJM had reducea the offer to $62,000 by deaucting

from Masiello 4 Associates' fees the $11,000 which he had helpea DMJM pay to

Manzi, as well as the $9,000 consulting fee charged to the Holyoke project (which

was really for the Maryland job). Masiello called Smith and had a "heated"

discussion with him. Smith at first denied that those items had been deducted

from the offer, then said they should meet to talk about it. They arranged to

meet at a convention of the Society of American Registered Architects (SARA) in

Miami, Florida, in November.

Kussman Reviews the Contract for Masiello

Frank Masiello was concerned about the terms of the proposed contract with

OMJM. He testified, "I thought the best way to handle this would be to ask other

people that would be knowledgeable about this contract to review it for me and

let me have their comments." He sent a copy of the contract to his brother in

Worcester, along with a memorandum asking him to have several individuals review

the contract: Louis Domian, Joseph Gildor, and John Wackell, all employees of

Masiello 4 Associates; Donald Feldman, the corporate attorney; and Frederick

Kussman, an official of the B6C.

Frank Masiello instructed William Masiello to "on the QT review it with

Freddie Cushman [sic]." Frank Masiello testified before the Commission that he

was referring to Frederick Kussman of the EBC. His concern was not to "obligate

our firm to anything that went beyond the scope of the contract that DMJM had

entered into with the Commonwealth.... I suggested to Bill [that] he ask Fred

Kussman if he would be good enough as a favor to review the contract ... and to

compare the DMJM contract with Masiello 4 Associates [to DMJM's] state

contract." He instructed William Masiello to speak to Kussman "on the QT"

because, he testified, he "knew by this time that the DMJM people had become

extremely close to other officials in the BBC, and I didn't want to draw any ...

attention to the fact that Fred Kussman was looking over our contract." Masiello

described the request as an unusual one, made possible by Kussman's friendship

with William Masiello and himself. ^ 6 ^ William Masiello did not view the

request (that Kussman review the proposed contract) as an unusual one. In a

Commission interview, he said, "It wouldn't be an unusual act for me to go to

Kussman to review something of this nature prior to our entering into a

contract. I could get Kussman in or out of his office in five minutes .
nJ-°*

The consultant contract between DMJM and Masiello 4 Associates would have to

be approved by the BBC once it had been executed by the two firms. In 1971,
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Kussman's official resDonsibiiities at the SEC included review of contracts which

were to be approved by the BBC Director. Therefore, for him to participate in

negotiations between two firms concerning a consultant contract on a ESC job may

have constituted a conflict of interest.

William Masiello testified that he had Kussman review the contract, although

not necessarily as a result of the memo from Frank Masiello. 63
In the files

of Masiello 4 Associates, the Commission found a four-page analysis of the

contract in what appears to be Kussman's handwriting; as well as three, slightly

different, typewritten versions of the same analysis. Kussman suggested

amendments to the contract between DMJM and Masielld 4 Associates, including the

following: (1) raise Masiello 4 Associates' basic fee above $62,000; (2) make

provisions to increase the fee in proportion to change orders approved during the

construction of the project; and (3) define Masiello 4 Associates'

responsibilities more clearly. * 6A

Frank Masiello met with William Masiello and Fred Kussman in his Miami hotel

room during the SARA convention. They reviewed Kussman's comments on the

contract, which had been typed up for Frank Masiello's use. Kussman told him

that the DMJM proposal was "reasonably fair... and generally followed ... the

contract that the Bureau had with DMJM." The major problem with the proposal, as

far as Kussman was concerned, was that DMJM had offered Masiello 4 Associates too

little money for its services. 66

William Masiello testified that he gave Anthony Mansueto of MBM a copy of the

proposed contract during the convention. 67 Frank Masiello had earlier sent

Mansueto a copy of the contract to review. Frank Masiello received a letter from

Mansueto, dated November 15, 1971, which contained Mansueto's views on the

proposal. He said he thought $120,000 would be a more reasonable fee than

$62,000 for the work involved. He also suggested that Masiello 4 Associates

amenc the contract to base its fee on a percentage of the construction cost of

the project, rather than accept a lump-sum fee. 68

Masiello's Further Negotiations with DMJM

Stanley Smith was a speaker at the SARA convention. One evening, he had

dinner with Frank Masiello to discuss the Holyoke project. Smith admitted that

he was trying to deduct the payments to Manzi from Masiello 4 Associates' fee.

Masiello was — his firm still did not have a satisfactory contract on the

project. He told Smith "We had been jerked around from one side of the country

to the other.... I had never been put in this position without having been kissed

first." He told Smith that both firms had an interest in resolving the dispute:

(1) Frank Masiello was planning to purchase his firm back from the Kassuba
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Development Corp., then sell it to another architectural firm. He wanted to sign

a contract with DMJM so that after he sola the firm he could avoid involvement in

its management and could leave Massachusetts permanently. (2) DMJM's continued

services for the "C" building and Fhase II projects had net yet been approved.

If Frank -Masiello left the firm, DMJM would have to get William Masiello en its

side in order to ensure the award of the two continued services contracts. DMJM

could do so by giving Masiello 4 Associates a satisfactory contract for the

project; When Smith and Masiello could not resolve their differences, Masiello

suggested that they meet with Kutay and other DMJM officials in Los Angeles to

discuss the contract. Smith agreed it was a good idea.

On or about December 1, 1971, Frank Masiello travelled to California and met

with Stanley Smith, Tevfik Kutay, Kenneth Johnson and Arthur Mann. Masiello told

them that his firm was not interested in doing the construction supervision at

Holyoke Community College for only $62,000. He told them he would withdraw from

the contract unless DMJM offered more money. He told them that some officials in

Massachusetts felt that the cost overruns on contract EJ 68-2 #1 could have been

avoided if DMJM had pursued its duties more diligently and that OMJM's contract

for Phase II of the Holyoke project was in jeopardy.

Masiello testified, "There was some concern on their part that if I left

California without arriving at some kind of understanding that was suitable to

me, [then] in all probability they would have trouble getting a ... contract for

Phase II," because William Masiello's connections with Toots Manzi and state

Senator James Kelly would enable him to block DMJM's selection for Phase II.

During the meeting, Masiello received a telephone call from a well-known

California architectural firm. He told the DMJM officials that the other

California firm was interested in buying his firm; Frank Masiello could then end

his personal involvement in the Holyoke project. Masiello felt that the call

shocked the DMJM officials into coming to terms with him.* 70

A verbal agreement was reached on the terms of a contract for supervision of

the major construction contract of Phase I (EJ 68-2 #2). DMJM agreed to pay

Masiello 4 Associates $100,000 for Its construction supervision services. It

also agreed to amend certain other objectionable parts of the proposed contract

by: reducing the amount of liability insurance which Masiello 4 Associates would

be reauired to carry; clarifying its responsibility for errors; and allowing

Masiello 4 Associates to be terminated only in the event of the termination of

DMJM's contract by the Commonwealth.

The men also discussed Phase II of the Holyoke project. Masiello said he

wanted a clear understanding of what his firm's role would be so that it did not

have to go 3-1/2 years without a contract again. The DMJM officials said
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Masiello 4 Associates would receive about <*% of DMJM's fees on the project. Its

exact responsibilities would be defined later. 171

No contracts were actually signed during Masieilo's trip to Los Angeles. The

verbal agreements were to be put in writing later. A contract for Phase I,

incorporating the amencments approved at the meeting, was sent to Masiello 4

Associates by DMJM on December 20, 1571, but it was never executed by

Masiello. 172 On February 3, 1572, Smith sent a letter to Masiello. He wrote

that Masiello 4 Associates would receive 2/3 of DMJM's fee for construction

supervision on Phase II, or an estimated $143,826. He also said that Masiello &

Associates' fees for other consulting services would not exceed &% of DMJM's

total fees on Phase II. 173

Two major events in the history of the project occurred on December 23,

1971. (1) Bids from general contractors for the major construction contract on

Phase I (EJ 68-2 #2) were opened by the BBC. The low bidder, at $14,633,6^3, was

Daniel O'Connell's Sons, Inc. O'Connell's contract with the BBC was executed on

January 7, 1972. 174

O'Connell's bid was nearly $5 million less than MBM's estimate of the

construction cost of the project. Since DMJM's fee on the project was based on a

percentage of the cost of construction, DMJM lost money as a result of MBM's

error. William Masiello later learned that Stanley Smith was ouite upset; he

believed that MEM had caused DMJM to lose $60,000 on the project. 175

The project was finally accepted by the Commonwealth on June 12, 1975.

Change orders added over $500,000 to the construction cost, bringing the total to

over $15 million. DMJM received approximately $860,000 in fees and $29,000 in

reimbursables on the project. Masiello 4 Associates supervised the construction

of buildings A, B, 0, E and F as a consultant to DMJM. It worked on the project

without a contract for several months.

(2) BBC Director Walter Poitrast recommended approval of DMJM's continued

services for the aesign and supervision of the construction of the fine arts and

administration building ("C" Building). However, he did not include Phase II of

the Holyoke Community College project in his list of recommendations of firms and

projects for continued services. 1 6 In an interview with the Commission,

Poitrast stated that he recalled the excessive amount of change orders on

contract EJ 68-2 #1. 177

DMJM'S FOURTH DELIVERY TO MANZI

On January 17, 1972, William Masiello, Toots Manzi and Barry Mountain met at

the Hilton Hotel at Logan Airport. (The Sonesta Hotel had been acouired by the
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Hilton chain at the beginning of the year.) In the lounge of the hotel, they

discussea a project which had been proposed by Governor Sargent — a third tunnel

under Boston harbor for trucks and buses. 178 The Massachusetts Turnpike

Authority was considering building the tunnel. Mountain told Manzi that DMJM

would be interestea in designing the project, but the project never became

reality. However, despite having to deal with Manzi on the basis of "political

contributions," the DMJM executives were apparently interested in more public

contracts in Massachusetts.

The three men then went up to Mountain's room in the hotel. Manzi told

Mountain that he felt the commitment DMJM had made to him ($27,000 in cash for

the Phase I contract) should be wiped out and a new deal made, because the cost

of the project had increased from $9 million to over $15 million. Manzi

recapitulated what DMJM had paid him and what it still owed him. He said he now

wanted 5% of OMJM's fees on the whole project because "the ante had been

raised." Mountain told Manzi that he did not have the authority to approve an

increase in the commitment. He said he would get back to Manzi.

Mountain then handed a standard number ten envelope to Manzi, who put it into

his black, zippered briefcase without opening it. Mountain said, "With what

we're paying you today, that takes care of the original deal." There was no

discussion of the contents of the envelope at the time. The meeting broke up and

William Masiello drove Manzi back to Worcester.

More Cashier's Checks

The next day, Manzi called Masiello and asked him to come down to the

insurance agency of his brother, Arthur Manzi. Toots Manzi had a small office

there because Manzi's Market had been sold to The Guaranty Eank 4 Trust Co. It

had closed on February 1, 1971, and later re-opened as a branch of that

1 79bank.-1-" when Masiello arrived, Manzi showed him five $3,000 cashier's or

treasurer's checks. Masiello testified that Manzi was upset because Mountain had

given him checks instead of cash. He was also upset that, having given him

checks, Mountain had not given him names to list as the contributors of the

checks, too. He said, "I have to come up with names. They knew the deal was

cash. Where do I come up with names?" Masiello called Mountain in Washington

and told him that Manzi was unhappy. 180

The payment of $15,000 to Manzi in January, 1972, brought the total paid to

Manzi to between $26,000 (the payments in which Frank and/or William Masiello

participated) and $31,000 (if one includes the $5,000 in checks which were

apparently given to Manzi in July, 1971). OMJM had received about $634,000 in

fees on the Holyoke Community College project as of January, 1972. 182 It paid
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ii% to 5% of those fees to Manzi.

On January 11, 1572, six days before the meeting at the Hilton Hotel at Logan

Airport among Manzi, Mountain and Masiello, three cashier's checks were purchasec

at a branch of the Bank of California at 3250 Wilshire Boulevard. CMjM's offices

had moved from 3265 wilshire Eoulevard to 3250 Wilshire Boulevard since the

purchase of the first group of cashier's checks. The checks were drawn in the

amounts of $2,000, $3,000, and $3,000, and made payable to the Sargent Reception

Committee. The $2,000 check was deposited in the Sargent Reception Committee

account at the Guaranty Bank 4 Trust Co. in Worcester on February 7, 1972. The

two $3,000 checks were deposited in the same account on March 30, 1972. i83

It is not known if these were some of the same checks which Toots Manzi

showed William Masiello, but it seems likely that the three checks were part of

the $15,000 payment about which Masiello testified. It is possible that one of

the checks Masiello saw was in the amount of $2,000, rather than $3,000. It is

not known what happened to the other two $3,000 checks. The Commission was able

to obtain the records for only one account of the Sargent Reception Committee, so

it is possible that the checks were deposited into another bank account or cashed.

No cash was deposited in the Sargent Reception Committee account on February

7, 1972. Checks totalling $4,300 were deposited in the account, but only $3,800

was reported to the Secretary of State's office. Of the $2,000 cashier's check

from California, $1,500 was reported in the names of two individuals: $1,000 in

the name of Aubrey Batstone, and $500 in the name of Alfred Simoncini

.

18A

Batstone testified that he did not contribute to the Sargent Reception

Committee. 85 Simoncini testified that he attended a Sargent Reception

Committee dinner at the Pleasant Valley Country Club because Toots Manzi gave him

two free tickets, but that he did not contribute to the Sargent Reception

Committee. 186

No cash was deposited in the Sargent Reception Committee account on March 30,

1972. The $6,000 was reported as contributions in the names of six individuals:

Irving Bello, Donald Smith, Robert G. Lotuff, Robert Krupa, and two persons named

Knowlton and Corrigan. Each one was listed as a $1,000 contributor to the

Committee. 8 Irving Bello testified that he contributed $1,000 in cash to the

188
Committee, but no cash contribution was reported in his name.

Donald Smith testified that he raised $475 for the Sargent Reception

Committee and delivered it to Albert Manzi. Of that amount, he contributed $200

cash and a $100 check himself, and received three tickets for the Sargent

Reception Committee dinner in exchange. Manzi asked Smith if he could use his

name as having purchased a table of tickets for the dinner; Smith agreed. He

didn't understand that when he agreed it meant he would be put down for a $1,000
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contribution. Manzi did not tell Smith that he was going to attribute to hiir

part of a contribution made by a cashier's check issued by a California bank. 1 ^ 9

Robert G. Lotuff testified that he gave $500 on the day of, or the day

before, the dinner. He received two tickets in exchange for his

contribution .
190

Robert Krupa is the brother-in-law of former State Comptroller M. Joseph

Stacey. Stacey testified before the Commission that Manzi asked him for names to

which he could attribute campaign contributions. Stacey gave him the names and

addresses of his daughter and brother-in-law. When Stacey saw their names listed

in the Boston Globe as contributors to th,e Sargent campaign, he confronted

Manzi. Manzi said it didn't matter because they were from out-of-state. He also

threatened that Stacey might not be re-appointed as State Comptroller if he

objected. 191

Further Masiello-OMJM Negotiations

During the first part of 1972, negotiations continued between Masiello 4

Associates and OMJM concerning a contract for construction supervision on

contract EJ 68-2 #2. William Masiello testified that OMJM was using Joseph

Glynn, head of the BBC's construction section, as a "wedge" in the negotiations.

Masiello felt that Glynn was intervening in the negotiations on behalf of OMJM.

He said, "Every time I got on first I would be thrown off first because Glynn

would enter the picture."

Masiello asked the then Senate President, Kevin Harrington, to speak to Glynn

"and tell him to keep his nose out of the affairs of OMJM and Masiello."

Masiello's close relationship with Senator James A. Kelly enabled him to ask that

favor of Harrington. He chose Harrington to speak to Glynn because Glynn was

supervising a BBC contract for renovation of Harrington's office at the

time. 192 Masiello said that Glynn had been name-dropping around the BBC, and

implying that Harrington was a friend of his. According to Masiello, Harrington

spoke to Glynn, then Glynn apologized to Masiello. Glynn said, "We will bury the

hatchet."

In a private interview, Joseph Glynn said he had been involved in the

negotiations between DMJM and Masiello 4 Associates. As head of the BBC

construction section, Glynn was concerned that OMJM might delegate all

responsibility for construction supervision to Masiello, and then not be

available to consult with BBC officials on problems that might arise during

construction of the buildings. He wanted OMJM to retain for itself some role in

construction supervision. Glynn admitted that his intervention could have been

perceived as threatening to Masiello 4 Associates.
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Glynn also said that he spoke with Kevin Harrington about the Masiello &

Associates/DMJM negotiations. Harrington asked him what was going en with

Masiello & Associates' contract for a community college. Glynn asked Harrington

if he were referring to the Holyoke Community College project, and Harrington

said he was. Glynn told him that Masiello & Associates was a consultant to the

Designer, not the designer of the project, ana that the SBC did not have a

contract with the firm. Glynn said that Harrington was satisfied with his

response. ^ 93

OMJM'S FIFTH PAYMENT TO MANZI

On March 2, 1972, another $2,000 cashier's check was purchased at the Eank of

California branch located in the same building as DMJM's offices. Unlike the

other checks, the name of a remitter appears on this check — Lee Jenson. A man

named Raymond Lee Jenson was employed by DMJM at the time as Assistant to the

Comptroller. The check was deposited in the Sargent Reception Committee account

at the Guaranty Bank 4 Trust Co. on May 2, 1972. It has been impossible for the

Special Commission to determine in whose name(s) the $2,000 contribution was

reported. Listed on May 12, 1?72 as having made contributions to the Committee

were sixteen individuals for whom corresponding deposited items were not found in

the Sargent Reception Committee's account. They were credited with a combined

contribution of $3,000 to the Committee. 4

The contribution brought the total payments to Toots Manzi by DMJM to between

$26,000 and $33,000. William and Frank Masiello participated in the payment of

$26,000 to Manzi. Another $7,000 in Calfornia cashier's checks were apparently

given to Manzi without the aid of the Masiello brothers.

It is possible that this last $2,000 check was given to Manzi on Aoril 7,

1972. Shortly after Frank Masiello purchased Masiello 4 Associates back from

Kassuba Development Corp. in February, 1972, the firm's Worcester offices moved

from 791 Main Street to the Mechanics National Tower. On April 7, 1972, the firm

IOC
held an open house in its new Quarters.--7 -^ Other architects, engineers,

contractors, subcontractors, and friends were invited. Frank Masiello testified

that Toots Manzi and Barry Mountain were among the invited guests. Both William

and Frank Masiello recall seeing Mountain and Manzi talking by themselves in one

of the offices during the open house. It is likely that the topic of DMJM ' s

continued services for Phase II came up in their conversation. The firm's

continued services had not been approved in the four months since funds were

appropriated for Phase II.
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DMJM'S CONTINUED SERVICES FOR PHASE II

In May, 1972, interest in the approval of DMJM's continued services for Phase

II increased. John Costello, Executive Cirector of the Board of Regional

Community Colleges, wrote a letter to A&F Commissioner Robert L. Yasi which was

directed to the attention of Deputy Commissioner Albert Zabriskie. Ccstello told

him that the BRCC "strongly endorses" DMJM for a continued services contract for

Phase II.**' In a private interview, Costello stated that it was an unusual

action for him to write the letter recommending DMJM. The BRCC did not usually

become involved in the continued services approval process. Costello could not

1 98
recall why he wrote the letter. ° One month later, the BRCC voted to notify

the Designer Selection Board that it "urgently recommended" approval of DMJM's

1 99
continued services for Phase II. '

On May 19, 1972, HCC President George Frost requested Speaker David Bartley's

assistance in obtaining approval of DMJM's continued services. Frost asked

Bartley to call Zabriskie, who was in charge of the EBC and speak to him about

it. 200
It is not known if Bartley called Zabriskie.

Masiello Uses Manzi's Leverage over DMJM

William Masiello testified that, by July or August, 1972, the BBC was ready

to approve DMJM's continued services for Phase II. Masiello 4 Associates still

did not have a contract for construction supervision on Phase I, much less Phase

II, so Masiello went to see Manzi at his brother's insurance agency. He told

Manzi that DMJM "was trying to come in through the back door" to get the Phase II

contract, without fulfilling its obligations either to Manzi or to the Masiello

firm. He told Manzi that he was shocked that DMJM could get Phase II without

going through him, and suggested that Manzi intervene and hold up the approval of

DMJM's continued services. If DMJM decided it didn't want to talk to him, Manzi

could cause the project to be referred back to the Designer Selection Board for

the selection of a new architect for Phase II. Masiello also planned to use

Manzi's leverage over DMJM to obtain contracts for his firm. 201 Masiello said,

"I invented the attack, told Manzi about it, and asked him to back me."202

Masiello testified that he subsequently set up a third meeting among Manzi,

Mountain, and himself. It was again held in the lounge of the Hilton Hotel at

Logan Airport. Manzi told Mountain that he had the power to hold up the award of

the Phase II contract to DMJM, or even send the project to the Designer Selection

Board so that a new architect could be chosen. Manzi said he wanted 5% of DMJM's

fees on Phase II, or else he would take Phase II away from the firm. 1' -'
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Throughout the summer of 1972, William and Frank Masiello negotiated

William's purchase of Masiello 4 Associates from Frank. Though they reached

agreement on the terms of a contract in October, William Masiello actually took

control of the firm earlier than that. A formal agreement was executed in

December, 1972. z0 Gecause of his residence in Florida ano the impending sale

of the firm to his brother, Frank Masiello became less and less involved in the

Holyoke Community College project during 1972. The open house for the firm's new

office was Frank Masiello's last direct contact with Mountain and Manzi on the

Holyoke project. 205

Masiello Uses Influence in the EEC as Leveraoe Over DMJM

William Masiello kept his brother informed of the progress of the project and

on his negotiations with DMJM. He sent Frank Masiello an undated telex message

which, it appears, from the text, to have been sent in late September,

1972. The message (with abbreviations spelled out) read:

This is a beautiful communication machine, but I am sure that it is still
easier to call and less expensive. The communications that we have been
receiving have all been typed out completely as this is. I am sure the
abbreviations don't make that much difference. Talked to Toots yesterday and
he informs me that Poitrast has been notified he is to release the Holyoke
project. You should point out to Stan Smith when you notify him that
because of the large amount of change orders that were taken out of the
ground has made the Commonwealth very reluctant to give DMJM the second
phase. It is only because of us that he is still on the contract. Both
California companies that have done jobs in Massachusetts have created nany
problems that would not have existed if Massachusetts firms had designed
them. If there was any way that we were large enough to do this job on
paper, we would have no problems getting it alone. Fred K. will be talking
to me tomorrow on the contract. As soon as I hear, I will contact you.
Still not happy with the contract between us and DMJM on the second phase,
and I believe that we are coming up short. You should open the negotiations
with DMJM again before they receive the new contract. I hope you understand
the communication.

Frank Masiello replied:

Attention: w.M. Not necessary to go over previous details, understand your
problem. Notify S. Smith of release per your instructions, will contact
Smith by phone this afternoon, will advise you as soon as possible of
conversation. If we can do the job, then can we do working drawings in
Worcester? I will go along with whatever you say. Have F.K. hold up
contract completion, if possible. 207

Frank Masiello testified that he understood "Toots" to refer to Albert P.

Manzi, and "Fred K." or "F.K." to be Frederick Kussman of the EEC. He also

testified that the release of the Holyoke project by Poitrast referred to

approval of DMJM's continued services for Phase II, while the delay in contract

completion to be caused by Kussman referred to execution of DMJM's contract with

the BBC for Phase II. The contract for Phase II with which William Masiello was

unhappy was the offer of &% of DMJM's fees for Phase II. 208

The telex message reflects a change in strategy by William Masiello. Besides

causing the award of Phase II to DMJM to be delayed so that he and Manzi could

negotiate with DMJM, Masiello was now pointing to the very delay that he had
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caused as evidence that DMJM's Phase II contract was in jeooaray. He claimed

credit for saving DMJM from a peril that he himself had caused.

Frank Masiello explained what his reply to William Masiello meant: "I was

referring for Sill's benefit that he should suggest to Fred Kussman if there was

any way of delaying the preparation of the contract documents, ... this would

give Bill a few extra days to have an opportunity to talk to DMJM's people." 209

On September 28, 1972, BBC Director Walter Poitrast recommended the approval

of DMJM's continued services for Phase II. He wrote: "The BBC memorandum [on

December 23, 1971] did not include the recommendation for the continued services

of Daniel, Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall because the Bureau wished to be in a

position to evaluate the results of construction bids for Phase I, which were

imminent. We are pleased to report that Phase I, estimated to cost $16,680,000,

came in at $14,633,643.

"The Board of Regional Community Colleges is most pleased with the

performance of the project architect and the Bureau of Building Construction has

no derogatory reports, which prompts our recommendation...."

That explanation for the nearly year-long delay in the approval of DMJM's

continued services is not credible. The bids for contract EJ 68-2 #2 were

receivea on the same day that DMJM's continued services for design and

construction supervision of the fine arts and administration building were

recommended by Poitrast. The BBC need only have delayed approval of DMJM's

continued services for Phase II by hours or days to evaluate the bids received on

the contract, certainly not ten months. The implausibility of the excuse

increases the credibility of William Masiello's claim that Manzi used his

influence to delay the approval of DMJM's continued services.

A&F Commissioner Yasi approved DMJM's continued services for Phase II on

October 11, 1972. BBC Director Poitrast (in a letter drafted by Frederick

Kussman and dated October 17, 1972) then notified DMJM that it had been appointed

as the designer for "further development of Holyoke Community College, Phase

11." No estimated construction cost for Phase II was mentioned in Poitrast's

letter. 211

DMJM had not yet received its contract for Phase II, even though its

continued services for the project had been duly approved. William Masiello

intended to take advantage of that fact. He went in to see Poitrast and asked

him to hold up DMJM's Phase II contract until he was able to obtain a contract

from DMJM for Phase I. He told Poitrast that, since DMJM told the Designer

Selection Board it Intended to use Masiello 4 Associates as its local

architectural consultant when it originally applied for the Holyoke job, Masiello

should still have the chance to try to negotiate a contract for its participation
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in the project. Poitrast agreed to nolo up the execution of CMJM's contract with

the Commonwealth ,
^^^ even though his superiors had approved the award of the

contract, so that Masielio could take advantage o f the delay to pursue its own

negotiations with DMJM.

The next telex message to William Masielio in Worcester from Frank Masielio

in Florida concerning Holyoke Community College (with abbreviations spelled out)

reads:

Attention Bill: Smith called this morning from Ohio. Barry had lunch and
visited White House with Lieutenant Governor Dwight yesterday. As soon as
OMJM receives notification of Holyoke, Smith will come to Boston and review
our particulars on phase two. We have not signed anything yet on phase two,
or for that matter phase one, but I would be sending phase one instruction
back this week. Maybe you can get F.'K. to send letter to DMJM asking them to
set date to come to Boston to discuss contract. Smith happy project finally
moving

.

William Masielio replied:

Attention F.R.M.: I will notify Stan Smith that the project is definitely in
the works. Poitrast and Kussman have this past minute completed all the
details on this with exception of fee. This is still open. Poitrast should
be out within the next two weeks, and if not, when my friend gets back from
San Francisco I will call him. 213

Frank Masielio testified that the "Barry" to whom he referred was "Barry

Mountain who at that time was on a leave of absence from DMJM and was then

employed by the Committee to Re-elect the President.... Stan Smith told me that

Barry had met Lieutenant Governor Dwight in Washington and he had invited him to

visit the White house with him."214 It is not known whether Dwight and

Mountain discussed the Holyoke Community College project. "F.K." referreo to

Freoerick Kussman. 15

Frank Masielio said he believed his brother's friend in San Francisco was

Senator James Kelly. He said, "I believe that [William Masielio] was going to

attempt to use James Kelly to talk with possibly someone at BBC to see what could

be done to give Bill time to re-negotiate the contract with DMJM."'-LO Masielio

also said that Senator Kelly called Smith at one point and told him that the

funds for Phase II could be held up if the contract dispute between Masielio and

DMJM were not settled 217

DMJM'S SIXTH DELIVERY TO MANZI

Stanley Smith came to Boston on November 7, 1972, and stayed at the Sheraton

Boston Hotel. 215 William Masielio met with Smith on that day. Masielio came

to pick up a payment from DMJM to Manzi. He knew ahead of time that the payment

was going to be maae, but does not recall how he learned about it. Smith handed

Masielio a letter-sized envelope for Manzi. He said it contained $10, COO, but

Masielio did not look in the envelope.
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' Masiello took the envelope to Manzi at his home in Paxton that evening.

Manzi took Masiello to the basement of the house; half of the basement was

finished, and the other half unfinished. Masiello handed Manzi the envelope, and

he took it into the unfinished part of the basement. After he came back out,

they had a drink of scotch and played ping-pong.

The $10, COO payment to Manzi brought OMJM • s total contributions to him to

between $36,000 and $43,000. Frank and/or William Masiello had participated in

the payment of $36,000 to Manzi. Another $7,000 had apparently been paid to

Manzi without them. As of November, 1972, DMJM had received about $925,000 in

fees from the Commonwealth on the Holyoke Community College project. 2u>

Between 3.9% and u.6% of those fees were paid to Toots Manzi.

The next day, November 8, 1972, Stanley Smith and William Masiello met to

negotiate the last details of the contract between Masiello & Associates and DMJM

for construction supervision on Phase I. Finally, after over four years without

one, Masiello & Associates had a contract with DMJM for construction supervision

on Phase I. William Masiello signed the contract. It provided that his firm

would be paid $92,020 for its services on the project. However, the two men were

unable to reach agreeement on the terms of contracts for Masiello 4 Associates to

supervise the construction of "C" building and Phase II. Because he did not want

to go through the same long process of negotiation on those contracts as his

brother had on Phase I, Masiello decided to go to Los Angeles to meet with

Smith's superiors and obtain contracts for the two projects. He told Smith there

was no way that DMJM's Phase II contract with the BBC would be signed until his

own firm's Phase II and "C building contracts were resolved.

After they finished their negotiations, Smith and Masiello went out to dinner

with the then State Comptroller M. Joseph Stacey. Stacey took Masiello's car

back to Worcester and the other two went to the Jazz workshop in Boston.

Masiello stayed over at the Sheraton that night because he "drank a little too

much." Smith returned to California on November 9, and William Masiello had

someone from his firm pick him up in Boston and drive him back to Worcester. L

Stacey said he recalled eating dinner with Smith and Masiello at the Sheraton

Boston Hotel. 222

On November 14, 1972, shortly after his trip to Boston, Stanley Smith

informed Walter Poitrast that DMJM accepted its appointment as the designer of

Phase II of the Holyoke Community College project. 223 Two days later, Smith

wrote letters to Donald Dwight and David Bartley, thanking them for their support

on the Holyoke project. 224
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MASIELLO'S TRIP TO CALIFCRNIA

William Masiello and Worcester County Commissioner Philip Philbin flew to Los

Angeles on Friday, November 17, 1972. Masiello was going to a Monday meeting at

DMJM. Philbin drove Masiello to Logan Airport and decided, on the spur of the

moment, to go along to California (without even a change of clothes). Cn

Saturday, they flew to Las Vegas and stayed there until Sunday morning when they

returned to Los Angeles. On Sunday afternoon, Masiello went to see the Los

Angeles Rams - Minnesota Vikings football game with Stanley Smith. Minnesota won

by the score of 45 to 41."-' They went to the Bull 4 Bush after the game.

On Monday morning, November 20, 1972, William Masiello met with the DMJM

officials on the Holyoke project. Masiellc's attorney, William Bernstein, had

flown in from Kansas City the night before. Masiello and Bernstein arrived at

DMJM's offices on time for a 9:30 a.m. meeting, but were kept waiting in the

lobby. Masiello became upset and told the receptionist that they had come three

thousand miles for the meeting and were on time, while Stanley Smith only had to

walk from one end of the building to the other. Smith immediately came down to

greet them, then gave them a tour of the DMJM offices. He introduced them to all

the partners in the firm. One of them, Al Dorman, had an enclosed office, while

all the others had only partitions. Masiello concluded that Oorman was the

"chief in charge."

Smith, Bernstein, and Masiello began their discussions in a circular

conference room on the fifth floor of DMJM's building, one floor below the

executive offices. The negotiations broke down within minutes, so they all went

up to Dorman's office. DMJM had prepared charts showing what both DMJM and

Masiello 4 Associates would receive for construction supervision on "C" building

and Phase II. Masiello was not satisfied with the offers because DMJM was going

to receive more than 50% of the money for construction supervision on each

project. He told Smith and Dorman he felt it was time for DMJM to make

restitution to Masiello 4 Associates.

Masiello also told them that MEM's error on the cost estimate for Phase I was

no excuse — DMJM had recovered its losses because the fine arts and

administration building project was an add-on, and also because DMJM would

receive more money for Designing two smaller projects than if the two projects

were combined into one larger project. DMJM then increased its offers to

Masiello 4 Associates: (1) the firm would be paid 5535 of DMJM's fees for

construction supervision cn "C" building; and (2) DMJM would check the mechanical

shop drawings on Phase II, instead of Masiello 4 Associates. The Worcester firm

would save a great deal of money by avoiding that chore. William Masiello
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accepted DMJM's offers on both projects, but no agreements were signed while he

was in California.

They all went to lunch in a lounge area located within DMJM's offices.

Fifteen to 20 top DMJM officials were there to partake of the buffet and the

bar. Masiello had a few drinks ana talked to various DMJM officials. One topic

of conversation was Richard Nixon's recent landslide election, and George

McGovern's success in Massachusetts. Masiello was impressed by the spread. The

DMJM officials led him to believe it was an everyday occurrence. He asked the

woman behind the buffet if they did this every day. She said the last time was

back in March when the Mayor of San Francisco visited DMJM's offices.

After lunch, Masiello met with Dorman in his office. He asked for 5% of

DMJM's fees on Phase II as a finder's fee for himself, because he had performed

services for DMJM in Massachusetts. He told Dorman that Walter Poitrast was

unhappy with DMJM's performance on the job, and that only Masielio's political

influence was keeping OMJM on the job. Masiello said he could help DMJM or hurt

it. He could help DMJM obtain construction funds for Phase II through his

relationship with state Senator James Kelly, Chairman of the Senate Ways and

Means Committee. But he threatened to prevent DMJM from receiving its contract

for Phase II from the 8EC if it did not meet his demand for a finder's fee.

Dorman told Masiello that DMJM had already agreed to pay Manzi 5% of its fees,

and that OMJM could not afford to pay out much more than 5%, especially since

cash would be involved. He offered Masiello 1% of DMJM's fees on Phase II.

Masiello accepted. 226

Masiello flew back to Boston on Tuesday morning, November 21, 1972. He

arrived about 6:15 a.m., then went home and slept all day. A short time later,

he called the BBC and spoke to either Walter Poitrast or Fred Kussman. He said

he was satisfied with his agreements with DMJM, and gave the BBC permission to

release DMJM's Phase II contract. 227 The contract between OMJM and the BBC was

executed on November 30, 1972 — just nine days after Masiello returned from

California, but over a year after $1 million had been appropriated for

preparation of plans for Fhase II. 228

In late December, 1972, William Masiello received the contracts from DMJM

which he had successfully negotiated in California. Both contracts were dated

December 13, 1972. Smith sent them to Masiello on December 20, 1972, along with

a letter apologizing for the delay. The contract for construction supervision on

"C" building stated that Masiello 4 Associates would be paid $23,^87 for its

services. The agreement was apparently executed by William Masiello, but no

executed copy of the agreement was found in the files of Masiello 4 Associates.

The contract for Phase II construction supervision provided that Masiello 4
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Associates would be paid $124,056 for its services, but the agreement was

apparently never executed by Masiello <4 Associates. 229

On January 10, 1973, Dorman wrote to Raymond Allard, President of Masiello &

Associates. He told Allard that the firm would be paid 1% of OMjM's fees on

Phase II for "general liaison and coordination." He also stated that the firm

would be paio a retainer of $600 per month which would be considered part of its

fee for construction supervision. 230 The 1% agreement was the "finder's fee"

which Masiello had discussed with Dorman in California. *

The estimated construction cost (ECO for Phase II was set at $18,000,000 by

the E8C in January, 1973. In July, 1973, the ECC was increased to

$21 ,670, 000. 232 Phase II promised to be even more profitable for DMJM than

Phase I.

In February, 1973, Masiello 4 Associates submitted an invoice to DMJM for

$18,404 for construction supervision on contract EJ 68-2 #2. w/J Because OMJM

has refused to cooperate with the Special Commission's investigation, and because

Masiello 4 Associates' records of cash receipts are not complete, it is

impossible, at this time, to determine whether DMJM paid the firm this, or any

other, fee.

THE ENO OF THE MASIELLO-DMJM RELATIONSHIP

The relationship between Masiello 4 Associates and DMJM began to break down

in April, 1973. DMJM sent M4A a new contract for construction supervision on "C"

building, dated April 20, 1973. M&A's fee was reduced by more than $4,000 to

$19,350 in the new contract. The contract was executed by William Masiello, but

the Commission has been unable to obtain an executed copy of the contract. 3

On April 27, 1973, DMJM sent M4A a revised contract for construction

supervision on Phase II. DMJM reduced its fee offer by about $15,000 to

$110,340. William Masiello did not sign the revised contract.

The contract to construct the fine arts and administration building at

Holyoke Community College ("C" building) was awarded to the H. P. Cummings

Construction Company on May 4, 1973 for $2,483,700. By the time the project was

completed in October, 1975, the construction cost had increased to approximately

$2.6 million. DMJM received about $164,000 in fees and $15,000 in reimbursables

on the contract. 236

Masiello signed the contract for "C" building on May 31, 1973. The next day,

he met with Stanley Smith in Boston, 237 probably to discuss the revised

contract proposals submitted by DMJM.
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Masiello testified that "When we were out in California, it was agreed that

we were going to get 55* of the contract on "C" buildings but we ended up getting

less than 50*.

"

z38 Cn June 4, 1973, Masiello notified OMJM, by telegram, that

he wanted to terminate the contract for "C" building which he had signed on May

31, 1973. He wanted to reopen negotiations because Masiello 4 Associates wculd

not be able to perform the services required for the fee agreed upon. ™ The

next day, Masiello sent a second telegram to DMJM asking for a fee of $30,000 for

construction supervision on "C" building. 240
Joseph Gildor, an engineer

employed by Masiello 4 Associates, sent a letter attempting to justify the

request for $30,000 by showing the number of site visits by M4A personnel that

would be required during the construction of "C" building. x

Finally, on June 12, 1973, William Masiello sent a telegram to OMJM

withdrawing all proposals for present and future contracts. However, he stated

that Masiello 4 Associates would fulfill its obligation to supervise the

construction of Fhase I (contract EJ 68-2 #2). 242 Masiello testified that he

intended to break off negotiations on "C" building only. He dictated the

telegram; it was only later that he realized he had also withdrawn his firm from

Phase II.
243

On June 14, 1973, however, Raymond Allard informed BEC Director Poitrast that

Masiello 4 Associates would no longer act as a consultant to DMJM on the Holyoke

Community College project after it finished supervising the construction of the

five buildings. He told Poitrast that the two firms had been unable to reach

agreement on the terms of a contract for further services. 244 Poitrast replied

to Allard's letter on June 19. He said that Masiello 4 Associates had no

obligation on any contract at Holyoke Community College other than EJ 68-2 #2 as

far as the BBC was concerned. 245 Masiello 4 Associates was involved in that

project until the spring of 1974.

DMJM replaced Masiello 4 Associates on the Holyoke project very cuickly. On

June 20, 1973 — only eight days after Masiello 4 Associates withdrew from the

project — Harry Clausen of DMJM informed the BBC that Caolo 4 Bieniek, of West

Springfield, Massachusetts, was going to replace Masiello 4 Associates as the

construction supervisor at Holyoke Community College. ° It was going to be

paid $28,700 for its services. On July 17, 1973, Al Dorman of DMJM wrote to

William Masiello to inform him that his firm had been replaced on Phase II as

well as "C" building. 247

Even after DMJM finally received its contract from the Commonwealth for Phase

II, the project was delayed for other reasons. On September 24, 1973, BBC Deputy

Director George Rushton reouested approval from A4F for DMJM to proceed with

preparation of working plans and specifications for the campus center and the
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physical education building, the first two projects of Phase II. 249 The BBC

apparently gave DMJM permission to proceed on the projects. But on January 30,

1974, Walter Poitrast instructed DMJM to stop work on the projects because the

BBC had been unable to obtain funds from the budget office. 250 The project

became active again some time later in 1974.

BBC construction contract EJ 68-2 #3, for finish site work at Holyoke

Community College, was awarded to Daniel O'Ccnnell's Sons, Inc. on November 29,

1973. The firm's winning bid was $1,750,515. By the time the project was

accepted in Cecember, 1975, change orders had added about $90,000 to the cost of

the project. DMJM received approximately $125,000 in fees and $3,000 in

reimbursables on the contract. "*•

Just before the end of the Sargent administration, another delay occurred in

the design of the campus center and the physical education building. John

Costello, Executive Director of the BRCC, wrote a letter to Speaker of the House

David Bartley reduesting his help in getting funds for the projects released by

A&F. 252
On Cecember 9, 1974, John Eller of Eartley's staff reauested that AiF

Commissioner David Marchand meet with Bartley on December 19, 1974. Marchand

approved the preparation of final plans and specifications for the projects on

December 13, 1974, before the meeting with Bartley was scheduled to take

place. 253

It is possible that the two delays in the release of funds for Phase II were

due to normal delays. However, it is also possible that the delays were caused

by Toots Manzi in order to put pressure on DMJM to make payments to him on its

commitment to pay him 5% of its fees on Phase II. The last delay ended just

weeks before the inauguration of Democrat Michael S. Dukakis as Governor. The

project moved forward without serious delays after Governor Francis Sargent left

office.

In February, 1975, William Masiello tried to renew his firm's relationship

with DMJM on Phase II. He wrote to Oorman and said he was pleased that Phase II

was no longer dormant. He told Ddrman he was eager to meet with representatives

of DMJM to discuss the project. 254 Harry Clausen replied to Masiello's letter

"2 e e

and informed him that Masiello & Associates had been replaced on Phase II. "^

Masiello had not seen the earlier letter from Dorman, and was surprised to learn

that his firm had been replaced. He told Clausen that he must be mistaken, and

threatened to refer the matter to his attorneys. He later wrote to Corman

about the 1* deal on Phase II, which had been cancelled by DMJM along with the

construction supervision contract. He said to Dorman, "I am very appalled that

257
you are not living up to what you and I discussed behind closed doors.

Stanley Smith replied that DMJM had no agreement with Masiello 4 Associates on
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Phase II. "° By then Masiello knew he had been cut out of the project, but got

in his parting shot in a letter to Smith. He told Smith to talk to Dorman,

9 C Q
"since he was the one who made the rules."

In November, 1975, a small construction contract (EJ 68-2 #10) was awarded to

the ACMAT Corporation. It bid $101,200 to construct a food services laboratory

at Holyoke Community College. The project was accepted in May, 1976. DMJM

received approximately $14,000 in fees and $1,500 in reimbursables on the

contract. 260

On October 26, 1976, Governor Dukakis signed into law a capital outlay bill,

including $5,250,000 for construction of the campus center at Holyoke Community

College. * 01
A contract to construct the project (EJ 68-2 #5) was awarded to

Granger Brothers, Inc. on July 10, 1978 for $4,561,924. The project is under

construction. OMJM has received about $185,000 in fees and $60,000 in

reimbursables on the project thus far. 252

Several Phase II buildings have not yet been constructed, but have been

partially designed by DMJM. They are: the physical education building

(estimated construction cost, $5,620,000); additions to the central plant and

maintenance facility (ECC, $5,400,000); additions to buildings 8 and (ECC,

$5,100,000); and additional site work (ECC, $1,230,000). DMJM is the designer of

record for all those projects. 263 Unless DMJM's contract with the BBC for

Phase II of the Holyoke Community College project is cancelled, DMJM will remain

on the project. The projects will move forward when additional funds are

appropriated by the Legislature.

CONCLUSION

The story of the new campus for Holyoke Community College is a case history

of bribery, illegal campaign fundraising, and the manipulation of the public

contract award process by a few well-connected individuals. Because of the

existence of corporate and public records, correspondence, and even bank

microfilm copies of cashier's checks, and because of the availability of many of

the principals to testify, the Special Commission was able to investigate this

particular history in considerable detail.

However, this report cannot necessarily be considered the complete story of

the award of the contract. The Commission was constrained by limitations of time

and hampered by the complete refusal of the DMJM firm to make any of its records

available for review or to have any of its principals give testimony. Such a

total lack of cooperation with an agency of the Commonwealth is intolerable. The

DMJM firm has earned almost $2 million on this project. There is no reason why
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it should not account to the Legislature of Massachusetts for what it did with

that money.

Nevertheless, the Commission heard enough evidence about this contract to

conclude that what happened here is far from uniaue. It is only one example of a

system of corruption and political favoritism that has pervaded the

Commonwealth's awarding of architectural contracts. Because this case revealed a

pattern — because it is typical, not isolated — the Commission heard evidence

about it at considerable length.

Many of the elements of the pattern became clear during those hearings.

"Bribes" and "payoffs" are known as "political contributions." In fact, it may

well have been the constant financial pressures of political campaigning, rather

than private greed, that created a system in which the most important public

contracts were for sale to the highest contributor, not the most skilled

professional .

The system also bestowed tremendous governmental power on people like Albert

Manzi because they cculd do one thing — raise money. It didn't matter how they

did it. The evidence before the Commission suggests that someone had tc fill

Manzi's role so that high elected officials themselves could be shielded from

direct involvement in bribery and extortion. For that reason, the affairs of

Massachusetts government were decided in the back room of a Worcester meat market

as well as in the State House.

Accomplished actors in this system knew its unwritten rules. All payments in

cash. No money up front. Payments in installments, only upon receipt of fee

payments from the Commonwealth, and then only in proportion to the value of the

contract, usually between five and ten percent. Elaborate schemes to circumvent

the laws limiting campaign contributions and reauiring record-keeping and

reporting, including the use of cashier's checks, false names, and the diversion

of cash completely out of the reporting system.

The Commission would never have been able to uncover so much about this

system without a major investment of time and investigative resources. In

particular, had the Commission not been able to apply to the courts to grant

immunity from prosecution to witnesses, the Commission would never have heard the

testimony crucial to its understanding of this case.

The new campus of Holyoke Community College is, overall, a well-designed and

well-constructed project. Daniel, Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall received an award

from the American Institute of Architects for its work on the project. But the

high quality of this project was accidental. In a system in which contracts can

be purchased by an architect willing to do so, the Commonwealth has little

control over the Quality of its buildings. More often than not, as other
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investigations by the Special Commission revealed, it will end up with shoddy

ones

.





MASIELLO: IF A HAND IS OPEN

"If a hand is open, someone will find a

way to fill that hand for something in
return." —William V. Masiello

Other chapters of this report have given many examples of whose hands were

open and of who—and what--filled them. The name of William v. Masiello is a

common denominator running through these accounts, and this section will focus on

him: his testimony about his own corruption of the state and county design

contract award system; his success in winning public contracts for his firm and

others; his methods of generating the cash he spent liberally on elected

officials and public employees. This section will also tell in detail the

stories of the major architectural contracts awarded to the Masiello firm during

the 1960s and 1970s. These stories together demonstrate how, in return for

campaign contributions and cash payoffs, free meals and entertainment, free

travel and design services, gifts and tickets to sports events, one firm secured

132 state and county design contract awards and over $5,000,000 in fees from

public agencies.

Other sections of this report tell related stories. In the

McKee-8erger-Mansu<?to case the Special Commission heard evidence of bribery,

extortion, perjury, obstruction of justice, and manipulation of the legislative

and judicial processes for private gain. In studying the award of design

contracts by the Office of Administration 4 Finance the Commission witnessed the

systematic use of discretionary power by appointed officials to bestow state

contracts as political favors. In the Daniel, Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall

investigation the Commission uncovered the system of personal contacts, political

contributions, and subversion of the theoretically corruption-proof Designer

Selection Board process that enabled that California firm to land the contract to

oesign Holyoke Community College.

Masiello 4 Associates, like M8M, A4F, and DMJM, ranked high from the start on

the Special Commission's list of candidates for investigation. Public records

divulged a disproportionate number of contracts awarded to the firm over a

limited span of years and an enormous number of dollars appropriated for these

projects. Public records also showed the firm's name repeatedly coupled with the

same consultants and suppliers, and with the same local and state officials and

political figures. When the Special Commission began looking more closely into

the firm's affairs, another major criterion for a full investigation appeared:

the principals had withdrawn from the firm's accounts extremely large amounts of

unaccounted-for cash. In every way, Masiello 4 Associates was a prime target for

study

.



This introductory section is in four parts: (1) a profile of William

Masiello, starting from his own statement of his view of corruption ana its

causes and going on to look at his techniaues for what he called "public

relations"; (2) an overview of the Masiello firm's success in winning design

contracts curing the period within the Special Commission's mandate; (3) a brief

account of the Special Commission's investigative procedure in this case; and (A)

a review of the Masiello firm's techniques and volume of cash generation as a

background to the specifics of cash generation for payoffs and political

contributions in the individual case histories of corruption throughout the

remainder of this chapter.

THE MASIELLO STRATEGY: FILLING THE OPEN HANO

On May 12 through May 14, 1980, William V. Masiello, former owner and

treasurer of the firm of Masiello 4 Associates, testified publicly before the

Special Commission. He began his testimony with this statement:

Over the past two months, I have sat hack, watched and listened,
while my activities and the activities of others concerning
state and county contracts have been the subject of these public
hearings.

This was not -an entirely new experience for me as my and the
company's activities have been the source of considerable
comment and extensive investigation for several years now.

I am now here before you. For the record, I did not invite
myself here, nor, with all due respect to the Commission, am I

particularly happy to be here. I am here under summons. I am
here because of a court order which requires me to "give
testimony and produce evidence." I will comply with that order,
and I intend to testify truthfully.

However, prior to my testimony there are certain matters that I

would like to state for the record of these proceedings.

The first is to clarify my position as to how I got here and why
I am testifying. I am here because I have been granted immunity
by the United States District Court and by the Supreme Judicial
Court of this Commonwealth. Contrary to what has been
speculated, I did not reouest immunity nor at any time did I

authorize anyone to negotiate on my behalf for immunity, as I am
told is common in these situations.

I am testifying because of the choices available to me. I have
been placed in the situation of either complying with the court
order or being held in contempt of court and incarcerated. I

have decided to comply with the court order.

Secondly, I would like to clarify my intentions in this matter.
I am not here to make anyone look bad, nor is it my intention to
blame anyone. Too much of that has gone on already. I am here
to describe the system as I knew it and to describe how I

operated within it.

As far as my personal actions, I have already admitted to you in
the course of the private hearings and meetings that I have
bribed public officials for state and local contracts, rigged
bids, committed perjury in other proceedings and engaged in
various other criminal and/or wronoful activities.



For all of these I have paid a price— a price that I might add
has been and continues to be a steep one. However, I dc not
blame anyone for my past and present difficulties. I accept
total responsibility for my actions.

with respect to my activities, I ask that my actions be
evaluated for what they were--I was not a vict-im. I was fully
aware at the time that these acts were committed that they were
wrong. It is also my position that, contrary to what you have
heard, I did not have to twist any arms. As far as I am
concerned, everyone, and I emphasize everyone who was involved
did so knowingly and willingly. The problem is that we got
caught and some are now expressing themselves as victims'rather
than the active participants that we all were.

I simply operated within the system that was in existence in
Massachusetts during that period of time. I did not invent the
system, nor am I naive enough to believe that it ended when I

went out of business. As I knew it, there were basically two
groups of people who operated within'the system. In one group
were businessmen such as me who were looking for the "edge" in
getting business with the state. The ether group was comprised
of various levels of public officials who had their hands out
for one reason or another.

The end result was the system that I came to know and operate
within. Perhaps at its worst, the system resulted in contracts
which were actually bought. However, in my experience, althouoh
this did occur, it did not occur often.

What did occur was far more subtle. Simplifying it a bit, I

would merely buy a ticket for access to the inside and then I

could generally take it from there without the public official
even being aware of it, although by that time, I had actually
neutralized any effective monitoring of the contract through my
various contributions and contacts throughout the political
system. In any event, as far as I am concerned, in money terms,
once I had gained access and neutralized any scrutiny, that's
when most of the corruption took place and it took place between
me and the various contractors and subcontractors.

This was the system that I knew and operated within. I make no
attempt to defend it or my actions, nor do I intend to blame the
various public officials who accepted contributions and other
favors for one reason or another, although, in my opinion, that
is the heart of the problem. If a hand is open, someone will
find a way to fill that hand for something in return, whether it
be access or whatever, and the public will pay. If the hand is
closed, the game is over before it begins.

I refuse to blame the public officials for this problem because
the reasons why contributions are sought and accepted are far
more complex than may first appear. At first glance, it may
appear that they are sought only because the individuals
involved are indeed corrupt, and in some cases that is true.

However, when you analyze this problem more carefully, it is not
fair to blame this entirely on the politicians, for in my
opinion, there are some very serious flaws in the way we elect
and re-elect people in this state, starting with the enormous
amounts of money it costs to run for office.

why do political campaigns cost so much? Why are they so long?
What is the money being used for? who really benefits from the
present system? Isn't there a better way of doing it so at
least those politicians who are trying to be honest, and they do
exist despite what you may think, aon't have to demean
themselves by constantly having to ask for money.

I realize that some politicians will abuse any system, but in my
opinion, these are the auestions that are going to have to be
answered before the problem is solved.

In any event, you as the Commission were established to
investigate and study as a basis for legislative action the
existence and extent of corrupt practices and maladministration
concerning these contracts.



For the record, not only for the public but for the legislature
as well, as far as I am concerned, you've proven ten times over
the case against me and the need for either change or more
strict enforcement.

We now enter another round of inauiry concerning me. For those
who expect my testimony to reflect the so-called " fused grenade "

characterization that has followed me for the past several
years, I hope that you will be disappointed. However, for those
of you who have any ocubt that there are serious and perhaps
fundamental problems that are involved here, just listen. 2

Following this opening statement William Masiello testified for the rest of

that day and for two more days. Earlier in the month the Special Commission hao

heard testimony from Audrey Rawson, an employee of the Masiello firm from 196J

through 1978, who became corporate clerk in 1969 and took over the bookkeeping

and payroll in 1972. A Rawson and Masiello both amplified what Masiello was

referring to in his opening statement with the words, "I would merely buy a

ticket for access to the inside and then I could generally take it from there

without the public official even being aware of it although by that time I hao

actually neutralized any effective monitoring of the contract through my various

contributions and contacts throughout the political system." 5 The testimony of

Rawson and Masiello explained in detail the different ways in which Masiello made

those "contributions and contacts" to further his firm's business.

Masiello's Background

William V. Masiello came to his position as treasurer and owner of Masiello 4

Associates from a background that was neither financial nor architectural. After

graduating from Worcester Commerce High School he worked as a copy boy and

printer from 1948 to 1963. 6 In 1963 he went to work for his brother Frank R.

Masiello, Jr., an architect who was then the head of the firm called Frank R.

Masiellc 4 Associates. In 1968 Frank Masiello moved to Florida; in 1969 he sold

the stock of the corporation to Kassuba Development Corp. of Palm Beach; in 1972

Kassuba sold the stock back to Frank Masiello, who ten months later re-sold the

company to his brother William. 7

During these years William Masiello gradually took on more and more

responsibility for the firm's financial affairs. He testified that, being a

printer by trade,

When I first went to work for Frank I originally started off to
print the brochures for the corporation.... In 1963 when I

first arrived ... the corporation was in serious financial
difficulty. Unbeknownst to me, there was no bookkeeper that
worked there, and there were serious financial problems with the
corporation. It was at the reouest of the accountant that Frank
hao somebody close to him to handle the corporation.... I was
then put on as bookkeeper.

8

He continued to do the bookkeeping until 1968, but when Frank Masiello moved to

Florida, as Audrey Rawson put it, "Bill was in charge of the office. He left the



architectural end of the firm to whoever was the chief architect at the time.

But, he did watch over all the finances -- took care of the financial

Q
records." 7 Masiello saia, "I took up a more public relations approach to the

corporation as opposec to bookkeeping . . . generally entertaining . . . looking for

new work, that type of operation .
" lu

"

The Public Relations Approach

Being in the position of overseeing the business of the firm, William

Masiello did the job in the way that was natural to him. As he characterized his

own personality: "I consider myself to be a very generous fellow inasmuch as when

I do go out and I am sure the people in this room have witnessed it, that I am

over eager to pick up any checks. Sometimes I wish I knew how to keep my hands

in my pockets." 11 Masiello's description of himself as "generous" seemed

accurate, as previous testimony before the Special Commission, and the

Commission's own research, had disclosed the large amounts of money spent by the

firm through charge accounts and credit cards, and through checks cashed and used

for contributions and entertainment.

Cash generation (described in more detail below and in a later section of

this report) was one manifestation of William Masiello's generosity. Whether

transmitted in the form of a political contribution, a bribe or a kickback, cash

was the ultimate door opener, and it bought many of the contracts discussed in

this chapter.

The mere subtle way to buy access and contracts and to "neutralize any

effective monitoring" was through various favors and entertainment. Audrey

Rawson outlined Masiello's entertainment philosophy in her testimony:

He [Masiello] was out of the office a good part of the time, and
he was wining and dining and playing golf and taking care of the
PR end of the firm.... He was entertaining public officials and
anybody that he thought he may be able to acauire some contracts
for the firm with.... People within the different agencies that
he was—we were dealing with. Senator Kelly [Chairman of the
Massachusetts Senate Ways and Means Committee] he was with a

good part of the time, Charlie Kougeas [a lobbyist for the
Boston Redevelopment Authority]. Anybody within a housing
authority or a state, anybody he felt he may be able to do him
some good as far as getting a contract. 12

Further explaining his philosophy, Masiello statea that he regarded many of his

business contacts as friends.

I did it for friends. That is the point I am trying to bring
out. I did it for friends as well as public officials. I

didn't draw the distinction 13

One of the ways that I did, let's say, make friends with
politicians were to take them out, wine them, dine them, etc.
It was a good practice and I felt it was beneficial to public
relations of Masiello & Associates.! 6



"The result was a continuous outpouring of meals, drinks, money, golf and

handball games, free trips, free architectural services, tickets to sporting

events, and enaless personal favors for hundreds of people within state and

county governments and public agencies.

Wining and Dining

What emerged in the Commission's scrutiny of the expense vouchers and

receipts of the Masiello firm was a pattern of lavish entertainment that William

Masiello referred to in his testimony as "wining and dining, " i6 the

"legwork" 1 he did to secure contracts for the firm. The many varieties of

this "legwork" are discussed in detail in a later section of this chapter.

Throughout the early and middle 1970s a steady flow of meals, drinks, gifts,

architectural work, Christmas remembrances, trips, and tickets to sports events

also helpea keep agencies' aoors open to the Masiello firm. Discovered by the

Commission's investigators in the firm's records, and described by Masiello and

Rawson in their testimony, these gifts and favors went to local redevelopment

officials, county commissioners, lobbyists, OCA and BBC and housing authority

personnel, state legislators and their aides. The upshot was that the name

of Masiello was always present in the minds of these officials; and their urge to

exercise hard-nosed supervision of Masiello's operations was reduced to virtually

nothing.

All this entertainment and all these gifts, services, trips, and cash

donations were, as the following pages will demonstrate, effective in realizing

their purpose: to enable the Masiello firm to obtain such a large number of state

and local building design contracts that the firm subsisted almost entirely on

public work throughout its business existence.

MASIELLO'S RECORD OF OBTAINING STATE AND COUNTY PROJECTS

Brief History of the Firm

The firm which became Masiello 4 Associates was first incorporated as Roger

Garland 4 Associates in Worcester, Mass., in May of 1955. At that time the

president of the firm was Frank R. Masiello but the stock was controlled by

Garland. In 1958 Frank Masiello bought Garland out and renamed the firm Frank R.

Masiello 4 Associates; he kept the offices of the firm in Worcester. Frank

Masiello was joined by Edward Healy in 1965, and changed the firm's name to

Masiello 4 Healy, Architects, Inc. In 1968 Healy left the firm and Frank

Masiello changed the name once more, this time to Masiello 4 Associates,

Architects, Inc. Meanwhile, he had opened offices in Lanham, Maryland and in



Palm Beach, Florida.

In 1969 the stock of the firm was sold to Kassuba Development Corp. of Palm

Beach. Under Kassuba, the Worcester and Florida offices continued to function,

although in 1971 the Maryland office closed. In February, 1972 Frank Masiello

bought his firm's stock back from Kassuba; in December of that same year he sold

it to his brother, William, who had held increasingly responsible positions in

1 9the firm since 1963. * (Frank Masiello began a new firm of his own in Florida

in 1972, under the name of Frank R. Masiello 4 Associates.) 20

During the year 1972, the firm's Worcester home office moved from 791 Main

Street to the Mechanics National Tower, also on Main Street but closer to

Worcester Center. Under William Masiello's management the firm moved again in

mid-1975 to a renovated mansion on Elm Street, Worcester. Two years later came

the final name change, when after unfavorable publicity in the federal

DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial, William Masiello renamed the corporation Elm Park

Associates.

Public Architecture the Main Work of the Firm

During the period 1958 to 1978 the Masiello firm obtained 132 state and

county design contracts. The total estimated fees paid to Masiello & Associates

(under its various names) by state and county governments added up to

$5,463,286. This figure is necessarily estimated because the Commission

found the Masiello firm's records incomplete; the applicable records of agencies

of state, county and local government were also incomplete.

The graph below summarizes total design fees and reimbursables paid to the

Masiello firm on Massachusetts state and county projects, grouped into the years

of final acceptance of projects by the commissioning agencies. 22 *
This graph

indicates two basic things: first, that the firm had at all times some state

and/or county projects under way, representing a steady flow of income from

public sources; and second, that the great bulk of fees received by the firm over

its 25-year life span were on public projects on which construction began after

January 1, 1968: i.e., within the time the Special Commission was mandated to

stuay. In fact, the fees indicated for the 1959-1967 period are somewhat too

low, because records are missing for projects executed during those years.

the other hand, later fees would have been even higher than shown here if so many

projects had not gone unfinished. Some became inactive for lack of funds or

•To compute fees according to the years in which they were actually paid, rather
than according to years in which projects were accepted, would have recuired too
complex and time-consuming a process to be worthwhile in terms of the overall
view the Special Commission was seeking.



for other reasons (such as changes in policy respecting the project in ouestion);

the firm's remaining state contracts were cancelled by the Dukakis administration

in 1978.

Table I
24

TOTAL DESIGN FEES PAID TO MASIELLO & ASSOCIATES
ON MASSACHUSETTS STATE AND COUNTY CONTRACTS*

in $000

1977

Incompleted Projects $872, 935 .75

TOTAL S5,463,236.09

* Fees have been calculated as of the year of final acceDtance
of the project by the public agency.



Table II details the agencies, the number of contracts per agency, and the fees

paid to Masiello that generated the $5-million total. The last column shows the

final (or estimated, in the case of projects that were never completed) total

cost of the construction of the projects. This column represents a contemplated

expenditure of public funds of nearly $131 million over the 10-year period

covered 25

Table II 26

MASSACHUSETTS STATE AND COUNTY CONTRACTS TO MASIELLO & ASSOCIATES, 1959 - 1979 (by agency

Agency
Number of
Contracts Total Fees Paid

Total Cost
of projects*

Armory Commission

State Colleges

Department of Public Health

Department of Mental Health

Department of Correction

Department of Youth Services

Suffolk County

Worcester County

Metropolitan District Commission

Local Housing Authorities

16

7

8

20

39

2

4

10

3

23

$ 213,035.58

$ 40,100.83

$ 108,147.14

$ 1,144,538.54

$ 1,581,875.42

$ 39,560-77

$ 371,403.61

$ 893,068.68

S 36,0Q0.00

S 1,035,555.52

$ 5,086,302.02

$ 430,199.59

$ 1,164,699.31

$ 37,120,913.97

$ 29,965,663.99

$ 1,488,008.81

$ 17,012,738.61

$ 14,101,735.05

$ 546,883.86

$ 23,930,431.04

TOTAL 132

* Final total project cost or estimated project cost
for incompleted projects

$ 5,463,286.09 $130,347,576.2^

The raw totals represented by Table II above are suggestive enough,

especially in the context of the "public relations" strategy outlined by William

Masiello and detailed in the preceding pages. Eut seen as a fraction of total

costs of all construction by three public agencies, the figures come into sharper

focus. The Masiello firm's relationships with the three agencies designated in

Table III below (MCI-Concord, the Shrewsbury Housing Authority, and Worcester

County) will all be discussed in detail in sections to follow. But this graph
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reveals that Masiello virtually monopolized access to contracts awarded by these

three agencies from the mid-1960s to the late 1970s. 27

Table III 28

TOTAL COST OF MASIELLO & ASSOCIATES DESIGNED PROJECTS AS A PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL COST OF ALL CONSTRUCTION BY THREE PUBLIC AGENCIES IN MASSACHUSETTS

Agency
Number

of Contracts

Total Cost of
Projects Designed by
Masiello & Associates

Total Cost of
Construction

by Agency

Department of Correction
M.C.I. - Concord
1961 - 1977 36 of 36 100% $13,732,505.37 of $18,782,505,37

Shrewsbury Housing Authority
1969 - 1976 4 of 5 99.9% $ 4,074,033.80 of : 4,079,336.30

Worcester County
1965 - 1977 9 of 90% $14,101,735.05 of $15,640,207.05

The phrase "total cost" used in the two preceding exhibits includes available

data on designer's fees -and reimbursables as well as the construction contract

price, net change orders, testing, soil exploration, clerk of the works' salary,

etc.: everything that the Commonwealth, county, or locality paid to get the

building from appropriation to acceptance. 25 In the case of projects designed

but never built, "total cost" includes the fees actually paid, plus the estimated
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final cost of construction of the project if it had been finished. 30
It is

possible that there were additional costs not reflected in records the Comrrission

found.

Not only did the Masiello firm manage to obtain a large share of available

public contracts during its business life, but the vast majority of man-hours of

work produced by Masiello personnel during the years the Special Commission

studied were spent on public projects.* The Special Commission analyzed

work-in-progress records of the firm for 1972-1977 (the only years for which

complete records were available) and computed work hours charged to specific

projects only, not hours charged to administration or general overheac. Of those

hours, 95.4 per cent went to public projects; just 4.6 per cent were spent on

private projects. To put it another way, of 115,000 hours, over 110,000 were

spent on public projects. For all practical purposes the firm's livelihood was

public work.' 1

There have been repeated references in the preceding paragraphs to unfinished

or incomplete projects. Later in this chapter of the report some examples of

contracts awarded for design of projects that would never be built will be

discussed; most prominent among these are the Springfield Mental Health Center;

the Joseph P. Gentile School in Springfield; and the maximum security block at

MCI-Concord—all state contracts. The table below gives the full listing of

state and county projects which were designed by Masiello but never built. The

total design fees paid to the firm added up to $872,935.75 for contracts that

will never result in finished buildings. *

It is strikingly clear from the data in the graphs and tables above that the

Masiello firm did have substantial success in securing public design work. The

chart below (Table V) affords some indications of the way Masiello worked around

the Designer Selection Board system, which was designed to produce reform, and

continued to obtain work through influence and "public relations" efforts. The

horizontal axis is chronological and embraces all the years of the firm's active

life. The top half of the vertical axis lists the state agencies for which the

contract award process was administered by the BBC.

In the lower half of that axis are county and local authorities and two

special categories: "continued services" and "BBC authority waived." The

continued services contracts (under which a firm continues to receive all

contracts on a given project, subsequent to its receiving the initial design

•Public, in this context, means any contract awarded by the federal government or

by any state or local government or any housing authority, redevelopment
authority, school board, or other public agency.
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Table IV 3 - -

MASSACHUSETTS STATE AND COUNTY PROJECTS WHICH WERE DESIGNED
BY MASIELLO & ASSOCIATES BUT WERE NOT CONSTRUCTED

Contract
Number

De
Description

sign Contract
Award Date

Total
Design Fees

Estimated Total
Project Cost

M 64-14 #1
M 64-14 r?2

M 64-14 #3

Springfield Mental Health Center
and Satellites

11/11/74
Unknown
Unknown

$ 88,085.00
$ 6,228.07
$ 6,397.01

S 4,778,767.08

M 67-10 Springfield,
Joseph P. Gentile School

5/5/67 $ 72,129.64 $16,072,129.64

P 61-1 #4A MCI-Concord, J Building ca. 1966 3133,649.45 $ 3,173,900.3]

P 61-1 #9D MCI -Concord, Farm Buildings Unknown $ 58, 304.01 S 1, 164.022.1C

P 62-1 #10 MCI-Concord,
Addition to Furniture Plant

12/9/71 $ 5,982.55 $ 429,382.5-

P 61-1 #11 MCI-Concord,
Segregation and Adjustment Unit

MCI-Concord:

1/16/73 $ 28,640.74 $ 3,068,892.1CJ

P 61-1
P 61-1
P 61-1
P 61-1
P 61-1
P 61-1

#12A
#12B
#12C
#12D
#12E
#12F

Demolition
Periphery Wall Lighting
Sally Port
Vehicle Garage
Employee Parking
Temporary Guard Towers

11/16/71
12/1/71
11/16/71
12/1/71
11/16/71
11/16/71

None Paid
$ 65,384.00
None Paid
$ 3,802.50
$ 1,687.50
None Paid

$ 1 665 ,124 0(

P 74-6
P 74-6
P 74-6
P 74-6

#1A
#1B
#1C
#1D

MCI-Concord, Renovations:
A Building
B Building
C Building
D Building

3/9/76
3/9/76
3/9/76
3/9/76

$ 630.82
5 333.70
S 6,337.40
$ 26,195.00

$ 1 051 496 ..

P 76-5 #1 MCI-Concord, Perimeter Wall 6/14/77 $ 25,620.00 • $ 782 620 0(

Y 66-2 Boston, Addition to
Judge Connelly Youth Center

2/9/66 S 30,767.78 $ 1 380 767 7?

SC-1962
SC-2421

Charles Street Jail
Deer Island

7/75
12/73

$157,855.14
$152,341.72 $16 036 ,534 .6*

Mil bury Hsng.
Auth. 667-2 Stone Retaining Wall Unknown $ 2,060.72 $ 2 060 i:

TOTAL 23 CONTRACTS $872,935.75 $49, 608, 698. 5«

contract) are authorized by the BBC with the right of approval by the Secretary

of Administration and Finance. On these continuea service contracts the Designer

Selection Board's authority does not apply, and no advertising or open

application takes place: the award is given strictly at the initiative of the

commissioning agency cr of the BBC. 3A The other special category, "BBC

authority waived" contracts, refers to situations where the using agency itself

requests anc gets authorization to administer the contract. 35

The impact of the Designer Selection Board upon the operations of Masiello &

Associates is the salient point of this chart. The vertical break between 1966

and 1967 indicates the date of the founding of the DSB. Before 1967, the

Secretary of Administration & Finance authorized the selection of designers for

state projects. From 1967 onwards, however, the DSE pre-screened applicants for

contracts and submitted only a group of three finalists to the office of A&F. 36
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This chart indicates that— at the outset, at least—the establishment of the

Designer Selection Board achieved its aim: it made screening of designers a more

objective process, and removed the award of design contracts from the sole

control of one indiviaual (the Commissioner of A&F). It didn't take long for

people who wanted access to state contracts to figure out a way to circumvent the

DSB procedure, as later sections will explain. But at the beginning, the removal

of complete discretion from the office of A&F forced firms like Masiello's to

turn their attention to other authorities where awards were still subject to

personal discretion and therefore to personal influence: the counties (Worcester

County continued to award its own contracts until 1972), the local housing

authorities, the MDC.

Masiello also began to rely heavily, as snown in the lower right-hand

quadrant of Table V, on continued services contracts on preexisting projects.

These were awarded by using agencies and/or the EEC with the approval of the

Secretary of A&F but without the input of the DSB. As of 1972, the counties came

under the supervision of the DSB, with the exception of Suffolk County, which

continued after 1972 to be a source of contracts for Masiello.

The information on contract awards, which is given here in condensed form,

led the Special Commission to conclude that the entertainment, gifts, money, and

favors dispensed by the Masiello firm were, to use William Masiello's words,

"beneficial" 39
in "opening doors"

A0
to profitable business with public

agencies. The Commission went on to investigate the methods of cash generation

involved in making Masiello's "public relations" efforts both so successful and

so difficult to document.

THE INVESTIGATION

The Special Commission's investigation of the Masiello firm had two main

components: detailed review of the records of the firm itself and public records

of the firm's activities; and interviews of individuals related to the firm or

the public agencies which awarded contracts to the firm.

First, the Commission's investigators made an exhaustive search for the

Masiello firm's records. Some records were turned over to the Commission by

ether investigative agencies; the balance was obtained by summons from the firm's

employees, banks, accountants, and storage facilities. As they were obtained,

financial records were referred to financial specialists for auditing to identify

income and cash generation; contract ano project records were collated into

chronologies; and travel and expense reccrcs were computerized by date, names,

location and amounts spent.
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c

The audits concentrated on finding evidence of the withdrawal of cash from

the accounts of the firm with which its principals could make illegal payments.

The one common denominator which appeared in the Commission's investigations was

the use of cash in virtually all corrupt payments relatea to contract awards.

When found, instances of cash generation were reviewed for possible correlation

with contract awards or the receipt of fees from public agencies, and for tax or

other violations apparent on the face of the books. All of this analysis, when

completed and collated, presented a detailed picture of the activities of the

Masiello firm over a ten-year period.

Other sources of information were the records of the BBC, the DSB, Worcester

and Suffolk Counties, several local housing authorities, the MOC, and the State

Comptroller's office. It took approximately 300 man-hours of work by the

Commission's staff to compile the data on the Masiello firm's contracts that

these sources provided, largely because of confusion, omissions, duplications,

and decentralization among state and local agencies.*

While the documentary research was being performed, interviewers attempted t

identify and locate all former employees of the Masiello firm. These individuals

were interviewed to establish their roles in the firm, the firm's procedures, and

the extent of their knowledge of possible corrupt activity, particularly cash

generation. When the documentary research reached an advancea stage, some

employees were re-interviewed because the documents suggested they had more

extensive knowledge than they initially remembered or disclosed, or because the

documentary evidence contradicted information they had given. Documents served

to refresh the recollection of cooperative witnesses, and to convince

uncooperative witnesses that they had to be more forthcoming because the

Commission had concrete evidence of their involvement.

Employees who appeared as payees or endorsers of checks that were cashed were

shown such checks and questioned closely about their disposition. In many cases

this led to the discovery of false loan accounts or phony travel expenses and

bonuses. In the first significant break in this investigation, a Commission

inrerviewer pressed a former Masiello employee, John Wackell, about cashing

checks. He finally remembered an incident in which Raymond Allard, another

employee, showed him $3,000 in cash in an envelope and said it was a "Christmas

bonus" for a local housing authority member. That information, along with the

check used to generate that cash, enabled the Commission to ouestion Allard and

get him to admit his involvement in this and other actual corrupt practices.

•This subject will be explored further in the chapter of this report on "Systems
Issues and Findings," specifically in the section on information management.
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Allard's testimony, in turn, gave the Commission enough "ammunition" so that it

could safely apply for a grant of immunity for William Masiello — knowing that

by then its investigators had enough evidence that if Masiello lied under

immunity, he could be caught and prosecuted for perjury.

That method of working "up the ladder" from a small shred of evidence of

corruption characterized all the Commission's investigations and exemplifies the

painstaking work required to uncover cases of political corruption. The same

evidence also enabled the Commission to confront the public officials who

allegedly received and sharea the payment in return for awarding a contract. The

entire episode is described in detail in a later section of this report on the

Shrewsbury Housing Authority.

While employees of the Masiello firm were being sought cut, investigators

also identified and contacted officials and employees of the public agencies

involved in the contracts under investigation, using similar techniques to fill

in documentary gaps and discover what transpired on the governmental end during

the contract award and performance process.

This process often produced leads which involved other groups of people with

business relationships to the Masiello firm — consultants, vendors, contractors

— so that interviewing and auditing were conducted in tiers. First, employees,

then consultants, then vendors and contractors; when necessary, records of these

individuals or firms were also summoned and audited, followed by the same

procedures described above to fill in the evidence.

Finally, the full story gradually was seen to devolve upon relatively few

individuals: those main actors responsible for the conduct of the private firms

and the public agencies brought together in the contracts—and payments—under

investigation. Many of these had already been interviewed or summoned to testify

in private hearings as part of the general investigation. Because of their

potential liability for illegal actions, most of these individuals had either

lied or invoked their constitutional privileges against self-incrimination and

refused to testify. When the investigation reached the advanced stage, they were

asked or summoned to testify under oath. Those who previously had apparently

lied were apprised of their potential liability for perjury and some subseauently

cooperated. Of those who had refused to give any information or testimony

because of possible self-incrimination, several were given immunity from

prosecution and oraered to testify.

Frank and William Masiello were most prominent among those who were

immunized. The lengthy interviews and testimony which followed showed that they

were accomplished in the art of influencing public officials to serve their own

ends, and detailed the specific patterns of corruption in Massachusetts. Whether
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the corruption was through ingratiation , influence, or outright bribery, it was

most often accomplished by the use of cash, transmitted by the Masiello brothers

or at their direction.

CASH GENERATION

William Masiello believed in cash. In private interviews with Special

Commission staff members he said:

I've never met a politician with enough cash. All politicians
need cash. 41

Always give cash— it's the easiest thina and they always take
it. 42

Give it in cash

—

they'll remember you. Checks? Just another
piece of paper. 43

He believed in cash, and he used it to advantage to ease the way to contracts

for his firm throughout the years of his management of Masiello 4 Associates.

How he got the cash, and how he spent it, was the subject of careful study by the

Special Commission.

The "paper trail" created by normal business practices establishes a record

for anyone trying to find out what a firm has been doing with its money.

Cancelled checks, bank statements, ledgers, journal entries, appointment

calendars, accountants' work papers ~ all can be used to document legitimate

business transactions. For illegitimate practices, on the other hand, cash

leaves little trail behind. Even cash generation leaves indications in those

records, however, which may help to establish a history of corrupt practices.

For that reason the Special Commission went to great lengths to unravel the

events connected with the cases of cash generation its research uncovered. A

huge amount of cash was generated by the Masiello firm in the 1973-1977 period;

and in the case of Masiello, as in so many others, the existence of cash

generation did in fact provide a clue to the existence of illegal practices by

the firm, a link in the chain of evidence leading at least part of the way to the

corrupt officials who took the money.

By the time Audrey Rawson testified in May of 1980 before the Special

Commission, the Commission's staff had already audited all available records of

the firm and had prepared a series of schedules summarizing cash generation in

the years 1973-1977. Rawson summarized the facts represented by the schedules:

"There was a generation from the year 1973 through 1977, there were total checks

in the amount of 227 checks, and the total funds for that was $108,154.97 „44

She also testified that the total—$108,154.97— represents only cash raised by

the cashing of corporate checks. She stated that it did not include kickbacks

from suppliers or campaign contributions by suppliers, consultants, or other
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business contacts that passed through the hands of William ^asiello en route to

their ultimate recipients without ever being entered in the ^asiello 4 Associates

books at all. (Case histories of cash generation and kickbacks by suppliers and

consultants appear in Volume 5 of this Report.)

Rawson also gave testimony about the cash generation procedures commonly

followed by the Masiellc firm. Among the methods:

(1) Through employees: the firm would pay a "bonus" chargeable to payroll;

the employee would cash the check, keep a small amount of money (to pay added

taxes incurred because of the additional income reflected on the payroll

records), and return the rest of the cash to William Masiello. 4 °

(2) Through Audrey Rawson herself, who at a phone call from William Masiello

would draw and sign a check, endorse and cash it, put the money in a plain white

envelope and have it delivered to wherever Masiello was, in care of whatever

member of the firm might be going that way. She testified that "Bill always

liked hundred dollar bills rather than tens and twenties."

(J) Through suppliers, consultants, and other parties with whom the firm did

business. William Vasielio testified on his methods of raising cash through

rigged bidding ana kickbacks, and these methods are explored further in the

specific case histories which follow.

(A) Through "laundered" checks, made payable to other parties and cashed by
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them. The laundering scheme Masiello anc! his engineering consultant Charles

Theodore worked out is aescribed below. The laundered cash enced up in the hands

of William Masiello. 49

(5) Through "loans" or "payroll" checks made payable to w.illiam Masiello

himself ano cashed by either Audrey Rawson or Masiello. When Rawson cashed the

checks, she turned the money over to Masiello.

When corporate checks were cashed—by Audrey Rawson, by other employees, or

by Masiello himself— they had to be charged against one corporate account or

another. Most freouently they were charged to Masiello's "travel and

entertainment" expenses. Often they were charged to "payroll" and made payable

to William v. Masiello (or, inf reguently , to Audrey Rawsdn). Occasicnally they

were charged to "employee loans" (but not loaned to employees) cr tc

"engineering" (but not paid to engineers) or tc "auto expense" (but not turned

over to repair shops). A few checks were not recorded under any account. And

one check was listed, factually enough, under "donations—contribution to J.

Kelly. "

The variety of accounting justifications for the checks to be cashed by the

Masiello firm is typical of the cash generation patterns observed in many firms

by the Special Ccmmission's investigators. Also typical of these patterns were

the round dollar amounts of the Masiello firm's cash generation checks. The vast

majority of the 227 checks in the period studied were amounts from $100 or $300

up to $1000 or $2000. The exceptions tended to be "payroll" checks made payable

to William Masiello and endorsed either by Masiello or by both Masiello and

Rawsdn, and cashed.' 1

Another pattern the Commission found to be common in cases of cash generation

was the "laundering" of money through a cooperative third party. This method,

too, prevailed in the Masiello case. Of Charles Theodore, whose firm (Theodore

Weaver Associates) did the Masiello firm's structural engineering, William

Masiello said, "he's my laundrdmat .
" When the Commission found two checks

payable not to Theodore Weaver Associates but to Theodore Associates, each in the

amount of $4000, each made out in 1975, each charged to "engineering," Masiello

explained what was happening:

Any checks that I laundered thrdugh Mr. Theodore were only made
out to Theooore Associates .52

When we first started doing work with Charlie [Theodore],
Charlie had a structural engineering firm named Theodore
Associates. He then went into a partnership with Theooore
weaver, but never closed the Theodore Associates checking
account. So, between he and I we figured that this way, how to
siphon money out of the account, hoping we could cover it

up.... What I did, I wrote out a check made out to Theodore
Associates. He would take this $*000 and this particular date,
February 7, '75. He took this $£000 check, deposited it into
the Theodore Associates account. He in turn would then make out
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a check to himself, Charles A. J. Theodore, and then return the
cash to me. 53

As I think back, most of the money that I generated in this
fashion were in one way channeled to [deputy mayor of Boston
Robert] Mr. Vey.54

The Theodore laundering system illustrates not only a method of cash

generation but a way to make cash generation tax deductible, by making it appear

that the check used to generate cash had been used to pay a legitimate expense of

doing business.

One substitute for cash bribes was the payment of money to public officials

under the guise of payments for actual services or products, whether engineering,

accounting, legal services, supplies, or "commissions. An instance of such

cover-up accounting occurred in the 1971-1972 payments of a series of $500 checks

to Senator James Kelly (treated more fully in a later section). In 1972, when

the firm's ownership passed from Kassuba to Frank Masiello and then to William

Masiello, the financial records were partly returned to Worcester, and Audrey

Rawson had to reconstruct the ledgers for 1972 from incomplete information. She

charged the Kelly checks to "legal and accounting expenses," but Rawson and

others testified that Kelly's firm never rendered any accounting services to

Masiello 4 Associates. 56 But even this method of accounting for the payments

to Kelly was too revealing for Masiello. *He said that he thought it was a

conflict of interest and ... that he would not continue sending the checks to Jim

Kelly ... he definitely would not buy the firm from Frank as long as this

practice was going on," 57 R a*son recalled. The solution? The $500 monthly

payments to Kelly continued under William Masiello's supervision of the firm,

Rawson testified. But they were continued in cash: no more checks, and no

accounting at all. 58

Whomever the payee, whatever the amount, the checks that were cashed from

1973 through 1977 were both frequent and sufficiently large to constitute what

turned out to be an unsupportable drain on the finances of the firm. In 1977,

both the number of the checks and their total dollar value were declining (see

Table VI above); but so were the fortunes of the Masiello firm. Publicity from

the federal DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial had done William Masiello no good. (Nor had

his leaving Massachusetts for two months to avoid being subpoenaed in connection

with that trial.) One day in 1977, just after the trial, the core of his staff

resigned in a body, and that crippled the firm. In 1978, the Dukakis

administration cancelled all the firm's contracts with the Commonwealth when

Masiello refused to cooperate with the Post-Audit Subcommittee investigation of

the DiCarlo post-trial allegations concerning MEM

—

which led to the formation of

the Special Commission. For years the firm had been revolving funds on a
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circular path, from suppliers and sub-bidaers (as the sections on supplier fraud

will discuss) through Masiello to politicians and public officials and back, in

the form of contracts and purchase orders, to suppliers and sub-bidders again.

But with trouble besetting the firm on all sides, it was becoming hard to make

the ends of the circle meet.

Toward the close of his third day of testimony before the Special Commission

in May, 1980, William Masiello said, "It is hard to trace cash except if you use

computers like you people did."

Commissioner Daniel Mahoney then asked, "So, it is not as easily detectable,

is that fair to say?"

"I found out it is detectable," Masiello replied. "I will tell you if I eve:

came this way again, I wouldn't do it that way. I will tell you.'



FRANK MASIELLO IN THE 1960s:

THE EDUCATION OF A POLITICAL ARCHITECT

INTRODUCTION

At a public hearing before the Special Commission on March 25, 1980,

architect Frank R. Masiello, Jr., no* of Florida ana formerly of Worcester,

decame the first witness to give testimony of extortion, payoffs anc illegal

political contributions in exchange for contracts to design public buildings in

Massachusetts. The first two days of nis testimony concentrated on one deal for

one big contract. He told the Commission in detail how in 1968 he hao been tne

intermeaiary between officials of the Los Angeles architectural firm of Daniel,

Mann, Johnson, Menaelhall (known as "Dmjm") and Republic fundraiser Albert P.

("Toots") Manzi. The deal: tens of thousands of dollars in "political

contributions" by DMJM to Manzi in return for the award of a million-dollar

contract to design a complete new campus for Holyoke Community College.

Masiello's own firm was to be DMjM's consultant on the project.

After two full days of testimony explaining that deal, the Commissioners had

some guestions: who was Frank Masiello? How, by 1968, had he become the go-

between in a pblitical scheme to sell a major state contract? who was Toots

Manzi, Worcester grocer and extraordinary campaign fundraiser? how did he have

tne power to shake down one of the world's largest architectural firms for

thousands of dollars, then deliver on his part of the deal — the award of the

contract?

To begin answering those questions the Commission took eviaence of Frank

Masiello's architectural practice ano political activities in the years leading

up to the DMJM deal in 1968. Its researcn showed that, overall, the Masiello

firm earned total fees of $5,463,286 from 132 state ano county building contracts

starting in 1959. Those statistics maae Masiello the most successful arcnitect

ever in lanaing contracts within the Commission's mandate.

In public testimony before the Commission on March 27, 1980 Frank Masiello

related the process whicn had brought him success in obtaining ano continuing

various state projects.

I had heard from other architects that one of the best ways to

insure your continuation on existing contracts that mignt have a

possibility of going into the next phase was to make political
contributions when you were askeo by the administration in
office ana it seemed to work very well. So, I continued to make
these contributions when I was askeo. 2

The following account focuses on one of these projects -- the proposed Joseph

P. Gentile School for the Mentally Retaroeo in Springfield. It is also a



chronology of an overall pattern in wnich Masiello was aole to continue contracts

on existing projects wnile obtaining new ones. The account documents the growth

in scope of these projects over time as Masiello became increasingly involveo in

political funaraising. But it also snows that Masiello paid a high price for his

involvement in the political system of contracts for contributions.

In 1560, the initial master plan contract for MCI-Concord was let to the

Masiello firm. In that same year a contract to begin the aesign of new buildings

at Danvers State Hospital was also awarded to Masiello. It was Masiello's theory

that the best public design contract was one to perform initial program studies

or master planning on a big project. Then the architect noloing that initial

contract was always first in line for all the subsequent building projects

covered by the overall master plan.

However, tne problem with that continuation approach was that State House

aaministrations changed faster than the progress of the architectural work. So,

at the time of Governor John Volpe's defeat by Endicott Peaoody in the fall of

1962, Frank Masiello, was concerned with protecting the Concord and Danvers

projects. He was concerned because, as was customary, tne outgoing

administration had held off dn awarding contracts for the next pnases of these

projects until after the election, even though the 1962 capital outlay program

had already been enacted. 2A

THE BEST WAY TO CONTINUE CONTRACTS

According to Masiello's public testimony, "when I woke up that morning, tne

oay after the election, it appeared that Governor volpe mignt have been

aefeateo. ... I knew he was going to have a deficit in the campaign." Masiello

went on to testify that he then called the Commissioner of Administration &

Finance (A&F), Charles Gibbons, and told him he would like to come to Boston and

make a contribution to help defray volpe's campaign deficit. Masiello received

permission and arrived in Gibbons's office at the appointed hour. He introduced

himself to Gibbons and gave him a check for $500. Gibbons told Masiello that he

was sure Governor Volpe would appreciate his generosity, especially after his

defeat in the general election. 3 At the time Masiello maoe the $500

contribution, the capital outlay budget, as passed, includea $100,000 for

preparation of plans for Stage I at MCI Concord, but that new phase cf the

Ccnccro project had not been awaroeo to any aesign firm.

A week or two later, Frank Masiello received a phone call. At that time,

Masiello had never met the man who called him, but, "I knew nim to be a very



powerful political figure, his name is Albert P. ('Toots') Manzi. 1* 5 Manzi

askea Masiello to come to Manzi's Market on Shrewsoury Street in Worcester.

Masiello arove aown to the market ana met the Republican funaraiser for the first

time.

Masieilo: Yes. I arove aown to nis office, as I recall -- aown to
nis market, as I recall, ana he very quickly tola me
without wasting any time, he saic if you'a like to oe
continuea on these contracts, I prooaoly can arrange it,
but you're going to have to make a political contribution
ana help unaerwrite Governor Volpe's aeficit.6

Masiello tola Manzi he aian't tnink that was fair oecause the original

contracts haa oeen awaraea unaer a previous aaministration, but saia he woula

think about it. Insteaa, Masiello went to see Commissioner Giooons again, he

tola GitDons that Manzi was putting the, arm on him for a contribution, ana he

felt he haa been generous in his contributions to the Volpe campaign. Gibbpns

saia he aian't like "this strong arm business". He askea Masiello for the

numoers of the projects that were up for continuation, ana tola him that he neea

not worry about his firm being continuea on the contracts. Gibbons tola Masiello

to let him know if Manzi callea again. He aia not call again; Masiello &

Associates receivea its contracts a few aays later.

Masiello was then askea:

0. After Governor Peaboay took office, were you concernea about the
status of your firm to aesign contracts with the Commonwealth?

A. Yes. I heara some gossip ana some rumors arouna that because
Governor Peaboay was just coming into office ... that some of
tne contracts executea in the aying aays of tne Volpe
aaministration woula more than likely be cancellea."S

Masiello then, accoraing to his testimony, contactea some Peaboay supportors

in Worcester ana expressea his concern. Shortly thereafter, he receivea a call

from Sherwooa "wooay" Tarlow, a banker ana then the campaign treasurer for

PeaboOy. Tarlow arrangea a meeting with Masiello at which Masiello aiscussea his

concerns about the contracts.

Masiello: He [Tarlow] recognizee my concern. He saia, well, he saia,
well, maybe we can get that straightenec out. He saia
Governor Peaboay is going to neea a lot of help in
overcoming his campaign aeficit that he has incurrea ana
there is going to be a funa raising party some time later
on ana possibly you might be interestea in buying a couple
of tickets to it.

9

Over tne two years of the Peaboay aaministration, Masiello workea with Tarlow

to raise funas ana contributea $&,000-$5,000 of his own money to the cause as

well. During the 196a Democratic State Convention, Tarlow assurea Masiello that

he woula choose his firm for a project after tne capital outlay buaget was

9 Aenactea. An appropriation of $3,500,000 for construction of Stage II ana

preparation of plans ana specifications for Stage III of MCI-Concora was inciuaea

25



in the capital outlay budget, but Masiello 4 Associates did not immeaiately

receive contracts for those new phases of the project.

Masiello became concerned ana went to see Tarlow at nis home. Tarlow tola

niai that nis firm was going to de continuea on the Conccra and Danvers projects,

out Masiello was not satisfied with that. He said, "I don't know why I have to

pay dues on projects I received in previous administrations." He reminded

Tarlow of all the political work he had done for Governor Peaoody. Tarlow then

promised him two new projects wnicn the firm later receivea: a aormitory at

Fernaid State School and a geriatrics Duilcing at westbdro State Hospital. "^

The contracts for aesign of D, E ana F buildings (P61-1 #3) and h, k and l

buildings at MCI-Concord (P61-1 #4) were awarded to Masiello 4 Associates in 1964

following Governor Peaoody 's defeat in Zf\e Democratic primary by Lieutenant

Governor Francis X. Bellotti.

Tarlow testified before the Commission that he knew Frank Masiello, and that

Masiello was involved in fundraising for the Peaoody administration. He

indicated that the meeting at his home witn Frank Masiello occurred "pretty much"

as Masiello described it. Tarlow testified that he recommended to A&F

Commissioner William waldron that Masiello 4 Associates oe appointee as the

designer for the Fernaid State School ana westboro State Hospital projects, as

V

well as continued on the Concord and Danvers projects 12

Masiello testified that as he was driving back to Worcester from the meeting

with Tarlow, he made a resolve:

Q: ... when you left Mr. Tarlow's home you maoe a resolve to
yourself?

A: Yes, sir I did. I thought as I was driving back to Worcester
that you really can't trust politicians, at least that was a
feeling that I had.

Q: In the future you would conduct yourself in a particular way?

A: Yes.

Q: wnat was that?

A: I did, ana I made up my mind at that Odint that when asked to
make a political contribution I want to have no aoubts in
anyone's mina that if I maoe a contribution that I did in fact
expect to be favorably consioerea for either a continuation of

work that we currently had under contract or projects that would
require arcnitects, engineers, assignments and tnat we would
receive contracts on that basis. ^

Shortly after Governor John volpe took office for the second time in 1964,

Toots Manzi askeo Frank Masiello to come down and see him at Manzi's Marnet.

Masiello related tne incioent as he continuea his testimony at tne public nearing

of tne Special Commission on March 27, 1980.

A: Yes, I was callea by Toots Manzi ana he informea me tnere was a

funaraising activity coming up in tne near future to help to



uncerwrite tne Deficit chat Governor voipe had incurred, ana ne
wanted to aiscuss it with me.

I recali the promise I hac •nace to myseif, anc I saia fine,
Toots, I would oe nacoy to come down ana aiscuss it with you. I

aid, I maae arrangements to go aown to nis marKet ana I went in

tnere.

21

Q: *nat was your discussion with Mr,
occasion?

Manzi in his market on

The suostance of tne conversation was essentiaiiy I agree
financial suoport or assisting Governor voloe, ana the ae
that tney were attempting to overcome. I wouia purchase
to tne funaraising activity, out it wouia oe on tne premi
on tne assurance tnat if I aia undertake these activities
wantea a firm promise that we wouia De aiiowea to continu
our existing contracts that we had in effect at tnat time
contracts we naa receivea, anc hopefully De assurea that
another capital outlay program came out in the future tha
•ouic oe favorably consiaerea for possioiy anotner projec
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Masieiio testifiea that he ana Manzi then haa a neatea exchange concerning

the MCI-Concorc ana Danvers projects:

A: The first reference to Concora anc Danvers was tnat he saia you
nave got two very large contracts in Concora ana Danvers, ana we
expect that because of those two projects that are continuing
tnat were given to you during our first administration that we
expect that you are going to give us -- we wouia expect tnat we
wouio get a very substantial poiiticai contribution on Denalf of
the voipe Aaministration to let you continue on tnose contracts
or extena you on tnose contracts.

I got very upset with tnat. 1 saia, Toots, I am getting sick
ana tirea of this wnoie aarn thing. Every time a new
aaministration comes in it is the same oia thing. They are
aoing you a favor of continuing you en a contract tnat I have
aireaay paia my aues on.

I am getting siCK ana tirea of Deing taxea two ana three times
for the same projects I received in other administrations. I

wili be very nappy to assist you in neiping anyway that I can
witn the understanding tnat I don't want to hear any more aoout
Concorc or any more aoout Danvers.

So, after that discussion he saia, weii, okay. He saia, I will
tell you what. He saia, your invoivement in obtaining
aaaitionai work from this aaministration will be directly in

relation to tne amount of money you contribute ana the amount of
money you raise for funaraising activities whenever I request it
of you.

I agreeo that that wculD De fine, ana we proceeaec on tnat
oasis. 15

THE CONNELuY SCHOOL: A VERY SLIM YEAR

Masieiio testifiea that he then assistea Manzi in raising approximately

twelve to fifteen tnousanc collars for the Voipe campaign funa in iS65 anc *966,

of wnicn Masieiio himself contrioutea four to five tnousanc. Masieiio recallec

that in late 1965 he met with Manzi in tne State House (where Manzi used a oes*

in an anteroom to the Governor's office), ano that Manzi then premised nim tne

design contract for the upcoming waiter J. Conneily Scnooi for Juveniles:



5o . I go down to meet him tne next morning anc met him in the
Governor's office. * waited there for him f or awhile, he was Dusy
aoing something else, ana *nen he came out, ne saia let's go aown to
Joe Silvano's office.

we tnen went acwnstairs to a low floor ana went into Joe
Silvano's office. Again, ne aian't ootner to knock or anything.
Again, he just openea the aoor ana we went airectly into Silvano's
office, ana we sat aown in front of him ana Toots expiainea to Joe
that I haa oeen a supporter ana financial contriDutor to Governor
volpe, ne aia not iaentify the magnituae of my involvement other than
tnat I was a gooa supporter of tne Governor's.

He saia have you got anything we can tell Frank, ana he says
yes, he haa. So, ne haa a list of several papers on his aesk,
ana he thumpea througn three or four pages oefore he finally
settlea on a page, ana he looked aown ana he saia we are going
to give you a project, ana I saia what is the project. He says

that project is the waiter J. Connelly School for Juveniles.

Of course, I was aelightea because that was an area we were familiar
[with] ... ana I was aeligntea we were getting that project. I

inquirea was tnat all ana ne saia yes, it was a very slim year ana
having contracts available for awaras, ana I saia thank you, very
much . ^6

On February 9, 1966, Masielio executec the aesign contract for the Connelly

school, a project wnose suspension in late 1966, after tne Masielio firm haa

receivea $30,767 in fees, lea Masielio to seek a new project. In September of

1966 the Legislature anc appropriated 5300,000 for the preparation of preliminary

plans for a new scnool for the mentally retaraea in Springfiela, to ce known as

tne Joseph P. Gentile Scnool.
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THE GENTILE SCHOOL PROJECT

In March, i967, the Commonwealth's newly createa architectural review panel,

the Oesigner Selection Boara (DSB), met to screen the many applications for the

project whose estimated construction cost of $10,000,000 maae the school an

attractive acquisition for any architect. LQ

The 0SB was estaolisned late in 1966 as the result of political controversy

Surrounaing the selection of the aesigner for the University of Massachusetts

Meaical Center. The Boara was mandated to advertise state design contracts,

screen the applicants, ana select at least three finalists, from which the

Commissioner of A4F woula appoint the architect of record for the project.

Frank Masielio testified puolicly before the Commission tnat he first learned

of the avaiiaoility of the Gentile project througn the OSB's public

aavertisement , and tnat he then sudmittea an applicaticn to tne 0SB. Thereafter,

Masielxo's was one of the "four to six" firms which survived the DSB's

preliminary screening and was then invited to be interviewed by the Board.''



On March 29, 1967, the DSB voted to recommeno three design firms to the

Commissioner of A&F for tne Gentile Scnool project. One of these three finalists

was the Worcester design firm of Masiello & Healy, Architects, Inc. 2 -1,

The Board's nominations to the Commissioner were originally intenoea to

convey to A&F the DS8's preference among the three finalists, Oy ranking them one

to three. This practice was ended shortly after it oegan when Anthony P. DeFalcc

was appointed Commissioner of AdF in 1967. DeFalco felt tnat it was entirely the

responsidiity of the Commissioner to select among three equally qualifiea

candidates, and therefore insisted that the DSB forward tne names of its nominees

in alphabetical order, purely at random, "in no particular order". 22

Before the DSB puCilished its list of three finalists, Masiello received a

telephone call in his Worcester office from Toots Manzi telling Masiello that his

firm was going to oe on that short list wnich would oe sent over to A&F. It was

during this conversation with Manzi that Masiello first learned of his selection

as a finanst Dy the DSB.

During this conversation Manzi suggested that Masiello visit him at his

Worcester market and discuss the upcoming A&F contract awaro on the Gentile

Scnool. Masiello did so and has testified that Manzi thereupon demanced a

"suostantial political contribution" in return for Masiello's selection as the

school's architect of record dy the Commissioner of A&F. 24 Manzi not only

demanded a contributicn but also insisted tnat Masiello hire the Boston

engineering of universal Engineering as his consultant en the project. ^ 6

Masiello testified that he was "simply increoulous" at Manzi 's approach:

I looked at him, I was simply incredulous, I said cripes, Toots, it
looks like the only thing that's changed was the name of the office,
before it was the Office of Patronage, now they gave it a new name,
Designer Selection Board, everything remained the same, what was the
name of the game of appointing this new committee? He said that's
what it is if you're interested in the project. That's the way it's
going to be if you want the job. That's the way you're going to have
to get it.

So, I reluctantly said well, dkay, what do you demand, what did
you want. He said well, before I discuss it any further with you, he
said I would like you to call up Davio Nassif of Universal
Engineering Company, ano I would like you to go down and see him and
negotiate a fee tnat your firm is to pay him for ooing all of tne --
providing all of the engineering services on the project. I saia
and? And he said then I would like you after you have negdtiated
witn David Nassif, ne said I would like ydu to get back in toucn with
me ano we'll discuss the extent of the political contribution. 25

Masiello testified that he tnen visited the Boston office of Davio Nassif,

principal of Universal Engineering, who had aoparently been advised by Manzi to

expect Masiello. Nassif tolo Masiello that universal wanted a fee of 30 to 40*

of Masiello's total architectural fee for the Gentile project. Masiello thougnt

that this "was one of the great holdups of all time." He managed to settle on a

29



fee to Universal of about 3 3 percent of his own fee for tne joo, a figure *nicn

Masieiio still ccnsiaerea steep for an outsiae consultant. 26

Masieilo conciuaea nis negotiations with Nassif ana returnea to Manzi's

Market wnere ne ana Manzi began to aiscuss tne specifics of Masieilo's

"contribution." Manzi insisted that a contribution of 10* of the total

anticipated aesign fee of $455,000 would not be an unreasdnable amount. Masieilo

testified that when he objected to tnis amount, Manzi offered to allow Masieilo

to use his own engineering consultant insteaa of Nassif if Masieilo agreed to

contribute 525,000.

So, finally, he said well, the least we would ccnsiaer for the
project, he said, that project is going to give you fees of
aooroximately four hunarea fifty to five hunarea thousana dollars,
ana we don't feel that $25,000 is too unreasonaole

.

I saia, well, I consiaer it an unreasonable amount of money. I said,
it is a terriole situation, you know, to expect that kina of
payment. I said, I suppose you want it in casn. He said, of course
because, he said, tnat is the only way that we woula like to have it.

The Governor is going to oe involvea in some heavy political
activities in tne next couple of years, ana for tnat reason we would
like to get as much of it in cash as we possibly can.

So, I saia well, Toots, I saia, 1 aon't like using Dave Nassif. I

aon't want to use Dave Nassif. His fees are too exoroitant. Charlie
Theoaore is a very fine structural engineer ana was one of the
contributors to the Governor's campaign. You have acceotea a lot of
ddllars in contributions from him. I think it is a terriole thing
now that I have to call him up ana tell him that I am being pressurea
to use another firm. He then said, well, okay. I will give you
Theodore if you go along with the $25,000. So, auickly, in my mind,
I tnougnt well, I better aiscuss maybe another couple of grouna rules
with him.

I saia, Toots, I said, I guess over the perioa of years while tnis
joo was under way I can prdDadly handle that, but it is going to be
with the unoerstanaing that there will be no up-front money paia ana
that we will make contributions to tne campaign or make cash payments
to you as the joo progresses, but only in proportion to the fees that
we receive. 27

Masieilo testifea tnat he tnen agreed to commit himself to the $25,000

amount, but not up front, ana only in proportion to his own eventual payments.

Manzi "wasn't too thrilled with tnat," but eventually agreed, conditionally.

He [Manzi] said, tnat one I am going to have to check back on. he
saia, I con't think I can get my people to go along with it.

I saia fine. I saia, go aneaa ana ao this. Sometime later,
probaoly maybe a week later ne callea me up ana he saia,
Congratulations. He says, you are going to be appointee to the
Joseph P. Gentile School, ana I hope that you will rememoer that you
aia make a commitment ana how much the commitment was for. 28

Commissioner DeFalco notified the state's construction management agency, the

Bureau of Building Construction (BBC), on April 27, 1967 that the Masieilo firm

was his choice from the three suomittea by the 0S8. The BBC in turn aavisea

Masieilo of his selection on May 5, 1967. 29 The Masieilo firm then began to

prepare site ana program stuaies for the Gentile School.
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Things did not proceed smoothly on the Genitile School project, nowever. Due

to what Masielj.0 cnaracterizea as "one general Oureaucratic mess," 30
it was not

until more tnan a year later, on Septemoer 27, 1968, that Masielio 4 i-iealy

receivea its first fee payment, for $2,355. 3i Shortly thereafter, on Octooer

13, the firm was notified Dy the 3BC that the project was being put on a "hola"

status because of Dmh program and site problems. 32

31

MCI-NORFOLK: A JOB NOT WORTH GOING AFTER

Both the Gentile project and the Connelly School were now at a standstill.

Reorganization of the Youth Services Division, the agency responsible for the

Connelly project had causea suspension of work in late 1966. 33 Thus, in an

effort to compensate for the two stalled projects, Masielio decioec to pursue

otner public projects through the DSB.

In early 1968 the Masielio firm applied to the DSB for consideration for a

$25,000 aesign study contract at MCI-Norfolk. Masielio attempted to ensure his

firm's participation in this project by arranging with a competitor, tne New York

architectural firm of Curtis 4 Davis, that whichever firm won the contract would

hire the other as its consultant. Masielio once more sought the

intercession of Manzi. Masielio testified that he arranged a meeting with Manzi,

once again at the Worcester market, ano asked Manzi for his sucport on the

MCI-Norfolk project:

0: Ana what was your conversation there?

A: well, the substance of the conversation was that I would like to
have him, if at ail possible, use the same kino of influence
that he hao used in obtaining the Gentile contract for us.

I reminaeo him of the fact that both the Connelly job ano
Gentile job hao virtually come to a stanostill, ana he told me,
he said Frank, I'm not going to go and -- the joo isn't worth
going after, its not large enough to go after.

He then saia, I'm not going to put in any recommenaation for

you. So, I said are you certain you won't, ano he said Yes, I'm

certain I wouldn't. I refuse to do tnis. At this point I

mentionea the name of another firm ana he says well, we'll see.

I said well, Toots, I feel you owe me one. He said Frank, I

want you to unaerstana one thing very clearly, I don't owe you a

thing. As far as I'm concerned if I can help, when I can help,
fine. If I can't help then its just too bad for you. 34

Masielio recalled that this meeting took place around the time of the DSB

interview for the Norfolk joo, but prior to the DSB vote. On April 11, 1963, the

DSB nominated three firms including Masielio i Healy, ana Curtis 4 Davis.

Curtis 4 Davis was awaraea the contract and thereafter selected Theodore

Associates ano Gildor 4 walkenstein as its consultants. The Tneoaore firm

was a regular consultant of the Masielio firm; it was the consulting firm that

Masielio hao intenoea to use on tne Gentile School rather than universal



Engineering. Joseph Giiaor ana Davia walkenstein were tv»o employees of the 32

Masielio firm *no worked in Masielio's Worcester office. Thus, with or

witnout the intervention of Toots Manzi, Masieiio got the joo. That is, the

consulting fees were paia to associates of the Masieiio firm, if not to the firm

airectly .

It was auring this same period in 1968 that Masieiio was also trying to

ootain the support of the BBC ana of A&F for the selection of a Cali f ornia-Oasea

architectural firm for another pudlic project. This loODying effort necessitatec

still further discussions with Toots Manzi.

MANZI PUTS PRESSURE ON MASIELLO

Masieiio testified oefore tne Commission that he was first contacted oy the

Los Angeles firm of Daniel, Mann, Johnson, Menaennall (DMJM; in early 1965, ana

that the contract DMJM sougnt was to aesign a complete new campus for Holyoke

Community College. Masieiio delievea that DMJM contacted him to propose an

association with his firm, Oecause of his "political connections" and its

resulting success in ootaining pudlic contracts. The design fees for the project

were tnen expectea to de seven to eight hundred thousand ddllars; in fact, the

total fees increased to aoout $2 million as time progressed.

Masieiio testified tha"t when DMJM cdntacted him, he emoarked upon a two-part

strategy to effect DMjM's selection for the college dy introducing executives of

the firm to BBC officials ano to A&F Commissioner DeFalco. However, snortly

after Masieiio arrangea tnese introductidns he received an unsolicited teiepnone

call from Toots Manzi. Manzi cnided Masieiio for trying td dypass him dy gding

directly tc tne BBC ana A&F. Manzi tald Masielld that even if DmJm made it

thrdugh the selection process from tne DS8 to A&F, Manzi would see to it tnat

DMJM woula not oe selected oy A&F unless DMJM agreea to make a suostantial

political contridution. This Manzi-Masiello discussion, over an ice cream cone

at the Pinecroft Dairy in west Boylston, was the first in a series of

negotiations between the two, with Masieiio acting as DMjM's intermediary with

Manzi. 60

The DMJM story is told in anotner section of this report. Its importance

here is that the aeai oetween Manzi and DMJM became one of the subjects of

pressuring phone calls from Manzi to Masieiio which increased during 1968.

Masieiio: ... these calls kept coming througn. I was getting them on
the Gentile School, even though we hadn't performea a whole,
lot of services, naon't receivea any money, ana later on in

tne year, of course, we were getting pressure on tne DmJm
project for Holyoke Community College, ana I was just going



from pillar to post ana I was unoer a severe amount of 33
strain. «1

Masiello testifiea tnat as 1968 went on Manzi's calls intensifiea. These

calls were maae to Masiello's home in Sutton ana generally occurrea on Sunaay

mornings. They were so persistent that "they were always present. It was almost

like a clouc hanging over me." 4 ^

"Manzi was like cancer, right there, always a snaaow." 4 -5 Masiello

testifiea that Manzi's continuing solicitations imposec a severe strain upon his

wife, eventually becoming so Duraenscme that Mrs. Masiello underwent mecical

treatment ana spoke of divorce. 44 Masiello testifiea that he ana his wife

aeciaea to sell their Sutton home ana move to Floriaa in an effort to escape this

"unoearaole pressure."45

The Masiellos sola their Massachusetts home in August of 1968 at a price

which Masiello felt was consiaeraDly below what the market might bring. 46

Masiello ana his wife aeciaea to relocate out of state in oraer to avoia

"everyboay ana his brother having their hanas in my pockets." 47

Masiello, however, continuea to airect his firm's Massachusetts projects,

resiaing in a Worcester apartment when commuting from Floriaa. 48 Manzi's calls

continuea aespite Masiello's unlistea numoers, ana also began to oe Cirectea to

Masiello's brother, William V. Masiello, who was employed in Masiello's Worcester

office. 45

"THIS IS COMING OUT OF MY HIDE"

As the pressure from Manzi continuea, Masiello testifiea that he aeciaea to

"break his own rule" against paying for a contract up front, without first

receiving aesign fees on the job, ana arranged two $5,000 cash deliveries to

Manzi. These payments, motivated by Masiello's desire to relieve the

pressure of Manzi's demands and to enlist his help in reactivating the Gentile

School project, were financed by the sale of the Sutton home, and occurred in

August and the early fall of 1968. 5i

The pressure put on me by Manzi was so unbearable that I just to get
him off my back and just to have him stop bothering me ana have him

stop bothering my brother Bill when I was out of state..., I

reluctantly witnarew $5,000 from the proceeas of our house sale; ana
I callea him uo ana I tola him I was preoarea to make a payment on

the Joseph Gentile School. I haa $5,000 in hunarea collar bills ana

I took them aown to his store ana I was just furious tnat I hac to do
this ana take things out of my personal life to accommoaate his greeo
anc wnoever else's greea was involvec.

I very aeliberately countea out $5,000 in front of nim. I saia this

is just so tnat you unaerstana that this is $5,000. It is coming out
of my hiae. It is coming out of my family but if it is that
important to you, you can nave it, anc I gave it to him. He was kinc
of quiet after that. ...32



Masieiio testified that he then rejoined his family in Fiorida, but Manzi's

caiis resumed. Even after the 55,000 payment, Masieiio continued to receive

caiis at tne Worcester apartment he keot after moving to Florida, when Masieiio

was in Florida, his brother William, then overseeing the financial affairs of

Masiello's Worcester office, was the target of Manzi's pressure. 3 Frank

Masieiio testified befdre the Commission that this pressure convinced him to make

a secono payment to Manzi.

I went up to tne Dank in Worcester [in which] we still had some money
in the savings account tnat we were getting ready to transfer to
Florida to acquire a new home and I took $5,400 out of the oanK; $400
for my own personal use ano $5,000 in cash. Again I called him up.
1 brought tne money down to tne market. I went straignt through the
same ritual. I essentially saio the same thing to him aDOut paying
him this money, telling him that it was coming out of my
family 54

Masieiio recalled obtaining a cashier's check in the amount of $5,400 at tne

home Federal Savings 4 Loan Association in Worcester, and crossing the street to

cash it at the Commerce Bank 4 Trust office located on the corner of Harrington

ana Commerce Streets in Worcester. Masieiio testified that he delivered this

second $5,000 payment to Manzi in hundred dollar bills. 3

In interviews witn the Commission's staff, Masieiio saia that Manzi's

increasing pressure during 1968 was generated by tr.e necessity of raising funas

for Governor Volpe's activities at the Republican National Convention in Miami in

August, 1568. Masieiio testfieo tnat he was asked to attend this convention

by Manzi to help pay the expenses of entertaining delegates in attendance.

wnen former A4F Commissioner OeFalco testified publicly before the Commission

on April 9, 1980, he recalled receiving money from Manzi for the 19&8

convention. OeFalco saio that it was his "best recollection" tnat he received

$1,000 from Manzi for convention travel expenses, ano tnat ne dbtained tnis

amount in tne form of hundred dollar bills in August of 1968. 58

Masieiio testified that, at least partly as a result of Manzi's pressures, he

decided to seek a ouyer for Masieiio 4 Associates when he relocated to Florida.

One of the candidates seeking to purchase was a nationwide real estate

development company, Kassuda Development Corp., with which Masieiio was

associated as a consultant after he moved to Florida. During negotiations with

Kassuda executives in 1969, Masieiio explained his company's success in

Massachusetts public contracting, as well as the extent and nature of the

political commitments necessary to acquire ana retain those contracts. Masieiio

testifieo that he specifically informea waiter J. (Juad) Kassuda, the firm's

chief executive officer, of his $10,000 payments to Toots Manzi, anc of the

remaining $15,000 obligation which Manzi woula aemana if the Gentile project

shouia ever oe revivea. while Kassuoa was surprisea at tne extent of these



contributions he was, according to Masieiio's testimony, prepared to nonor the

commitment. In NovemDer of 1969, KassuOa purcnasea tne Masielio firm for

$200, 000. 59

MORE MONEY AUTHORIZED FOR THE GENTILE PROJECT

After Masielio had soid nis firm to Kassuoa in late 1969, Out oefore ne

oougnt it oack in FeDruary of 1972, tne original 1966 legislation which maoe an

appropriation for tne Gentile School was amended by Cnapter 976 of tne Acts of

1971 to increase tne total project cost from $6.5 million to $13,744, 000. 60
In

otner words, the legislature increased the amount of money autnorized by law to

be spent on tne project. Had tne Gentile School gone forward, tne new

authorization would have permittea the architectural firm to compute its fees on

tne basis of a higher estimated cost of construction.

William V. Masielio, then in charge of the Worcester office, testified that

he was responsible for effecting this legislative "word change" which coula have

increased the designer's fee by $500,000. He stated that he was able to do so

because of his close relationship with the chairman of the Senate ways and Means

Committee, Senator James A. Kelly, Jr. That relationship is described later

in this sectidn of the report.

William Masieiio's statement that he used Senator Kelly's influence was

corroborated by the private testimony of James Kerr before the Commission on

January 11, 1980. Kerr, chief engineer of the Department of Mental Health in

1971, testified td a meeting with Senator Kelly and William Masielio in Kelly's

office concerning an increase in the Gentile School appropriation. Kerr

rememoereo that the increase was "somewhere around seven million ddllars."63

According to Kerr's testimony, Senator Kelly callea the meeting to ask the

Department of Mental Health to initiate a reguest for more funaing. The

Commission's review of relevant files oiscldsed a June, 1971 letter from Mental

Health Commissioner Milton Greenolatt to Charles E. Sheparo, Commissioner of A&F,

requesting the word change. A copy of the letter was sent to Senator Kelly

attachea to an internal memo from William to Frank Masielio dated June 30, 1971

regarding the "Springfield School for tne Retarded."

OVER TWO MILLION DOLLARS IN DESIGN FEES FOR THE MASIELLO FIRM

Neither Frank nor William Masielio succeeoeo in reviving the Gentile School

project. The contract remained pending until Marcn, 1978, when Governor Michael
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5. Dukakis cancellea ail tne pending state contracts of tne Masiello firm. He

aia so oecause William Masiello refusea to cooperate in an investigation of state

contracts oy tne legislative • Post Audit Committee. By tnen, tne Masiello firm

nao received $72,129 in design fees on tne Gentile project -- a nign price paid

Dy the taxpayers for a project wnich has never been Quilt. The price was also

nign for tne Masiellos, nowever, because Frank Masiello "broke his own rule" ano

paid Toots Manzi 510,000 "up front" for the contract even thougn it was going

nownere in 1968.

As for the Danvers and Concord projects, public records indicate that upwards

of $621,000 in design fees was paid to the Masiello firm for the Danvers project

between 1960 and 1974. MCI-Concord was even more lucrative. Between 1960 and

1978, the firm earned a tdtal of $1.6 million dollars in design fees. The total

cost of projects built at MCI-Concord over trat peridd of time was $18.5 million

dollars.

So, Frank Masiello had some reverses, such as the Gentile project, by which

he learned the hard way auout tne risks of connecting contributions ano

contracts. He paid a hign price when, as he said, the ccntriDutions came "out cf

my nioe," "out of my family." But tne overall success of tne firm in winning

state design contracts reinforced the lesson with wnich Frank Masieiio began his

testimony before tne Commission: "one of the best ways to insure your

continuation on existing contracts that might have a possioility of going into

the next phase was to make political contributions when you were askeo by the

administration in office ano it seemed to work very well." whatever the

administration, Masiello continued to contribute when askeo. The result was 132

contracts ano $5,564,286 in design fees from the Commonwealth.



HOW MASIELLO USED POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
AS "DOOR OPENERS" TO SUFFOLK COUNTY CONTRACTS

INTRODUCTION

In 1570, tne architectural firm of Masiello & Associates began an eignt year

association with tne County of Suffolk through the Boston PuOlic Facilities

Department (PFD). This association proved to be extremely profitable for the

Masiello firm ana very costly for the taxpayers of Boston. Over the perioa

between 1970 ana 1978, the Masiello firm was involvea in four Oesign contracts

with the PFD which resulted in the payment of more than $400,000 in aesign fees

to Masiello 4 Associates. Accoraing to. William Masiello, the "aoor opener',J-
to

the award of these contracts was his funoraising activity on behalf of Boston

Mayor Kevin white's campaign for Governor in 1970.

The following is a report of the Commission's investigation of this

association whicn snowea the connection between continuing political funoraising

by Masiello ana others ana the awara of arcnitectural contracts oy the PFD. The

finaings center arouna two of Masiello's contracts -- the Dudley-Harrison Fire

Station ana the Charles Street Jail/Deer Island project.

MASIELLO'S POLITICAL FUNORAISING ACTIVITIES: THE DOOR OPENER

William Masiello was introaucea to Boston politics in 1970 by his close

political friena, State Senator James A. Kelly, Jr.* At that time, Senator Kelly

was a supporter of Mayor wnite's gubernatorial campaign. At Kelly's repuest

Masiello raisea ana contributea some $8,000-10,000 to white's campaign. 2 This

sum incluaea money solicitea from Masiello's consultants ana professional

acquaintances incluaing Anthony E. Mansueto, Vice President of

McKee-Berger-Mansueto (.MBM).

MBM's contribution was disclosed in post-trial papers in the Dicario-

Mackenzie case maae available in late 1977. The contribution was investigatea in

1978 by the Post Auait Subcommittee ana is aiscussea in the Subcommittee's report

on mbm, aatea August 14, 1978. 3
On October 19, 1970, MBM issuea a $2,000 check

on an account it maintained with the New England Merchants National Bank, payable

Masiello's relationsnip with Kelly is aescribea in a later section
of this Chapter of this Report.

**MBM's contribution to the White campaign is aiscussea in Chapter v

of the volume of this Report on the Commission's Investigation of mbm.



to Kevin rtnite. That cnecK was voiaea ana another issuea, for the same amount,

to William Masieilo. Masieilo signea this cneck over to Senator Kelly wno in turn

signea it over to the Kevin white for Governor Committee.** with tne exception

of this corporate check, the contributions were in the form of personal checks,

accompanied Dy the names of tne donors. In 1970, corporate contriDutions to

political campaigns were illegal. The remaining personal checks, so far as is

known, were within the limits of the law. Tne money raisea dy Masieilo was for a

party held at the Peter Stuyvesant for Kevin wnite on October 21, 1970. For his

efforts, Masieilo received a letter df thanks from Kevin white dated November 20,

1970..
U

Shortly after the initial fundraising effort, Masieilo gained introduction to

tne PFD, and specifically to its Director, Robert Kenney. Evidence indicates

that this introduction was maoe oy Senator Keily. Almost immediately

following tnis introduction, tne PFD awarded Masieilo A Associates the design

contract for the Oudley-Harrison Fire Station.

Masieilo testified that he was awarded the contract because of the firm's

expertise in fire station design and that tne award was legitimate, but

acknowlecgea the importance of his fundraising activities:

THE WITNESS: I want tc say totally legitimate; in other words,
there were no payoffs involved there, and I got
this contract, I suppose, because I assisted in
the white campaign.

MR. MC CARTHY: Do you believe, Mr. Masieilo, that you would
have secured the Dudley-Harrison Project had
you not made a ccntributidn to the white
campaign?

THE WITNESS: Certainly the contributions were a door
opener, you know. we would all be naive to
say tnat it wasn't. No, I am sure that

because I raised funds, that was the dddr
opener.

6

Although the decision to award Masieilo the Dudley-Harrison design ccntract

was apparently made by Rooert Kenney oefore he left the PFD for the Boston

Reoeveldpment Authority in late 1970, the formal award and executicn of the

contract did not take place until Rooert Vey had taken over as Director of tne

PFD. According to vey's private testimony before the Commission, vey discussed

the decisicn witn Kenney when vey became Acting Director; Kenney indicated that

he wanted Vey to proceed with the award to Masieilo. when Masieilo went to

see vey for the first time, Vey exoressed sdme surprise that a Worcester

architect had a Boston contract, but as Masieilo testified, "that was aoout the

extent of it. There was no problem. " 8



Between 1973 ana 1976, Masiello continued to ao funaraising for Kevin white.

During this period, Masiello's funaraising was channelled through RoDert Vey. On

May 14, 1980 Masiello publicly testified before the Special Commission that

Curing this oerioa he raised somewhere between $10,000 ana $20,000 for the white

campaign organization. Most of this money was in cash. Masiello raised some

cash through the sale of tickets to fundraising events to his consultants and

engineers, and to acquaintances not necessarily connected with his business. He

also bought some tickets himself.

In his testimony, Masiello detailed the process of receiving and selling

tickets:

A. He [Vey] called me ana he said there was a fundraiser. I

would ask, wnat is it worth, a,no I would say give me three
tables. ' If they were $100 tickets, the terms that all
funaraisers were, insteaa of the terms of tickets they
callea it taoles, ten to a table. If they were $100
tickets, ten at a table, if I askea for tnree taoles that
woula be $3,000.

Q. Mr. Vey tola you three tables. That meant you haa to come
up with $3,000?

A. That is correct. 5.

39

Q. On another occasion, what was your strategy in relation to
coming up with the money as Mr. Vey woula ask you for the
taoles or whatever it was?

A. well, I dia it in various ways. I raisea it through
suppliers. I raisea money through an account that Charles
Theoaore ana myself — he woula — I loanea it through his
account. I took some money out of my own personal account
in various ways as I statea for the past three aays.10

The Charles Theoaore referrea to in Masiello's testimony is a structural

engineer who naa aone work for the Masiello firm since the 1960's. Later in his

testimony, Masiello gave an example of the ways Theoaore's account was usea to

raise cash:

A. The next one, Mr. Theoaore, when we first startea aoing work
with Charlie, Charlie haa a structural engineering firm namea
Theoaore Associates. He then went into a partnership with
Theoaore weaver, but never closea the Theoaore Associates
cnecking account. So, between he ana I we figurea that this
way, how to siphon money out of the account, hoping we coula
cover it up.

Q. Ho* aid it work?

A. I am trying to explain, what I aia, I wrote out a check maae
out to Theoaore Associates. He would take this $4,000 and this
particular date, February 7, '75. He took this $4,000 check,
deposited it into the Theodore Associates account. He in turn
would tnen make a check to himself, Charles A. J. Theodore, casn
the check ano tnen return the cash to me. 11

Between 1971 and 1976, Masiello and Vey maintained a close social ano

business relationsnip . The Commission's research into Masiello's exoense account

reports ana aiary entries has shown that Masiello was with vey socially on aozens



of occasions between July 22, 1971 and Oecemoer 14, 1976. These occasions

incluaea luncnes, ainners, crinks, golf, Rea Sox ana Bruins games ana parties.

This relationship aliowea vey to Pe quite open with Masiello aaout campaign

contrioutions. with other architects ana professionals aoing Business with the

PFD, however, vey usea aifferent methoas to solicit funas.

VEY'S FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES: THE POLITICAL BOILER ROOM

In 1975, Steve Nevas of v»6Z-TV reportea that vey naa operatea a "political

ooiier room" in the First National Bank Builaing in downtown Boston auring late

197a. Peter Scarpignato, Chief Planner .for the PFD, saia in interviews with the

Commission that Vey's activities on oenalf of white's campaigns were "common

knowleage" at the PFD, out aaaea that when news of the First National Bank

3uiiaing activities came out, there was a general "sense of surprise" ana

nervousness among the PFD emoloyees. * The Commission heara aetails of vey's

political funaraising activities in late i97& ana early 1975 from Patricia

Vanaenburg, Assistant to the Director of tne °FD; Michael Saoia ana Francis

Falzarano, both contractors who naa aone Pusiness with the City; ana Braaley

Sack, a contract employee of the PFD.

In a private hearing before the Commission on May 2, 1980, Patricia

vancenourg invokea her constitutional privileges against self-incrimination ana

refusea to answer all questions. Subsequently, upon the Commission's application

to the Supreme Judicial Court, tne witness was grantea immunity from

prosecution. On May 15, 1980 she testifiea puolicly before the Commission about

vey's activities in the First National Bank Builaing.

From 1973 to 1975, Patricia vanaenburg was Assistant to the Director of the

PFD. In her testimony, sne statea that late in 1974 sne receivea calls from

several persons who had business with the PFD. Those persons were confusea by

what chey haa reaa aaout the new campaign finance laws ana wantea to know how

they coula make political contrioutions so that everyone at the PFD would know

they had aone so. vanaenburg forwaraed these calls to vey's secretary to give to

vey. Shortly thereafter, Vey tola Vanaenburg that he haa received these

inquiries and had arranged for some space in the First National Bank Building.*

He said that some people were going to come up there to soeak to nim about how to

' 3
concrioute. He asked Vandencurg to act as his receptionist.

•The apparent reason that Vey made arrangements for the bank building
space is that it is a crime to solicit a political contrioution in a

puolic ouilaing.



vandendurg testified that she aia act as receptionist for vey in tnat office

on aoout four occasions. She statea tnat she sat at a aesk in a sparseiy

furnishea office on an upper story of the building. There she receivea tne

prospective contributors (whom she recognizee as contractors ana otners coing

Qusiness with the PFD) and cnatted with them until vey was ready to see tnem.

Vey then came out and greeted them, ana took them into another office, three

doors down, where he spoke with them. Vandendurg statea that these persons came

to the office one at a time ana spoke with vey for less tnan 15 minutes each.

«hile Vey was meeting with them, Vanaenourg callea others, from a list given her

Dy vey ana arranged appointments. Vantfendurg aoes not know what was aiscussea

in those meetings, Out was told dy Vey that they concerned how people snould

contridute. -1- 4

Sometime after these meetings, Vanaendurg learnea that the Attorney General

of the Commonwealth was conaucting an investigation into Vey's funaraising

activities. She herself was called ana askea to come to the Attorney General's

office to discuss those activities. She immediately callea vey ana was asked to

come to his office. There she spoke with Mayor wnite:

Q. The Mayor spoke to you adout it?

A. Yes.

Q. How aid this come adout?

A. He haa deen in Mr. vey's office. I aid not know he was there decause I

was in my office ana Mr. Vey called me into the office ana the Mayor
apologized that as a City employee I had deen put into this Kind of a

situation, ana he saia that he -- he was very supportive ana saia that
he woula make sure that I haa representation with me when I went up to
the Attorney General's Office.

Q. Ana was tnat representation proviaea to you?

A. Yes it was.

Q. Ana were you interviewed dy the Attorney General's Office?

A. Yes I was. 15

In an affidavit of May 15, 1980, Michael Saoia, an East Boston contractor

doing dusiness with the PFD, descrided in substance the same activities, adding

certain critical details. Sadia stated that Sdmetime late in 1974 he received a

call from Patricia Vandendurg, who said that Vey wanted to see him. They made an

appointment for Sadia to meet Vey in a private downtown office duilding (Sadia

delieves it was the First National Bank Building) at 4:30 p.m. sometime that

week. Saoia descrioea the office as follows:

The office location I was given was a suite on an upper
floor of what I delieve was the First National Bark Building,
when I arrived, Ms. vandendurg was sitting at a desk in an
otherwise empty office. My appointment, to the best of my
memory, was at 4:30 p.m., Rodert Vey was not there, dut Ms.
Vanaenourg callea City Hall ana tnen told me that he wouid de
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there shortly. The office where I founa Ms. VanaenDurg was soarsely
furnishea. The location aid, as I rememoer, proviae a soectacular
view of a then darkened city ana Logan Airport beyona.-l- 6

Saoia stated that vey tola him about "Christmas in Boston", a fundraiser for

Kevin white, ana askea him if he woula like to make a contribution.

Mr. Vey went on to explain the campaign laws to me. He
tola me tnat one can give only so much casn ana so much in
totai. Mr. Vey tnen suggestea how I coula circumvent the law:
"You coula nave your mother ana your chilaren ana your
brother-in-law ana your granamotner give." He also saia tnat
"we'll laKe as much cash as you can give us".

I tola him that "I'm not politically active, Out woula
certainly not mina paying for two tickets Dy check". I

distinctly rememoer Mr. vey then saying to me "You should get in
a littie heavier than that". 1 tola him, "That's all I care to
do". I aepartec. As I was getting my coat I noticed another
man wnom I dia not recognize, apparently waiting to see Mr.
Vey. I was soon thereafter, sent two tickets to "Christmas in
Boston" ana paia for tnem by check i'n the amount of $200.

^

7

In his affaaavit to the Cammission, Sabia statea that auring this time, he

was aiaaing on two contracts witn the Boston Parks ana Recreation Department.

Sabia was low Diaaer on one contract, haa been formally notifiea of the award ana

nac executea his part of the contract ana returned it to the Department. Sabia

statea that in December 1974, he was contacted by Frank Clark, an official in the

Parks Department witn supervisory responsibility for contracts. Clark tola Saoia

to expect a call from someone concerning the Mayor's funaraiser. Saoia statea

that he got the impression tnat Clark haa been forced to call. 8
A ccuple of

aays later, a woman oid call about trie same "Christmas in Boston" funaraiser.

Sabia tola her he had already bought a couple of tickets through the PFD. She

replied that since he haa oeen "successful with the Parks Department" he snoula

1

9

buy more. Sabia refused.

During February 1975, Sabia learned that it had been noted in the City Record

that he had also been awarded the second Parks Department contract. At that

point, then, Saoia had executed his part of the first contract ano had oeen

awarded the second contract. Shortly thereafter, SaDia receivea a letter catea

Feoruary 10, 1975, from Anthony Forgione, Commissioner of Parks ana Recreation,

stating that all bias on both those contracts haa been rejectee. Later, they

were aavertisea far bid again. 20

On May 15, 1980, Francis Falzarano, another contractor, also testified to

Vey's solicitations in the First National Bank Building. Falzarano called

Patricia vanaenburg to arrange to see Vey aoout a project he was doing in Faneuil

Hall. Vanaenourg said that Vey wantec to see him, too, ana arrangec for the two

to meet in the First National Bank Builaing office at aoout six in the evening.

In his testimony, Falzarano aescribea the same office layout reportea by

vanaenourg ana Sabia.

^



Falzarano saw Vey, who saia tnere was going to be a fundraiser for Kevin

wnite at $100 per ticket ana that he was putting Falzarano aown for ten tickets

since Falzarano die a lot of work for the City. Falzarano told vey that he could

not afford to contribute that year. Vey seemingly accepted Falzarano's refusal,

and they proceeoec to aiscuss Falzarano's prooiems at Faneuil hall. However,

Falzarano stated that since that time he has gotten no work with the City of

Boston. 2 -^

Finally, Bradley Sack, a contract employee of the PFD and a personal friena

of Vey's stated in an interview with the Commission that in 1974 he received a

nuuiDer of calls from people with PFD contracts who complained about being asked

to make contributions. He spoke to Vey about these calls and Vey replied that

politics would not be discussed in the office anymore, but would be handled

elsewhere. In his interview, Sack confirmed Vey's use of the First National Bank

Builaing office. After his aiscussion with Vey, Sack wanted to see him on

another matter. He was told that vey was too busy, that he would have to make an

appointment to see him at the First National Bank Building, and that he could

have only 10 or 15 minutes of Vey's time. He made the appdintment ana later met

9-3
with vey at the same office described by the other witnesses.

Much of Vey's fundraising activity, both with Masiello and in the First

National Bank Building office, was illegal. It is apparent that Vey knew the

activities were illegal since Michael Sadia testified that Vey actually outlined

the laws on contributions to nim when the two met at the First National Bank

Building and then went on to suggest ways to circumvent them.

In December 1974, Herbert Gleason, Corporation Counsel of the City of Boston,

sent a memo to all department heads outlining the laws on political

fundraising. Presumably, the idea was to help City employees avoid illegal

activities, vey received this memo, though apparently he did not circulate it

through his department since victcr Hagan, Chief Engineer, Stuart Lesser, Chief

Architect, and Pat Vandendurg, vey's assistant, have all testified that they were

unaware of the memo .

Gleason's memo contained nine points, of wnich Vey's activities apparently

violated at least tne following six:

Point # 1. Paid employees of the City are prohibited from soliciting

campaign contributions. It is clear from the testimony of Masiello, Sabia,

Falzarano and Scarpignato tnat Vey violated this law.

Point # 2. It is illegal for one candidate to receive more than $1,000 in

any year from any one person, while not all df the money Masiello gave to Vey

43



was originally his own, It all came to Vey from one person. Vey shoulc not have

acceotea more tnan $1,000 from Masiello in one year.

Point it a. Corporate contriDutions are illegal, as are contrioutions from an

employee or officer of a corporation on its Oenalf. The funas that Masiello

generatea througn Charles Thecaore originatea witn tne corporation of Masieilo 4

Associates .

Point # 5. Cash contributions must not exceea $25 per year fcr any

inaividual.

Point # 6. The true name ana address of contributor must accomoany his or

her contribution.

Point it 8. It is illegal to solicit or receive a contribution in any public

building in the Commonwealth. Masiello testified that he gave money to Vey in

vey's office.

The lack of success in obtaining contracts from the PFD experienced cy Saoia

and Faizarano was in marked contrast to tne experience of William Masiello, a

more oepenaaoie contriOutor. 'Vie two sections below detail the extent tc which

he was aole to profit from the award of design contracts for the Dudley-Harrison

Fire Station and tne Charles Street Jail/Deer Island projects.

THE OUDLEY-HARRISON FIRE STATION

The Dudley-Harrison Fire Station was designed and constructed unoer the

administration of the Puolic Facilities Department between 1971 and 1975. The

station was planned to meet the neeos of the Roxbury community. It was one of a

series of similar projects administered by the PFD in local Boston neighborhoods,

and was intended to serve as a mooel for a series of similar projects in other

areas of the city. The PFD hoped to use the Dudley-Harrison plans, with minor

modifications, for a number of stations and hence worked more closely than usual

with tne Fire Department (the using agency) to develop a detailed program and

specifications to suit the unique needs of a fire station, e.g., the optimal

number ana placement of fire poles, turning raoii of vehicles, etc. The PFD

acteo as a liaison between the arcnitect ana the using agency to make sure that

the final plans were suitaole for a numoer of future projects.

An unusual Oesianer Selection Procedure
i . . — -

1

—

The process of selecting an architect for the project took place during the

winter ana spring of 1971. In December of 1970, the PFD Director, Rooert Kenney,

was appointea Director of the Boston Redevelopment Authority ana Deputy Director



Rooert J. Vey assumed the post of Acting Director. In private testimony oefore

the Special Commission, Vey stated that Kenney haa alreaay aeciaea on Masiello &

Associates as architect for the Duoley-Harrison Fire Station before leaving tne

PFD. Vey aiscussea the project with Kenney, who saia he haa aone ali the

Oackgrouno research, aecided on Masiello & Associates ana wanted vey to proceed

with the award of the contract. Vey said ne did not recall the basis on whicn

25Kenney made his choice. J

William v. Masieilo testified that he was chosen for his expertise in fire

station design. He pointed out that his firm had already designed two fire

27
stations ano was quite capable of doing the Dudley-Harrison project. In

actuality, the Worcester staff of the Masiello firm did not have experience in

designing fire stations. The two fire stations to which Masiello was referring

were designed in Masieiio's Maryland office by a completely different staff.

In order to understand tne way in which tne process for awarding the

Dudley-Harrisdn project differed from the usual, it is necessary to explain the

way in whicn contracts for the design and ccnstruction of buildings for the City

of Boston are generally awarded and administered. Projects are initially

conceived by the various City agencies ano funding is ootaineo from tne relevant

fiscal authorities. The project is then aavertised in the City Record by the

Public Facilities Department and applications are receivea. The PFD Director,

the Chief Architect and the Chief Engineer next discuss the various applicants as

well as other firms which have previously expressed interest in City or County

work or with which one of the three is familiar. Generally, these three

individuals arrive at a unanimous decision on the architect. In the case of

contractors, bids are accepted, and the lowest bidder usually receives the

contract

.

In the award of both design and construction contracts, the decision of the

Public Facilities Department must be approved by the Public Facilities

Ccmmission. The PFC consists of three members appointed by the Mayor. It is

intended to function as an independent body of review. Contracts anc amenaments

to contracts must also receive the approval of the Finance Commission and the

Auditing Department. Finally, all of the PFC's major oecisicns must be approved

by the mayor.

On May 26, 1971, the Public Facilities Commission voted to request authority

from Mayor white to bypass the usual proceoure of advertising the project in the

City Record and then accepting applications. Rather, the PFC sought authority to

enter directly into an agreement with Masiello & Associates for architectural

services -- schematic oesigns, drawings, specifications ano construction cost

4 5



estimates -- for the fire station. In accoraance with that vote, Vey wrote to

Mayor white on June 2 to convey tne request, whicn white grantea.

In his testimony, Vey seemed unaware of the stanaara PFD proceaure of

publicly aavertising aesign contracts ana accepting appiications. Shown his June

2 letter requesting autnority to bypass that proceaure, vey coula only infer that

the process existea:

THE WITNESS: I have to concluae by the fact that we requestea a

waiver that there must have been some kina of rule
tnat requirea it [ aavertisement] , but it was never
practiced. It was practice always to waive it and to
not advertise for our professional services such as
architectural contracts. 28

An Erroneous Fee Calculation By vev in Masiello's Favor

Tne original contract callea for payments of $3,895.50 for scnematic arawings

ana $7,866 for aesign aeveiopment, with $3,000 reserved for supplementary

services. Tne maximum payments, then, would have oeen $16,765.50. On June 27,

1972, however, the PFC voted to increase the amount reserved for supplementary

services to $u,QQ0, bringing the maximum possible payment to $17,765.30. This

was aone because unexpectea sub-soil conaitions had oeen encountered,

necessitating additional test borings.

On October 26, 1972, the PFC votea to request authority from the mayor to

bypass the usual aqvertisement process ana insteaa enter directly into a contract

with Masiello 4 Associates for Phase II of the prpject: preparation of working

arawings ana specifications and the supervision of construction. vey's letter,

of tne same date, informing the mayor of the PFC's vote, statea that the contract

woula be for 8.3* of the estimated construction cost of $600,000, or $49,800,

less previously paia fees of $13,765, or $36,035, plus supplemental service fees

of $7,500 for a total of $43,535. Vey's computations were as follows:

$600,000 estimatea construction cost
x .083 fee percentage
«5,S00

-13,765 previously paia fees
36,035 oasic fee

+ 7,500 supplemental service fees
$ 43,535 TOTAL FEES Phase II

However, Vey's letter unaerstatea the fees to be paia to the Masiello firm

unaer Phase I by $4,000.50 in arriving at the Phase II fee. At that time, the

firm naa receivea payments of $5,899.50 for the schematic arawings ana of $4,000

for supplementary services, but was still aue to receive $7,866.00 for aesign

development. Since he haa already receivea the maximum amount possible for

supplementary services, Masiello woula necessarily receive the full Phase I fee

of $17,765. Therefore, his fee for Phase II snoula have been $39,535.



In a letter to Harold Branaes of Masiello 4 Associates aated Novemoer 2, 47

1972, vey wrote:

As you know, the contract must go througn the normal
bureaucratic channels ana while tnis process will require a

numoer of weens before you have a signed contract in hand, we
would appreciate it if you would begin work in order to meet our
very difficult time schedule.

This reflects vey's belief that most of the process of awarding the contract

would be merely bureaucratic and his confidence that his recommendation would be

approved. Mayor white did, in fact, approve the PFC recommendation for Phase II

on November 9 and a contract was signed on December 26.

Vey was directly involved in another significant aspect of the

Dudley-Harrison design contract. On March 15, 1974, the PFC voted to request the

mayor's approval of an increase of $2,500 in the maximum supplementary services

fee in Masiello's Phase II contract. The increase was needed to cover site soils

investigation, concrete testing, ano testing of structural steel. Again, given

the standard PFC procedure, the action was probably taken in response to a

recommendation by Vey. It raised the maximum fee to $46,035. Masiello was

eventually paid $43,438.25; he billed the PFD for only $7,403.25 of a possible

$10,000 for supplementary services, leaving $2,596.75 unpaid.

It is unclear whether the understatement of Masiello's fee was a mistake, was

due to special circumstances, or was an attempt to disguise Masiello's Phase I

fee in order to increase his Phase II fees.

A Phony Change Orcer to Fund a Political Contribution

The actual construction of the Dudley-Harrison fire house was apparently

straightforward, with the exception of one incident which again involved Masiello

and Vey. This incident involved a 1974 change order for brick. Masiello stated

in private interviews with the Commission that Kenneth Provost, the brick

supplier, delivered an excess of brick to the construction site for which the

contractor refused to pay. Charles ("Coke") Mezzano, a Provost salesman,

contacted Masiello seeking payment for the brick. Masiello then worked out a

aeal with Provost in which Masiello obtained a change order whereby the City paid

for the unused brick ana, in exchange, Provost agreed to make a $1,500

contribution to the white campaign. Masiello says that he did detain the change

order and Provost was paid for the excess brick. However, when it came time to

make the contribution, Provost came through with only $500. Masiello gave this

money to Robert Vey in Vey's car in front of the Pier Union Oyster House on

Northern Avenue, Boston. *



In tneir own public testimony before .tne Commission, Coke Mezzano ana nis

employer, Kenneth Provost, offeree somewhat Different accounts of tne

circumstances surrounaing tne brick change oraer. Accoraing to Mezzano, there

was an over-oraer of brick Dy the contractor, wno refused to pay for the unused

drick. Provost was upset ana askeo Mezzano to contact Masiello adout it, which

Mezzano aid. Masiello said he would get back to Provost at a later date.

Mezzano later learned from Provost that Masiello had dffered to get a change

order allowing payment for the extra Prick if Provost would make a $500

contridutidn to Kevin white. This Provost agreed to do and, in fact, toio

Mezzano during late 1979 or 1980 that ne had done it. Mezzano said he was not

aware of the amount of the over-oraer.

Provost, in his testimony, largely confirmed the Mezzano versidn of tne

inciaent. He said he received an oroer for Pricks, purcnasea and aeiiverea them,

but perhaps 30* were not used. There was some dispute as to wnether Provost

should be paid for this unused Prick, about $2,^00 worth. Masiello asked Provost

whether ne woula make a S500 campaign contribution to white if he (Masiello;

obtained a cnange order to pay for the extra drick. Provost said he agreed to

this arrangement.

Provost's testimony differs, however, from Mezzano's concerning the actual

contribution. He stated that when it came time to make the contrioution he

offerea to write a check. However, Masiello said that he could take only casn,

which Provost did not have available at the time. Provost tnen testified as

folows as to the oispdsition of the money:

Q. And did you make the $500 campaign contribution for Kevin
white's campaign?

A. I tnink I did.

Q. who did you give the $500 to?

A. I didn't give it to anyone.

0. what did you do with the $500?

A. At first he wanted money and I said I would make a check
out, then he decided he couldn't use a check and he wanted
funds, ana I didn't nave the funds so we had an argument on
tnat ano I tnink he received the mdney, I am not sure.

Q. Based dn your recollection as to discussidns with Mr.

Masiello about payment oy check, does that mean that the
payment you made was made in cash?

A. I don't know. If it were not check I would assume tnat
would be the manner.

0. It would nave to be in casn?

A. I would assume so, yes.



Q. To whom aid you make the payment? 49

A. I didn't make the payment tnat I can recoiiect or
remember. 32

Q. So, you're saying you don't rememOer the exact oetaiis of
the circumstances?

A. No. I toid you this in private hearings.

Q. Well, Mr. Provost, we can end it if you agree you must have
maae the contribution in cash, that's what you said this
morning and in a private hearing.

A. I must have, Out I don't rememOer the exact date and time
if I did. we had an argument over that.

Q. Mr. Provost, I am totally confused. Can you hear me?

A. Yes, now.

Q. I again say I must admit I am totally confused. 1 thought
a moment ago in response to my question that you said to me
that when you were asked for a contrioution and you offerea
to make it by check and was told the check was
unacceptable, and then you said ydu did not have funds and
therefore did not make the contribution in cash, I take it
then at some subsequent moment you must have had acceptable
funds to make the contribution?

A. I honestly don't remember how it was done, if in fact it
were done.

Q. But, you believe you did make a cash contribution at some
point in order to settle this dispute?

A. I could nave, yes. 33

The conflict in the accounts centers on who was responsible for the problems

with the brick and on the "deal" that Masiello and Provost struck. Masiello

believed Provost over-aelivereo and felt he was doing Provost a favor by

obtaining the change order. He said Provost agreed to a $1,500 contribution, but

later reneged. Provost stated that the contractor was at fault and felt that he

(Provost) should have been paid in any case. He felt that Masiello used the

change order to pressure him to make a $500 contribution (though he is vague

about actually making it), while Mezzano and Provost made no mention of a $1,500

figure, they agreed with Masiello that the final amount of the contribution was

$500.

According to Stuart Lesser, the completed Dudley-Harrison project turned out

quite well. The program ana layout were "fairly successful," ana as was the

original intent, this aesign was used with slight modification for several

subsequent fire stations. The increasea PFD involvement ana the more aetailea

specifications probably playea a large role in making the project successful in

this respect. iu

However, the Commission founa a series of questionaDle actions by several

parties in the planning ana aesign of the Dualey-Harrison project. The selection



of Masieilo as architect ana its proximity to his contributions to the wnite

campaign suggest a connection between poiiticai contributions ana the aware of

tne contract. The unaerstatement of Masieiio's Phase I fee anc the resultant

overpayment on Phase II are questionaDle . The Brick inciaent apparently involved

a completely frauaulent Change Oraer by which the City funaea one of Maciello's

contribution to vey.

CHARLES STREET JAIL/DEER ISLANO PROJECT

On June 20, 1973, Federal Court Judge ». Arthur Garrity ruled that conditions

at the Suffolk County Jail at Charles Street, particularly those in pretrial

detention areas, were unconstitutional.' He ordered that the jail either be

renovated or shut ddwn by 1974. To this date, seven years, several architects

anc design fees into six figures later, notning has been aone to better the

physical conaitions.

The Commission's investigation into the Charles Street Jail project centered

on the award of study and design contracts to Masieilo 4 Associates, ana raised

serious questions about the propriety of those awards. Seyona that, it has

raisea doubts aoout the sincerity of tne City's efforts to comply with Judge

Garrity 's oroer. It appears that the contracts were awarded on the basis of

political favoritism or corruption. It appears that the City was more interested

in keeping Judge Garrity occupied with ccmplicated proposals and

ccunter-propasals (in the hope of avoiding major expenditures) than in correcting

the unconstitutional conditions at Charles Street.

Another Unusual Selection Procedure

Shortly after entry of Judge Garrity's order, the PFD began to consider tne

selection of an architect. At that point, the PFD envisioned a renovation of the

existing correctional facilities on Deer Island rather than those at Charles

Street. Using Deer Island was preferred because it would have allowed the City

to sell the Cnaries Street property and collect taxes on it in the future.

In a private hearing before the Commission on April 23, 1980, Robert vey

testified on the selection of Masieilo 4 Associates for the Deer Island

feasibility study contract. He said that after the court order came oown, ne

sent a PFD employee, Josepn McBrine, over to the 58C to get tne names of some

architects witn experience in jail design. McSrine came back with three names,

one of tnem Masieilo 4 Associates; Vey did ndt rememoer the others specifically

but said they might have oeen Samuel Giaser and Desmond 4 Lore.



Vey then sent Daniel Hurley, also of this PFD staff, to Worcester to visit 51

Masielio's offices ana to view the Worcester County Jail described by Masiello,

Hurley is an engineer, ana at the time of tne trip haa no experience in

architecture. Furtnermore, he haa no experience in the cesign of correctional

facilities; prior to that trip, the only other jail Hurley haa seen was tne

Charles Street Jail, which haa been rulea unconstitutional.

Hurley testified that he travelled to Worcester ana visitea Masielio's

offices ana the jail. The jail naa not deen officially opened ana was not

occupiea. Hurley spent aoout an hour and a half there. He stated that he

receivea a generally favorable impression.-' 6

Here Hurley's inexperience should be remembered. Eliot Rdthman, an architect

involved in the Charles Street Jail litigation on the side of the plaintiffs (the

inmates), who later aid most of the program work for Masiello, callea the

Worcester County Jail the most regressive facility he had ever seen. It is

possible, as Rotnman noted, that Hurley (or athers) might have preferrea a

regressive facility. It is more likely, however, that Hurley's inexperience,

combined witn the fact that the jail was new and unoccupieP, lea him to a

favoraole impression.)'

Hurley testifiea that he reported on his visit only to Robert Vey and that he

did sd orally. He did not report to Stuart Lesser or to victor Hagan. After

reporting to Vey, Hurley had nothing more to do with the selection of Masiello.

Hurley further testified that he did not hear of the award until after the PFC

had formally vctea. °

Apparently, tnis was the only researcn aone into any of the firms suggestea

to Joseph McBrine by the BBC. vey stated that he did not know of any stuoy made

of the work of either Samuel Glaser or Desmond 4 Ldrd before Masiello 4

Associates was selected. Vey characterized the selection process as follows:

Suosequent to his [McBrines's] coming back [from the BBC],
I know I discussed it with my chief architect and my chief
engineer, and we further sent the man that was in charge of
our maintenance repair program out to look at the
facilities that he [Masiello] had designed and been built,
and as I recall he came back with a favorable report. So,
I would say that the chief architect, chief engineer, the
gentleman who ran our maintenance prpgram and myself all
agreed that Masiello should be awarded the contract to
replace the Charles St. Jail. 39

In fact, Hurley, the heaa of the maintenance program, haa no role in the

aecision as such; he simply maae his report to Vey. Victor Hagan flatly deniea

in public testimony before the Commission that he haa any role whatsoever in the

selection of Masiello for that contract. He also statea that he knew nothing of

Hurley's trip to Worcester at that time. He did not find dut addut it until

sometime in 1978 when consideration was being given to cancelling Masielio's



contracts with the City. Stuart Lesser testified that ne was not at aii

involved in the selection of Masiello either. Like Hagan, he dia not hear that

firms were oeing consiaerea or that Masiello hac oeen cnosen until after the PFC

vote. Lesser aia not learn of Hurley's trip to Worcester until tne oroject was

weli uncer way.

Aoout a mont'n after tne awaro of the Deer Island contract ana three months

oefore its execution, Masiello hired a consultant, Eliot Rotnman, to ao the

program (.population study/space needs/ f easioility ) . Rotnman had been involved

in the jail litigation and was interested in bettering the conditions at Charles

Street. He stated that when he heard that Masiello had been selected for the

study contract he went to speak with Peter Scarpignato, Assistant to the

Director, and Emily Lloyd, Senior Urban Planner, both of the PFD, and convinced

tnem that he could do an approoriate program. Subsequently, he was contactec ana

nirea Dy Masiello. 4z

The employment of Rotnman seems to have been based on concern within the PFD

aoout the aoility of Masiello Associates to oo tne program. Masiello viewed

Rothman as a "necessary evil" ano would nave preferrea not to use him.

Apparently, tnougn, he was convinced or pressured to do so oy the PFD.

Scarpignato said he hac "some input" into the choice of Rothman, but was not

ultimately responsiole. vey denied having nad any role at all. Normally, tne

cnoice of a consultant had to oe approved by tne PFC, but in this case there is

no written record of such approval.

Similar circumstances surrounaed the hiring of a second architectural

consultant, Chia Ming Sze. In an interview with Commission staff, Chia claimed

that he was first introduced to the project by his frieno Stuart Lesser. Lesser,

he said, initially tried to secure for him the design portion of tne job.

Sometime late in 1974, after Rothman had left the project, Chia submitted to the

PFD a proposal under which he would do the schematic work for some $55, COO or

about 523,000 less than Masiello was to receive.

Chia stated in the interview that the PFD refused to deal with him directly.

The PFD maintained that it would oe too difficult ana time consuming to amend the

contract, since an amendment would have to oe approved by the PFC and the mayor.

This reaction, Chia told the Special Commission, was a ruse. He believed the PFD

wouid not deal with him since to do so would constitute a public acknowledgement

that Masiellc was not qualified and shoula not have oeen seiscteo. He pointec

out that, as in Rothman's case, nis presence on the oroject was never approvea oy

the PFC. The PFD instructed him never to appear at a meeting on the project

without a representative of Masiello 4 Associates. Finally, ne notea that his

5^



seal was removed from all drawings he aid on the project ana replacea by

Masiello's.^ 3

Rothman claims to have aone virtually all of the work on Part I of the

contract inducing tne population stucies ana the final program. Chia claims to

have aone 90* of the work on Part II. Stuart Lesser confirmed Doth assertions in

his public testimony before the Commission.

Q. Now, for part i of the Charles Street Jail project Eliot
ana Martha Rothman were hired as architects to work
aiongsiae Masiello 4 Associates on that part. Is that true?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Ana is it also true that the Rothmans aia practically all
the work on part 1 of that project?

A. I was not heavily involved in .the programming efforts, but
I unaerstooa the aocuments that became tne program for the
Charles Street Jail was primarily aone by the Rothmans. 4A

*****

A. Okay. The work that was aone, the bulk of the work that
Chia-Ming Sze aia was the aesign of the facility for
Charles Street, ana he was involvea in, I believe, ana aid
the bulk of that work for the preliminary aesign work. ^5

Peter Scarpignato statea in an interview with Commission staff that it is not

unusual for someone other than the architect to ao the program on a specialized

project such as a jail. But he aamitted that it was unusual to bring in another

firm to oo the aesign work that Chia aid ana that this maae the original

selection of Masiello appear "a little suspicious." 46 Chia statea that the PFD

needed someone actually to do the work on the project since they knew Masiello

lackea the necessary "design power". kl Stuart Lesser aamittea, too, that the

PFD knew that Masiello was lacking in aesign expertise. 4 **

53

The Connection Between Contributions ana Contracts

Masiello assertea in his testimony that there was no airect connection

between his funaraising ana the award of the Charles Street Jail contract. He

states that he did not begin funoraising until after the contract was awarded ana

that the award was not maae on the basis of a specific agreement that he would

raise campaign funas if awaraea the contract.

However Masiello characterizes the arrangement, the facts of his funaraising

activity for Robert vey, ana vey's role in awaraing new contracts ana amenaments

to the existing contract after the funaraising began, strongly suggest a

connection, if not directly statea, at least unaerstooa by the two. The first

jail contract, for planning ana program work, was awaraea in July 1973, though it

was not executea until December. Masiello testifiea that he began to participate



in funaraising activities for Rooert Vey in connection with a funaraising event

held in December 1973.

On the first jaii contract, the Masieiio firm was originaiiy to receive a fee

of 5126,360. However, that amount was increasea oy aimost 300 oercent (after, oy

Masieiio's testimony, he oegan raising cash contributions for Rooert Vey) oy

amendments to the first contract ana Oy new contracts whicn were suosequentiy

amenaea. On June 4, 1975, the PFC approved an amendment to the first contract

adding 534,040 to Masieiio's fees. On that same day, the PFC awarded Masieiio a

second jaii contract — for design work for a jaii at a different location. That

contract was executed on Septemoer 19, 1975; the arcnitect's fees were set at

5310,250. The PFC amended that contract on January 16, 1976, raising the

arcnitect's fees oy 526,000. As Oirector of tne PFD, Rooert Vey recommenced eacn

of tnese actions to the PFC. Therefore, the total fees due under Masieiio

contracts ultimately reachea almost S500,000 -- more than two-thirds of that

amount after Masieiio started raising campaign funds for vey.

Keeping The City "Out of the Prison Business"

Aimost immediately after awarding the contract for studies of Oeer Island,

the PFC voted to amend the contract to aliow work to proceed on the Charles

Street site. This occurred in Novemoer 1973, before the contract naa even been

executed. On April 4, 1974, Eliot Rothman completed a study which confirmed this

shift of focus. After comparing the two sites, Rothman recommenced Charles

Street. Among the reasons he cited were ease of access for lawyers and relatives

of inmates, and lower operating costs.

There was, of course, opposition from residents in the areas surrounding both

sites, and in the case of Charles Street from Massachusetts General hospital

whicn apparently wanted the site for its own use. Such local ooposition was

strongest around Oeer Island. This led to a brief study in Oecemoer 1974 of

another site near North Station. The study (twd pages, one drawing) done largely

by Chia Ming Sze (under Masieiio) also recommended Charles Street as the most

favcracle site. The scale of this study casts doubt that the PFD was ever

serious about the North Station site. At vey's request, tne PFC voted to award

Masieiio some 52,400 in additional compensation for the two-page study.

Also in early 1975, when the aesign work on Charles Street was about 35*

complete (ready to go into working drawings), vey called Masieiio into his office

and told him to change his focus oack to Oeer Islanc. As Masieiio noted, "he

[Vey] called me into his office and he indicated to me that the City of Boston

ianteo to be out of the prison business ,49
By this time, Masieiio was fully



aware of tne aif faculties surrouncing each site. Specif ically , he knew tnat no

jail would ever open at Deer Island. Masiello was askeo:

Q. And that in essence this was an exercise in futility because you
and Mr. Vey knew that you were not going to Duilo at least the
Deer Island facility. You could not ouild there?

A. It would not have been built on Deer Island, not with the
opposition that they were confronted with.

Q. You knew tnat when you started out to make the plans?

A. I knew it.

Q. You hao discussed it with Mr. Vey?

A. I am sure I die. 50

On June £, 1975. at Vey's recommendation, the PFC voted to award to Masiello

& Associates a $310,250 contract for the design of a new facility at Charles

Street. On the same cay, the PFC voted -to amend that contract, adding $34,0^0

for schematic and design development for Deer Island.

In light of the aDove discussion, this decision seems irresponsible. The PFD

was already aware of Masielio's inadequacies; Rothman had to be hired to do the

program and Chia Ming Sze to do the design work. It is possible, as Lesser has

stated in private interviews, that Masiello would have done a good joo at

construction supervision. This, however, amounts to only about 25* of a

project. Given the knowledge of Masielio's inadequate design capabilities, it

would seem inconceivable that the PFD would awaro Masiello another design

contract for so prpminent a site as Charles Street whicn Lesser called the

"gateway into the City of Boston. •,5 "1, This was almost certainly Robert Vey's

doing. He made the recommendation to the PFC and the PFC, which had never been

askeo to approve Rothman and Chia as consultants for the project, may well have

been unaware of Masielio's inadequacies.

Overpayment of Design Fees Through Padded Time Recorcs

Masielio's fees unoer contracts witn the PFD were calculated as a percentage

of construction cost. On state contracts, fees are payable as specified pnases

of the contract are completed. In the case of the Suffolk County contracts,

however, the architect can bill on a per oiem basis up to the maximum total fee

as time is spent. To take advantage of that system, Masiello had his employees

working on the jail contracts record more time than they actually worked on the

early phases of a project in order to obtain his fees sooner. That this practice

of "paading" time sheets was used has been testified to by Audrey Rawson, Richard

Brown ano Joseph Miller, all former Masiello employees. 52

A. There were occasions when we had a job that we were getting
a per oiem for which meant we were getting paid by the hour
rather than by a percentage of the fee, ano Bill would tell

5s



them that tney should have some hours so that we coula get 56
x numoer of aoliars or that we shoula bill heavy in the
beginning of the job rather than later in the job when we
woulon't be working on it as much ana if people dian't have
as many hours as he thought that we shoula nave, he wouia
tell me to give them [the time sheets] back to them ana ask
them to put more hours against a particular job.

Q. Can you name any jobs that were on a per diem oasis that
you just testified to?

A. The Charles Street Jail was one that -- it wasn't on a per
aiem oasis. That may have been when we were aoing the
preliminary work or something, but I rememoer that he did
have something changed on the time sheets on the Charles
Street Jail. I can't think of any others. I am sure that
there were others. 53

Q. Because tnat was preliminary worx, worn oeing done at an
early stage of the project?

A. Yes.

0. As opposed to work being aone wnile the project was unaer
construction unaer contract?

A. Or in the aesign stage. This was before we nave an
estimated construction cost.

Q. The work being aone on the Charles Street Jail was at wnat
you woula refer to as a preliminary stage?

A. Not totally, no. we did have an ECC. I am talking about
tne very beginning, the very first time tnat we can collect
on a contract, that is what it is basea on. But, the
Charles Street Jail, we aia go into scnematics ana we aid
go into preliminary, and we did, I tnink, even nave working
drawings, but it went beyono that stage, but this is the
way it was --

Q. Your testimony is that there was a stage during the Charles
Street Jail project during which the amount tnat tne firm
coula be paia for aependea on the amount of time spent on
that project?

A. That is correct.

Q. Ana your testimony is that at that stage of the project
Bill Masiello gave instructons that as much time as
possible snoula oe oillea to that project?

A. Yes. *> k

In tne case of completea contracts, this practice affectea only the timing of

the fee payments, not the total amount. However, on contracts which were not

compietea, the total contract amount was only an upper limit. Total payments

aepenaea finally on the time oillea by the arcnitect. Thus, particularly in the

case of the secona jail contract whicn was cancellea well before completion,

Masiello's practice of paading his time sneets early in the project probably

resulted in an overpayment in terms of the work actually done up to the time of

cancellation.

while Masiello always sougnt to ootain his fees as eany as possible, he was

extremely slow about paying his consultants. At least four of the consultants

involvea witn Masielio on the jail contracts naa difficulty securing payment.



Eliot Rothman has saia that ne had no difficulties with payment for tne first 57

part of his work, Out thereafter receivea nothing. he finally refused to suDmit

his final report until he receivea nis full payment. Chia Ming Sze, too, haa

difficulty with payments. He states that wnen he left the project in 1976 he was

owed over $12,000. He had no luck trying to pressure Masiello or Vey for

payment. Finally, he ootained. through Boston Corporation Counsel HerDert

Gleason, a stop oraer on all payments to Masiello until he was paid himself.

Some six to eight months later he was finally paid.

One other aspect of Masiello's jail contracts deserves mention. On January

19, 1977, the PFC approved an amenament to Masiello's first jail contact. This

contract with its first amenament was for studies pertaining to Ootn the Deer

Islana ana Cnaries Street sites. Fees were oasea on the estimatea construction

cost. Normally, the estimatea construction cost is adjusted during the second

phase of a contract when the scope of the project is better known. However, by

early 1977, it was clear that the secona phase'of the contract woula not Oe

unaertaken; nevertheless, the PFD aeciaea to revise the estimatea construction

cost at that time. The figure was raisea from S3 million to S5.6 million. This

haa the effect of raising Masiello's fee by some $41,000. it was further decidea

to raise the supplementary services fee by $15,000 to cover aaaitional work wnicn

the PFD haa requestea Masiello ao.

During early 1977, wnen the City was again revising its plans for the jail,

Masiello's name had arisen publicly in connection with the DiCarlo/MacKenzie case

and the PFD haa begun to look for another architect for the project. In this

setting, the proposea amenament to Masiello's first contract, paying him $56,000,

causea some controversy. In particular, the Boston Finance Commission opposea

the amenament ana recommenaea that Mayor wnite withhola approval. The FinCom was

particularly concernea about the circumstances unaer which the contract was

awaraea ana about how much work was in fact done and recommenaea an

investigation. That recommenaation was made in March 1977 and was reiteratea in

November 1977.

Eventually, however, the amenament was executed; in October 1979, it was

approved by the Contracts Department ana the Auditing Department. On November

21, 1979, it was signed by Donald Manson, Director of the PFD, ana William

Masiello. Payment of $56,000 will concluae the first contract; Masiello's fees

will total about $205,000 aepenaing on how much of the final amenament is

actually paia. The second contract was cancelled by Manson on June 14, 1978 wnen

Masiello haa receivea about $162,000.



"I Became Part of His Scheme"

The Charles Street ana Deer Islana projects were always in a sense mutually

exclusive. Peter Scarpignato has saia as much in private interviews. Both

projects were intenaea to aiscnarge the City's duties unaer Juage Garrity's

orcer. One or the other would suffice: both would not oe carried to comoietion.

The constant shifts in emphasis, from Deer Island under the first contract to

Charj.es Street unaer its first amendment, oack to Deer Island in early 1575 anc

then the simultaneous work on doth sites under the seccnd contract and its

amendment, support Masiello's contention that the City of Bostdn was seeking to

delay; if possiblejto avdid, cdnstruction

.

Cnia Ming Sze largely agrees with Masielld's assessment that the intent of

the jail projects was to keep Judge Garrity occupied with proposals in order to

avoid large expenditures ana "get the City dut of the prison business" cy forcing

the Court to order a state take-over. Chia told the Commission's interviewers

that the wnole jail project was farcical from the beginning. He saia that it was

begun in response to a court oraer ana the whole point thereafter was to deceive

the juage. Chia aaaea that Juage Garrity haa little technical unaerstanaing and

coula nat evaluate how much work had actually been cdne. Acccrding to Chia, Vey

used Masiello's work to snow the judge the City was serious, but, in fact, little

was being done. °

Hagan and Lesser have testified that they were unaware of any ccnscious

effort by the City to delay the jail project. Rooert Vey refused to answer

questions as to whether Mayor white nad ever tola him that the City haa no

intention of using its funas to buila or maintain a new jail. He also refusec to

say whether he haa met with Masiello ana tola him tnat tne City wantea out of the

prison business, as Masiello haa testified:

... so we knew aeep down that there was no way that a orison
coula go onto Deer Islana. He [Vey] knew it and I knew it, out
I became part of his scheme to take the City of Boston out of
the prison business. 53

what we did, we just went through a series of exercises and the
wnole ploy behind it was to take the City of Boston out of the
prison business. 59

Given all of the factors whicn have been aiscussea here, it is nearly

impossible to conduce that the City was attempting in gooa faith to comply with

Juage Garrity's oraer. As a result of the Charles Street/Deer Islana celay

tactics, the inmates nave spent seven more years in unconstitutional conaitions

ana tne taxpayers have footed a oiil of over $400,000. Masiello's contract was

terminated in 1978 and, according to James langin, tne PFD ' s current chief

architect for the project, none of the work oone by Masiello, Rothman ana Chia



Ming Sze will ever be usea. The City has again changed its pians for complying 59

with the court oroer ano it will be at least another year and, presumaoly more,

before the first stone is even turnea. In the meantime, conaitions at Charles

Street remain uncnangefl.

DESIGNING A SUMMER HOME FOR SHERIFF EISENSTADT

Through various meetings ana hearings concerning the Charles Street Jail

project, William Masiello became acquainted with tne Sheriff of Suffolk County,

Thomas Eisenstadt , and learned tnat Eisenstadt had a piece of property on Cape

Cod on which he wanted to build.

Eisenstaat, as Sheriff, would be the chief user of any new jail in Suffolk

County. He was routinely consulted in the planning and design process. As a

party to tne litigation before Judge Garrity, .he had a say in court aoout the

approval of architectural work ano in the decision whether to keep the Masiello

firm on the job. At the time Eisenstadt was involved in those ways, in the

Charles Street project, Masiello asked one of his employees, Joseph Miller, to

discuss with Eisenstadt his desire for the Cape Cod property. Miller arrangea a

meeting with Mr. and Mrs. Eisenstadt at their house to discuss the site ana wnat

they wanted to do with it.

Miller stated, in his public testimony before the Special Commission, that

the Eisenstadts described to him the site on the Cape ano the existing boathouse

tnere. They told him they wanteo to remove the boathouse, build on its

foundation, and add a two-car garage. Miller described the house they envisionea

as "a very large, assuming home, six fireplaces, sort of a tri-level house, deCK

that extenoed out over the ocean."60

Subsequently, Miller, Masiello and Raymond Allard (Masiello's chief

architect) traveled to the Cape to view the property, make measurements, take

photographs, etc. 6i After this trip, Miller began to prepare sketcnes and

preliminary plans. He stated that he met again with the Eisenstadts at their

home to discuss those drawings and to make sure he was moving in the right

direction. Eisenstadt told Miller that he was very pleased witn the sketches;

they were exactly wnat he was looking for.

A "Large, Assuming Home"

Miller then proceeded to draft more comprehensive plans ana to buij.a a

model. At a third meeting with the Eisenstadts, Miller presented nis work. In

his testimony, he described the house as a:



... large, assuming nome ... a two story section, a single
story section along the sioe, tri-ievel, approximately two
thousana two nunarea square feet in scope. Approximately
six fire places. Open stairways leacing to a loft area. A

library facility. Two-car angle garage, portico entryways,
sunken livingroom, large aecw over extenaing the ocean
seawall. 63

Me statea that at this thirc meeting he went over the pians ana the model in

great detail -ana that after doing so ana answering a few questions tne

Eisenstaots understood the plans "full well". '"

Most of the work on the Eisenstadt house was ddne Py Miller, who said ne

spent aoout two weeks on the pians. He estimated the market value of tne work

done for Eisenstadt at aDOut $3000. Raymdnd Allard also testified that Miller

spent "a couple of weeks" on the project and stated that ne spent aoout twenty or

thirty hours on the house himself. 5

In his testimony of May 12, 1980, Masiello placed that value at about $600.

However, Masiello was projecting solely from Miller's salary, not from the higher

rate at wnich Miller's time woula oe billed. Also, he did ndt consider Aliard's

time or his own. Masiello also disputed tne assertidn that plans were actually

done, maintaining instead tnat "there were never any plans developed.... There

are no plans. To the oest of my knowledge, tnere were never any plans." 00

The testimony of ootn Miller anc Allaro, nowever, leaves no oouot tnat plans

were actually done. Miller's model was made an exhibit at his puolic hearing

before tne Commission on April 23, 1980. Further corroooration was provided by

Richard Brdwn, President of Masiello 4 Associates after Allaro's departure.

Brown testified defdre the Cdmmissidn on April 28, 1980 that Miller did both

design and wdrking drawings fdr the Eisenstadt house. He stated that Miller at

one pdint "tddk the drawings frdm the drawer and actually laid tnem dut and

snowed tnem to me."

At a private hearing on November 9, 1979, Thomas Eisenstadt said he did not

recall ever receiving anything of value from Masiello. He did ndt recall

discussing architectural services cr designs for a home or for renovations. He

stated tnat he did ndt take Masiello or his employees to the site on the Cape ano

that he did ndt know if they went on their own. He testified tnat immediately

after purchasing the prdperty, he discovered that it "was not builoaole". He

stated tnat, to the oest of his knowledge, no design wdrk at all was ddne for him

in connection with that piece of property. °

The testimony of Masiello, Miller, Allard ana 5ro*n is tnat a nome was, in

fact, designed for Eisenstadt and that Eisenstadt knew aoout it at the time.

Miller further testified to three different occasions on wnich he discussed tne

plans and the prooerty with both of the Eisenstadts.



The Taxpayers Foot the Bill

Sotn Miller ana Allara testified that Eisenstaat aid not pay for Miller's

6 9aesign »crK. ' However, the Masiello firm aid not adsorb the cost itself and

was still adle to secure compensation. It billed Miller's time to the Charles

Street Jail project, with tne result that the taxpayers paid for the design work

on the Sherriff's summer nome. Masiello routinely took advantage of PFD billing

procedures by "padding" his firm's time sheets early in a project in order to

obtain his fees sooner. For instance, the Commission heard evidence that Miller

submitted his time sneet for the week ending December 13, 1973 to Audrey Rawsdn.

Among other things, Miller spent 24 hours on the Charles Street Jail project and

13.5 hours on the "Sheriff's Beach House." At Masiello's instruction, Rawson

returned the time sheet to Miller. Masiello wanted him to delete the "Sheriff's

Beach House" entry and to add those hours to the Charles Street Jail project.

The altered time sheet snowed 37.5 hours spent on the jail.

In the case of completed projects, such padding would affect cnly the timing

of payments; the overall fee would still be based on construction costs.

However, since the Charles Street Jail project was not completed, this padding

inflated Masielld's fees. Specifically, it meant that the City of Boston paid

for the design of Sheriff Eisenstaot's beach house.

61

CONCLUSION

The Commission heard evidence that William Masiello engaged illegally in

raising thousands of dollars for the political campaigns of Mayor Kevin white of

Boston; that he did so at the behest of Robert J. Vey, Director of the Boston

Public Facilities Department; and that political contributions were also expected

of others doing business with the PFD. Those who declined to contribute failed

to obtain further work.

Even Masiello conceded in his testimony that contributions and ccntracts were

ccnnectec in Boston; the funoraising was at least the "door opener" to work for

the PFD. Then, contracts were awarded without following standards procedures ana

the PFD made errors in fee calculations whicn favored the contributing arcnitect.

The Commission also heard evidence that the taxpayers of Suffolk County

helped td fdot the bill for the political contributions demanded of Masiello by

such oevices as phony change oraers, fee overpayments, and padded time sneets.

The people of Boston also contributeo part of the cost of free architectural work

for the Sheriff of Suffolk County when the Masiello, firm aesigneo a luxurious

summer home for him while working on a major contract for tne County.



What aic the County receive in return for the $427,557.61 in cesign fees paia

to Masieilo 4 Associates on the Dudley-Harrison ana Charles Street/Deer Islana

contracts? One usaole firehouse, several sets of plans for jails which will

never de used, one moaei of an "assuming summer nome," ana years of progress in

tne apparent efforts of County officials to stall Juage Garrity ana "get the City

out of the prison Dusiness."



CONTRACTS & AMENDMENTS: 63

DUDLEY-HARRISON FIRE STATION

Design Contract: 07/26/71 SI6.765.50

Amenament: 08/07/72 $ 1,000.00

Total Contract: $17,765.50

Total paio to m&A: $17. 765.50
Balance: -0-

Construction supervision: 12/26/72 $43,535. 00

Amenament: 05/13/74 $ 2.500.00

Total Contract: $46,035.00

Total Paia to M&A: £45.438.25

Balance: $ 2,596.75

TOTAL BOTH CONTRACTS: £63,800.50

TOTAL PAID TO M&A: $61,203. 75

TOTAL BALANCE: $ 2.596.75

FEE SCHEDULE: DUDLEY HARRISON FIRE STATION

Payments to Masiello ana Associates on the DuCley-Harrison Fire Station
08/1/72 $ 5,899.50 -Schematic arawings

09/14/72 4,000.00 -Supplementary Services

02/12/73 7,866.00 -Design Development

TOTAL PHASE I PAYMENTS $17,765.50

03/01/73 $21,621.00

05/02/73 5,405.25

02/27/74 4,324.20 .

07/22/74 1,351.31

08/19/74 1,351.31

11/06/74 1,081.05

12/26/74 2,462.00

01/17/75 4,941.25

01/29/75 540.52

TOTAL PHASE II PAYMENTS $43,438.25



CHARlES street jail/deer island 64

SC - 2421

Stuay Contract:

Amendment

:

Amendment

:

TOTAL CONTRACT:

Amount paia to m&a

Balance

SC - 1962

Design Contract:

Amenament

:

TOTAL CONTRACT:

Amount paid to m&a

Balance:

prooosed:
approved:

12/11/73

06/04/75

01/19/77
11/21/79

09/19/75

01/16/76

5126,360.00

$ 34 040 00

S 56 ,154 00

S216 554 00

S208 495 72

$ 8, 058. 28

$310.250.00

$ 26,000.00

5336,^50.00

Sj-57, 858.14

5178, 391. 8o

TOTAL BOTH CONTRACTS:

TOTAL PAID TO M&A

TOTAL BALANCE:

5552,804.00

53o6,353.86

5186.450.14



THE MASIELLO FIRM'S SERIES OF CONTRACTS WITH WORCESTER COUNTY

Worcester Ccunty is administered by three county Commissioners electee oy the

county at large to four-year terms.* Until 197a, the activities of the

Commissioners, included wiae-ranging respdnsidilities for pudlic construction

projects. For sucn projection the Commissioners selected the architect and the

general contractor, supervised the design and construction phases, approved all

payments and change orcers, and signed all contracts. They also assessed the

need for a project, determined its program and siting, ano ootained authorization

for funding from the Massachusetts General Court.

However, they did not have complete ccntrol of construction projects.

Sometimes a local body determined the need for a project and the potential site

and then approached its state representative for aid in obtaining funding. The

Commissioners' role would begin at this stage, perhaps in making presentations

oefore tne legislature to justify the' bono authorization for the project.

Chart one shows the names and terms in office of ail Commissioners between
1965 and 1975.
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After the legislature approved the bona authorization, tne Commissioners naa

virtually complete control over the project. Sometimes tne Commissioners awaraec

tne aesign contract after interviews of various firms, out in most cases they had

already decided en the architect cefore the funding came through. As a practical

matter, the Commissioners then left most of tne supervision of tne project to the

arcnitect .

In 1971, county Puilding projects were Drougnt unaer the jurisdiction of

various state agencies, theredy diminishing the authority of the county

Commissioners. In particular, the Secretary of Administratidn and Finance was

now responsible for selecting the architect from a list of three qualified firms

proviaeo by the Oesigner Selection Board. In addition, the Bureau of Building

Construction (as well as the architect) now supervisee design, construction and

tne various bidding processes (e.g., general contractor, supply contracts, etc.).

As noted aoove, courthouses comprised most of Worcester County's building

projects during the last 15 years. County Commissioner Philip Philbin described

the situation that existed prior to the start of the Commissioners courthouse

building program in 1966 in a private hearing before the Special Commission on

November 30, 1979:

we were a county with our courthouses adove drugstores or addve
police stations at that time, you know, ten or fifteen years ago
ana that was our set up. we haa, you know, in Clinton we haa a

courthouse half the size of this room, and you'a have 30 or 40
cases in there a aay. They'd be standing out in the street and
sitting in the park ana that was pretty mucn the case --you
know, once this increase in criminal volume in the courts
developed in tne last 15 or 20 years it just got unmanageable.

2

Another Commissioner, Paul Tivnan, offered a somewhat different view of the

courthouse projects. He felt that after the Milford project was approved in

1965, a sdrt of bandwagon effect took over, with various legislators seeking also

"to ao something for their districts. "*^

In private interviews ana in public testimony before the Commission on April

1, 1980, Frank Masiello aescribed how his firm was able to win seven of the eight

Worcester County aesign ccntracts awarded during this peridd.

Masielld stated that he first became interested in Worcester Ccunty prdjects

in 1963 or 1964. Specifically, he had heard through the Oodge Reports that the

County Commissioners were seeking funding for a new county jail. Masiello was

skeptical, at that time, that his firm could win the design contract aware; it

was his impression that three or four other firms, eacn of which had strong

Seven of the Worcester County projects, all designed by the Masielld firm,
are shown in Chart Two; the only other project was the Clinton Courthouse
designed by C.w. Buckley. Facts about the Masiello projects are summarized in
tables at the end of this chapter.



ooiiticai connections Masieiio testified publicly on April 1, 1980; dominatec

county work:

well, it aopearec tnat certain firms were getting the majority of

the projects coming out of tne Worcester County given by tne Boarc

of County Commissioners, and I nad an awareness or I was mace aware

of the fact that it prooaoly existed that political contributions

might have oeen a consideration for those contracts awaroec to

those other firms.

Q: To your knowledge did it also come to the attention of the County

Commissioners that your interest in county work mignt also involve

the consideration or the willingness to consider political

contrioutions?

A: That very possiPiy could have come to their attention because I--I

don't recall making my activities--political--relati vely secret.

They were aware my firm cr I nao oeen making political

contrioutions at a state level.

Masieiio said, in an interview witn the Commission, that ne first mentionea

county work to a friena of nis (who was also a friena of County Commissioner

Joseph Aspero) at a charity function in 1964. Masieiio expressed his concern

about the monopoly certain firms had on county wotk. Then, he mentioneo the

experience his firm had in designing penal institutions, (MCI) Concofo; he did

not ask his friend directly to speak to Aspero on his behalf but the friend

offered to do so.

Sometime later, Masielio's friend called him and said that he had indeed

spoken to Aspero and that Aspero had said Masieiio could have the jail project

for $25,000. This sum represented about 10* of the anticipated architecture fees

for the project and Masieiio founo it exorbitant. The frieno, too, found this

duite nign. He said to Masieiio, "I always knew Joe was a hitter, but I never

knew he was a heavy hitter." Masieiio replied tnat he would go along with some

a
type of contribution, but that 10 percent was too high. . Apoarentiy the

friend somehow conveyed the willingness back to Aspero
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Masieilo neara no more aoout the project until 1965 when Aspero contactea

him regaraing the addition of an elevator to tne Worcester County Courthouse.

Masieilo went aown to tne courthouse, wnere the County Commissioners haG their

offices, to speaK to Asperc, and later to all the Commissioners, adout the

project. Masielic expressed interest in the project and snortly thereafter the

Commissioner's voted to appoint Masieilo to tne joo. 5

At this point, no funding for the project had Deen authorized. Funding was

Deing processec, however, and since tne elevator aadition was consiaered urgent,

Masieilo immediately oegan work on the joe. On May 25, 1965, he receiveo written

authorization to degin worn on cost estimates and construction biading documents,

although no formal contract was signea until the funding was aporoved in December

1967. During that interim period, the Masieilo firm prepared several cost

estimates. A design or construction contract was finally signed in July i968 ana

tne project was completea within a year. Masieilo received some $15,514.56 in

cesign fees.

Masieilo testified pubiicily that in January 1966, Josean Aspero contactea

nim again, this time regarding the proposed Miiforo Courthouse project. Asoero

tolc Masieilo to go to Miiforo to view the site and to soeaK to the district

court judge aoout the program requirements. He also mentionec that he'd asked

several otner architects to do the same. Subsequently, Masieilo did go to

Milford, spoke with the judge ano the staff, familiarized himself witn the site

ana prdgram requirements and reported back to Aspero.

In their second conversation about the Milford project, Masielic and Aspero

discussed the program and the judge's views. Aspero said that he felt Masieilo

was qualified for the project, but that another Commissioner was pushing for a

different firm.

Q: Did Mr. Aspero indicate other firms were oeing considered for the awaro

of this prpject?

A: Yes. He indicated there were other firms being considered for this

project, in particular another firm was being pushed py another county

commissioner also.

Q: Die Mr. Aspero indicate that your firm was also in the running?

A: Yes, I got that impressicn as our talk continued.

0: Did he use tne term political contribution in tnat conversation?

A: He dia.

Q: And what die he say tc you on that subject?

A: well, he indicated to me that he was--he was of the opinion that we were

reasonably qualified to do the project, but we would have to censioer

making a political contriPution when asked, and then the amount



of $16,000.00 came up. Of course, I was astounaea that it was tnat 71

amount of money oecause the appropriation for the construction cost of

the builaing, as I recall, was something like three quarters of a

million dollars, ana that woula araw a fee of somewnere unoer 550,000.00

or somewnere in that range. -^

Masiello told Aspero, that $16,000 was aosurd, that "no architectural firm in

their right mina" could pay such an amount, that it maoe no economic sense and

that, at that level, he was not interested. * Masiello testified:

At that point the conversation startea to go downhill, ana I detected a

note of unfriendliness in the continuing conversation, so that I left

and went pack to my office reasonably certain we were not going to be

selected. 1
'

Contrary to Masiello's expectations, Aspero again contacted him and tola him

that the Commissioners had reached a general agreement that Masiello should oe

awaraed the Milfora contract. Again, Aspero asked Masiello to come to his

office to discuss the project where he raised the matter of political

contriDutions once more. Masiello suggested $3,000, which was far less than

Aspero had first mentioned. They discussed figures oetween $4,000 and $6,000

oefore settling on about $4,000. Masiello made it clear that he would make

contributions only in small amounts, $100 to $500, ano dnly as project fees were

paia to his firm. Masiello observed, in his testimony before the Commission,

that his firm already had cash flow problems because of payments being made in

connection with state projects, particularly to Albert "Toots" Manzi; ana he was

reluctant to make any other "up front" commitments. Masiello also stated in

interviews with Commission staff that, sucn a payment ... was never called a

bribe or payoff. It was always called a "political contribution" . 15 Masiello

also testified tnat Aspero used the term because it made everyone more

comfortable. J- 6

.

when Masiello left this meeting with Aspero he was not yet sure tnat his firm

would get the job. Aspero indicated that he would have to discuss the designer

selection with the Commissioners.

Subsequent to his meeting with Aspero, Masiello received a message that he

should meet with the County Commissioners to discuss the project. At that

meeting, the Commissioners informed Masiello that he had been selectee as

arcnitect for the project, no one mentioned "political contributions" at this

time, but Masiello testified that at that point, he knew he hao an obligation of

at least $4,000. The Milford Courthouse design contract was formally awaroea on

April 7, 1966. Masiello's firm eventually received $87,729.65 in design fees

from the project.



Masielio's firm began to receive fee payments on tne Miiford project in tne

late summer of i96o. Specifically, he receivec $1,9^0 on August 17, 1966, $5,260

on Qctooer 10 ana $2,397.50 on October 12, 1966. Masiello stated in his

testimony that shortly after his firm began to receive these fee payments, Asperc

called asking him to make a political contribution to Commissioner Eawarc 5ira,

who was running for County Treasurer in the fall of 1966. Aspero suggestec a

figure of $1,000 ana specified that it should be in cash: i7

witness: I cook a loan from the company maae payable to my acccunt, ana I

then cashea the check for $1,000.00 ana put it in a bank envelope

ana then as I said arove to Fitchburg ana aeliverea it in person to

Mr. Bira.

Q. You took a $1,000.00 loan-out of your firm's account upon

aeoositing a fee check from the County?

A. Tnat is correct.

3. What was your conversation with Mr. 3ira when you went to see him

in his office in Fitcnpurg?

A. well, generally I explainea to him the purpose of my being there, I

am sure he was aware I was coming. I toia him that I was giving

him this $1,000.00 as part of the commitment tnat I maae on a

previous occasion, and that I was up there on some other business

at the same time. °

Masiello testified that he gave Bird the money in an envelope in $20 bills

ana that Bira left the envelope on his desk. Bird said he had to make a phone

call, so Masiello steppea into the men's room, wnen Masiello returnea, Bira was

in tne lobby with his coat on ana the two went to lunch at a local restaurant

.

±
°

Masiello returnea to Worcester after lunch ana contactea Aspero. He tola

Aspero that he haa just maae tne repuestea contribution ana Aspero saia that he

on
appreciatec it.

Subsepuent to this cash contribution to Bird's campaign, in 1967 ana 1968,

Masiello made a number of smaller payments directly to Aspero. He testified that

tne amounts of these payments were $100 or $200, although there may have been one

or two occasions when he gave Aspero $500. Masiello coula not completely

recollect these payments but believed they were about six in number. Some, he

21
statea, were in the form of a cneck, others in cash. 4 -1

in general, the

payments were maae at the county courthouse, either by special arrangement, or

tefore or after regular business meetings of tne County Commissioners . Tney were

often maae in response to specific reauests by Aspero, although Masiello states

tnat Aspero never put too much pressure on nim at any one time. 22



Masieilo testified that most of the money for these payments came out of his

own pocxet. The firm was having cash flow proDlems (aggravatea by payments to

other public figures) , wnich limited tne amount that Masieilo could use to pay

23Aspero, forcing him to use nis own salary.

Masieilo testifiea that he also made political contriDutions to Paul Tivnan,

which were to count against his 54,000 "obligation" . In 1968, when Tivnan was

running for re-election as County Commissioner, Masieilo informed him that he

would like to make a contribution and Tivnan accepted the offer. Masieilo

specifically remembers giving Tivnan $100 in cash at the Coacn and Six Restaurant

in Worcester. He believes also that he gave Tivnan $100 or $200 in casn on

24another occasion. in interviews, Masieilo stated that he made this payment

either at the Coach ana Six or at the county courthouse. Masieilo informed

Aspero of those "contributions" and told him that they snoulc be credited against

his "obligation." 25

In August 1968, Masieilo moved to Lake Park, Florida. At that time, he had

paid aoout $2,500 to $2,600 to the Worcester County Commissioners. Frank

Masieilo believes that further payments were made against the remainder ($1,^00 -

$1,500) of his original ooiigations but he states that his brother William was

involved here as well. Some time after August 1968, Frank Masieilo received a

call frdm his brother. William told him that Aspero was moving to Las Vegas ana

wanted to tie up loose ends on their agreements. Frank Masieilo's memory of the

results of this conversation is not completely clear. In interviews, Frank

Masieilo initially stated that his brdther William expressed concern that, by not

paying Aspero the remainder of their commitments, their chances of obtaining

further work with the County might be jeopardized. Frank Masieilo statea, too,

tnat he flew to Massachusetts to take care of the matter; took some money from a

savings account he maintainea there ana obtained money from the firm's

consultants. z in his public testimony though, Frank Masieilo was not sure

that he had personally taken care of this matter. Rather, he thought that he

left it to William to deal with Aspero. 28

Shortly prior to his move to Florida, Frank Masielld became involved in the

Uxbridge Courthouse project.

A. Yes. I was aware that the Uxbridge Courthouse was coming up

for consideration, ano in all probability they would be seeking an

architectural firm to design the project. I didn't feel we naa a

hold on anything that we were doing, so one one of our trips to

Boston to appear before the Commission on Counties or the Committee

on Counties, driving down I discussed the possibility of modifying

or reusing the Milford Courthouse plans on other locations. The

73



Boara of County Commissioners, I guess, haan't consiaered that

ootion oefore ana thought it scunaea like a good idea, and they

were pianning the advantage would be wnen the project would De

didded out, they would be reasonably certain of its cost anc there

would oe a reduction in the architectural engineering fees, ana

this seemed to interest them a great deal. 25

Masieilo tnen maoe a presentation to the Commissioners outlining nis plan

and snowing slides of tne Miifora Courthouse, wnicn was nearing completion.

Masieilo was aware by this time tnat there were several other courtnouse projects

unoer consideration in the County. He then Suggested that the design for

Uxoriage (to be oasea on Milfard) cculc oe done in such a way as to facilitate

reuse. Again, Masieilo founo tnat tnis aporoacn was well received.^

At some time after this presentation ana after approval of the bona

authorization for tne project (May 1S68) , Masieilo spoke with Aspero. Aspero

saia that Masiello's firm was by no means certain of selection:

Q. Prior to your firm's selection for the Uxoriage oroject, did you

learn that the County Commissioners consioerec other architectural

firms?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. was tnat brought to your attention by anyone in particular?

A. Yes, it was. Chairman Aspero inoicatea to me that other firms were

being considered for it, and that one of the Commissioners naa

mentioned the name df another firm that had done quite a lot of

other work on previous occasions, ana he wasn't certain tnat we

would get the project. But, he thought that the possibility

existed that a majority of the members might vote for us, but he

was not certain that this would happen.

Q. And in that ccnversation did you talk further with Mr. Asoero about

political contributions?

A. Yes. He inquired if we would be willing to make an additional

contribution, political contribution, whatever, ana we discussed an

amount, and by this point, at this time there wasn't naggling, I

just suggested a figure of S2,CC0.0C to S3,C0C.C0 and that was

generally the end of the conversation.

Q. Anc that additional commitment ycu requirea in substance as an

aaa-on to your original commitment to Mr. Aspero?

A. Tnat is correct.



On Octooer 1, 1968, the County Commissioners awarded Masielio the Uxoridge

Courthouse aesign contract. ' Masielio stated in interviews that ne does not

recall making any payments against tnis new commitment. Aspero was

re-electeo as County Commissioner in November of 1968, out by Fedruary he had

moved tc uss Vegas to take a jco with tne hughes Corporation as general manager

of the Sands Hotel. He did not officially resign as Cdunty Commissioner until

May 1, 1969.

During this period, Frank Masielio was seeking the design contract for the

proposed Worcester County Jail. As noted aDove, the jail project haa Deen unoer

aiscussion since 1965, but it was not until early 1968 that concrete actions were

taken toward obtaining funds. Masielld testified that during this early period,

while he was dding other county work, he took every opportunity to make the

Commissioners aware of his interest in the jail contract. At one Commissioners

meeting, which Masielio attended, the subject of impending bonding authorization

legislation was raised. The Commissioners asked Masielio if he would prepare a

brief repprt on the construction cost for the project and on tne general program

for construction. This Masielio did in about a day and a half. That study was

dated February 2, 1968. Masielio testified that there was an understanding tnat

he would be paid fdr these services wnen the appropriation was maoe. He was not

providing free services.

In late 1968 or early 1969, Masielio accompanied the County Commissioners and

the Sheriff to a hearing before the legislative Committee on Counties.

Presentations were made by the Commissioners and by memoers of the Worcester

legislative delegation. Masielio stated that his own role was limited to

answering questions of a technical nature. 5

On March 25, 1969, the legislature approved a bonding authorization of

$125,000 for the preparation of plans and specification for the proposed jail

facility. In early June 1969, Cdunty Commissioner William Cassioy informed the

Department of Corrections that Masielio and Associates had been chosen as the

architects for the jail project.

On two occasions during this period Masielio spoke with the County

Commissioners about the design contract award. Masielld stated in interviews

that he spoke with Paul Tivnan after tne approval of the bond authorization ano

before the contract award. Tivnan told Masielio that a number of firms

nationwide were interested in getting the contract. Masielio also stated in

interviews that he had learned either from his brother William or from Aspero,

that since Aspero was no longer going to be around, "contributions" were to be

made through Tivnan. Furthermore, Masielio believed that Tivnan approached him

7 5

about making such contributions 36



Masielio apparently made mpre specific arrangements curing a meeting with

Aspero. Masielio testifiea that at the time of that meeting he haa positive

inaicaticns for his firm's selection for the jail design contract. In that

context, Aspero again requested a commitment py Masieilo to make further

"political contriPutions .
" Masielio himself suggested the figure of $6,000 ano

saia: This was not oased on any percentage of architectural fees or construction

casts, ...it was just a number that I personally suggested and it was acceptaole

ana that was essentially the end of it."

Masielio stated in interviews that this meeting occurred either arouno the

time of tne hearing before the Committee on Counties (late 1968-eariy 1569) or in

Aprii 1565 wnen Aspero returned oriefly from Las Vegas.-58 Frank Masieilo was

usually in Florida during 'this period, ano he believed that he cic not undertake

to fulfill this new commitment himself; rather, he tnougnt that the matter was

left in tne hanos of wiliiam Masieilo. 59

In private interviews with Special Commission staff, William Masieilo

discussed what he knew of Frank Masiello's payments to Joseon Aspero. William

Masieilo stated that Frank Maiello told him that money nao to be oaia for tne

study contract for the Worcester County Jail. Frank Masielio was in Florida anc

arranged that mdney be left in an enveldpe in the firm's pffices in Worcester.

wiiliam Masielio knew tnat tnis money was for Aspero and was to be pickec up. He

does not rememoer who actually came to the office to pick up tne envelope

containing the money.

In June 1569, Masieilo ana Associates was awarded the jail design ccntract

and immediately commenced work on the program and specifications. Payment for

that work began on August 11, 1969 with the issuance of a cneck for 515,735.73.

At this time, no formal contract haa been signea, since a bona authorization for

construction of the jail haa not yet been approvea. That approval was aelayea

until March A, 1970, wnen the Legislature agreed to an $8 million authorization.

Shortly, thereafter, on April 23, 1970, Masielio ana Associates signea tne

contract for arcnitecturai services on the jail project; fees were set at 5.7

percent of construction cost.

On March 25, 1970, while working on the jail contract, Masieilo ana

Associates recommenoea, to the Worcester County Commissioners, that tne firm of

McKee-Berger-Mansueto (MBM) be hired to do cost control work. tJ- On March 31,

1970, the Commissioners' autnorizea Masieilo anc Associates to hire mbm as a cost

control consultant for a fee not to exceed $2C,000. ^ At a puolic hearing

de'ore the Special Commission William Masielio stated that, at a ainner ne haa

with Anthony Mansueto in the summer of 1970, he suggested to Mansueto that mbm

inflate by $u,000 an invoice wnicn it was about to submit to m&A for approval.



He further proposed that the $4,000 be used for political contributions to Kevin

white's gubernatorial campaign ano (via Senatdr James Keily) for Kevin

77

Harrinoton .

43

"he inflated invoice (for $11,071.85) was then submitted, approved oy M<4A,

and paid Py Worcester uounty. Tne campaign contributions were mace to

Senator Kelly (in the form of mbm corporate cnecKs) at a meeting on October 14,

1970 at MSM's Boston office."15 The Kevin white Campaign returned the check tc

Kelly because it was a ccrpdrate check and, as sucn, illegal. Kelly arranged

tnat a new check be mace out payable to Masiello. He presented it to Masiello,

who enddrsed it to Kelly. Kelly then enddrsed it to the white campaign. 46

At that time, mbm had oilled Worcester County only $11,000 of a possible

$20,000. William Masiello testified that he made a deal with Mansueto whereby

MBM would submit a phony invoice for the remaining $9,000. In exchange for

approving the invoice, Masiello was to receive $5,000. Masiello stated that the

invdice was submitted, he approved it, and MBM received payment by a cnecK dated

June 8, 1571. He said MBM never paid ni.n his $5,000.
4/

In addition to those projects already described, the Masiello firm was

involveo in tnree otner Worcester County projects: the westboro, Ouoley and

Gardner Courthouses. On each of these projects, Masiello and Associates simply

modified the plans frpm the Uxdridge Courthduse. In the case of westboro, this

meant that the architectural fees were reduced by 15 percent; on the Oudley and

Gardner Courtnouses the discount was 25 percent.

This reducticn was not 15* of the dollar amount involved but rather a

reducticn in tne percent charged against the total construction costs. These

costs went up from one project to another ana, thus, the fees paid to the

Masiello firm actually increased in ddllars.

The Gardner Cdurthduse design ccntract was net awarded until May x974. By

that time, county construction projects had come unoer the jurisdiction of state

agencies. The selection of architects was not undertaken by the Secretary of

Aamininstration ano Finance ana the Oesigner Selection Board. However, this new

proceaure haa little effect on the Garaner project. On November 21, 1973 County

Commissioner waiter Kelly wrote to the Secretary of Aaministration ana Finance,

William I. Cowin, explaining how the Uxoriage plans haa been reusea (at a

aiscount in fees) in westboro ana Oudley and requested approval of a continuation

of Masiello's services, unoer a similar reuse arrangement, for the Gardner

Courthouse. ° The request was repeated dy County Commissioner Philip J.

Phildin (who replaced William H. Cassidy in January 1971). a9 Bdth waiter

Pditrast, Oirectcr of the BBC ano William Cowin ultimately approved that



arrangement anc the normal selection procedure (through the DSB) was thereby

avoiaea. Masiellc ana Associates, the Worcester County Commissioners, ana the

Director of the BEC signea the aesign contract for the Garcner Courthouse on

May 8, 1974.

Througnout tne Masieilos' association with Worcester County (ana particularly

auring the later stages *nen William Masiello was in control) they provicea tne

Commissioners with numerous free meals, services, trips ana aiso entertainment.

Early on, in 1967 or 1968, the Masieilos proviaea free printing services to the

County Commissioners. As Frank Masiello statea in nis testimony, nis firm nac a,

"reasonaoly complete printing operation" that was usea for specifications,

inserts to brochures, etc. His orother William was a printer by traae.

Specifically, the Masieilos printea hanabiils, envelopes, stationery, tickets tc

funcraisers ana other campaign materials. Frank Masiello oiacea the value of

these printing services at S500-S700 ana ne statea tnat he hac an unaerstanaing

with Commissioner Aspero that this amount woulc be creditea against nis political

contribution commitment.

By 1969, William Masiello r.aa become closely involvea in the Masiello firm.

From this time until at least 1976, he made it a nabit to entertain key puciic

officials at tne company's expense. As is snown in other cnaoters, William

Masiello entertainea officials from most agencies with wnicn the firm had design

contracts. The Worcester County Commissioners were no exception. From wiiiiam

Masiello's expense accounts ana cnarge cara receipts, the Commission staff has

aocumented over 80 occasions between October 1969 and 1976, on which Masiello

paid for meals, drinks, lodging or entertainment for the County Commissioners

and/or their families.

At a private hearing oefore the special Commission on November 30, 1979,

Commissioner Philip Phildin said that William Masiello always insisted on picking

up tne tab for drinks or meals:

Q. You say he was very insistent?

A. He «as a check graboer. He was embarrassing sometimes.

Q. How was it emoarrassing?

A. well, if a buncn of guys goes out, he is always graboing tne check.

It's uncomfortable. 52

One particularly noteworthy example was described by Dhilcin in private

testimony on November 30, 1979 oefore the Commission. At some time in 1972 or

1973, Philcin accompanied Masiello on a trip to Los Angeles. Philcin stated that

Masiello paid for the plane fare. Philbin also stated that he drove Masiello to

the airport ana when Masiello mentionea that he wantea some company on the



flight, Philoin just got on the plane witn Masieilo. He was completely

unpreparea. Philoin ana Masieilo flew to Los Angeles on a Frioay anc stayeo

in the Amoassaoor Hotel, ana returnea on Monaay. During the weekena they also

maae a siae trip to Las Vegas ana oack ana Masieilo paia for those flignts as

well.-3 " Masieilo testified oefore the Commission on May 12, 1980, that

Philoin, in essence, paid for nis trip by turning over part of his winnings in

Las Vegas. 55

In interviews with Commission staff, Frank Masieilo aescribea how his firm

farea financially on the Worcester County projects, consiaering the "political

contriDutions" that were made. He statea that the firm lost money on the

elevator addition. The Milford Courthouse construction apparently started well

Out got more complicated in the later s'tages. The firm prooaoly broke even upon

completion. The jail required extensive redesigning ana probaoiy yielaea no

profit. A small profit was made on the Uxoridge ana westdoro Courtnouse ana much

larger gains were realizeo on the Dualey and Garaner projects. 26 Clearly, the

reuse of tne Uxoriage plans was Oeneficial to Masieilo.

During the oerioa 1965-1975, Masieilo and Healy, anc Masieilo ana Associates

were awaraed seven Worcester County aesign contracts. The first major aware, the

Milfora Courthouse contract, was made as a result of an express agreement oetween

Frank Masieilo and County Commissioner Joseph Asoero regarding the "political

contributions" Masieilo would make. Apparently, there was no explicit agreement

made before the award df the elevator contract, thougn Aspero knew that Masieilo

was willing to make sucn contributions. The agreement on the Milforc contract was

ultimately fulfilled through payments or political contributions maoe to Bird,

Aspero ana Tivnan. Thereafter, Masiello's long relationship with the County

Commissioners changed. It could no longer be seen as a series of discrete

agreements ana corresponding payments. Rather, Masieilo became, in a sense, the

Commissioners' in-house arcnitect. His commitments to political contributions

were extenaea ana his services "continued" to other contracts, out very little

discussion or negotiation was needed. The arrangement came to oe mutually

unaerstooo and accepted.

On the Milford contract, for instance, there were several discussions of

"political contributions" between Masiellc ano Aspero and the final figure was

negotiatea from some $16,000 down to about $4,000. Later, on the Uxbridge

Courthouse, only one discussion was neeoea ana the level of political

contributions was duickly agreed to. On the jail contract, Masieilo simply

suggested a figure to Aspero, "...it was acceptable ano that was essentially the

enc of it." 57 On the westboro, Ducley ano Gardner Courthouses, Masieilo reusea

the plans from Uxbridge. Again, this was essentially a continuation of

Masiello's services to the exclusion of other firms.
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while tne reuse of the Uxoricge plans in westdoro, Oualey and Garcner

resuitec in some savings to Worcester County, it was also nignly profitable to

Masieilo ana Associates. In interviews with Special Commission staff, Raymonc

Allarc pointea out that the reuse of plans invoivea very little work on tne oart

of tne Masieilo firm, Inaeed, he stated that the whole oractice was the

source of some amusement to the firm's employees. Essentially, al* four

courtnouses were identical, tne only differences being related to the

oeculiarities of the individual sites. Allara related, for instance, now, on one

project, tne courthouse wing naa to be changed from the rignt to the left sice of

the building. Aliard stated that this was accomplished oy simply holding tne

original plan up to tne lignt ano tracing a new plan from the reverse side of the

old, tnereoy switching the wing from one side of the building to the other. Dy

Aside from the limited work requireo, Masieilo ana Associates benefited from

the re-use scheme in anotner way. As Ailard pointed out, although the firm was

getting a reduced percentage fee, in fact, the total dollar amount of tne fees

actually increased on eacn project on whicn tne plans were useo. This increase

occured because tne fees were still calculated as a percentage of construction

cost; although the percentage was reduced, tne construction cost increased enougn

so tnat the total dollar amount of fees also increased on eacn project. In

snort, the re-use scheme allowed Masieilo and Associates to earn more money for

far less work.

The lack of a formalized, controlled system for the awarding of architectural

design contracts in Worcester County allowed the Masiellos to establish, through

contributions, free services, meals, etc., a continuing relationship with the

County Commissioners that assured them of a virtual monopoly over County design

work for over ten years.



WORCESTER COUNTY COURTHOUSE ELEVATOR ADDITION 81

BOND AUTHORIZATION APPROVED: 12/18/67, Chapter 792, Acts of 19 67,5160,000

DESIGNER: Masiello & Healy

DESIGN CONTRACT AWARD DATE: 5/27/65 (Official vote 7/23/68)

AWARDING COMMISSIONERS: Joseph A. Aspero, Edwara P. Bird, Paul X. Tivnan

TOTAL DESIGN FEES: $15,514.65

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Sadia Construction Co.

GENERAL CONTRACT AwARD DATE: 8/1/68

GENERAL CONTRACT AWARD AMOUNT: $127,541.00

PROJECT COMPLETION DATE: 7/1/69

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $160,000
(Including aesigner fees ana reimpursaoles , actual construction cost ana all
other costs relating to this project.)



MIlFQRD courthouse

BOND AUTHORIZATION APPROVED: 8/30/65, Chapter 660, Acts of 1965, $750,000

DESIGNER: Masiellc & nealy

OESIGN CONTRACT AWARD DATE: 4/7/66

AWARDING COMMISSIONERS: Aspero, Bird, Tivnan

TOTAL DESIGN FEES: $87,729.65

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Del Signore Construction Co.

GENERAL CONTRACT AWARD DATE: 6/21/67

GENERAL CONTRACT AWARD AMOUNT: $809,474.00

PROJECT COMPLETION DATE: 10/15/70

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $1,042,070.25
(Inciuaing aesigner fees and rei.nDursaoles , actual construction cost ana all
otner costs relating to this project.)



WORCESTER COUNTY JAIL FACILITY 83

BONO AUTHORIZATION APPROVED: 3/25/69, Plans ana Specs, Chapter 92, Acts of
1969, $125,000
3/4/70, Chapter In, Acts of 1970, $8,000,000
3/1/72, Chapter 37, Acts of 1972, Increasea to
$8,500,000

DESIGNER: Masiello 4 Associates

DESIGN CONTRACT AwARD DATE: 6/3/69 - Agreement tc ao preliminary plans ana
specs.
4.23.70 - Design contract

AWARDING COMMISSIONERS: CassiCy, waiter F. Kelly, (4/23/70 contract, Tivnan)

TOTAL DESIGN FEES: $477,563.05

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Granger Brothers, Inc. (work Release
Builaing)a*araea 12/19/72 to Schena Construction
Co., Award amount ($327,900)

GENERAL CONTRACT AWARD DATE: 5/13/71

GENERAL CONTRACT AwARD AMOUNT: $7,111,700

PROJECT COMPLETION DATE: 12/12/74

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $8,561,310.66
(Inducing aesigner fees ana reimoursaoles , actual construction cost ana all
other costs relating to this project.)



UXBRIOGE COURTHOUSE

BONO AUTHORIZATION APPROVED: 5/24/68, Chapter 342, Acts of 1568 5700,000
7/15/69, Chapter 514, Acts of 1969
Increased to $900,000

DESIGNER: Masieilo ana nealy

DESIGN CONTRACT AWARD DATE: iO/1/68

AWARDING COMMISSIONERS: Aspero, William H. Cassidy, Tivnan

TOTAL DESIGN FEES: $71,451.35

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Innamorati Brothers, Inc.

GENERAL CONTRACT AWARD DATE: 7/29/69

GENERAL CONTRACT AWARD AMOUNT: $696,990.00

PROJECT COMPLETION DATE: 3/29/71

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $861,067.29
(Including designer fees and reimDursaoles , actual construction cost ana ail
other costs relating to this project.)



wESTBORO COURTHOUSE 35

BONO AUTHORIZATION APPROVED: 8/29/69, Plans 4 Specs, Chapter 852, Acts
of 1969, $50,000
5/27/70, Chapter 360, Acts of 1970,
$1,000,000

DESIGNER: Masiello 4 Associates

design contract award date: 6/30/70

awarding commissioners:

total design fees:

general contractor:

general contract award date:

general contract award amount

Cassiay, Kelly, Tivnan

$63,891.47

A. Mason 4 Sons, Inc.

8/25/70

•$828,114.00

PROJECT COMPLETION DATE: 7/14/72

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $925,953.98
(Incluaing designer fees and reimdursadles, actual construction cost and ail
other costs relating to this project.)



DUDLEY COURTHOUSE 36

60N0 AUTHORIZATION APPROVED: 8/29/69, Plans 4 Specs, Chapter 352, Acts
of 1969, $50,000
8/14/70, Chapter 685, Acts of 1970,
$1,000,000

DESIGNER: Masieilo & Associates

DESIGN CONTRACT AWARD DATE: 11/3/70

AWARDING COMMISSIONERS:

TOTAL DESIGN FEES:

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:

GENERAL CONTRACT AWARD DATE:

GENERAL CONTRACT AwARD AMOUNT:

PROJECT COMPLETION DATE:

TOTAL PROJECT COST: S999,3a3.80
(Including aesigner fees and reimoursacles, actual construction cost ana ail
other costs relating to this project.)

Cassiay, Kelly, Tivnan

$60,056.05

A. Mason 4 Spns, Inc.

1/19/71

$835,000

7/17/72



GARDNER COURTHOUSE 11

BOND AUTHORIZATION APPROVED: 7/10/72, Plans & Specs, Chapter 629, Acts
of 1972, $250,000
8/23/73, Chapter 681, Acts of 1973,
$1,500,000

DESIGNER: Masisllo 4 Associates

OESIGN CONTRACT AWARD DATE: 5/8/74

AWARDING COMMISSIONERS:

TOTAL DESIGN FEES:

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:

GENERAL CONTRACT AWARD DATE:

GENERAL CONTRACT AwARD AMOUNT

BBC Project

$121,271.83

Chick's Construction Co

6/19/75

"$1,129,858.00

PROJECT COMPLETION DATE: 12/10/76

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $1,904,258.86
(Including designer fees ana reimOursaDles, actual construction cost ana all
other costs relating to this project.)



SHREWSBURY HOUSING AUTHORITY

The Shrewsbury Housing Authority (SHA) was established by Town Meeting on

April 2, 1962. The administering agency for housing authorities is the State

Department of Community Affairs (DCA) , formerly the State Housing Board. Local

housing authorities are established in towns and cities to make application for,

supervise construction of, and manage housing projects in the communities. The

bulk of these projects are housing for the elderly. Although housing authorities

are subject to the supervisory powers of the OCA, which allocates state funds for

housing projects; housing authorities may also apply for funds through the

federal government.

Introduction

In 1962, at the time of the establishment of the Shrewsbury Housing Authority

(SHA) , there was an immediate need for housing for the elderly in the Shrewsbury

area. The task confronting the new authority's members was, broadly, to obtain

funding for such housing and, more specifically, to choose between state and

federal funding. In 1966, although funding was not yet securely in hand from

eithe source, the SHA decided to go ahead with the selection of an architect for

a proposed 100-unit project. They interviewed several candidates and en December

7, 1966 the SHA minutes show that the Secretary of the Authority, Walter

Morrissey*, was instructed to draw up a list of architects from which a selection

could be made at the following meeting. 1 The names of six architectural firms

were presented at the Authority meeting on January 5, 1967.2 The minutes

record three votes for the firm of Masiello and Healy, and one for the firm of

C.W. Buckley. 3 The Authority instructed the secretary to send a letter to

Masiello 4 Healy informing the firm of its selection. 4

One Version of the SHA Selection Process

It is unclear from the minutes which members of the Authority voted for

Masiello 4 Healy and which for C.W. Buckley, or the reasons behind the choices.

Interviews and private hearings conducted by the Commission and its staff,

addressed these issues. In an interview with Commission Staff on November 1,

1979, Walter Morrissey, Secretary of the Authority, said the Authority selected

Masiello 4 Healy because of the firm's experience in public housing.

5

Morrissey remembered interviewing a few architects and being impressed with Ted

Healy, one of the principals of the Masiello firm. He did not feel that any

member pushed for the selection of Masiello 4 Healy. 6 On October 29, 1979,

Morrissey was a member of the authority from March, 1964 to May 1970



Commission staff interviewed Walter Wagner*, treasurer of the SHA at the time of 89

Masiello's selection and one of the Authority members with experience in the

construction business: a bricklayer by profession. At a private hearing on

February 20, 1980 and at a public hearing on June 27, 1980, Wagner testified

before the Special Commission that he was one of the members who voted for

Masiello 4 Healy and that his reason for doing so was that he had seen an

elderly housing project in Worcester that had been designed by the firm. 8 He

told the Commission that he liked the design, particularly since it called for

extensive use of brick:

Q. Do you remember what the qualifications were of the Masiello
firm as to being hired in the first place? What led you to
select them?

A. well, in my case, of course, I voted for Masiello 4 Associates
because they had just completed a housing project for the
elderly across Lake Quinsigamond which is opposite Shrewsbury,
and I being a bricklayer, there was a lot of bricks and I love
to see a lot of bricks in buildings, and I was told Masiello 4
Associates were good for bricks. 9

Wagner also recalled that five or six architects sent in brochures to the

Authority, but he did not recall interviewing any architects .^

Michael Trotto, Chairman of the Authority from 1963 to 1968, testified in a

private hearing on February 22, 1980 and at a public hearing on June 27, 1980

that the authority advertised for architects to come to interviews conducted by

the board^ and also received brochures from several firms.

*

2 Trotto stated

that he voted for Masiello 4 Healy because it was a local firm that had done

several projects for the Worcester Housing Authority, and had won an award for

the design of the project to which Wagner referred. 13

Frank Masiello, the President of Masiello 4 Healy provided the Commission

with a different explanation for the firm's selection. In public testimony

before the Commission on April 1, 1980, Masiello recounted the following

events: ^

Masiello was first told about the project by the SHA's attorney, who

suggested that Masiello write a letter to the Housing Authority c/o Shrewsbury

Town Manager expressing interest in the project. Masiello did so and was

notified soon afterward that he should come to the Shrewsbury Town Hall for an

interview. Masiello remembered that at least four other architects were

interviewed by the SHA the same evening. However, the SHA members made no

decision on an architect that night.

Subsequent to the interview, Masiello received a call from Micnael Trotto,

housing authority chairman, asking him to come to Trotto 's place of business, a

Wagner was a member of the Authority from 1963 to 1980.



sand and gravel pit on 182 Holden St. in Shrewsbury, for an additional

interview. Trotto indicated that other board members would be interviewing the

other architects again as well. Masiello complied, and the two met inside one of

the buildings on the premises:

Q. And would you please tell the members of the Commission wnat
Mr. Trotto said to you on that occasion?

A. Yes. When I arrived he thanked me for coming down and then he
told that after the interview there were still a lot of
Questions left to be answered, and each one of -- it was my
understanding, or at least he led me to believe that he and
individual members of the Housing Authority were conducting
additional personal interviews with each of the firms that had
been chosen for the interview, and I though it was rather
strange because just about every question he had asked me had
been previously asked or gone over at our inerview. We were
auite careful to cover all bases, and the questions took the
form of when can you start the job, how busy are you, how long
will it take, what is your experience in housing. Just
essentially all the ground we had previously covered. 15

According to Masiello, it soon became clear that this personal meeting was

directed toward another another end:

After we talked aoout it and he told me that we were being
seriously considered with one or two other firms, he then started
to lay the ground work for and then asked me later on, he was
telling me the position to which he was appointed or elected was
unpaid, that they were rendering a great service to the Shrewsbury
- Town of Shrewsbury, that if people like him didn't take civic
interest in community matters, that housing for the elderly
wouldn't be forthcoming, and he just in general laid out all the
good things that they were doing for the Shrewsbury Housing
Authority

.

It was at this point he had an expression I never heard at
this time, it wasn't a political contribution, it was a finder's
fee, and the finder's fee was based on the fact that they thought
or he thought he was entitled to a fee for selecting a firm because
it was on an unpaid position and they were very generous in giving
this time to the Housing Authority for the Town of Shrewsbury ... 1°

I explained to him if he felt like that, why did he aet on the
Board at all, nobody twisted his arm to be there. He felt it was
his civic duty and a certain amount of civic Dride servina on the
Board, and attempting to get housing for the elderly and low income
families.

So, then he suaaest.pri s very high fee which seems to be the
name of the game they were interested in, . . .17

Trotto claimed that other housing authorities were asking for finder's fees

as well and suggested a finder's fee of twenty percent of the designer fees

(anticipated to be about $60,000) for the project. Masiello rejected this

proposal, saying he would rather not pursue the project under thos conditions.

Trotto then suggested a figure of $3,000-53,500 (closer to 536 of the anticipated

fees), but Masiello was again non-commital. According to Masiello, he left the

meeting thinking he did not care whether the Authority awarded the project to his

firm or not.^ 8



Shortly after Masiello's conversation with Trotto, the SHA selected Masiello 91

4 Healy as architects for the project. Soon after the firm's selection in 1967,

Masiello claimed Trotto came to his office in Worcester to confirm the

$3,000-33,500 finder's fee:

Q. Mr. Masiello, calling your attention back for a moment to the
time just after your firm was voted upon by the Shrewsbury
Housing Authority in early 1967, I believe you tsstifed you
had at that time a second conversation with Mr. Trotto?

A. Yes. He came to my office one day, as I recall, and he wanted
to more or less finalize whether or not I would be willing to
make a commitment of approximately $3,000.00 for the project,
or pay a finder's fee as he put it. We discussed it and I

guess — well, I guess, I am certain that I generally agreed,
yes, we probably would do it. We really hadn't at that time
finalized it, but I again explained to him it would be in
small amounts payable of course with the job. But, I got_the
feeling that we really hadn't come to any final agreement^

And then you had some conversation with Mr. Trotto with
reference to the manner in which payment would be made, if
they were to be paid?

Yes. I indicated to him that as far as I was concerned the
project appeared it was going to be dormant for some period of
time, that there would be no up-front money paid because it's
very likely the project might not go ahead. There might be a

difference in the administration, he may not be on the Board
and I wasn't going to be placing myself in a position of being
held up twice if that were going to be te case here later
on 20

The Possibility of a New Selection Process

Masiello was right in two of his surmises. The funding for the project did

not come through for two more years* and, by that time Trotto was no longer an

SHA member :^1

Q. And present besides yourself was Mr. Trotto, an outgoing
member of the Housing Authority?

A- He was already off the Board as I recall it.

Q. And Mr. Frongillo who had just come on?

A. Yes.

Q. Did it appear to you from that conversation that Mr. Frogillo
was aware of your prior conversations with Mr. Trotto?

There were substantial delays in securing funding for the project from the
Department of Housing 4 Urban Development. Consequently, althougn the vote to

select Masiello 4 Healy (after 1967, Masiello 4 Associates) took place on January
5, 1967,26 a formal contract was not signed between the firm and the SHA until
July 28, 1969.2/ Following this signing, the SHA encountered further delays
due to disputes and changes regarding the scope and size of the project. It was
not until March 1, 1973 that the SHA ratified the award of the construction
contract for this project, referred to as Mass. 41-1.

Frongillo was a member of the housing authority in 1963, but resigned. He

was re-elected to the authority in March, 1969, remaining on until March, 1974,
when he was defeated in a re-election bid. He was assistant treasurer in 1969
and chairman from 1970 to 1974. From November 6, 1974 to July, 1975, Frongillo
served as the authority's executive director. Subsequently, he became a

maintenance man for the authority. 28



A. I am certain that he told -- Mr. Trotto told Mr. Frongillo
that when we were originally selected, that he thought we
still owed Mr. Trotto a commitment of $3,500.00 for having
been selected by the Shrewsbury Housing Authority.

Q< Did Mr. Frongillo suggest the amount of the commitment be
increased in view of the lapse of cime?

A. Yes, he did. I told him at this ooint in time I generally had
a change of heart and I wasn't particularly interested in
whether we got the job or not.

Q< What did he say in resoonse to that?

A. He then said well, you understand, he said that there have
been several years that have passed, that we are seriously
considering cancelling your contract and we are seriously
considering opening up the selection process once again, and
to interview other firms for the project. I indicated to him
that I wasn't particularly interested whether we were included
on that list or not. 25

When he left the Meeting, Masiello thought that his firm would not be

selected. However, to his surprise, Masiello later received a call from the

5HA ' s attorney who made arrangements to sign the design contract for the

project. Frank Masiello assumed that the Chairman of the Authority had simply

forgotten to inform the attorney that they didn't intend to sign with the

Masiello firm and the attorney was acting in accord with the old

understanding

.

2S

Masiello signed the contract on behalf of the comoany; 27 waiter Morrissey

signed the contract on behalf of the SHA. 28 The Masiello firm eventually

received $113,593.73 in design fees for this 100-unit project, along with an

additional fee of $3,086.40 for the design of a garage constructed at the

site. 29 The total project cost was $2,148,836.12.

William Masiello 's Pursuit of SHA Work

The focus of this account now moves from the testimony of Frank Masiello to

that of his brother William. After Frank Masiello 's move to Florida, William had

taken over direction of the Masiello firm and was interested in the pursuit of

further work with the SHA. In public testimony, William Masiello told of running

into Trotta in 1968 after Trotta had left the SHA.

I accidentally ran into him someplace in Worcester, and he had
indicated to me that he had made a deal — we had since started the
project. As a matter of fact, I believe we were even into
construction, and he indicated to me that Frank and he had made a

deai for the project, and he felt it was through his efforts, that
I should make good on the commitment, and I told him that I

couldn't, that that was between he and Frank and if there was a

commitment forthcoming he should receive it from Frank. 30.

William Masiello later changed his mind aoout making good on his brother's

commitment due to the following chain of events:

In 1971, sven before the SHA awarded the construction contract for the

federal housing project, it commenced efforts to acquire funding from the state



Department of Community Affairs for an additional 100 units of housing. SHA

member John Manzi took the lead in seeking state funding. 31 Manzi had been

appointed to the authority in mid-1970 by the Board of Selectmen and the SHA

members to fill the vacancy left by the retirement of Walter Morrissey. In March

1971, the board elected Manzi to a two-year term, in March 1973 to a five-year

term, and in March 1978 to another five-year term. He was treasurer of the

authority for several years and is currently vice chairman. 3 ^

The minutes of the SHA meeting of September 15, 1971, show that at the

suggestion of John Manzi, Chairman Frongillo indicated a letter would be sent by

the Authority requesting information from the OCA relative to the availability of

100 elderly housing units financed by the state. 33 On October 20, 1971, Manzi

reported to the SHA on his contacts with various persons at the OCA concerning

financing for a housing for the elderly project to Qualify the town for

reservation of 100 units. 34 Manzi again reported on the progress of the

application with the OCA on November 17, 1971, and stated that funds could be

available after January 1, 1972, subject to an agreement between the SHA and the

DCA. 35 The minutes of February 2, 1972, 36 February 16, 1972, 37 (the date

the SHA received the funding award from DCA for 100 units of elderly housing) and

April 5, 1972, 38 also reflect Manzi's initiatives with regard to the second

housing for the elderly project in Shrewsbury.

April 5, 1972 is a significant date. The minutes of the SHA meeting on that

date provide the first documentary evidence indicating that the SHA was

considering the Masiello firm for the design of the state aided project. 39

The typewritten minutes which appear in the minutes book read as follows:

John Manzi reported on Shrewsbury 667-1, and his talk with Mr.
John Murphy regarding DCA allocation to Shrewsbury without the
variance in hand for the primary site. Designated as Attorney
was Matthew R. McCann, as appraiser was Phillip G. Hedquist, and
as Architects were Masiello and Associates. 40

On April 21, 1972, Frongillo sent a letter to Frank Masiello concerning the

state-funded project, a section of which is as follows:

At its meeting of April 5, 1972, the Authority unanimously
voted to appoint you as architect for this project. Enclosed
are three contract forms for architectural service. Please
execute all three forms and return them to this office for
approval of the Department of Community Affairs.* Please also
submit a suitable record of appropriate experience. 41

Two things stand out from this letter. First of all, the letter refers to a

unanimous vote of the Authority approving Masiello's selection, when in fact the

minutes reflect that the Authority "designated" Masiello as architect and do not

This contract was signed by Frank Masiello and Frongillo on June 8, 1972,
and approved by Miles Mahoney, Commissioner of DCA on November 1, 1972.



reflect that a vote was taken. Secondly, it is Questionable why Frongillo, at

this juncture, requested a suitable record of experience from the architect.

Under normal circumstances, an architect's credentials would be reviewed prior to

the architect's selection.

Further, there is no evidence that the selection process was in any sense

competitive. There are no documents from the time period indicating that the SHA

considered any other design firms.

The members of the authority offered the Special Commission varied

perspectives on the architect selection process for the OCA project. Then

authority member Richard Whitney,* in an interview with Commission staff,

recalled that authority members Manzi, Frongillo, and Wagner strongly favored the

Masiello firm. 42

Authority secretary Robert McLeod asserted in an interview with Commission

staff that Manzi pressed for Masiello's selection, his rationale being that the

firm had done well on the federal projects and had experience in the design of

housing projects. 4 -5 Wagner stated that he himself felt the firm had done good

work on the federal project and should be retained for the state project. 44

For his part, Manzi testified in a public hearing on June 24, 1980, that the

Authority had retained the Masiello firm because they were already the architect

of record for the authority. Manzi acknowledged in a private hearing on Decemoer

5, 1979 that the project was not advertised, nor were any other architects

interviewed for the job. 46 Frongillo asserted that the SHA chose Masiello's

firm because of its performance on the federal project. 6 ^ He also stated that

the authority considered no other architects.**47

In public testimony before the Special Commission on May 14, 1980, William

Masiello described the terms of the selection process very differently.

According to Masiello, during the time period when John Manzi was seeking state

funding (Sept. to Nov., 1971) for the second SHA housing project, a meeting took

place at the Mountainview Restaurant in Boylston, Mass. for William Masiello and

authority members John Manzi, Lou Frongillo, Walter Wagner and himself. 48 The

Mountainview Restaurant is located on Route 140 near the entrance to Route 20.

William Masiello attended the meeting and, according to his testimony, understood

*3lected to a one year term in March, 1971, re-elected to a

five year term in March 1973, holding the positions of assistant
treasurer, vice-chairman and secretary at various times in his six
years as a board member.

When the project was announced publicly by the OCA in Novembe:
1972, 13 architectural firms sent letters to the SHA reauesting
consideration. The firms applying for the project had not been
informed that the architect had already been agreed on.



in advance that the award ofi-he design contract for the prospective state project

would be discussed.* 9

According to Masiello, the four men sat in a corner booth so their

conversation would not be overheard. John Manzi spoke and all of them could hear

and participate in the conversation. 50 In Masiello's recollection, Manzi was

the main spokesman for the group. ^ "This is what we got," Manzi said, meaning

tha the state job was coming up. He said, "do you want it? This is what it

will cost you: ten percent of the design fee for the federal and state jobs."

Masiello assumed that Manzi was aware that no money had been paid by the

Masiellos for the federal project, because Manzi requested 10 percent of the fee

on the state project to cover the award of both contracts. Masiello stated that

Manzi continued, "You [Masiello] have to pay for the first (federal) contract as

well as the second [state] contract if you are to get the second contract.

"

5 ^

Masiello described to the Commission his own calculation concerning the

Shrewsbury projects. He figured that the firm's fees for the federal prpject

would be somewhere between $130,000 and $150,000. He expected that the fee on

the state project would be $60,000. The design fees for the two projects would

total somewhere in the vicinity of 3200,000, and Manzi would want $20,000.

Masiello was concerned about the difficulty he would have in generating cash from

the company in a manner that would enable him to obtain tax deductions for the

funds generated. He was not eager to take the money out of the company by a

method which would require him to pay taxes on it, the effect of which would be

almost doubling the cost to Masiello foTthe payment. By the end of the meeting,

Masiello testified that he was able to get the others to agree to a payment of

ten percent of the design fees on the state job only, as opposed to Manzi's

original request of ten percent of the fees on both jobs. 5 ^ However, he

informed Manzi, Frongillo, and Wagner that he would have to check with his

brother, Frank Masiello before finalizing the agreement since the Kassuba

Development Corp. owned the company at this time and any agreement of this nature

had to be approved. 54

As a result of that meeting amongst the three of us, it was
decided that I would pay them a fee of 10 percent of the current
project. At the time, the project was approximately worth
$66,000 and I promised to pay them $6,600. I reported the
incident back to Frank who at the time was under the direction
of Kassuba and I told Mr. Manzi and Mr. Frongillo and Mr. Wagner
that I didn't have the power at the time to approve it, and I

had to wait until such time as it was approved at KDC. It did
get back to me. I forwarded it back to Mr. Manzi, Mr.
Frongillo, and Mr. Wagner and I told them that there was a good
— it was a good deal. 55

Masiello's description of the Mountainview meeting in 1971 provides an

explanation of why the SHA did not advertise the state project, why they did not
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interview any other architect, why Masiello was simply "designated" as architect

at the SHA meeting on April 5, 1972, and why, as authority members Whitney and

McLeod told Commission staff in interviews, that Manzi, Frongillo and Wagner were

intent on having Masiello selected. An analysis of Masieilo's expense reports

and charge account statements also reveals that Masiello entertained Manzi for

dinner or drinks on January 29, March 30, April 1, and April 3, 1972, over the

period just prior to Masieilo's designation as architect.

On June 8, 1972, Lou FTongillo on behalf of the SHA and Frank Masiello and

Lou Domian of Masiello and Associates signed the contract for architectural

services for the state project. 56 The design fee for the 100 unit garden-style

housing project was to be $600 per unit, plus $1,800 for the design of a

community room, for a total of $61,800. Miles Mahoney, Commissioner of the DCA,

approved the contract on November 1, 1972.

An Increase in Fees for the Masiello Firm

In the fall of 1972, the DCA commenced efforts to revise the contract for the

architectural services which housing authorities signed with arcnitects. In

particular, the DCA revised the fee schedule from $600 per unit to a

sliding-scale percentage of the construction cost of the project. This revision

took effect on May 1, 1973 and architects signing the revised contract thereafter

became entitled to fees which were substantially higher than those allowed under

the old contract.

At the January 17, 1973 meeting of the SHA, Raymond Allard (then president of

Masiello 4 Associates) reauested that the contract for architectural services

between the firm and SHA be amended to meet the new fee schedule. At the SHA

meeting of February 7, Manzi made a motion to this effect, and the authority

unanimously voted to amend the architect's fee schedule to meet the DCA's fee

schedule revision, subject to aporoval by the DCA. In a letter to DCA

Commissioner Mahoney written the next day, Frongillo asked for OCA approval of

the Authority's action. He referred to "the revised fee schedule recently

approved by the Commonwealth," when in fact the new schedule did not go into

effect until May 1.

A memorandum located in the SHA files dated April 2, 1973, from Lewis S.W.

Crampton (successor to Mahoney as Commissioner of the DCA) to all local housing

authorities contemplating Chapter 667 projects reads in part,

RE: Revised architectural contract and fee schedule -

Any architect who is selected by a local housing authority
after 1 May 1973 shall assume the responsibilities included in
the revised contract for architectural services. The architect
will now be paid a fee that is a percentage of the construction



budget determined by the Department. After May 1, the revised
contract will be forwarded to those to whom this memorandum
applies .

Another Crampton memorandum to housing authorities dated May 1, 1973 stated that:

At the vote and request of a Local Housing Authority, an
architect may be asked to perform his services under the revised
contract if he is not yet under contract to the Authority and
the Department and if he has not yet received preliminary (Part
II) approval from the Department. Any architect performing his
services under the revised contract will be expected to comply
with the Department Guidelines effective May 1, 1973.

Under the guidelines of these two memoranda, Masiello would appear not

eligible for the amended contract or the increased fees that go along with it

since his contract with the SHA had been executed and approved by the DCA six

months earlier. Yet in the summer of 1973, the SHA and Masiello were still

attempting to get the new contract for Masiello. Minutes of the SHA meeting,

August 1, 1973 state, "Architect's fee discussed, we are to write to the DCA to

request again a change in the contract for the architect." 57 At the SHA

meeting of October 17, Masiello made a special request in person for an amendment

to the contract. 58 Two days later authority Chairman Frongillo and Masiello

president Raymond Allard signed an amended contract. At this point, the Masiello

firm had already performed work and submitted two invoices and received payment

under the old contract. 5 ^ Deputy Commissioner Sweeney, of the DCA, approved

the new contract on November 20, 1973. Under the new contract, Masiello would

receive fees of over $107,000 rather than $60,000, while essentially performing

the same amount of work as was required under the first contract.

On December 12, 1973, Masiello received his first payment under the revised

contract in the amount of $61,800. However, in a letter dated February 15, 1973

to Frongillo, the Deputy Commissioner Sweeney revoked the amended contract which

he had approved on November 20. An excerpt from the letter reads, "We regret the

fact that the new contracts were sent in routinely and are not aware of the

circumstances leading to your Authority submitting two contracts for the same

development." Subsequent to the receipt of the letter, the SHA commenced efforts

to reinstate the amended contract. The attorney for the authority, Matthew

McCann, prepared an analysis supporting the right of the authority to enter into

the amended contract. 60

On or about May 1, 1974 the authority sent this analysis to the DCA, to the

attention of Commissioner Crampton. 61 On July 15, 1974, Deputy Commissioner

Sweeney referred the matter to John Davey, Assistant Attorney General, Contracts

Division. On November 18, 1974, Davey informed Crampton by letter that Masiello

was entitled to the fee schedule allowed for the amended contract. Sweeney then

relayed this information by letter to Frongillo on December 5, 1974. Masiello
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ultimately received over $120,000 in design fees for the project, twice the 9 8

amount he originally expected to receive.

In an interview *ith Commission staff on October 30, 1979, Sweeney

stated that he had been unaware of the existence of the first contract when the

amended contract from the SHA arrived in his office. He asserted that the

contract would have gone through the legal office (Frank Morris, Chief Counsel)

at the OCA and then would have come to his office for his signature. Sweeney

does not remember how he found out about the original contract. He said that

once he learned of the first contract, however, he revoked the second contract,

since, in accordance with OCA oolicy, Masiello was not entitled to the new fees.

The question arises as to why the SHA signed the second contract (including

paying their attorney to pursue the issue) when there already was a contract in

existence. Under the terms of Commissioner Crampton's memoranda, Masiello was

not entitled to it; Masiello would not be providing any extra services to the

authority in exchange for the additional fees. However, if there was an

agreement on the part of Masiello to pay a ten percent kickback to authority

members Frongillo, Manzi, and Wagner, the payment would have been larger under

the second contract.

In testimony before the Commission, Frongillo stated that the

authority could not raise Masiello's fee unless the OCA approved the second

contract. Manzi asserted in an interview with the Commission staff on

November 13, 1979, that the second contract was subject to OCA approval and since

the OCA approved it, it must have been proper. ^3 in a memo to the SHA dated

October 9, 1973 (ten days before Frongillo and Allard signed the new contract),

Attorney McCann informed the authority that it could execute the new contract

with the Masiello firm, but that without the OCA approval the contract would be

illegal.

Payments to Masiello & Associates and Payments on a Promise.

On August 1, 1973, Masiello submitted his firm's first invoice to the SHA,

for twenty-five percent ($15,450) of the fee, as specified in the first contract

of $61,800, and on September 7, 1973, he received partial payment on the invoice

in the form of a check for ten percent of the fee ($6,180) from the SHA.

Masiello testified before the Commission in a public hearing on May 14, 1980 that

it was at this time that he began making payments as agreed at the Mountainview

meeting. Masiello explained that he cashed a payroll check and paid

approximately ten percent of the first $6,180 payment from the SHA or $600, to

the SHA members. 6* Masiello's corporate records show that he received a



payroll check in the amount of $887.26 dated Seotember 6, 1973. On September 19, 99

Masiello submitted an invoice for $9,270, the additional fifteen percent

remainder due on his first invoice. He received payment from the SHA on this

invoice on September 26. Masiello testified that he paid S900 or $1,000 to the

SHA members pursuant to the ten percent arrangement upon receipt of the SHA check

for $9,270. 65

Audrey Rawson, 66 the bookkeeper for Masiello, and Raymond Allard*57 both

testified before the Commission that a common practice used by Masiello to

generate cash for Masiello involved writing a corporate check to one of the

firm's employees, having the employee cash the check and return the money to

Rawson for delivery to Masiello. A Masiello and Associates check dated September

28, 1973, payable in the amount of $1,000 to Raymond Allard, was cashed that same

day. The check was listed in the firm's books as an employee loan. According to

Masiello, Allard returned cash to him from this check and that $900 or $1,000 was

given to SHA members pursuant to the ten percent arrangement. 68

Masiello's next invoice was submitted on Oecember 5, 1973, for $61,800 or

seventy-five percent of the total amended fee. Masiello submitted this invoice

under the amended contract which the OCA had approved on November 20, 1973 which

called for the larger fee for Masiello. On Oecember 12, the SHA wrote a check to

Masiello and Associates for $61,800. Masiello testified that when he received

the check he knew that he had to pay $6,000 to Frongillo and Manzi to meet the

conditions of the arrangements he had made, but he was concerned about giving

such a large amount of money in a short period of time.*5 ^ Masiello testified

that for this reason the $6,000 was delivered to Frongillo in two separate

installments of $3,000 cash, one installment by Allard and the second himself.

Raymond Allard, in public testimony before the Commission April 22, 1980,

^

testified concerning this aspect of the Shrewsbury payments. He said that on or

about Oecember 12.., 1973 he and William Masiello were discussing Christmas

bonuses in Masiello's office in the Mechanics Tower Office Building in Worcester.

He related to me that it was — that I would be getting a five
hundred dollar bonus, but he wanted to make the check out for
$3,500 with the five hundred dollars, that I was to cash this
check and five hundred dollars was to be my bonus part of the
check and the other three thousand he wanted me to return to him
in the form of cash and large bills. 71

Allard was then asked if Masiello told him the purpose for which he needed $3,000:

A. Yes, he did. He told me that the purpose for the three
thousand dollars cash back to him out of the check was to
be payment to two members of the Shrewsbury Housing
Authority, a payment on a promise, for want of a better
word, payoff, to the members of the Shrewsbury Housing
Authority, the Authority that we were at that time doing
two housing projects with, and that the payment was for two
members — it was partial payment actually, what he said,
that was going to be half to one member and half to another



member of the Housing Authority. He just mentioned two of
the members of the Housing Authority in particular.

Q. Whom did he mention?

A. A Mr. Lou Frongillo and Mr. Jack Manzi.72

Following the conversation with Masiello, Allard received a Masiello and

Assoc, Inc. payroll check dated December 12, 1973 in the amount of $3,500. On

that same date, Allard took the check to a local bank, cashed it, kept 5500 as

his Christmas bonus and returned the remaining $3,000 in large bills to

Masiello. At this time, according to Allard, 96 Masiello reauested that Allard

deliver the $3,000 that evening to Frongillo at the Wayside Cafe in Shrewsbury

where Frongillo worked as a bartender. Allard, in his testimony, described in

detail his first and unsuccessful attempt to deliver the money:

A- At that time Bill Masiello asked me if I would mind
taking the envelope to Mr. Frongillo, and when I agreed
to it I asked him where Mr. Frongillo either worked or
lived and he told me that he worked as a bartender at a

particular bar in Shrewsbury, the Fairlawn Section of
Shrewsbury, by the name of the Wayside Cafe, and that I

should deliver it to him there that evening.

At that time I asked him where the cafe was and he said
— I was unaware of the location of it — and he
described it was behind the donut shop on Route 9 on the
road to Shrewsbury Center. So that sort of pinpointed
it, and so I told him I would that evening and sometime
during the day I had a conversation with a John Wackell
[a draftsman] who was employed at Masiello wherein I

showed him the money and made a comment, you know, it
would be nice if you got or if we got bonuses of this
type. 73

Qi In your conversation with Bill Masiello that day, did he
ask you to tell anything to Mr. Frongillo when you went
to see him at the Wayside Cafe?

A. Just to tell him that, you know, this was from Billy, no
other detail or anything, just hand it to him and say
this is from Billy. 74

Q. So, in accordance with that conversation did you go to
the Wayside that evening?

A. That evening about an hour, maybe an hour and a half
after work, six-thirty or seven o'clock. I drove to the
Wayside Cafe in Shrewsbury and parked the car and went
in, and because my eyes weren't accustomed to the
darkness there, and I didn't see Mr. Frongillo behind the
bar, and it was some other person I didn't know. I

approached him and asked him if Mr. Frongillo was there,
that I had to see him. He told me that he wasn't working
that evening, so with that, I went home. 75

The next day Allard told Masiello that he had been unable to deliver the

money. Allard testified that Masiello checked to see if Frongillo would be

working that evening, discovered that he would be, and asked Allard to try to

deliver the money once more. In this attempt, Allard was successful:

A- About six-thirty, seven o'clock in the evening. It was
dark at that time. And I again drove to the Wayside Cafe
and entered it and it was again fairly dark upon entering
it —



Q. Would you describe how the interior of the cafe appeared l<~

to you that evening?

A. Well, not a very large place. As you come in the door
which is in the middle of the space the bar is on the left
side as you enter and went away from you towards the rear
wall, and there are a couple of tables and chairs on the
right side, and a TV, I believe, is over the bar or
towards the front of the building so that night when I

entered there were maybe four or five patrons sitting at
the TV end of the bar. So, when I entered I saw Mr.
Frongillo standing benind the bar in the area where these
patrons were sitting.

Q. And you recognized him?

A I recognized him and he recognized me obviously and
motioned me to the far end of the bar which was the back
of the building and where there were no patrons, and he
walked along the back of the bar and I walked along the
front and came to the end of the bar, and I at that point
handed him the envelope and said this is from Billy, and
he took it with I don't remember which hand and I don't
recall whether he at that time opened it. It had been
sealed by that time. Whether he opened it or not I don't
recall, but he, as I recall, just put it on the shelf
under the bar. I don't know what was there. He said
thank you and put it on the shelf under the bar at which
time I left, and as I left he was still at that area of
the bar. 7 $

Masiello testified that he himself delivered the second S3, 000 to Frongillo

at the Wayside Cafe making the total of $6,000 from the $61,300 fee payment. 77

Masiello generated the money for this transaction through a $3,000 payroll check

to himself dated December 17, 1973 and cashed two days later:

. . . The second payment, the $3,000 I cashed and I

personally brought it to Mr. Frongillo at the Wayside
Cafe in Shrewsbury. We were standing at the bar and I

handed it to him over the counter.

Q. Do you know why it was that you split up the payments
instead of paying in one $6,000 amount?

A. Yes. I can remember explaining to Mr. Frongillo at one
point that it concerned me to give him $6,000 all at
once, that it would be too much money for the firm to be
carrying around at any one given time. So, I gave him
the first one and five or six days later I gave him the
remainder. 73

Audrey Rawson, who acted as bookkeeper for the Masiello firm, in public

testimoney before the Commission on May 1, 1980, said that she remembered both

the $3,500 check to Allard and the $3,000 to Masiello. She understood that the

two checks were cashed and the money returned to Masiello, and further that

Allard probably kept only $500 of his check as a Christmas bonus, because $500

79
was the largest bonus that any firm employee had ever received. 7

The two $3,000 payments to Frongillo in December, 1973 are the last payments

to SHA members that Masiello specifically recalls. He asserts there may have

been other payments subsequently since he believes that the total amount paid by

him to SHA members was $7,500 - $7,600.



When William Masiello was asked if he recalled any additional payments made

to members of the SHA, he testified:

A. I remember when I moved into the new mansion about 1975
Mr. Frongillo did confront me, and he did ask for
additional monies on this project. It was on or about
the same time that the DiCarlo and MacKenzie extortion
began to hit the newspapers. I became very leery at the
time and I told him, well, I am going to hold off. Why
don't we wait and hold off on this. He walked out and
carried a check with him and some 30 days later they
returned with the check and we cashed it.

Q, He had a check from the Shrewsbury Housing Authority
which he didn't give you because you wouldn't give him
part of it?

A. That's correct. 30

The check was for extra design services provided by the firm. Frongillo had

been defeated in March, 1974 in his bid for re-election to the board but was

appointed part-time Executive Director for the Board on November 6, 1974, a

position which he retained until July 31, 1975. Records of the SHA show that on

July 31, 1975, the SHA wrote a check to Masiello and Associates in the amount of

35,985, the payment being for extra design services provided by the firm on the

federal project. This extra work was required due to the bankruptcy of the

original contractor for the project. This check was not negotiated until August

26, 1975. The date of the check is the date of Frongillo's last da> as executive

director, the last day he would have had direct access to any checks from the SHA

to Masiello.

Frank Masiello, in his testimony, provided two final pieces of information

concerning these contract awards: He testified that when his brother Billy was

in Florida during the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial, Billy told him that he had taken

care of Frank's original commitment with Trotto, that if he hadn't taken care of

it, he would not have received the design contract for the state project. 81 In

addition, Frank Masiello had a discussion with Allard during which Allard stated

that he had delivered $3,000 for Masiello to Frongillo at a place where Frongillo

was bartending. 92

In 1977, following a complaint by a former member of the SHA, the Department

of Community Affairs conducted a management audit and review of the Shrewsbury

Housing Authority. (See appendix) This audit addressed seventeen separate areas

of concern, all of which related to Questionable practices and acts of the

Authority and its members, some of which outlined possible conflicts of interest

by members or employees of the board. Included among those areas of concern were

claims that board memoers were paid for securing housing for applicants, that

employees who did not go along with the "powers" at the SHA were fired, that

Manzi and John Kender (board member from May, 1974 to September, 1977) used their



influence to acquire housing at SHA housing projects for their relatives, that

the executive director was guilty of conflict of interest, and that Manzi had a

load of loam delivered to his home and saw that the SHA was billed for it. The

OCA's review of many of these matters was inconclusive or incomplete. Although

the OCA recommended some changes to be made by the SHA and its members, no member

or employee left the SHA as a result of the audit.

In public testimony before the Commission on June 27, 1980, 93 and in

private testimony before the Commission, on February 22, 1980, 94 Michael Trotto

denied making any arrangement whatsoever with Frank Masielio concerning the award

of the design contract for the federal project. Trotto denied any conversations

concerning kickbacks, payoffs, or finder's fees to Trotto from Masielio with

Frank Masielio at the gravel pit, at Masiello's office, or at Frongillo's lumber

yard. Trotto also denied ever Having any conversation with William Masielio

concerning Trotto 's alleged agreement with Frank Masielio regarding the award of

the federal design contract to the Masielio firm. Finally, Trotto claimed never

to have discussed any kickbacks with other members of the Shrewsbury Housing

Authority and states that he never received anything of value from either Frank

or William Masielio or from any past or present members of the authority.

In his public95 testimony96 before the Commission, Walter Wagner also

denied ever receiving anything of value from Frank or William Masielio in return

for the award of design contracts to that firm. Wagner has no recollection of

discussions with Frank or William Masielio concerning kickbacks from that firm to

himself or to other members of the SHA, nor does he know indirectly that such

discussions took place. Wagner did acknowledge that a meeting took place at the

Mountainview Restaurant in 1971, at which Masielio, Jack Manzi and Lou Frongillo

were also present. He asserts, however, that no discussion of a percentage

kickback from Masielio to the SHA members took place at this meeting.

Louis Frongillo denied under oath at a private hearing before the Commission

on November 14, 1979 that he ever spoke with Trotto on the subject of Frank

Masielio, or that he ever received anything of value (other than a bottle of

liquor) from William Masielio. 87 Frongillo asserted that neither William

Masielio nor any employee of the Masielio firm visited him at the Wayside Cafe or

transmitted an envelope containing money to him, either at the Wayside Cafe or at

any other place. Frongillo refused the Commission's invitation to testify at a

public hearing.

In private testimony on December 5, 197999 and public testimony before the

Commission on June 27, 1980," John C. Manzi denied any knowledge of agreement

or kickback arrangements or discussions of such matters between Frank or William



Masiello and himself or with any other members of the Shrewsbury Housing

Authority. Manzi asserted that he never discussed with Michael Trotto the award

of design contracts by the authority to "the Masiello firm. He denied ever being

present at a meeting at the Mountainview Restaurant at which William Masiello was

present. Finally, Manzi denied ever receiving any money in any form either

directly or indirectly, from William Masiello or any employee of the Masiello

firm, nor did he know of any other member of the Shrewsbury Housing Authority

receiving any such money.

The SHA investigation is one in which the Commission began with a small piece

of information disclosed in an interview which eventually led to a

well-documented and corroborated story of favoritism shown by the SHA to Masiello

4 Associates and payments to Authority members.

In one of a series of interviews conducted with employees of the Masiello

firm, on the subject of cash generation, John Wackell recalled the incident in

which Raymond Allard showed him money and commented on it in passing. The

information provided by Wackell served to persuade the U.S. Attorney to subpoena

Raymond Allard whose testimony detailed the cash generation and Allard's errand

to deliver payment.

It was Allard's testimony in turn which led to the questioning of both Frank

and William Masiello concerning the housing contracts with the SHA. As in all

the Commission's investigations, the analysis of both financial and non-financial

documents served to support and augment the testimony of key witnesses.



TAUNTON HOUSING AUTHORITY

INTRODUCTION

*

In the early 1970's, the city of Taunton began to consider the construction

of a housing for the elderly project. The Commission's Taunton investigation

centered on the award of the design contract for that project (eventually

designated Taunton Housing Authority Project 667-1, Housing for the Elderly).

In Massachusetts, public housing for the elderly projects are administered at

the local level by the community housing authority. In towns, such authorities

consist of four elected members and a governor's apoointee. In cities, four

members are appointed by the mayor and the fifth by the governor. The members

themselves are not paid but may hire a paid Executive Director to handle the

authority's affairs.

Once the local government decides to construct public housing, housing

authorities are charged with determining the project's scope and selecting the

site, the designer and the contractor. They are also responsible for reviewing

the architect's specifications for certain items including masonry, hardware,

plumbing, kitchen cabinets. Total payments to contractors are determined by

their bids on the project, but the housing authority decides on the timing and

amount of individual payments (though they lack the authority to release such

payments). Total design fees are generally calculated as a percentage of

construction cost, but, again, the housing authority determines the timing and

amount of individual payments.

Funding for these projects is under the control of the Department of

Community Affairs (DCA). The OCA receives money for housing projects through

bond issues authorized by the legislature. First, local housing authorities

apply to the DCA for funding. The OCA is then able to decide how to allocate

available funds between communities. The DCA also retains final control over the

release of payments to contractors, etc. After the DCA approves a project, it

then reviews project designs and confirms various decisions, such as site

selection, made by local authorities.

On May 7, 1973, the DCA approved funding for Part I of the THA project 667-1.*

At that time, the THA consisted of four mayoral appointees: Raymond Wheeler,

John Shea (still serving), James Thomas (still serving), and John Fernandes (now

deceased) and the governor's appointee, Claude Cornaglia. The Executive Director.

(Part I of such projects generally consists of developing a program:
population studies, tenants' needs, etc.)



was Frederick Fitzsimmons (also deceased). Taunton's mayor was Theodore Aleixo,

who was serving concurrently as a State Representative. Only Raymond Wheeler had

been appointed to the THA by Aleixo: the rest were carryovers from previous

administrations.

By March of 1974, the THA had received statements of interest in the project

from numerous architects. On March 12, according to the minutes of the THA

meeting, Frederick Fitzsimmons presented the authority a "complete list of

architectual firms who have notified the Authority" in response to an

advertisement for the project. 1 Of the 15 firms on that list, the THA chose

five firms to be interviewed for the project on March 18. After these

presentations, the THA decided to interview three more firms on March 25. Two of

these were drawn from the original list of fifteen and were sent invitations on

March 19. The third firm, Masiello 4 Associates (M&A) , was not on the original

list. The THA sent M&A's invitation out on the 20th. M&A was the last firm

interviewed and immediately following the presentation the THA voted on the

selection. M&A was selected by a margin of four to one; the sole dissenting vote

came from Claude Cornaglia, the governor's appointee.

BACKGROUND TO THE CONTRACT AWARD

In private interviews with the Commission staff, and at a private hearing

before the Commission, William Masiello discussed events leading up to the THA's

designer selection for project 667-1. At some time well before the selection,

Masiello was telephoned by Vite Pigaga, an old friend and former State Senator.

At this time, Pigaga was the administrator for the Commonwealth's Health, Welfare

and Retirement Trust Fund. Because of their long friendship and Pigaga 's close

involvement in both the legislative and executive branches of the state

government, Masiello and Pigaga had worked out an arrangement whereby Pigaga kept

an ear open to possible state architectural work for Masiello and Associates.

Pigaga also tried to help Masiello make contacts which could be useful in

securing design contracts for his firm. In this regard, Pigaga called Masiello

and arranged to introduce him to John P. ("Jack") Ford. Ford had been an aide to

Pigaga when the latter was a State Senator and was then an aide to Theodore

Aleixo, Mayor of Taunton and State Representative.

*

Pigaga and Masiello arranged a lunch meeting at Jimmy's Harborside Restaurant

in downtown Boston which Jack Ford also attended. At this time, Masiello knew

from DCA listings that Taunton had a housing project pending and he discussed

this witn Ford. Ford indicated that he could help Masiello obtain the design

contract. The two men discussed it and Masiello agreed that if the DCA provided

funding for the project, he would be willing to make to make payments to Ford in



exchange for help in obtaining the contract.' The exact date of this meeting

has not been discovered, but the fact that the "deal" was made contingent on

approval of funding by the DCA places it before May 7, 1973.

After the DCA decided to fund the project, Masiello and Ford met in the lobby

in front of Senator Joseoh DiCarlo's State House office to confirm their deal:

Q. And did you then meet with Mr. Ford in the State House, in the lobby or

foyer just outside of the office of Senate Majority Leader DiCarlo?

A. Yes.

Q. Oo you remember talking outside of Mr. OiCarlo's office with Mr. Ford

and discussing with him a payment of money by you for him in assisting

in obtaining a contract from the Taunton Housing Authority?

A. Yes.

Q. In that conversation did Mr. Ford ask you to pay him an amount of money

equal to ten percent of your firm's design fee in cash on the Taunton

contract in return for his help in obtaining that contract for your firm?

A. Yes.

Q. And did you say in substance to Mr. Ford that you would be willing to

pay him an amount of money eaual to five percent of your firm's fee for

his assistance in obtaining the contract?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you during that conversation agree with Mr. Ford you would pay him

an amount of money in cash eaual to eight percent of your firm's fee in

turn for his assistance in obtaining the contract?

A. Yes.

Q. In the same conversation did you agree with Mr. Ford you would pay him in

installments?

A. Yes.

Q. And did you also agree with Mr. Ford that you would pay the first

installment after your firm had begun to receive its fee from the

Taunton Housing Authority?

A. Yes. 4

In a private interview, THA member James Thomas said he remembered that

Masiello 's name came up very quickly, perhaps after March 12. He admitted being

"aware" that Mayor Aleixo and his appointee Raymond Wheeler were pushing for

Masiello, though he would not say how this was done. He also added that there

was no pressure put on him to vote for Masiello and that he did so solely on the

basis of merit. 5

Shortly before the March 25th interview, William Masiello invited the THA

members to visit his newly constructed Shrewsbury Housing Project. Later, he

10'



took them to dinner at the Sheraton-Lincoln in Shrewsbury. 6 Masiello's expense

accounts show that he paid for these meals.

The 667-1 design contract between M&A and the THA was formally executed on

April 24, 1974. The fee for design services, set as a percentage of the

estimated construction cost, was $103,800, to be revised uoward upon acceptance

of the general construction bid. On September 11, 1975, the THA accepted the

$2,554,772.00 bid from Rocheford Construction Co., Inc. and awarded the

construction contract. Masiello's fee was revised to $175,118.95.

The OCA delayed the project because it was not satisfied with Taunton's site

selection. In particular, the proposed site (owned by the Taunton Redevelooment

Authority) was undeveloped and far from the center of town. At a January 8, 1975

meeting, arranged by Mayor Aleixo, a compromise was worked out which provided

that the remainder of the site would be developed in conjunction with the housing

for the elderly project. To this date, that section remains a barren field.

After January 8, the THA had its site and architect and on January 31, 1975

the OCA formally issued the contract for financial assistance for Part II.*

Masiello 4 Associates then proceeded to its working drawings. As noted above,

the construction contract was awarded on Septemoer 11, 1975. In general, the

project proceeded smoothly. There were few problems with the plans and the

construction and the THA members agreed that the job was performed satisfactorily

,

PAYMENTS

At a private hearing before the Commission on February 8, 1980, William V.

Masiello stated that during 1975 his firm was receiving fee payments from the THA

and admitted that, as a result of agreements he had struck with Ford earlier (see

above), he made payments of cash to Ford. At that hearing, Masiello discussed

two particular payments. 7 In private interviews, he stated that there were

three payments altogether. 8

Investigation by the Commission staff into the public records of THA Project

667-1 has shown that the THA issued two checks to M&A during February 1975, one

on the sixth for $14,470 and another on the 20th for $20,760. Investigation into

the corporate records of M&A has shown that on February 20, 1975, William V.

Masiello wrote an M&A check (#2356) for $2,000, payable to himself, and cashed

it. Masiello's diary and expense accounts show that that evening he had dinner

at Jimmy's Harborside Restaurant with Jack Ford, Vite Pigaga, Bob "Mucko" Murray

(an aide to State Representative Biff McLean) and Larry Golden (a former State

Representative). On the basis of the timing of the THA fee payments and the

Part II consisted of schematic and design development olans,



meeting with Ford, and the evidence of cash generation, Masiello agreed in a

private interview that this was one occasion on which he gave cash to Ford.

Another payment to Ford followed the THA's third fee payment to M&A of

341,520 on June 10, 1975. Three weeks later, on July 2, 1975 Masiello wrote a

34,000 certified check to his friend Charles Theodore, a structural engineer used

on most M&A jobs. On the same day, Theodore deposited this check in one of his

business accounts, wrote a check on that account for 32,000, payable to himself,

cashed it and returned the $2,000 to Masiello.* The remaining $2,000 was

returned to Masiello at a later date, earmarked for another official.

From Masiello's diary and expense reports, the Commission learned that on

July 7, 1975, Masiello met with Jack Ford at the Red Coach Grill in Middleboro.

In private interviews Masiello discussed this meeting. He stated that he went to

the restaurant in the afternoon with Barbara Flynn intending to meet Ford there.

They happened to run into two of Masiello's friends, sat in the lounge and had a

couple of drinks.* Ford eventually arrived and Masiello gave him $2,000. *

At a private hearing before the Commission, Barbara Flynn described that

meeting in the Red Coach Grill. She stated that they went there because Masiello

said he had to meet someone. She stated that they accidentally met some friend

of Masiello's there and joined them for a few drinks. Later, another person

arrived and Masiello excused himself saying he had business to discuss, and left

with the man. He returned about fifteen minutes later. 2

At a private hearing and in private interviews, Masiello described one other

payment to Ford. He stated that he gave cash to Ford in a stairwell near Ford's

office on the fourth or fifth floor of the State House. 13 He stated that Ford

maintained that office because he was then an aide to Theodore Aleixo who was

both a State Representative and Mayor of Taunton. 14 Masiello believes he gave

Ford $1,000 on this occasion. 15

In interviews, Masiello described the Red Coach Grille payment as the

last, 16 but in view of other evidence it seems more likely that the State

House payment was in fact the last. Their deal stated that Masiello would pay

Ford after receiving payments from the THA. However, there were no such payments

between February 20, 1975 and June 10, 1975. It is possible that this State

House payment was actually the first and followed the February 6, 1975 fee

payment to M&A. However, there is no evidence of cash generation in Masiello's

financial records on or just following this date.
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•This was not an uncommon transaction between Masiello and Theodore.
Theodore often cooperated with Masiello in generating cash for payoffs or
political contributions, usually through an account from his old firm, Theodore
Associates. See, for instance, the report on the City of Boston.



There is evidence of cash generation in October 1975, three months after the

Red Coach Grille payment. On October 2, m&a received $30,203.66 from the THA.

On October 10, 1975, Masiello wrote himself a company check (#3053) for $1,000

and cashed it. Since the amount involved is the same and since it closely

follows a fee payment to M&A, it seems likely that this cash generation was

related to the third payment Masiello described.

In total, Masiello paid Ford 55,000, which was much less than eight percent

of fees as agreed. In an interview, Masiello characterized the $5,000 as "...

eight percent of 65 percent of the job." 17 He stated that although he came ud

short "they never pressed." 18

As noted above, Vite Pigaga arranged Masiello's introduction to the City of

Taunton in general and to Jack Ford in particular. In July 1975, Pigaga lost his

job with the Health, Welfare and Retirement Trust Fund Office when it was

dissolved by Governor Dukakis. In August, Masiello met Pigaga on the first tee

at the Pleasant Valley Country Club. He stated in interviews that at the time he

offered to pay Pigaga two percent of the firm's fees for his help in obtaining

architectural contracts. 19 He stated, too, that as a result of that offer he

gave Pigaga a check for $300 "somewhere along the line" 2 '-1 for his help in

securing the Taunton contract. Investigation of M&A's financial records has

shown that on October 2, 1975, Audrey Rawson, an M&A employee, made out a company

check (#2989) for 5800 payable to Pigaga.

Masiello has also stated that because Pigaga was an old friend and

unemployed, he also offered Pigaga a job with M&A. Pigaga was travelling almost

daily to Boston to look for work21 an d Masiello offered to pay Pigaga $100 a

week for keeping his ears open for architectural work for M&A. In private

interviews, Masiello stated, that he eventually paid Pigaga about $2,000 (the

$800 check and the rest in cash). 22

On February 22, 1980, Pigaga testified privately before the Commission. He

stated that he had in fact introduced Masiello to Ford at Jimmy's Harborside

Restaurant. He stated, too, that the possibility of architectural work in

Taunton was discussed. However, he said that there was no discussion of Ford

speaking to anyone on Masiello's behalf, nor of any payments to Ford by

Masiello. 23

Pigaga testified that Masiello did pay him $800 in October 1975. 8ut this,

he said, was for generally keeping an ear open for architectural work and not for

the Ford introduction. He denied that Masiello ever paid him anything apart from

the $800. 2k

In interviews, Masiello told Commission attorneys that in the summer of 1979,

Pigaga came to see him on the Cape, worried about the Commission's



investigations. He told Masielio that the two of them should get together on ill

their stories about the 3800 check. According to Masielio, they decided then

that they would say the $800 was for services rendered in connection with finding

architectural work for M&A. 2^

Pigaga has testified that he did in fact meet with Masielio in the summer of

1979. He said that he told Masielio that a state trooper from the Special

Commission had come to his house and asked auestions about Masielio and his

design contracts.* But, according to Pigaga, this was the extent of their

conversation. He specifically denied that the $800 check was discussed. 26

Pigaga's testimony largely corroborates Masiello's account of the events of

the summer and early fall of 1975 and of the summer of 1979. Pigaga agreed that

he introduced Masielio to Jack Ford at Jimmy's Harborside Restaurant and that

architectural work in Taunton was discussed at that meeting. He agreed, too,

that Masielio paid him 3800 for keeping an eye open for architectural work for

Masielio and Associates. It was about eight weeks from the time Masielio SDoke

with Pigagaw at Pleasant Valley to the time of the 3800 payment - or about $100 a

week as agreed. Pigaga also acknowledged that he met with Masielio in the summer

of 1979 and told Masielio that he had recently been interviewed by a state

trooper regarding Masiello's design contracts.

There is, then, agreement on the basic facts: the introduction and

discussion at Jimmy's Harborside Restaurant, the $800 check to Pigaga from

Masielio and Associates, and the meeting in the summer of 1979. Masiello's and

Pigaga's accounts differ only in their explanation of the events. Pigaga denied

that any sort of "deal" between Masielio and Ford the Taunton contract was

discussed at the Jimmy's Harborside Restaurant meeting. He disputed Masiello's

assertion that the 3800 check payment for his help (the Ford introduction) in

obtaining the Taunton design contract. And he denied that he discussed the $800

with Masielio in 1979.

FUNORAISING

William Masielio also described making a political contribution in connection

with his contract with the THA.

On October 28, 1976, a fundraiser was held for Theodore Aleixo's campaign for

re-election to the Massachusetts House of Representatives at THA member Raymond

Wheeler's home. Present at this gathering were Wheeler and Richard Johnson of

the THA, Masielio and Wayne Salo of Masielio 4 Associates, as well as Aleixo.

Masielio has testified that he handed $200 in cash to Wheeler at this affair,

intending it to go Aleixo. 27

The interview referred to was conducted by a State Trooper with the Special
Commission staff, 7/2/79.



On April 23, 198G, Wayne Salo testified publicly before the Commission that

he saw Masiello hand a roll of cash to someone at this fundraiser. He could not

remember exactly who it was, but said it was an aide of Aleixo's and might have

been Wheeler. He did not know the amount of money in the roll. 28

KITCHEN CABINETS

Another area involving Questionable practices was the awarding of the suDply

contract for kitchen cabinets. At this time, Masiello usually arranged for

Driscoll-Weber to supply cabinets, whether or not there was a bidding

process. To insure that Driscoll got the contracts in cases involving bids,

Masiello invited him to help write the cabinet specifications. This would be

done in such a way that Driscoll would be the only supplier able to meet the

specifications and on that basis would be awarded the contract. At a public

hearing before this Special Commission, Masiello described this procedure as

follows:

"[I]f I didn't have the allowance item, I would have a supplier write the
specifications , what is known as a proprietary spec which means only he can
furnish it and this absolutely assured him of getting Driscoll Weber. What
we would do is he would supply me a kitchen cabinet soecif ication that
couldn't be duplicated other than with a Yorktowne cabinet so when the
contractor did find a supplier that was lower than his bid and through my,
namely, Mr. John Wackell who checked the kitchen cabinets, when they "were
presented to us, we could knock it down for a million reasons; too thin, no
lamination on the inside, any number of reasons to meet the specifications
until we just steered him right to Mr. Driscoll. That was another way it
could be done. "29

In exchange for assuming Driscoll of supply contracts, Masiello reauired that

he (Driscoll) make payments or "kickbacks" to him.

At a private hearing, before the Special Commission, Frank Driscoll, co-owner

of Driscoll-Weber, stated that Masiello told him that he would have to make

payments to Masiello if his firm were to supply cabinets on Masiello

projects. 30 In public testimony before the Commission, Masiello described the

same understanding and characterized it as a "kickback" arrangement. ^1

Driscoll supplied cabinets on five of Masiello's housing for the elderly

projects.* He testified that in total he paid Masiello approximately $20,000 in

the form of cash payments, each for political contributions, and checks payable

to third parties (used to conceal the identity of the final recipient,

Masiello)

,

32

On March 25, 1976, the THA accepted the specifications for Yorktown plastic

cabinets which Driscoll suoplied. 3 -5 On May 12, however, they decided to use

wooden cabinets instead. 5A

In late June, Ralph Grillone of Wood-Hu Kitchens, Inc. went to the joo sits

and was given the old specifications to read. Since Wood-Hu did not supply a

*For a full account of the Masiello-Driscoll relationship,
see the chaster on Driscoll Weber elsewhere in this report.



plastic cabinet, Grillone did not intend to submit a bid. Later, however, he 113

returned to the site, saw the new specifications and decided to bid. On August

17, the bids were opened and Wood-Hu was the lowest bidder by some $10,000. 35

That evening, the THA met and after discussion decided to award the contract

to Wood-Hu. 36 On August 19, 1976, the THA notified Wood-Hu of the award. 37

However, on September 14, John Wackell of M&A informed Wood-Hu that its cabinet

did not meet specifications and that it would have ten days to submit

another. 38 That evening Wackell also informed the THA. 39 Shortly

thereafter, Grillone wrote to Joseph W. Kane, General Counsel for the Department

of Labor and Industries, to protest this turn of events. He stated that his

cabinet was "equal if not better than what was specified". 37

On October 5, Wackell told the THA that there would be a hearing on the matter

before the Department of Labor and Industries on October 7. The THA voted to

give M&A full support in whatever action it might take in the matter. 38 At the

hearing, Kane ruled that Wood-Hu's cabinet did indeed meet the specifications and

59
that Wood-Hu should be awarded the contract. Another hearing was held on

January 20, 1977 to hear a charge by Driscoll that Wood-Hu's product did not meet

the specifications. Again, Kane ruled in Wood-Hu's favor, this time after the

THA claimed they were satisfied with the product. 40 Wood-Hu ultimately

supplied the cabinets on the Taunton project. This incident marked the end of a

long period during which Driscoll- Weber had a near monopoly on kitchen cabinet

supply contracts for housing for the elderly projects. Between 1973 and 1977,

Driscoll Weber supplied cabinets to 92 housing for the elderly projects. The 42

contracts Driscoll-Weber received in 1973 and 1974 represented over 80% of all

Kitchen cabinet supply contracts awarded during the period. Since 1977, however,

Driscoll-Weber has not been a dominant supplier of cabinets on housing for the

elderly projects. 41 Indeed, in 1978 Driscoll-Weber 's sales fell back to

$24,000, level of 1971 from a peak of $1.2 million in 1975. 42



APPENDIX n

TAUNTON HOUSING AUTHORITY

OCA PROJECT # 667-1

Project funded: 5/7/73

Contract signed: 4/24/74

OCA Approval: 6/14/74

First payment: 2/6/75

Last payment: 7/11/78

TOTAL PAID TO M&A : $ 175,118.95

TOTAL COST OF CONSTRUCTION: $2.885,000.00



MASIELLO-FALL RIVER HOUSING AUTHORITY CONTRACT

The Fall River Housing Authority (FRHA) is one of the olaest and most active

in Massachusetts, due primarily to the heavy concentration of eiaerly citizens in

the Fall River/New Bedford area. The FRHA was created in 1938, and currently nas

nineteen housing for the elderly projects under its control as well as ieasea

housing and rental assistance programs. 1 The authority consists of five

commissioners, four of whom are appointed to five-year terms by tne mayor with

the approval of the City Council, and one who is appointed oy the Governor, also

for a five-vear term. Their full-time staff includes an Executive Director and

Assistant Executive Director. The Housing Authority relies on both federal ana

state funding *or the construction and maintenance of its units.

In addition to new construction, the FRHA oversees renovation wotk as well.

This work is called "modernization" by the federal government, and can be

esoecially important in areas like Fall River where many projects are decades

old. In the spring of 1975, the Housing Authority decided to seek federal funds

for modernization work at several of its projects. By a letter dated April 2k,

1975, the FRHA, through John Arruda , its Executive Director, sent a list of its

priorities for its modernization program to the federal Department of Housing anc

Urban Development (HUD). Arruda proposed re-roofing projects at Mass. Project

6-1 ("Sunset Hill") and Mass. Project 6-2 ("Harbor Terrace"), along with

waterproofing and a sprinkler system at Mass. Project 6-8 ("Highland

Heiahts"). 2 Three months later, Edward Pollock of HUD wrote tp Arruda awarding

$682,000 in modernization funds, and included as approved the projects at 6-1,

6-2, and 6-8, listed above.

3

"The FRHA did little else concerning these modernization projects in the

final months of 1975. However, during that time other people became interested,

among them William Masiello, of the Worcester architectural firm of Masiello and

Associates. One reason Masiello was interested was that by late December, 1975,

he could see that business was slow and likely to get slower. In fact, ne

considered postponing the consultant payments made from the corporation to Frank

Masiello. These payments were made as part of William Masielo's purcnase of

Masiello and Associates from his brother. 4

Masiello was told of the upcoming work in Fall River by by Charles Theodore,

a consulting engineer with whom Masiello had had a long business and personal

relationship. Theodore and Masiello were very close. Among other things,

Theodore generated substantial amounts of cash for Masiello, including money

Masiello gave to Robert Vey, the Director of Boston's Public Facilities

Deoartment.5 Masiello said that Theodore not only told him of the upcoming



projects in Fall River, but also said that he could arrange an introauction to - 116 -

John and George Basile, Oedham contractors who could help Masieilo ootain tne

design contracts from the FRHA. 6 Both Theodore and Basile haa worked with tne

FRHA before, and Masieilo knew this. 7 In addition, Theodore haa nirea tne

Basile's construction firm, BrooKline Construction Co., to ao worK at tne Otis

Air "crce Base. The architect for that job was Masieilo and Associates. 3

Masieilo said that he knew he would have to oay to get tne *or* in Fail River,

but that he trusted the Basile brothers because of Charles Theodore's strong

recommendation.9

Masieilo acceDted Theodore's offer and scheduled a meeting with the 3asiles.

Theodore sooke with Masieilo prior to the meeting, telling nim that Jonn Basile

had had a heart attack, and that their construction firm had gone banxruct.

Masieilo met Jonn and George Basile at their office in Dedham. The Basiie

brothers told Masieilo in some detail of the modernization work coming uc in Fall

River. Thev also told Masieilo that an interview with the Housing Authority

could oe arranged, and that Masieilo and Associates would suoseguentiy oe awaraec

the contracts -- i" Masieilo agreed to pay 15 oercent of the design fees to tne

Basiles. Masieilo immediately objected to paying 15 percent, saying that he

would not oav such a high percentage. A figure of 10 percent was finally settles

uDon.10. Masieilo believes it was at this meeting that he wrote out a $200

corporate check (Masieilo and Associates check numoer 3292) payaole to George

Basile. which Basile casned at Boraschi's Restaurant in Deaham.J-^ Although the

ourpose of this check is not clear, Masieilo said it may have representee a token

payment to Basile, or may simply have been for extra cash Masieilo neeaea.-2

At this same time, in February 1976, tne FRHA was beginning to act on the

modernization work approved six months earlier. On February 11, 1976, tne

Housing Authority voted to place advertisements in the area newspaoers of the

uocoming projects.
1
- 3 Sometime later, after meeting with the Basiles, Masieilo

and members of his staff went to Fall River to be interviewed by tne Housing

Authority. However, there is no record in the FRHA minutes of any architects

being interviewed for these projects.! 4 In any event, the minutes ao snow that

on March 9, 1976, Masieilo and Associates was selected as the architect for

modernization work at Mass. Projects 5-i , 6-2, and 6-8. Their selection,

however, was not unanimous; Housing Authority member Frank Grimes first movea

that Continental Engineering Corporation o f Fall River be cnosen, out there was

no second. Owen L. Eagan , Jr. then moved that Masieilo and Associates be 3waraed

the contracts. Eagan's motion was seconded oy Henry 5. Gillette, Sr., and

suooorted by these two men and Alan Jarabek. Grimes voted no, anc William Steele

was absent . - '



Masieiio and Associates entered into a contract with tne FRHA for the

modernization work on April 9, 1976. Attached to this contract was an "Exnibit

3" submittal, required by HUD, which listed by project the architectural fees

proposed by Masieiio and Associates. The firm sought fees of $25,300 for

re-roofing at 6-1, $£,600 for re-roofing at 6-2, $5,500 for waterproofing at 6-3

and $17,525 for the sprinkler system at 6-8. The proposea fees tnus totallea

$52,°25. The contract was signed by Masieiio and Associates President Ricnard L.

Brown and bv Alan Jarabek of the FRHA, and attested to by John Arruda, Executive

Director of the FRHA. 16

It is important to understand how the fees for these contracts were

calculated. The architect submitted what was called the "maximum basic fee"

(also called a "not-to-exceed-fee" ) for each project. The architect would then

bill against the totals according to the hours each employee put in on each

seoa~3te oroject. He could bill up to the maximum basic fee but no higher and,

should- less time be soent on the project than estimated, the arcnitect would

receive a corresDondingly lower amount of money. This is in contrast to a

"percentage of construction cost" method wnere the arcnitect receives a fee based

on a fixed percentage of the construction cost of a project, regardless of tne

hours actually worked. The FRHA approved Masiello's fee proposals and sent them

to HUD for review and final approval. Abranam Gammal , of the HUD Boston office,

conducted the review but refused to accept the Masieiio submittal. In fact, his

initial examination of the projects in May 1976 substantially reduced the fees

sought. He set a fee of $13,000 for 6-1, $5,200 for 6-2, $2,600 for

waterproofing at 6-8, and $20,000 for the sprinkler system at 6-3. Gammal's

total was $40,300, some $12,125 lower than Masieiio ' s

.

i7

Masieiio became aware of this fee dispute, and tried to influence Gammal's

decisions both directly and indirectly. For example, the FRHA actively supported

Masieiio, and in a pointed letter dated June 1, 1976, John Arruda told HUD that

Masieiio had justified his fees as necessary to do the job well, and aiso stated

that the contract should be executed "as soon as possible. . .because it is very

important that we get this modernization completed by this summer. "IS Still,

nothing seemed to change HUD's position. Masieiio once told Abraham Gammal over

the phone that if the projects ran over the established maximum ne would be in

with the necessarv documentation for additional money, and that he "better get

it."l 9 HUD reviewed the case a second time and fees of $21,000 for 6-1, $4,600

for 6-2, $2,600 for waterproofing at 6-8, and $14,500 for the sprinkler system at

6-8.20 hud then made a final decision wnich was sent to the FRHA in a ietter

dated June 9, 1976. HUD had set fees of $14,500 for 6-1, $4,600 for 6-2, $3,200

for waterproofing at 6-8, and $21,000 for the sprinkler system at 6-8. 2i Tne
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HUD maximum of $43,300 was nearly 510,000 less than that requsstec ay Masieiio,

and aareed to bv the FRHA. A revises contract, executea on July 15, 1976 oy

Masiellc and Associates and the FRHA, incorporateo tnese figures. 22

Masieiio still had to meet this bargain with the Basiies, however. On or

aoout Aor ;
l 15, 1976, over a month after the frha selected Masieiio anc

Associates and a week after the first contract was executed, William Masieiio met

with George Sasile at the Powdernom Restaurant on Atlantic Avenue in Boston.

Masieiio recalled that there was a party going on and otner people ne knew were

there, including Charles Theodore. 23 Masieiio spoke with George Basile, wno

asked Masieiio for 31,000, which Basile characterized as a "good faith" payment.

Masieiio agreed, and as instructed by Basile made out a 51,000 corporate cneck

(Masieiio and Associates check no. 3531) payable to Jonn McCann, and handed the

check to Basile. 24 Masieiio did not know McCann, but Theoaore referred to nim

as an attorney. 25 The check was endosed "John McCann" tnen co-endorsed by

"George Basils" and "Peter [ilegible]", and cashed. 26 McCann, wno is not an

attorney, stated in interviews with Commission staff that he never saw or signed

that check, and voluntarily produced his driver's license as an exampiar of his

signature. He also said that while he later worked for the Basiies, ne was not

on their payroll at that time.?'7 This was the first major installment of tne

10 oercent deal for the Fall River contract.

The architectural work on these projects was underway during the summer of

1976, and on August 6, 1976, Masieiio & Associates suomitted their first invoice

to the FRHA, for 57, 538. 45. 27 The Housing Authority issued a check in that

amount to Masieiio & Associates on August 13, 1976.28 g v agreement, tne

balance of Masieiio's 10 oercent payoff now came due. Interestingly, Masieiio

stated in interviews that although the fee had been reduced, he was still liaole

for 10 percent of the original fee, which was 552,925.29 The balance due,

following the 51,000 check on April 15, was therefore about 54,000. Masieiio

instructed his secretary, Audrey Rawson, to make out a 54,000 check to Basile

Associates . 30 Rawson aid so an or about August 16, 1976, and that corporate

check, (Masieiio & Associates check number 3871) was transmitted to tne firm,

endorsed "Basile Associates", and cashed. 31 This payment of 54,000 discharged

Masieiio's obligations to the Basiies for their role in ootaining the FRHA

contract for his firm.

Masieiio still facec other orobiems on this project, however. He neeaea to

be certain that his first invoices to the FRHA were for as much money as

oossibie. HUO allowed an architect uo tp 50 percent of the "maximum basic fee"

coz drawing up the plans and specifications that were sent to contractors for

bid. The rest of the fee came from suoervising the construction work, to insure
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compliance with those plans and specifications. Masielio wanted to get as close

as he could to the 50 percent allowed for two reasons: one, he knew that he had

to cover the 34,000 payment due to tne Sasiles when the first FRHA check came

through, and two, he knew that once the construction supervision phase of tne joo

began it was hard to make a suostantial amount o" money, oecause the number of

hours that could be spent supervising were very limited. In other words, while

it was virtually impossible to tell how many employees worked wnat nours on the

actual design work done in Worcester, the supervision phase reguirea few

employees and their hours were restricted to those worked by the contractor and

easilv documented . 32

To reach this 50 percent goal, Masielio instructed architects Ricnard Brown

and Wayne Salo, and probably other employees to bill time to tne Fall River joos

that were actually spent on other projects. This is generally referred to as

"payroll padding" and simoiy means that because the hours billed are inflated,

Orown for example, billed at S35 per hour) so too are the fees. It is difficult

to determine how many hours were fraudulently billed on this project, out it was

orooablv in the thousands o f dollars. 33 This payroll padding was confirmed in

the testimony of Rawson, Brown and Salo before the Commission. Rawson testified

that both she and William Masielio instructed employees to bill hours to the FRHA

that were soent on other work.3^ Brown, and Salo also testified that they were

instructed to "bill heavy time" to the F3il River job to ensure a certain cash

flow for the firm. 35

Masielio had payrolls altered on other jobs as well, but ordinarily to

receive payment for work done on behalf on various puolic officials, wnich those

off'cials did not pay for. In other instances, Masielio raised money for

payments or "contributions" from contracts he awarded amenaole consultants or

suDoliers, but in Fall River he had no such contracts to hand out. He thus chose

pavroll padding as a means of raising necessary money.

Masielio 4 Associates continued working and submitting invoices to the FRHA

through 1976 and into 1977. In May, 1977 Audrey Rawson wrote to Masiello's

clients to inform them that the firm had changed their name from Masielio 4

Associates to Elm Park Associates. There were also new officers and directors:

Frank Masielio was listed as President, Philip J. Burne as Executive Vice

President, and Audrey Rawson as Treasurer. They also comprised the Board of

Directors. William Masielio, formerly the Treasurer and a director of the firm,

was nowhere to be found. 36

The FRHA apparently approved of the firm's work under any name, for they

selected Elm Park Associates for another project. The FRHA's minutes snow tnat
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on Mav 9, 1977, an insoection conducted by Gregory Kleftis of hud*, Josepn - 1 20

OiSanti, Assistant Executive Oirector of trie FRHA, ana a "representative" of tne

architect led to a decision to replace the roof at Mass. Project 6-3. The cost

was estimated at 315,000 and the architect's fees were put at $1,500. "rank

Grimes, who opposed Masieilo's selection in March, 1976, moved that Elm Par*

Associates be selected as the arcnitect; Henry Gillette, Sr. again seconded, and

Elm Par'< was unanimously chosen. 37 the FRHA notified HUD of its action in a

letter dated Mav 13, 1977, and stated that the necessary funds co cover the work

*ere available. 38 The Housing Authority wrote to Elm Park on June 24, 1977 and

directed them to proceed with the development of plans and specifications for tne

wo rk . -^

Elm Park aooarently proceeded with this work, as indicated by a Septemoer 1,

1977 letter from William Masiello in his capacity as "construction

adm 1-

-i ' s trator " , whicn informed the FRHA that the oians and specifications were

ready to go to interested bidders. 4 Strangely, nothing else was done on this

project: not only was the work never bid on, and hence never done, out Eim Park

never submitted any bills for whatever work they did. As seen earlier, Masiello

was willing to pad his payroll to reach the 50 percent allowed at this stage, and

although the amount of money involved is comparatively smail, no invoices were

sent and no checks were issued for Elm Park's efforts.

Elm Park Associates effectively ceased doing business in May, 1978 and Audrey

Rawson so informed the firm's clients. On August 3, 1978, the FRHA wrote to HUO

requesting approval of Charles Jacobs Associates as the architects to replace Elm

Park. The FRHA estimated the remaining fees at 51,250. 4i It is not clear

whether the work in Fall River was ever completed. Jacobs, in an interview with

Commission staff, said he decided not to take the project, because the remaining

fees were not worth the trouole and there would be considerable delays in

oavment . ^2

The Masiello contract with the FRHA points out some standard features of

Masieilo's business proceoure. First, he agreed to buy the contract, in this

instance through an intermediary, and this time for 10 percent of his

architectural fees; second, the payments were made by the corporation, so tnat ne

might deduct them from his taxes: and third, he found a way to cover tne

payments, by submitting fraudulently inflated invoices. In this manner, he got

the contract, made his tax-deductible oayment, ana increased his receipts to

cover the expense. Masiello testifed before the Commission that he in fact did

* < 1 e ' t i s *as indicted by 3 Federal Grand Jury in Boston on November 19, 1980 for
violating 18 U.S.C. 2Cl(g) and 371 bv defrauding the government tnrougn tne
acceotance of illegal gratuities. Kleftis allegedly received these gratuities in
connection with federal projects at the Somerville Housing Authority. Kleftis
was arraigned on Novemcer 25, 1930. and is scheduled for trial in late January,



pav for this contract, and did so through John Basile. 4 ^ George 3asiie, wno " i2 ^-
"

was called to testify before the Commission following a leng-thy legal battle,

refused to give any evidence concerning this contract. ^ A

The Special Commission did not extend its investigation of the FRHA contract

awards Das: the stage of organizing documentary evidence anc conducting initial

interviews because of the ongoing investigations in Fall River oy the U.S.

Attorney's Office. That investigation resulted in tne arrest and conviction of

FRHA Assistant Executive Director Joseph DiSanti for conspriacy and extortion in

violation of 13 U.S.C. 1951, the Hobbs Act.* The investigation is still

continu ing.

* DiSanti was arrested on February 21, 1980 and charged with two counts of
extortion in violation of the Hobbs Act by demanding $7,500 in payments from a

Westboro Contractor, Plumohouse, Inc. DiSanti was indicted on May 7, 1980, and
convicted on September 4, 1980.



MASIELLO'S STRATEGY TO WIN THE

SPRINGFIELD MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

CONTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The following account describes how William Masiello developed ana executed

successfully a sophisticated, corrupt strategy to win for Masiello 4 Associates

the multi-million-dollar design contract for the Springfield Mental Health Center

(SMHC). This strategy involved plans to neutralize the opposition; assure the

place of Masiello & Associates among the three finalists chosen for the project

by the Designer Selection Board; and then guarantee the firm's selection through

a political contribution. The motivation for Masiello's development of this

strategy came out of his unexpected loss of the $3.5 million Bristol County Jail

project; thus, this account begins with a description of why Masiello thought he

lost the jail project; how he felt about it; and what he decided to do.

THE UNEXPECTED LOSS OF THE BRISTOL COUNTY JAIL

William Masiello testified at a public hearing before the Special Commission

that the Bristol County Jail project was one he particularly desired to acauire

for Masiello & Associates. He was confident the firm could execute that job

successfully:

The Masiello firm over the past years, their specialty with
prison work, and we were probably, contrary to what you people
think, probably the foremost architects in prisons in the United
States and I emphasize that Every time a prison came up we
were one of the three.

1

Masiello said he became "rip-roaring mad" when he learned, soon after the

DSB's selection of three finalists, that this "short list" contained not only the

Masiello firm name, but also that of the Boston architectural firm of Desmond &

Lord, and that the latter firm was most likely tc win the contract. Masiello

said he was especially disturbed at the probable selection of Desmond & Lord

because the firm had never done any prison design work.

Immediately after learning that his firm was one of the three DSE finalists,

Masiello began soliciting political support for the final selection by the

Commisioner of Administration A Finance (A4F). 5 He learned ouickly that he was

not going to get the Job when he spoke with Senator James A. Kelly, Jr.,
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Chairman of the Senate Ways & Means Committee, and with Republican fundraiser

Albert "Toots" Manzi.

The next morning I went to see Senator Kelly anC I

explained to Senator Kelly how I was or the firm was one of
three selectea for the Bristol County Jail project.

I believe he called Mr. Zabriskie [Deputy Commissioner of
A&F] and I don't remember the conversation, but I ao remember
the results of the conversation. He indicated to me that Mr.
Zabriskie was aware that my name was there, but like I say, I

don't remember the conversation. But, I knew when I left
Senator Kelly that the project had a problem, that we were not
going to get it.

I talked to Senate President Harrington, I asked him if he
would apply a little pressure to the administration, which I am
sure he did. I aon't remember the results of that. I then took
a different approach. I was a Republican, and I had been on the
Republican Town Committee and I attended the 1970 and 1966
Republican conventions, so I went to see Senator Parker. I

talked to Senator Parker to see if he could use a Republican
slant to see if I could get the project. He came back to me
again with the same negative result, I wasn't getting anything
positive. So, it was almost from the first minute of the next
cay that I knew that there was no way I was going to see this
project .£

Masiellc's next approach was to "Toots" Manzi:

Later on in the evening I kind of laid back and I waited, I knew
Mr. Manzi would be in the building, and I waited for him and I

approached Mr. Manzi. When I approached him I told him how I

had been selected as one of three and he kind 'of threw his hands
up in the air and he said I'm sorry, there's nothing I can do
for you.

7

Masiello told the Commission's staff, in an interview, that he then asked

Manzi whom he should talk to. Manzi told him tc see Victor F. Zucherc, Executive

Director of the Sargent/Dwight Committee.

Masiello testified that he met with Zuchero in his sixth floor office on the

corner of Beacon and Bowdoin Streets, across from the State House. During that

meeting, Masiello angrily complained to Zuchero that, despite his strong

Republican background, he was on the verge of losing the Bristol project to

a
Desmond A Lord. Zuchero later testified before the Commission that Masiello

had visited his office on one occasion to complain about his failure to obtain

state work. Zuchero said that Masiello had become abusive and had been asked to

leave

.

All of Masiello's efforts to win the jail project were fruitless. The DSB

short list of February 13, 1974 was quickly followed by the selection of Desmond

4 Lord by the A&F Commissioner, William I. Cowin, on February 19, 1974.

-

c
in

an interview Masiello said he was stunned: "overnight I knew I was gone. I never

saw anything move so fast."^
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THE 3EGINNING OF A NEW STRATEGY

Truce Ciscussions

Masiello described in public testimony hew he later tret D. Richard Thissen,

president of Cesmona 4 Lora, and embarked on a series of "truce discussions" with

him :

Well, as I told you earlier our offices were in the
Mechanics National Tower Euilding in Worcester, in the basement
portion of the complex on the eastern side down in the basement
was a restaurant known as J&T's which members as well as myself
freauentea there either for lunch and/or for dinner. Cn one
occasion while I was in there I ran into Mr. Thissen. I was
auite surprised. It was then that I found out that he owned or
was a partner in this restaurant .12

This encounter was the first of several and the discussion centered on both

the Eristol County Jail project and the Revere Middle School project which

Masiello had also lost to Desmond & Lord. According to Masielio's testimony, he

told Thissen that he had pulled himself out of the Revere project because he

n
didn't wish to engage in a bicding war for it.

According to Masiello, he hac been approached by Mayor William Reinstein of

Revere who knew he wanted the project:

Mr. Reinstein approached me, asked me if I was interested
in the school. I told him I was and would be willing to pay 8

percent cash. He told me he had an offer of 15 percent cash. I

immediately took myself out of the competition simply because we
were aealing illegally and I also felt that if he told me he had
somebody else going for 15 percent and I offered 16, and I'm
sure if the man offered 15 he would know I made something higher
than what he was offering. So, I never got myself into a

bidding war with any architects. I don't think I done it that
often, but I didn't get into a bidding war with Reinstein, I

just simply pulled myself out.l*

Two contracts connected with the Revere Middle School project were awarded to

Desmond 4 Lord: on 3/16/73 a contract to convert the old high school tc be used

as a middle school with design fees of $50,000; and on 7/11/74 a contract for

construction of a new miadle school with design fees (phases I & II) of over

$150, 000. 15

According to Masielio's testimony, Thissen's response about the Revere School

Project was:

that he got it because of the Massport Authority, and that's
where I started to tell you just a few minutes ago, the school
that they were replacing, it was a replacement school that was
in the flight pattern of one of the runways over Logan which
createa a lot of noise, and the Mass Turnpike -- I mean the
Massport Authority was paying to replace the school.

He indicated tc me it was because of his association with
the Massport Authority that he was able to accuire the
architectural design. There was no talk about what he paid or
what he cidn't pay. 16

In these discussions with Thissen, which took place at JT's over a period of

weeks, Masiello eventually came to the point he had in mind -- a truce between
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his firm and Desmond & LordT

Q. Now, was there further conversation with Mr. Thissen about
any arrangement that you and he would make?

A. Yes, I knew that Mr. Thissen was, let's say as I was,
politically motivated. I felt that we should come to some
sort of a truce. If we were going to go after projects
that we should let each other know which projects we were
interestea in so we wouldn't get into a situation as we
just came through, which I was on the losing end.

So, rather than make him an enemy, I made him an ally.

Q. What did you work out with him?

A. There was no discussion we were to pay one another or
we were going to pay for a project, it was just simply a

truce between us, and if he went after a project I woulan't
go after a project. If I went after a project he wouldn't
go after the project. 18

The overall purpose of Masiello's truce with Thissen was (1) tc make sure

that Masiello would not again make the effort to lay grounowork for a project as

he had on Bristol and Revere to no avail and (2) to assure there would be no

"bidding wars" between the two firms.

Making Peace With Zuchero

Masiello testified that while he was making the truce with Thissen, he had

already (unbeknownst to Thissen) begun his pursuit of the next major contract to

be awarded by the Commonwealth, the Springfield Mental Health Center. His first

step was to go back to Zuchero to make peace with him:

My first approach was to go in to see Mr. Zuchero and make
peace because I am sure I left him with a bad taste in his mouth
from me.

I indicated to him that if the job on this project [the
Springfield project] was not committed, if I was one of the
three could I get this project. I would be willing to pay for
it. He said to me that he would look into it.* 5

Masiello was attempting to ensure that if his firm got to the point of being

one of the three finalists on the Springfield project, he would not lose it, as

he had the Bristol project, at A&F. 20

Zuchero's recollections of this second Masiello meeting have been

contradictory. When first interviewed by Commission staff on February 22, 198C,

Zuchero acknowledged the possibility that he had discussed a state project with

Masiello, and on February 26, 1980, Zuchero said that he recalled meeting

with Masiello "late in 1974 ... before the election." 22 During his private

testimony before the Commission on March 3, 1980, Zuchero said that, while he

recalled this second Masiello meeting, he had no recollection of

Masiello discussing any state projects during the meeting. Z3 Zuchero again
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said he had no such recollecti.cn during his public testimony on May 7, 1580. lU

EECOMING ONE OF THREE

wasieilc's next task was to assure that his firm became one of the three

finalists selected by the OSB. To dc so, he needed the support of the DSE

representatives of the using agency (the Department of Mental Health) and of the

BBC.

Masiello's "next approach"^ 3 was to James Kerr, the acting chief engineer

of the Department of Mental Health, who was its voting representative to the

DSE. Kerr had "always been a thorn" 'in Masiello's side because of

another project his firm had with the department, the Joseph P. Gentile School,

which was still listed as an active design contract even though it had been

dormant for years. According to Masiello, Kerr always cited this as a pending

project in order to get Masiello's name removed from further DSE consideration

for new work. ° Masiello told Kerr that his firm was willing to give up the

Gentile School project in order to advance his candidacy for SMHC. Masiello

testified that Kerr agreed to give Masiello his first-choice DSE vote for the

Springfield project.

"Serenading" Kerr For His DSB Vote

Masiello testified that he began a process of what he called "serenading"

Kerr with entertainment and tickets to sporting events, including one occasion in

the summer of 1974 when he drove to Kerr's Norwood home and dropped off some Red

.Sox tickets. Masiello stated, during an interview with Commission staff,

that he received a commitment of Kerr's vote during a luncheon with him at

Jimmy's Harborside restaurant in Boston. x

Masiello "made Kerr feel good" when he introduced Kerr to Masiello's friend,

Senator James A. Kelly, Jr., in his State House office. This meeting was

arranged by Masiello during one of the Department of Mental Health's budget

hearings befdre Senate Ways 4 Means. Masiello said that he also asked Kelly to

help Kerr by arranging to have Kerr promoted from acting to permanent chief

engineer with the Department of Mental Health.

In an interview with Commission staff on January 3, 198C, Kerr acknowledged

that on Department of Mental Health projects, he controlled the selection of the

three' finalists by the DSE with "a 75* batting average."^" Kerr later said in

private testimony before the Commission that he "customarily" proposed the
34

three named by the DSB, although general discussion might then ensue.
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Kerr insisted, during his January 3, 1960 interview, that he could not recall

being entertained by Masiello, but later recalled, during his private

testimony on January 11, 1980, a lunch, possibly at Jimmy's Harborside, with

Masiello. Kerr could not recall the date of that lunch, but said that it was

prior to the Springfield Mental Health Center DSE vote on September 25,

1S7A.-56 Neither could Kerr at first remember the receipt of any tickets for

in
sporting events from Masiello,*' but later told the Commission that his wife

had reminded him that Masiello had delivered two such tickets to Kerr's home on a

•to

Saturday morning but that Kerr did not attend the game.''

Kerr did recall a meeting with Masiello in Senator Kelly's office during his

interview on January 3, 1980. He indicated that, while he could not remember the

subject matter,' it did not concern his promotion from acting to permanent chief

39engineer. When he testified before the Commission, Kerr said that the

subject of the meeting with Senator Kelly ana Masiello was funding for the

Gentile School Project. Kerr said that, while he and Masiello may have "joked"

about a raise for Kerr, neither Kelly nor Masiello was involved in hi's

promotion. °

When interviewed on January 3, 1980, Kerr indicated that he had had no

discussion with Masiello regarding the SMHC project either before or after his

41
CSE vote. However, on January 11, 1980, during his private testimony, Kerr

said that he may have received a telephone call from Masiello, and that Masiello

may have asked Kerr for his number one DSE vote. Kerr testifieo that he did not

give Masiello a commitment on how he would vote.

Early in his private tesimony, Kerr indicated that he perhaps recommended

Masiello as one of the DSB finalists, and that he did recall voting for the

firm. Kerr later in that same hearing said that his best recollection was

that he did not recommend Masiello, AA
that he in fact "spoke out" against the

firm and eventually voted against it. As this hearing progressed, Kerr

indicated that, prior to seeing the list of applicants at the OSB meeting on

September 24, 1974, he did not know that Masiello was an "official" candidate for

SMHC, 6 and that he had no recollection of Masiello calling him prior to the

DSB vote. A7

Lining up the Vote of the EBC

Masiello publicly testified ° that he then proceeded to the EEC in order to

secure the commitment of its Director, Walter J. Foitrast, to vote for Masiello's

DSB application on the SMHC. A9
Poitrast told Masiello that he was ccing to be

on vacation on the day of the scheduled DSB vote, September 23, 1974. Masiello

then asked for the commitment of George Rushton, Deputy Director of the EEC, to
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vote to include the Masiellc firm en the DSE short list for Sprinafielc. 50

In his December 21, 1979 interview with Commission staff, Masiellc said that

Rushton had previously been called by Senator Kelly to ask Rushton tc cast his

D5B vote on the SMHC in favor cf Charles Jacobs, then in association with Charles

Cuigley cf Robert Charles Associates, another architectural firm. Masiellc was

told of this call from Kelly by Rushton, anc Masiello then asked Rushton to give

him one of his other weighted votes on the Springfield project.

Walter Poitrast, Deputy Director of the BBC from 1963 tc 1569, and its

Director from 1569 to 1578, was interviewed by Commission staff on two

occasions. He said in an interview on December 30, 1579 that his relationship

with Masiello was limited to EEC projects, although Pcitrast recalled being

"treated" to a lunch at Jimmy's Harborside along with a croup from the EEC on one

cf Masielio's birthdays. Poitrast saio he never received gifts "cf any

magnitude" from Masiello, except a "bottle or two" at Christmas. While Pcitrast

coes remember meeting with Masiellc relative tc state projects, he cannot recall

specific subject matter or dates.''

George Rushton, Deputy Director of the EEC from 1965 tc 1580, was interviewed

on January 17 ana March 26, 1580, and said that he was never apprcachec by

Masiello for his vote before the DSE. Rushton also said he was not telephoned by

Senator Kelly for Jacobs or Quigley.

Near the conclusion of his testimony on May 13, 1580, Masiello said that

Poitrast eventually attendea the September 25 DSE meeting, having cancelled his

anticipated vacation in the interim.^ His attendance was borne out by the DSE

minutes of its 105th meetino. 5

Masiello Re-Ccntacts Zuchero
.

.

Masielio's "well laid plan" 5 continued when he asked former Commissioner

of A&F (1566 to 1568) Anthony P. DeFalco to intercede with Victor Zuchero in

Masielio's favor. Masiello testified that he did so at the Cchasset Golf Club

where he met DeFalco. According to Masielio's testimony, DeFalco told Masiello

that he was planning to hold a party for Governor Sargent at his home, and would

speak to Zuchero then.

DeFalco was interviewed by Commission staff on December 10, 1579 anc en

August 13, 1980. DeFalco acknowleoged that he played golf with Masiello, but can

recall playing only at the Fleasant Valley Country Club in Sutton. Cn August 13,

DeFalco said that he had hosted a Sargent party in his Needham home during the

summer of 1974,

"

8 but did not recall being asked by Masiello to speak with

Zuchero on Masielio's behalf."

Masiello testified that after he talked to Kerr, Poitrast, Rushton, anc
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DeFalco, he went back to see Zuchero and told him that he "would possibly be one

of three" DSE finalists 60 In interviews with Commission staff, Masiello said

that Zuchero told him "the job is yours .,61
It seemed obvious to Masiello that

Zuchero had done some "checking up" on Masiello before committing the project to

Kim 62him .

When Zuchero was first interviewed by Commission staff on February 22, 19ec,

he indicated that he had never spoken to anyone except Governor Sargent and the

governor's patronage secretary, Harold Greene, about individuals seeking state

contracts. Even with Greene, Zuchero said that their discussions might have

extended to reviewing office seekers, but did not inclde those seeking

contracts. Zuchero was next interviewed, at his reauest, on February 26,

1980. Zuchero indicated that, on reflection, he "knew" that he had discussed

certain architects with Greene, and possibly with Lt . Governor Oonald Dwight.

In private testimony before the Commission on March 3, 198C, Zuchero

confirmea that he had talked with Greene on such matters but that he had "no

recollection" of contacting the Lieutenant governor with respect to those seeking

state contracts. In public testimony on May 7, 1980, Zuchero said he could

not recall previously telling Commission staff, in the February 26, 19eo

interview, that he had discussed those seeking state contracts with Greene and

Lt. Governor Dwight.

Zuchero's tetimony that he "checked out" potential designers and architects

68from lists which arrived from Greene's office was confirmed by Greene in

public testimony before the Commission. Greene was patronage secretary to

Governor Sargent from December of 1969 through March of 1973. He testified on

June 24, 1980 that he interpreted his duties to include reviewing with Zuchero

the DSB short list of three finalists for the award of design contracts.

Greene testified that he received the DSE list from Albert Zabriskie, Deputy

Commissioner of A&F from 1969 through 1974, /C and then consulted with Zucherc

to see if any of the listed architects was a contributor. The interviews and

testimony of Zuchero and Greene thereby substantiated Masiello's contention that

there was a pattern of "checking up" on potential state designers.

Masiello's belief that his plan to acauire the Springfield project was

working well is illustrated by a conversation that he had with Thissen during

this time period. According to Masiello's testimony:

One of those Tuesdays that I explained to you, I was in
J4T's [restaurant^ Thissen] was sitting at a table. I went over
to him and I said what are you doing on the Springfield project,
and he said ncbody is going to get it and I looked at him and I

kind of laughed and I said well, I'm going to submit an
application. I said are you and he said no, I don't think I am
going to. All along I practically knew I have got this project
in my pocket based on my meetings with Zuchero and Kerr and
Rushton.71
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On September 25, 1574, the CSE met and recommended the architectural firms of

ESC, Inc., Payette Associates, and Masiello & Associates as the finalists fcr the

SMHC contract. 72

Masiello said that he learned of his CSE nomination on that same day,

September 25, 1574. 73
He testified that he was playing gclf at the winthrcp

Country Club when he received a telephone call from Kerr who informec Masiello cf

his nomination by the DSE. However, in an interview with Commission staff on

December 21, 1575, Masiello said that this call was from his secretary Audrey

Rawson. In Rawson's own public testimony before the Commission on May 1,

158C, she said that she received a telephone call from Frederick Kussman, then

Acministrative Assistant to the Director of the BBC, and the EEC "coordinator"

with the DSB. Kussman informed Rawson that he had "urgent" news for

Masiello. Rawson testified that she then telephoned Masiello at the golf

course. Rawson said that she received a telephone call from Masiello that same

night teiling her that he was with Kussman and that he had "received the contract

for the Mental Health job." 76

THE FINAL STEP IN THE PLAN

Masiello proceeded, the next day, to contact Zuchero and inform him that he

was now "one of the three" DSE finalists. In an interview with Commission

staff, Masiello said that he visited Zuchero "after I was on the list of three,

after September 25, 1574,

"

78 and "probably" on September 26 or 27. 79

Masiello testified that, upon his arrival at Zuchero's office at 21 Beacon

Street, Zuchero and he walked across the street to the State house and into

Lieutenant Governor Donald R. Dwiaht's outer office.

We got over to the outer waiting room, waited there a few
minutes, he [Zuchero] got up and he went in, I assume because I

didn't see which way he went, I'm sure he went in to talk to the
lieutenant governor. Approximately a short time, maybe one or
two minutes he returned, asked me to follow him. I followed him
into Don Dwight's office. He made the introductions and left.

While I was there I indicatea to Donald Dwight that I was
interested in this [Springfield] project, and I would be willing
to contribute a sizable campaign contribution. He was talking
in terms of approximately $5,000. I indicated to him that I

didn't like tc pay that much up front fcr a project because
sometimes they fall by the wayside. We settled on $2,C0C in
cash.

After I made the agreement I walked out, talkec to Mr.
Zuchero on the front cf the State House steps, the top lancing,
explained to Mr. Zuchero that I made a deal with Donald Dwight
fcr $2,000 on the Springfield Mental Health Center. 3C



Later in his testimony, Masiello describee in greater detail the conversation

that he had with Donald Dwicht on this occasion:
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Mr. Mahoney:

The Witness:

Mr. Mahoney

The Witness:

The Witness: The substance was I asked him what this project
was worth. I told him I would be willing to give
him a contribution. He came back tc me with the
sum of $5,000. Yesterday when I was here I think
I clearly indicated how we hao been burnt prior,
namely the Joseph P. Gentile School, the Connelly
School, we had paid heavy money up front to no
avail, [before] the projects were started.

Did you tell that to Dwight, basically $5,000

Probably, yes. I probably didn't point out to
him what I am pointing out to you, I told him
once the project got unaerway probably there
would be more forthcoming, but I did use the word
contribution. We did.settle on $2,000 and it was
in cash.

And did you say more would be forthcoming if the
project went forward?

I don't believe I used that terminology as I am
using it today, but I am sure I indicated to him
when the project were to be completed he would be
satisfied. I think that's the way I left it.

In other words, in a subtle way I indicated
to him that there would be more coming once the
project was completed. e *

Masiello testified that, after this agreement, he talked to Zuchero on the

State House steps, "the top landing," and advised him of the "deal." 82

Masiello "knew [he] had the job" after this first meeting with Dwight. 83

Zuchero's recollections of his meetings with Masiello changed from interview

to testimony. In his first staff interview on February 22, 1980, Zuchero said

that he never had a conversation with Donald Dwight, "or anyone working for him,"

relating to contracts. 84 When Zuchero was interviewed on February 26, 19eo, he

said that he had reflected on some of his February 22 comments and wished to

amend them to say that he met with Masiello, "late in 1974 ... before the

election," and that "the probability is that I sent him over to see Dwight."

"Masiello might have said he'd make a contribution." 96

In private testimony before the Commission on March 3, 198C, Zuchero had "no

recollection" of his having suggested to Masiello that Masiello should meet with

Lt. Governor Dwight. In that testimony, Zuchero also had no recollection of

having told Commission interviewers, eight days earlier, that he had

"probably "sent Masiello over to see Dwight. ° In his public testimony on May

7, 1960, Zuchero said that he had "no recollection of taking [Masiello] over" to

the Lieutenant Governor's office, nor any recollection of having had any

07
conversation with Masiello after such a meeting.
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INPUT INTO DESIGNER SELECTION: WHOSE CHECKMARKS

Donald Dwight testified privately before- the Commission on January 30, I960

that throughout his tenure as Lieutenant Governor, from 1971 through 1976, his

only consistent input into designer selection occurred during the term of his

first successor as A&F Commissioner, Charles Shepard. e

Shepard served as Commissioner from 1970 until his retirement in 1971. In

testimony before the Commission in February 25, 1980, Shepard said that he never

conferred with anyone other than his Deputy Commissioner, Albert Zabriskie, about

designer selection. Shepard testified that he "never had anything tc do with

Donald Dwight on any selection for the Designer Selection Board." 8

Dwight testified that he did not discuss designer selections with A&F

90commissioners after Shepard on a regular basis, but inaicated that he "may

well have" been consulted from time tc time en these choices by Shepard's

successors, including David M. Marchand. Marchand was Assistant Commissioner

of Administration from 1969 to 1971, and then became Lt. Governor Dwight's Chief

Secretary and Counsel until he was appointed Commissioner of AAF. Marchand

served as Commissioner from May of 1974 until January of 1975.

go
When interviewea by Commission staff on January 10, 1980, ** and during his

public testimony on April 15, 1980, '•' Marchand said that he ano Lt. Governor

Dwight never communicated relative to designer selection. Marchand said that he

could recall no such discussion with Dwight with respect to designer selection

for the Springfield Mental Health Center.
5A

Albert Zabriskie was appointed Deputy Commissioner of AAF by Dwight in

9 5
1969, ^ and continued in that position through the terms of the next four

commissioners, until December 28, 1974. Zabriskie's duties included overseeing

the DSB. Zabriskie was the Executive Secretary of the DSE from 1972 to 1976, and

was involved with the selection of designers from the DSE short list. c

Zabriskie testified at a public hearing before the Commission on April 16,

1980 that shortly after Dwight was sworn in as Lieutenant governor in January of

1971, he met with Dwight in the latter's second floor State House office. Dwight

told him that he still wished to exercise influence over designer selection from

the DSB short list. Zabriskie then testified that he met with Dwight on a

regular basis "throughout those four years" that Dwight served as Lieutenant

Governor. Zabriskie further testified that he informed each

Commissioner of A&F who succeeded Dwight, until the change in administrations in

January of 1975, of this input by the Lieutenant Governor.

Zabriskie testified that these meetings with Dwight were a "uniform ano

consistent practice throughout the terms of [all of the] Commissioners [of AAF]

... from 1971 through 1974.

"

i0 ° when he met with Zabriskie, Dwight went over
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the original copy of the DSE transmittal letter to A&F and made either a

checkmark or a dot next to his selection from among the three finalists.

Zabriskie testified that no one else but he and Dwight was ever present at these

1 02meetings
,

xu '' and that he actually saw the marks made by the Lieutenant Governor:

A. He would look at the letter [the short list from A&F] sit
back in a chair and mark certain selections.

Q. Was there any aiscussion at the meeting?

A. Very little.

Q. Did Lt. Governor Dwight ask you any ouestions about any of
the firms that were on that short list?

A. He did not.

Q. Did you volunteer any information to the Lieutenant
Governor about any of those firms?

A. I did not. 103

Dwight testified that he did not recall ever having discussed designer

selection with Deputy Commissioner Zabriskie after Dwight resigned from A&F in

1S7C. Dwight could not recall Zabriskie ever "bringing to his attention" the

names of DSB finalists while he was Lieutenant Governor from 1971 through 1974,

although Dwight thought it was "possible" that Zabriskie had done so.

Zabriskie testified that he had informed A4F Commissioner David Marchand of

his meetings with Lt. Governor Dwight in a meeting in Marchand's office shortly

1 D5
after Marchand became Commissioner in May of ISlb. However,

Marchand did not recall Zabriskie ever telling him that Dwight wanted to select

any one designer from the three DSE finalists. The only input from Zabriskie

which Marchand could recall was advising Marchand occasionally that one or

another finalist might have had too much recent state work. 1C6 Marchand

testified that he had no knowledge of anyone else within A4F discussing designer

selection with Dwight. 07

Charles Shepard, who was Commissioner of AAF in 1970-71, testified before the

Commission on April 14, 1980, that it was his recollection that he put checkmarks

on the DSB short list of three, and that "to the best of [his] knowledge" there

1 DP
were no check marks on the documents when he received them. u

Robert L. Yasi, presently a judge of the Suffolk County Probate Court in

Eoston, and Commissioner of A&F from 1971 to 1972, testifieo publicly on April

15, 1980 that he didn't know whether or not the marks on the DSB short lists were

there when Zabriskie brought the lists to Yasi. Yasi noted that his selection

from the DSE list was "maae with Al's [Zabriskie ' s] input and no other with rare

exception," and that it was possible that Zabriskie had placed the marks on the

list as a means cf displaying his own recommenoations to Yasi. Yasi's

successor, William I. Cowin, Commissioner of AAF from 1972 through May of 1974,
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testified publicly on April 14, 1980 that he didn't know who put the marks on his

copies of the DSE short list. liC

A Commission chart introduced in evidence during the public testimony of

Zabriskie on April 16, 1980, showed that there were a total of 117 marks, checks

cr aots on a total of 127 aesigner selections from the DSE short lists during the

tenures of Shepard, Yasi, Cowin and Marchand. 11

THE WINNING OF THE SPRINGFIELD PROJECT

On September 27, 1976, the Executive Secretary of the DSE, Albert Zabriskie,

sent the DSE transmittal letter containing the three DSE nominees for the

Springfield Mental Health Center to the Commissioner of ASF, David M.

Marchand. Listed alphabetically were the firms of ESO, Inc., of Ercokline;

Masiello 4 Associates, Architects, of Worcester; and Payette Associates, of

Boston. The DSB transmittal letter was later attached to a cover letter sent

from A4F to Alan Altshuler, Commissioner of Transportation and Construction,

informing him that Masiello had been selected as the designer for SMHC. The

cover letter bore the stamped signature of the Commissioner of A&F, David m.

Marchand. Edth documents were introduced in evidence during Marchand's testimony

before the Commission on March 3, 1980. 11 '

Marchand was shown these documents during his testimony, and noted that, in

the left column of the DSB transmittal which identified Masiello as Marchand's

selection, were the initials "DMM." liA Marchand had previously testified 115

that it was his practice to indicate his selection among the DSB finalists by

placing his three initials to the left of that firm's name. Marchand testified,

however, that the initials which appeared to the left of the name of Masiello 4

Associates were a forgery. Marchand went on to testify that he had no

recollection of the DSB short list for the Springfield project or of the cover

letter to Altshuler stamped with his signature. * Marchand testified before

the Commission that he did not award the SMHC contract to Masiello 4

Associates. Marchano was "absolutely certain" that his initials next tc the

Masiello name were a forgery. x Marchand knew of no one authorized to use his

1 20
initials in that manner, nor of anyone who might have done so. Handwriting

expert Elizabeth McCarthy, in her public testimony before the Commission stated

that, in her opinion, Marchand's initials on this document were f orged .

~^ x
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MASIELLO MAKES GOOD ON HIS COMMITMENT

William Masiello was formally notified of the selection of his firm for SMHC

in an October 14, 1974 BEC letter, and a contract was executed on November 11,

1974. 1** Before the contract was terminated by the BBC on March 1, 1978, the

Masiello firm hao received a total of $100,710.06 for design services on the

project. "^

Masiello told the Commission that no particular deadline for his promised

contribution was set in the meeting with Dwight in which they made their deal for

the SMHC project. However, he said he did "ha[ve] it in mind that Election Day"

was it. Masiello's testimony was that he had told Dwight that he would get

back to him "as fast a possible." 125

Masiello testified at a public hearing on May 13, 1980 that he undertook tc

raise the promised $2,000 contribution by issuing four company $500 checks,

having them cashed, and himself collecting the money. *° One check was made

out to Masiello; a second to his secretary, Audrey Rawson; a third to Raymond J.

Allard, ana the fourth to Wayne 0. Sale "After they cashed the checks they

handea me the $2,000 and I brought it back to Mr. Dwight." 128

When Masiello was asked about the characterization of this amount as a

"contribution" he saio that Dwight had used the term "contribution" in reference

to the $2,000, but Masiello himself felt that it was "a kind word for payoff or

bribe." 130

When Masiello testified on May 13, 1980, he said that he made out two of the

four checks for November 6, 1974, but that they were actually cashed on November

5, 1974. Bank imprints on the check indicated cashing on November 5. The

remaining two checks were made out by Masiello's secretary, Rawson, and those two

before the correct date, November 5, 1974. -^l

Masiello further testified that Rawson had cashed his check as well as her

own, and that Salo and Allard had each cashed theirs, all four on November 5,

1574. «2

In public testimony before the Commission on May 1, 1980, Rawson said that:

On November 5, 1974, Bill came in and asked me to write two
checks, one for him and one for me in the amount of $500. He
asked me to turn the cash back to him;... He also told me that
he had spoken to ... Wayne Salo and Raymond Allard, and that he
had written two checks for them each in the amount of $500.
They went out to the bank and brought the money back to him. 133

Rawson testified that Masiello made a regular practice of generating cash in

this manner, and that the money was always put in "plain white

envelopes," 13 ^ and was "usually in larger bills. Bill always liked hundred

dollar bills rather than tens and twenties." 136 Rawson testified that all

four checks numbered in sequence 2C96, 2097, 2098 and 2099, "were written and
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1 T 7cashec an the same aay ... near or about noontime"^ on November 5, 1974. She

saia that the money was taken to Boston by Masiello.

On April 22, I960, former Masiello architect Wayne Salo publicly testified

that he was askec from time to time to cash corporate checks and return the

proceeds tc Masiello. 1" He said that he recognized the particular corporate

check, dateo November 6, 1974, as one which was made out by Masiello to Salo and

actually cashed by Salo on November 5,
1974. I*

Raymond J. Allard, president of the Masiello firm from 1972 to January of

1975, testified en April 22, 1980 that he had cashed over $10,000 in Masiello

corporate checks from late 1971 until his departure in 1973, and returned the

money to Masiello. "None of this money wound up in my pocket." Allard

identified Masiello corporate check number 2098, dated November 6, 1974, as a

particular $500 check which he cashed and whose proceeds he returned to

Masiello.-1 2 Allard indicated that this check had his name as payee printed

out by Masiello, and was actually negotiated by Allard on November 5, 1974. **3

All the checks, ana the related ledger entries, were introduced in evidence

before the Commission. Bank markings on all four checks showed that they had

been cashed.

having used his employees tc generate $2,000 in cash, Masiello testified that

he then went to Boston to give it to Lt. Governor Owight in the latter's State

House office:

The Witness: ... on election day of 1974 I walked into Donald
Dwight's office and I handed him $2,000 in an
envelope in cash, he took the 2,000 and put it in
the left-hand side of his blotter and I walked
out. Never saw — well, I did see him, I wished
him that he won that day and I indicated to him
that in the event that he did it was nice to know
that I had an open door to his office. On that
basis that was the last time I saw Donald
Dwight.14*

Masiello described the scene in Dwight's office in greater detail later in

his testimony:

The Witness:

Mr. Mahoney:

The Witness

Mr. Mahoney

The Witness:

Mr. Mahoney

The Witness:

Well, during and while the conversation [in
Dwight's office], sometime I handed him the
$2,000 in an envelope.

You indicated--

Which he took and put it not under the blotter
but on top of the blotter in like a little side
pocket

.

He put it there. You -didn't?

He put it.

You handed it to him in hand?

Yes.
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Mr. Mahoney: And there was $2, COO in an envelope?

The Witness: Yes, there was, sir.

Mr. Mahoney: Anc was it a blank envelope, do you remember?
Did it have anything on it?

The Witness: All my envelopes were blank. 145

Mr. Mahoney: And did you put any markings on the envelope?

The Witness: No.

Mr. Mahoney: And you handed it to Mr. Dwight. Was he standing
behind his desk?

The Witness: Yes, he was. I believe he stood the whole time I

was there, sir, that's how brief the meetinc
was. 146

Donald Dwight appeared before the Commission at a private hearing or January

30, 1980, before many of the details of Masiello's May 13 testimony had been

developed. After leaving public office in 1975, Dwight had moved to Minneapolis,

where he is a newspaper publisher. He appeared voluntarily on January 30; at his

reauest, and cut of respect for his former office, the Commission did not serve

him with a summons.

Dwight testifiec that he had no recollection of meeting with Masiello in the

lieutenant governor's office. Dwight said he had no recollection

of ever receiving a contribution from Masiello. Dwight said he had no

recollection of participating in the selection process for the Springfield Mental

Health Center contract. 51 At the conclusion of the hearing, Dwight told the

Commission that he would voluntarily make himself available for future testimony

at the Commission's recuest.

After Masiello's testimony, the Commission reauested Dwight to return from

Minnesota to testify further at a public hearing. The Commission, in particular,

wanted to hear Dwight's response, under oath, to the evidence given by Masiello

and Zabriskie. Dwight refused to appear. He remained outside Massachusetts

thereafter, beyond the reach of the Commission's summons power.

In an effort to resolve the contradiction between the testimony of William

Masiello and that of Donald Dwight, the Commission sought to confirm Dwight's

presence in his State House office on election day, 1974.

Commission staff interviewed Brian Pollock, Dwight's aide and driver.

Pollock indicated that on election day, November 5, 1974, he was "in and cut of"

the Lieutenant governor's office and spent most of the day coordinating the

upcoming election party. Pollock did recall that his fellow driver, state

trooper James Roche, had picked up Dwight that morning and had returned Dwight to

the State House office at approximately 2:00 in the afternoon. 52 Roche was
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interviewed by Commission staff and confirmed the Lieutenant Governor's presence

in his State house office "for at least two hours" on election day, 1976.
"

THE PROJECT CWINDLES TO A HALT

As early as June 24, 1974, the Department of Mental Health was considering a

program change for the Springfield project: splitting up the original SMHC into

three parts, with a "core" facility on the original site ana two "satellite"

buildings elsewhere in the community.*' 4
Shortly after the Masiello firm

executea the SMHC contract on November 11, 1974, the 8BC requested authorization

to separate the original project into three entities, with a total project cost

"not to exceed $5,000,000.

"

155

On February 14, 1975, Masiello & Associates was notified by the BBC that the

firm's "continued services," tc include the reconfigured project, had been

approved by A&F. 156

In response to continued program changes by the Department of Mental Health,

the BBC transmitted three sets of preliminary plans tc the Department for its

review. JG On March 1, 1978, the Masiello firm, which had changed its

corporate name to Elm Park Associates, was notified by the BBC that it had been

terminated as the architect of the Springfield Mental Health Center, after

40 months under contract to the Commonwealth and $100,710.08 in design

fees. The facility has not yet been ccnstructed.

CONCLUSION

In this case, the Special Commission heard evidence that William Masiello had

a strategy to win a major design contract from the Commonwealth. The strategy

involved beating the system that had been set up to eliminate corruption and

political influence from the process of awarding design contracts, the Designer

Selection Board.

By "serenading" agency officials with favors, by impressing them with his

political clout, and by lobbying them for at least one of their weighted votes on

the DSB, Masiello assured his firm's selection as one of the three finalists for

the project. He neutralized one of his main business rivals by agreeing to a

"truce" tc divide up the projects and avoid competition.

Masiello used all the political connections he cculd to help him with this
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strategy. One series of connections finally led him where he wanted to go: from

Toots Manzi and Anthony DeFalco to Victor Zuchero to the lieutenant governor of

Massachusetts, Donald Dwight.

Dwight was identified in public testimony before the Commission by the man he

had made his chief deputy, Albert Zabriskie, as the one who continued to control

the award of design contracts throughout his four years as lieutenant governor.

Zabriskie testified that Dwight did so by placing a mark next to the name of his

favored firm on the list of finalists for the project brought to him by Zabriskie

from the DSB.

Masiello testified to his conversations with Donald Dwight in his State House

office in which a deal was made to award the contract to Masiello in exchange for

a $2,0C0 "contribution," in Masiello's words, "a kind word for payoff or bribe."

Masiello also testified that he withdrew the $2,000 from his firm by cashing four

corporate checks on election day, 1974. The employees involved all confirmed

their participation in the cash generation scheme. Masiello then, according to

his public testimony, took the cash in a plain white envelope to the State House

and handed it to Dwight in his office -- shortly after his firm had been awarded

the contract.

When Dwight testified in a private hearing before the Commission, he said he

could not recall meeting with Masiello. But after Masiello testified in public,

Dwight refused to return to the Commonwealth to give evidence under oath at a

public hearing.

Thus, the questions the Commission wanted to put to Dwight unoer oath about

the award of the SMHC contract went unanswered by him. The result was that a

Special Commission of the General Court of Massachusetts was refused the

cooperation of the former second highest elected official of the Commonwealth on

a matter concerning his official duties and within the Commission's mandate to

investigate.
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